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Chapter 1 

Language owners and speakers 

1.1 Location and contact history of Gaagudju language owners 
and speakers 

In discussions of language names in Aboriginal Australia, a distinction 
must be drawn between language ownership and the ability to speak a 
language (Rumsey 1993: 199-201). People claim primary ownership of 
particular language varieties, by virtue of patrifiliation. With the effects 
of European settlement, many people who claim to own a particular 
language may not be able to speak it. Conversely, there often are and 
always were people with a fluent competence in a particular language 
variety, who do or did not claim primary ownership of that variety. 

Owing to the massive depopulation and related extensive movement 
of people since contact, it is not now possible to give a fully accurate 
statement on the territory associated with the Gaagudju language at 
contact. Maps 2 and 3 indicate the estates owned by the four clans 
which owned the Gaagudju language: Bunidj, Djindibi and Mirarr (two 
clans). The post-contact history of the people from this area, the 
northern Kakadu - Oenpelli area, is broadly describable in terms of two 
major phases, with the 1920s being the transition period between the 
two phases. The first phase was characterised by three major processes 
which transformed the nature of Aboriginal social organisation in the 
northern Alligator Rivers region. These three processes were the 
dramatic collapse in population levels, the development of European 
oriented economic regimes, and significant population movements. 

The population collapse is discussed in Keen (1980a & 1980b). Keen 
(1980b) provides an estimate of the population collapse in a region 
extending from the Adelaide River to the East Alligator River and about 
80kms inland. Keen makes this estimate of the pre-contact population of 
this area on the basis of information about population densities in 
ecologically similar, but much less contact affected, areas in north-
eastern Amhemland. Warner (1958: 146) estimates that the Aboriginal 
population of the Yolngu areas of north-eastern Amhemland (about 
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26,000 sq kms) was approximately 3,000 in 1926. This yields a density 
of one person per 8.5 sq kms. However Keen (1980b: 172) states that 
his own data shows that population densities were higher in coastal 
areas, approaching one person per 4 sq kms. Hiatt (1965: 17) estimates 
that population densities among the coastal Gidjingali may have 
approached one person per sq km in places. 

Keen therefore argues that a figure of one person per 8 sq kms is a 
conservative baseline for estimating the population of the area between 
the Adelaide River and the East Alligator River (about 14,300 sq kms). 
This baseline produces a population figure of approximately 1,800 
people for this area. This figure is consistent with early records, which 
report large numbers of people in the region (see Keen 1980a: 37-38 for 
a summary of these reports). On the basis of his research for the 
Alligator Rivers Stage II land claim, Keen estimates that by the late 
1970s the Aboriginal population of the area was about 4% of its pre-
contact numbers (1980a: 37). Further it would appear from the evidence 
given by Keen that the bulk of this collapse occurred between 1880 and 
1920. Keen (1980a: 42-44, 1980b: 172) attributes this dramatic collapse 
to the sudden exposure of the Aboriginal population to a whole range of 
new diseases, following the establishment of Darwin (1869) and Pine 
Creek (1872). It is possible that the effects of European settlement were 
felt even earlier. There were various temporary settlements from 1828 
onwards at Cobourg Peninsula and Cape Hotham, both reasonably close 
to the Alligator Rivers area, preceding the establishment of Darwin. 

It would naturally be desirable to have some more accurate way of 
estimating the pre-contact population levels, both for the northern 
Kakadu - Oenpelli area specifically, and more generally. It would also 
be desirable to have a more accurate estimation of the timing of the 
collapse. However, Keen's estimate is the best available, and I will 
therefore operate within the analysis of post-contact demography that 
Keen presents. 

While the population collapse was probably the most significant 
transformation brought about by contact, the buffalo industry was also 
significant, as it was one of the major forces which shaped the lives of 
the survivors. The buffalo industry started, officially at least, in 1876 
when the Cobourg Cattle Company took up a lease for buffalo hunting 
in the Alligator Rivers region (Cole 1975: 15). Aboriginal people had a 
significant involvement in the buffalo industry from the beginning, as 
they constituted the bulk of the labour force. The basic working unit in 
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the industry consisted of a European hunter, or pair of hunters, and a 
group of Aboriginal workers. The work was largely concentrated in the 
dry season, with the work force dispersing during the wet. Unlike other 
areas of Australia, there is little evidence of the use of coercion to 
obtain Aboriginal labour. The Aboriginal participation in the industry 
appears to have been essentially voluntary (Levitus MS). 

The most important of the European buffalo hunters, in terms of the 
contact history of the northern Kakadu - Oenpelli area, was Paddy 
Cahill. Cahill arrived in the area in the 1880s and initially set up 
operations on both sides of the mouth of the East Alligator. His primary 
initial base is usually considered to have been at Alawarndjawarn on the 
eastern side of the river in the territory of people who owned Amurdak. 
However most of his shooting was carried out on the western side of the 
river mouth in Gaagudju and Ngaduk country (G. Chaloupka: p.c, based 
on records held in N.T. archives). Cahill later moved his primary base 
up the river to Oenpelli (apparently sometime during the period 1906 -
1909). Oenpelli quickly became an important centre for owners and 
speakers of Gaagudju, Amurdak, Giimbiyu, and Bininj Gunwok. 

Cahill's strongest links appear to have been with Gaagudju language 
owners. This is suggested by the material concerning the Oenpelli 
people presented in the 1914 work by Walter Baldwin Spencer 'Native 
Tribes of the Northern Territory of Australia'. In the preface to "Native 
Tribes" (1914: ix) Spencer makes clear his debt to Cahill, both in terms 
of the material presented, and in terms of dealing with informants. 
Indeed there is good reason to view Cahill as Spencer's primary 
informant, providing the essential link between Spencer and the 
Aboriginal people resident at Oenpelli, and also providing Spencer with 
a view of those people. 

Spencer (1914: ix) states that Gaagudju was the language that Cahill 
had learnt and used with Aboriginal people. In his correspondence with 
Spencer, Cahill refers to the Oenpelli people as the Gaagudju. The 
material on Oenpelli in "Native Tribes" is largely from a Gaagudju 
perspective. Spencer (1914:14) recognises that there were a number of 
languages represented at Oenpelli, but uses Gaagudju as a cover term 
for all of them. Spencer thought that Oenpelli was in the country of the 
Gaagudju (1928: 744). Additionally it appears that Spencer's principal 
Aboriginal informants, who were presumably selected because of their 
close links with Cahill, were Gaagudju. Spencer states that his three 
main informants were Mitcheralaka, Kopereiki and Wudeirti (1928: 
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750). It would appear that these three men were those remembered by 
my consultants as Captain Madjirrilaaga (Mirarr Gaagudju), Gabirriigi 
(Bunidj Gaagudju) and Fred Wardiirdi (Bunidj Gaagudju). 

The evidence from "Native Tribes" that Cahill's closest connections 
were with Gaagudju language owners correlates with the fact that his 
earliest operations in the area during the 1880s were primarily in 
country owned by Gaagudju clans. It seems likely that Gaagudju 
language owners would have constituted a significant portion of his 
original working teams. It also appears from the material in "Native 
Tribes", and from oral history material, that the initial working 
association was maintained throughout Cahill's tenure at Oenpelli. 
Certainly the subsequent history of people who owned country in the 
northern Kakadu - Oenpelli area, including Gaagudju owners, who had 
been associated with Cahill would suggest that they had been 
thoroughly integrated into a European oriented economic regime by the 
1920s. 

Cahill left Oenpelli in 1922. Cole (1975: 6 & 23) states that 
following his departure most of the people, including the Gaagudju, 
who had worked for Cahill also departed to work on the buffalo country 
around the Mary and Adelaide Rivers further to the west. My own 
fieldwork confirms this general picture, though it is more accurately 
described in somewhat less abrupt terms. The movement of people 
owning country in the northern Kakadu - Oenpelli area is best described 
as a shift in primary residential focus from Oenpelli to the Mary -
Adelaide River area. It appears that the bulk of this shift occurred 
immediately following Cahill's departure, but it continued into the early 
1930s. It was during this period that the westwards movement of 
Kunwinjku speakers resulted in their becoming the dominant group at 
Oenpelli. 

It is necessary to recognise that this change of primary residential 
focus by the Alligator Rivers people was a fluid phenomenon. 
Considerable numbers of people from the northern Kakadu - Oenpelli 
area had been resident for extensive periods on the buffalo country and 
in Darwin since at least the 1880s (Keen 1980a: 34). Some Alligator 
Rivers people also continued to return to Oenpelli after the major shift. 
Further, even within the buffalo country it is clear that there was 
continual movement of people. Nevertheless, the majority of people 
who had or have some recognised traditional association with the 
northern Kakadu - Oenpelli area spent most of the period from 
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approximately 1925 until the late 1970s initially on the buffalo country 
and later in Darwin. 

This group included the majority of Gaagudju speakers, and it would 
appear that after the 1920s Gaagudju had its most extensive usage in the 
buffalo country. In addition to the people who were primary owners of 
Gaagudju, there were a group of people who were secondary owners of 
Gaagudju. The primary affiliations of this second group were to a 
variety of languages: Amurdak, Giimbiyu, Gundjeihmi, Umbugarla; and 
their secondary affiliations to Gaagudju had come through a variety of 
sources: descent, marriage, common life history. It appears that after 
approximately 1930 Amurdak and Giimbiyu were no longer commonly 
used by the members of this second group having primary affiliations to 
these languages. Instead they made greater use of Gaagudju. This is 
evidenced by the fact that the children of these people born after 
approximately 1930 did not acquire competence in their parents' 
primary languages, Amurdak or Giimbiyu, but instead learnt their 
parents' secondary language Gaagudju. Gaagudju continued to be 
actively used on the buffalo country until the late 1950s. One of my 
Warray consultants who married the son of an Amurdak woman in the 
early 1950s acquired some partial facility in Gaagudju from her mother-
in-law (she did not learn Amurdak at all). 

It is more difficult to estimate the usage of Gaagudju in Oenpelli. 
There was a small group of speakers with primary or secondary 
affiliations to Gaagudju until the mid 1960s. This group had no direct 
descendants. However one man born in the mid 1940s who had very 
close life history connections with this group, has a limited partial 
knowledge of Gaagudju. Also my principal consultant made some use 
of Gaagudju with this group after her return to Oenpelli in the 1950s. As 
such it would appear that Gaagudju continued in some limited usage in 
Oenpelli until the early 1960s. 

1.2 Previous work 

Unlike most areas in Australia there is a reasonable body of previous 
research, both linguistic and anthropological, concerning this area. The 
oldest of these, and the most directly relevant to the present research, is 
Spencer's 1914 "Native Tribes of the Northern Territory of Australia". 
This work includes material on many Aboriginal groups in the Top End, 
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but by far the largest amount of information is concerned with the 
people who were gathered at Oenpelli when Spencer spent two months 
there in 1912 as a guest of Paddy Cahill. 

Given the difficulties of dealing with Gaagudju, the material that 
Spencer gathered is on the whole well transcribed, and as far as I can 
determine, is largely accurate. It was invaluable as a prompt for 
vocabulary items and provides a wealth of anthropological and cultural 
information about the area. I have also examined Spencer's fieldnotes, 
which are held in the Museum of Victoria. These notes contain 
additional information which was useful in clarifying certain points. 

Most unusually for any Aboriginal language in Australia, some 
professional linguistic work on Gaagudju was undertaken by 
Christopher Court, Arthur Capell's research assistant, in 1963. This 
material is of good quality. However it consists largely of basic 
paradigmatic and vocabulary items which had to be re-checked, so none 
of it has been directly used. 

The Berndts have provided a major body of anthropological and 
linguistic materials on the region, as a result of their fieldwork from 
1949 onwards. Two of their works are of particular significance. Their 
1970 "Man, Land and Myth" study of the Kunwinjku people of 
Oenpelli, though not directly relevant to the Gaagudju, provides a basic 
reference point for discussion of the systems of social organisation in 
the area. Their 1989 collection of myths "The Speaking Land", contains 
a large amount of material concerning the northern Kakadu - Oenpelli 
area. 

The anthropological and historical material gathered by Keen and 
others in the mid - late 1970s in connection with the Alligator Rivers 
Stage II land claim (especially the Claim Book) has been a major source 
for information on land tenure systems, location and history of various 
groups, place names and religious/mythological information. 

The present work has aimed very much to build on the work 
undertaken by all of these researchers and consequently owes a great 
debt to them. 

1.3 Consultants 

There were only two people who had a reasonable fluency in Gaagudju 
during my fieldwork. One of these was my main consultant, Peggy 
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Balmana of Oenpelli. Peggy was born in Oenpelli in approximately 
1930, but her parents moved to the buffalo country soon after. She 
returned to Oenpelli in the early 1950s and has lived there since that 
time. Gaagudju was one of Peggy's main languages in her childhood 
and youth. It was not however a primary language of either of her 
parents. Her father had a primary affiliation to Mengerrdji (a dialect of 
the Giimbiyu language 1.4). Her mother had a primary affiliation to 
Bininj Gunwok. Bininj Gunwok is now her main language, and has 
been since at least the time of her return to Oenpelli. In addition to these 
Aboriginal languages, Peggy also speaks an English-based creole, 
which was used in the buffalo camps. This creole, known as "Kriol", is 
spoken extensively in the area. 

Peggy's father had a secondary affiliation to Gaagudju through his 
mother. Like her father, her stepfather also had his major language 
affiliations to Gaagudju and Giimbiyu. However it appears that 
Giimbiyu had only a very limited use in Peggy's family, as she has a 
very limited and largely vocabulary partial knowledge of it. Rather, 
Gaagudju was the "Alligator Rivers" language used within her family. 
As discussed in 1.1 this pattern of use of Gaagudju is found with other 
people whose primary affiliations were to Giimbiyu and to Amurdak. 

While Gaagudju was one of Peggy's main languages in her early life 
she has had little opportunity to use it for many years, especially since 
her return to Oenpelli. This has naturally affected her command of 
Gaagudju, and her language use showed some of the effects which are 
typically taken to characterise language death (cf. Schmidt 1985). 
Language death effects were most noticeable in the following domains. 

(1-1) a. The dictionary is small, containing approximately 870 
nominal and verbal stems, and particles. 

b. There was apparently mother-in-law language 
magaalmurdu, but Peggy did not know this register. 

c. Peggy had a lesser facility at recognising Gaagudju forms 
from Spencer's "Native Tribes", than the other fluent 
Gaagudju speaker, Little Dolly Yarnmalu. 

d. Peggy was initially uncertain of the class membership of 
some uncommon nouns (4.6). 

e. Peggy was uncertain of the correct conjugational forms 
for uncommonly used verbs, and uncertain of the less 
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frequent categories, such as the Evitative (5.9.4), for 
somewhat less obscure verbs. 

f. Peggy showed considerable uncertainty as to the correct 
patterns for formal detransitivisation (7.7.1). 

g. Peggy did not generally give texts. 

These effects, other than g., may all be viewed as reflections of a 
single underlying language death effect: the loss of lexicalised 
information which is less frequently accessed, a.-c. involve the losses of 
root and stem forms in the lexicon, d.-f. involve the loss of forms which 
are paradigmatically stored within the lexicon. The major distinction in 
bound relationships in Gaagudju is that between unproductive 
lexicalised affixal patterns on the one hand, and productive syntactic 
clisis patterns on the other hand (3.1). The morphological patterns in d.-
f. are all unproductive affixal patterns. The very limited amount of text 
material relates both to the loss of lexicalised information and to the 
lack of opportunities for use of the language. Peggy was generally 
confident in her usage of commonly accessed lexicalised information. 
She was also generally confident in usage of productive syntactic clisis 
patterns. 

The description of Gaagudju presented here is obviously constrained 
by the lacunae discussed here. The database consists largely of elicited 
material, which has obvious limitations. In view of these problems, 
material given by Peggy was as far as possible checked, either with 
another speaker or with Peggy herself after some reasonable time had 
elapsed. All paradigmatic material has been checked, and as far as 
possible material relating to construction types has been checked. In this 
respect it is worth noting that Peggy had a strong general concern for 
accuracy. This concern for accuracy was not confined to linguistic 
material, but also extended to life history and social organisation. 

The only other fluent speaker of Gaagudju was Little Dolly 
Yarnmalu, who was born about 1925. Little Dolly was probably the 
most fluent speaker of Gaagudju. However she died in 1988, and it did 
not prove practical to work with her as a primary consultant. Before her 
death, I was able to check most vocabulary items and the basic patterns 
of nominal and verbal inflection with Little Dolly. 

In addition to these major consultants I also consulted the following 
people on a more restricted basis. 
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Big Bill Nayiidji 

Big Bill is a Gaagudju language owner, but he is only a partial speaker, 
having spent most of his later childhood and youth with Amurdak 
speaking relatives of his mother. Big Bill provided information about 
Gaagudju and Amurdak countries and owners on both sides of the East 
Alligator. He is a fluent speaker of Amurdak. 

Nelson Mulurrinj 

Nelson is a partial speaker of Gaagudju from his father's mother. He 
was of great assistance in checking word forms and provided much 
anthropological information both about the Gaagudju and the Amurdak, 
which last language he speaks fluently. 

Priscilla Girrabul 

Though a Bininj Gunwok speaker by primary affiliation Priscilla had a 
long life history association with Gaagudju and Giimbiyu speakers and 
provided anthropological and linguistic information on both groups. 

Jonathon and Lydia Maralngurra 

The Maralngurras have a detailed knowledge of the Madjinbardi 
(Mudginberri) - Ngalalil Marrawolngay (Cahill's Crossing) area and 
provided much anthropological and cultural information on this area. 

Apart from these people I also consulted the following people who 
were partial speakers, or who have/had some knowledge of the area 
under consideration - Minnie Analam, Daphne Gaden, Toby Gangele, 
Talking Billy Gunburnukka, Frank Namawornkodj, Carla Ngalyorrorn, 
Nancy Snape and Doris White. 

1.4 Languages spoken in the area 

The nature and constituency of "language communities/tribes" and their 
realisation in the actual world of speakers in Aboriginal Australia is a 
subject of considerable debate (e.g Peterson 1976). The papers most 
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directly addressing the question of language groups are Dixon (1976) 
and Rigsby & Sutton (1980-82). 

Dixon (1976: 214) in his discussion of the situation in the Cairns 
rainforest area distinguishes between two senses of the word language, 
which he calls languagei and language2. Of languagei Dixon says 
"people identify themselves as speakers of a particular language^ and 
make judgements as to whether their way of speaking is 'the same 
languageior 'a different languagei' from another's mode of speech". 
Of language2 he says "The second sense is the technical use of 
linguistics - two modes of speech are regarded as dialects of a single 
language2 if they are mutually intelligible. A wider definition of 
'language2' is that it involves a chain of mutually intelligible dialects -
there need not be necessarily be intelligibility between dialects at the 
extremes of the chain,". 

Rigsby & Sutton (1980-82: 18) in a partial critique of Dixon's views 
agree that the languagei concept is a useful and applicable concept -
"the crucial feature for defining a language, no matter how many 
varieties it includes, is the intention of its speakers to speak the same 
language". In respect of this definition Rigsby & Sutton add an 
important qualification (ibid) "we have been treating the intention to 
speak the same language as a constant, all or nothing factor. This is 
probably an ethnographic oversimplification." 

However they reject Dixon's language2 concept on the grounds of 
inherent problems within the concept of mutual intelligibility. They 
state "Intelligibility then is not a simple function of the formal structural 
similarity of two codes or code-varieties, but it reflects individual 
language competence resulting from the interaction of first- and second-
language learning, cultural values and attitudes towards language and 
language use, and personal abilities. Codes are not intelligible to each 
other; rather, they are intelligible to people." (ibid: 18). The evidence 
they provide concerning language knowledge and use in Cape 
Keerweer, and that provided by Wolff (1959) concerning intelligibility 
in the Delta area of Nigeria, clearly show that speaker determined 
intelligibility is not in all cases related to grammatical and lexical 
commonalities. Politically determined attitudes to other people are an 
inherent factor in determining the intelligibility of their languages. 

Nevertheless while there are clearly major problems with the 
language2 concept in relation to mutual intelligibility, it appears to me 
that Dixon was raising an important issue. Taking his Cairns rainforest 
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area as an example, there is for the purposes of linguists, a salient 
difference between the relationship of Ngajan to Mamu (a fellow 
"Jirrbal" dialect) and its relationship to Yidiny (a different language2). It 
appears to me that it is necessary for any technical theory of what a 
language is, to take cognisance of this difference. This is especially the 
case as boundaries between languages are generally like either the 
Ngajan to Mamu one, or like the Ngajan to Yidiny one. That is 
languages either share most of their grammar and lexicon, or they show 
significant grammatical and lexical differences. Dixon (1980: 36-37) 
discusses the range of differences in grammar and lexicon in Aboriginal 
Australia for languages. 

As Dixon's language2 term is essentially a technical term, it would 
appear to me that it should not be defined in terms of speaker's 
perceptions. Rather it should be defined in terms of linguists' 
perceptions. I would argue that a language2 should be defined in terms 
of the lexical and grammatical commonalities between modes of 
speech. The precise percentage of lexical commonalities, and the degree 
of the grammatical commonalities require further research. 
Provisionally, Dixon's (1980: 36) pointer to a minimum of 70% 
common vocabulary appears to be a good baseline requirement for 
lexical commonalities. Grammatical commonalities are somewhat more 
problematic, but presumably a high percentage commonality between 
inventories of grammatical systems would be required. There may be 
some problematic cases, but Dixon (1980: 37) argues that all apparently 
anomalous examples are resolvable. 

There are obvious connections between this definition of language2 
and that of Dixon's languagei or Rigsby & Sutton's language. Firstly 
any languages that belong to the same language2 are technically 
dialects. Secondly, situations where people say that they are speaking 
the same language^ when they are speaking different language2S, such 
as Chinese, are highly unusual. Normally people will only say that they 
are speaking the same languagei if they speak the same language2. 

In the technical linguists' sense the following languages and dialects 
were spoken in the area (Map 3). 

Gaagudju 

The available material on Gaagudju does not show any significant 
dialectal variation. The speech of my consultants, whether fluent or 
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partial speakers, showed great uniformity. There were only a few lexical 
variations. There is however some evidence in the material gathered by 
Spencer and the Bemdts, which suggests the existence of dialectal 
variation in Gaagudju. Spencer (1914: 277 & 323) refers to a language 
called Watta ~ Wetta. Berndt & Berndt (1989) refer in a couple of 
stories to a language called Wada. These three names are presumably 
variant spellings of a single language name. 

Berndt & Berndt (1989: 35) quote their Gaagudju consultant Fred 
Wardiirdi as saying "Wada language, close to Gagadju." There are a 
number of place names which are associated with the Wada language in 
the stories from Fred Wardiirdi in Berndt & Berndt (1989). Some of 
these place names are identifiable, and they are all located in territory 
around Munmalarri, which is owned by the Djindibi Gaagudju clan. 
These facts suggest that the Wada language name refers to a western 
dialect of Gaagudju associated with the Djindibi Gaagudju clan. This 
hypothesis cannot be checked as there is no linguistic material recorded 
from Djindibi Gaagudju speakers. Only one word of Wada is recorded 
in the sources. Spencer (1914: 323) has a Wetta form wombotta 'what is 
it?'. None of my consultants recognised this item. 

Amurdak 

This language was spoken around the lower half of Cooper Creek to the 
north of Oenpelli. It includes the Gidjurra and Urrirrk dialects. The 
Gaagudju call the language Amoordiyu (hence Baldwin Spencer's term 
Umoriu). The Bininj Gunwok call it Wardadjbak (hence Berndt & 
Berndt's term Woraidbug). There are some limited materials on 
Amurdak (Handelsman 1991). 

Bininj Gunwok 

This language has many dialects, including Kunwinjku and Gundjeihmi 
spoken in this area. There are a number of eastern dialects spoken 
towards Maningrida. Evans (to appear) is a detailed pan-dialectal 
description of Bininj Gunwok. 
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Giimbiyu 

This word is the Gaagudju name for the Erre, Mengerrdji and 
Urningangk peoples and their languages. In Gaagudju, the name is 
analysable as consisting of the noun root giimbi 'stone, rock, hill', and 
the Indirect Object clitic -yu (6.3). The Indirect Object clitic appears to 
have a quasi-genitive function (6.8). The name appears to be best 
translated as something like 'associated with the stone country', a 
reflection of the fact that the territory owned by the Giimbiyu clans is 
principally escarpment country, whereas the territory owned by 
Gaagudju clans is principally plain country. This language is now 
extinct, but I have examined recordings in Erre, Mengerrdji and 
Urningangk and recorded some vocabulary from speakers with a very 
limited partial knowledge. These materials show that these three names 
refer to dialects of the one language. As there is no accepted term for 
the overall language I have chosen to use the Gaagudju term as it does 
refer to all three. Spencer spells the Gaagudju name as Geimbio. 

Consultants gave differing versions of the name of the second dialect 
as Mengerr ~ Mengerrdji. I suspect that Mengerr was the original form 
of the name, but it is most commonly now known as Mengerrdji, and so 
it is referred to by this version. The Amurdak versions of Erre and 
Mengerrdji are Arra and Mangarryu respectively. 

Gonbudj 

This language is extinct and nothing is known of it. The name appears 
in a variant form Ngonbudj with an initial nasal. Peggy Balmana gave 
the language ownership of a landowner from this area as Bardaaya 
[becLaaia]. The relationship between the names Gonbudj ~ Ngonbudj 
and Bardaaya is not known. 

Limilngan 

This language was spoken around the lower Mary and Wildman River 
areas. The language name also appears in a shortened version Limil. 
The language is alternatively and more commonly known as Minitjja. 
This alternative appears under a variety of spellings, such as Manidja 
and Menassie. There are some limited materials on Limilngan (Harvey: 
to appear). 
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Ngaduk 

This language is extinct and nothing is known of it. Place names in 
Ngaduk territory are generally compatible with the phonotactic patterns 
of Gaagudju. This suggests that it showed areal similarities to 
Gaagudju, at least. I have also commonly recorded the language name 
as Ngarduk with a medial retroflex stop. 

Umbugarla 

This language includes Umbugarla proper and Ngombur. It also appears 
that it may have included Bugurnidja (Evans: p.c.). The relationship 
between this language and the term Magabalal is presently uncertain. It 
appears to be used mainly by Gundjeihmi people and its reference for 
them is not clear to me. Peggy Balmana said that Magabalal was the 
Gundjeihmi name for Umbugarla and Ngomburr people. She stated that 
the Kunwinjku equivalent of Magabalal was Gun-garrigen. I was not 
able to confirm this information more generally. 

The relationship between these 8 linguists' languages and the system 
of language names used by Aboriginal people is not straightforward. A 
comparison of Maps 1 and 2 reveals only the expected correlation that 
there are no cases where technically distinct languages are combined 
under a single socially defined name. Otherwise the relationship 
between the Aboriginal language names and the technical languages is 
quite variable. Most language names refer to what in technical terms 
would be regional dialects. In some cases there is no term for the overall 
technical language (e.g. the overall Umbugarla language). 

In some areas of Australia there are well developed Aboriginal 
linguistic theories which take into account both social and technical 
linguistic considerations. The best described example of this type is that 
of the Yolngu people of north-eastern Arnhemland (initially by 
Schebeck 1968, and since then by a considerable number of 
anthropologists and linguists). The Yolngu theories involve a number of 
different levels of linguistic categorisation defined by both social and 
technical factors. These different levels of categorisation are both 
related to and partially defined in terms of various social groupings by 
the theories. 
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There does not appear to be any equivalently well developed 
Aboriginal linguistic theory in the northern Kakadu - Oenpelli area, or 
indeed in western Arnhemland more generally. Many of the 
languages/dialects are either extinct or nearly so, and therefore it is not 
possible to obtain a wide range of views as to how the language names 
were viewed by speakers. As far as I could determine, my consultants 
generally treated all language names as being of equal rank. The only 
clear case where a superordinate term based on technical criterion exists 
is with the Gaagudju term Giimbiyu, which refers to the overall Erre -
Mengerrdji - Urningangk language. However quite apart from the fact 
that this term belongs to another language, the generality of the 
evidence shows that this superordinate term is a secondary 
categorisation. For purposes such as succession to land (Keen 1980a: 
83-84) and mythological associations of land and language (Berndt & 
Berndt 1989) Erre, Mengerrdji and Urningangk are treated as separate 
languages. It is also possible that Amurdak is a superordinate term for 
the language involving Amurdak proper, Gidjurra, and Urrirrk. 
However I could not be certain of this on the basis of my own 
fieldwork. Further research is required on the reference of language 
names in the overall Amurdak and Bininj Gunwok groupings. 

The only other consistent correlate of the Aboriginal language 
names, apart from the fact that they are constrained by technical 
language boundaries, is that they are associated with reasonably well 
defined regions. The sizes of these regions vary considerably. However 
when looked at as a system of oppositions, the language names do serve 
to demarcate a system of regions. Therefore it would appear that 
Aboriginal language names in this region should be understood as 
having a territorial component in their meaning. 

1.5 Linguistic relationships of Gaagudju 

Gaagudju is a member of the Australian language family. As such it is 
related to its neighbours, all of which appear to be members of the 
Australian language family. However, there is nothing to suggest a 
closer genetic relationship to any of its neighbours. In areal terms, 
Gaagudju appears to be the westernmost member of a sprachbund 
which extends eastward along the coast to Darwin. The other members 
of this sprachbund are Larrikiya, Limilngan, Umbugarla and Wuna. The 
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members of this sprachbund share the following characteristics which 
distinguish them from other neighbouring languages. 

(1-2) a. A tendency to reduce unstressed vowels and to delete 
unstressed syllables at slower speech speeds than usual 
for Australian languages. This tendency reaches its 
apogee in Gaagudju. 

b. Complex, lexically controlled noun class systems. 
c. Extensive Absolutive-Ergative pronominal prefixing 

including prefixing for noun class. Umbugarla does not 
share this feature. 

Gaagudju also shares some areal typological features with Bininj 
Gunwok, such as direction marking by prefixes to the verb stem. 
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Segmental phonology 

2.1 Phonemic inventory and orthography 

Table 2-1 presents the Gaagudju phonemic inventory in accordance 
with the categories in general use for Australian languages. Table 2-1 
also lists the practical orthography equivalents (in <> brackets) for 
symbols which do not occur in the Roman alphabet. 

Table 2-1. Phonemic inventory 

Labial Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar 
Stop b d <1 <rd> i <dj> g 
Nasal m η η <rn> Jt <nj> 0 <ng> 
Lateral 1 I <rl> λ <lj> 
Tap r <rr> 
Continuant w λ <r> j <y> 

Front Central Back 
High i u 
Mid e ο 
Low a 

The following orthographic conventions should be noted. 

(2-1) Vowel length is represented by doubling: e.g. aa = /a:/ 

Stress is not generally marked, as the last long vowel in a 
phonological word usually bears stress (2.4.3). In the few phonological 
words where this is not the case, stress is indicated by an acute accent 
on the stressed vowel. 
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(2-2) The voiceless velar stop symbol /k/ is used in the sequence 
/(r)nk/ to distinguish a root-medial /(r)n/ + /g/ cluster from the 
velar nasal /ng/. 

bardaanga /bactäaga/ */bac[aanga/ 
'older brother' 

maankul /raaangul/ */maagul/ 
'palm sp' 

2.1.1 Palatals 

The palatals are a well-established class among Australian languages. 
However, their status requires consideration in Gaagudju, and in some 
other northern languages. In Gaagudju, and some other northern 
languages, paradigmatic evidence argues for the existence of alveolar 
nasal + palatal continuant sequences. 

(2-3) goo-n-ya 
IV-FU-go 
'It (Class IV) will go.' 

The 'IV-FU-' prefix complex in Gaagudju is otherwise gu-n- ~ goo-
n- (Appendix 2). The Future tense form of the verb 'to go' is ya, after 
vowel-final prefix complex forms (Appendix 2). Paradigmatic evidence 
therefore argues that the medial consonantal element in the word-form 
goonya should be analysed as a cluster /n+y/. However, this cluster is 
not auditorially distinguishable from the medial consonantal element in 
(2-4). 

(2-4) moonja 'mosquito' 

As moonja 'mosquito' is monomorphemic, there is no paradigmatic 
evidence to argue the medial consonantal element is a cluster /n+y/. 
However, such an analysis cannot be ruled out apriori. There are three 
examples of a morpheme-medial /rn+y/ cluster. 
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(2-5) warnyoowu 'tree sp' barraanggornyu 'old' 
gornya(-wa) 'to look around' 

The strongest evidence for a palatal nasal segment, as opposed to 
/n+y/ clusters, comes from patterns of syllabification. In lexemes such 
as woreenjgu 'to whistle', the medial nasal element must be a single 
coda segment if the word is to be syllabified. If the form were analysed 
as /woreen+y+gu/, then the /y/ could not be syllabified. It could not be a 
coda, as Gaagudju does not otherwise allow for codas such as /n+y/ 
with ascending sonority, and such codas are universally dispreferred. 
Equally /y+g/ is not an acceptable onset sequence. Gaagudju does not 
generally permit onset sequences (see 3.6 for the exceptional status of 
certain homorganic nasal-stop clusters), and certainly not heterorganic 
onset sequences with a descending sonority. Again, onset sequences 
with descending sonority are universally dispreferred. The same 
evidence supports the analysis of the palatal stop /dj/ as a segment, 
rather than a cluster /d+y/. The palatal stop is found as a coda, and it 
would be impossible to properly syllabify words involving /dj/ codas if 
it were analysed as /d+y/. 

Given that palatal stop and nasal segments are required to account 
for syllabification patterns, the least complicated, and therefore 
preferred analysis of consonantal elements with their phonetic 
characteristics is as segments rather than clusters. Nevetheless, it must 
be re-iterated for some pairs such as goo-n-ya 'IV-FU-go' and moonja 
'mosquito', there is no direct phonetic evidence for the differing 
analyses. In cases where there is a preceding front vowel, there is direct 
phonetic evidence for a contrast. 

(2-6) ee-n-ya [ccnya] i-n-yii-ngi [ inyi ig i ] 
3I-FU-go 3I-IRR-go-P 
'He will go.' 'He would have gone.' 

In both of these forms, the preceding vowel has a lax realisation. 
Front vowels are generally tense when there is a following palatal, and 
generally lax when there is a following apical nasal (2.7). The 
occurrence of lax allophones argues for a cluster analysis, as does the 
paradigmatic evidence. Vowel realisation patterns become critical in 
considering the status of the palatal lateral. This segment is only found 
in three lexemes. 
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(2-7) gundjogooljo 
wuuljimi 
yunggaalja 

'spear type' 
'axe' 
'devil' 

In none of these examples does it occur as a coda, and consequently 
there is no syllabic evidence against a cluster /1+y/ analysis. The best 
evidence for a segmental analysis comes from the standard realisation 
of yunggaalja 'devil', which was quite common in the database. 

As shown in (2-8), the vowel preceding the /lj/ was commonly 
realised as a diphthong. These diphthongal realisations only occur when 
there is a following palatal segment (2.7). The realisation of (2-8) may 
be contrasted with the realisation of (2-9), which involves the cluster 
/n+y/. 

(2-9) arr-gaa-n-ya [argäanja] ~ *[argaainja] 
1-here-FU-go 
Ί will come here.' 

The sequnce /aa-n-y/ is commonly attested in the database in the 
paradigms of both 'to come' and 'to come back' (Appendix 2). It never 
showed a diphthongal realisation. The contrast between the two 
realisations in (2-8) and (2-9) provides the only direct evidence for 
positing a palatal lateral segment. This segment is very rare in 
Gaagudju, but this is not evidence against positing the segment. The 
palatal lateral has a very low frequency of occurrence in all northern 
languages, where it is contrastive. 

2.1.2 Glottal stop 

Glottal stop occurs in one morpheme only: the nominal root ngoolhgirr 
'hot sand'. The realisation of this morpheme contrasts with the 
realisation of -baalgi 'lots'. 

(2-8) yunggaalja [juogaaiÄa] 'devil' 

(2-10) ngoolhgirr /g0ol2gir/ 'hot sand' 
-baalgi /baalgi/ 'lots' 
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The glottal stop is orthographically represented by <h>, as in the 
Bininj Gunwok orthography. The glottal stop is not further examined in 
this grammar as it is essentially extra-systematic. 

2.2 Phonological variation and phonological analysis 

The phonemic inventory of Gaagudju is unexceptional in both regional 
and general Australian terms (Dixon 1980). However in many other 
aspects of its phonology, Gaagudju diverges markedly from the patterns 
usually shown by Australian languages. These divergences revolve 
around vowel length and stress in Gaagudju, and their effects. The 
patterning of stress in Gaagudju is altogether dissimilar to that shown by 
most other Australian languages (Dixon 1980: 128-129). In cross-
linguistic terms, Gaagudju stress patterns class with those of English 
and other Germanic languages, and not with the stress patterns of 
Australian languages (4.1). 

In Gaagudju, as in English, words may have very different 
realisations in carefully monitored slow speech from those found in 
relatively unmonitored faster speech. Long vowels are normally 
maintained at all speech speeds. Short vowels, on the other hand, show 
a strong tendency to be reduced in faster speech, usually to [Θ] but also 
to [i]. Unstressed syllables, especially those at word boundaries, tend to 
be reduced or deleted. These vowel and syllable reduction and deletion 
processes are complemented by a range of consonantal lenition and 
deletion processes, which achieve their fullest operation in faster 
speech. 

As a consequence of these various factors, nearly all word forms in 
Gaagudju minimally have at least two possible realisations. The only 
exceptions are the few examples of monosyllabic words that occur. 
Many word forms have considerably more than two possible 
realisations. In considering the relationships between the various 
pronunciations of word forms, both sociolinguistic and structural 
perspectives are of relevance. 

In the majority of cases, the relationships between the various 
realisations are phonologically conditioned. Historically, it is likely that 
many more relationships were phonologically conditioned, and all 
appear in origin to have been phonologically motivated. However, 
synchronically, there are a significant number of cases where 
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morphological (paradigmatic) conditionings are relevant. There are also 
some cases where neither phonological nor morphological conditionings 
can account for parts of the range of variation in the pronunciation of 
particular words. At least in terms of the attested materials, these cases 
must be treated as lexical. From a structural viewpoint, it is 
unsatisfactory to have lexical conditioning of non-contrastive variant 
pronunciations. 

This problem does not appear to arise from a sociolinguistic 
perspective, and in this respect a sociolinguistic perspective offers a 
more encompassing analysis of the range of variation. There are a few 
verbal forms involving vowel grade (2.4.2) which have two 
pronunciations within a single register level, given the register system 
that can be established. However it is altogether likely that more 
extensive materials on sociolinguistic patterns would allow for a richer 
system of registers which would distinguish the two pronunciations. 

It does not appear to be equivalently likely that all lexical 
conditionings could be reanalysed as phonological or morphological. It 
is possible that a more extensive database might reveal this to be the 
case. However for some patterns, such as velar stop lenition (2.3.6), it 
seems that any non-lexical conditioning would involve such a complex 
interaction of a number of phonological and morphological factors as to 
be equivalent to lexical conditioning for most practical purposes. 

From a sociolinguistic perspective, there is one register distinction of 
particular salience. This is the distinction between what may be broadly 
termed "fluent" and "non-fluent" speech. The extensive range in 
potential realisations of word forms was very much characteristic of the 
two fluent Gaagudju consultants, Peggy Balmana and Little Dolly 
Yarnmalu. The speech of consultants with a partial knowledge of 
Gaagudju showed a much smaller range of variation. The "fast speech" 
forms with reduced vowels, lenited consonants and deleted syllables 
were much less frequently used by these consultants. These consultants 
spoke a variety of primary languages: Amurdak, Bininj Gunwok,' Garik, 
Iwadja, and Kriol. None of these languages appear to show a range of 
variation equivalent to that found in Gaagudju. The same difference also 
occurred between the fluent consultants' pronunciations of commonly 
used words and their pronunciations of rarely used words. Rarely used 
words showed a much lesser frequency of reduced vowels, lenited 
consonants and deleted syllables. 
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There is a common denominator to these two situations: the 
assumptions of the speaker as to their own or their listeners' fluency 
with the words in question. Words may be unfamiliar either because 
they belong to an esoteric lexical domain, or because either or both of 
the parties to the conversation do/did not use Gaagudju as a principal 
daily language. The fluency register difference is obviously of 
considerable importance in examining the database on which this 
grammar is based. Many forms, especially those relating to the more 
esoteric or traditional aspects of culture, were not encountered in other 
than carefully monitored slow speech. 

There are indications that other register distinctions were important 
in controlling the range of variation. Of the two fluent speakers, Peggy 
Balmana showed a greater tendency to reduce and elide unstressed 
vowels and syllables than Little Dolly Yarnmalu did. This suggests that 
usage of the range of variation also served to mark distinctions among 
fluent speakers. 

This description takes the slow speech, non-fluent forms as its point 
of departure. It appears to be possible to predict the set of potential fast 
speech, fluent forms from any slow speech form. The converse is not 
possible. In most cases, the various fast speech, fluent forms are not 
distinguished from one another, though speech speed and fluency 
undoubtedly exhibit a considerable range. However, there is insufficient 
material to determine whether this range should be analysed into 
discrete quanta, or as a continuum with prototypical foci, or by some 
other analysis. Readers wishing to test the validity of the analyses 
presented in the grammar are advised to refer to Appendix 2. 

2.3 Consonantal variation and contrasts 

2.3.1 Length and voicing in stops 

Gaagudju is unlike the majority of languages in the Top End, in that it 
lacks a distinction between a fortis and a lenis series of stops. The 
principal correlates of the distinction between the two series are length 
and voicing. Fortis stops are long and/or voiceless, whereas lenis stops 
are short and/or voiced (Butcher: to appear). Neither length nor voicing 
is distinctive in Gaagudju. On initial and provisional investigations it 
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does not appear that length is a significant parameter phonetically for 
stops in Gaagudju. Voicing does appear to be a significant phonetic 
parameter. It appeared to me that stops were generally voiced in 
Gaagudju. 

Indeed, stops are not merely generally voiced in Gaagudju, they are 
also commonly lenited. The patterning of lenition in Gaagudju is a very 
complex topic, and is discussed in 2.3.4, 2.3.6 - 2.3.8. For overview 
purposes, we may note that approximant realisations are quite common 
for the labial and velar stops, tap realisations are common for the apical 
stops, and that continuant realisations are common for all kinds of stops. 

Voiceless stop realisations were not uncommon in the speech of my 
main consultant, Peggy Balmana. Following a vowel or a non-nasal 
sonorant, the factors listed in (2-11) appeared to be the principal factors 
affecting voiceless stop realisations. 

(2-11) a. The place of articulation of the stop - the labial and velar 
stops showed voiceless stop realisations much more 
commonly than did the other stops. Voiceless stop 
realisations of the palatal and alveolar stops were rare. 
There were no examples of the retroflex stop being 
realised as a voiceless stop. 

b. The quality of neighbouring vowels - voiceless stop 
realisations were most common with preceding low and 
mid-front vowel realisations. Following back vowel 
realisations disfavoured voiceless stop realisations. 

c. A preceding stressed vowel - in the great majority of 
cases, voiceless stop realisations were preceded by a 
stressed vowel. 

Following a nasal, stops were generally voiced. In stop+stop clusters, 
the second member was voiceless, and the first member generally 
appeared to show some initial voicing. The stop+stop clusters attested 
in Gaagudju are /db/, /rdb/, /djb/, and /djg/ (Table 3-2). The combination 
of these various factors means that voiceless stop realisations were most 
commonly produced as realisations of fbl and /g/ in the environment set 
out in (2-12). 

(2-12) stressed vowel (non-nasal sonorant) _ [-back] vowel 
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However, even within the speech of Peggy Balmana, these factors 
did not produce a consistent pattern of realisation. Thus she consistently 
realised baaba 'father' as [baaba] and not as [baapa], even though the 
medial fb! is preceded by a stressed /a/ vowel. Conversely, even though 
the alveolar stop in moonda 'bad' is preceded by a nasal, she commonly 
realised this lexeme as [moonta]. 

The same lack of consistency is found when realisations are 
compared across speakers. The realisation patterns of the medial velar 
stop in four tokens of lexeme maagarr 'lower leg' are set out in (2-13). 

(2-13) a. Peggy Balmana - 130cs of essentially voiceless closure. 
This is the type of realisation usually characteristic of 
fortis stops word-medially. 

b. Peggy Balmana - 135cs of closure. There was some 
initial voicing in this closure, a pattern which is less 
characteristic of fortis stops generally. 

c. Nelson Mulurrinj - 95cs of largely voiceless closure. 
d. Little Dolly Yarnmalu - an approximant of 90cs duration. 

Approximant realisations are characteristic of lenis stops, 
and are never found with fortis stops. 

Stops in Gaagudju therefore show a range of realisations extending 
across the spectrum which serves to distinguish lenis stops from fortis 
stops in many of the neighbouring languages. It seems likely that there 
was considerable dialectal and idiolectal variation in the exact 
realisation patterns shown by stops. 

2.3.2 Apical contrasts 

The contrasts between the various apical phonemes tend to be obscured 
by lenition (2.3.4). The following (sub-)minimal pairs show that the 
manner and place articulations set out in Table 2-1 are contrastive. 

(2-14) d : rd maada maarda 
'yesterday' 'cheek' 

η: rn ganaangga garnaagarli 
'high ground' 'MMB' 
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1: rl balaa-bu 
'talk-Aux:IMP' 

barlaa-bu 
' sing-Aux: IMP' 
djaara rr : r 

d : 1 

0-djaarra 
'he went down' 
ngadaambirr ngalaambirr 

'cough' 
baarra 

'beard' 

d : rr 
'chest' 
baada 

rd: rl 
'truly' 
garlaa-ba 
'Put in-Aux: IMP' 
gaararr 
'pine tree' 

'Search.IMP' 
rd: r gaardarr 

'tree sp' 

2.3.3 Retroflexion 

Retroflexion is contrastive morpheme-medially and morpheme-finally 
for stops, nasals, and laterals in Gaagudju. The morpheme-medial 
contrast is exemplified in (2-14). The morpheme-final contrast is rare. 
The alveolar stop does not occur morpheme-finally, and there are only 
three examples of morpheme-final retroflex stops (all in coverb roots, 
which cannot occur word-finally - Table 3.1). The nasals and the 
laterals are uncommon morpheme-finally (Table 3.1). However the 
following pairs establish that the distribution of alveolare and 
retroflexes is not predictable. 

(2-15) η : rn marlan- 'to become dark' maardarn 'few' 
1: rl djibaardal 'tree sp' maarlarl 'leaf 

Retroflexion is usually distinguishable by a fairly clear [X] off-glide 
on the preceding vowel. Vowels also tend to be slightly longer before 
retroflexes than before alveolare. Distinguishing alveolars and 
retroflexes is chiefly problematic when they occur as the initial 
consonant in a stressed syllable. The vowel position preceding the 
stressed syllable is the position par excellence for reduction and 
centralisation of vowels (2.4.3). Consequently the [4.] off-glide and the 
length distinction tend to be lost, and it is frequently only in more 
careful speech that the nature of a following apical consonant can be 
determined. 
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There is no apical contrast morpheme-initially in Gaagudju, as is 
common in Australian languages (Dixon 1980: 167). The evidence from 
cliticisation and prefixation suggests that a morpheme-initial apical will 
be retroflex if the following consonant is retroflex. Otherwise 
morpheme-initial apicals are alveolar. The form deernmi 'again, as 
well' is frequently cliticised to the preceding word. When it so occurs 
the initial consonant is usually clearly retroflexed. 

(2-16) /djaarli deernmi deernmi djaarli 
[jaaUcUeryni ecL£erpi j ä a l i 
meat as well as well meat 
'Bring me some meat as well.' 

(2-17) /ma-naa-n-ma deernmi/ 
[manaanmac[e εηπιί] 
III<2-FU-get as well 
'Are you going to get it as well?' 

As the phonetic transcription of its second occurrence in (2-15) 
indicates deernmi sometimes takes the form [acte εηπιί] with an initial 
unstressed vowel, which could be taken to indicate that its canonical 
form is ardeernmi. However this is not the case as it never has an initial 
vowel in citation, whereas words such as amoordiyu [amooctiu] 
'Amurdak' (a language name) occur with an initial unstressed vowel in 
citation forms. 

The form deernmi may be contrasted with naawu. naawu functions 
both as the 3rd Minimal Masculine pronoun and as the Masculine form 
of the Dative clitic (6.4). When naawu is cliticised, the initial apical is 
invariably alveolar. The form niinjdja 'just' also occurs cliticised, like 
deernmi, though somewhat less frequently. When it does so occur the 
initial consonant is alveolar. There are a few apical-initial stems which 
take prefixes. 

(2-18) -labirri 'younger sibling' na 'to burn (intr)' 
nawa 'to put' ni 'to sit' 
ni 'to cook/burn (tr)' 

The initial apical is alveolar when these stems take a prefix. It may 
be noted that in none of these stems is the initial apical followed by a 

baraa-ga/ 
bs^aaga] 
here-take 
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retroflex consonant (there are no retroflex-initial verbal suffixes). The 
realisation patterns illustrated in (2-26 - 4-28) suggest that morpheme-
initial apicals are realised as alveolar, unless there is a following 
retroflex consonant. However, it must be recognised that the data is too 
limited to be conclusive. The majority of morpheme-initial apicals are 
not attested with a preceding vowel, and as such their status remains 
indeterminate. Consequently I do not attempt to mark the status of 
morpheme-initial apicals in phonetic transcriptions elsewhere in this 
grammar. They are otherwise transcribed as alveolars, partly because 
(2-26 - 4-28) suggest that this is the more common articulation, and 
partly because alveolars are unmarked with respect to retroflexes. 

2.3.4 Lenition and fortition of the apicals 

The apicals show a number of lenition patterns. The lenition patterns 
fall into three distinct groups. The first group involves the retroflex stop 
/rd/, the tap /rr/ and the apical continuant Irl. The possible realisations of 
these segments are set out in (2-19). 

(2-19) Slow Speech > Faster Speech 
/rd/ : Μ [υ] ω 
/rr/ : [Γ] [Γ] ω 
Irl ω ω ω 

As shown in (2-19), the contrast in canonical realisations is between 
a stop, a tap and a continuant. However the stop realisation of /rd/ tends 
to be replaced in faster speech by a retroflex lateral flap ([c]is strictly 
speaking the symbol for a plain retroflex flap - however there is no IPA 
symbol for a retroflex lateral tap). There is usually an [4] offglide on the 
vowel preceding this sound, and as such it is clearly auditorily retroflex. 
The lateral component is significant as this realisation is easily confused 
with realisations of the retroflex lateral /rl/. In this respect we may note 
that the alveolar stop /d/ does not undergo a parallel lenition. The 
alveolar stop does have a lenited variant [r]. However this variant is 
identical to the tap /rr/, and does not show any lateralisation. Further, 
lenited variants of the alveolar stop were comparatively rare in the 
speech of my consultants. 
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In the fastest speech varieties, the realisations of all three segments 
are identical. The lenited variant of the alveolar tap /rr/ is the retroflex 
continuant [4,], and not an alveolar continuant [J]. An additional 
complication in the realisation patterns of this group of segments is the 
fact that the retroflex continuant Irl can be realised as a retroflex tap in 
word-initial position. This is the only example of a fortition process in 
Gaagudju. 

(2-20) raanggin [caaggin] 'paperbark' 

The alveolar tap undergoes a quite distinct lenition process in word-
final position. In this position the tap can be realised as a voiced tap [r], 
a voiceless tap [r], or it can lack a realisation [0]. The voiced tap 
realisation is largely confined to carefully monitored speech, with the 
voiceless tap realisation probably being the commonest realisation in 
conversational speech. Even when a tap realisation is absent, there are 
usually indications that it could alternatively be present. The final vowel 
is usually long, other than in the very fastest speech. The non-low 
vowels show lax allophones, rather than the tense allophones usually 
found in word final position (2.8). 

(2-21) gankee-ganki [gangee-gangi] 'high country' 

(2-22) gaankirr [gaangir] ~ [gaangir] ~ [gaangii] 'skin' 

The forms in (2-21) and (2-22) illustrate a sub-minimal contrast 
between [gangi], which is a realisation of -ganki, and [gaangu], which 
is a realisation of gaankirr. For some lexemes there is variation between 
speakers as to whether a final tap is present. Peggy Balmana used the 
following forms for 'river' and for 'long ago'. 

(2-23) rabaalarr [^sbäaldar] ~ [^ebaaldaa] 'river' 
(this form has the [Id] cluster characteristic of P.B's speech in 
/lVrr/ sequences. 2.3.5) 

(2-24) barraanggirr [baräaggir] ~ [beraaggn] 'long ago' 

However both Little Dolly Yarnmalu and Nelson Mulurrinj used 
forms without a final tap. 
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(2-25) rabaala [^abäala] 
[^.abäalde] 
[beräaggi] 
[baräaggi] 

L.D.Y 
N.M.1 

L.D.Y 
N.M 

barraanggi 

The lexeme goonggi(rr) 'pandanus spiralis' also showed variation in 
the presence of a final tap. 

The differences between the various consultants may reflect dialectal 
groupings within the pre-contact Gaagudju speech community. 
Alternatively, and perhaps more probably, they may reflect particular 
surviving examples of a range of lexical and social conditionings on the 
lenition/deletion patterns affecting the tap in word-final position. 

The fact that this lenition process occurs in word-final position may 
relate to the fact that the tap is the only consonant which occurs in 
word-final position with any reasonable frequency in Gaagudju (3.5). 
Syllables in word-final position are usually unstressed, but this does not 
appear to be the relevant factor in this case. The final syllable of the 
manaarr 'that' demonstrative (4-183), which irregularly takes stress, is 
closed by the tap. The word-final tap in forms from the manaarr 
paradigm undergoes the same lenition processes as other word-final 
taps. The lenition and deletion of word-final taps is however congruent 
with the general pattern of reduction of unstressed syllables at word 
boundaries, found in Gaagudju (2.10). 

There are some examples where /rr/ is deleted, when it occurs as a 
syllable coda in an unstressed word-initial syllable. 

(2-27) arr-djardagardeega-ni=goodo [aajiclagGc(eegana=g0odo] 
l-play-PI=DUR 
Ί was playing.' 

The few available examples all involve the 1st Absolutive prefix 
arr-. They all involve complete lenition and do not appear to show the 

'N.M. used the [Id] allophone in this token, because he repeated the word 
after P.B. who uses the variant with a final /rr/. 

(2-26) goonggirr [googgir] ~ [googgn] 
goonggi [googgi] 

P.B & L.D.Y 
N.M 
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intermediate voiceless tap stage. Unstressed word-initial syllables are 
particularly likely to undergo general lenition processes. As such it is 
not possible to be certain that this is the same reduction process as the 
word-final lenition. 

The retroflex continuant also undergoes a complete lenition process, 
when it is in syllable coda position. The distribution of this process is 
quite different from that shown by the complete lenition of the tap. The 
continuant is found in syllable coda position only in five morphemes. 

(2-28) biirdja 'leech' djoordju 'duck sp' 
liirdjili 'urine' mandjalabordjuboordju 'tree sp' 
boorgyi 'still' 

It may be observed that the five occurrences involve consonant 
clusters. In the forms biirdja 'leech' and liirdjili 'urine' there is a 
surface indication of the underlying presence of the continuant, even 
when it is completely lenited. I\l shows a tense allophone preceding 
laminals (2.7). However the realisation of the lenited form of biirdja is 
[ b u j a ] and not [biij-a], which would be the realisation of a form 
*biidja. 

2.3.5 Lateral stopping 

The alveolar lateral /l/ has a free variant stopped realisation [Id]. This 
realisation is found when /l/ occurs in an unstressed syllable and 
following consonant is the tap /rr/. It is not possible to say if the 
retroflex lateral /rl/ also shows stopped allophones. There are no 
examples of /rlVrr/ sequences in the available data. 

(2-29) roolorr [^ooldor] 'spring' 

(2-30) roolo [^όοΐο] ~ *[40oldo] 'stringybark' 

As a comparison of (2-29) and (2-30) shows, the [Id] variant does not 
occur unless there is a following /rr/. It is not attested if there is an 
intervening consonant. 

(2-31) gaboolbirr [gaboolbir] ~ *[gabooldbir] 'sun' 
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(2-32) 0-an-galabarrwoodji-gi 
[angsleberwooj-igi] ~*[angeld9b9rw6oj-igi] 
3I<3M-lock up-PP 
'he locked him up.' 

There are no examples of lateral stopping when the lateral is 
followed by a long vowel or the onset of a stressed syllable (it is not 
clear which of these environments is relevant). 

(2-33) bilaarra [biläara] ~ *[bildaara] 'spear' 

It is also uncommon when the tap is followed by a long vowel or the 
onset of a stressed syllable, though lateral stopping does sometimes 
occur in this environment. 

(2-34) 0-bularraa-bu-njdji [belderaabajiji] 
31-shake-Aux-PR 
'He is shaking.' 

The [Id] forms showed varying degrees of frequency both between 
and within the speech of individuals. They were characteristic of the 
speech of Peggy Balmana. She consistently used the [Id] alternates for 
'spring' and 'river', and used them frequently with the other terms 
above. Little Dolly Yarnmalu did not in general use the [Id] forms. In 
phonetic terms, the lateral stopping allophony appears to be reasonably 
well motivated. It assimilates the lateral to the following tap. The 
stopped allophone [Id] and the tap are both characterised phonetically 
by brief closure. The stopped allophone represents a departure from the 
canonical plain lateral allophone [1]. 

There is one exception to the pattern thus far described. The word 
uluunggulu 'old woman' is frequently realised as [ulduugguldu]. 
However, this word is a borrowing from Amurdak, and Amurdak 
speakers pronounce it with [Id] realisations. There is another lexeme for 
'old woman', boordo. This form conforms to the general phonotactic 
patterns of Gaagudju, and as such is presumably the native form. On the 
other hand, the form uluunggulu departs from the phonotactic patterns 
of Gaagudju. The initial /u/ is only found in three other lexemes: ubarr 
'a ceremony name', ulubuulu 'great-grandparent', and urromoolbuy 
'dream'. It appears likely that these three lexemes are also borrowings 
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from Amurdak. The stressed long /u7 vowel of uluunggulu is also 
unusual in Gaagudju (2.4.2). As such uluunggulu may be analysed as a 
form which is perceptibly foreign to the lexicon of Gaagudju. It is not 
uncommon for perceptibly foreign lexemes to display exceptional 
phonological behaviour. 

2.3.6 Lenition of the velar stop 

The velar stop shows lenited variants in both intervocalic and word-
initial position. It lenites to /y/ following /i/. Otherwise it either lenites 
to /w/, or shows complete lenition. The lenition patterns of the velar 
stop show a particularly complex and wide range of conditionings. 
Consequently the phonological status of the lenition patterns varies 
across virtually the entire possible range, from entirely lexicalised 
variants to variants related by optional fast speech processes. As such 
lenition of the velar stop cannot be treated as a unitary phenomenon, but 
rather must be analysed as a set of related phenomena. 

Lenition is generally found in word-medial position. It only appears 
in word-initial position when the word bears a 0- prefix. In this 
situation, the word is a member of a paradigm, whose other members 
bear substantive prefixes. With the other members of the paradigm, the 
velar stop is in word-medial position. 

This suggests that historically lenition was an intervocalic process. 
Synchronically, it should be noted that the velar stop commonly shows 
approximant realisations between vowels (2.3.1). In paradigms, forms 
with a substantive vowel-final prefix would have shown lenition, 
whereas forms with a 0- prefix would not. However, under pressure 
from the paradigm members with a substantive prefix, the lenited 
variant would have spread to forms involving a 0- prefix. No such 
paradigmatic pressure could have affected template-initial velar stops. 

There are two verbal prefixes with an initial velar stop; the 
directional prefix ga- 'here', and the absolutive prefix gu- '3IV\ The 
gu- prefix occurs word-initially and is not preceded by a 0- prefix (5-9). 
It has not undergone lenition. The ga- 'here' prefix, on the other hand, 
is preceded by substantive prefixes or the 0- prefix. It has undergone 
lenition, when preceded by substantive prefixes. 
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(2-35) intransitive ga- 'here' Irrealis 
Synchronic Reconstruction 

arr- + ga-n-
njiN- + ga-n-

1 
2 
1+2 
31 
II 
III 
IV 

arr-ga-n-
njing-ga-n-
marra-a-n-
i-ya-n-
njing-ga-n-
ma-ga-n-
gu-wa-n- ~ gu-ga-n-

njiN- + ga-n-
ma- + ga-n-
gu- + ga-n-

marra- + ga-n-
i- + ga-n-

In the 1+2, 31, III, and IV forms, the initial velar of the ga- 'here' 
verbal prefix occurs intervocalically. The 31 form i-ya-n- shows the 
regular lenition to /y/ following /i/. However a comparison of the 1+2, 
and III forms shows that the historical development of lenited forms 
was not entirely regular. The fact that the 1+2 form was historically 
trisyllabic, and thereby long for a prefix combination, probably explains 
why it shows complete lenition, while the disyllabic III form maintains 
the velar stop. The IV form still synchronically shows unpredictable 
variation. The ga- 'here' prefix has also undergone lenition in word-
initial position, when preceded by a 0- prefix. 

(2-36) Synchronic Reconstruction 
0-a-bad.jee-gi 0-ga-badjee-gi 
31-here-crawl-PP 
'He crawled here.' 

(2-37) njing-ga-badjee-gi 
Il-here-crawl-PP 
'She crawled here.' 

There is however one situation where ga- is word-initial and not 
preceded by a 0- prefix. In addition to having a directional 'here' 
meaning, the ga- prefix also functions as the ergative prefix in 
combinations involving a 3rd person ergative and a 1st or 1+2 person 
absolutive (5.7). In the combination '3>l+2' ga-marra-, the ga-
ergative prefix precedes the marra- absolutive prefix (this is an irregular 
ordering (5-57)). The ga- prefix in this particular combination has not 
undergone lenition (i.e. ga-marra- has not developed into ""[amere]). 
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In most cases, morpheme-initial velar stop in class-marked nominal 
roots underwent lenition, when it occured intervocalically. Disyllabic 
adjective roots with an initial velar stop did not however undergo 
lenition. 

(2-38) -gooli 'raw' 
Class I na-gooli 
Class II njing-gooli 
Class IILTV nang-gooli 

Velar stop initial adjective roots greater than 2 syllables in length 
underwent complete lenition. 

(2-39) -gardambarnkeengi 'black' 
Class I na-ardambarnkeengi 
Class II njing-gardambarnkeengi 
Class Ill/TV nang-gardambarnkeengi 

Class marked kin nouns and most human status adjectives, with an 
initial velar stop, underwent lenition to /w/ 

(2-40) njing-goombardi 'mDa, wBrDa' 
na-woombardi 'mSo, wBrSo' 

However the four phratry adjectives show an irregular lenition of 
word initial /g/ to /y/ (4.5). 

(2-41) Class I Class I 
njing-garrmangiiru 0-yarrmangiiru 
njing-garraadjawa 0-yarraadjawa 
njing-garrabarnaadjinggi 0-yarrabarnaadjinggi 
njing-garrangaalbu 0-yarrangaalbu 

Lenition among verbal prefixes and class-marked nominal roots is 
lexicalised. Only the 'IV-here-FU' form gu-wa-n- ~ gu-ga-n-, 
illustrated in (2-35), still shows synchronic variation. The distribution of 
lenition in coverb roots is also essentially lexicalised. Nearly all coverb 
roots with an initial velar stop have undergone complete lenition. 
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(2-42) Synchronic 
0-arro-oree-garra 

Reconstruction 
0-arra-goree-garra 

3I<l-see-Aux:PP 
Ί saw him.' 

Complete lenition resulted in the creation of a long vowel. Long 
vowels which arose from lenition invariably took the quality of the 
second vowel. There are some coverb roots which did not undergo 
lenition (e.g. galamarr-wa 'to be jealous'). There is also one situation 
where coverb roots systematically failed to undergo lenition. Coverb-
initial velar stops in positive imperative forms do not undergo lenition. 

(2-43) Synchronic Reconstruction 
0-arla-baanggi 0-garla-baanggi 
3I-put on-Aux:PR 
'He is putting it on.' 

(2-44) garla-baanggi 
put on-Aux:IMP 
'Put it on!' 

As illustrated in (2-44), the coverb root is not normally preceded by a 
prefix in positive imperatives. There is only one situation where it is 
not: in the presence of the directional prefix ba(ra)- 'here'. In this 
situation, stem-initial velar stops underwent lenition. 

(2-45) Synchronic Reconstruction 
bo-oree-garra ba-goree-garra 
here-look-Aux: IMP 
'Look here/at me!' 

However there are no other prefixes in positive imperative verbal 
complexes (the evidence is against positing any 0- prefixes with 
positive imperatives 5.11). 

The realisation patterns of coverb-initial velar stops, thus far 
discussed, are the realisations found in the great majority of cases. 
There are however rare examples of unlenited forms, or in forms lenited 
to /w /. 
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(2-46) Usual Synchronic 
Form 
0-ardeenj-bimi 
3I-fall-Aux:PP 
'He fell down.' 

(2-47) 0-arra-alee-bi 
IV<l-call out-Aux:PP 
Ί called out.' 

(2-48) ma-ardeenj-bimi 
Ill-fall-Aux:PP 
'It fell.' 

(2-49) arr-go-oree-garra 
l<3-see-Aux:PP 
'He saw me.' 

The available data does not reveal the factors which control the 
appearance of these rare variant realisations. They were not given in 
elicitation sessions focussing on the canonical forms of words (i.e. it 
appears that complete lenition is canonical). However my principal 
consultant Peggy Balmana did not reject the forms when questioned 
about them, and did not offer lenited versions as corrections. 

Morpheme-initial velar stops in verb roots and verbal suffixes show 
lenition patterns with both differences and similarities to those found 
with coverb roots. The principal difference is that lenition appears to be 
a synchronically active variation with verb roots and verbal suffixes. In 
the majority of their occurrences, most verb roots with an initial velar 
stop show complete lenition, as does the only verbal suffix with an 
initial velar stop: -gi. However forms with a velar stop were 
characteristically given in very slow speech responses to elicitation 
focussing on the canonical forms of words. As such the unlenited forms 
appear to be the canonical forms. 

While velar stop lenition in verbs and verbal suffixes differs from 
that in nominale and coverbs in being synchronically active, it is similar 
to these lenitions in that it is subject to lexical and morphological 

Rare Synchronic Reconstruction 
Variant 
[gacteejibimi] 0-gardeenj-bimi 

[aragsleebi] 0-arra-galee-bi 

[mawacteejibimi] ma-gardeenj-bimi 

[gawo^eegera]2 arr-ga-goree-garra 

2 The initial unstressed syllable has been lost - a common phenomenon (2.10) 
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conditioning. For example, the initial velar in the verb root ga 'to take' 
does not undergo lenition when the verb functions as a main verb. 
However it does undergo lenition when it functions as an auxiliary. 
Conversely the initial velar in the verb root garra 'to have' is not lenited 
in most cases when it functions as an auxiliary, but is lenited when it 
functions as a main verb. As with the coverbs, lenition does not occur 
with the positive imperative form of garra, when it functions as a main 
verb. 

(2-50) gaarra=nga aardi [gäariga äacU] 
have.IMP=lIO swag 
'Keep the swag for me!' 

Lenition of the velar stop morpheme-medially in nominal roots and 
coverb roots (the velar stop does not occur medially in other 
morphemes) must also be analysed as a synchronically active, but 
lexically conditioned, variation. As with verbs and verbal suffixes, it 
appears that unlenited variants are the canonical forms. These were the 
forms given in carefully monitored speech. The environment for 
morpheme-medial lenition is set out in (2-51). 

(2-51) a_a 

There are a number of forms which fulfil this phonological criterion, 
but which have not been observed to undergo the lenition. 

(2-52) bagarna-wa 'to chase' gaaga 'grandmother' 

There are two exceptions, which do not conform to the environment 
in (2-51). 

(2-53) djardagardega 'to play' geegirr 'all' 

The Id vowel in the verb 'to play' at least, almost certainly derives 
by vowel grade from an underlying /a/ (2.4.2). While lenition of the 
velar stop is a synchronically active variation morpheme-medially, and 
generally morpheme-initially in verb roots and verbal suffixes, it cannot 
simply be described as a fast speech process in these circumstances. The 
lenited variants were the normal realisations in other than quite slow 
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careful speech, though the unlenited variants did occur at conversational 
speech speeds. 

These lenition patterns may be contrasted with another lenition 
pattern affecting the velar stop, which is a prototypical fast speech 
process. The fast speech lenition of the velar stop is a purely 
phonological process, unaffected by morphological or lexical factors. 

(2-54) Underlying Usual Attestation Fast Speech Form 
garla-baanggi [galabaaggi] [alebaaggi] 
put on-Aux:IMP 
'Put it on!' 

As illustrated in (2-44) and (2-50) the velar stop does not normally 
lenite initially in positive imperative forms. However in fast speech 
lenited positive imperative forms are occasionally attested, as in (2-54). 
It appears that any word-initial velar stop may be lenited in fast speech. 
Lenition of the velar stop is also attested following consonants in fast 
speech. 

(2-55) Fast Speech Form 
baalgi=mba [beel8=mba] 
'lots=AUG' 

(2-56) 0-nj-djal-gabee-ngga-ri [jijelwabeecge^i] 
3I<l:IRR-drop off-Aux-Aug-P 
Ί did not drop him off.' 

Post-consonantal lenition is uncommon, and appears only to be 
possible when the preceding consonant is a non-nasal sonorant. It is not 
attested following nasals (/ngg/ is a particularly frequent cluster - Table 
3-2). These fast speech lenitions appear to conform to the general 
pattern of fast speech phenomenon. They are attested reducing 
unstressed, rather than stressed, syllables. 

The general patterning of velar stop lenitions tends to suggest that 
they should be understood as a sequence g > w > 0 , at least historically. 
This is especially suggested by the occurrence of g ~ w ~ 0 alternate 
realisations with coverb roots, such as gardanj which occurs in gardanj-
bimi 'to fall' ((2-46) & (2-48)). However the overall evidence 
establishes that this is not tenable. Firstly underlying /w/ never 
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undergoes lenition, even though there are a reasonable number of 
examples of its occurrence in the appropriate environments. Secondly it 
is only coverb roots which show the triple alternation g ~ w ~ 0 . 
Otherwise an alternation of either g ~ 0 , or an alternation of g ~ w is 
found. The g ~ w alternation is in fact found only with the auxiliary 
verb root gama. All other forms show only the g ~ 0 alternation. It is 
therefore necessary to analyse g > 0 and g > w as two separate 
developments. 

There is also one situation where lenition occurred in an environment 
which otherwise barred lenition. The '3I<3F' and 'III<3F' prefix 
combinations have the forms 0-iDJ- and m-iDJ- respectively, with a 
final DJ morphophoneme. The resultant forms before a velar stop initial 
stem should be 0-idj- and m-idj- respectively (3.5). These are the forms 
found before the verb root ga- 'to take', in its non-leniting main verb 
function. 

(2-57) 0-iidj-ga-ngga 
3I<3F-take-PP 
'She took him.' 

The consonant cluster /djg/ should not be affected by lenition. 
However the standard form found with leniting coverb and verb roots 
does show lenition. 

(2-58) Synchronic Reconstruction 
0-i-yoree-garra 0-idj-goree-garra 
31<3 F-see-Aux: PP 
'She saw him.' 

2.3.7 Lenition of the palatal stop 

The palatal stop lenites to the palatal continuant in word-initial or 
intervocalic position, but in two quite different patterns. One pattern is a 
lexicalised and obligatory lenition. This pattern is morphologically 
restricted to initial position in a verb stem or a verbal affix. The 
majority of /dj'/ initial verb stems and verbal affixes have undergone 
lenition. However some have not, and there does not appear to be any 
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independent way of predicting why a form has or has not undergone 
lenition. 

As illustrated in (2-59), the palatal stop in the Present tense prefix 
dja- has undergone lenition in intervocalic position. However, the 
palatal stop in the verb stem dji 'to stand' has not. The one systematic 
exception to lenition occurs with positive imperatives, /dj'/ does not 
undergo lenition in positive imperatives. The same phenomenon is 
found with the velar stop (2-78 & 4-84). 

(2-60) Synchronic Reconstruction 
0-yoorrnggoma 0-djoorrnggoma 
3I-go in:PP 
'He went in.' 

(2-61) djoorrnggoma 
go in:IMP 
'Go in!' 

As with the velar stop, it seems likely that this lenition of the palatal 
stop was originally an intervocalic lenition. It has spread to word-initial 
position, as in (2-60), by analogy with other paradigm members. 

The other lenition variation affecting the palatal stop is a 
synchronically active fast speech process. It appears that any palatal 
stop, not preceded by a consonant, can be lenited to the continuant in 
fast speech. 

(2-62) nj-djoorrnggoma [ j oorggoma] 
II-go in:PP 
'She went in.' 

As illustrated in (2-62), this lenition variation may interact with other 
variations. Extrasyllabic nasal prefixes, such as the Absolutive prefix nj-
'Π', may be deleted in non-connected speech (3.6). The initial /dj/ of the 
verb then becomes word-initial and may undergo lenition. 

(2-59) arr-djaa-dji 
1-PR-stand 
Ί am standing.' 

ma-yaa-dji 
III-PR-stand 
'It (Class III) is standing.' 
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2.3.8 Lenition of the velar nasal 

The velar nasal lenites on a pattern very similar to that shown by the 
velar stop morpheme-medially. In slow, monitored speech, forms with 
the velar nasal were given. However, in faster speech, the velar nasal is 
usually absent. As with the lenitions of the velar stop, lenition of the 
velar nasal shows lexical conditioning. The lenition is particularly 
frequently attested in the following morphemes, or morpheme 
combinations. 

(2-63) ngaDJ- '1st possessive', nga-na- Ί<2- ' , ngameena 'what', 
ngameneega 'why', gardanganjngara 'to swim', nji-nga-n-
'II/2<3M-IRR-', ma-nga-n- 'IIK3M-IRR-', gu-nga-n-
'IV<3M-IRR' 

As these examples illustrate the lenition is usually restricted to the 
following phonological environment. 

(2-64) {#, a}_a 

The two Irrealis prefix complexes nji-nga-n- and gu-nga-n- are the 
only exceptions. These two complexes reduce to [jiin] and [gun] 
respectively (with short vowels). The lenition is restricted to unstressed 
syllables. 

(2-65) nganj-ngiirla [gajigiila] ~ [ajioiila] 
lMIN-aunt 
'My aunt' 

(2-66) ngaanj-ma [gäajima] ~ *[aajima] 
1MIN-PRM 
Ί, me' 

ngaDJ- frequently undergoes lenition when it occurs as unstressed 
prefix, as in (2-65). It is never lenited when it occurs as a stressed root 
form, as in (2-66). The same situation holds for the three Irrealis prefix 
complexes. These are never reduced when stressed. There is a minimal 
pair contrasting /ng/ and 0 in stressed syllables. 
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(2-67) ngaardi 'head' aardi 'possessions' 

The phonological conditionings do not however fully predict the 
occurrence of the velar nasal lenition. 

(2-68) ngalaararr [^a läa^ar] ~ [alaajLar] 'liver' 
ngalaambirr [galäambir] ~ *[alaambir] 'cough' 

While lenition has been recorded with ngalararr 'liver', it has not 
been recorded with ngalambirr 'cough'. There are a number of other 
forms where lenition has not been recorded, even though the structural 
description of the lenition is satisfied. 

2.3.9 Palatal continuant 

The palatal continuant /y/ shows a range of realisations. In word-initial 
position, it is generally realised as [j]. However, word-initial /yi/ 
sequences often lack any independent segmental realisation of the 
continuant: they vary between [ j ι ] ~ [i] (There are no examples of /ye/ 
word-initially in Gaagudju). They contrast with words having an initial 
I'll /, which do not permit the *[ j i ] variant. 

(2-69) yirriidjbal [ j i r i i j b a l ] ~ [ i r i i j - b a l ] 'grub sp' 

(2-70) irribindjoori [ i r i b e n j - o o r i ] ~ * [ jx r iben j6or i ] 'crocodile' 

Word-medially, /y/ is only realised as [j] following /u/, schwa, and 
in some sequences involving the clitic =yu '3FIO' (3.1). The sequence 
/uy/ is rare in Gaagudju. There is only one example of a heterosyllabic 
/u$y/ sequence involving a high front vowel realisation. 

(2-71) gu-yileeyili [ g u j i l e e i l i ] 
rV-soft 

Unstressed /u$y/ sequences otherwise involve a schwa realisation of 
the /u/ vowel (see Appendix 2 for verb forms involving the auxiliary -
bu-y 'hit-detr'). Stressed /u$y/ sequences and tautosyllabic /uy$/ 
sequences are realised as [woi] ((2-147) & (2-148)). 
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Following /a/ or /of, the palatal continuant is realised as a high, front 
vowel [i], which syllabifies with the preceding vowel. The two 
Evitative verb forms following, illustrate the contrast after schwa as 
opposed to [a] vowel realisations. 

(2-72) 0-eema-ya [eemeSja] ~ *[eemei$a] 
3I-do-EV 
'He might do it.' 

(2-73) 0-djamaa-ya [jemäai$a] ~[j-emaai$ja] ~ *[j-emaa$ja] 
3I-get up-EV 
'He might get up.' 

Both verbal forms involve the same suffix form -ya, and both verb 
stems have a final /a/. In (2-72), where the stem-final vowel is short and 
realised as schwa, the suffix is realised as [$ja], with a preceding 
syllable boundary. In (2-73), on the other hand, there is no obligatory 
[j] realisation. Rather, the Evitative suffix is obligatorily realised as 
[i$a], with a syllable boundary between the segments making up the 
suffix. As shown in (2-73), a continuant element may optionally appear 
between the two obligatory realisations. However, this optional 
continuant element does not appear to be a realisation of the /y/ segment 
in the suffix. Rather it appears to be one of the possible transitions 
between the [i] vowel and the following vowel. When present, it 
appeared to be shorter than the continuant realisation in (2-72), though 
instrumental studies would be required to confirm this. 

When the following vowel is the mid, back vowel /o/, the realisation 
with the continuant transition is more frequent than the realisation 
without the transition. Otherwise the realisation without the transition is 
more common. 

(2-74) ma-yoree-ni [mai$ j04.eeni] ~ [mai$o^eeni] 
III-lie-PI 
'It was lying.' 

0-arra-boyoo-ma [araboi$jooma] ~ [araboi$ooma] 
IV<l-pick up-Aux:PP 
Ί picked it up.' 
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0-djamaa-ya=mba [j-emaaiSemba] ~ [,jemaai$jemba] 
3I-get up-EV=AUG 
'They might get up.' 

0-ayaa-n-ma [ai$aeaenma] ~ [ai$ j äbaenma] 
rV<3F-FXJ-get 
'She will get it.' 

gaayu [gäai$u] ~ [gaai$ ju] 'Negative' 
nayiirrirri [na i$ f i r i r i ] ~ [nai$J i i r i r i ] 'ant sp' 
gooyu [gooi$u] ~ [gooi$ju] 'mother' 
gooyida [gooi$ida] ~ [gooi$ jida] 'Don't!' 

If the preceding vowel is a mid or high front vowel, then the /y/ does 
not have any independent segmental realisation. 

(2-75) garndeeyi [gar\c[ee$i] ~ [gartc[ee$J i] 'goose-crest' 

nji-yee-gi [jii$eegi] ~ [jii$ jeegi] 
2-go-EV 
'You might go.' 

maardiyu [maacU$u] ~ [maa<ii$ju] 'point' 

As illustrated, realisations with the transitional continuant do occur. 
However the /y/ is not realised as a full continuant or a full vowel. Thus 
maardiyu 'point' is not realised as either *[maac|.iju] or *[maac[ii$u]. 
When both neighbouring vowels are high front vowels, then the syllable 
boundary also may lack any realistion. 

(2-76) miiyingu [mii$igu] ~ [mii$j igu] ~ [miigu] 'bushfire' 

Thus miiyingu 'bushfire' may be realised as a disyllabic form 
[miigu]. This realisation could not be the realisation of a putative 
disyllablic word miingu. A following velar nasal otherwise conditions a 
lax realisation of long /i/ (2-126), and a putative word miingu would be 
realised as [miiQu]. This lack of realisation of the syllable boundary 
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appears to be part of the general tendency in Gaagudju to reduce 
unstressed syllables. 

There is a contrast in Gaagudju between the tautosyllabic sequence 
/Vy$/ and the heterosyllabic sequence /V$yi/, both word-medially and 
word-finally. 

(2-77) ngaadjay [^jaaj-ai] ~ *[oaajai$(J)i] 'hand' 
ngaayi [gäai$( j)i] ~ *[gäai] Ί, me' 
yaayila [yaai$(i )i la] ~ * [yäai la] 'corroboree stick' 
ngoyoo-yirri [goi$(j)0oi$(j)iri] ~ *[goi$(j)0oiri] 
'3F-self 

0-n-daa-y=mba [ndäaimba] ~ *[ndaai$(j)imba] 
31<3 M-PR-eat: PR=AUG 
'They are eating.' 

1-n-buu-yi-ni [inbw6oi$(j)ini] ~ *[inbwooini] 
31-IRR-hit-detr-P 
'They did not hit each other.' 

0-buu-y=mana [bwooimana] ~ *[bw6oi$(J)imana] 
31-hit-detr:PR=MUA 
'They are hitting each other.' 

arra-m-bee-yi-ni [arembeei$(j)ini] ~ *[arsmbeeini] 
1 -IRR-bite-detr-P 
Ί did not bite myself.' 

There does not appear to be any overlap in the realisation of these 
/yi/ and lyl sequences. For example, the word-final /i/ in ngaayi Ί, me' 
does not merge with the preceding lyl. Indeed it can be independently 
reduced to [θ] in fast speech, with [gaai$a] being a fast speech 
realisation of ngaoy*' Ί, me'. There is also a contrast between Ν and /iy/ 
word-finally. 

(2-78) njee-n-bi-y [jieenbii] ~ *[ιιέεηΜ] 
2-FU-bite-detr 
'You will bite yourself.' 
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(2-79) njee-n-bi [jicenbi] ~ *[jieenbii] 
2<3M-bite:PP 
'He bit you.' 

2.3.10 Labial continuant 

The patterning of the labial continuant shows similarities to that of 
the palatal continuant. In word-initial position, it is generally realised as 
[w]. However, word-initial sequences of/w/ and a back vowel often lack 
any independent segmental realisation of the continuant: they vary 
between [wo] ~ [o] and between [wu] ~ [u]. They contrast with words 
having an initial /u /, which do not permit the *[wu] variant. 

(2-80) woogi [woogi] ~ [oogi] 'ankle' 
wurridjoonggo [wuri j-ooggo] ~ [urijooggo] 'lily sp' 
uluunggulu [uluuggulu] ~ *[wuluuggulu] 'old woman' 

Word-medially, the labial continuant is realised as [w] wherever 
neither of the neighbouring vowels is a back vowel. When the following 
vowel is a back vowel, the realisation of /w/ appears to depend on 
whether the back vowel has a tense or a lax realisation. In the word-
final sequence /awu#/, where the /u/ vowel has a tense realisation, /w/ is 
realised as an [u] which syllabifies with the preceding vowel. 

(2-81) gadaawu [gedaau$u] 'bird sp' 
mardaawurru [mectaawuru] ~ *[mectaau$ufu] 'tree sp' 

As illustrated with mardaawurru, word-medial /awu/ sequences do 
not show diphthongisation. However, there does not appear to be any 
motivation for positing a directly causal relationship between position in 
the word and vocalic realisations of /w/. Rather it is the case that word-
final position conditions the appearance of a tense [u] allophone; /u/ is 
realised with a lax allophone [u] elsewhere (2.8). A more motivated 
explanation for the difference between (2-107) and (2-108) is that 
among the potential realisations of /awu/, [au$u] is preferred to [äwu], 
whereas [awu] is preferred to [au$u]. In other words, diphthongisation is 
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only found when there is a follwing tense realisation (there are no 
examples of /awo#/). 

In other environments, the realisation of /w/ depends upon fluency 
register distinctions and whether both or only one of the neighbouring 
vowels is a back vowel. In the least fluent register, it appears that the 
labial continuant is realised as [w]. 

(2-82) gululuwaarra [gululuwäara] ~ [gululuwaara] 
'jungle fowl' 

(2-83) njinggooduwa [jieggooduSa] 'woman' 

Thus the infrequently occurring noun gululuwaarra 'jungle fowl' 
usually involved some kind of continuant realisation. In the slowest 
pronunciations, this appeared to be a full continuant realisation. In faster 
pronunciations, it appeared to be more in the nature of a transition 
between the two vowels. On the other hand, the very commonly 
occurring noun njinggooduwa 'woman' did not involve a continuant 
realisation at any speech speed. While the continuant does not have any 
independent segmental realisation in (2-83), it does have a partial 
realisation in the preceding vowel segment. The /u/ vowel in (2-83) has 
a tense realisation, which presumably reflects the /w/. The default 
realisation of short /u/ is as a lax vowel (2-153) and there is no reason 
why the following /a/ vowel should condition a tense realisation. The 
same pattern is found with the mid, back vowel /o/. 

(2-84) gabaloowadi [gabeloo(w)edi] ~ *[gabel0o(w)edi] 'road' 

Continuant realisations, which generally appear to be transitional in 
nature, are commonly found when one of the neighbouring vowels is a 
non-back vowel. 

(2-85) arnbiiwu [aribii(w)u] 'gun' 

However, if they are absent, and the back vowel is the following 
vowel, then the /w/ may lack a realisation altogether. If both 
neighbouring vowels are back vowels, then continuant realisations are 
uncommon. 
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(2-86) warnyoowu [war\j oo(w)u] 'tree sp' 
nowo-baaba-da [no(w)obaabeda] 'his brother' 

If the neighbouring vowels are identical, then the most common 
realisation is a long, tense vowel (there are no examples of the sequence 
/uwu/). 

2.4 Vocalic variation and contrasts 

2.4.1 Vowel contrasts 

The vowels show the greatest range of variation of all segments in 
Gaagudju. The following minimal and sub-minimal pairs illustrate the 
phonemic contrasts in quality among vowels. The pairs are drawn from 
forms which are only minimally affected by the variations in vowel 
realisations. 

(2-87) a : i 

a : u 

a : e 

a : ο 

i : u 

i : e 

u : ο 

e : ο 

raada raadi 
'bullant' 'louse' 
arree-ya arree-yu 
Ί will go' Ί will camp' 
arr-djaa-dji barrdjeedji 
Ί stand' 'tree sp' 
gaayu gooyu 
'Neg' 'mother' 
miiri miiru 
'well' 'curlew' 
biibi bebe-beebi 
'MoFa' 'spirit name' 
0-ii-wu iiwo 
'She gave it to him' 'particle (7.12)' 
geedjawa nang-goodji 
'truly' TV-cold' 
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2.4.2 Vowel grade 

In many verbal paradigms (Appendix 2), in the pronominal paradigms 
(Table 4.2 & Table 4.3) and in a number of reduplicated nominale, there 
are alternations in vowel quality depending on length and stress. The 
general pattern of alternations is that a short, unstressed high or low 
vowel alternates with a corresponding long, stressed mid vowel. These 
general patterns are summarised in (2-88). 

(2-88) Short unstressed /a/ alternates with long stressed /ee/ 
Short unstressed /i/ alternates with long stressed /ee/ 
Short unstressed /u/ alternates with long stressed /όο/ 

These alternations are extensively attested in Appendix 2. In addition 
to the alternations listed in (2-88), there are also a few examples of /a/ 
alternating with /όο/, and of/o/ alternating with /ee/. 

(2-89) 0-arra-yal-gaaba 0-i-yool-gaba 

There is no way of predicting whether a paradigm or reduplication 
will exhibit the vowel grade alternation, nor of predicting which forms 
in a paradigm will show vowel grade. In the majority of cases, 
consultants gave each particular form in a paradigm as either graded or 
ungraded. However there are a number of forms where consultants 
accepted both graded and ungraded variants. 

(2-91) 0-arraa-nga-wa 0-arree-nga-wa 

3I<l-drop off-Aux:PP 
Ί dropped him off.' 

3I<3F-drop off-Aux:PP 
'She dropped him off.' 

(2-90) 0-arro-oro-garraa-ri 
3I<l-see-Aux-PI 
Ί was looking at him.' 

0-arro-oree-garra 
3I<l-see-Aux:PP 
Ί looked at him.' 

31< 1 -hear-Aux: PP 
Ί heard him.' 

3I<l-hear-Aux:PP 
Ί heard him.' 

The historical development of vowel grade is discussed in 2.9. 
Vowel grade has had a significant effect on the distribution of vowels in 
Gaagudju. As a result of vowel grade, /i/ is uncommon as a long vowel, 
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and /u/ is rare. Conversely, /e/ nearly always occurs as a long vowel, 
and the majority of these occurrences derive historically from vowel 
grade. The skewed distribution of vowels that has arisen through the 
operation of vowel grade should be born in mind in the ensuing 
discussion of the realisation patterns of vowels. 

2.4.3 Vowel length and stress 

Vowel length and stress are intimately connected in Gaagudju. Nearly 
all stressed vowels are long and conversely nearly all long vowels are 
stressed. Consequently, nearly every word has a single long vowel 
which is the locus of stress for that word. Historically, there is strong 
evidence that vowel length was predictable from the placement of stress 
(2.6). In verbal paradigms, the joint positioning of stress and length 
varies depending on the verbal suffixes present. The variations in their 
joint positioning are most satisfactorily explained by reconstructing a 
standard system of trochaic foot structure in Pre-Gaagudju, with 
primary word-level stress on the final foot. The presence of verbal 
suffixes would have caused variation in the positioning of this final 
head foot, with consequent variation in the positioning of the word-level 
stress and the long vowels attendant on this stress. 

Synchronically, the treatment of loan words argues that stress and 
vowel length are still normatively associated. All loan words conform to 
the pattern of having a single stressed long vowel. While most loans are 
ultimately Macassan or English in origin, they were usually transmitted 
to Gaagudju speakers via Kriol or neighbouring Aboriginal languages. 
In neither Kriol nor any of the neighbouring languages is primary word 
level stress normatively associated with vowel length. The loan words 
must therefore have been altered by Gaagudju speakers to conform to 
the norm that a word should have a single stressed long vowel. 

Nevertheless, though vowel length was historically dependent on 
stress, and though the two are still normatively connected, 
synchronically vowel length is independent of stress. The following 
sub-minimal pairs show that length is contrastive for the high and low 
vowels. 

(2-92) 0-warrgi 
'he is dying' 

maarrgi 
'to suck blood' 
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na-labirri birribiirriyu 
'younger brother' 'club' 
0-an-burri buurri 
'he mended it' 'rope' 

In addition to the forms listed in (2-92) there are a few other words 
with stressed short vowels. A complete listing of these words is 
provided in (2-93). 

(2-93) ambal=ambal 'grass sp' bardäba 'and then' 
bardbdnawarr 'jabiru' djamdrrabarday 'brolga' 
gada 'but' ibärdbi 'Negative' 

There are also a considerable number of unstressed long vowels 
which arise from lenition (2.3.6). There are two roots involving 
unstressed long vowels, which do not apparently arise from lenition. 

(2-94) gadjäaraama 'to undo' 
gunganäawoordo 'fishing net' 

In the phonology of Gaagudju, it is actually the distinction between 
long and short vowels that is of primary significance for vowel 
reduction, rather than the distinction between stressed and unstressed 
vowels. Short vowels, whether stressed or unstressed, are frequently 
reduced to schwa [Θ]. Long vowels tend to be maintained whether 
stressed or unstressed. 

Given that stress and length are distinct in Gaagudju, stress cannot be 
cued by length. Rather, stress appears to be cued by peaks in 
intensity/amplitude, or perhaps more abstractly by the capacity to 
support peaks in intensity/amplitude. It is not the case that stressed 
syllables always support a noticeable peak in intensity or amplitude in 
the pronunciation of a word. Any word may be pronounced without a 
noticeable peak of intensity or amplitude anywhere in the word. 
However, all words may be, and commonly are, pronounced with a 
noticeable peak in intensity or amplitude. If there is such a peak, then it 
must occur in the stressed syllable. This is the case even with forms 
such as ibärdbi 'Negative', which is normally realised as [ibsctbi] with 
a short schwa as the stressed vowel. 
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2.5 Intonation 

This grammar does not provide a general coverage of the intonational 
phonology of Gaagudju. This section considers only those aspects of the 
intonational phonology of words and phrases which affect stress and 
vowel realisation patterns. Gaagudju is an intonational language, rather 
than a tone or pitch accent language. Tonal differences do not 
distinguish lexemes, though as we will see, there is a small closed class 
of lexemes which have a distinctive, lexically specified tonal tune. In 
isolation, monomorphemic words show the following tonal tune in 
declarative mood. 

(2-95) L LH L 
I I I I 

gabaloowadi 

L H L I I I 
djorloorlobarray 

Η L 

'road' 

'doe kangaroo' 

weerrgada 

HL 
II 

dii 

'fast' 

'sandfly' 

If there are syllables preceding the stressed syllable, then they have a 
level low pitch, and the pitch rises sharply at the beginning of the 
stressed syllable. It appears that this rise is usually accomplished within 
the first half of the stressed vowel, which is usually long (2.4.3). 
However, instrumental study would be required to confirm this. The 
stressed syllable has a high pitch and the final syllable a low pitch. The 
few monosyllables, which all involve long vowels, show a falling 
contour tone. If there are syllables between the stressed syllable and the 
final syllable, then the pitch declines gradually over these syllables. The 
gradual decline found in this tonal tune contrasts saliently with the sharp 
decline which is found in a lexicalised tonal tune, restricted to a handful 
of frozen reduplications. 
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(2-96) L H L 

0-yileeyili Ί-soft' 

(2-97) L H L L 

galee-gali 'catfish' 

The adjective root in (2-96) is a frozen reduplication, as is the noun 
root in (2-97) (both reduplications show vowel grade of the stressed 
vowel 2.4.2). The adjective form has the standard pitch contour. 
However, the noun has a different pitch contour with a sharp fall from 
the stressed syllable to the following non-final syllable. This pitch 
contour is only found in frozen disyllabic reduplications with 
antepenultimate stress, and as (2-96) shows, not all reduplications of 
this type show the distinctive pitch contour. The hyphen is used to 
distinguish the two possibilities. If the reduplication shows the 
distinctive pitch contour, then its two halves are separated by a hyphen 
(2-97). If the reduplication shows the standard pitch contour, then there 
is no hyphen (2-96). 

Productive reduplications are clisis constructions (4.4). They belong 
to a class of clisis constructions which consist of two phonological 
words, and thereby involve two separate tonal tunes (3.1). However, it 
is not the case that every word in Gaagudju supports an independent 
tonal tune. Combinations of a demonstrative immediately followed by a 
noun or an adjective may show a single tune. 

(2-98) L L L L Η L 

magaarra djirriingi 
that: I man 
'that man' 

(2-99) L L L L L H L 

magaadja nji-walaawala 
that: II II-little 
'that little girl' 
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The demonstrative forms part of an intonational phrase headed by the 
noun or adjective. The fact that the standard, productive, tonal tune 
applies to multi-word combinations such as demonstrative + noun/ 
adjective shows that it is phrasal and not word-level in scope. When 
words are pronounced in isolation, they are by default phrases and 
receive the phrasal tone tune. This phrasal tune plays an important role 
in determining stress and vowel realisations in faster speech (2.10 & 

2.6 Placement and history of stress 

Gaagudju differs from the great majority of Australian languages, in 
that it shows no evidence of foot structure synchronically. Historically 
however, there is evidence that it had the same system of trochaic foot 
structuring, which is standard among Australian languages. The most 
direct evidence comes from the shifts in stress which occur in many 
verbal paradigms. The paradigm of djabarda 'to die/go out' (of a fire ~ 
light) in (2-100) provides a typical example of these shifts (which are 
also accompanied by vowel grade in some cases). 

(2-100) PP nj-djaabarda PI nj-djabardee-yini 

The patterns of stress shift shown in this paradigm may be accounted 
if a system of trochaic feet, as in (2-101) following, is reconstructed 
(vowel grade is discounted in the reconstruction). 

3.1). 

IV-go out:PP 
PIRR gu-n-dabardee-(yi)ni 

IV-IRR-go out-P 
FU gu-n-deebarda 

IV-FU-go out 

IV-go out-PI 
PR nj-dja-yabaarda-y 

IV-PR-go out-PR 
EV nj-djabardee-ya 

IV-go out-EV 

(2-101) PP nj-[djaaba]rda 
IV-go out:PP 

PIRR gu-n-[daba][rdaa-yi]ni 
IV-IRR-go out-P 

FU gu-n-[daaba]rda 
IV-FU-go out 

PI nj-[djaba][rdaa-yi]ni 
IV-go out-PI 

PR nj-[dja-ya][baarda-y] 
IV-PR-go out-PR 

Ε V nj - [dj aba] [rdaa-ya] 
IV-go out-EV 
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The standard pattern among northern language is that trochaic feet 
are aligned from the left, and that the final foot is the head foot. Forms 
involving syllabic suffixes will commonly have a greater number of 
feet, and consequently the head foot will commonly be further to the 
right in these forms. In these aspects therefore, the reconstruction in (2-
101) is unexceptional. 

However, the reconstruction is unusual in terms of determining the 
starting point for leftwards alignment. It may be observed that the 
monosyllabic IV prefix gu-, does not appear to have been footed 
historically. In other words, the left edge of the verb stem was the 
starting point for leftwards alignment in the Past Irrealis and the Future. 
An examination of the verbal paradigms in Appendix 2 will show that 
this is generally the situation with monosyllabic Absolutive and 
Accusative prefixes. They did not serve as the starting points for 
leftwards alignment. This is the standard pattern among northern 
languages: in a combination of a monosyllabic prefix and a polysyllabic 
stem, feet are aligned from the left edge of the stem and the prefix is not 
footed. The only exception to this is in those cases where the verb is 
monosyllabic: in these cases the prefix takes stress. This again is 
standard among northern languages. 

The situation is different with the monosyllabic Present tense prefix 
*dja~. As shown in (2-101), this prefix does appear to have served as the 
starting point for leftwards alignment. This is the general situation with 
monosyllabic prefixes: it appears that they were footed historically. 

(2-102) nji-n-baadji njing-gaa-n-badji 
II-FU-crawl II-here-FU-crawl 
'She will crawl.' 'She will crawl here.' 

Reconstruction 
nj i-n- [bäadji] nj ing- [gäa-n-ba] dj i 

As (2-102) shows, the directional prefix ga- 'here' appears to have 
served as the point of leftwards alignment historically. The same pattern 
is found with the other directional prefix ba- 'there', and with the 
monosyllabic Ergative prefixes: na- '2-', iDJ- '3F-', nga- '3-'. The 
monosyllabic Ergative prefix an- '3M-' is an exception and appears to 
have been unfooted historically. The situation is further complicated 
when disyllabic prefixes are considered. 
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(2-103) arree-wagi 
1 :FU-go 
Ί will go.' 

marree-wagi 
l+2-go:FU 
'We will go.' 

Reconstruction 
a[rree-wa]gi 

Reconstruction 
ma[rree-wa]gi 

(2-104) 0-arraa-ga-ngga 
3I<l-take-PP 
Ί took it.' 

0-marree-ga-ngga 
3I<l+2-take-PP 
'We took it.' 

Reconstruction 
0-a[rrda-ga-ng]ga 

Reconstruction 
0-ma[rrie-ga-ng] ga 

0-ayaa-n-ma-ngi 
3I<3F-IRR-get-P 
'She did not get it.' 

Reconstruction 
0-a[yäa-n-ma]ngi 

With disyllabic prefixes, whether Absolutive (2-103) or Ergative (2-
104), the second syllable appears to have been footed, but not the first. 
As such the starting point for leftwards alignment did not co-incide with 
a morphological boundary. This is unparalleled elsewhere in Australia. 
The apparent overall historical situation for leftwards alignment is 
summarised in (2-105). 

(2-105) Feet were aligned from a starting point one syllable to the left 
of the verb stem boundary. Absolutive and accusative prefixes 
are however unfooted, as is the ergative prefix an- '3M-'. 

This somewhat bizarre pattern is matched in a number of frozen 
nominal reduplications. Some frozen disyllabic nominal reduplications 
show a stress pattern which accords with areal expectations, with foot 
boundaries matching the reduplication boundaries. 

(2-106) Synchronic Form Reconstruction 
djugu-djoogu 'yam species' [djügu-][djüugu] 
guniliniili 'nail' gu[nili-][njili] 
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However, there are a considerable number of frozen disyllabic 
nominal reduplications which show a mismatch between foot and 
reduplication boundaries. 

Parallel to many verbal forms, it appears that the reduplications in (2-
107) involved feet which were aligned one syllable to the left of the 
reduplication boundary. There is evidence which argues that Gaagudju 
did not always have these unusual patterns, and rather that some stage 
of Pre-Gaagudju showed a standard alignment of foot and 
morphological boundaries. This comes from the paradigm of the verb 
set out in (2-108). 

(2-108) a. 'to make string by rubbing banyan fibre on the thigh' 
b. 'to mend clothes' 
c. 'to spear fish' 

PP burri 
PI burree-ngi 
PIRR burree-ngi 
PR burree-ngi 
FU burroo-ya 
EV burroo-ya 

This paradigm is highly irregular, even by the standards of Gaagudju. 
It conveys three distinct and rather specific meanings (it is not obvious 
whether and how the meanings are to be related historically). 
Morphologically, it shows two types of vowel grade, including an 
otherwise unattested pairing between a short /i/ and /όο/. The high 
degree of irregularity of this paradigm, in combination with the general 
difficulty of borrowing verbs (6.7.1), argues that this paradigm is of 
some considerable antiquity within Gaagudju. The Past Perfective 
paradigm of this verb is the one of particular concern with reference to 
stress. 

(2-107) Synchronic Form 
garree-garri 
djidabarraabarra 

Reconstruction 
'bird species' ga[rrii-ga]rri 
'king brown' dji[däba][rräa-ba]rra 
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(2-109) Attested Predicted 
IV<1 0-arra-burri 0-arraa-burri 
IV<l+2 Not attested 
IV<2 gu-na-burri gu-naa-burri 
IV<3M 0-an-burri 0-an-boorri 
IV<3F nj-dji-burri nj-djee-burri 

The Past Perfective is most commonly attested with a Class IV 
Object, and these are the forms given in (2-109). In the attested forms, 
stress falls on the initial, short-vowelled syllable of the verb stem. This 
is the standard pattern across most northern, prefixing languages. It 
appears reasonable to propose that this Past Perfective paradigm, though 
synchronically unusual, is a survival from an earlier and more regular 
stage of Gaagudju. Precisely why this particular paradigm alone should 
have been unaffected is not obvious. However, the only other 
possibility, which is reformulation of its stress patterns on the model of 
some neighbouring language with a regular stress pattern, is altogether 
unlikely for the reasons already outlined. Allowing that this paradigm 
does represent a survival from an earlier, standard stage of Gaagudju, 
the problem then becomes to provide a plausible course of development 
for the stress alignments of the type summarised in (2-105). 

The issue of stress placement is further complicated when the 
distribution of stress in nominals is brought into consideration. The 
great majority of nominals show either penultimate or ante-penultimate 
stress. Disyllabic words take stress on the first syllable. The distribution 
of penultimate vs ante-penultimate stress in nominals greater than two 
syllables in length is not predictable. They show the following 
distributions of penultimate and ante-penultimate stress. 

(2-110) No. of syllables Penultimate Ante-penultimate 
3 166 42 
4 61 53 
5 28 19 
6 5 5 
7 2 1 

The distribution of stress is not merely unpredictable, it is actually 
problematic. A system of trochaic feet aligned from the left should not 
produce a situation where trisyllabic roots show a 4 : 1 preference for 
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penultimate stress, even allowing for the accretion of exceptions over 
time. It would be possible to account for this preference under a general 
requirement for primary stress to be penultimate, and there are a number 
of northern languages which evince this requirement. However, such a 
requirement could not account for the stress patterns illustrated in (2-
103), (2-104) and (2-107). 

This problem, and the other problems discussed in this section, 
cannot be resolved by recourse to considerations of syllable weight. In 
both Larrikiya and Limilngan, which belong to the same sprachbund as 
Gaagudju (1.5), sonorant codas count for weight. They do so regularly 
in Larrikiya and irregularly, but with a high likelihood, in Limilngan. 
No such correlation, even of the irregular but likely type found in 
Limilngan, is observable in Gaagudju. For example, nominals where the 
antepenultimate syllable has a sonorant coda and the penultimate 
syllable is open, do not show any clearcut tendency to have 
antepenultimate stress. 

However, there is a correlation between greater length of the root and 
an increased likelihood of ante-penultimate stress. As observed, 
trisyllabic roots show a 4 : 1 ratio in favour of penultimate stress. 
Quadri- and quinqui-syllable roots show ratios of 1.2 : 1 and 1.5 : 1 
respectively. This increased preference for antepenultimate stress in 
longer roots appears to class with the unusual patterns found in verbs 
(2-103) & (2-104) and reduplications (2-107). Both of these unusual 
patterns also favour antepenultimate stress. 

From an overall perspective, it is clear that the distribution of 
penultimate vs ante-penultimate stress cannot be fully explained by 
positing a system of trochaic foot structure. Nor does it appear that the 
distribution can be explained by recourse to factors relating to the 
production or perception of peaks in amplitude or intensity. Rather, it 
appears that an explanation must be sought from another area. The most 
plausible candidate appears to be intonation, or more precisely tonal 
tunes. We have seen that certain frozen disyllabic reduplications, with 
the unusual ante-penultimate stress, are the only lexemes in Gaagudju to 
have a lexically specified tonal tune. 

(2-111) L H L 
I I I 

0-yileeyili 'I-soft' 
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(2-112) L H LL 
I I I I 
galee-gali 'catfish' 

As discussed in 2.5, 0-yileeyili has a regular tonal tune, whereas 
galee-gali 'catfish' has an irregular tonal tune. The difference between 
the two tunes is located in the penultimate and unstressed syllable. It 
seems reasonable to propose that there is a connection between the 
unusual stress placement and the irregular tonal tune. Universally, there 
is a preference for each distinctive tone to take a syllable as its minimal 
domain. The contrast between (2-111) and (2-112) was not apparently a 
contrast between tones connected directly to the stress, but rather a 
contrast in the section of the tonal tune between the stress tone and the 
final tone. 

This contrast would have been most satisfactorily realised if there 
was a syllable for this section of the tonal tune to take as its sole domain 
independent of the stress and final tones. In forms with penultimate 
stress, there would be no syllable available to constitute such an 
independent domain, as the stress and final tones would necessarily 
attach to the two final syllables. Shifting stress one syllable to the left 
would provide the required independent domain. 

The hypothesis underlying this proposal is that a significant 
proportion of the lexicon had lexically specified tonal tune associations 
at some stage of Pre-Gaagudju, and that the satisfactory realisation of 
these tunes could override the maintenance of standard alignment for 
trochaic footing. This over-riding was most probably the motor for the 
loss of foot structure. Once foot structure ceased to be consistently 
aligned, it became difficult to perceive. Only the primary word-level 
stress associated with a high tone was maintained. 

This hypothesis can also explain the preference for penultimate stress 
in trisyllabic nominals. In both the regular and irregular tunes, the 
section of the tune preceding the high stress tone is low. Auditorally at 
least, the rise from the low to the high tone on the stressed syllable is an 
important cue to both the high tone and stress. In trisyllabic forms with 
ante-penultimate stress, the low preceding the high stress tone cannot be 
expressed and the cue is absent. However, allowing for the expression 
of the preceding low by penultimate stress obviously clashes with 
expression of tune contrasts by ante-penultimate stress. 
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Trisyllabic nominals generally prefer penultimate stress. Stress in 
trisyllabic verbal forms is strongly affected by paradigmatic factors. If a 
trisyllabic verb form occurs in a paradigm whose members are mostly 
four or more syllables in length, then it will show the same stress as the 
rest of the paradigm. This is illustrated by the following Past Perfective 
paradigm of 'to take' with a 2nd Ergative. 

(2-113) 1<2 nga-naa-ga-ngga 
3I<2 0. nee-ga-ngga 
II<2 nji-nee-ga-ngga 
III<2 ma-nee-ga-ngga 
rv<2 gu-nee-ga-ngga 

Most of the forms in this paradigm are quadri-syllabic and show 
ante-penultimate stress. The trisyllabic form 0-nee-ga-ngga conforms 
to this general ante-penultimate pattern. Verbal forms which belong to 
paradigms, most of whose members are trisyllabic, tend to show 
penultimate stress. As such, it appears for trisyllables that the 
expression of the initial low tone in the tune was generally favoured 
over allowing for the expression of the contrast position in the tune. 

The various stages proposed for the development of stress placement 
in Gaagudju are summarised in (2-114). 

(2-114) Stage 1: Trochaic feet were aligned from the left edge of major 
morphological domains (eg: the verb stem). The final foot was 
the head foot. Primary stress was penultimate in even-syllabled 
domains and ante-penultimate in odd-syllabled domains. There 
may have been a requirement for the head foot to be word-final 
generally (ie penultimate primary stress generally). It appears 
from the verbal paradigm in (2-109) that primary stressed 
vowels were short. The development of contrastive vowel 
length appears to be independent of the changes in the 
placement of stress. 

Stage 2: A significant proportion of the lexicon came to be 
lexically specified for tonal tunes. Ideally a tonal tune required 
a minimum of four syllables for the sequence: Low-High-
Contrast-Low. In domains of four or more syllables this 
sequence favoured ante-penultimate stress. This caused shifts 
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from penultimate to ante-penultimate stress in quadri-syllabic 
domains. 

In trisyllabic domains there was a conflict between expressing 
the initial low and expressing the contrast position. The general 
preference was to express the initial low through penultimate 
stress, but paradigmatic factors were of central concern with 
verbal forms and could favour ante-penultimate stress. 

As a result of these various shifts, foot structure was no longer 
consistently aligned and consequently was lost. Only the 
primary word-level stress associated with a high tone was 
maintained. 

Stage 3: Lexical specification of tonal tunes was lost, with the 
exception of a handful of frozen nominal reduplications. 

These three stages, or something like them, would produce the 
synchronic situation where penultimate and ante-penultimate word-level 
stress are unpredictably distributed. The second stage was probably 
more complicated than presented, involving a complex interaction of 
word-level and phrase-level intonation. The principal point for present 
purposes is that intonational factors of this kind provide the best 
motivation for the kinds of changes Gaagudju has undergone. 

The unpredictable nature of stress placement in Gaagudju is further 
re-inforced by the fact that there are forms which show stress patterns 
other than (ante-)penultimate. There are a few verbal forms which show 
final stress. These all involve a -y suffix (Appendix 2). The nominale 
which show a stress other than (ante-)penultimate are listed in (2-115). 

(2-115) djamdrrabarday 'brolga' 
djorloorlobarray 'doe kangaroo' 
geeninjdjada 'two:F' (6.5.6) 
-goordomalay 'widow(er)' 
goornmalada 'tomorrow' (4.13) 
gudjboolombida 'flying fox' 
mardaagardaga 'lizard sp' 
njing-geerradama 'oldest sister' 
walaaladama 'always' (4.13) 
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Some of these roots appear historically to be derived forms, 
historically having involved clisis. These derivational relationships are 
discussed in the sections referred to in (5-6). It may also be noted that 
the form gudjboolombida 'flying fox' has a synonym galarrgeengi, 
with a regular stress. The two fluent consultants, Peggy Balmana and 
Little Dolly Yarnmalu, used this form. The form gudjboolombida was 
used by Nelson Mulurrinj, a partial speaker. Peggy Balmana and Little 
Dolly Yarnmalu recognised gudjboolombida as Gaagudju, but did not 
use it themselves. 

2.7 Realisation patterns of the long vowels 

The mid front vowel /e/ is a good starting point for presentation of the 
realisation patterns of long vowels. It has a high frequency of 
occurrence as a long vowel, and thereby allows for a fairly detailed 
exemplification of the factors conditioning the distribution of its 
allophones [e] and [ε]. The distribution of these two allophones is 
conditioned by both phonological and morphological factors. With 
nominals, the distribution is largely conditioned by the nature of the 
following segment. The two allophones are mutually exclusive in the 
following environments. 

(2-116) [e] followed by a palatal coda or onset, a labial onset, /g/ 
(which only occurs as an onset - 3.3 & 3.4) 

[ε] followed by a non-palatal coda, /ng/ 

The only exception to this distribution is the reduplicated form in (2-
117). 

(2-117) bebe-beebi [bεbεbέεbi] 'spirit name' 

This form is also exceptional in involving /e/ as a short vowel (2-
154). It seems likely that the [έε] realisation of the long vowel is in 
harmony to the preceding [ε] short vowel realisations (this phonological 
environment does not otherwise exist in Gaagudju). When followed by 
an apical onset, the nature of the following vowel becomes relevant. If 
the following vowel is tense, then [e] realisations are also common. The 
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distinction between [e] and [ε] realisations in this environment appears 
to be the fluency factor discussed in 2.2. This distinction is exemplified 
in (2-118). 

(2-118) baleeru [belee^u] 'later' 
birneerrinj [berieeriji] 'goanna species' 
garrangarreeli [garagarseli] 'woman who has had a child' 

Thus the temporal baleeru which commonly occurs in the database 
in connected speech usually has an [e] allophone. However it appears 
that it can alternatively take the [ε] allophone. The noun birneerrinj was 
discussed more commonly in fieldwork than garrangarreeli, and it is 
usually attested with the [e] allophone. The noun garrangarreeli, on the 
other hand, primarily occurs as an isolated form, and is attested with the 
[ε] allophone. This suggests that the [ε] allophone is the canonical 
allophone when there is a following apical. However in connected, 
fluent speech considerations of harmony (2.8.2) with a following tense 
realisation come into play. Vowel harmony is also significant in the 
remaining example of the occurrence of [e] in nominale. 

(2-119) nangeelawa [naioeelawa] ~ [na^eeliwi] 'whirlwind' 

The appearance of [e] in the [nageeliwi] variant appears to be an 
extension of the harmony pattern operative in (2-119). Its appearance in 
the [nageelewa] variant is not phonologically motivated. It is 
presumably due to paradigmatic influence from the [nageeliwi] 
variant. There are no nominal forms which involve a long /e/ followed 
by an apical stop or nasal. Patterns found in other areas of the vowel 
phonology suggest that the tensing harmony would not apply across the 
apical obstruents /d/ and /rd/, but that it would apply across the apical 
nasals /n/ and /τη/ (2.8.2). 

The distribution of the two /e/ allophones in verbal paradigms differs 
from that in nominals, with morphological conditioning playing a 
significant role. The allophonic distribution in closed syllables is 
identical to that in nominals, showing a phonological conditioning. 

(2-120) [e] in syllables with a palatal coda 
[ε] in syllables with non-palatal codas 
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The [ε] allophone has the wider distribution in closed syllables. The 
converse is the case in open syllables, where the [ε] allophone is limited 
to the environments set out in (2-121). 

(2-121) a. Before the retroflex stop/rd/ 
b. Before the suffix -ngi 
c. In the 1+2 prefix form meerra- [πιέεΓa\a] 

These three environments all fall within the class of phonologically 
conditioning environments which determine [ε] realisations in 
nominals. The retroflex stop conditioning (2-12la) is a phonological 
conditioning in verbal paradigms. It is not possible to determine 
whether this conditioning applies generally to apical obstruents. There 
are no examples of /eed/, where a long /e/ is followed by the alveolar 
stop, in the available verbal paradigms. However, other evidence 
(2.8.2), suggests that Id/ would also constitute a phonological 
conditioning environment. The conditioning does not extend to apical 
nasals. Both apical nasals are attested with a preceding [e] allophone. 

(2-122) 0-arree-nawa [areenewa] 
3I<l-put:PP 
Ί put it down.' 

(2-123) 0-an-bageernawa [anbegeeriewa] 
3I<3M-chase:PP 
'He chased him.' 

The other two environments listed in (2-121) are morphological, as 
illustrated by the contrasts provided in (2-124) and (2-125). 

(2-124) 0-arree-nga-wa [areenewa] 
31< 1 -hear-Aux: PP 
Ί heard him.' 

(2-125) nji-n-deerra-gi 
2-FU-go down-EV 
'You might go down.' 

[jiindeeragi] 
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While the conditionings in (2-12lb & c) are synchronically 
morphological, they appear historically to have developed from the 
same · phonological conditionings which operate synchronically in 
nominals. If the synchronic nominal conditionings were applied in 
verbal paradigms, then most affected verbal morphemes would show a 
highly skewed frequency of allomorph tokens. 

Verbal prefixes would show [e] in the great majority of their 
occurrences. The apicals and /ng/ are rare as initial segments in verbs 
and coverbs. In the great majority of their occurrences, prefixes are 
followed by a labial, a palatal or /g/. These are the segments which 
condition [e] realisations in nominals (2-116). Thus, a prefix form such 
as arree- Ί - ' would have been realised in the great majority of cases as 
[aree], with [arse] occurring only before the few coverb and verb roots 
with an initial apical or /ng/. 

The only common sequence of long /e/ followed by an apical in 
verbal paradigms is with the suffix -ni. However this produces the 
word-final sequence /eeni/, which would tend to be realised as [eeni] 
rather than [εεηϊ] (2-118). This would tend to obscure the apical 
phonological conditioning. On the other hand, the only common 
sequence of long /e/ followed by the velar nasal involves the suffix -ngi. 
The sequence /eengi/ would have been realised as [εεηΐ]. 

The historical development in verbal paradigms appears to start from 
a position with numerically preponderant, but phonologically 
conditioned allomorphs. These numerically preponderant allomorphs 
were re-analysed as the categorial allomorphs, and the phonological 
conditioning was lost. 

The other front vowel /i/ is uncommon as a long vowel, owing to the 
operation of vowel grade (2.4.2). It has two allophones [i] and [i] 
which have a mutually exclusive distribution in the following 
environments.. 

(2-126) [ i i ] when followed by a palatal. 
[ n ] in syllables closed by a non-palatal coda and when the 

following onset is apical or nasal. 

When the following onset is a non-nasal labial or velar (ie fb/, /w/ or 
/g/), [ii] is the usual realisation, but [xi] appears also to be possible. 
This distribution is virtually identical to the phonologically conditioned 
distribution of long /e/ in nominals. The only difference is that /m/ does 
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not condition a tense realisation of /i/, whereas an onset Iml does 
condition a tense realisation of Id (2-116). Unlike long /e/, there are a 
few examples of long I'll in word-initial position. If the following 
segment is palatal, then word-initial long /i/ is realised as [ii]. If the 
following segment is non-palatal, then it appears that both allophones 
are possible. There is one example of word-final long /i/, and as shown 
in (2-127), the tense allophone appears. 

(2-127) dii [dii] 'sandfly' 

In unmonitored speech, the lax allophone [xi] varies with a lax mid 
vowel realisation [εε] when followed by an apical. 

(2-128) nang-giirdi [naogiicti] ~ [naogeecU] 
'IV-wet' 

This lowering variation is strongly affected by position, being much 
rarer in word-initial syllables than in non-initial syllables. 

(2-129) giini [giini] 'nose' 

(2-130) nj-djurriinj-dji=nu=giini 
[]lJ·UΓίiJlj•x=nθ=gέεni] 
IV-block-Aux: PP=3 MIO=nose 
'His nose is blocked.' 

A comparison of (2-129) and (2-130) illustrates the significance of 
the non-initial syllable requirement. In isolation the lexeme giini 'nose' 
was not attested with a [geeni] variant. However this variant was 
frequently attested when it was cliticised, as in (2-130). This variation 
was also attested with the noun niimba 'lower back'. 

(2-131) niimba [niimba] ~ [ηέεηΛ^] 'lower back' 

In this case, the fact that /ii/ occurs in a syllable closed by a non-
palatal coda is the likely conditioning. There are only two other 
occurrences of /ii/ in syllables closed by a non-palatal: giimbi 'stone' 
and mabiimbi 'paperbark raft'. Neither of these is attested with [εε] 
realisations. However, mabiimbi is only attested in monitored speech, 
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and giimbi does not cliticise. Consequently, neither form is likely to 
show [εε] realisations in the database, but it seems likely that they 
would do so with a more extensive database. 

The low vowel /aa/ is usually realised as a low central vowel. 
However, it does show [aeae] and [ ε ε ] realisations. The [aeae] realisation is 
the usual realisation of /aa/ when preceded by /y/ and followed by an 
alveolar. 

(2-132) yaana [jäeeena] ~ ^έεη8] ~ [jaana] 
'where: Γ 

In this environment, the [ε ε] realisation occurs in faster, less 
monitored speech. The [aa] realisation only occurs in slow, monitored 
speech. The significance of the following alveolar is brought out by a 
comparison of (2-133) with (2-134). 

(2-133) 0-ayaa-n-ma [aiaeaenma] 
3I<3F-FU-get 
'She will get it.' 

(2-134) 0-ayaa-ma-ngi [aiaamagi] 
3I<3F-get-PR 
'She is getting it.' 

The [aeae ~ ε ε ] realisations are also found when /i/ is the nucleus of 
the preceding syllable. However, /iCaa[alveolar]/ is a rare configuration 
in Gaagudju and there are only few examples in the available materials. 

(2-135) bilaarra [b i läa ra ~ bilaesera] 'spear' 

(2-136) djabilaana [jaebilaana ~ j-aebilaeaena] 'billycan' 

The [aeae] realisations are also found more generally, following any of 
the palatals. However, they only occur in faster, less monitored speech 
in this environment and appear to be restricted to initial syllables. 

(2-137) 0-njaa-n-ma [jiaanma ~ jiaeeenma] 
3I<3M-FU-get 
'He will get it.' 
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(2-138) djaabul [jaabul ~ jaeaebul] 'mouth' 

(2-139) yaa-bu [jäabu ~ jaeaebu] 
31-went 
'He went.' 

Further, as (2-138) and (2-139) show, there is no requirement for a 
following alveolar in this speech speed environment. There are some 
[aeae ~ ε ε] realisations which involve paradigmatic considerations. 

(2-140) (idj)-baagu [(ij-)baagu ~ (ij-)baeaegu ~ (ij)beegu] 
'wallaby' 

(2-141) 'lots' 
I 0-idj-baalgi [(ij-)baalgi ~ (i^baeaelgi ~ (i j)bcelgi] 
II njim-baalgi [jiirabäalgi ~ jiimbaeeelgi ~ jiimb0elgi] 
III ma-baalgi [mabäalgi ~ mabaeaelgi ~ mabeelgi] 
IV gu-baalgi [gubäalgi ~ gubaeaelgi ~ gubέεlgi] 

The lexeme for 'wallaby' commonly takes the iDJ- 'Augment' prefix 
(4.3), and in this situation there is an /i/ nucleus in the syllable 
preceding /aa/. Under presumably paradigmatic pressure from this form, 
the lexeme may also appear with the [ABSB ~ ε ε] realisations when the 
ligature is not attached. Similar paradigmatic pressures operate with the 
adjective root -baalgi 'lots'. Its Class I form often occurs with iDJ- and 
the Class II form has the requisite configuration. Paradigmatic pressure 
from these two forms has apparently sufficed to spread the [aeae ~ ε ε] 
realisations through the paradigm to forms lacking the required 
configuration. 

The low vowel also has a diphthongal allophone [aai]. This 
allophone appears in syllables closed by a palatal coda. It also appears 
in open syllables when there is a following palatal. The factors 
conditioning its appearance in open syllables are not entirely clear. The 
diphthongal allophone is favoured in non-initial syllables, when the 
following vowel is realised as [i], [a] or [Θ]. Initial position and a 
following [u], [u] or [i] disfavour the appearance of the diphthongal 
allophone. Paradigmatic factors also appear to play a role. 
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(2-142) 1 arr-djaa-dji [ a r j ä a j i ] Ί stand' 
2/II/IV nj-djaa-dji [jij-aaji] 'you stand, she/it stands' 
III ma-yaa-dji [maiaaji] 'It stands' 

The Present paradigm of 'to stand' contains forms which should 
favour the diphthongal allophone: [ a r j ä a j i ] and [maiaaj-i]. However, 
these forms are not attested with diphthongal realisations. The paradigm 
also contains a form [ j i jaaj i ] which disfavours the diphthongal 
allophone. It seems likely that the non-occurrence of realisations such as 
* [ a r j a a i j i ] and *[maiaaiji] with diphthongal allophones is due to 
paradigmatic influence from [jijaaj-i]. 

The mid back vowel /of has an equivalent diphthongal allophone 
[ooi], which appears in similar environments to the [aai] diphthong. It 
is obligatory in syllables closed by a palatal coda. 

(2-143) goodjgu [gooijgu] 'brain' 
boonjman [booijiman] 'rat' 

It can appear in syllables with a following palatal onset. However, it 
is strongly disfavoured in initial syllables or stressed syllables. The 
factors conditioning its appearance preceding onsets are not entirely 
clear in the available materials. 

The two principal allophones [o] and [o] of /o/ have a mutually 
exclusive distribution in the following environments. 

(2-144) [o] when followed by/w/ 
[o] in closed syllables, and when followed by an apical or /ng/ 

onset 

In open syllables followed by other kinds of onsets, both allophones 
are possible. However, they are not in free variation, as there are 
phonological conditionings on the frequencies of each allophone. 

(2-145) [o] is preferred when the following onset is /b/, ImJ or /g/, 
unless the following vowel is a back vowel, 

[o] is preferred elsewhere: when the following onset is palatal, 
or when the following sequence is /b/, Iml or /g/ followed 
by a back vowel. 
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The high back vowel /u/ is rare as a long vowel, owing to the 
historical operation of vowel grade (2.4.2). In slow, monitored speech, 
this vowel is realised as by the lax vowel [uu]. In faster speech, it can be 
realised by the tense vowel [uu], if there is a following short tense [u]. 
Short /u/ is tense only in word-final position. There are three 
homophonous monosyllabic forms where /uu/ occurs word-finally: buu 
'Hit it!', buu 'nearly, soon', buu 'big river'. 

(2-146) buu [buu~bwoo] 

As illustrated in (2-146), the realisation of the form /buu/ varies 
between tokens with a long tense high vowel and a sequence of the 
labial continuant + a long tense mid back vowel. There is one other 
situation where /uu/ is realised by a sequence of the labial continuant 
and a long mid vowel. 

(2-147) 0-buu-y [bwooi] 
3I-hit-detr:PP 
'He hit himself.' 

(2-148) guubuy [guubwoi] 'canoe' 

(2-149) gubooyu=gubooyu [gubooiugubooiu] 'owl sp' 

(2-150) waaboy [waaboi] 'yamstick' 

As (2-147) - (2-150) illustrate, there is a contrast between [oi] and 
[woi] realisations after ib/. There is morphological evidence for 
analysing [woi] as the realisation of /uy/. The verb 'to hit' has a bu root 
in some of its forms (Appendix 2), and the Conjugation 1 detransitiviser 
is -y (7.7.1). As such (2-147) may be analysed as bu + -y. It may be 
noted that the cognates of (2-148) have /u/ vowels: Giimbiyu ubunj 
'canoe' and Bininj Gunwok gubunj 'canoe'. It may also be noted that 
Gaagudju does not permit [ui] or [ui] diphthongal realisations of /u$y/ 
sequences, unlike the [oi] and [ai] diphthongs that are the realisations 
of/o$y/ and /a$y/ sequences (2.3.9). 

The [wo ~ wo] realisations of lul are restricted to the diphthong /uy/, 
and stressed word-final position. They do not occur elsewhere. 
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(2-151) buurri [buuri] ~ *[bwoori] 'string' 

(2-152) yaa-bu [jaabu] ~ *[jaabwo] 'he went' 

2.8 Realisation patterns of short vowels 

The analysis of short vowel realisations in Gaagudju presents 
considerable problems. In many cases, short vowels were very indistinct 
and it was not possible to be certain of their exact realisation. It was 
commonly necessary to check the realisations of short vowels in slower 
speech. While this procedure succeeded in resolving most cases, there 
remains a significant minority of cases whose analysis is problematic. 
The slowest and most careful speech of the two fluent consultants was 
in elicitation sessions specifically focussing on word-forms. If the focus 
of enquiry was on a particular vowel in a word, then that vowel would 
usually be realised in accordance with the patterns set out in (2-153). 

(2-153) /a/ - [ai] in syllables closed by a palatal 
[a] elsewhere 

/i/ - [i] in syllables closed by a palatal, and 
word-finally 
[i] elsewhere 

lot - [oi] in syllables closed by a palatal 
[o] word-finally, and when there is a following /w/ 
[o] elsewhere 

/u/ - [wo] in syllables closed by /y/ (2-148) 
[u] word-finally, and when there is a following /w/ 
[u] elsewhere 

The mid front vowel /e/ essentially does not participate in the system 
of short vowel contrasts. There are only five examples of this vowel as a 
short vowel. 

(2-154) ngameneega [gameneega] 'why' 
bardedjiliidji [bectej-ilii j i] 'lily tuber' 
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bebe-beebi 
-belaala-
gardenjdjilmaarra 

[bebebfebi] 
[belaale] 
[gacte ji j ι lmäar a] 

'spirit name' 
'children' 
'dew' 

These four examples suggest that short /e/ is realised as [e] when 
followed by a palatal and as [ε] elsewhere. There are general tendencies 
evident in the patterning in (2-153) and (2-154). These tendencies are 
summarised in (2-155). 

(2-155) a. Non-low vowels are tense in word-final position. 
b. In syllables with a palatal coda, front vowels are tense 

and non-front vowels appear as diphthongs. 
c. Vowels are lax elsewhere. 

While the patterns in (2-155) appear in some sense to be the targets 
for the slow, careful pronunciation of vowels, or probably more 
accurately syllables, they were not the targets for the slow, careful 
pronunciation of whole words. Word forms quite commonly involved 
uncertainties as to the nature of two or more short vowels. However in 
elicitation concerning such uncertainties, consultants did not provide 
syllable-by-syllable pronunciations. They would usually provide a more 
distinct realisation for one of the vowels, and possibly, but not 
necessarily, for more. The consultants appeared to treat words as 
wholes, and allowed for one locus of vowel clarification per word. 
However, the other vowels in that word would not necessarily be 
realised in accordance with the patterns set out in (2-155). 

Some of the variations from the realisation patterns in (2-155) are in 
a one-to-one correspondence with the patterns in (2-155) and present no 
analytical problem. In faster speech, the non-low vowels /i/, /u/ and /o/ 
tend to have tense realisations in open syllables when followed by the 
onsets listed in (2-156). 

(2-156) /i/ - palatal,/b/,/g/ 
/u/ - /b/,/m/,/g/ 
/o/ - /b/,/m/,/g/ 

The mid vowel /of tends to have a diphthongal realisation when 
followed by a palatal. 
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(2-157) njinggordodjimaala [jiiQgo^oijimaala] 'upper arm' 

The sequence /ay/, which is realised by the diphthong [ai] in slow 
speech, may be realised by a long mid front vowel [ee] in faster speech. 

(2-158) ba-rr-djo-oroo-garra-y [barj-oo^oogeree] 
2< 1 -PR-see-Aux-PR 
Ί am looking at you.' 

This variant is only rarely attested, and the factors conditioning its 
appearance are not known. The low vowel /a/ is usually realised as [ae] 
in similar environments to those where this realisation is found with 
long /aa/. It occurs in the verbal paradigms, where combinations of the 
3FE prefix (a)ya- and the Irrealis prefix n- produce the sequence /yan/. 

(2-159) 0-aya-n-baraa-ni [aiaenba^aani] ~ [aianba^aani] 
3 I<3F-IRR-spear-P 
'She did not spear him.' 

This is the same environment /y_[alveolar]/ that [ae] is found with the 
long vowel (2-132). However, the conditioning is paradigmatic rather 
than phonological. In the most commonly used verbal paradigms, the 
3F-IRR prefix sequence is stressed and has a long vowel (a)yaa-n-
[aiaeaen]. The appearance of [ae] in the instances where the prefix 
sequence is unstressed reflects accommodation to the situation in the 
most commonly used paradigms. As shown in (2-159), the [ae] 
realisation can alternatively be replaced by [a]. The sequence 
/y_[alveolar]/ otherwise generally conditions [Θ] or [x] realisations. 

(2-160) 0-yarrangaalbu [jsragäalbu] ~ [ j i regaalbu] 
I-phratry name 
'masculine phratry name' 

The short /a/ vowel also shows [ae] realisations in initial syllables 
when it is followed by an unstressed Γ\1 vowel. 

(2-161) ya-njing-gaama-y [jaejiiggäamai] ~ [jajiiggaamai] 
what-2-do-PR 
'What are you doing?' 
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(2-162) marriwodjoonggo [maeriwoijooggo] ~ [manwoijooggo] 
'swamp hen' 

(2-163) gandidjaawa [gandijaawa] ~ *[gaendijaawa] 'flour' 

(2-164) gadjiirra [gaj i i ra] ~ *[gaejiira] 'saltwater' 

As illustrated, the [ae] realisation does not appear if the /a/ vowel is in 
a closed syllable (2-163), or if the /il vowel is stressed (2-164). 

2.8.1 Schwa realisations 

By far the most frequent of the realisations differing from those in (2-
155) were schwa [Θ] realisations. It does not appear that [Θ] realisations 
are contrastive, in the sense that they can be opposed within any register 
level to the realisations in (2-155). Upon repetition at a slower speed, 
most [a] realisations were consistently replaced by one of the 
realisations listed in (2-155). However some [e] realisations were not 
replaced by the fluent consultants, even on repeated checking. In most 
cases, these [Θ] realisations have been analysed as instances of /a/. 

Thus, the invariant pronunciation [ber jee j i ] was analysed as 
barrdjeedji 'grevillea species', despite the fact that there are no 
alternative [barjeej i ] tokens. This course was adopted because of 
differences in the frequencies with which [Θ] tokens were replaced by 
the realisations in (2-155). For those forms which showed an alternation 
between [Θ] tokens and one of the realisations of /i/, /u/ and /of, there 
was a higher frequency of l\l, /u/ and /o/ realisations than there was of 
/a/ realisations with forms which showed an alternation between [e] and 
the /a/ realisations. In other words, [Θ] was a possible realisation of /a/ 
in a wider range of registers than it could be for /i/, /u/ or /of. 

There were however some cases, where paradigmatic or other 
evidence suggests that an invariant [e] realisation should be assigned to 
another phoneme. We may compare the paradigms of the unstressed 
forms of the verbs ga 'to take' and bu 'to hit'. 

(2-165) 'hit' 'take' 
PP bu-mu ga-ngga 

[bumu ~ bamu] [gaoga ~ gegga] 
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PI/PIRR bu-ni ga-njdji 
[buni ~ bsni] [gaijy-i -- gaji j i] 

PR bu-njdji ga-njdji 
[bejiji] [gaijij-i -- gapj-i] 

FU bu ga 
[bu] [ga] 

EV bu-ya ga-ya 
[bwoia] [gaia] 

In most of the forms in the 'hit' paradigm, the root either shows an 
/u/ realisation or there is an alternation between an /u/ realisation and 
[Θ]. However, the Present tense is attested only with [Θ] realisations. As 
such it is not readily distinguishable from the Present tense form of the 
'take' verb which usually had [θ] realisations. It may be that the Present 
form of the 'hit' verb should be analysed as ba-njdji. In this case, the 
absence of *[baijiji] realisations in combination with the paradigmatic 
evidence seems to provide sufficient support for the bu-njdji analysis. 
However, it is not a definitive analysis. The lexeme in (2-166) presents 
a slightly different situation. 

(2-166) birneerrinj [bailee riji] 'saltwater goanna' 

The first vowel in this lexeme was invariably [a] in the speech of 
fluent consultants. However this form also appears in other languages in 
the region, and in these languages the first vowel is [i]. Nelson 
Mulurrinj, a partial speaker, gave the Gaagudju form as [bii\eeriji], 
and Peggy Balmana accepted this as Gaagudju. The Gaagudju form is 
therefore analysed as /birneerrinj/. However, it is equally plausible that 
/barneerrinj/ is the fluent Gaagudju form and that /birneerrinj/ is a non-
fluent, foreigner talk form. 

The quantity of schwa realisations depended on the interaction of the 
factors listed in (2-167). 

(2-167) a. The speed/monitoring of speech. 
b. Adjacency to pauses. 
c. Place specifications of following segments. 
d. Quality of the vowel. 
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Among these factors, speech speed/monitoring was probably 
historically the sole conditioning factor for schwa realisations. It is 
probable that a larger database would show that speed of speech and 
monitoring of speech were independent factors. However, it is not 
possible to distinguish the effects of the two factors in the available 
materials, and as discussed in 2.2, they are subsumed together as 
distinguishing "fluent" from "non-fluent" speech. Synchronically, 
speech speed/monitoring still plays a central role in triggering schwa 
realisations. The faster and the less monitored that speech is, the more 
likely it is that short vowels will be realised by schwa. 

The role of speech speed extends beyond simply causing words to 
have different pronunciations. Speech speed also plays a central role in 
determining the placement of pauses, and thereby what functions as a 
word. This is of considerable significance as pre-pausal vowels, and 
vowels in post-pausal syllables resist reduction. In slower speech pre-
pausal = word-final and post-pausal = word-initial. The effects of pause 
placement in slower speech may be shown by comparing forms 
involving substantive affixation or enclisis with forms lacking either of 
these. 

(2-168) i-laawala [iläawela] i-laawala=mba [ilaaw8le=mba] 
I-small I-small=AUG 
'the small one' 'the small ones' 

There is a register in which the word-final vowel of the adjective 
form i-laawala Ί-small' is pronounced as [a] when word-final, but as 
[a] when followed by an clitic. There is no register in which the reverse 
situation occurs. 

(2-169) 0-na-jarn-boo-mu [najariboomu] 
3 I<2-finish-Aux-PP 
'You finished it (Class I).' 

(2-170) gu-na-jarn-boo-mu [gunej-sriboomu] 
IV<2-finish-Aux-PP 
'You finished it (Class IV)' 

In the same register, the 2E prefix na- will be realised as [na] when 
word-initial as in (2-169), and as [ne] when non-initial as in (2-170). In 
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faster speech, pause placement differs from that in slower speech. There 
are fewer pauses in faster speech, and consequently not all word 
boundaries co-incide with a pause. It is only vowels in syllables 
adjacent to a pause which resist reduction in faster speech. 

While speech speed and pause placement still have a central role in 
the synchronic conditioning of schwa realisations, they are not the sole 
operative factors. As previously discussed, schwa realisations occur in 
slow speech. The other two factors listed in (2-186c & d): the place 
specification of the following segment and the quality of the vowel are 
also relevant. The two factors show a significant degree of interaction. 

In slow speech, the low vowel /a/ is normally realised as [Θ] when 
followed by one of the apicals which involve some degree of oral 
closure: the stops, the nasals and the tap. An [a] realisation in this 
environment is unusual. There is a higher frequency of [a] realisations 
when followed by one of the other apicals, but [Θ] realisations are still 
the usual realisation. The palatals do not appear to have an effect on the 
distribution of [a] vs [Θ] realisations distinguishable from those of 
speech speed and pause placement. When the low vowel is followed by 
a labial or dorsal, then [a] realisations predominate. These effects apply 
regardless of whether short /a/ is stressed or not. 

(2-171) bardbänawarr [baclbanawar] ~ [bacjbanawar] 'jabiru' 

As illustrated in (2-171), an unstressed /a/ in the third syllable 
alternates between [a] and [a] realisations when followed by the labial 
segment /w/. However the stressed short /a/ in this word did not show 
[a] realisations because it is followed by an apical nasal. 

The back vowels show a similar patterning to the low vowel. They 
usually show full realisations when followed by labial or velar 
segments. The coronals did not appear to have a significant effect on the 
distribution of [a] vs full realisations of the back vowels. 

The front vowel HI showed a reverse patterning to the back vowels. It 
normally showed full realisations when followed by a palatal segment. 
The other segments did not appear to have a significant effect on the 
distribution of full vs [a] realisation. The one exception was with a 
following velar nasal, where /i/ showed a significantly higher frequency 
of schwa realisations. 
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(2-172) njinggooduwa [jieggoodua] 'woman' 
njing-goombardi [jieggoombacU] 'man's daughter' 
njing-goordomalay [jiiggooctomalai] 'widow' 

The first syllable of the commmonly used nouns njinggooduwa 
'woman' and njing-goombardi 'man's daughter' was pronounced as 
[jiag] in slow speech by the two fluent consultants. Partial speakers 
generally pronounced it as [jiig] with these two words. In the rarely 
attested form njing-goordomalay 'widow', all speakers pronounced the 
initial syllable as [ J IIQ] . 

The general distribution of schwa vs full realisations in slow speech 
correlates strongly with whether or not the vowel shares phonetic 
commonalities with the following segment or not. If a vowel shares 
some phonetic commonality with the following segment, then a full 
realisation is likely. Labial segments, velar segments, back vowels and 
the low vowel share acoustic commonalities, traditionally grouped 
together under the feature [+grave]. Palatal segments and the high front 
vowel also share commonalities. If a vowel and the following segment 
do not share phonetic commonalities, then the distribution of schwa vs 
full realisations appears to follow from speech speed and pause 
placement. However the apicals favour schwa realisations with the low 
vowel and the velar nasal does so with the high front vowel. 

2.8.2 High front vowel realisations 

The other common alternatives to the realisation patterns set out in (2-
153) were high front vowel realisations [i] and [i], which did not 
correspond to high front vowel realisations in slow speech. These fast 
speech [i] and [i] realisations occur in three distinct environments. One 
is in syllables adjacent to a pause/word boundary. 

(2-173) 0-marrawaarra [mirawäara] ~ [msrawaara] 
'I-big' 

(2-174) nang-gardaabumu [naggactäabumi] ~ [naggec[aabumu] 
TV-heavy' 
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(2-175) waarra [wäari] ~ [wäara] 
'who' 

(2-176) maboroodja [maba^ooiji] ~ [maba^ooij-a] 
'plant sp.' 

As (2-176) illustrates, the [i] realisation can appear in word-final 
position, instead of the usual [a] realisation, in fairly fast speech. In 
most cases, the alternation between [i] or [x] realisations and another 
realisation is conditioned by register. However in some verbal 
paradigms, the alternation in word-final position is contrastive. 

(2-177) nji-n-bardabalee-wa nji-n-bardabalee-wi 
II<3M-ensorcel-Aux:PP 2<3M-ensorcel-Aux:EV 
'He ensorcelled her.' 'He might ensorcel you.' 

(2-177) illustrates a Past Perfective and a Evitative form from the 
paradigm of the verb bardabala-wa 'to ensorcel someone'. The two 
forms are differentiated by their final vowels. This is the only contrast 
which distinguishes the two categories within the paradigm of 
bardabala-wa, as they both take the Unmarked prefix set and a -0 
verbal suffix (5.9 & Appendix 2). General paradigmatic patterns 
establish that the /a/ final form is the basic stem form (7-12). The same 
pattern is found in a number of other verbs with /a/ final stems. 

(2-178) 
'to ensorcel 
'to throw' 
'to hang up' 
'toblock' 
'to undo' 
'to have' 
'to kick' 
'to hear' 

Stem 
badabala-wa 
bada-gaba 
barrabard-ba 
gabarrangana-gaba 
gadjaraama 
garra 
mala 
nga-wa 

Evitative 
badabalee-wi 
badee-gabi 
barreebard-bi 
gabarranganee-gabi 
gadjaareemi 
garri 
mili 
nga-wi 

It may be noted that these I'll final Evitative forms always involve 
vowel grade (2.4.2) alternations, with a long /ee/ corresponding to a 
short /a/ vowel. This suggests that there may be a historical connection 
between this type of vowel grade alternation and the lexicalised final /i/ 
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vowels in (2-178). There is other evidence which supports a connection. 
The second environment where [i] and [i] realisations occur is in 
syllables between a word-final [i] or [i] and a syllable with a front 
vowel. 

(2-179) 0-nee-n-da-ri [ηέεηάι^ί] 
3I<2-IRR-eat-P 
'You did not eat it.' 

(2-180) gu-0-ng-garda-wiinjminj-ma-ngi [gugge<iawiirimijimigi] 
IV< 1 -IRR-break-up-Aux-P 
Ί did not break it up.' 

(2-181) ngee-mba-ma [geembxmi] 
1 -AUG-PRM 
'we, us' 

As (2-181) illustrates, the word-final [i] or [i] does not have to be a 
slow speech /i/. The [i] realisations in (2-179) - (2-181) appear to be 
examples of vowel harmony, operating from the stressed vowel to the 
end of the word. The harmony appears to be blocked when the final 
syllable has a stop onset. 

(2-182) njimalawadeewadi ""[jiimelewadeewidi] 
'rainbow lorikeet* 

(2-183) 0-an-badee-gabi *[anbedeegibi] 
31<3 M-thro w-Aux: Ε V 
'He might throw it.' 

The harmony shows a degree of lexical and paradigmatic 
conditioning. There are a number of verbs with Past Imperfective/Past 
Irrealis forms ending in the sequence [bccgga^i]. However this 
sequence is not attested with the realisation [beeggui]. There are two 
nominals which show graded and harmonised variants of uncertain 
status. 

(2-184) i-laawala [iläawala] ~ [ i leewi l i ] 
'I-little' 
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(2-185) nangeelawa [nageelewa] ~ [nageeliwi] 
'whirlwind' 

The harmonised variants were very commonly given by consultants. 
However in slow speech, it appeared that the non-harmonised variants 
were the preferred forms. 

The third and principal environment where [i] and [ i ] realisations 
occur, is adjacent to a palatal. The high front vowel realisations are 
most commonly found when there is a following /y/, evidently as 
assimilations. 

(2-186) ma-yaa-dji 
III-PR-stand 
'It is standing.' 

[mijäaji] 

(2-187) 0-arra-yongolodjee-gi 
3I<l-make-PP 
'Imade it.' 

[ar i jaoalajee] 

(2-188) arr-badayarraa-bu-mu 
1 -tired-Aux-PP 
Ί am tired.' 

[arbadij eraabumu] 

(2-189) 0-arra-boyoo-ma [arebijooma] 
3I<l-pickup-Aux:PP 
Ί picked it up.' 

The high back vowel IvJ is not attested in this position. A following 
coda palatal nasal did not generally condition assimilation. 

(2-190) -ga-njdji [gajiji] ~ *[gijij i] 
'-take-PR/PI/PIRR' 

(2-191) nganj-ngiirla [oaijigi ι la] ~ * [g im) ί ι la] 
ΊΜΙΝ-aunt' 

(2-192) 0-arra-malarreemanj-ma [aramaldareemajima] ~ 
3I<l-turn-Aux:PP *[arameldareemijima] 
Ί turned it over' 
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The one situation where assimilation did occur, was with =njdja, the 
FUA number clitic. 

(2-193) arr-gaa-n-u=njdja [argaani=jija] 
1 <3 -FU-give=FUA 
'They will give me.' 

The low vowel also tends to be realised as [i] or [i] in medial 
syllables, when there is a following palatal stop. 

(2-194) 0-arra-djartaa-y [ar i jenaai ] 
31< 1-not know-PR 
Ί do not know him.' 

There are no examples where /a/, in a medial syllable, is followed by 
a palatal nasal. At somewhat faster speech speeds /a/ also shows [i] 
realisations, when there is a preceding onset /y/. 

(2-195) 0-yarraa-bu-ni [ j i raabeni] 
3I-dance-Aux-PI 
'He is dancing.' 

(2-196) 0-arree-yaba [areejiba] 
3I<l-send:PP 
Ί sent it.' 

The back vowels do not display either of the tendencies illustrated in 
(2-194) - (2-196) . They are however only rarely attested in these 
environments. The [x] and [i] realisations which alternate with back 
vowel realisations is unproblematic. They can be analysed as potential 
fast speech realisations of slow speech back vowel segments. 
Equivalently, those situations where [i] and [i] alternate with low 
vowel realisations can be analysed as fast speech realisations of slow 
speech /a/ segments. However the analysis of those situations where [x] 
and [i] alternate only with [a] realisations is problematic. The forms in 
(2-197) and (2-198) illustrate the problem. 

(2-197) rarreegaji [^areegi j i ] ~ [^.areegej-i] 'shoulder' 
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(2-198) marreegiji [mareegiji] ~ [mareegeji] 'brother-in-law' 

These two forms are attested with the same range of variation, in 
relation to the realisation of the third vowel. However checking in slow 
speech indicated that [^areegeji] was the preferred form for 
'shoulder', and [mareegij-i] for 'brother-in-law'. As discussed in 2.8.1, 
the default assignment of schwa realisations appears to be to /a/. 
However in the case of (2-197), no [^.areegaji] realisation is attested 
to confirm this assignment. Given that schwa is a potential slow speech 
realisation of any vowel, it is possible that 'shoulder' should be 
analysed as rarreegidji. Equivalently, given that /a/ commonly shows 
[i] realisations in medial syllables when there is a following palatal, it is 
possible that 'brother-in-law' should be analysed as marreegadji. 

There are a number of cases similar to (2-197) and (2-198), where 
the analysis of vowels which alternate between [i] or [i], and [Θ] 
realisations is uncertain. These vowels have been transcribed in 
accordance with their most frequent slow speech pronunciations: /i/ if 
[i] or [i] were the most common, and /a/ if [a] realisations were the 
most common. A larger database would almost certainly lead to the 
revision of some of these transcriptions. 

2.8.3 Mid back vowel realisations 

Most mid back vowel realisations in fast speech correspond to mid back 
vowel realisations in slow speech. However, there are some examples 
where they correspond to other realisations in slow speech. These are 
mostly cases of vowel harmony of a slow speech /a/ to a preceding /o/. 

(2-199) 0-na-ba-boorda [nababoocio] ~ [nababooc^a] 
3I<2-tie-Aux:PP 
'Did you tie it up?' 

(2-200) nji-n-doorrnggoma [jiindoorogomo] ~ [jiindoorggoma] 
2-FU-go in 
'You will go in.' 

In all examples of the harmony, the stressed vowel in the word is /o/, 
though the stressed vowel may not necessarily be adjacent to the /a/. 
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Harmony is not attested with other than word-final /a/. However it does 
not appear that position in the word is the relevant factor. Rather, it 
appears that vowel realisations in the register where the harmony 
applies are such that the required sequence only occurs when /a/ is in 
word-final position. 

(2-201) 0-arra-ba-boorda-y [arsbebooctai] ~ *[ar9b9b0oc},oi] 
3I<l-tie-Aux-PR 
Ί am tying it up.' 

(2-202) 0-arra-ba-boorda-ri [arebeboocie^i] ~ *[arebeb5ocio^i] 
IV<l-tie-Aux-PI 
Ί was tying it up.' 

(2-203) arr-go-ordoo-garra [argoocj/Sogara] ~ *[argooct0ogoro] 
1 <3-take off-Aux:PP 
'He took it off me.' 

In (2-201), /a/ forms part of a diphthong and does not have a 
harmonising alternant. In (2-202) and (2-203), /a/ is realised by [Θ], and 
it appears that [Θ] alternants block the harmony alternants. The harmony 
is not attested with disyllablic forms. 

(2-204) moonda [moonda] ~ *[m0ondo] 'bad' 

(2-205) moonja [moojia] ~ *[m6ojio] 'mosquito' 

(2-206) goo-n-ya [goonja] ~ *[g6onjo] 
IV-FU-go 
'It will go.' 

The conditioning on the /of harmony also appears to involve some 
morphological and/or lexical factors. It is only attested with one 
nominal. 

(2-207) nowoogoda [nowoogodo] ~ [nowoogoda] 
'M:one' 
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Other nominals did not show harmony variants. Historically, it 
appears that the /o/ harmony did operate in nominals. The low vowel is 
only very rarely attested following long lol in nominal roots. In the 
majority of cases where the long stressed vowel in a nominal root is /o/, 
then all following vowels will also be lol. It would seem likely that this 
phonotactic patterning has arisen historically from the lol harmony. This 
is particularly clear in the 3rd unit augmented and augmented forms of 
the -ru 'first' pronoun paradigm (Table 4-3). The high vowels /u/ and /i/ 
are found following long stressed lol in nominal roots. They do not 
show lol harmony variants. 

Mid back realisations, not corresponding to lol in slower speech, are 
also found in one other situation. 

(2-208) nji-/ma-/gu-walaawala [jio/mo/gowalaawala] 
II-/III-/IV-little 

(2-209) na-womagaali 
I-spouse 
'husband' 

[noomegaali] 

(2-210) na-woombardi 
I-mC 
'son' 

[newoombacLi] ~ *[now0ombac}i] 

Initial unstressed /Vw/ sequences can be assimilated to [ow], and if 
the following vowel is lol, then the whole sequence /Vwo/ becomes 
[oo]. This assimilation is blocked by stress, as shown in (2-210). 

2.9 Overview and history of vowel realisations 

While there is considerable variation in the specifics of realisation 
between vowels, there are also certain recurrent patterns. These 
recurrent patterns are summarised in (2-211). 

(2-211) a. Shared phonetic commonalities with a following segment 
lessen the likelihood of reduction. Sequences which share 
complete phonetic commonality, that is long vowels, do 
not undergo reduction. Sequences where the vowel 
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shares some degree of phonetic commonality with the 
following consonant, such as a back vowel followed by a 
labial or velar consonant, show a lesser frequency of 
reduction than do sequences where the vowel does not 
share phonetic commonalities with the following 
consonant, such as a back vowel followed by an apical. 

b. Following consonants play a central role in determining 
the distribution of tense vs lax vowel realisations. There 
are effects from both place and manner of articulation. In 
terms, broadly, of place of articulation, the apicals favour 
lax realisations, whereas the labials, palatals and velars 
favour tense realisations. Cross-cutting this, however, is a 
manner of articulation factor: nasals favour lax 
realisations. The velar nasal classes with the apicals in 
preferring lax realisations. The labial nasal conditions lax 
realisations of /i/, whereas the other labials favour tense 
realisations (2-126) & (2-156). 

c. Syllable and word structures also condition the 
distribution of lax vs tense realisations, and full vs 
reduced realisations. Word-final vowels generally show 
full, tense realisatons. Vowels in word-initial syllables 
generally show full realisations. Vowels in closed 
syllables generally show lax realisations. 

From perhaps the most general perspective, it appears that there is an 
opposition between tense, full and [i] ~ [i] realisations on the one hand, 
vs lax and schwa realisations on the other hand. The members of these 
two groups of realisations tend to occur in the same environments. 
Tense, full and [i] ~ [i] realisations occur in roughly the following 
environments. 

(2-212) a. At word boundaries. 
b. When followed by a palatal (note that /a/ and /o/ show 

diphthongal realisations in this environment.) 
c. In open syllables where the following onset is a non-

nasal labial or dorsal 
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Lax and schwa realisations occur in roughly the following 
environments. 

(2-213) a. In closed syllables 
b. In open syllables where the following onset is an apical 

or a nasal, other than the palatal nasal. 

This over-arching opposition suggests that the difference between 
schwa and [i] ~ [i] realisations may be described in terms of a contrast 
between complete and incomplete reduction. All short vowels may 
show schwa realisations, which are the realisations of complete 
reduction: a mid central vowel. However in environments generally 
favouring tense and/or full realisations, realisations of incomplete 
reduction: [i] ~ [i] may occur. These incomplete reduction realisations 
are not found in environments generally favouring lax realisations. 

The over-arching opposition also suggests that there is a connection 
between lax realisations and midding/centralising tendencies. 
Synchronically, the long vowel /i/ shows a connection between lax 
environments and mid realisations. The lax [ n ] realisations of this 
vowel alternate with mid [εε] realisations (2-128) - (2-131) . It seems 
likely that such a connection between lax enviroments and mid 
realisations was the historical motor for vowel grade (2.4.2). In order to 
lay out the likely development of vowel grade, it is necessary to attempt 
a reconstruction of the Pre-Gaagudju vocalic system. Both internal 
reconstruction methodology and areal comparative information appear 
to be relevant to such a reconstruction. 

Internal reconstruction considerations suggest that Pre-Gaagudju had 
only three vowels: /a/, /i/, and /u/. The skewed distribution of /e/, which 
essentially occurs only as a long vowel, suggests that it was not present 
at some earlier stage of Gaagudju. Similarly, the fact that /o/ chiefly 
occurs in sequences, where the short tokens appear to reflect the 
operation of vowel harmony (2.8.3), suggests that it was not present at 
an earlier stage of Gaagudju. From an areal comparative perspective, 
many northern languages show a distribution of vowel realisations 
which is different to that of Gaagudju. Many northern languages have 
vowel realisation systems of the general type set out in (2-214). 

(2-214) a. Word-final vowels are tense. 
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b. When followed by a palatal, Iii is tense, /a/ and /o/ show 
diphthongal realisations. 

c. Vowels are lax elsewhere. 

While the particular details vary, the general pattern is that the great 
majority of vowel realisations are lax. If some stage of Pre-Gaagudju 
had three vowels /a/, /i/ and /u/ with mostly lax realisations, then it is 
possible to propose a number of motivated stages which would give rise 
to the synchronic Gaagudju system. 

The development of the vocalic length contrast in Gaagudju is 
examined in 2.6. For the purposes of the history of vowel grade and the 
mid vowels, it is sufficient to posit that at the relevant stage of Pre-
Gaagudju, length was predictable from primary stress: all and only 
primary stressed vowels were longer than other vowels, though not 
necessarily significantly longer. The first stage in the development of 
vowel grade and the mid vowels would have been the development of 
mid realisations for the stressed vowels. Initially, at least, these would 
most probably have appeared in the classic laxing environments: a 
following apical or velar nasal. 

The high vowels would naturally have shown the corresponding mid 
realisations: Iii would have shown [έ] realisations, and /xd would have 
shown [6] realisations. The low vowel /ä/ would have shown [έ], and 
probably [®], realisations in this environment. The fact that the low 
vowel would have shown front realisations, rather than back 
realisations, probably reflects a general tendency to avoid back vowels 
as reduced or midded realisations of non-back vowels. Synchronically 
in Gaagudju, [i] and [i] are the vowels of incomplete reduction, not [u] 
and [u]. 

It is not possible to set out precise stages after this initial 
development. There were a number of further developments, most of 
which must follow this later stage, though not necessarily in a distinct 
order. However, two developments may or may not have been 
contemporary with the development of mid realisations for the stressed 
vowels. These two developments are the vowel harmonies: the front 
vowel [i] ~ [i] harmony from a preceding stressed Iii with a high or 
mid realisation (2.8.2), and the back vowel [ο] ~ [o] harmony from a 
preceding stressed IvJ with a mid realisation (2.8.3). 

Whether or not they were contemporaneous, either with each other, 
or with the development of stressed mid vowel realisations, at some 
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stage of Pre-Gaagudju, the back vowel harmony would have spread [o] 
~ [o] realisations into unstressed vowel positions, whereas the front 
harmony would not have spread [e] ~ [ε] realisations into unstressed 
positions. Consequently, at some stage of Pre-Gaagudju, the stressed 
vowels would have shown a greater range of realisations than the 
unstressed vowels. The unstressed vowels would not have shown [e] ~ 
[ε] realisations. 

At some stage after the development of the stressed mid realisations 
and probably after the development of the harmonies, the mid vowel 
realisations became contrastive and stress and length decoupled. It does 
not appear that these two events are necessarily connected. The 
cumulative effect of these various developments would arrive at the 
synchronic Gaagudju system, which essentially shows a contrast 
between five long and stressed vowels vs four short and unstressed 
vowels. 

2.10 Reduction of unstressed syllables at word boundaries 

The reduction of unstressed syllables at word boundaries is a prominent 
feature of Gaagudju spoken at conversational speeds. As discussed in 
2.8.1, it appears that it is probably adjacency to pauses and to 
intonational phrase boundaries, rather than to word boundaries in and of 
themselves, which protects vowels against reduction. In faster speech, 
vowels at word boundaries occur in positions which are medial with 
respect to pauses and intonational phrase boundaries. These vowels are 
therefore vulnerable to reduction. The ultimate reduction is of course 
[0]. If the vowel is deleted, then the onset and coda segments 
depending on that vowel also delete, unless they can associate to a 
neighbouring vowel. Association is constrained by the usual 
requirements of sonority: onsets must show a sufficient sonority rise 
and codas must show a sufficient sonority fall. If the vowel in a word-
initial syllable deletes, then sonority constraints do not permit 
association. 

(2-215) anmarrabaalbu [marabaalbu] 'old man' 

(2-216) gunganaawoordo [ganaawoo^o] 'fishing net' 
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Neither [nm] nor [go] shows a sufficient sonority rise, and 
consequently the /n/ of the /an/ syllable in (2-215) must be deleted, as 
must the /g/ of the /gu/ syllable in (2-216). The reduction of unstressed 
initial syllables immediately adjacent to the stressed syllable was 
uncommon. It generally appeared to require faster speech speeds than 
the deletion of unstressed syllables separated by an intervening syllable. 
It is attested with nominal roots. 

(2-217) njinggooduwa [goodawa] 'woman' 

(2-218) magaadja [gäaja] 'that:II' 

Reductions appeared to be more common with forms such as 
demonstratives, which tend to form part of an intonational phrases with 
a following nominal (2.5). The situation is different when a word-final 
vowel deletes. In this case, the onset consonant may generally associate 
as a coda to the preceding vowel. 

(2-219) nganj-mogoongo [gajimogoog] ΊΜΙΝ-sister' 

(2-220) nanggaabirri [naggaab] 'IV:there' 

As illustrated in (2-219) and (2-220), this produces fast speech 
syllable structures which are not licit in slow speech. Slow speech 
syllables cannot have a coda [η] unless there is a following onset /g/, 
and [b] is not a permissible coda (3.3 & 3.4). As (2-220) also illustrates, 
syllable loss is not restricted to syllables at word boundaries. 
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Phonotactics and morphophonology 

3.1 Affixation, clisis, and phonological words 

Gaagudju is a polysynthetic language with a complex and partially 
lexicalised morphology. In languages of this type, it is commonly 
problematic to determine both what is a word and the nature of the 
relationships that hold between the morphemes that make up a word. 
Gaagudju is no exception to this general tendency. Prototypically, a 
word may be said to have the following characteristics. 

(3-1) a. A word is bounded by consistently placed pauses. It is 
not possible to place a pause anywhere in between the 
two pauses bounding the word. 

b. A word has a single primary stress. 
c. Tone tune boundaries, whether lexical or phrasal tone 

tunes, are not placed within the word. Tonal tune 
boundaries must align with the pauses at the boundaries 
of the word. 

As we will see, tonal tune domains and stress domains co-incide in 
Gaagudju. In any given sequence of morphemes bounded by pauses, 
tonal tune boundaries will always align with particular morphological 
boundaries. There is an independent stress within each tonal tune 
domain. However sequences bounded by pauses commonly involve two 
tonal tunes. In the ensuing discussion, I use the term 'phonological 
word' to refer to the morphological sequences which function as 
conjoint tonal tune and stress domains. Sequences of morphemes 
bounded by pauses therefore commonly consist of two phonological 
words. 

The phonological word is central not merely to the metrical and 
prosodic phonology of Gaagudju. It is also the locus for a central 
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distinction in bound relationships in Gaagudju: that between affixal 
relationships (symbolised by the hyphen -) and relationships of clisis 
(symbolised by the equals sign =). These two types of relationships are 
distinguished phonologically and morphologically by the fact that 
irregularities, of which Gaagudju shows a plethora, are confined to 
affixal relationships. Lexically and grammatically, the two relationships 
are distinguished by the fact that clitic relationships are productive, 
whereas affixal relationships are unproductive. 

Affixal relationships are found only within the phonological word, 
and conversely any morpheme which is found only within the 
phonological word is either a root or an affix. Clitic relationships are 
found both within the phonological word and across phonological word 
boundaries. Any bound morpheme which is an independent 
phonological word, or which shows variable placement with respect to 
phonological word boundaries, is a clitic. Clitics generally appear as 
enclitics in Gaagudju. However, in incorporations (6.7.3), they appear 
as proclitics. 

The two most common paradigms of clitics are the Indirect Object 
clitics (3-2) and the Number clitics (3-3). The Indirect Object clitics 
have a particularly high frequency of occurrence. In addition to general 
Indirect Object marking functions, they are also obligatory elements in 
the construction of Declension 3 Adjectives (4.5), Incorporations 
(6.7.3), and Indirect Malefactives (6.7.4). 

(3-2) =nga Ί ΙΟ' , ' 1+2IO', =nja '2IO', =nu '3MIO', 
=yu '3FI0' 

(3-3) =njdja 'FUA', =mana 'MUA', =da 'MA', =mba 'AUG' 

These clitics are all unstressed, and as such the fact that most of them 
are monosyllabic is to be expected. The only other monosyllabic clitic 
in Gaagudju is =ru 'first' (6.5.6 & 7.11.2). The two disyllabic clitics 
=mani Ί+2 Ι0 ' and =mana 'MUA' are the only unstressed polysyllabic 
morphemes in Gaagudju. These clitics commonly co-occur in the 
sequence: Indirect Object + Number. These sequences are naturally 
polysyllabic, but they do not bear a stress. 

In most constructions, these clitics are found directly encliticised to 
the host. In this situation, they pattern similarly to suffixes. The host + 
clitic(s) combination has a single stress (on the host) and constitutes a 
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single tonal domain. The standard tonal sequence in Gaagudju is a level 
low tone over syllables preceding the stressed syllable, a sharp rise to a 
high tone on the stressed syllable, and then a declination to a low tone 
on the last syllable (2.6). In this circumstance, the declination extends 
across the clitics and the final low tone associates to the final syllable of 
the final clitic. 

As mentioned, in incorporations, the Indirect Object clitics and 
Number clitics are procliticised. 

(3-4) 0-an-godoo-biri^u^mba^ngaarnmu giili 
IV<3M-cut-Aux:PP=3MIO=AUG=neck stone axe 
0-an-boo-mu =da 
31<3 M-hit-PP=MA 
'They cut his neck with a stone axe. They killed him.' 

The incorporation 0-an-godoo-biri=nu=mba=ngaarnmu, in (3-4) 
involves two tonal tunes. The boundary between the two tonal tunes 
precedes the clitics. Thus the clitics in the incorporation express the 
level low tone which commences the second tonal tune. They do not 
express the declination which completes the first tonal tune. The same 
pattern is found in compounds involving ligatures (4.3). 

While the Indirect Object and Number clitics pattern similarly to 
affixes, when directly cliticised, there are differences in realisation 
patterns and in phonotactic patterning which distinguish them from 
affixes. The realisation patterns of the initial lyl segment of the 3FIO 
clitic -yu differs from the realisation patterns of lyl in affixes and roots. 

(3-5) mardaala=mardaala=yu [mectäalam8c}aala j u] 
CHAR=spit=3 FIO *[maciaalam8ctaalaiu] 
'slippery' [feminine gender] 

In roots and affixes, lyl is realised as [i] following a non-front 
vowel, and lacks a realisation following a front vowel (2.3.9). 
Semivowel realisations do occur, but these appear to be transitions, as 
opposed to segmental realisations. With the 3FIO clitic, full semivowel 
realisations are obligatory following non-front vowels. Following a 
front vowel, an enclitic =yu shows the same realisation patterns as 
affixal or root lyl·. absence or transition. 
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(3-6) maarrgi=yu [mäargi(j)u 
clever=3FIO 
'clever' [feminine gender] 

However, in an incorporation construction with a proclitic =yu, a full 
semivowel realisation is obligatory following a front vowel. 

(3-7) 0-arra-nga-waa-ri=yu=maraamirr [aragewaa^ij uma^aamir] 
IV< 1 -hear-Aux-PI=3 FIO=name *[araQ awäa^iuma^äami r] 
Ί heard her name.' 

The treatment of consonant clusters involving the Indirect Object and 
Number enclitics differs from the treatment of clusters involving affixes 
(3.5), with clusters across clitic boundaries showing a lesser range of 
reduced realisations than clusters involving affixes. 

While there are differences between the Indirect Object and Number 
clitics vs affixes in realisation and phonotactics, these patternings do not 
paradigmatically distinguish the clitics from affixes. The factor which 
does paradigmatically distinguish these clitics from affixes is their 
potentiality to appear separated from the host by a pause. This is not 
possible with affixes. 

(3-8) magaarra 0-an-boo-mu -nga i-laawala 
that: I 3I<3M-hit-PP =110 I-little 
'That bloke hit my kid.' 

(3-9) garrmanoogoda =da 
three:M =MA 
'a group of three males' 

(3-10) 0-an-gee-warra =mba 
3I<3M-here-take back:PP =AUG 
0-an-gee-warra=mba anmarrabaalbu hospital 
3I<3M-here-take back:PP=AUG old man hospital 
'They brought the old man back from hospital.' 

The separate occurrence of clitics is not identical to the independent 
occurrence of other forms. Clitics do not occur separately in fluent 
speech. Rather they do so when they occur as after-thoughts. There are 
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both phonological and syntactic differences distinguishing the separate 
occurrence of clitics from the independent occurrence of words. In 
terms of realisation, the separated clitic has a short vowel and a level 
low tone. This contrasts with a monosyllabic word such as dii 'sandfly' 
which has a long vowel and a falling tone. 

In terms of phonotactics clitics are more similar to affixes, than to 
roots. There are no clitics greater than 2 syllables in length. The same 
restriction is found with affixes, whereas nominal and verbal roots 
greater than 2 syllables in length occur with considerable frequency. 
Two of the Number clitics have initial nasal-stop clusters, a phonotactic 
pattern found in affixes, but not in nominal or verbal roots (with one 
exception. 3.6). 

Syntactically, it appears that the separated clitic must occur within 
the phrase headed by its usual host. In nearly all cases, the clitic appears 
in the same position that it would if it were directly cliticised to the host. 
Incorporation constructions show a range of pause placements. Most 
commonly, the pause is placed at the tonal tune boundary and the clitics 
appear clearly as proclitics. 

(3-11) warra djirriingi 0-an-godoo-biri =nja=djaara 
who man IV<3M-cut-Aux:PP =2IO=beard 
'Which man cut your beard?' 

(3-12) yaanangga =nu =mba=walaalu iinjdju madjinbardi 
where:IV=3MIO=AUG=country maybe Mudginberri 
=nu-mba=walaalu 
=3MIO=AUG=country 
'Where is their country? Maybe Madjinbardi is their country.' 

Pause placement after the clitics is also common, and in this case the 
clitics are encliticised. 

(3-13) 0-an-boo-mu=nu=mana giini 
IV<3M-hit-PP=3MIO=MUA nose 
'He hit the pair of them on the nose.' 

There is one example, involving the disyllabic Number clitic =mana 
'MUA\ where a pause has been placed between the two clitics. 
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(3-14) 0-arro-oree-garra=mana djirriingi geerrmada=mana 
31< 1 -see-Aux:PP=MUA man two:M=MUA 
0-an-mee-gi=nja =mana=boordo maarri=maarri 
31<3 M-get-PP=2I0 =MUA=IM knife 
0-an-gaa-ngga-mana 0-an-mee-gi=nja =mana=boordo 
31<3 M-take-PP=MUA 3I<3M-get-PP=2IO =MUA=IM 
Ί saw those two men steal your knife. I saw them take it 
away.' 

There is also one example where the clitic is repeated, with a pause 
between the original and repetition. 

(3-15) gooyida nj-dja-bama-badjii-ngi baleeru 
NegiIMP 2-PR-climb-Aux-PI lest 
ng-gardawidji-gee-ya=nja =nja -goordo 
IV-break-Aux-EV=2IO =2IO=arm 
'Don't climb (that tree) lest you (fall and) break your arm!' 

There are a couple of examples where an Indirect Object clitic occurs 
separately, in a position which differs from the position that it would 
occur in if it were directly cliticised to its usual host. 

(3-16) magaarra 0-an-gardagadee-gaba gaadju 
that:I 3I<3M-drown-Aux:PP dog 
=nga-boordo 
=1I0=IM 
'That fellow drowned my dog.' 
[usual 0-an-gardagadee-gaba-nga-boordo gaadju] 

In (3-16) it is not simply the Indirect Object clitic which is in a 
different position, it is the complete Indirect Malefactive sequence 
=nga-boordo which occurs as an after-thought. 

(3-17) nji-walaawala m-iinj-ma-woreenjgu 
II-little III<3F-Aux: PP=whistle 
m-iinj-ma=woreenjgu -yu ngoondji nji-walaawala 
III<3F-Aux:PP=whistle =3FIO other II-little 
'The little girl whistled to the other little girl.' 
[usual m-iinj-ma=yu=woreenjgu\ 
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In (3-17), the phrasal verb ma=woreenjgu 'to whistle' does not 
obligatorily involve an Indirect Object clitic. However, if an Indirect 
Object is specified, then the clitic would attach to the auxiliary in fluent 
speech. The phrasal verb ma=woreenjgu is in itself a clitic construction, 
as the auxiliary and coverb constitute independent phonological words. 
The clitic constructions which necessarily involve two independent 
phonological words in slower, monitored speech are listed in (3-18). 

(3-18) a. Reduplications (4.4) 
b. Compounds (4.3) 
c. Phrasal verbs (5.4) 
d. Forms involving the verbal clitic:-goodo 'DUR' (6.5.8) 
e. Forms involving the nominal clitics: =naawu '3MDAT', 

=ngaayu '3FDAT', =nggaana 'LOC' (6.4) 
f. Verbal forms involving the clitic sequence 

=mba=njoorno 'AUG=plS+0' (6.5.4) 
g. Incorporation constructions (6.7.3) 
h. Indirect Malefactive constructions (6.7.4) 

There is a significant difference between the (a-d) set of 
constructions in (3-18), and the (e-h) set of constructions. The first set 
of constructions are commonly realised as a single phonological word in 
fluent speech: the stress and tonal tune of the first word are not realised. 

(3-19) ma-rree-dja-ri=goodo 
III< 1 -eat-PI=DUR 
Ί was eating and eating it.' 

Slow speech realisation [maree ja^agoodo] 

Fast speech realisation [maraja^agoodo] 

The slow speech realisation of (3-19) involves two phonological 
words: [mareej-a^a] and [goodo], each with their own independent 
stress and each constituting an independent tonal domain. The fast 
speech realisation involves only one phonological word. The first 
stressed and long vowel of the slow speech form is unstressed, short and 
realised as schwa in the fast speech form. In the fast speech form, there 
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is only a single tonal domain, with the sequence [marej-a^a] bearing a 
level low tone. 

There are a few phrasal verbs which are invariably realised as single 
phonological words (5.4). Correlating with the tendency to realise this 
first set of constructions as single phonological words is the fact that 
there is only rarely a pause between the two words which make up these 
constructions. On the other hand, with the second set of constructions, 
there is commonly a pause between the two words which are involved. 
Further the second set of constructions show no tendency to be realised 
as a single phonological word. 

This difference between the two sets of constructions appears to be 
semantically based. The first set of constructions (a-d) express simple 
predicate meanings, whereas the second set are more propositional in 
nature. The second set express both a predicate and at least one 
argument of that predicate. Essentially, it appears that there is a relation 
between distinctive meanings and phonological word-hood. Non-
distinctive meanings (i.e. meanings which contribute to make up a 
single predicate) should not be realised by separate phonological words. 

3.2 Syllable structures 

The basic syllable structure in Gaagudju may be summarised as (C) Vi 
(Vi) (C). Examples of the various syllable types allowed for under this 
structure, ignoring vowel length, are provided in (3-20). 

(3-20) Nucleus ardaadji 'inside' 
Onset + Nucleus buu 'big river' 
Nucleus + Coda arnbivwu 'rifle' 
Onset + Nucleus + Coda noonjbu 'grass' 

Vowel-initial syllables are restricted to word-initial position, in 
accordance with universal patterns of syllabification. There is one 
exception, set out in (3-21) following. 

(3-21) waayu 
'shadow' 

waayu=i-waayu 
'ghost' 
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The reduplication in (3-21) is on a non-productive template 
involving the ligature iDJ- (4.3), which is realised as a vowel-initial 
syllable. While vowel-initial syllables are restricted to word-initial 
position, in terms of lexical representations, they do occur with some 
reasonable frequency in pronunciation, in sequences involving the 
continuants lyl and /w/ (2.3.9 & 2.3.10). 

3.3 Morpheme initial and final segments 

The segments found root-initially and root-finally in Gaagudju are listed 
in Table 3-1 The patterns shown are typical of those found generally in 
Australian languages (Dixon 1980: 167-171). Labial and velar 
consonants are the most common initial segments. Vowels and coronal 
consonants, other than the palatal stop, are very uncommon initially. 
The tap /rr/ does not occur initially in the general lexicon. It does, 
however, appear initially in one place name in the territory of the 
Djindibi Gaagudj clan: Rriimil 

The great majority of roots have a final open syllable. These open 
syllables most commonly involve one of the three cardinal vowels. The 
mid front vowel /e/ is only found morpheme-finally in coverb roots. In 
all of these cases the compound verb is stressed on the final syllable of 
the coverb root throughout its paradigm. As such, these examples of 
final /e/ almost certainly derive from the operation of vowel grade 
historically (2.4.2). 

If a root has a final closed syllable, then the coda of that syllable 
must be coronal. The only common final consonant is the tap /rr/. It is 
found chiefly in nominal roots, and consequently is the only consonant 
which occurs word-finally with any frequency. It also occurs finally in 
coverb roots. There are no examples of consonant-final verb roots. A 
couple of the figures in Table 3-1 are skewed by historical factors. The 
number of /nj/ initial nominal roots is artificially high. It is likely that 14 
out of the 19 /nj/ initial roots historically involve the Declensions 1 and 
2 feminine prefix njiN- (4-59). Similarly the number of /nj/ final coverb 
roots is artificially high. 6 out of the 13 probably involve the 
imperfective morpheme -miDJ- historically (5.3.1). 
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Table 3-1 Root Initial and Final Segments 

Initial Nominals Coverbs Verbs Final Nominals Coverbs Verbs 
g 173 34 23 a 185 38 43 
m 129 14 4 i 139 1 23 
b 74 25 15 u 115 0 2 
dj 58 16 16 0 41 14 1 
w 35 1 5 y 19 0 0 
ng 31 3 1 e 0 13 0 
η 21 0 4 
nj 19 0 0 rr 51 6 0 
r 11 1 1 1 17 5 0 
y 10 0 0 rl 8 0 0 
a 9 0 0 
i 7 0 0 η 9 1 0 
d 5 0 0 m 2 2 0 
1 5 0 0 nj 2 13 0 
u 3 0 0 

rd 0 3 0 
dj 3 3 0 

Bound morphemes show the same phonotactic patternings as roots. 
The majority of bound morphemes have an initial labial or velar 
consonant. Coronal consonants are less common. All clitics and the 
great majority of affixes have a final open syllable. Those affixes with a 
final closed syllable have a coronal coda in that syllable. The only 
exception involves those affixes which have a final nasal archiphoneme 
N-, which lacks a place of articulation (3.4). 

3.4 Morpheme-medial consonant clusters and intervocalic onsets 

Table 3-2 sets out the consonant clusters found morpheme-medially in 
Gaagudju. Table 3-2 is organised in accordance with the major divisions 
found among morpheme-medial consonant clusters in Gaagudju. The 
most significant division is that between homorganic nasal-stop clusters 
and all other cluster types. Homorganic nasal-stop clusters are the only 
type of homorganic clusters that occur contrastively in Gaagudju. 
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Table 3-2 Morpheme-medial Consonant Clusters 

Nominale Coverbs 
& Verbs 

ngg gaanggi 'high' 43 2 
mb giimbi 'rock' 35 3 
njdj djaanjdja 'milkwood' 9 0 
rnd -ngaarndada 'good' 8 0 
nd moonda 'bad' 4 0 

lb balboornay 'dust' 15 2 
ndj ngoondji 'other' 13 3 
rrg djoorrgu 'wind' 15 0 
rrb moorrbul 'club' 10 4 
rdb -boordbi 'dry' 8 3 
nb banbiirirr 'marchfly' 10 0 
djb mirriidjbu 'seagull' 9 0 
mm goornmu 'morning' 8 0 
rrm ngoorrmorl 'fly' 7 0 
nk gaankirr 'skin' 6 0 
mb waarnboy 'clapstick' 6 0 
lm balmoongo 'cloud' 5 0 
djg goodjgu 'brain' 4 0 
nm manmoolbu 'tree rat' 4 0 
mdj ngaarndjil 'tongue' 4 0 
njb noonjbu 'grass' 4 0 
lng gadjaalnga 'turtle sp' 4 0 
rdj biirdja 'leech' 4 0 
njm boonjman 'rat' 3 2 
ig walgiirdi 'greedy' 3 1 
Idj -djiildja 'dripping' 3 0 
mk gabaarnka 'swamp' 2 1 
njg djanaanjgu 'woomera' 2 1 
rig waarlgarr 'lizard sp' 2 0 
rrdj barrdjeedji 'grevillea sp' 2 0 
njng gardanganjngara 'to swim' 1 1 
db -gudbugaarra 'sibling of dec' 1 0 
mng -ngaarnnga 'keep on doing' 1 0 
rib garlarlboobo 'lightweight' 1 0 
rrng bandamaarrnga 'goanna sp' 1 0 

my warnyoowu 'tree sp' 2 1 
lw balwa 'to break arm' 2 1 
rrw gardawaarrwa 'ooze' 1 1 
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There is one other homorganic cluster that occurs non-contrastively 
in Gaagudju: [Id]. This cluster occurs in two environments. Most 
commonly, it occurs as an allophone of /l/ in /lVrr/ sequences (2.3.5). It 
is also commonly found in realisations of two lexemes which involve an 
unstressed /lVd/ sequence. The unstressed vowel is frequently 
unrealised in both lexemes, even at standard, conversational speech 
speeds. 

(3-22) goornmalada [goorynalada] ~ [goorynalda] 
'tomorrow' 

(3-23) gumaali=da [gumaaleda] ~ [gumäalda] 
'forbidden/policeman' 

A homorganic retroflex lateral-stop cluster [14] is found in the place 
name Goorldi [goo"Uli], in Mandjurlngunj Ngaduk country just to the 
north of Bunidj Gaagudju country. Given the general conformity of 
Ngaduk place names to Gaagudju phonological patterns, this suggests 
that a larger database might also yield examples of homorganic retroflex 
lateral-stop clusters in Gaagudju. 

As we will see (3.6), homorganic nasal-stop clusters differ 
significantly from other consonant clusters in terms of their phonotactic 
patterning. Within the class of homorganic nasal-stop clusters, labial 
and velar nasal-stop clusters are differentiated from the coronal nasal-
stop clusters by their significantly greater frequency. In fact the labial 
and velar nasal-stop clusters have a much greater frequency than any of 
the other consonant clusters. Conversely the coronal homorganic nasal-
stop clusters have quite low frequencies of occurrence. Indeed they tend 
to have lower frequencies than corresponding hetero-organic clusters: 
nd is less frequent than nb, njdj is less frequent than ndj, and rnd is no 
more common than mm. 

Heterorganic clusters conform to the patterning shown generally by 
Australian languages (Hamilton 1996). These characteristic patterns 
may be described in terms of the place and sonority hierarchies set out 
in (3-24) and (3-25) respectively. 

(3-24) Place: Labial > Velar > Laminal > Apical 

(3-25) Sonority: Continuant > Liquid > Nasal > Stop 
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In clusters, the second member is preferentially higher, and 
minimally equal, on the place hierarchy to the first member. It is 
preferentially lower, and minimally equal, on the sonority hierarchy to 
the first member. The members of the cluster cannot however be equal 
on both hierarchies. There are no examples of morpheme-medial 
geminates in Gaagudju. Further, morpheme sequences within a 
phonological word, which should be realised by a geminate under 
simple concatenation, are generally realised by a singleton only (3.5). 

The only clusters which fail to conform to both place and sonority 
requirements are those clusters constituting the final group in Table 3-2: 
/rny/, /lw/ and /rrw/. These clusters do not satisfy the sonority 
requirements, though they do satisfy the place requirements. It is 
common for Australian languages to have a small class of clusters of 
this form: nasal/liquid + continuant, which fail to satisfy the sonority 
requirements (Hamilton 1996). In addition to these clusters, which fail 
to satisfy sonority constraints, the cluster [cLj.] is commonly found in 
realisations of the lexeme mboodaru 'now', when the medial unstressed 
vowel fails to appear. 

(3-26) mboodaru [mboodaru] ~ [mboo&tu] 'now' 

Apart from the the divisions that arise from the phonotactic 
structuring of the morpheme-medial clusters themselves, the other 
major division is that between nominals and verbs. Morpheme-medial 
clusters are only rarely found in verbs. Those that do occur are found 
either in coverb roots, or in verb roots greater than 2 syllables in length. 
It is probable that nearly all verb roots greater than 2 syllables in length 
are historically analysable as compound stems (5.3). As such it seems 
likely that all the consonant clusters, synchronically attested within verb 
roots, historically occurred across morphological boundaries. 

The patterning of intervocalic onsets is very different from that of 
post-consonantal onsets. 

(3-27) Nominals Coverb Roots Verb Roots 
Alveolar 340 68 29 
Labial 225 27 28 
Retroflex 184 32 24 
Palatal 108 9 6 
Velar 96 6 12 
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As shown in (3-27), intervocalic onsets show a preponderance of 
apicals. 

3.5 Inter-morphemic biconsonantal clusters 

The great majority of morphemes in Gaagudju have a final vowel, and 
consequently word-medial, inter-morphemic clusters only arise in a 
limited number of cases. The realisation of inter-morphemic consonant 
clusters varies, depending on the nature of the boundary between the 
members of the cluster. The realisation of clusters involving only affixal 
or root morphemes generally accommodates to the patterning of 
morpheme-medial clusters. If the full realisation of the cluster would 
not accord with the patterning of morpheme-medial clusters, then it 
generally shows a reduced realisation which does so accord. Clusters 
involving only affixal or root morphemes may be divided into three 
sets. One set arises through the prefixation of apical-final prefixes. 

(3-28) an- ~ n- 'masculine ergative' 
n- 'Future ~ Irrealis' 
njin- '2nd person - Adjective Declensions 1 & 2' 
(a)rr- ' 1 st absolutive, 1 st ergative' 

Combinations of an In/ final prefix and a stem with an initial palatal 
stop are not realised with an /ndj/ cluster, even though this is a licit 
morpheme-medial cluster. Rather they appear with a homorganic /nd/ 
cluster. 

(3-29) 0-arra-djanaa-ri 0-n-daana-ri 
31< 1 -not:know-PI 3I<3M-not:know-PI 
Ί did not know them.' 'He does not know them.' 

(3-30) arr-djeema i-n-deema 
1 -get up:PP 3I-FU-get up 
Ί got up.' 'He will get up.' 

(3-31) nj-djaawurdu njin-daawurdu 
Il-short 2-short 
'She is short.' 'You are short.' 
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There is one verb which behaves exceptionally and does appear with 
the /ndj/ cluster, which follows directly from concatenation. 

(3-32) gu-nga-n-djilgeerdi-ga *gu-nga-n-dilgeerdi-ga 
IV<3M-FU-shake out-Aux 
'He will shake it out.' 

There are no verb, coverb or adjectival stems which commence with 
the palatal nasal /nj/, and so it is not known how combinations of an /n/ 
final prefix and an /nj/ initial stem would be realised. There are verb 
roots with an initial /y/, and these do not show any alteration when 
prefixed with an /n/ final prefix (2.1.1). The resulting /n/ + /y/ cluster 
falls within the class of nasal/liquid + continuant clusters which show 
an exceptional sonority profile (3.4). However, combinations of an /n/ 
final prefix and a /w/ initial stem are not realised with an /nw/ cluster, 
even though this also would fall within the class of exceptional clusters. 
Rather they appear with an /nm/ cluster, which does not have an 
exceptional sonority profile. 

(3-33) arr-walaawala njin-malaawala 
1-small 2-small 
Ί am small.' 'You are small.' 

(3-34) arr-waarri-dji i-n-maarra-gi 
1 -suffer-PP 3I-FU-suffer-Aux 
Ί suffered.' 'He will suffer.' 

With the verb wu 'to give', putative /nw/ clusters are irregularly 
realised simply as /n/. 

(3-35) njee-n-u *njee-n-mu 
II<3M-give:PP 
'He gave it to her.' 

(3-36) 0-naa-n-u *0-naa-n-mu y 
3I<2-FU-give 
'You will give it to him.' 
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As illustrated in (3-33) and (3-34), the companion cluster /rrh/ 
appears unaltered. However clusters with sonority involving the tap /rr/ 
are not entirely immune to substitution. 

(3-37) i-n-yii-ngi arr-djii-ngi 
3I-IRR-go-P 1-go-PIRR 
'He should have gone.' Ί should have gone.' 

The Past Irrealis form of the verb 'to go' is yi-ngi, and the predicted 
first person form would be *arr-yii-ngi. Instead of this form, involving 
an /rry/ cluster with an exceptional sonority profile, an /rrdj/ cluster with 
a standard sonority profile appears. 

There are no apical-initial adjectives or coverbs, but there are a few 
verbs with an initial /n/ and one with an initial /r/. Combinations of 
these verbs with an apical-final prefix do not result in a cluster. When 
the two apicals are distinct, it is the initial apical of the verb which fails 
to appear. 

(3-38) 0-arree-ni-gi 
3I<l-cook-PP 
Ί cooked it.' 

(3-39) 0-arree-ragi 
3I<l-shoot:PP 
Ί shot it.' 

ba-rr-ee-gi 
2<l-cook-PP 
Ί burnt you.' 

0-an-eegi 
3I<3M-shoot:PP 
'He shot it.' 

*ba-rr-nee-gi 

*0-an-reegi 

(3-40) 0-reega-y 
3I-shoot-detr:PP 
'He shot himself.' 

arr-eega-y 
l-shoot-detr:PP 
Ί shot myself.' 

*arr-reega-y 

When the two apicals are identical, which occurs when an /n/ final 
prefix is attached to an /n/ initial verb, there is no direct evidence as to 
which of the nasals fails to appear. However, given that the appearance 
of a singleton /n/ rather a geminate is an instance of a more general 
pattern, it seems reasonable to posit that it is the initial /n/ of the verb 
stem which fails to appear. This has consequences for the 
morphological analysis of the Future and Past Irrealis forms of verbs 
with an initial /n/. The Future ~ Irrealis prefix is a singleton /n/ - were it 
to fail to appear, this morpheme would lack expression. 
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(3-41) i-rree-ni-ya 0-naa-n-i-ya *0-naa-ni-ya 
3I<l:FU-cook-FU 3I<2-FU-cook-FU 3I<2-cook-FU 
Ί will cook it.' 'You will cook it.' 

The second set of root/affixal clusters involves those affixes/roots 
which have a final segment with a consistent palatal place of 
articulation, but where the appearance and manner of articulation of this 
segment is dependent on the following segment. The members of this 
second set are listed in (3-42). 

(3-42) iDJ- '3FE' 
iDJ- 'Augment' 
ngaDJ- ' 1 minimal' 
-miDJ 'Imperfective' 

The realisation pattern for the final palatal segment is set out in (3-
43). 

(3-43) d j / _ b , g 
nj /_ m, ng 
0 / _ coronal, w 

These realisation patterns generally accord with the place constraints 
on morpheme-medial clusters: a palatal segment can only be followed 
by a labial or velar segment. The non-appearance before /w/ does not 
follow from considerations of place: /yw/ would have a standard place 
profile. The sequence /iyw/ would be realised with a long vowel [iiw]. 

(3-44) i-waadji [iwaaji] *[iiwaa,ji] 
Aug-egg 
'egg' 

Given that a short vowel appears, the realisation does not involve a 
/y/. The non-appearance of /yw/ probably correlates with the absence of 
continuant + continuant clusters morpheme-medially. There are some 
irregular patterns found with the Feminine Ergative prefix iDJ-. 
Combinations of this prefix and verb stems with an initial velar stop, 
which undergoes lenition, irregularly show a /y/ realisation instead of 
the predicted /djg/ cluster. 
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(3-45) m-an-gaarra-ri m-i-yaarra-ri *m-idj-gaarra-ri 
III<3M-have-PI III<3F-have-PI III<3F-have-PI 
'He had it.' 'She had it.' 

Combinations of this prefix and verb stems with an initial palatal 
also generally show a /y/ realisation. 

(3-46) 0-nj-djirriinj-ma-ngi 0-i-yirreenj-ma 
31< 1: IRR-dream-Aux-P 3I<3F-dream-Aux:PP 
' I did not dream of him.' ' She dreamt of him.' 

However, forms of the verbs dja 'to eat' and djarn-bu 'to finish' 
irregularly show a stop realisation. 

(3-47) 0-i-djaarn-bu-mu 0-ii-dja-ri 
3I<3F-finish-Aux-PP 3I<3F-eat-PI 
' She finished it.' ' She used to eat it.' 

The third set of root/affixal clusters arises through the prefixation of 
prefixes with a final nasal, where the appearance and place of 
articulation of the nasal depends on the following segment. The 
members of this set are listed in (3-48). 

(3-48) njiN- 'feminine, 2nd absolutive' 
N- 'feminine, 1st, 2nd, Class IV absolutive, 1st ergative' 

The realisation pattern for the final nasal is set out in (3-49). 

(3-49) m- / _ b, nj- /_ dj, ng- / _ g 
0 elsewhere 

This realisation accords with the general preference for the first 
member of a cluster to have a greater sonority than the second member, 
and the general constraint against geminates. 

The treatment of the clusters which arise across clitic boundaries 
differs from the treatment of clusters which potentially arise across 
affixal boundaries. Clusters of apicals across clitic boundaries are fully 
realised. 
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(3-50) djideemarr=nu 
sea=3MIO 
'associated with the sea' [reference was to a seagull] 

As we have seen, clusters of apicals involving only affixal or root 
morphemes do not receive a full realisation. Palatal + coronal clusters 
across clitic boundaries appear as singletons with the initial palatal 
lacking a realisation. 

(3-51) ya-0-gaama-y=mba 
what-31-do-PR=AUG 
'What are they doing?' 

[yagäamaimba] 

(3-52) ya-0-gaama=da 
what-3I-do:PR=MA 
'What are those males doing?' 

[yagaamsda] 

(3-53) arr-gaama=nja 
l-say:PR=2IO 
Ί am talking to you.' 

[argaamajia] 

(3-54) 0-n-da-ardabaa-y=mani 
IV<3M-PR-look for-PR=l+2IO 
'He is looking for us.' 

(3-55) 0-arra-ardabaa=nu 
IV<l-look for=3MIO 
Ί am looking for (my knife).' 

[ndaactebaaimeni] 

[araac|abaanu] 

It should be noted that the initial palatal, which lacks a realisation, is 
the verbal suffix -y. The 3FIO clitic =yu attaches to /y/ final hosts. 

(3-56) warnmaalay=warnmaala=yu [warimaalaiw8r\maalai(j)u] 
CHAR=mud=3 FIO 
'yellow' [feminine gender] 

(3-57) 0-djaa-wadja-y 
1 -PR-cry-PR 
Ί am crying.' 

[j-aawaj-ai] 
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(3-58) 0-djaa-wadja=yu [j-aaw8jai(J)u] 
l-PR-cry=3FI0 
Ί am crying for her.' 

The analysis of these forms requires some consideration, as 
distinguishing a sequence VyV, with a singleton /y/, from a sequence 
VyyV with a geminate /yy/, is not unproblematic. The realisation of a 
geminate /yy/ sequence in these examples would presumably be [aiju], 
with a consistent full semivowel realisation. The attested realisations 
were [ai( j)u], with an optional, apparently transitional semivowel 
realisation. This is the realisation for a singleton /y/. The appearance of 
a singleton /y/ parallels two other patterns of Gaagudju. Firstly, the 
potential /y+nj/ cluster appears as a singleton /nj/ (3-53). Secondly, 
Gaagudju does not otherwise allow for geminates. 

Clitic constructions involving two phonological words display the 
same phonotactic patternings as single word constructions involving the 
Indirect Object and Number clitics. Clusters of distinct apicals do not 
reduce across phonological word boundaries. 

(3-59) djaarli magaarra ngaarndjil=naawu gooyida 
meat that:I fish=3MDAT Neg.IMP 
0-naa-y ngiinja 
3I<2-eat:PR 2MIN 
'That meat is for fishing. Don't you eat it!' 

(3-60) gaboolbirr=namardeedjurr 
sun=rainbow 
'place name' 

The compound in (3-60) is of particular interest. It is a compound 
referring to a sun dreaming site in Limilngan country. This site is 
approximately 1 OOkms west of the territory traditionally associated with 
the Gaagudju language. It seems likely that the compound form in (3-
60) relates to the post-contact period when most Gaagudju speakers 
were working on Limilngan country in the buffalo industry (1.1 - there 
are other examples of Gaagudju place names being given to sites even 
further to the west). It therefore appears that (3-60) results from 
productive compounding, at least with respect to place names. The 
maintenance of the apical cluster in (3-60) provides evidence that 
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nominal compounding classes with clisis, and as such should be 
analysed as a clitic relationship. 

3.6 Homorganic nasal-stop clusters 

Homorganic nasal-stop clusters display a number of unusual 
phonotactic patternings in Gaagudju. They are the only type of 
homorganic consonant clusters that occur, either intra- or inter-
morphemically. Apart from this inherent distinguishing characteristic, 
they are also distinguished by being found in certain environments 
which are not otherwise available to consonant clusters. Homorganic 
nasal-stop clusters may occur both morpheme and word-initially. No 
other consonant cluster can occur in either of these positions. The 
morphemes with initial homorganic nasal-stop clusters are listed in (3-
61). 

(3-61) a. Demonstrative suffix: -njdju 'SPEC' 
b. Verbal suffixes: -njdji PR 'to hit', PR, PIRR, PI 'to take'; 

-ngga PP 'to take'; -ngga 'Aug'; -nggi 'detr/Aux' 
c. Clitics: =nggaana 'LOC'; =njdja 'FUA'; =mba 'AUG' 
d. Nominal root: mboodaru 'now' 

The three clitics listed in (3-61) are all of common occurrence. The 
two Number clitics, especially, are very common. The four verbal 
suffixes are all of low frequency paradigmatically. However the two 
tense suffixes from the paradigms of 'to hit' and 'to take' are quite 
common in overall terms owing to the high frequency of these two 
verbs, as both auxiliary and main verbs (5.3). The nominal mboodaru is 
the only root with an initial homorganic nasal-stop cluster. As such this 
is the only example of a cluster which is both morpheme and word-
initial. 

Homorganic nasal-stop clusters do extensively occur word-initially 
in Gaagudju, but these are otherwise inter-morphemic clusters. They 
arise chiefly from the realisations of prefixes which have the form of a 
nasal archiphoneme N-. These prefixes assimilate in place of 
articulation to a following stop (5-161), thereby producing word-initial 
occurrences of /m-b/, /nj-dj/ and /ng-g/. The following examples show 
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the contrast between the cluster and the corresponding stop word-
initially. 

The other homorganic nasal-stop cluster which occurs word-initially 
is /n-d/. This cluster arises when the n- allomorph of the 3ME prefix is 
prefixed to a /dj/ initial verb. The /dj/ assimilates to /d/ following the n-
prefix (5-132). The patterning of the homorganic nasal-stop clusters in 
these positions in relation to speech speed is also unusual. In all other 
cases, slow carefully monitored speech is the environment where 
reduced or null realisations are the least likely to occur. However 
virtually the opposite holds for the homorganic nasal-stop clusters when 
they occur word or clitic-initially. This is illustrated by the following 
example. 

(3-65) djideemarr—nggaana djideemarr =gaana 
sea=LOC sea =LOC 
'in the sea' 

The first token of 'in the sea' was pronounced at a conversational 
speech speed. There was no pause between the nominal root djideemarr 
'sea' and the Locative clitic =nggaana. The initial nasal of the clitic 
appeared in this first token. The second token was given in response to 
an enquiry about the form of the first token, and was pronounced more 
slowly. In this second token, there was a significant pause between the 
nominal root and the clitic, and the initial nasal of the clitic does not 
appear. The initial nasal of homorganic nasal-stop clusters is standardly 
deleted in slow speech when preceded by an appreciable pause. 

(3-62) balaa-bara 
cover-Aux:IMP 
'Cover him!' 

0-m-balaa-bara 
3I<1 :FU-cover-Aux 
Ί will cover him.' 

(3-63) 0-djeema 
3I-got up 
'He got up.' 

nj-djeema 
II-got up 
'She got up.' 

(3-64) garlaa-ba 
put in-Aux:IMP 
'Put it in!' 

0-ng-garlaa-ba 
3I<l:FU-put in-Aux 
Ί will put it in.' 
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The nasal can appear in extremely slow and careful speech. However 
this only occurred when elicitation focussed specifically on the presence 
of the nasal, and in this situation, the nasal was realised as an 
independent phonological word. 

(3-66) 0-m-balaa-bara [belaaba^a] ~ [mmbelaabe^a] 
3I<1 :FU-cover-Aux 
Ί will cover him.' 

When not preceded by another word, a form such as 0-m-balaa-bara 
usually lacked any realisation of the initial nasal. However, if elicitation 
specifically focussed on the nasal, then it would appear, but as a 
geminate nasal and with an independent stress. 

The word-initial clusters undergo a quite different reduction process 
in fast speech. In this environment there is no realisation of the stop. 

(3-67) 0-n-dongoladjee-gi [negale^ee]3 

3I<3M-make-PP 
'he made it.' 

(3-68) 0-ng-goree-garra [ooo^eegera] 
3I<l:FU-see-Aux 
Ί will see him.' 

The syllabification of morpheme and word-initial clusters is an issue 
of some complexity. The most clearcut evidence on syllabification 
comes from vowel realisation patterns which are conditioned by codas. 
In syllables with a palatal coda, the vowels /a/ and /o/ show invariant 
diphthongal realisations as [ai] and [oi] respectively. These 
diphthongal realisations are also found in open syllables, when there is a 
following palatal onset. However, they alternate with plain, 
monophthongal realisations in this environment. The diphthongal 
realisations are invariably found when a morpheme with an initial 
palatal nasal-stop cluster occurs within a phonological word (i.e. when 
there is no word boundary preceding the cluster). 

3 The Past Perfective suffix -gi is unrealised in this token. This is common in faster 
speech (2.3.6) 
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(3-69) mananggaa-njdju [managgaaijiju] ~ *[manaogaajiju] 
that:IV-SPEC 
'That specific one' 

(3-70) 0-an-gaa-njdji [angäaijij-i] ~ *[angaajij-i] 
IV<3M-take-PI 
'He was taking it.' 

(3-71) manaa =njdja [manäaijija] ~ *[manaajij-a] 
that:I=FUA 
'Those two' 

(3-72) ngoorro=njdja [gooroijij-a] ~ *[o0oropj-a] 
go.IMP=FUA 
'You two go!' 

The invariant appearance of a diphthongal realisation argues that the 
initial nasal is syllabified as a coda. This includes forms involving the 
FUA clitic =njdja. The situation is different if there is a word-boundary 
preceding a palatal nasal-stop cluster. 

(3-73) gunbiildja nj-djaa-yu [gunbi i l ja j i jäaiu] ~ 
charcoal IV-PR-lie *[gunbiilj-aijijaaiu] 
'There is charcoal lying (there).' 

The type sequence of Subject Noun + Intransitive Verb occurs 
commonly in Gaagudju. There is often no discernable pause between 
the two words in this sequence. Despite this, there are no examples 
where the word-final /a/ or /o/ in the Subject Noun shows a diphthongal 
realisation. Such realisations may be possible in very fast speech, but 
they are not attested. 

The initial nasal of the verb is not restricted to being realised only 
when the two words are run together. It also appears when there is a 
discernable pause between the two words. Thus, [gunbi i l ja jijaaiu] 
is a standard realisation of (3-73). The appearance of word-initial nasals 
following a pause is not restricted to those nasals which are lexically 
word-initial. 
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(3-74) 0-na-n-balaa-bara [nbelaaba^a] 
3 I<2-FU-cover- Aux 
'Will you cover him?' 

As discussed in 2.10, the reduction of unstressed syllables at word 
boundaries is common at faster speech speeds. Usually the deletion of 
the vowel in the initial syllable causes the deletion of the other segments 
in the syllable. However a coda nasal may survive. It is not possible to 
be entirely certain of the difference between pauses such as this where 
the nasal is realised, and pauses such as that in (3-65) where the nasal is 
not realised. 

However, impressionistically, it followed from concerns of phrasal 
intonational phonology. Sequences, such as Subject Noun + Intransitive 
Verb, commonly constitute a single intonational phrase. It appeared that 
the nasal was realised if the pause between the words was not sufficient 
to disrupt the tonal tune of the phrase. It appeared that the nasal was not 
realised if the pause between the words was sufficient to disrupt the 
tonal tune of the phrase. The most promising hypothesis is that the nasal 
is not realised after a pause at the beginning of an intonational phrase, 
but is realised after pauses within an intonational phrase. 

Considerations of tone also appear to play a central role in 
perceptions of differences in the grouping of homorganic nasal-stop 
clusters. In some cases, the nasal groups with the following stop, 
whereas in other cases it does not. These differences in perception 
appear to relate to whether the nasal expresses a tone associated with 
the following vowel, or a tone associated with the preceding vowel. In 
the first case, it is perceived as grouping with the stop, whereas in the 
second it is not. 

(3-75) 0-arro-oree-garra=mba [aroo^eegerem$ba] 
3I< 1 -see-Aux:PP=AUG 
Ί saw them.' 

(3-76) 0-arro-oree-garra=mba=njoomo [aroo^eegereSmbajioorio] 
31<1 -see-Aux: PP=AUG=plS+0 
'We saw them.' 
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Both (3-75) and (3-76) involve the Augmented number clitic =mba. 
However, its apparent grouping differs, and this difference appears to 
relate to differences in tonal tune between the two forms. The standard 
tonal sequence in Gaagudju is a level low tone over syllables preceding 
the stressed syllable, a sharp rise to a high tone on the stressed syllable, 
and then a declination to a low tone on the last syllable. In (3-75), which 
consitutes a single phonological word, the final low tone is associated 
with the vowel of the clitic, and the clitic falls within the domain of the 
declination preceding this final low tone. 

The situation in (3-76) is different: there are two phonological words. 
The Augmented clitic constitutes a word with the following clitic, and 
not with the preceding verb. The declination to the final low tone in the 
verbal word ceases with the final vowel of the verb. The nasal of the 
Augmented clitic does not express this declination, but rather 
commences the expression of the level low tone that precedes the stress 
in the clitic word. The converse situation involving a change from a low 
tone to a rise also appears to relate to perceptions of a difference in 
grouping. 

(3-77) mabanggaarlu [mabag$gaal,u] 
'anthill' 

(3-78) bardaambarda=nggaana [bsctaambectaSggaana] 
billabong=LOC 

In (3-77), which constitutes a single phonological word, the nasal 
/ng/ preceding the stressed vowel expresses the level low tone of the 
syllables preceding the stressed syllable. In (3-78), which involves two 
phonological words, there is a tonal declination from the high on the 
stressed syllable of 'billabong' to the low on the final /a/ vowel. The 
nasal /ng/ of the Locative clitic does not express this declination. 
Rather, it expresses the commencement of the rise towards the stressed 
vowel of the clitic. With nouns ending in a non-low vowel, the 
importance of the phonological word boundary is re-inforced by the fact 
that these noun-final vowels have a tense realisation. 

(3-79) giimbi-nggaana 
[giimbiSggäana] ~ *[gximbi$J3gaana] 
rock=LOC 
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(3-80) goolo=nggaana 
bamboo=LOC 

[goolo$ggaana]~ 
* [goo lo$ggaana] 

(3-81) djiboorru =nggaana 
spear=LOC 

[jibooruSggaana]~ 
*[jib0oru$ggaana] 

The non-low vowels have lax realisations when followed by /ng/ (2.7 
& 2.8). Tense realisations are found word-finally. The difference in 
tonal pattemings and vowel realisations follow from the presence vs 
absence of a phonological word boundary preceding the nasal. 

However, there is one example which provides evidence that the 
differences in tonal pattemings are not in all situations dependent on the 
placement of word boundaries. Roots in Gaagudju do not normally 
exhibit triconsonantal clusters (3.7). However there is one verb root 
djorrnggoma 'to go in' which involves a triconsonantal cluster /rrngg/. 
In some forms based on this verb root, the stress occurs on the vowel 
immediately following the triconsonantal cluster. 

(3-82) arr-ba-n-dorrnggooma [arbendar$og0oma] 
1 -there-FU-go in 
Ί will go in there.' 

In these forms, the cluster-medial /ng/ perceptibly grouped with the 
following stop. This perception follows from perceptions of tone. The 
cluster-medial nasal does not express the level low tone of the syllables 
preceding the stressed syllable. Rather, it expresses the commencement 
of the rise towards the stressed vowel. 

The cluster-medial /ng/ does not perceptibly group with the 
following stop in forms of this verb where the stress is not on the 
immediately following syllable. If the stress is on a preceding syllable, 
then the /ng/ expresses the declination from that preceding syllable. If 
the stress is on a following, but not immediately following, syllable, 
then the /ng/ expresses the level low tone that precedes the rise to the 
stressed syllable. 

(3-83) i-n-doorrnggoma [indoorggoma] 
3I-FU-go in 
'He will go in.' 
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i-n-dorrnggomaa-yini [indorggomäaiini] 
3I-IRR-go in-P 
'He was going to go in.' 

The analysis of homorganic nasal-stop sequences is obviously an 
issue of some complexity in Gaagudju. One potential analysis that may 
be rejected is that some or all of these sequences should be analysed as 
prenasalised stops. It is not possible to analyse all homorganic nasal 
stop sequences as prenasalised stops. If this were the analysis, then the 
differences in perceptions of grouping could not be explained. Further 
this would involve analysing Gaagudju as a language with heterorganic 
nasal-stop clusters, but no homorganic nasal-stop clusters. Not only is 
this an unattested language type, but it also runs counter to all 
understandings and modellings of phonotactic structures cross-
linguistically. 

The other possibility under a pre-nasalised stop analysis would be to 
analyse those sequences which are perceived as syllabifying together as 
pre-nasalised stops, and those which are perceived as syllabifying 
separately as clusters. This analysis would be nothing more than an 
unprofitable notation for the syllabification problems. It would involve 
analysing the Augmented clitic as =mba with a cluster when it forms 
part of the phonological word to which it attaches (3-75), but as =mba 
with a prenasalised stop when it forms a phonological word with the 
following clitic (3-76). 

Homorganic nasal-stop sequences must therefore be analysed as 
clusters. These clusters do not however appear to show an invariant 
syllabification. Within a phonological word, diconsonantal tokens of 
these clusters consistently syllabify as heterosyllabic coda + onset 
combinations. Like all other clusters, the nasal conditions coda vowel 
allophonies, and contrastive tonal changes occur between the two 
members. 

However, when preceded by a phonological word boundary, or as 
members of a triconsonantal cluster, they show variable patterning. For 
the purposes of coda allophonies and tone, they behave as complex 
onsets. The nasal does not condition coda vowel allophonies and 
contrastive tonal changes precede the nasal. Further the nasal appears in 
some situations, even though separated from the preceding vowel by a 
pause. 
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The nasal does, nonetheless, fail to appear if it is separated from the 
preceding vowel by a significant pause (probably an intonational phrase 
boundary). In this respect, it patterns as a coda. If it were consistently 
syllabified as a complex onset following a phonological word boundary, 
then the nature of the preceding pause (or phrasal boundary) should 
have no effect on its appearance. Further, the patterning of 
triconsonantal clusters, where the homorganic nasal fails to appear in 
some cases, suggests that it is a coda. For the purposes of sonority 
generally, the nasal behaves as a coda. 

The variable patterning of homorganic nasal-stop clusters is probably 
to be understood in terms of a complex interaction between the 
following factors. 

(3-84) a. The avoidance of complex onsets and complex codas 
b. The alignment of tone and syllable boundaries. 
c. The alignment of syllable and word boundaries. 
d. The alignment of tonal boundaries with featural 

boundaries. 

Gaagudju generally avoids complex onsets and codas, and this 
preference forces the placement of a syllable boundary between the two 
members of a diconsonantal cluster within a phonological word. The 
preference for alignment of tonal boundaries with syllable boundaries 
forces the placement of tonal boundaries between the members of the 
cluster, even though this fails to satisfy the preference for the alignment 
of tonal and featural boundaries. With a triconsonantal cluster, there 
must be either a complex onset or a complex coda. It is probably the 
general preference for tonal boundaries to align with featural boundaries 
which causes the syllable boundary to precede the nasal. 

When the cluster is word-initial, the requirement that syllable 
boundaries should match word boundaries causes the syllable, and 
thereby the tonal boundaries, to precede the cluster. However, the 
syllable, formed in this situation, has an undesirable initial segment 
from the perspective of sonority requirements, and this segment fails to 
be realised if insufficiently supported. The exact nature of this 
insufficient support requires further research. 
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3.7 Triconsonantal clusters 

In all but one example, tri-consonantal clusters in Gaagudju involve 
homorganic nasal-stop clusters. The one exception is /rgy/, which 
occurs in the lexeme boorgyi 'still'. As this cluster is the only example 
of its kind, it is not possible to definitively analyse it. All other tri-
consonantal clusters conform to the formula in (3-85). 

(3-85) coronal continuant/liquid + labial/velar homorganic nasal-stop 
cluster 

Triconsonantal clusters usually involve clitics. The root and stem 
forms not involving an clitic are listed in (3-86). 

(3-86) a. djorrnggoma 'to go in' 
b. gabarr-nggi 'to become daylight' 
c. gamarraymbagaardu 'palm sp' 

The verb root djorrnggoma 'to go in' is discussed in 3.6 preceding. 
The verb gabarr-nggi 'to become daylight' is a compound stem, 
consisting of a coverb root gabarr and an auxiliary root -nggi. The noun 
gamarraymbagaardu 'palm sp' is historically a compound, and is 
transparently derived from the clause in (3-87) (with alteration of the 
initial vowel from /u/ to /a/). 

(3-87) gu-marraa-y-mba gaardu 
IV-1 +2-drink:PR=AUG water 
'We drink water.' 

Sections of trunk of the palm species in question were used as water-
carriers traditionally. The /ymb/ cluster found in this root historically 
consisted of a /y/ Present tense form and the Augmented clitic =mba. 
This combination of a /y/ Present tense marker and the Augmented clitic 
is the most commonly attested triconsonantal cluster. The Augmented 
clitic is also found attached to /ΓΓ/ final stems. 

(3-88) manaarr=mba 
that:I=AUG 
'those' 
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Under the formula in (3-85) the clusters /lmb/ and /rlmb/ should also 
be acceptable clusters involving /mb/. The non-occurrence of these 
clusters in the available data is to be analysed as an accidental gap, 
owing chiefly to the rarity of these segments morpheme-finally (3.3 -
the non-occurrence of Μ morpheme-finally presumably rules out /rmb/). 

The other consonants found morpheme-finally in Gaagudju are the 
coronal nasals and stops (3.3 - the stops only very rarely). It does not 
appear that these final segments could form acceptable clusters with 
/mb/. /mb/ is itself not attested in combination with either of these 
segments. However, combinations of the Locative clitic =nggaana and 
an /n/ final noun are attested. 

(3-89) njinggooduwa 0-i-yorloodja djaarli billy can=gaana 
woman 3I<3F-put in:PP meat billycan=LOC 
'The woman put the meat in the billycan.' 

As illustrated, the initial nasal of the clitic is not realised in this 
combination. This non-realisation is most straightforwardly accounted 
for under an analysis where the /ng/ must syllabify as a coda. It cannot 
do so in the combination /nngg/, under a standard requirement that 
complex codas must descend in sonority. If the /ng/ were syllabified as 
part of a complex onset, then its non-appearance is more problematic. 
There are no examples of the cluster /nng/ morpheme-medially. 
However this is almost certainly an accidental gap, reflecting the 
limitations of the database: the structurally isomorphic clusters /ran/, 
/rnm/ and /rnng/ are attested morpheme-medially. Further /nng/ clusters 
arise in affixal morphology, from the prefixation of /n/ final prefixes to 
/ng/ initial stems. These clusters are realised in full. 

(3-90) 0-an-ngaa-wa 
31<3 M-hear-Aux: PP 
'He heard him.' 

The deletion of the initial nasal of the clitic appears to be the pattern 
found when the triconsonantal cluster would violate sonority 
requirements. A different pattern is found in reductions involving 
considerations of place rather than sonority. 
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(3-91) manaa=njdja 0-adaa-garra=njdja moorrgan 
that:I=FUA 31-argue-Aux^FU A club 
m-i-yaarra-ri 
m<3F-have-PI 
'That pair had a fight. She had a club.' 

When the demonstrative manaarr 'that:I' takes the 'FUA' clitic 
=njdja, the final /rr/ of the demonstrative is unrealised. The same 
pattern is found in the paradigm of this demonstrative with the Specific 
suffix -njdju. 

(3-92) I manaarr manaa-njdju 
II mananyaarr mananyaa-njdju 
III manamaarr manamaa-njdju 
IV mananggaarr mananggaa-njdju 

In these two cases, the reduction cannot be due to syllabification 
requirements as /rrnjdj/ is parallel to the attested /rrmb/ and /rrngg/ 
clusters in terms of sonority. Rather, the reduction appears to relate to 
place of articulation constraints on clusters. There are two types of 
apical + palatal clusters. One type belongs to the class of clusters with 
exceptional sonority, which have the form: apical nasal/liquid + 
continuant (3.4). In the second type of cluster, with a standard falling or 
equal sonority, all tokens of apical + palatal clusters have the palatal 
stop /dj/ as their second member. Given the limitations of the data base, 
it is not possible to be certain that clusters with the palatal nasal /nj/ as 
their second member are disallowed. However, the patterns in (3-91) 
and (3-92), particularly the clitic form in (3-91), provide evidence that 
this is the case. In general terms the reduction pattern may be 
understood as reflecting a requirement that if the members of a cluster 
are close in place, as in apical + palatal, then they must be highly 
distinguished by sonority: the second member must be a stop and the 
first must be a nasal or higher in sonority (there are no apical stop + 
palatal stop clusters). 

There is one other situation where a potential triconsonantal cluster 
shows a reduced realisation. 
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(3-93) 0-buu-y=mana 
31-hit-detr:PR=MUA 
'The two males are fighting.' 

(3-94) nj-dja-buu=njdja [jij-ibwooijij-a] 
II-PR-hit: detr: PR=FU A 
'The two females are fighting.' 

The analysis of (3-94) is problematic. In a language such as 
Gaagudju, where palatal codas condition tense realisations of front 
vowels, and [i] diphthongal realisations of the low and mid, back 
vowels, it is very doubtful that a triconsonantal sequence /ynjdj/ could 
be distinguished from a diconsonantal sequence /njdj/ in realisation. In 
this particular case, the distinction would presumably be that illustrated 
in (3-95) and (3-96). 

(3-95) nj-dja-buu=njdja [jijibwooijija] 

(3-96) nj-dja-buu-y=njdja [jij-ibwooiijij-a] 

Syllables involving three vowels are non-standard, even in 
realisation, both in Gaagudju and cross-linguistically. It is doubtful that 
a syllable [bwöoiiji] involving four vowels and a coda is possible at all. 
The reduction analysis in (3-94) is not based on the realisation of this 
form. Rather, it is based on the fact that palatal + palatal clusters are not 
otherwise attested in Gaagudju, and in cases where /y+nj/ clusters could 
arise, the cluster is reduced to /nj/ (3-53). 



Chapter 4 

Nominals 

4.1 Parts of speech 

There are four major part-of-speech classes for roots in the Gaagudju 
lexicon. 

(4-1) a. Verb roots: Verb roots take suffixal inflections for tense, 
mood and aspect. The class of verbs is closed. 

b. Coverb roots: Coverb roots convey verbal meanings. 
However, they cannot function predicationally and must 
be accompanied by an inflected verb which has an 
auxiliary function. They may be directly compounded 
with an auxiliary verb or they may occur in phrasal 
compound constructions with an auxiliary verb. One kind 
of phrasal auxiliary construction is open. All other 
phrasal auxiliary constructions and the direct 
compounding construction are closed. 

c. Nominal roots: Nominals are that class of roots which 
can function as predicates in non-verbal clauses. There 
are several subclasses of nominals: some of these are 
open, some of these are closed. 

d. Particles: Particles are that class of roots which do not 
function predicationally. They may occur in verbal or 
nominal clauses. 

A division of the root lexicon into these classes (though under 
various names) is found in nearly every language of north-western and 
north-central Australia. In all of these languages, including Gaagudju, 
the class of verbs is closed and the overall classes of coverbs and 
nominals are open. However, Gaagudju is unusual among this class of 
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Australian languages, in that significant subclasses within the coverb 
and nominal classes are closed. 

The division between the four major formally definable parts of 
speech: verbs, coverbs, nominals, and particles, conforms generally to 
the standard cross-linguistic division. Events are described by verbs and 
coverbs: verbs describe basic and general event meanings, and coverbs 
describe more specific event meanings. Entities and qualities are 
described by nominals, and modal opinion and conjunctive meanings 
are expressed by particles. There are naturally some apparently 
idiosyncratic variations, but these do not appear to be of significance. 

4.2 Nominal parts-of-speech 

Nominals may be divided into five part-of-speech classes by formal 
criteria. The criteria, and the classes thereby defined, are set out in (4-3) 
following. In considering these classes and the criteria, it is useful to 
draw a distinction between 'gender' and 'noun class'. Gaagudju has a 
number of systems which indicate distinctions in nominal classification. 
The number of distinctions drawn within each system varies. The 
maximal number of distinctions is four, as summarised in (4-2) (see 4.6 
for a fuller discussion). 

(4-2) Class I masculine/animate 
Class II feminine 
Class III plants 
Class IV residue 

This four-way opposition is found in a number of paradigms: 
Adjectives (4.5), Demonstratives (4.10), and the verbal Absolutive 
prefixes (5.5 & 5.7). In some cases within these paradigms, the number 
of oppositions is reduced to three. 

The minimal number of distinctions is two. One of the variants in 
this binary opposition includes all reference to human males and most 
animates. The other variant includes all reference to human females and 
everything else. This binary opposition is found in a number of 
paradigms: Pronouns (4.8), Indirect Object clitics (6.3), Numerals 
(6.5.6), Number clitics (6.5.1), and the verbal Ergative prefixes (Table 
5-4). 
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Forms from these paradigms only rarely have non-human reference, 
whereas forms from the paradigms with the four-way distinction 
commonly have non-human reference. There are, therefore, two 
differently motivated systems of nominal classification in Gaagudju. 
When reference is generally restricted to humans, the morphological 
systems draw a binary feminine vs masculine opposition. When 
reference is not so restricted, the morphological systems draw a more 
extensive set of oppositions. This motivated difference among nominal 
classification systems is sufficient to warrant terminological distinction 
of the systems. The term 'gender' is used to refer to paradigms which 
draw a binary feminine vs masculine opposition. The term 'noun class' 
is used to refer to paradigms which draw a more extensive set of 
oppositions, including variants with exclusively non-human reference. 

There is a general mapping between the 'noun class' and 'gender' 
paradigms: Class I = Masculine gender, Classes II, III, IV = Feminine 
gender. Some nominal roots with human reference take noun class 
prefixes to mark gender. However, these roots are not thereby analysed 
as 'class marked', as they are incapable of non-human reference. Rather 
they are analysed as gender marked nouns. 

(4-3) a. Pronouns: The distinguishing characteristic of pronouns 
formally is their occurrence in certain affixal and 
compounding relationships. The suffixes -gaduwa 
'alone' and -yirri 'self occur only with the personal 
pronouns. The number markers and the ordinal 'first' 
marker -ru are found as suffixes only with the pronouns. 
The pronouns attach to kin nouns to mark the possessor 
(propositus). They attach either as a prefix to the kin 
noun, or as the initial member of a compound with the 
kin noun. The class of pronouns is closed. 

b. Kin nouns: Kin nouns are that class of nominal forms 
which vary paradigmatically to refer to the person of the 
possessor (propositus). Kin nouns appear in two different 
structures. One structure is a nominal compounding/ 
affixal structure. Kin nouns of this structure usually 
inflect for number. The other structure is a verb + noun 
compound structure. This structure is only found with 
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certain classes of affinal relationships. The class of kin 
nouns is closed. 

c. Adjectives: Adjectives are that class of nominal stems 
which take inflection for all persons. Inflection for 1st, 
1+2 and 2nd person is the critical factor distinguishing 
adjectives from all other types of nominals. 
Demonstratives and gender marked nouns may show 
inflection for the various classes in the 3rd person. 
However adjectives are the only nominal sub-class which 
show inflection for the non-3rd persons. Adjectives 
usually inflect for number. Adjectives occur in three 
declensions: Declensions 1 & 2 are closed, Declension 3 
is open. 

d. Demonstratives: The demonstrative class is defined by 
both positive and negative criteria. Demonstratives are 
that class of nominals which show paradigmatic variation 
for noun class, but which are not adjectives. That is, they 
have 3rd person reference only. They do not show 
paradigmatic variation for 1st, 1+2 and 2nd person, as 
adjectives do. Demonstratives usually inflect for number. 
The class of demonstratives is closed. 

e. Nouns: Nouns are the default nominal part-of-speech. 
They do not show inflection for person or possession. 
Nouns do not inflect for class, but they may be gender-
marked. They only exceptionally inflect for number. The 
class of nouns is open. 

The characteristics of the various formally definable nominal parts-
of-speech are summarised in Table 4-1. 

Having set out the various formally definable nominal parts of 
speech, it is necessary to consider the relationships that exist between 
these formally definable parts of speech and the corresponding classes 
defined semantically on a cross-linguistic basis. The pronoun and kin 
noun classes correspond generally to the classes that are semantically 
defined on a cross-linguistic basis. 
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Table 4-1 Nominal parts-of-speech 

Class Person Possessor Number Membership 
Adjective Dec 1&2 Yes Yes No Usual Closed 
Adjective Dec 3 No Yes No Usual Open 
Demonstrative Yes No No Usual Closed 
Kin noun No No Yes Usual Closed 
Noun No No No Exceptional Open 
Pronoun No Yes No Obligatory Closed 

The correspondence between the formal demonstrative class and the 
demonstrative class that may be defined semantically, that is all lexemes 
which have an inherent specification for definiteness, is somewhat 
rough. All lexemes with an inherent specification as definite are 
formally demonstratives. However, only one of the lexemes with an 
inherent specification as indefinite is formally a demonstrative 
synchronically. Historically on the other hand, it appears that all but one 
of the indefinites was formally a demonstrative. 

The adjective class does not conform that well to the corresponding 
semantically defined classes. The adjective class includes a number of 
stems which are not prototypically adjectives, and conversely a 
considerable number of prototypically adjectival stems are not members 
of the formal adjective class in Gaagudju (4.5). 

Though there is a rather imperfect match between the formal 
adjective and demonstrative classes and their corresponding semantic 
classes, the formal classes are nevertheless well motivated analytically. 
The nominal subclasses are formally defined in terms of differing 
patterns of class, person, and possessor marking. The divisions of the 
nominal lexicon thus formally defined also serve, in large measure, to 
describe the patterning of an independent morphological system: 
number marking. 

Number is marked by the Number clitics, which like nearly all 
morphological systems in Gaagudju show a Minimal vs Augmented 
pattern of quantification. That is, in terms of the usual singular vs plural 
distinction, the 1+2 combination behaves as if it was a singular 
category. The category including the 1+2 combination and the singulars 
is known as the Minimal category in Australianist practice. The Unit 
Augmented and Augmented categories are largely equivalent to the 
familiar dual and plural categories. They indicate that a Minimal form 
has been augmented by one, or by more than one, respectively. The 
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term "Augmented" is also used as a general cover term for both the non-
Minimal categories. 

There is a significant correlation between the formally definable 
nominal sub-classes and the appearance of the Number clitics. Pronouns 
and kin nouns obligatorily take number marking. Adjectives and 
demonstratives normally do so, whereas nouns do not normally do so. 
The distinction in number marking patterns between nouns on the one 
hand, and adjectives and demonstratives on the other hand, does not 
have any obvious basis in semantics of the root classes themselves. 
Rather it appears to follow from the fact that Number marking forms 
part of a unified overall system of person, class and number marking 
(6.5.7). Adjective and demonstrative stems are class-marked, and so 
they normally take Number marking. Noun stems are not class-marked, 
and so they do not normally take Number marking. Therefore class and 
person marking patterns do have an important correlate in another 
morphological system, and this provides the required further motivation 
for using class and person marking pattern as criteria for formal classes. 

Despite the fact that the various nominal part of speech classes are 
defined by formal criteria, this chapter examines nominal sub-classes 
chiefly from a semantic viewpoint. The discussion in 4.5 on adjectives 
is largely concerned with the formal adjective class, but it also includes 
consideration of those nouns which are "adjectival" in meaning. The 
discussion in 4.10 on demonstratives includes all forms which bear a 
specification for definiteness, even though some of these are not 
formally demonstratives. The classes of locationals (4.12), and 
temporals (4.13), are semantically defined classes of nominals. 

4.3 Nominal compounding and derivation 

Neither compounding nor derivation are synchronically significant 
patterns for the formation of nominal lexemes in Gaagudju, nor do they 
appear to have been significant patterns historically. The only lexical 
domain where either of these patterns is of significance is that of place 
names, where compounding is both synchronically and diachronically 
important. There are a number of compound place names within the 
territory of Gaagudju language owners. In the period following 
European settlement, the residential ranges of most Gaagudju speakers 
came to be focussed on the buffalo country to the west of Gaagudju 
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country (1.1). During this time, a number of compound place names 
were coined to refer to sites in the buffalo country. Compounds show a 
variety of structures. 

(4-4) gaboolbirr-namardeedjurr 
sun=rainbow 
Ά place name referring to a sun dreaming site in Limilngan 
country.' 

(4-5) ma-marraagadi=madjiirli 
III-big=sand 
Ά place name referring to a long beach in Ngaduk country' 

(4-6) giini nardeenjmarr 
nose water snake 
'The water snake's face' [a place name in Bunidj Gaagudju 
country] 

As illustrated, the two words making up the compound may be 
cliticised, or they may be separated by a pause. There are only a few 
lexemes, belonging to other lexical domains, which consist of 
independently identifiable nominals. 

(4-7) baada=yaagada 
leg=other side 
'short-legged' 

(4-8) ngoondji=goordo 
other=arm 
'someone else' 

The second member of the compound is a noun in all available 
examples. The first member is most commonly also a noun, but it may 
be an adjective (4-5) or a verb. 

(4-9) ma-n-da-galaarr=mana=balaadi 
III<3M-PR-?=MUA=curved woomera 
'Black-headed varieties of king and western brown snakes' 
[lit. 'The two males are galaarr-ing a curved woomera.'] 
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(4-10) ma-ya-bardeedj-madjiirli 
III-PR-?=sand 
'The sand bardeedj-es/is bardeedj-ing' 
[a place name in Mirarr Gaagudju country] 

(4-11) djaa-yu mooyu 
PR-lie sore 
'The sore lies.' [a place name in Mirarr Gaagudju country] 

A number of compounds show various kinds of irregularities. Thus 
the first word in (4-9) is a verbal form. The galaarr morpheme must be 
a coverb because it has a final consonant (3.3). Being a coverb, it should 
be compounded with an auxiliary verb, but there is no auxiliary verb in 
(4-9). The same pattern is found with the place name in (4-10). In (4-
11), mooyu 'sore' is a Class III noun, and as such the standard form of 
'The sore lies' would be ma-yaa-yu mooyu. There are place names 
which are morphologically, but not phonologically analysable as 
compounds. 

(4-12) njim-bu-ngaarndjil 
II-went-fish 
'She went for fish' 
[a place name which probably refers to the activities of a 
female creation figure.] 

The place name in (4-12) is morphologically analysable as shown. 
However, it is synchronically a single phonological word. If it was a 
true compound, it would have the form njeem-bu-ngaarndjil, with the 
verb showing a long, stressed vowel (and also vowel grade). Equally, 
there are compounds which consist of two phonological words, but 
which are only partially, or not at all morphologically analysable. 

(4-13) ngardamaa =gooyida 
?=Don't 
'place name' 

(4-14) gubaardi madjaawarr 
foot ? 
'girl who has had her first period' 
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[madjawarr is a spear type in Bininj Gunwok. It does not 
however apparently occur as an independent lexeme in 
Gaagudju.] 

(4-15) gorloogo-djarraanggu ?=? 

'place name' 

In (4-13), the second member of the compound is identifiable as the 
Negative imperative particle gooyida 'Don't' (7.3.1). However the first 
member is not identifiable. In (4-14), the first member of the compound 
is identifiable, but not the second member (at least synchronically for 
Gaagudju). Neither member of the compound in (4-15) is identifiable. 
Compounds may also involve affixes, which do not have a clearly 
identifiable meaning. These affixes appear to function as ligatures in 
compounds. 

(4-16) na-bardeeba-idj-buurri 
I-long=Aug-string 
'place name' 

The adjective in this place name shows irregular class marking. The 
noun burri 'string' is Class IV and such the place name should be nam-
bardeeba=idj-buurri. The compound also involves a prefix iDJ- which 
is glossed as 'Augment'. As indicated in (4-16), the tonal boundary 
between the two parts of the compound precedes the prefix iDJ-. All 
compounds involving ligatures show this placement of the tonal 
boundary, which is the same as that found in incorporation compounds 
involving the Indirect Object clitics (3.1). The prefix iDJ- has no 
identifiable function synchronically in Gaagudju. In some cases iDJ-
variants occur in isolation. 

(4-17) idj-baagu 
'Aug-kangaroo' [in an elicitation of isolated word forms] 

The status of such forms is somewhat uncertain. While consultants 
would give iDJ- variants in isolation, they did not accept them as 
canonical forms when specifically questioned about them. Isolated iDJ-
forms are only attested with nominal roots which commence with a 
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labial consonant. Indeed, in all but one example in the available 
materials, iDJ- is attested with labial-initial stems, usually nominal 
roots. As such iDJ- does show significant phonological conditioning. 
This conditioning is not fully predictive, however, as there are many 
labial-initial roots and stems which do not appear to show iDJ- variants. 

The prefix also shows significant morphological conditioning. 
Among nominals, iDJ- is only attested with root and 0- prefixed forms. 
The adjective root -baalgi 'lots' belongs to Declension 1, and 
consequently takes the prefixes 0- and ma- in Classes I and III 
respectively (4-59). The Class I form of this adjective is frequently 
attested with an iDJ- variant idj-baalgi. However there are no examples 
of an iDJ- variant of the Class III form *inj-ma-baalgi, even though the 
Class III form has an initial bilabial consonant. This might suggest that 
iDJ- should synchronically be analysed as a marker for Class I. 
However this is to be rejected for a number of reasons. Firstly iDJ- is 
optional, and class markers are not otherwise optional. Secondly iDJ-
attaches to nouns, and nouns do not otherwise take Class marking. 
Thirdly such an analysis would not explain another significant fact 
concerning the distribution of iDJ- variants. 

(4-18) idj-0-baalgi baagu 0-nii-ri=mba magaayobu 
Aug-I-lots kangaroo 3I-sit-PR=AUG shade 
'Lots of kangaroos are sitting in the shade.' 

(4-19) 0-baalgi idj-baagu 
I-lots Aug-kangaroo 
Ά lot of kangaroos.' 

Both -baalgi 'lots' and baagu 'kangaroo' have iDJ- variants. As (4-
18) and (4-19) illustrate, either form may show an iDJ- variant when 
they are in sequence. However it does not appear that both forms could 
show an iDJ- variant when in sequence. There are no examples of such 
a double occurrence, even though there are a number of examples of 
sequences of forms which both permit iDJ-. Further there is the fact that 
iDJ- nearly always occurs on the second member of any sequence. 
Examples such as (4-18), where it occurs on the initial member are most 
uncommon. Apart from nominal roots, iDJ- is also occasionally found 
on verbal forms. Nearly all such cases involve the 1+2 prefix marra-. 
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(4-20) ngiinja-ma ngaanj-ma inj-0-marro-odo-bidj-biiri-ngi 
2MIN-PRM 1MIN-PRM Aug-3I<l+2-cut-up-Aux-PR 
djaarli 
meat 
'You and me, we are cutting up meat.' 

It may be noted that there are no examples of iDJ- occurring with the 
sequence ma-marra- ΊΙΙ<1+2-\ However iDJ- is occasionally attested 
with ma- 'III-' 

(4-21) garnadjuulu inj-ma-ardeenj-bimi 
tree sp Aug-III-fall-Aux:PP 
'The garnadjimlu tree fell down.' 

In some cases a form involving iDJ- cliticises to a preceding word, 
creating a compound. 

(4-22) ma-djaawurdu=idj-gardaabirr 
III-short=Aug-hair 
'short hair' 

Compounding does not appear to be possible in the absence of iDJ-
(*ma-djaawurdu=gardaabirr). Therefore synchronically, the only 
identifiable function of iDJ- is that it acts as a ligature in some cases. 
However even in this function, it is uncommon and of uncertain 
productivity. 

There is another ligature morpheme which occurs more frequently, 
but which is still not common, and which is also of uncertain 
productivity and function. This is the suffix -da. This suffix occurs in a 
variety of structures, and its meanings across these structures do not 
appear to be synchronically analysable as reflections of a common core 
meaning. It occurs in the kin noun paradigms, as a part of the 
circumfixes which indicate 3rd minimal possessors (4.9). It appears 
historically to have been attached to certain numeral forms (6.5.6). In a 
number of forms, it has a substantivising derivational function. 

(4-23) gumaali ~ gumaali-da 'forbidden, sacred, taboo' 
gumaali-da 'policeman' 
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This substantivising function is most clearly illustrated with the 
lexeme in (4-23). In the "adjectival" sense of 'forbidden, etc', this 
lexeme exists in two forms. However the "noun" sense of the lexeme, 
'policeman (forbidden one)', can only be conveyed by the variant with 
the -da suffix. The meanings in other cases are rather less directly 
related. 

(4-24) gu-djaawurdu gu-djaawurdu-da 
IV-short IV-short-SUB 
'short' 'island' 

(4-25) nji-n-daa-ma-ngi nji-n-daa-ma-ngi-da 
II<3M-PR-get-PR II<3M-PR-get-PR-SUB 
'He gets her.' 'man's father-in-law' 

(4-26) maada maadada 
'yesterday' 'night' 

(4-27) djarronggo-ba djarroonggoda 
'to close, to lock up' 'close, near' 

The -da suffix is found in one place name. 

(4-28) gurneembu 'goose' 
gurneembu-la-da 'place name' [referring to a site 

associated with a dreamtime goose] 

The place name also involves another suffix -la, or alternatively 
involves a single suffix -lada. This suffix sequence/single suffix also 
appears to occur with the pair of lexemes in (4-29). 

(4-29) goornmu goornmalada 
'morning' 'tomorrow' 

The suffix has an instrumental function in one pair of forms. 

(4-30) gubaardi 
gubaardi-da 

'foot' 
'by/on foot' 
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This instrumental function may relate to the apparently intensive use 
of -da with nouns which have a locational meaning. 

(4-31) gaanggi-da =gaanggi-da 
high-int=high-int 
'right on top' 

(4-32) ardaagawa gudiiru-da magaadja nj-dja-djarree-gi 
place name front-int that: IV IV-PR-go down-Aux 
magaadja gordaawu ardaagawa madjiirli 
that: IV place name place name place name 
'Ardaagawa that (place) is right in front, they go down (the 
river) those (places); Gordaawu, Ardaagawa, and Madjiirli.' 

(4-33) baangarda-da-wa 
middle-int-int 
'right in the middle' 

The contribution of -da to these forms was not clearcut. The most 
satisfactory interpretation appears to be that it contributed a meaning 
something like 'a focal, prototypical example of this location'. It is not 
known whether the suffix can be attached to all locational nouns in this 
putative meaning. The form in (4-33) involves the other suffix -wa, 
which is even less commonly attested than -da. This suffix also appears 
to be intensive in meaning. 

(4-34) djoormoda-wa burroo-ya ngaarndjil 
straight-int spear: Fish-IMP fish 

In these two forms, -wa must be analysed as a distinct suffix. 
However, it may be noted that the preceding syllable is /da/, suggesting 
that historically these forms may have involved the -da-wa sequence 
found in (4-33). In the case of -ngaarndada 'good', there is independent 
evidence that the final /da/ syllable is historically separable. 

'Spear the fish straight!' 

(4-35) -ngaarndada 
'good' 

-ngaarndada-wa 
'really good' 
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(4-36) -ngaarndiya =ngaarndiya 'really good' 

The meaning of the reduplicated form in (4-36) is not entirely 
certain. It appears to be another intensive form of 'good'. Whatever its 
exact meaning, a comparison of this form with the base form suggests 
that the root 'good' should be reconstructed as *ngarndV. The final /da/ 
syllable of the synchronic base form would then most probably be the -
da suffix. The final syllable /ya/ of the root in (4-36) may historically 
have been *-wa, and have undergone assimilation of the continuant (ie 
*ngarndi-wa > ngarndi-ya). The pair of forms in (4-37) may also have 
historically involved the -wa suffix. 

(4-37) maada maadawa 
'yesterday' 'afternoon' 

The combination -da-wa is also attested with the root gardaaman 
'Be quiet!' in an apparently intensive meaning. 

(4-38) gardaaman gardaama-da-wa 
'Be quiet!' 'Be really quiet!' 

Apart from these intensive instances, the other at least semi-
productive occurrence of -da is as a ligature. 

(4-39) 0-baalgi idj-buurri 0-baalgi=da-buurri 
I-lots Aug-string I-lots=Lig-string 
nj-dji-burree-ngi =goodo 
IV<3F-rub-PI=DUR 
'She made lots of string.' 

(4-40) gu-marrawaarra=da-balaa-bu 
IV-big-Lig=talk-Aux: IMP 
'Talk more loudly!' 

(4-41) ngameneega=da-0-nee-bu-mu 
why-Lig=3 I<2-hit-PP 
'Why did you hit him?' 
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Equivalent compounds without -da are not attested. It may be noted 
that -da can form compounds where the second member is a verb. This 
is not otherwise possible in Gaagudju. These -da ligature compounds 
are only infrequently attested, so it is not possible to set out the 
constraints on their occurrence. It appears in some affinal kin terms, 
which are compounds (4.9). It also occurs in some (semi-)lexicalised 
compounds involving walaalu 'camp, times'. 

(4-42) goornmu=da-walaalu 
morning=Lig-camp/times 
'darkness' 

(4-43) mabooliyo=da-walaalu 
outside=Lig-camp 
'outside (the camp/house)' 

There are a few lexicalised examples of the productive compound 
structure involving the Indirect Object clitics (6.3). 

(4-44) maada=yu-walaalu 
yesterday=3FIO-times 
'the day before yesterday, a few days ago' 

(4-45) moonda-yu-marr 
bad-3FIO-liking 
'sad' 

The form in (4-45) is morphologically analysable as indicated, but it 
is a single phonological word. The Indirect Object clitics are also found 
with a derivational function in a few forms. 

(4-46) djimaardbu djimaardbu-nu 
'to wave' 'right hand' 

(4-47) goordo goordo=nu 
'arm' 'creek' 

The other set of bound morphemes which have derivational functions 
are the Declension 1 class prefixes (4.5). 
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(4-48) gaankirr 
'skin' 

njinggaankirr 
'freshwater crocodile' 

(4-49) woorlo 
'navel' 

maboorlo 
'belly' 

(4-50) biirda gubiirda 
'tree sp' 'hard, tough' 

The certainty of the derivational relationship between the pairs in (4-
48) - (4-50) obviously varies considerably. The derivational use of the 
Declension 1 noun class prefixes has been of an extent sufficient to 
affect the phonotactic patternings of the language. Of the 19 
synchronically unanalysable nominal roots which commence with the 
palatal nasal /nj/ (3.3), it appears that 14 involved the Class II prefix 
njiN- historically. 

Nearly all the morphemes which have had some derivational 
function are monosyllabic. There are few forms which appear to involve 
disyllabic morphemes with a quasi-derivational function. The adjective 
-ngaarndada 'good' has another intensive variant which is constructed 
with the clitic =baalbu. 

(4-51) -ngaarndada -ngaarndada=baalbu 
-good -good=very 

This clitic is not otherwise attested in a synchronically analysable 
form. However it was probably historically a constituent of the lexeme 
anmarrabaalbu 'old man'. There are seven nouns which appear to have 
involved a formative *-bumbu. 

(4-52) ideebumbu njing-golorroobumbu 
'lizard sp' 'female creation figure' 
mangarndeebumbu njimbadaabumbu 
'bustard' 
njimbarroolbumbu 

'grasshopper' 
bardeebumbu 
'corroboree style' 'water rat' 

iinjbumbu 
'eagle' 
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4.4 Nominal reduplication 

Nominal reduplication in Gaagudju is generally complete reduplication. 
There are only a small number of examples of partial reduplication. 

(4-53) a. birnimirniimi 'small frog sp', djidabarraabarra 'king 
brown snake', gabalabaala 'white', -gabarraabarra 
'wide', guniliniili 'nail', gunirriniirri 'bird sp', 
mabalaabala 'corroboree', mabardaabarda 'native cat', 
madjoridjooro 'mangrove', mandjalabordjuboordju 'tree 
sp', mardaagardaga 'lizard sp', njimalawadeewadi 
'rainbow lorikeet', njimbarrabaarra 'pandanus mat' 

b. birribiirriyu 'club', bornobornoongo 'man's son's child' 

c. djorloorlobarray 'doe kangaroo', marndingoonjngonj 
'dugong', nayiirrirri 'ant sp', ngalbidjiidji 'whistleduck 
sp' 

A number of these forms appear historically to consist of one of the 
Declension 1 class prefixes: njiN-, ma-, gu- plus the complete 
reduplication of a disyllable. There is only one example where the base 
of a partial reduplication also occurs as an independent word. 

(4-54) goordo=goordo magaadja gu-djaawurdu magaarra 
shirt that: IV IV-short that:I 
i-laawala naawu 0-djaawu=djaawurdu 
I-little 3mMIN I-R-short 
'That shirt is short. That little boy is even shorter.' 

The reduplicated form 0-djaawu-djaawurdu appears to be an 
intensive form of 'short'. However, there are no other examples of 
intensives being formed in this way and this appears to be an isolated 
form. Given that reduplication is complete reduplication, it is therefore 
a special type of compounding where both members of the compound 
are identical. Reduplication is a special type of compounding, not 
merely for its phonological status, but also in the fact that it is 
productive. Declension 3 adjective stems are productively formed by 
the reduplication of nouns. 
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(4-55) maneengul maneengul=maneengul= 
'blood' 'red' 

warnmaalay warnmaalay=warnmaalay= 
'mud' 'yellow' 

There are also a couple of examples of derivation of nouns by 
reduplication. 

(4-56) baada baada=baada 
'leg' 'trousers' 

goordo goordo=goordo 
'arm' 'shirt' 

In addition to the productive examples of complete reduplication, 
there are a number of examples of frozen total reduplications. Two of 
these involve the iDJ- ligature (4.3) 

(4-57) binaagara binaagaradj-binaagara 
'bone' 'plant sp' 
[* binaagara=idj-binaagara] 

waayu waayu - i-waayu 
'shadow' 'ghost' 

There are two forms which involve a nasal ligature, not otherwise 
attested in compounding. The phonological word boundary precedes 
this ligature and as such the nasal groups tonally with the following 
vowel and not with the preceding vowel (3.6). 

(4-58) djiboolu djiboolu=nj-djiboolu 
'didgeridoo' 'trachea' 

dorloongo =n-dorloongo 
'place name' 

There is also the noun bardaambarda 'billabong' which probably 
historically involved this ligature (*barda=m-barda). 
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4.5 Adjectives and gender marked nouns 

Adjectives and gender marked nouns are divided into three declensions 
in Gaagudju. The inflectional patterns of the three declensions are set 
out in (4-59). 

(4-59) Declension 1 
1 arr-
1+2 marra-
2 njin-
31 0-

311 njiN-
3 III ma-
3IV gu-

Declension 2 
arr-
marra-
njin-
na-
njiN-
naN-
naN-

Declension 3 
=nga 
=mani 
=nja 
=nu 
=yu 
=yu 
=yu 

The major division among the declensions is evidently that between 
Declensions 1 and 2 on the one hand and Declension 3 on the other. 
Declension 3 is an open declension, which makes use of the Indirect 
Object clitics (6.3). Declension 3 stems are productively formed by 
reduplication of noun roots (4.4). The most commonly used Declension 
3 stems are listed in (4-60). 

(4-60) a. djiirri=djiirri= 'cheeky, dangerous, savage' [djiirri 
'trouble'], gardaawu=gardaawu= 'cheeky, annoying, 
irritating' [gardaawu 'disrespect'], 
maneengul=maneengul= 'red' [maneengul 'blood'], 
mardaala=mardaala= 'slippery' [mardaala 'spit'] 

b. goordo=goordo= 'strong' [Igoordo 'arm'] 

c. maarrgi= 'clever' [garra maarrgi 'to suck blood' (as a 
native doctor)] 

Only the stem in (4-60b) lacks a clear non-reduplicated 
correspondent. The stem in (4-60c) is the only Declension 3 stem which 
is not reduplicated. The stem does not occur as independent noun, but it 
does appear in the phrasal verb listed in (4-60c).4 Declension 3 

4 This phrasal verb is lexicalised (5.4). 
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adjectives relate in both form and function to combinations of an 
unreduplicated noun and an Indirect Object clitic (6.3). 

(4-61) irribindjoori rabaalarr=nu 
crocodile river=3MIO 
'The saltwater crocodile's home is the big rivers.' 

In this combination, the Indirect Object clitic indicates a meaning Ύ 
[big river] is the characteristic territory of X [crocodile]'. In the 
reduplicated adjectival construction, the Indirect Object clitics maintain 
this 'characterising' function. The reduplication indicates that reference 
is to some salient aspect of the entity or quality referred to by the noun. 
The reference of the reduplicated adjectival construction is summarised 
in (4-62). 

(4-62) Ύ-Υ [salient aspect of Y] is characteristic of X' 

Declensions 1 and 2 differ from Declension 3 in being closed 
declensions and in making use of prefixal paradigms and not clitics. 
Their prefixal paradigms are mostly identical and only differ in the 31, 
3III and 3IV forms. The prefixes found with Declensions 1 and 2 are 
similar to those found with intransitive verbs (Table 5-3). The history of 
noun class marking is discussed in 4.11. The stems belonging to 
Declensions 1 and 2 are listed in (4-63) and (4-64) respectively. 

(4-63) Declension 1 

a. Adjectives: -baalgi 'lots', -djaawurdu 'short', -djiildja 
'dripping', -djiinba 'reason', -garrabarnaadjinggi ~ 
-garrabarnaadju 'phratry name', -garraadjawa 'phratry 
name', -garrangaalbu 'phratry name', -garrmangiiru 
'phratry name', -marrabuumbada 'second born', 
-marraagadi 'big (of apart)', -marrawaarra 'big', 
-ngaarndada 'good', -ngaamnga 'keep on doing', 
-ngolwaayuwa 'body', -walaawala 'little', -yileeyili 
'soft' 

b. Kin Nouns: -waala 'younger sibling (reference)' 
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(4-64) Declension 2 

a. Adjectives: -badoorrodjbu 'crooked', -bardeeba 'tall', 
-biirida 'alive', -boordbi 'dry', -boordi 'ripe', 
-gabarraabarra 'wide', -gadeenggadi 'mature', 
-gardabilamareerri 'dirty (of water), -gardaabumu 
'heavy', -gardambarnkeengi 'black', -giirdi 'wet', -giirri 
'new', -goodji 'cold', -gooli 'raw', -goroobiri 'Not X', 

b. Gender Marked Nouns: -belaala- 'children', 
-gomalaagardi 'young person',-gudbugaarra 'sibling of 
deceased', -goordomalay 'widow(er)', -marlaadja 
'orphan' 

c. Kin Nouns: -gomagaali 'spouse', -goombardi 'man's 
child', -labirri 'younger sibling (address)' 

Declension 1 and 2 stems are usually mono-morphemic. A 
comparison of the stems belonging to Declension 1 with those 
belonging to Declension 2 suggests that the distinction between the two 
declensions was in origin phonological (see 4.11). Nearly all stems 
which belong to Declension 2 commence with a labial or velar stop, and 
conversely nearly all stems which commence with some other segment 
belong to Declension 1. The only Declension 2 stems which commence 
with some other segment are the noun stems -marlaadja 'orphan' and 
-labirri 'younger sibling (address)'. The only Declension 1 stems with 
an initial labial or velar stop are -baalgi 'lots', and the four phratry 
terms which have an initial velar stop. 

There are a number of irregularities found in Declensions 1 and 2, 
chiefly involving the Class I forms. A couple of Class I forms involve 
the prefix (y)i-, which otherwise occurs as an Irrealis 31 prefix (Table 5-
3) 

(4-65) -walaawala 'little' 
i-laawala 
I-little 

-gadeenggadi 'mature' 
i-yadeenggadi 
I-mature 
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-yi-waala -nji-waala 
-I-Y. Sibling -II-Y.Sibling 
'younger brother (ref)' 'younger sister (ref)' 

The other irregular Class I forms involve alternations with palatals, 
suggesting that they too may have involved this (y)i- prefix. The four 
masculine (Class I) phratry terms show an irregular initial /y/. 

(4-66) Reconstruction 
II njing-garrmangiiru 
I 0-yarrmangiiru * i-garrmangiiru 

II njing-garraadjawa 
I 0-yarraadjawa * i-garraadjawa 

II njing-garrabarnaadjinggi 
I 0-yarrabarnaadjinggi * i-garrabarnaadjinggi 

II njing-garrangaalbu 
I 0-yarrangaalbu *i-garrangaalbu 

Comparison with i-yadeenggadi Ί-mature' suggests that the most 
probable historical explanation is that they once involved the *i- prefix, 
and have since undergone lenition and lost the prefix. The Class I forms 
of Declension 1 stems with an initial velar nasal show an initial palatal 
nasal instead of an initial velar nasal. 

(4-67) -ngaarndada 'good' -ngaarnnga 'keep on doing' 
0-njaarndada 0-njaarnnga 
1-good I-keep on doing 

This alternation is also found in the verbal pronominal prefix system 
(Table 5-3 & Table 5-4). As with the four phratry terms, historical 
prefixation with *i- would seem to be the most likely explanation for 
this alternation. There is one irregularity with Class II forms. The Class 
II form of stems with an initial palatal stop is nj-, and not the predicted 
*njinj~. This same reduction is found in the verbal pronominal prefix 
system (Table 5-3 & Table 5-4). 
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(4-68) nj-djaawurdu 
II-short 

It does not appear that semantic factors play a major role in the 
organisation of the adjective class in Gaagudju. The distribution of 
adjectives stems between the three declensions certainly does not show 
any obvious semantic conditioning. Further there are a considerable 
number of stems with "adjectival" meanings, which are formally nouns. 

(4-69) biirda 'tough, hard', boornay 'dirty (of water)', 
djabalodjarroonggo 'full (of water)', djibiiri 'blunt', djibiiyiba 
'slow', djirdalaala 'pretty', djoorrmoda 'straight', 
gabalabaala 'white', gaadju=gaadju 'alive', gamoomo 'blind', 
garaaba 'sharp', garlarlboobo 'lightweight', gordooginggi 
'shallow', gumaali 'forbidden', gunoorru 'smelly', magaawala 
'fast', maalbarr 'very', maardarn 'a few', mardaarrga 'flat', 
marooru 'deaf, moonda 'bad', ngoondji 'other' 

Dixon (1982: 16) argues that the following semantic cryptotypes are 
cross-linguistically associated with the adjective class. 

(4-70) Dimension, Physical Property, Colour, Human Propensity, 
Age, Value, Speed 

The majority of adjectival stems in Gaagudju can be assigned to one 
or other of these cryptotypes, and it is on this ground that this formally 
definable part of speech class is termed the adjective class. However 
there is obviously no clear-cut one-to-one correspondence between the 
adjective class, as defined on cross-linguistic grounds, and the Gaagudju 
adjective class. There are a number of formally adjectival stems, which 
are not assignable to any of the cryptotypes in (4-70). Conversely, there 
are a considerable number of stems, which are assignable to one of 
these cryptotypes, but which are not formally adjectival stems. 

4.6 Noun class membership 

Nouns do not inflect for class in Gaagudju. Consequently, the class 
membership of nouns is determined by agreement. However, a 
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significant number of nouns in Gaagudju show variable agreement. 
Variable agreement is found in a number of the languages of the 
western Top End (Evans 1997, Harvey 1997b). One set of agreement 
classes is found when a speaker monitors their output with respect to 
class marking. This set determines the noun classes in (4-71). 

(4-71) I Human males, Most animates, European material 
objects, Rain 

II Human females, Some animates 
III Plants and their parts, Weapons 
IV Abstract entities, Body parts, Fire, Geographical 

features, Temporals 

A full examination of the semantic motivations which underlie the 
noun class system in Gaagudju is beyond the scope of this grammar. 
They are examined in Harvey (1997a). As is virtually universal in 
systems which mark gender, human nouns take concord according to 
the gender of their referent. Thus a noun such as biibi 'MF, MFZ' will 
take Class I or Class II concord depending on the gender of the referent. 
The one exception is bayaalala 'baby' which invariably takes Class I 
concord (I am not entirely certain that this lexeme can in fact refer to 
female babies). Nouns referring to spirits and corpses all take Class I 
concord. 

The principles set out by Dixon (1982: 178-183) of mythological and 
prototypical association are also of relevance. For example, most 
lexemes referring to bee species belong to Class I, the unmarked class 
for animates. However the lexeme marrgaardba 'bee sp' belongs to 
Class II. In Berndt & Berndt (1989: 102), there is a reference to the 
location of a dreaming site for the marrgaardba [medgadba] honey 
woman in Ngaduk territory, to the north of Gaagudju country. The 
marrgaardba bee sp is therefore mythologically associated with human 
femininity, which is the prototype for Class II. Other types of 
association to a prototype also appear to be of significance. For example 
the most prominent domain associated with Class III is plants. It is 
likely that weapons are in Class III, because weapons were chiefly made 
from plants, at least in pre-contact times. 

In addition to these semantically based principles for concord, 
Gaagudju also shows one phonologically based principle for concord in 
Class III. The most salient Class III marker is the prefix ma-. Of the 41 
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Class III nouns which are neither plants nor weapons, 24 commence 
with /m/, and of these 22 commence with /ma/. In nearly all these cases 
there is no evidence that these initial segments derive diachronically 
from a derivational use of the Class III prefix ma-. Rather it would 
appear that concord is determined by the phonological similarity 
between the initial segment of the noun and the Class III prefix (see 
4.11 for a discussion of initial segments determining adjectival 
declension membership). This phonological principle has operated in 
post-contact times with the assignment of the lexeme moodiga 'motor 
car' to Class III. European material objects are otherwise assigned to 
Class I. It is presumably by association with moodiga that the borrowed 
lexeme 'plane' takes Class III concord. 

Class IV is essentially a residue class, though nouns associated with 
the domains listed for Class IV in (4-71) belong to Class IV with 
reasonable consistency. Class IV is the class for other types of non-
nominal reference. In Gaagudju the temporal interrogative meaning 
'when' is conveyed by a verbal construction. This verbal construction 
has a Class IV Subject ((4-174) & (4-175)). Demonstrative forms 
functioning as conjunctions normally take Class IV marking (7.11.3). 
Adjectives may take Class IV marking when they have an adverbial 
function. 

(4-72) anmarrabaalbu ma-n-da-barlaa-bu-njdji 
old man III<3M-PR-sing-Aux-PR 
gu-ngaarndada 
rV-well 
'The old man sings well.' 

(4-73) arr-djarree-ni-ngi gu-marrawaarra maadada 
1 -pain-Aux-PI IV-big night 
Ί was in really bad pain last night.' 

Adjectives in an adverbial function may also show agreement with 
the Subject in a secondary predicate construction (Nichols 1978). 

(4-74) barraanggirr anmarrabaalbu 0-n-darrboloo-wa-ri 
old days old man 3I<3M-track-Aux-PI 
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baagu 0-njaarndada 
kangaroo I-good 
'In the old days, the old man used to track kangaroos well.' 

(4-75) buu-y=mana 0-njaarnnga=mana 
hit-detr:PP=MUA I-always=MUA 
'The two males are always fighting.' 

It was not possible to determine the class membership of all nouns in 
Gaagudju. Nouns do not, themselves, bear any overt marking of class 
membership (4.2). The class membership of nouns is determined from 
the concord patterns shown by adjectives, demonstratives and verbs. 
However Gaagudju has a number of "adjectival" nouns (4-69). In many 
cases it did not prove possible to construct plausible elicitation 
scenarios where these nouns would govern modifiers or verbs. The class 
membership of these nouns is therefore unknown. 

Given that my consultants had not actively used Gaagudju with any 
frequency for many years, it was unsurprising to find that there were 
cases where they were uncertain as to the correct concord class for some 
nouns. Predictably, these nouns all had a low frequencies of usage. In 
nearly all cases it was possible to determine the correct class by re-
checking. My principal consultant, Peggy Balmana, showed a very high 
level of consistency in her assessment of the canonical class 
membership of nouns. There was only one noun which she stated had 
dual class membership; gaabala 'large boat', which can apparently be 
either Class I or Class III. Both of these memberships are motivated 
semantically: Class I is the class for European material objects and 
Class III is the class for vehicles (by association with moodiga 'car'). 

My consultants' principal daily language was the Kunwinjku dialect 
of Bininj Gunwok. Kunwinjku has a prefixal class marking system, 
which is similar in some aspects to that found in Gaagudju. The actual 
prefix forms are mostly quite unrelated and there are also many aspects 
in which the two class marking systems differ. However in terms of the 
semantic organisation of their "canonical" concord marking systems, 
the two languages are quite similar. Kunwinjku has a four class 
"canonical" agreement marking system. The classes are associated with 
the following concepts. 
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(4-76) I Human males, Most animates, Rain 
II Human females, Some animates 
III Plants and their parts, Weapons 
IV Residue class, including Body parts, Fire, 

Geographical features 

Despite the obvious similarities between this system and the 
Gaagudju system set out in (4-71), there was no obvious evidence of 
influence from Kunwinjku, or other Bininj Gunwok dialects, 
classification systems on the Gaagudju classifications given by my 
consultants. For example, in Gaagudju and the Gundjeihmi dialect of 
Bininj Gunwok the lexemes for 'milkwood tree' are djaanjdja and man-
djenjdjok respectively. It is highly likely that these two forms are 
related, either by diffusion or inheritance. Even if they are not, they 
show a phonological similarity, which is presumably obvious to 
speakers. On general grounds, it would be predicted that this lexeme 
would belong to Class III in terms of concord and indeed it does so in 
Gundjeihmi. However Peggy Balmana consistently assigned this 
lexeme to Class I in Gaagudju. 

Similarly the internal morphological structure of nominal lexemes 
did not generally appear to have any effect on my consultants' 
assessment of class membership. 

(4-77) djimaardbu djimaardbu-nu 
to wave to wave-3MIO 
'to wave' 'right hand' 

The form for 'right hand' djimaardbu-nu formally involves the 
3MIO clitic =nu. It might therefore be predicted that it would belong to 
Class I. However it belongs to Class IV, which is the unmarked class 
choice for lexemes referring to body parts. An even more convincing 
example of the fact that internal morphological structure does not 
appear to have been a significant influence on consultants' judgements 
is provided by (4-78). 

(4-78) djubaarra madjubaarra 
'tree (generic)' 'tree sp' 
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The lexeme djubaarra 'tree' is Class III, as would be predicted. 
However the lexeme madjubaarra, which appears to involve a 
derivational use of the Class III prefix form ma-, was nevertheless 
consistently assigned to Class I by Peggy Balmana. The one case where 
internal morphological structure did appear to be relevant was with the 
pair in (4-79). 

(4-79) binaagara binaagaradj=binaagara 
'bone' 'plant sp' 

The lexeme binaagara 'bone' belongs to Class I. The lexeme 
binaagaradj=binaagara was comparatively unfamiliar to my 
consultants. It received both Class I and Class III concord. After 
considerable discussion, it was agreed that it properly belonged to Class 
III. It appears likely that the Class I concord derives, at least in part, 
from the obvious morphological relationship to the Class I form 
binaagara 'bone'. 

4.7 Agreement superclassing 

The preceding discussion of noun class membership in 4.6 was 
concerned with the patterns found when the speaker is monitoring 
agreement. However, when the speaker is not monitoring agreement, 
other patterns occur. Class II nouns may exhibit Class I concord with 
demonstratives. 

(4-80) yaanangga nj-djaa-yu uluunggulu 
where:IV II-PR-lie old woman 
'Where does the old woman live?' 

naabirri nj-djaa-yu gaboondji gu-marrawaarra 
Iithere II-PR-lie house IV-big 
'She is there, she lives in the big house.' 

This type of concord pattern is fairly infrequent for Class II human 
nouns. However it is quite frequent for Class II non-human nouns and 
extends to other modifiers and verbal agreement. 
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(4-81) 0-arraa-bu-mu djidabarraabarra nowoogoda 
kill-PP king brown M:one 
arr-gaa-n-bi-ri 
l<3-IRR-bite-P 
Ί killed one king brown snake. It nearly bit me.' 
[idjidabarraabarra is Class II] 

(4-82) djamdrrabarday 0-arro-oree-garra njim-baalgi 
brolga 3I<l-see-Aux:PP II-lots 
Ί saw lots of brolgas.' [djamdrrabarday is Class II] 

As (4-82) demonstrates, a noun may take both Class I and Class II 
agreement within the same clause. Class II non-human nouns are also 
attested taking Class III agreement, though fairly infrequently. 

(4-83) gabardeeba ma-yaa-yi-ngi namaabirri 
emu III-PR-go-PR III:there 
'An emu is going along. It is over there.' 

Class III agreement is also attested for Class I non-human nouns, 
though not for Class I higher animates in the available data. 

(4-84) wanbiirndil ma-baalgi=nu 
tick III-lots=3MIO 
'(The dog) has lots of ticks.' 

Class III agreement is much more frequently attested with Class IV 
referents. 

(4-85) gaabay ma-waarridji 
ironwood III-die:PP 
'The ironwood died.' 

Given that the unmarked class association of plants is with Class III, 
it might appear that this is simply an example of regularisation of class 
concord. However Class III agreement is found extensively with Class 
IV referents, which are not in any sense prototypically associated with 
Class III. 
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(4-86) gabaloowadi ma-ya-ardamanj-mee-gi 
road III-PR-go around-Aux-Aux:PR 
'The road twists around.' 

(4-87) ngoondji rabaalarr namaabirri ng-gaa-yi-ngi 
other river III: there IV-here-go-PR 
gu-walaawala mananggaarr 
IV:little IV-that 
'It is another little river there, that comes here, that one.' 

In addition to showing Class III agreement, Class IV referents are 
also commonly attested with Class I agreement. 

(4-88) djoorrgu gu-marrawaarra 0-aa-yi-ngi 
wind IV-big 3I-here-go-PR 
Ά big wind is coming here.' 

Class I agreement is also found with Class III referents. 

(4-89) yaanama djanaanjgu 
where:III woomera 
'Where is the woomera?' 

0-yoo-ri magaadja 
3I-lie-PR that:IV 
'It is lying there.' 

These apparently diverse agreement patterns can be summarised in 
terms of the parameters listed in (4-90). 

(4-90) a. Humans: Human referents normally take agreement 
marking in accordance with their gender (Class I for 
males, Class II for females). However Class II referents 
occasionally show Class I concord on demonstratives. 

b. Non-human Animates: Non-human animates tend to 
show Class I concord. Class III concord is occasionally 
found, chiefly with lower animates. 
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c. Inanimates: Inanimates tend to take Class III concord. 
However Class I concord is also found. 

These patterns may in turn be summarised in terms of a 
superclassing opposition between Class I and Class III based on the 
animacy hierarchy. Class I is the superclass for animates and Class III is 
the superclass for inanimates. There is some indeterminacy with respect 
to the superclassing of lower animates and Class II higher animates. The 
occurrence of Class I agreement with inanimates can be understood as 
representing a further and ultimate superclassing, where all referents are 
superclassed into a single class. 

It might appear that these superclassing patterns are examples of the 
effects of language death. While language death effects are undoubtedly 
of significance (1.3), the available evidence argues that these 
superclassing patterns are a different phenomenon. Firstly, agreement 
superclassing of this nature is found in a number of the languages of the 
western Top End (Harvey 1997b), including Bininj Gunwok which is a 
viable language (Evans 1997). Secondly, the agreement superclassing 
patterns do not follow the pattern that language death effects have been 
observed to cause elsewhere in Australia. Schmidt (1985) studied the 
effects of language death in Dyirbal. Dyirbal has a system of four noun 
classes, which is broadly similar to the Gaagudju system. The domains 
associated with the four classes in traditional Dyirbal (Schmidt 1985: 
152) are listed in (4-91). 

(4-91) I bayi Animateness, Human masculinity 
II balan Human femininity, Water, Fire, Fighting 
III balam Edible fruit and vegetable food 
IV bala Residue class for everything else 

A number of changes affect this noun class system in the Dyirbal 
spoken by partial speakers (Schmidt 1985: 151-168). Among the less 
fluent speakers there is a simple three way class distinction, as set out in 
(4-92). 

(4-92) I bayi Animateness, Human masculinity 
II balan Human feminity 
III bala Residue/inanimate 
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The significant point in relation to the phenomenon of agreement 
superclassing is that the traditional Dyirbal inanimate classes III and IV 
are merged under the form of Class IV. This would appear to follow in a 
direct manner from the semantic markedness relationship that exists 
between the two classes. Class IV, being the residue class, is 
semantically the unmarked inanimate class. The same situation holds in 
Gaagudju (4.6). Given this fact, it would appear a reasonable prediction 
that Classes III and IV should fall together under the form of Class IV, 
if agreement superclassing is a language death phenomenon. The fact 
that the Class III forms are the superordinate alternants suggests that 
agreement superclassing is not a language death phenomenon. 

A final factor which suggests that language death is not relevant is 
that agreement superclassing is attested in material given by both fluent 
consultants, Peggy Balmana and Little Dolly Yarnmalu. Further, 
agreement superclassing was characteristic of the more fluent and 
confident speech of these two consultants, rather than of their less 
confident, more uncertain speech. 

4.8 Personal pronouns 

The personal pronoun paradigms are set out in Table 4-2 and Table 4-3. 
In all the pronoun paradigms, the 3rd person shows a two-way 
masculine vs feminine gender opposition. Referents belonging to Class 
I are of the masculine gender. Referents belonging to Classes II, III and 
IV are of the feminine gender. 

Table 4-2 Base and prominence pronoun paradigms 

MIN FUA MUA AUG MA 
1 ngaayi ~ ngaa-njdja ngaa-mana ngaa-mba ~ ngaa-da 

ngaanj-ma ngee-mba 
1+2 maneerra manaa-njda manaa-mana manee-mba manaa-da 
2 ngiinja nginjaa-njdja nginjaa-mana nginjee-mba nginjaa-da 
3M naawu nowoo-njdja nowoo-mana nowoo-mba nowoo-da 
3F ngaayu ngoyoo-njdja 

Prominence Paradigm = Base Paradigm + -ma 
[The IMin Prominence form is exceptionally ngaanj-ma and not 
*ngaayi-ma] 
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Table 4-3 Other pronoun paradigms 

-yirri 'self -gaduwa 'alone' -ru 'first' 
1 ngaa-yirri ngadj-gaaduwa ngaa-ru 
1+2 manee-yirri manee-gaduwa maneerra-ru 
2 nginjaa-yirri nginjaa-gaduwa nginjaa-ru 
3M nowoo-yirri nowoo-goda(wa) nowoo-ro 
3F ngoyoo-yirri ngoyoo-goda(wa) ngoyoo-ro 

(4-93) magaarra gaadju 0-ardeebonjdji nowoo-yirri 
that: I dog 3I-lick:PR 3MMIN-self 
'That dog is licking himself.' [gaadju is Class I] 

(4-94) ngameneega moodiga ma-ya-balabandjoo-ri 
why car III-PR-run-PR 
ngoyoo-yirri 
3FMIN-self 
'Why is the car running along by itself?' [moodiga is Class III] 

(4-95) ng-gabarnka-djee-gi ngoyoo-yirri 
IV-spill-detr-detr:PP 3FMIN-self 
'(The tea) spilt by itself.' [both dii 'tea' andgaardu 'water' are 
Class IV] 

(4-96) gadjaalnga 0-djaarra magaadja giindji 
turtle 3I-went across that:IV this way 
giindji=nggaan 0-aya-yabaanj-ma-ngi ngaayu 
this way=LOC IV<3F-first-Aux-PR 3FMIN 
gadjaalnga 0-djaarra 
turtle 31-went across 
'(The place) "turtle went across", that is this way, this way. It 
is first, it, "turtle went across".' 
[geographical features are proto-typically associated with Class 
IV. In this case the place name gadjaalnga 0-djaarra is 
assigned to Class IV, even though gadjaalnga 'turtle' is Class 
I ] 

An examination of the personal pronoun paradigms set out in Table 
4-2 and Table 4-3, and also of the kin noun possessive paradigms (Table 
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4-4), suggests that historically there was a distinction between the free 
and bound forms of the pronoun stems, as set out in (4-97). 

Free Bound 
1 ngaayi ngaDJ-
1+2 maneerra manaa-
2 ngiinja nginjaa-
3M naawu nowoo-
3F ngaayu ngoyoo-

At a further historical remove it appears likely that the bound forms 
are to be derived from the free forms by various processes of reduction, 
vowel grade and vowel harmonies. However even the free vs bound 
distinction suggested in (4-97) cannot be maintained synchronically, as 
there are various additional irregularities. For example, the -ru 'first' 
suffix attaches to the bound stem. However the 1+2 minimal form is 
maneerra-ru, involving the free form, and not *manaa-ru. 

The pronoun paradigms differ in whether the number markers are 
suffixes or clitics. The number markers are clitics with the -yirri 'self 
and -gaduwa 'alone' paradigms, and as such they follow the -yirri 'self 
and -gaduwa 'alone' suffixes (4.10.2). With the Base and Prominence 
paradigms, they are suffixes. This is shown by the fact that they do not 
attach to the minimal form, which they do in all other circumstances. 
Rather they generally attach to the bound stem. It is also shown by the 
fact that the 1 augmented form ngee-mba-ma can show high front vowel 
realisations (2.8.2). The augmented number marker does not otherwise 
show high front vowel realisations. 

(4-98) ngee-mba-ma [^embama ~ geembimi] 
1 -AUG-PRM 

The Prominence marker follows the number markers. It too is a 
suffix, as it shows a high vowel realisation in this form. It also 
irregularly selects the bound stem in the 1 Minimal: ngaanj-ma instead 
of *ngaayi-ma. Otherwise, it attaches to the corresponding free form. 

The number markers show a somewhat complicated pattern in the -ru 
'first' paradigm. With the non-3rd persons, the -ru 'first' suffix follows 
the number marker, paralleling the order found with these forms as 
clitics (7.11.2) 
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(4-99) nginjee-mba-ru njing-gee-bu=mba=ru 
2-AUG-first 2-here-went=AUG=first 
'Did you lot come here first?' 

(4-100) ngiinja-ma magaarra anmarrabaalbu 
2MIN-PRM that:I old man 
gu-marra-abaanj-ma manee-mba-ru 
IV<l+2-go first-Aux:FU 1+2-AUG-first 
'You and that old man (and me), we will go first.' 

Forms with this structure are also found with the 3rd person, at least 
with the disyllabic MUA clitic =mana. 

(4-101) nowoo-mana-ru ee-n-ya=mana djirriingi geerrmada 
3M-MUA-first 3I-FU-go=MUA man two:M 
ngee-mba baarri 
1-AUG behind 
'They will go first, the two men. Us behind.' 

3rd person forms, involving monosyllabic clitics, showed a different 
structure. In these forms, the -ru 'first' suffix occurs twice, and both 
instances of this suffix and of the number marker show lol vowel 
harmony allomorphs (2.8.3). 

(4-102) magaadja=njdja njinggooduwa geeninjdjada 
that:II=FUA woman two:F 
ngoyoo-ro-njdjo-ro garrmaarna manee-mba baarri 
3F-first-FUA-first after 1+2-AUG behind 
'Those two women, those two first, us after behind.' 

(4-103) magaarra-mba 0-ee-bu=mba nowoo-ro-mbo-ro 
that: 1=AUG 3I-here-went=AUG 3-first-AUG-first 
0-a-wagaa-y=mba 
3I-here-go back-PP=AUG 
'Did that lot come first? Did they come back first?' 

This unusual double occurrence probably relates to conflicts between 
various morphological concatenation principles. The general principle 
governing the ordering of the 'first' morpheme is that it attaches after 
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the number clitics. However, another general principle of ordering is 
that the number markers attach to the corresponding minimal base. In 
this case, the minimal bases are nowoo-ro and ngoyoo-ro and include 
the 'first' suffix. The double occurrence of the 'first' suffix satisfies 
both principles. It is possible that there was variation in the augmented 
3rd person forms, with forms such as nowoo-mba-ru occurring as well 
as nowoo-ro-mbo-ro. 

The functions of the -ru 'first' paradigm are not examined in this 
section, as they do not appear to be distinct from the general functioning 
of the =ru 'first' clitic. Readers are referred to 6.5.6 and 7.11.2 for a 
discussion of the functions of this clitic/suffix. 

4.8.1 Base and prominence pronoun paradigms 

As Gaagudju is a language which has up to three positions of 
pronominal cross-reference (6.3 & 7.4), the free personal pronouns do 
not have a high frequency of occurrence in what may be described as 
core clausal roles. The distinction between the Base and Prominence 
pronouns appears roughly to be a distinction between predicative and 
contrastive topic functions. The Base pronouns convey a meaning 
roughly of the type 'the one who is me, you, etc'. 

(4-104) naawu ma-n-gaarra-ri birribiirriyu nji-n-boo-mu 
3MMIN III<3M-have-PI club II<3M-hit-PP 
'Him, he had a club. He hit her.' 
[The one who is him, he had a club. He hit her.] 

The Prominence pronouns, on the other hand, convey a meaning 
roughly of the type 'the one who is me etc, and not. 

(4-105) gaayu i-rree-ni-ngi gurneembu ngaayi 
Neg 3I<l-cook-PIRR goose 1MIN 
i-rree-ni-ngi manaarra=nji-waala 0-ee-ni-gi 
3I<l-cook-PIRR 1+2MIN=II-Y: Sibling 3I<3F-cook-PP 
ngaayu-ma 
3FMIN-PRM 
Ί did not cook the goose. Me, I did not cook it. Our younger 
sister cooked it, her.' 
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[I did not cook the goose. The one who is me, I did not cook it. 
Our younger sister cooked it, the one who is her, and not me.] 

The contrast conveyed by the Prominence pronoun ngaayu-ma 'her' 
in (4-105) is to a specific and definite entity: the Base pronoun ngaayi 
'me'. However, in many examples of the usage of the Prominence 
pronouns, there is no clearcut focus of contrast. In these situations, there 
is no obvious distinction between the Base and Prominence pronouns. 
The characterisation of the distinction, given preceding, is based on 
situations such as (4-105), where there does appear to be an obvious 
contrast. If this characterisation is correct, then in situations where the 
distinction between the Prominence and Base pronouns is not obvious, 
the Prominence pronouns convey a contrast of an indefinite and non-
specific kind - in many cases amounting to 'and not the rest of the 
world'. This is only minimally different from the plain predicational 
meaning of the Base pronouns. 

If the -ma 'Prominence' suffix is to be assigned this contrastive 
meaning, then this in turn suggests that it is historically related to two 
other morphemes: the Subordinator clitic =ma (7.11.1), and the 
Prominence prefix ma-, which is found with certain demonstratives 
(4.10.1). The relationship to the Subordinator clitic =ma is perhaps not 
immediately obvious. However, in a number of northern languages, 
subordination and focus constructions are synchronically marked by the 
same formal mechanisms (Merlan 1981). Merlan (1981: 208) argues 
that the formal commonalities reflect semantic commonalities. In both 
subordination and focus constructions, the formal marking indicates to 
the hearer that the marked clause cannot be interpreted on its own, but 
must be interpreted by recourse to the fairly immediate linguistic 
context. No such relationship can be maintained synchronically in 
Gaagudju, because the -ma clitic marks the backgrounded constituent, 
whereas the -ma suffix marks the foregrounded focussed constituent 
itself. Nevertheless a historical relationship of this nature does seem 
likely, with the -ma suffix presumably having been in origin a clitic. 

The Prominence prefix found with demonstratives appears to be 
similar in meaning to the -ma suffix found with pronouns. The most 
obvious difference between the two is in their different morphological 
positionings. As we will see, some of the demonstratives also show 
unusual positionings for one other affixal paradigm: the noun class 
markers occur as suffixes with a couple of the demonstratives (4-183). 
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4.8.2 -Yirri 'self' and -gaduwa 'alone'pronoun paradigms 

The -gaduwa 'alone' and -yirri 'self paradigms have a complex 
relationship. The -yirri paradigm has a much broader semantic range 
than the -gaduwa paradigm. The -yirri 'self paradigm is usually found 
asserting the agentive and/or directed nature of the process, most 
commonly in situations where there is some potential doubt as to these 
factors. 

(4-106) ngaa-yirri ma-rra-yongoladjee-gi geedjawa 
ΙΜΙΝ-self III<l-make-PP true 
Ί made it myself, truly.' 

In some examples, the -yirri forms have a quasi-reflexive 
interpretation. 

(4-107) magaarra djirriingi nowoo-yirri 0-an-balaa-bu-ni 
that: I man 3MIN-self IV<3M-talk-Aux-PI 
maada 
yesterday 
'That man was talking to himself yesterday.' 

(4-108) ya-njing-geema nji-reegi nginjaa-yirri 
what-2-do:PP 2-shoot:PP 2MIN-self 
'What did you do? Did you shoot yourself?' 

The -yirri forms in (4-107) and (4-108) do not have any genuine 
anaphoric reflexive function. The verb in (4-107) is inflected for a Class 
IV Object, which would take a Feminine pronominal form (4.8). The 
verb in (4-108) is a detransitivised form, which could be interpreted as a 
reflexive without the presence of the -yirri form (7.7). Therefore neither 
of the -yirri forms can be interpreted as an Object anaphor. Rather it 
appears that the quasi-reflexive interpretation is better understood as a 
particular interpretation of the general "assertion of agency/ 
directedness" function of the -yirri paradigm. In (4-107) and (4-108) the 
-yirri forms assert agency and directedness, when other interpretations 
are possible. Without the -yirri form, (4-107) could mean 'the man was 
talking yesterday' and (4-108) could mean 'What did you do? Did you 
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get shot?'. There is one example where a -yirri form appears to assert 
directedness towards an experiencer. 

(4-109) ngorroongirr arr-gaa-bu-njdji ngaa-yirri-yu 
sleep 1 <3-hit-PR lMIN-self^3FIO 
Ί am sleepy.' 

The interpretation of this example is uncertain. The =yu '3FIO' clitic 
is not otherwise attested with -yirri forms. The inverse nature of the 
construction in (4-109) may also be relevant. Another possible 
interpretation of the general "assertion of agency/directedness" function 
is the solo nature of the agency. 

(4-110) 0-arra-adjarree-ga-ngga 
IV< 1 -clean-Aux-PP 
wuurrgim arr-geema 
work l-do:PP 

goornmu gu-marrawaarra 
morning IV-big 
ngaa-yirri 
lMIN-self 

Ί cleaned up this morning. I worked hard by myself.' 

This interpretation of -yirri overlaps with the meaning of -gaduwa 
'alone'. 

(4-111) arree-wagi walaalu ngadj-gaaduwa 
l:FU-goback camp lMIN-alone 
Ί will go back to camp, alone by myself.' 

The difference in meaning between the two forms appears to be that 
the -gaduwa forms indicate the absence of socially desired or expected 
company, whereas the -yirri forms do not necessarily have this 
implication. The -gaduwa forms are not commonly attested, and 
consequently it is not possible to comment fully on this aspect of their 
potential meaning. 

In addition to being infrequently attested, the -gaduwa paradigm also 
involves morphological irregularities, unlike the -yirri paradigm which 
is regular. The 3rd minimal forms of the -gaduwa paradigm have been 
affected historically by vowel harmony, and the final /wa/ syllable is 
optional. The distribution of the final /wa/ syllable does not however 
appear to be random. Rather, its distribution relates to the double 
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function of the 3rd minimal -gaduwa forms. These forms also function 
as the feminine and masculine forms of the numeral 'one' (6.5.6). 

The long variants with /wa/ are attested with both the pronominal 
'alone' function, and with the numeral 'one' function. The short 
variants are attested only in the numeral function. The short variants are 
overwhelmingly the preferred forms for expressing the numeral 
function. The short variants were attested in this function from the very 
beginning of fieldwork. The long variants were only attested much later 
in fieldwork. Further they were only attested in the numeral function 
after they had been first attested in the 'alone' function. 

As such it appears that for my principal consultant Peggy Balmana, 
at least, the numeral use of the long variants was primed by their 'alone' 
use. The differences, both in the range of the variants and in their 
frequencies in the numeral function, appear to be sufficient to establish 
'M:one' and 'F:one' as separate lexemes from 'him alone' and 'her 
alone'. The difference in citation forms is set out in (4-112). 

(4-112) tiowoo-godawa ngoyoo-godawa 
'3M-alone' '3F-alone' 

nowoogoda ngoyoogoda 
'M:one' 'F:one' 

In connection with the 3rd minimal forms, there is also the lexeme 
njinggooduwa 'woman' to be considered. This lexeme appears 
historically to consist of the Class II prefix *njing- and *gaduwa 
'alone'. This in turn suggests that * gaduwa may originally have been an 
adjective root. 

The interaction between the forms for 'one' and the 3rd minimal 
'alone' forms probably explains the rarity of 3rd person augmented 
forms in the 'alone' paradigm. Augmented forms did occur with other 
persons. 

(4-113) ngameneega nj-djaa-ni=mana nginjaa-gaduwa=mana 
why 2-PR-sit=MUA 2-alone=MUA 
'Why are the pair of you sitting alone?' 

However, they were not easily elicitable with the 3rd person. The 
only example shows a somewhat irregular structure. 
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(4-114) anmarrabaalbu=mana 0-nii-ri=mana 0-nii-ri=mana 
old man=MUA 3I-sit-PR=MUA 3I-sit-PR=MUA 
nowoo-goda=mana-wa 
3M-alone=MUA-? 
'That pair of old men are sitting down alone.' 

The augmented form nowoo-goda=mana-wa involves a final /wa/ 
syllable, which may be the same as the rare nominal suffix -wa (4.3), or 
it may appear by analogy with the minimal forms. Elicitations for 3rd 
person augmented 'alone' meanings were usually translated with forms 
from the -yirri paradigm. 

(4-115) magaarra=mana anmarrabaalbu =mana 
that:I=MUA old man =MUA 
0-nii-ri=mana nowoo-yirri-mana 
3I-sit-PR=MUA 3M-self=MUA 
'That pair of old men are sitting alone.' 

4.9 Kin nouns and kinship terminology 

This section is chiefly concerned with the formal structure of nouns 
with kinship reference. Kinship terminology in Gaagudju, as in many 
Australian languages, is a matter of considerable complexity. The basic 
referential patterning of nouns with kinship reference is set out in 
Figures 4-1 and 4-2. These figures proceed from the perspective of a 
second preference marriage to gubeengga 'cross-cousin'. First 
preference marriage involves a skewing, which is set out in Figure 4-3. 
This skewing is obligatory for actual, genealogical kin, and may be 
extended to others, closely connected by links of affinity and life 
history. 

Most members of the set of nouns with kinship reference are 
formally kin nouns. Kin nouns are that class of nominals which show 
paradigmatic variation for the person of the possessor (propositus). 
There are some nouns with kinship reference which are not kin nouns, 
and there is one kin noun which does not have kinship reference 
simpliciter. 
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Figure 4-3. First preference marriage 
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There are two quite distinct structures for indicating the possessor 
with kin nouns. The most common structure involves the compounding 
or affixation of pronouns, which indicate the possessor. Table 4-4 sets 
out the paradigm for these pronominal forms. The paradigm is 
incomplete in that the 2nd person MA form is missing (it is presumably 
nji-da-). The 3rd minimal forms are circumfixes. Historically, they 
consist of the bound pronominal root (4-97) as a prefix, and the -da 
suffix (4.3). 

Table 4-4 Kinship Pronominal Possessors 

MIN FUA MUA 
1 ngaDJ- ngaa-njdja= ngaa-mana= 
1+2 manaarra= manaa-njda= manaa-mana= 
2 nji- nji-njdja- nji-mana-
3M nowo-X-da tiowoo-njdja= nowoo-mana= 
3F ngoyo-X-da ngoyoo-njdja= 

AUG MA 
1 ngaa-mba= ngaa-da= 
1+2 manaa-mba= manaa-da= 
2 nji-mba-
3M nowoo-mba- nowoo-da= 

The class of nouns which inflect according with this paradigm 
includes the stem in (4-116). 

(4-116) guwaalawa ' mother's country' 

This form is not straightforwardly a kinship term. However, given 
the intimate and inherent connection between kinship and land 
ownership in Aboriginal sociality, the coding of this noun as a kin noun 
is unsurprising. It forms part of a more general linguistic coding of land 
ownership as inalienable possession. The noun meaning 'country, 
territory' in Gaagudju is walaalu ~ waala (the second variant is much 
less frequent). The term for 'mother's country' is probably to be 
analysed historically as consisting of the second variant, plus the Class 
IV prefix gu-, and a -wa suffix which is irregularly attested elsewhere in 
Gaagudju (4.3). 
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The noun walaalu ~ waala is in fact highly polysemous in Gaagudju. 
It has a range of geographical meanings 'camp, country, ground, place, 
territory'. It also has a range of repetition meanings 'times, etc' (6.5.6). 
The second set of meanings may be ignored for present purposes, as 
they are not synchronically relatable to the first set. Within the first set 
of geographical meanings, there is a construction which singles out the 
'owned territory' meaning. 

(4-117) yaanangga ~nja=walaalu ngiinja=da-walaalu 
where:IV =2IO=country 2MIN=Lig-country 
'Where is your country?' 

nanggaarri ngaayi=da-walaalu 
IV:here 1 MIN=Lig-country 
'This is my country here.' 

The first construction involving walaalu is an incorporation 
construction which classes walaalu with inalienably possessed part 
nouns (6.8). In this construction walaalu can mean 'camp, country, 
place, territory'. The second and third constructions involving walaalu 
are unique to this noun. They are compounds consisting of a base 
pronoun, the ligature -da (4.3), and walaalu. In this particular 
compound construction, it appears that walaalu only has the meaning of 
'owned territory'. While this construction type is not formally identical 
to the kin noun possessive constructions, there are obvious formal 
parallels. The formal similarities are almost certainty iconic of the social 
commonalities in the classification of kin and country. 

The other kin noun construction type in Gaagudju is a compound 
structure involving fully inflected forms of the verb wu 'to give' and the 
kin noun maaba 'woman's child'. This construction type is used for 
central affinal 'in-law' relationship between a man, on the one hand, 
and his wife's mother and wife's uncle on the other hand. The possessor 
(propositus) in this construction is indicated by the ergative prefix to the 
verb 'give'. 

There are two formally distinct subtypes of this construction. My 
main consultant Peggy Balmana showed some uncertainty about these 
in-law terms, other than those with a first person possessor, and she 
used the two formal compound structures in apparent free variation. The 
more commonly attested compound structure is illustrated following. 
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(4-118) arr-ga-wu-maaba 'my mother-in-law' [WM, WMB] 
1 <3 -gi ve: PP-woman' s child 
lit. '(S)he gave me woman's child.' 

0-arra-wu-maaba 'my son-in-law' [wDH, mZDH] 
3I<l-give:PP-woman's child 
lit. Ί gave him woman's child.' 

In this compound subtype in (4-118) the verb 'give' occurs in a fully 
inflected Past Perfective form, and the compounds have the literal 
meanings indicated. This compound structure consists of a single 
phonological word. The verb does not have an independent stress, and 
there is a single intonation contour over the whole form. If the form 
involved two phonological words, then it would have the structure in (4-
119). 

(4-119) 0-arraa-wu=maaba 'my son-in-law' [wDH, mZDH] 
3I<l-give:PP=woman's child 
lit. Ί gave him woman's child.' 

The other terms attested conforming to this compound subtype are as 
follows. 

(4-120) nji-rra-wu-maaba 'son-in-law's sister' [wDaHuSi] 
II<l-give:PP-woman's child 
lit. Ί gave her woman's child.' 

ga-marra-wu-maaba 'our mother-in-law' 
3>l+2-give:PP-woman's child 
'(S)he gave us woman's child.' 

0-marra-wu-maaba 'our son-in-law' 
3I<l+2-give:PP-woman's child 
lit. 'We gave him woman's child.' 

nj-dje-wu-maaba 'your mother-in-law' 
2<3F-give:PP-woman's child 
lit. 'She gave you woman's child.' 
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The alternate less commonly attested compound subtype shows 
interesting differences. 

(4-121) arr-go-o-da-maaba 'my mother-in-law' 
l<3-give-Lig-woman's child 
lit. '(S)he gives me woman's child.' 

nji-ngo-o-da-maaba 'your mother-in-law' 
2<3F.PR-give-Lig-woman's child 
lit. 'She gives you woman's child.' 

0-ayo-o-da-maaba 'his mother-in-law/her son-in-law' 
3I<3F.PR-give-Lig-woman's child 
lit. 'She gives him woman's child.' 

These forms again involve wu 'to give' and maaba 'woman's child'. 
However they are distinct from the previous compound type in that they 
also involve the ligature -da (4.3), and in the fact that the verb wu 'to 
give' is in a different category, the Present as opposed to the Past 
Perfective. Not only are the forms of wu 'to give' in a different 
category, but the forms in this compound type also show phonological 
reduction from the corresponding independent forms. The usual forms 
of the verbs in (4-121) are set out in (4-122). 

(4-122) arr-gaa-wo-y nji-ngaa-wo-y 0-ayaa-wo-y 
1 <3-give-PR 2<3F-give-PR 3I<3F-give-PR 
'(S)he gives me.' 'She gives you.' 'She gives him.' 

When followed by an apical segment such as /d/, the final palatal /y/ 
is deleted by a regular process (3.5). Consequently, the predicted 
compound forms would be those listed in (4-123). 

(4-123) *arr-ga-wo-da-maaba 'my mother-in-law' 
1 <3-give-Lig-woman's child 
lit. '(S)he gives me woman's child.' 

*nji-nga-wo-da-maaba 'your mother-in-law' 
2<3F.PR-give-Lig-woman's child 
lit. 'She gives you woman's child.' 
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*0-aya-wo-da-maaba 'his mother-in-law/her son-in-law' 
3I<3F.PR-give-Lig-woman's child 
lit. 'She gives him woman's child.' 

The attested forms involve a further reduction of the unstressed 
sequence *a-wo to /oo/. This reduction is attested as a fast speech 
process elsewhere in Gaagudju (2.8.3). In addition to the forms listed in 
(4-121), the following form conforming to this pattern is also attested. 

(4-124) nji-n-do-o-da-maaba 'your son-in-law' 
2<3M-PR-give-Lig-woman's child 
lit. 'He gives you woman's child.' 

This form was given as an equivalent of the Bininj Gunwok term 
na-gurrng in the meaning 'son-in-law'. However the form itself would 
suggest that it was the equivalent of the Bininj Gunwok term na-gurrng 
in the meaning 'wife's uncle'. It is probable that this mismatch in 
meanings results from a mistake by Peggy Balmana, owing to her 
uncertainties concerning forms with other than a first person possessor. 
While Peggy Balmana was unsure of the full range of in-law terms, it 
did appear that these compound structures covered the complete range 
of persons for both the referent and the possessor. 

There is evidence from Spencer's (1914: 79-81) listing of Gaagudju 
kin terms that these compounds did cover the full range of persons. 
Spencer lists a number of in-law terms. Among these are Komapa 
'man's wife's mother' and Proomapa 'woman's daughter's husband'. 
The Komapa form is recognisable as arr-ga-wu-maaba 'my mother-in-
law' (3-7), which in careful speech is [argewumaaba]. However in faster 
speech this form is reducible to [gumäaba]. The form Proomapa would 
appear to be birr-wu-maaba, which would be [birwumäaba] in careful 
speech, and could become [brumaaba] in faster speech. This form 
however raises another issue, as it has the meaning shown in (4-125). 

(4-125) bi-rr-wu-maaba 
2<1-gave-woman's child 
lit. Ί gave you woman's child.' 

This term would appear to be an address term used by a senior in-law 
to a junior in-law (Spencer's list would imply mother-in-law to son-in-
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law). Spencer's list of Gaagudju kin terms is reasonably accurate both 
in terms of transcription and reference. The form Proomapa/bi-rr-wu-
maaba cannot therefore simply be dismissed as a mistake. Further the 
compound is correctly structured in formal terms. It follows the pattern 
of the other compounds involving the Past Perfective forms of wu 'to 
give'. 

There was no evident distinction between the Past Perfective 
compounds and the Present compounds. However, it seems likely that 
there was a distinction, probably allowing for the presentation of fine-
grained distinctions in affinal relationships, commonly a strategic 
domain in Aboriginal sociality. 

There are two other affinal kin terms which are based on verbal 
constructions. One of these is an in-law term. 

(4-126) nji-n-daa-ma-ngi-da 'man's father-in-law' 
II<3M-PR-get-PR-SUB 
lit. 'The male one who gets her.' 

The term nji-n-daa-ma-ngi-da consists of the Present verb form 
nji-n-daa-ma-ngi 'he gets her/you' and the substantiviser -da (4.3). This 
term is formally constructed in a manner similar to that of the Present 
tense in-law terms exemplified in (3-10). Given that the term refers to 
an affinal relationship it would appear likely that the Object of nji-n-
daa-ma-ngi is 'her' rather than 'you' (the 2nd and 3rd feminine persons 
are neutralised in the Absolutive prefixes. 5.5). However 'he gets her' 
would appear more likely to be a reference by a man to his son-in-law, 
rather than to his father-in-law. It is possible that some type of semantic 
inversion is involved. Peggy Balmana was confident and consistent in 
her use of this form through a number of field sessions. Therefore it 
does not appear that the form can be analysed as a mistake as (3-13) 
appears to be. 

The other verbally based affinal construction refers to a married 
couple. 

(4-127) nji-n-darraangga-ba mabaari 
II<3M-put up-Aux:PP hip 
'They are a married couple.' 
lit. 'He has put up/built her hip.' 
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This idiom involves the lexeme 'hip' which is frequently found in 
Aboriginal expressions referring to marriage. It is almost certainly the 
case that the Gaagudju affinal kinship terminology showed further 
complexities beyond those described here. Spencer lists a number of 
other affinal kin terms that my consultants did not recognise. 

There are a few nouns which refer to kin relationships, but do not 
allow for reference to the possessor. Consequently, they are not 
members of the formal class of kin nouns. Among these is the term 
mabaalmurdu ~ magaalmurdu, whose reference is not entirely certain. 
It appears to have a generic reference meaning 'avoidance category 
relationships' (ie. people in a primary in-law relationship). It was given 
as the equivalent of the Kriol term '(poison) cousin' which refers to 
these relationships. It is used to describe dyadic relationships between, 
at least male, in-laws. 

(4-128) magaarra=mana djirriingi mabaalmurdu nowoo-mana 
that:I=MUA man avoidance 3M-MUA 
'Those two men are cousins (in an avoidance relationship).' 

In discussions as to whether Gaagudju had had an avoidance register, 
Peggy Balmana stated that there had been such a register, though she 
did not know it, and that it had been called mabaalmurdu ~ 
magaalmurdu. 

There are two nouns which refer to sibling relationships, but which 
are not formally kin nouns. These two nouns denote absolute seniority 
in sibling relationships: ganjdjilaarrama 'oldest brother' and njing-
geerradama 'oldest sister'. These two terms may be used of any sibling 
set. 

(4-129) magaarra ngadj-baaba=mana 
that: I 1 MIN-father=MUA 
'They are my two fathers.' 

yaana magaarra ganjdjilaarrama 
where:I that:I oldest brother 
'Which one is the oldest?' 

Spencer also lists a set of bereavement terms. My consultants 
recognised five of the forms listed. 
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(4-130) na-wudbugaarra 
'Br of deceased' 
na-woordomalay 
'widower' 
na-marlaadja 
'orphan' 

The 'orphan' term na-marlaadja apparently only occurs in a 
masculine form, as it does in Bininj Gunwok. Gaagudju has no distinct 
formal mechanism for marking dyadic relationships. Dyadic 
relationships are described by propositions. 

(4-131) ngoyo-mogoongo-da ngoyoo-njdja 
3F-0.sister-MIN 3F-FUA 
'Those two are sisters.' 
lit. 'Her older sister, those two (female).' 

4.10 Demonstratives 

The term demonstrative is used with two senses in this grammar. One 
sense is the formal meaning defined in (4-3). The other sense is to refer 
to that class of forms which bear an inherent specification for 
definiteness. There is a rough correlation between the two usages. The 
following sections 4.10.1 and 4.10.2 are concerned with the 
semantically defined class of demonstratives. The analysis of the formal 
class of demonstrative forms is considered in 4.11. 

4.10.1 Definite demonstratives 

In discussing the definite demonstratives in Gaagudju, it is useful to 
draw a distinction between locational usages and contextual usages. 
Locational usages physically locate an entity, with the speaker as deictic 
centre. Contextual usages may relate entities and/or events temporally, 
or they may convey the speaker's expectations as to the identifiability or 
discourse prominence of an entity and/or event. 

Gaagudju has two purely locational demonstratives, which show the 
usual proximate vs non-proximate distinction. 

njing-gudbugaarra 
'Si of deceased' 
njing-goordomalay 
'widow' 
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(4-132) naarri 'here' naabirri 'there' 

Gaagudju has a large number of demonstratives which have both 
locational and contextual usages. These demonstratives are hereafter 
referred to as 'contextual' demonstratives. The distinctions between the 
various contextual demonstratives appear to be fine-grained. One 
important point to be noted from the outset is that there were noticeable 
differences in the patterns of usage of the contextual demonstratives 
between various consultants. The two fluent consultants, Peggy 
Balmana and Little Dolly Yarnmalu, showed similar patterns of usage. 
On the other hand, Nelson Mulurrinj a consultant with a partial 
knowledge, showed a much greater usage of the various "emphatic" 
demonstrative forms. 

However I suspect that the fluent vs partial distinction was not the 
critical factor in the different patterns of usage. Rather I suspect that it 
reflected differences in socially constructed personas. Sutton (1982: 
185) reports that the Wik languages of Cape Keerweer show register 
differences between "big" respectful speech and "small" ordinary 
speech. These register differences are linguistically marked by the 
choice between large numbers of synonymous and partially 
synonymous "big" words and "small" words. Sutton also reports that 
there are significant differences in the usage of these registers between 
speakers. "Big men" use the "big" words more commonly and more 
freely than other less powerful people do. The free and common usage 
of "big" words is thus an element in the social persona of "big men". 

Nelson Mulurrinj is the senior male landowner in his area, and a 
figure of some authority. I hypothesise that, as a "big man", it was 
appropriate for him to use "emphatic" forms frequently, given that the 
"emphatic" forms signal the speaker's knowledge and certainty to the 
hearer. It is less appropriate for females, such as Peggy Balmana and 
Little Dolly Yarnmalu, to use the "emphatic" forms frequently, as they 
should not signal knowledge and certainty as often as "big men". I do 
not wish to suggest that the patterns of usage of emphatic forms in 
Gaagudju is entirely isomorphic with the patterns of register usage in 
Cape Keerweer. The usage of emphatic forms does not encode social 
status as directly as register usage does. It is more open to marking 
differences in individual personalities. 

Nevertheless it is important to recognise that the contextual 
demonstratives have a significant interpersonal component to their 
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meanings, and that this interpersonal component in turn has a significant 
social aspect. This interpersonal component is not readily recoverable 
by elicitation. Consequently the analysis of the contextual 
demonstratives presented here is essentially based on my own 
understandings of the meanings of the forms, from my knowledge of the 
context of their usage. Consultants' translations play only a limited role 
in this analysis. There are three basic contextual demonstratives in 
Gaagudju. 

(4-133) magaarra 'that' manaarr 'that:emphatic' 
naamba 'emphatic' 

It may be noted that no proximate contextual demonstrative 'this' 
was elicited in the available data. The locational demonstrative naarri 
'here' may be used in the sense of 'the one here' (see also (4-149) 
following). The differences between the two 'that' demonstratives are 
not entirely certain (the two forms appear to be historically related - see 
4.11). It appears that the differences can be understood in something 
like the following terms. 

(4-134) magaarra: Ί assume you can identify the referent as non-
proximate, from your contextual knowledge' 

(4-135) manaarr: Ί assume you can identify the information as 
non-proximate, from your contextual knowledge, 
and I wish you to pay attention to it, because it is 
of significance' 

The most immediately salient difference between the two 'that' 
demonstratives is in the "emphasis" component of the meaning of the 
manaarr demonstrative. However this is not the only difference 
between the two. They also show significant differences in their 
distributional patterning. The manaarr demonstrative differs from all 
the other demonstratives, including the magaarra demonstrative, in 
having an important conjunctive function. It conveys meanings such as 
'that's why, then' (7.11.3). As such the manaarr demonstrative may 
refer to propositions, whereas all the other demonstratives are restricted 
to referring to some kind of entity, which is being tracked in the 
discourse. It does not appear that the difference in scope between the 
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manaarr and magaarra demonstratives relates directly to the difference 
in "emphatic" meaning between the two. Rather it would appear that a 
separate component of meaning is required to account for the difference 
in scope. I have used the terms "referent" (4-134), and "information" (4-
135) in an attempt to capture the difference in scope. 

The manaarr and magaarra demonstratives also differ in their 
patterns of distribution within the noun phrase. In 7.2, I argue the noun 
phrase can be defined in Gaagudju as a configuration of functions. The 
only obligatory function in the noun phrase is the Entity function, which 
describes the thing referred to. If the Entity function is not overtly 
realised by a nominal, then it must be recoverable from context (i.e. the 
Entity nominal may be ellipsed). The magaarra demonstrative is 
commonly found both in noun phrases where the Entity nominal is 
overtly present and in noun phrases where it is ellipsed. 

The manaarr demonstrative is also commonly found in noun phrases 
where the Entity nominal is ellipsed, but it is much less frequently 
found in noun phrases where the Entity nominal is present. This 
difference in distributional patterns probably does relate to the 
difference in emphatic meaning between the two demonstratives. The 
manaarr demonstrative, being emphatic, shows a high frequency of 
occurrence in reprise constructions. In Gaagudju there is a strong 
tendency to ellipse given information (Halliday 1985: 277), especially 
recently given information. Therefore it is to be expected that manaarr 
will tend to occur in noun phrases where the Entity nominal has been 
ellipsed as recently given information. 

The manaarr demonstrative is also similar in meaning to the naamba 
'emphatic' demonstrative. An approximation to the meaning of the 
naamba demonstrative is given in (4-136). 

(4-136) naamba: Ί assume you can identify the referent, and I wish 
you to pay attention to it, because it is of 
significance' 

The most salient difference between naamba and manaarr is that 
naamba is indifferent to the proximate vs non-proximate distinction. 
Indeed, in this respect naamba differs from all other definite 
demonstratives in Gaagudju. 
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(4-137) magaadja uluunggulu nanggaamba njee-n-yu 
that:II old woman IV:emph II-FU-sleep 
maadada 
night 
'Is that old woman going to sleep there tonight?' 

(4-138) moobiyu nanggaamba 0-yoo-ri 
animal IV:emph 3I-lie-PR 
'Are there any snakes here?' 

(4-139) ibärdbi arr-barna-badjee-gi namaamba djubaarra 
Neg 1-climb-Aux-EV III:emph tree 
arr-gardanj-bimee-ya 
1-fall-Aux-EV 
Ί am not going to climb that tree. I might fall.' 

(4-140) djiirri=djiirri=nu magaarra i-laawala 
QUAL=trouble=3MIO that:I I-little 
'That little boy is cheeky.' 

i-laawala 0-njaarndada naamba i-laawala 
I-little I-good I:emph I-little 
0-njaamdada 
1-good 
'This little boy is good.' 

A good illustration of the "emphatic" nature of naamba is provided 
by the following exchanges. 

(4-141) [M.H. The rainbow ate them?] 

gooyida, namardeedjurr nanggaabirri 
Neg.IMP rainbow IV:there 
baarri-yu-nanggaamba, nanggaamba, 
behind=3FIO=IV:emph IV:emph 
magaarra 0-an-ee-gi=mba yunggaalya 
that:I 3I<3M-cook-PP=AUG devil 
'No. The rainbow is there, behind that place. That devil cooked 
them.' 
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[M.H. The spirit killed all of them?] 
naamba gooro 0-aama-y warrayangal, 
I:emph like 3I-be-PR spirit name 
0-n-darroonggo-ba=mb deernmi, nowoo-mba 
31<3 M-close-Aux: PP=AUG also 3-AUG 
'That one, he is like the warrayangal spirit. He also closed 
them all up (in a cave), all of them.' 

The naamba demonstrative is used with reference to two entities, a 
place and a devil-spirit. In both cases the entity is initially introduced 
with another demonstrative. In the case of the place, it is the 'there' 
demonstrative form nanggaabirri. In the case of the devil-spirit, it is the 
non-emphatic 'that' form magaarra. However when each of these 
entities is taken up again, either immediately or almost immediately, the 
naamba demonstrative is used. The naamba demonstrative may be 
augmented by the Prominence prefix ma-. 

(4-142) gaayu=nu=gadjaalnga nanggaabirri 
Neg=3 MIO=turtle IV:there 
'There are no turtles there.' 

ma-nanggaamba idj-0-baalgi maardiyu 
PRM-IV:emph Aug-I-lots point 
'There are lots there on the point.' 

This is the only example of the ma- prefix with naamba. It appears 
that prefixation of the Prominence marker may serve to indicate the 
demonstrative is functioning as a contrastive topic. This would also be a 
reasonable interpretation of the function of prefixation of the 
Prominence marker with the naabirri 'there' demonstrative, where it is 
attested somewhat more frequently. 

(4-143) ma-naabirri 0-nja-n-baraa-ni gada gaayu 
PRM-I:there 3I<3M-IRR-spear-P but Neg 
0-an-marramiiri 
3I<3M-miss:PP 
'That bloke tried to spear (a wallaby), but no, he missed.' 
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(4-144) geerrmada=mana ma-n-biirna-wa=mana 
two:M=MUA III<3M-lose-Aux:PP=MUA 
'Two males got lost.' 

ngoondji ma-n-biirna-wa ulunj ngoondji 
other III<3M-lose-Aux:PP place name other 
ma-nanggaabirri nabarlek ma-n-biirna-wa 
PRM-IV:there place name III<3M-lose-Aux:PP 
'One got lost at Ulunj. The other got lost there, at Nabarlek.' 

As discussed in 4.8, this prefix appears to be related historically to 
the -ma Prominence suffix, which is found with the personal pronouns. 
The Prominence marker is not found with the other definite 
demonstratives (though see 6-128). However the other definite 
demonstratives, naarri 'here', magaarra 'that' and manaarr 'that', are 
attested with the Specific suffix -njdju. An approximation to the 
meaning of this suffix is given in (4-145). 

(4-145) -njdju: Ί wish you to pay attention to this particular referent, 
from a range of potentially suitable referents' 

The concept of selecting a particular referent from a range of 
potentially suitable referents appears to be an important factor in the 
occurrence of -njdju in a number of cases. One situation where this 
suffix occurred with particular frequency was in the discussion of life 
histories. Collection of life history material frequently involved 
discussion of a number of individuals. In many cases it was not clear 
which individual was the intended referent in a particular part of the 
discussions. Inquiries aiming to establish which individual was the 
intended referent frequently met with responses involving the -njdju 
suffix. The -njdju suffix was also found in other situations where the 
possibility of misidentification existed. 

(4-146) birnimirniimi manaa-njdju little green frog 
frog sp I:that-SPEC 
'The birnimirniimi, that specific one, it is a little green frog.' 
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goonggirr 0-djii-ri=ma birnimirniimi manaarr 
pandanus 3I-stand-PR=SUB frog sp I: that 
'The pandanus is where it lives, the birnimirniimi frog, that 
one' 

(4-146) provides a good example of this type of situation. The 
context for (4-146) was that birnimirniimi had been introduced as a 
potential place name. Both clauses in (4-146) involve the manaarr 
demonstrative. In the first clause which is concerned with the potential 
mis-identification of the term birnimirniimi, the Specific form 
manaa-njdju is used. In the second clause which provides further 
information on the birnimirniimi frog, the plain form manaarr is used. 
manaarr and manaa-njdju do not contrast simply in terms of 
"specificity". They also contrast in scope. As previously mentioned the 
manaarr demonstrative has important conjunctive functions (7.11.3). 
The Specific form manaa-njdju does not have any conjunctive 
functions. It simply helps to maintain referential cohesion, in the same 
way as the other definite demonstratives. It is in order to account for 
this difference the definition of the Specific suffix given in (4-145) 
involves the term "referent" rather than "information". 

The Specific suffix has its greatest frequency of occurrence with the 
manaarr demonstrative. It shows a lesser frequency of occurrence with 
the magaarra 'that' demonstrative. 

(4-147) gooyida yunggaalya bebebeebi magaarri-njdju 
Neg.IMP devil spirit name that:I-SPEC 
0-djii-ri roolorr=nggaana 
3I-stand-PR spring=LOC 
'No, not a devil, the bebebeebi spirit, that specific one. He lives 
in the springs.' 

(4-148) buu magaarra moobiyu 
kill. IMP that: I snake 
'Kill that snake!' 

[M.H. the word buu means'big river' too] 
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buu magaadji-njdju 
big river that:IV-SPEC 
'[Yes the word] buu is that one [big river too]' 

Again the concept of selecting a particular entity from a range does 
appear to be important in understanding the use of -njdju forms. This 
meaning is less evident with the naarri 'here' demonstrative. 

(4-149) namarree-njdju moodiga moonda baleeru 
III:here-SPEC car bad lest 
ma-djii-ngi nang-giirri ma-nga-n-dongaladjaa-ya=da 
III-stop-EV Ill-new III<3M-FU-make-FU=MA 
'This car is no good. It might stop. They will fix it up.' 

(4-150) 0-arree-dja-wa-y nanggarree-njdju walaalu 
IV<1-dislike-Aux-PR IV:here-SPEC camp 
Ί dislike this camp.' 

It is possible that the Specific suffix is simply an emphatic marker 
with the naarri 'here' demonstrative. In many cases this would appear 
to be its function, even with the two 'that' demonstratives manaarr and 
magaarra. Alternatively it may be that these forms should be analysed 
as proximate contextual demonstrative forms meaning 'this' (see 6-79). 

The -njdju paradigms of the manaarr, magaarra and naarri 
demonstratives all show variation from straightforward concatenation. 
The final /rr/ of the manaarr demonstrative base fails to be realised. 

(4-151) I manaarr manaa-njdju 
II mananjaarr mananjaa-njdju 
III manamaarr manamaa-njdju 
TV mananggaarr mananggaa-njdju 

This reflects a regular pattern in Gaagudju (3.7). The variations 
found with the magaarra and naarri pardigms are not regular. The final 
vowel of the stem appears as /i/, rather than as /a/ in the -njdju paradigm 
based on magaarra. 

(4-152) I 
II 

magaarra 
magaadja 

magaarri-njdju 
magaadji-njdju 
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III magaarrba 
IV magaadja magaadji-njdju 

In the -njdju paradigm based on naarri, the stress appears on the 
final vowel of the stem, and this vowel shows a vowel grade realisation 
as /ee/ (2.4.2). These variations are also attested in the locational form 
nanggarree-yu (4-193). 

(4-153) I naarri 
II njinaarri 
III namaarri namarree-njdju 
IV nanggaarri nanggarree-njdju 

The contextual demonstratives have so far been analysed 
individually. However given the plethora of contextual demonstrative 
forms in Gaagudju and the apparently fine-grained nature of the 
distinctions between them, it is also necessary to analyse them in a 
contrastive paradigmatic context. (4-154) provides a good example of 
one paradigmatic function that this plethora of forms apparently has. 

(4-154) maganaboobu ma-yaa-dji nanggaamba ngoyoogoda 
banyan tree III-PR-stand IV:emph F:one 
mabooliyo, magaadji-njdju, magulugurrumbaw, 
plain that:IV-SPEC place name 
magulugurrumbaw mananggaa-njdju, maganaboobu 
place name IV:that-SPEC banyan tree 
ma-yaa-dji 
III-PR-stand 
'The banyan tree standing alone there on the plain, that specific 
place, that is Magulugurrumbaw. Magulugurrumbaw that's it, 
where the banyan tree stands.' 

In (4-154) each reprise concerning the identification of the place 
magulugurrumbaw takes a different emphatic demonstrative form. As 
Halliday (1985: 277) observes in his discussion of information 
structuring "One form of newness that is frequent in dialogue is 
contrastive emphasis". From a contrastive paradigmatic point of view, 
the potentiality for conveying this facet of information structuring 
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would appear to be an important aspect of the meaning of the various 
contextual demonstratives, especially the emphatic forms. 

In the discussion of (4-142) - (4-144), I suggested the Prominence 
prefix may mark that the demonstrative is functioning as a contrastive 
topic. It seems likely that others of the contextual demonstratives have 
functions in marking topic-comment structures and also theme-rheme 
structures (if these two are to be differentiated). In this context, we may 
note that the paucity of other systems for morphologically marking 
discourse structures. The only other such systems are the systems of 
bound pronominals (5.5 & 7.4) and the Subordinator clitic, which is not 
common (7.11.1). In overall terms I would suggest that the plethora of 
contextual demonstratives is motivated functionally by the fact that the 
demonstrative system is one of the two main morphological systems for 
marking discourse structuring. A full testing of this hypothesis would 
require a reasonable textual basis. 

4.10.2 Indefinite/interrogative demonstratives 

Gaagudju has six indefinite/interrogative demonstratives. 

(4-155) waarra 'who' 
ngameena 'what' 
ngameneega 'why' 
yaana- 'where, which' 
ya- 'what, how, when' 
yama-da-geegirr 'how many' 

These demonstratives are most commonly attested in an interrogative 
function in the available data. However some of them are also attested 
with an indefinite function. 

(4-156) maada arr-gee-bu nanggaarri gaayu=nu=waarra 
yesterday 1-here-went IV:here Neg=3MIO=who 
i-n-ngaani-ngi 
3I-IRR-sit-P 
'Yesterday I came here, but there was nobody.' 
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(4-157) iinjdju ngameena 0-arro-oree-garra gaayu 
S.A. what 3I<l-see-Aux:PP Neg 
0-ng-goro-garraa-ri 
3I<l:IRR-see-Aux-P 
Ί can see something (over there). I cannot see it (properly).' 
[lit. I wonder what I have seen? I have not seen it (properly).] 

(4-158) marree-ya-mba ibdrdbi yaanangga 
l+2-go=AUG Neg where: IV 
marree-yo-ri=mba nanggaabirri marree-ya=mba 
1 +2-camp-PR=AUG IV:there l+2-go=AUG 
gu-ngaarndada walaalu 
IV-good camp 
'Let's go. There is nowhere to camp (here). We will go over 
there, there's a good camp (there).' 

(4-159) marree-ya-gi=mba bardbdnawarr warra 
l+2-go-EV=AUG Jabiru somebody 
ga-meerra-ma=mba=njoorno ga-meerra-ga=mba bordaan 
3> 1 +2-get=AUG=plS+0 3>l+2-take=AUG Darwin 
'If we go to Jabiru, somebody might get us and take us to 
Darwin.' 

(4-159) is of interest because it also illustrates the alternative way of 
indicating indefinite reference, by the use of 3rd person augmented 
forms. The verbal form ga-meerra-ma=mba=njoorno 'somebody might 
get us' in (4-159) bears the =njoorno clitic, which indicates that both 
Subject and Object are plural (6.5.4). 3rd person augmented forms are 
in fact commonly used to indicate indefinite reference. (4-160) provides 
a nice illustration of the apparent difference between the two methods of 
indicating indefinite reference. 

(4-160) 0-an-gaa-ngga=nga=mba=boordo maarri=maarri 
31<3 M-take-PP= 1 IO=AUG=IM knife 
iinjdju waarra 0-an-gaa-ngga 
S.A. who 3I<3M-take-PP 
'Somebody has taken my knife. I wonder who took it?' 
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It appears that 3rd augmented forms are used for non-specific 
indefinites, whereas the demonstratives are used for specific indefinites. 
(4-161) and (4-162) provide further illustration of the proposed specific 
vs non-specific distinction. 

(4-161) gaayu ng-gordoma-dji-gee-ni=nu-mba 
Neg l:IRR-tell off-Aux-Aux-PI=3MIO=AUG 
nowoo-mba-ma iinjdju 
3-AUG-PRM S.A. 
0-gordoma-djee-gi=nu-mba~njoorno 
3I-tell off-Aux-Aux:PP=3MIO=AUG=plS-K) 
'No I did not tell them off. Maybe somebody else told them 
off.' 

(4-162) 0-arraa-nga-wa=nu=gubaardi 0-aa-yi-ngi iinjdju 
IV< 1 -hear-Aux: PP=3 MIO=foot 3I-here-go-PR S.A. 
waarra 
who 
Ί can hear somebody's feet. I wonder who is coming up?' 

The formulae in (4-163) and (4-164) provide an approximation to the 
differences in meaning between the two types of indefinite reference. 

(4-163) Non-specific indefinite reference: I cannot identify a referent, 
and I have no beliefs about the identifiability of a referent. 

(4-164) Specific indefinite reference: I cannot identify a referent, but I 
believe that one is identifiable/I cannot identify a referent, and 
I do not believe that any is identifiable. 

The basic difference between the two patterns of indefinite reference 
marking appears to lie in the nature of the speaker's beliefs about the 
identifiability of the referent. The formula for specific indefinite 
reference in (4-164) is also helpful in understanding the commonalities 
between the specific indefinite and interrogative meanings of the 
indefinite demonstratives. An approximation to one of the interrogative 
meaning of the indefinite demonstratives is provided in (4-165). 
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(4-165) I cannot identify a referent, but I believe that you can identify 
one for me, and I want you to do so. 

This interrogative meaning is very similar to the positive specific 
indefinite meaning (a common pattern in Australian languages. Dixon 
1980: 372). The indefinite demonstratives do have other interrogative 
meanings which are not so directly relatable to the specific indefinite 
meanings (e.g. ngameneega 'why' does not interrogate an entity). The 
four indefinite demonstrative stems generally pattern in a manner 
similar to that found in many Australian languages, waarra 'who' and 
ngameena 'what' are the interrogatives for human and non-human 
referents respectively, ngameena is the unmarked one of the pair, as 
would be predicted. 

magaarra ibärdbi 0-arro-oroo-garra-y 
that: I Neg 3I<l-see-Aux-PR 

iinjdju gaadju iinjdju 
S.A. dog S.A. 
moobiyu ibärdbi 0-arro-oroo-garra-y 
animal Neg 3I<l-see-Aux-PR 

(4-166) ngameena 
what 
djirriingi 
man 
ngameena 
what 
maalbarr 
properly 
'What is that? I cannot see it, a man?, maybe it is a dog. I 
wonder what it is?, an animal?, I cannot see it properly.' 

As (4-166) demonstrates, a referent which is potentially either human 
or non-human takes the ngameena 'what' demonstrative. The ngameena 
demonstrative also conveys the meaning 'what kind o f . 

(4-167) ngaarndjil na-labirri 0-arro-odo-bidj-biiri-ngi 
fish I-YSibling 3I<l-cut-up-Aux-PR 
Ί am cutting up fish, younger brother.' 

ngameena ngaarndjil mogoongo 
what kind fish O.sister 
'What kind offish, older sister?' 
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ganbarragaardi na-labirri 
barramundi I-Y.Sibling 
'Barramundi, younger brother.' 

The propositional interrogative meaning 'why' is most commonly 
conveyed by the 'why' demonstrative ngameneega, which appears to be 
the Class IV form of ngameena historically (4.11). However, other 
interrogative forms based on ngameena also occur. 

(4-168) ngameena 0-djiinba nji-n-baara 
what I-reason 2<3M-strike:PP 
'For what reason did he strike you?' 

(4-169) 0-an-mee-gi=nga gardaawu naawu-ma 
IV<3M-Aux-PP= 1IO cheek 3MMIN-PRM 
iinjdju ngameena -naawu 
S.A. what=3MDAT 
'He gave me cheek, he did. I wonder what for?' 

(4-168) is the only example in the available data where ngameena 
occurs with the 'reason' adjective -djiinba. This adjective is otherwise 
found as a conjunction (7.11.3). The Dative marked form 
ngameena=naawu occurs somewhat more frequently, though still not 
commonly. Owing to the very limited attestation of these two 
alternative 'why' forms it is not possible to comment on the factors that 
might control the choice of these options. The remaining demonstrative 
stem yaana conveys both 'where' and 'which' meanings, a common 
situation in Australian languages. 

(4-170) yaana 0-nee-ga-ngga anmarrabaalbu 
where:I 3I<2-take-PP old man 
'Where is he? (Where) did you take the old man?' 

(4-171) yaana magaarra na-belaala=mba 0-nee-wu=mba 
which-I that: I I-child=AUG 3I<2-give:PP=AUG 
'Which one of those children did you give (the tucker) to?' 
'Where is he?, that one of the children that you gave the tucker 
to? ' 
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It appears that the locational 'where' meaning is the basic meaning, 
with the 'which' meaning being conveyed by an interpretation of this 
basic locative meaning, as suggested by the second translation in (4-
171). The functioning of the four indefinite demonstrative stems so far 
discussed, is essentially similar to that found in most Australian 
languages. However the two indefinite demonstrative prefixes show 
rather unusual patternings for Australian languages. The ya- 'what, 
how, when' prefix is almost certainly the original root form of the 
yaana 'where' demonstrative (4.11). The ya- prefix occurs with forms 
from the paradigm of the verb gama 'to be(come), to do, to say'. 

(4-172) ya-njing-gaama-y 
what-2-do-PR 
'What are you doingl' 

(4-172) illustrates probably the commonest occurrence of the ya-
prefix. However this construction has a range of interrogative functions 
extending well beyond this. The verbal and temporal interrogative 
meanings 'how' and 'when' are conveyed by this construction. 

(4-173) anmarrabaalbu ya-njing-gaama-y 0-na-yongoladjii-ngi 
old man how-2-do-PR IV<2-make-PR 
guubuy 
canoe 
Old man, how do you make a canoe?' 
[lit. Old man, how do you do it that you make a canoe?'] 

(4-174) ya-ng-geema njing-gee-bu goornmu moordu or 
when-IV-do:PP 2-here-went morning early or 
maadawa 
night 
'When did you come here, early this morning, or last night?' 
[lit. 'When did it happen that you came here, early this 
morning or last night?'] 

(4-175) ya-gu-weenmi nji-n-deema 
when-IV-do:FU 2-FU-get up 
'When will you get up?' 
[lit. 'When will it happen that you will get up?'] 
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In its function as the temporal interrogative 'when', this construction 
is always inflected for a Class IV Subject (4.6). It may be noted that the 
form of the verb in the construction varies according to whether past or 
future time is being interrogated. In addition to the functions where it is 
the only possible interrogative, this construction is also found as an 
alternative to some of the other demonstratives in certain functions. It is 
found as an alternative to ngameena 'what' in the 'what kind' meaning 
(cf. 6-110). 

(4-176) ya-0-gaama-y djaarli naarri 
how-3I-be-PR meat Iihere 
'What kind of meat is this?' 
[lit. ? 'In what manner does this meat exist?'] 

The exact meaning of this particular use of the ya- construction is not 
clear from the available data. The literal translation of (4-176) is a 
hypothesis as to the possible meaning of the ya- construction in this 
function. Under this hypothesis, the 'what kind' meaning is a secondary 
interpretation of a primary existential interrogation. This hypothesis 
may also be relevant to the other non-exclusive function of the ya-
construction; as a quantity interrogative 'how many/how much'. 

(4-177) ya-ng-geema gu-noo-ma wurridjoonggo 
how-IV-be:PP IV<2-get:PP lily root 
'How many lily roots did you get?' 
[lit. ? 'In what manner did they exist, the lily roots that you 
got.'] 

(4-178) ya-ma-gaama-y djunaarra gu-na-adjeerr-ma 
how-III-be-PR yam sp IV<2-dig-Aux:PP 
'How many yams did you dig up?' 
[lit. ? 'In what manner do they exist, the yams that you dug 
up.] 

The significance of the tense difference between (4-177) and (4-178) 
is not clear on the presently available information. While the ya-
construction may be used as a quantity interrogative, the form most 
commonly used to convey this meaning is the phrase yama-da-geegirr. 
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(4-179) yama-da-geegirr gadjaalnga 0-nee-ma 
how many turtle 3I<2-get:PP 
'How many turtles did you get?' 

(4-180) yama-da-geegirr djaarli 0-naa-garra-y 
how much meat 31<2-have-PR 
'How much meat do you have?' 

It seems likely that the initial yama- element in this phrasal 
construction is related to the ya- prefix and the yaana 'where' 
demonstrative. The second element geegirr is the quantifier 'all' (6.5.5). 
There is a parallel quantity interrogative for humans. 

(4-181) waarra=nu=geegirr magaarra=da djirriingi 
who=3MIO=all that:I=MA man 
'Who are that lot of men?' 

This construction is however, a token of the productive incorporation 
compound structure which involves the Indirect Object clitics (6.3). 

4.11 The history of noun class marking 

Noun class marking shows a high degree of irregularity and 
lexicalisation in Gaagudju. The patterns of prefixal class marking found 
in adjectives and verbs are summarised in (4-182) (see Table 5-3 and 
Table 5-4 for a more detailed exposition of verbal class marking). 

(4-182) Dec 1 Dec 2 IS Realis IS Irrealis 
I 0- na- 0- i-
II njiN- njiN- njiN-
III ma- naN- ma-
IV gu- naN- N-

TO Realis TO Irrealis 
I 0- 0-
II njiN- njiN-
III ma- ma-
IV 0- gu-
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Class II has the most consistent exponence, followed closely by 
Class III, whereas Classes I and IV have highly variable exponence. 
This patterning probably relates to the fact that Class II is always a 
marked class, as is Class III in most circumstances. On the other hand, 
both Class I and Class IV can be viewed as unmarked classes from 
various perspectives. 

For Class IV at least, both internal and comparative evidence agree 
in selecting *gu- as the most probable proto-prefix. It is the most widely 
distributed form in Gaagudju, being found in 3 of the 6 paradigms. A 
class prefix of the form gu(n)- is attested in many non-Pama-Nyungan 
languages marking a class with a general semantic correspondence to 
the Class IV of Gaagudju. 

The situation with Class I is rather different. An affix of the form η V-
(most commonly na-) is widely attested marking a class with a general 
semantic correspondence to the Class I of Gaagudju. However, this 
prefix is only found in one of the six paradigms within Gaagudju, and 
the most widely distributed prefix form is 0-. The i- prefix form also 
has corresponding forms, though not so widely attested, and not in an 
entirely corresponding function. In both Limilngan and Lanikiya, which 
appear to form part of a sprachbund with Gaagudju (1.5), the 3rd person 
ergative prefix is i-. 

The demonstratives are the other class of forms which vary for noun 
class. Synchronically, the demonstrative paradigms are not amenable to 
straightforward morphological analysis. Diachronically however, the 
demonstrative paradigms provide important indications as to the 
probable general, historical development of noun class affixation in 
Gaagudju. We may begin by considering the five paradigms in (4-183). 

'here' 'there' 'emphatic' 
I naarri naabirri naamba 
II njinaarri njinaabirri njinaamba 
III namaarri namaabirri namaamba 
IV nanggaarri nanggaabirri nanggaamba 

'thatiemph' 'where' 
I manaarr yaana 
II mananjaarr yaananja 
III manamaarr yaanama 
IV mananggaarr yaanangga 
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The variation for class is initial in the 'here', 'there' and 'emphatic' 
paradigms. It is medial in the 'that' paradigm and final in the 'where' 
paradigm. However the same affixes appear to have been historically 
involved in all of these paradigms. The reconstructed proto-forms for 
these affixes are listed in (4-184). 

This affix paradigm is similar to the Declension 2 adjective paradigm 
(4-59). There are two differences. One is that the Class I marker *na is 
involved in the Class II form, though in two different orders. The other 
is that the Class III and IV forms are distinct in the demonstrative 
paradigms, whereas they are merged in the adjectival Declension 2. In 
the case of the 'where' paradigm, the proposed affix forms in (4-184) 
may straightforwardly be divided off, leaving a root yaa. This root-form 
is found as a prefix in constructions involving the verb gama 'to say, to 
do, to become', and presumably in the quantity interrogative yama-da-
geegirr 'how many/much' (4.10.2). The /ma/ element in this 
interrogative may have historically been the Class III marker *ma. 

With the other demonstratives, it is a less straightforward matter to 
divide the affixes from the root. The manaarr 'that:emphatic' 
demonstrative presumably historically involves the demonstrative 
Prominence suffix ma-, which synchronically precedes the class 
marking variation with the 'there' and 'emphatic' demonstratives 
(4.10.1). Allowing for this prefix, the other demonstratives in (4-183) 
would synchronically have vowel initial roots, as set out in (4-185). 

(4-185) aarri 'here', aabirri 'there', aamba 'emphatic', aarr 
'that:emphatic' 

Synchronically, vowel-initial roots are not common in Gaagudju, and 
the only inflecting roots which are vowel-initial are those which have 
historically involved lenition of the velar stop /g/ (2.3.6). Given this 
pattern, it seems most likely that these demonstrative roots originally 
had an initial /g/. 

(4-184) I na 
na-nji ~ nji-na 
na-ma 

II 
III 
IV 

[na-nji > na-nja] 

na-ng-gu [na-ng-gu > na-ng-ga] 
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(4-186) gaarri 'here', gaabirri 'there', gaamba 'emphatic', gaarr 
'that:emphatic' 

Support for this analysis comes from the paradigm of the remaining 
demonstrative magaarra 'that'. This is the other paradigm, along with 
the 'where' paradigm, where variation for noun class is final. 

(4-187) magaarra' that' 
I magaarra *magaarr-na 
II magaadja *magaarr-nja 
III magaarrba *magaarr-ma 
IV magaadja 

The paradigm of magaarra is not synchronically analysable. 
However a comparison of its paradigm with those of the other 
demonstratives suggests that it was analysable in the manner indicated. 
The reconstructed clusters *rr-n, *rr-nj, and *rr-m do not conform to the 
preferred cluster patterns of Gaagudju, and of Australian languages 
generally (3.4). The only homorganic clusters which are permitted are 
nasal-stop clusters. The reconstructed homorganic cluster *rr-n in the 
Class I form has been reduced by deletion of the second member. 

Gaagudju, like Australian languages generally, favours heterorganic 
clusters of the form: apical nasal/liquid + labial/velar stop (3.4). 
Gaagudju does not synchronically permit the cluster /rrnj/. Forms which 
could involve this cluster show only /nj/ (3.7). Gaagudju does however 
permit the cluster /rrdj/ (Table 3-2), and it appears that the likely 
historical course of development the cluster in the Class II form was 
*rrnj > *rrdj > dj. The cluster /rrm/ is permitted, but it is not of the 
preferred type. Historically the development of the cluster in the Class 
III form appears to have been *rrm > rrb, which does conform to the 
preferred type. 

The Class IV form magaadja is presumably a borrowing from Class 
II. Under comparison with the Class IV form of 'where', the original 
Class IV form would have been *magarr-(ng)ga, which would not 
produce magaadja. It is not surprising to find that a Class II form has 
replaced a Class IV form. Class IV falls within the scope of the 
Feminine gender in Gaagudju (4.2). 

If the root of the magaarra was historically magaarr, then it appears 
that it should in turn be further analysed as consisting of the Prominence 
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prefix *ma- and the 'that' demonstrative root *gaarr, listed in (4-186). 
This analysis would explain the stress placement in the magaarra 
paradigm. Disyllabic roots generally take stress on the first syllable, and 
consequently *maagarra is predicted rather than magaarra, if the root 
were an unanalysable disyllable. The analysis would also explain the 
close semantic connection between the manaarr and magaarra 
paradigms (4.10.1). They both involve the same constituents - the 
principal difference between the two paradigms lies in the ordering of 
the class marking affixes. 

(4-188) manaarr = Prominence + Class Marking + Root 
magaarra = Prominence + Root + Class Marking 

The other difference between the two paradigms is that the *na affix 
appears in all forms of the manaarr paradigm, whereas it appears only 
in the Class I form of the magaarra paradigm. This pan-paradigmatic 
occurrence of *na with manaarr, and with the other demonstratives in 
(4-183) probably results from the lexicalisation of superclassing 
tendencies, which continue to be evident in Gaagudju (4.7). 
Synchronically, superclassing is achieved by replacing Class II, III and 
IV forms with Class I forms. Historically, in the demonstrative 
paradigms, it was achieved by double affixation of the appropriate class 
affix and the Class I affix. 

The fact that the magaarra demonstrative does not show this double 
affixation suggests that it preserves an earlier stage. This is supported 
by the fact that it shows the most lexicalised and irregular paradigm 
among the demonstratives, and by the fact that it has the least specific 
meaning of all the definite demonstratives. A *garr root, possibly the 
same distal demonstrative root, is also involved historically in the 
numeral paradigms (6.5.6), providing some further suggestion that this 
root is of considerable antiquity in Gaagudju. 

The demonstrative pair ngameena 'what' and ngameneega 'why' 
may or may not involve superclassing. Historically, it seems likely that 
the 'why' form was the Class IV form in a 'what' paradigm: 
*ngamenee-ngga. 

(4-189) I 'what' ngameena l*ngamee-na 
IV 'why' ngameneega *ngamenee-ngga 

l*ngame-nee-ngga 
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Class IV is the default class semantically in Gaagudju (4.6), and it 
would be the appropriate class for reference to propositions. As such, it 
would appear reasonable that a form meaning 'what-IV' could have 
functioned as a propositional interrogative. This analysis cannot be 
maintained synchronically. There are no other forms, such as 
*ngamenee-ma 'what-ΙΙΓ, on which to establish a paradigm. The status 
of the final /na/ syllable is uncertain. It could be the *na affix or it could 
be part of the stem. If it is the *na affix, then the ngameneega form 
lacks the additional nasal /ng/ segment, which appears with the Class IV 
forms of the other demonstratives. 

The historical origin of this /ng/ segment in the Class IV forms of the 
demonstratives in (4-183) is uncertain. It is most probably related to the 
Ν segment which appears in the Class III/IV prefix naN- from 
Adjectival declension 2 (/ng/ being the expression of/N/ before /g/ 3.5). 
In considering this putative relationship, it is also desirable to consider 
the relationship between Adjective declensions 1 & 2. These two 
declensions are distinguished not only in their prefixal paradigms, but 
also by a phonological pattern. Nearly all adjectival roots with an initial 
labial or velar stop belong to Declension 2, and nearly all adjectival 
roots with some other initial segment belong to Declension 1. It is 
possible to provide a partial motivation for this distribution, if 
Declension 2 is reconstructed with the same affixes as the 
demonstratives in Classes III and IV. We may consider the paradigm of 
-goodji 'cold'. 

(4-190) Reconstruction 
I na-goodji na-goodji 

[nagoo^i] 
II njing-goodji njing-goodji 

[jieggooji] 
III nang-goodji na-ma-goodji 

[namegooj-i] 
IV nang-goodji na-ng-gu-goodji 

[naggagooj-i] 

The central factor in the development of this paradigm appears to 
have been the tendency for unstressed medial vowels to be reduced to 
schwa in Gaagudju, thereby making them vulnerable to deletion. With 
deletion of the medial unstressed vowel in the reconstructed Class III 
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and IV forms, the resulting forms would be *na-m-goodji, and *na-ng-
g-goodji. Neither the cluster /mg/ nor geminates, such as /gg/, are 
permitted in Gaagudju. Consequently, the assimilation of *mg > ngg 
and the reduction of *gg > g are to be expected, resulting in the 
confluence of the Class III and IV forms as nang-goodji. 

The same course of development would also explain the Class III 
and IV forms of Declension 2 adjectives with an initial labial stop. We 
may consider the reconstructed Class III and IV forms of -boordi 'ripe'. 

(4-191) III na-ma-boordi [nameboocU] > nam-boordi 
IV na-ng-gu-boordi [naggeboocU] > nam-boordi 

With the deletion of the medial unstressed vowel, the resulting forms 
would be *na-m-boordi, and *na-ng-g-boordi. Gaagudju does not 
permit triconsonantal clusters of the form nasal + stop + stop. 
Consequently, the medial *nggb cluster was presumably reduced by 
deletion of the medial consonant, and the resulting *ngb cluster 
assimilated to mb, resulting in confluence of the Class III and IV forms. 

The demonstratives were not affected by this vowel reduction pattern 
because the initial velar stop in the demonstrative roots was subject to 
lenition. It is therefore possible to account for the similarities and 
differences between the demonstratives and adjective Declension 2, and 
for the patterning of each. However, it still remains to be explained why 
there should be this correlation between the affix *na and root-initial 
labial and velar stops. One possibility is that this was a dissimilatory 
requirement: that historically *na could only attach to roots beginning 
with a segment which differed from the initial nasal of the prefix in both 
manner and place of articulation. This would have been an example of 
the anti-haplology tendency, evident with prefixes, being developed to 
its ultimate extension. 

The origin of the /ng/ segment in the *na-ng-gu affix sequence also 
remains to be considered. Further, there is the question of a relationship 
to the Realis Intransitive Subject prefix for Class IV, which is N- (Table 
5-3). While it seems likely that these two are related, the historical 
development of the relationship is not immediately evident. The /ng/ 
segment and the N- prefix are particular to Gaagudju as markers of 
Class IV. It does not therefore appear that they should be analysed as 
the reflexes of some very old Class IV prefix. 
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One possibility is that these nasals were in origin phonologically, as 
opposed to morphologically, motivated. Cross-linguistically, there is a 
complex interaction between plain stops and the corresponding 
homorganic nasal-stop clusters. The structure of this interaction is 
beyond the scope of this grammar. The point of relevance for Class IV 
prefixing is that the demonstrably old Class IV affix *gu may 
historically have developed an allomorph with a homorganic nasal stop 
cluster, *nggu, in Gaagudju. This allomorph appeared in the sequence 
*na-nggu, and as a prefix *nggu- in certain verbal functions. Its various 
reductions in the sequence *na-nggu have already been discussed in this 
section. As a prefix, it was reduced *nggu- > *N~. 

The remaining Class IV marker is a 0- prefix, which is found more 
extensively as a Class I marker. The appearance of a null prefix in both 
these classes would appear to follow from the fact, that from various 
perspectives, they can both be analysed as unmarked classes. Class I 
differs from Class IV, in that the available evidence does not favour any 
one of the three markers: 0-, i-, or na, as the sole, original proto-form. 
The status of Class I varies considerably, depending on the particular 
analytical vantage point that is taken. Two at least of these statuses 
appear to be of some antiquity. One is the analysis of Class I as a 
semantically marked class focussing on the domains of human males 
and animate. The other is the analysis of Class I as the target of 
superclassing patterns. The inflectional patterns of the demonstrative 
paradigms suggest that this too is of some antiquity. As such, it seems 
likely that variable class marking in Class I is quite old. 

4.12 Locationals 

Locational forms fall into two major classes in Gaagudju: deictic and 
non-deictic. Deictic locationals have an inherent orientation with respect 
to the speaker, whereas non-deictic locationals do not have any such 
inherent orientation. The major deictic locationals are the two 
demonstratives naarri 'here' and naabirri 'there'. In addition to their 
basic meanings, it appears that these demonstratives can take the 3FIO 
marker =yu (6-3), apparently to indicate the meanings 'that side' and 
'this side'. 
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(4-192) ngaayi nanggaabirri=yu arr-ga-n-darree-gi 
1MIN IV:there=3FIO 1-here-FU-go down-Aux 
'Me, I will come down there [?that side].' 

(4-193) gaayu ma-nga-n-gadala-ba-nggaa-ri=da 
Neg III<3M-IRR-cross-Aux-Aug-P=MA 
nanggarree-yu 0~djii-ngi=da 
IV:here-3FIO 3I-stand-P=MA 
'No they did not cross over. They stayed on this side.' 
[The first verb is incorrectly conjugated. The correctly 
conjugated form is ma-nga-n-gadala-biree-ngi=da] 

As these are the only examples of the Indirect Object markers 
occurring with demonstratives, it is not possible to be certain that 'side' 
meanings were intended. The form nanggaabirri=yu in (4-192) is a 
regular form, with the Indirect Object marker occurring as an clitic 
(3.1). The form nanggarree-yu appears to involve the same marker. 
However the regular form would be *nanggaarri=yu, with ante-
penultimate stress. Given that the attested form nanggarree-yu shows 
penultimate stress and vowel grade (2.4.2), the marker is presumably to 
be analysed as a suffix in (4-193). The naarri 'here' demonstrative also 
shows this stem variant with the -njdju 'Specific' suffix (4-153). While 
the meaning 'this side' may apparently be expressed by the nanggarree-
yu form, it was more commonly expressed by another deictic locational; 
giindji. The form giindji is monomorphemic, and its unmarked 
interpretation is 'this side/way'. 

(4-194) giindji 0-nii-ngi-da 
this side 3I-sit-P=MA 
'They stayed on this side.' 

(4-195) giindji=nggaana magaadja 
this way=LOC that: IV 
'It is towards this side/way, that (place).' 

(4-196) moodiga ma-ya-balabandjoo-ri ma-ya-balabandjoo-ri 
car III-PR-run-PR III-PR-run-PR 
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giindji giindji=boordo 
this way this way=? 
'The car is going this way.' 

(4-197) magaadja nji-walaawala njing-ga-badjii-ngi 
that: II Il-little II-here-crawl-PR 
njing-gaa-yi-ngi manaa-mba =giindji 
II-here-go-PR l+2-AUG=way 
'That little girl is crawling here. She is coming our way.' 

The precise meaning of the form giindji-boordo in (4-196) is not 
certain. It seems likely that the second component is historically related 
to the =boordo 'Indirect Malefactive' clitic (5.7.4), which appears 
originally to have signalled 'affectedness'. As such giindji=boordo 
would appear to mean something like 'this way affecting me/us'. (4-
197) shows that it is possible to replace the unmarked proximate deictic 
reference with a specific pronominal reference. Though (4-197) is the 
only example of its type, it seems likely that this would be possible with 
all pronouns. There is no monomorphemic form attested for 'that 
side/way' in the available data. The closest approximation is the deictic 
form in (4-198). 

(4-198) yaagada —yaagada 'the other side' 

In addition to the deictic locational forms so far discussed, the 
following non-deictic locationals are also attested. 

(4-199) ardaadji 'down, inside, under' 
baangarda 'between, middle' 
baarri 'back, behind' 
barreegurl 'far' 
djarroonggoda 'close, near' 
gaanggi 'high, top, up' 
geena ardaadji 'downhill' 
gudiiru 'front' 

No terms could be elicited for the four cardinal compass points. 
Spencer (1914: 453-460) gives Gaagudju terms for the compass points, 
and so it would appear that such terms did exist in Gaagudju. Compass 
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point terms occur in Gundjeihmi (Evans 1991). However my 
consultants did not recognise the terms given by Spencer. This lacuna is 
a reflection of the fact that compass terms have a very low level of 
usage among Aboriginal people from the western Top End. In the 
Aboriginal languages of the area, and in Kriol/Aboriginal English, there 
are two major methods of orientation. One is a "topside" vs "bottom" 
distinction, which summarises a number of oppositions : coast vs 
inland, floodplain vs ridge, flat country vs hill/escarpment country. The 
other is a downriver vs upriver opposition. Orientation proceeds in 
terms of these oppositions. Some of the languages of the Daly river area 
which are still in active use lack compass terms altogether (e.g. 
Ngan'gityemerri. (Reid 1991). 

4.13 Temporals 

Temporals may be divided into two major classes: those which relate 
one point in time to another, and those which describe a period of time. 
Temporals belonging to the first class are examined in 7.11.2 and 
7.11.3, which deal with interclausal temporal relations. Temporals 
belonging to the second class may usefully be grouped into three sets. 
One set consists of those temporals which have mboodaru 'now(adays), 
today' as their reference point. 

(4-200) barraanggirr 
maada =yu-walaalu 
maada 
mboodaru 
goornmalada 
ngoondji goornmalada 

'long ago, in the old days' 
'the day before yesterday' 
'yesterday' 
'today, now(adays)' 
'tomorrow' 
'the day after tomorrow' 
[lit. 'the other tomorrow'] 

The mboodaru 'today, now(adays)' reference point of this group 
conveys a wide range of meanings. Apart from the 'today, now(adays)' 
meanings, mboodaru is also attested with the meanings 'just now' and 
'soon'. 

(4-201) gaayu arr-gardambarnkeengi arr-gardeengari 
Neg 1-black l-wash:PP 
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mboodaru 
now 
Ί am not dirty. I washed just now.' 

(4-202) magaadja nji-walaawala nji-n-baadji mboodaru 
that:II Il-little II-FU-crawl soon 
'That little girl will be crawling soon.' 

It appears that the best approximation to the overall meaning of 
mboodaru is 'the same as, or close to, now'. This temporal also appears 
with the Prominence suffix -ma, otherwise only attested with pronouns 
(4.8.1). 

(4-203) magaarra i-laawala ibärdbi 0-baadji-ng 
that: I I-little Neg 3I-crawl-PR 
mboodaru-ma garrmaarna i-n-baadji 
now-PRM later 3I-FU-crawl 
'That little boy is not crawling yet. He will start crawling later.' 

As with the pronouns, the prominence suffix appears most 
commonly in situations of contrast. The second group of temporals 
describes divisions of the day and of the year (i.e. periods of time which 
do not necessarily have 'now, today' as a reference point). 

(4-204) maadada 
maadawa 
goornmu 
ngaalnga 
gudjudjoorrgu 
djumbiirri 

'night' 
'afternoon' 
'morning' 
'end of the wet/start of the dry year' 
'dry season' 
'wet season' 

A number of terms in (4-200) and (4-204) appear to be historically 
related, based on either goornmu 'morning' or maada 'yesterday'. In 
most languages of the Top End, the lexeme for 'wet season' also means 
'year' (i.e. years are counted by wet seasons). Gaagudju is unusual in 
that the lexeme for 'year' is ngaalnga, which more specifically refers to 
the period at the end of the wet and start of the dry. 
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(4-205) 0-arro-oree-garra ngoondji ngaalnga geeninjdjada 
3I<l-see-Aux:PP other year two:F 
ngaalnga 
year 
Ί saw him a year ago, two years ago.' 

The third group of temporals describes periods of time, without this 
constituting a division of a fixed period of time. 

(4-206) nanggalaaba 'a little while' 
nanggamoloobo 'a long time' 

The unmarked temporal reference point for these temporals appears 
to be mboodaru 'now'. 

(4-207) nanggalaaba arr-gee-bu=njdja 
a little while l-here-went=FUA 
'We came here a little while ago.' 

(4-208) marree-ya=mba nanggalaaba marree-ya=mba 
l+2-go:FU=AUG a little while l+2-go:FU=AUG 
nankurdabarl 
place name 
'We will go to Nankurdabarl in a little while.' 

(4-209) 0-dja-ardaa-bu-njdji nanggamoloobo 
1 -PR-tired-Aux-PR long time 
0-ardaa-garra=mba 
31-argue- Aux=AUG 
Ί am tired. They argued for a long time (last night).' 

However, as (4-209) demonstrates, it is not an inherent reference 
point. 
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Verbs 

5.1 Verbal predicate structures 

Verbal predicates appear in three structures. The basic structure, which 
appears in all verbal predicates, is the simple verb. The simple verb 
consists of a root to which suffixal inflections for tense, mood, and 
aspect are added. If the verbal predicate consists solely of a simple verb, 
then the simple verb root also takes various kinds of prefixes. 

(5-1) nji-rraa-ga-ngga 
II<l-take-PP 
Ί took her.' 

The second, and commonest, structure for verbal predicates is the 
compound verb. A compound verb consists of a simple verb root and 
one, or occasionally two, coverb roots. The coverb(s) appear to the left 
of the simple verb. 

(5-2) nji-rra-mardee-ga-ngga 
II<l-wake up-Aux-PP 
Ί woke her up.' 

The coverb root conveys the lexical meaning of the compound verb, 
and the simple verb root functions as an auxiliary, making no significant 
contribution to the lexical meaning of the compound verb (5.3). In those 
rare cases where a compound verb involves two coverbs, only the 
leftmost coverb conveys lexical meaning. The other coverb also has an 
auxiliary function. 

(5-3) gu-naa-ma-ngi 
rV<2-get-PR 
'You are getting it.' 
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(5-4) gu-na-boyoo-ma-ngi 
IV<2-pick up-Aux-PR 
'You are picking it up.' 

(5-5) gu-na-bolo-boyoo-ma-ngi 
IV<2-deceive-Aux-Aux-PR 
'You are lying.' 

The third type of verbal structure is the phrasal verb. Phrasal verbs 
consist of a coverb or noun root and a simple or compound verb. There 
are two classes of phrasal verbs: a small, closed class (5.4), and an open 
productive class (6.7.1). In the small closed class, the verb functions as 
an auxiliary, and normally precedes the coverb or noun root. 

(5-6) ma-rraa-ga-ngga =woorro 
III< 1 - Aux-PP=drag 
Ί dragged it.' 

With most members of this class, the verb and coverb/noun root each 
constitute a separate phonological word. However, in some cases, the 
two constitute only a single phonological word. Further, there is a 
general tendency in fluent speech to reduce all members of this class to 
a single phonological word. A number of these verbs have structures 
which are formally identical to incorporation structures (6.7.3), and 
historically, it seems likely that all of these verbs result from the 
lexicalisation of incorporations or incorporation-like structures. In the 
other class of phrasal verbs, the verb follows the coverb/noun root and 
the two are always distinct phonological words. 

(5-7) magaadja aardi nang-giirdi ng-geema 
that: IV clothes IV-wet IV-became 
'Those clothes got wet.' 

(5-8) wuurrgim arr-geema-ri 
work 1-do-PI 
Ί was working.' 

The verbs which appear in this second class of phrasal constructions 
are gama 'to become, to do, to say' and warra 'to suffer, to die' (6.7.1 
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& 6.7.2). They combine with nominate, both from the native Gaagudju 
lexicon and loans, to form inchoatives and similar kinds of predicates. 
The gama verb combines with coverb loans such as wuurrgim 'to work' 
to form new verbal predicates. This is the only way of forming new 
verbal predicates, as the other verbal predicate structure classes are 
closed. 

The verbs gama and warra may be described as auxiliaries in these 
constructions because their contribution to the meaning of the overall 
predicate is very general. However, this is a different sense of the term 
'auxiliary' from that used in relation to compound verbs or the small, 
closed class of phrasal verbs. With these verbs, the term 'auxiliary' 
indicates a simple verb or coverb root which makes no identifiable 
contribution to the meaning of the overall verbal predicate. The open 
class of phrasal verb constructions shows many similarities to verbal 
existential constructions (7.9). 

5.2 The verbal complex 

The term 'verbal complex' refers to fully inflected simple and 
compound verb structures. The verbal complex presents the greatest 
morphological elaboration to be found in Gaagudju. The general range 
of positions found within the verbal complex is set out in (5-9). 

(5-9) Pronominal prefix 1 + pronominal prefix 2 + directional prefix 
+ tense/mood prefix + coverb root + (auxiliary) verb root + 
{detransitiviser suffix/stem augment suffix} + tense/aspect/ 
mood suffix 

There is one departure from this ordering pattern (see (5-59)). A 
detransitiviser verb and the Augment suffix are incompatible with one 
another. However the Augment suffix has a very restricted distribution, 
and the substantive status of the apparent incompatibility is uncertain. 
There are no examples of a compound verb taking a transitive 
directional prefix complex. This is presumably simply a lacuna, rather 
than a reflection of some substantive prohibition. The minimal 
substantive form of the verbal complex is a verb root. Such forms have 
a positive imperative function (5.11). The following examples are 
illustrative of the general ordering pattern set out in (5-9). 
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(5-10) go-ya-n-darronggo-bee-ngga-ri 
IV<3F-IRR-close-Aux-Aug-P 
[Pron 1 -Pron2-Tns-C VR-Aux-Aug-Tns] 
'She did not close it.' 

(5-11) arr-ga-n-da-ba-nggee-ni 
1 -here-IRR-go out-Aux-Aux-P 
[Pron 1 -Dir-Tns-C VR-Aux-Aux-P] 
Ί did not come out to here.' 

(5-12) i-rra-a-n-ga-njdji 
31< 1 -here-IRR-take-P 
[Pron 1 -Pron2-Dir-Tns-Verb-Tns] 
Ί did not bring it here.' 

(5-13) arr-mono-ma-gee-ni 
1 -scratch-Aux-detr-PI 
[Pron 1 -CVR-Aux-detr-Tns] 
Ί was scratching myself.' 

This chapter examines the morphological structure of the verbal 
complex, and the tense, mood and aspect categories conveyed by the 
verbal complex. The cross-reference functions of the pronominal 
prefixes are examined in 7.4 & 7.5. The verbal complex may be divided 
into two portions: the prefix complex and the verb, as set out in (5-14). 

(5-14) Prefix Complex = pronominal prefix 1 + pronominal prefix 2 + 
directional prefix + tense/mood prefix 

Verb = coverb root + (auxiliary) verb root + {detransitiviser 
suffix/stem augment suffix} + tense/aspect/mood suffix 

The portion of the verb, excluding the tense/aspect/mood suffixes 
(hereafter referred to as the ΤΑΜ suffixes), constitutes the verb stem. 
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5.3 Compound verbs 

Table 5-1 Auxiliaries 

Frequency Motivation for Auxiliary Status 
-ma 21 'to get' 
-garra 16 'to have' 
-bu 13 'to hit' 
-wa 12 Frequency 
-ga 12 'to take' 

-gi ~ -nggi ~ -dji-gi 10 Detransitiviser 

-ga-ba 7 'to want/be ready to go' 
-ba 6 Frequency 

-biri 5 Quasi-derivational process (5.3.1) 
-ni-ngi 4 'to cook' 
-ba-nggi 4 '-ba-detr' 
-bara 3 'to spear' 
-bi 3 'to bite' 
-godo-biri 3 'to cut' 
-badji 2 'to crawl' 
-ma-gi 2 'to get-detr' 
-baborda 1 'to tie' 
-bada-ga-ba 1 'to throw' 
-bagarna-wa 1 'to chase' 
-balabandji 1 'to run' 
-bimi 1 'to cease' 
-boyo-ma 1 'to pick up' 
-bu-y 1 'to hit-detr' 
-mala 1 'to kick' 
-na 1 'to bum' 
-wu-y 1 'to give-detr' 

Table 5-1 lists the auxiliaries which are posited in this grammar. 
There are two points which may be noted from Table 5-1. Firstly, the 
higher frequency auxiliaries all have the shape CV or CVCV, and 
mostly occur as independent verbs. Historically, it seems likely that all 
auxiliaries of these shapes were independent verbs. Secondly, a number 
of auxiliaries are themselves compound verbs. These compound 
auxiliaries are however of low frequency, apart from -ga-ba 'to be 
ready to go'. 
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The main analytical problem presented by the Gaagudju compound 
verb system lies in determining some principles for deciding whether a 
particular verb stem is to be analysed as a compound verb stem, or as a 
simple verb stem. In historical terms, it appears likely that all verb 
stems greater than 3 syllables in length were compounds, as were the 
majority of trisyllabic verbal stems. However in synchronic terms, there 
are many cases where there is no clear-cut basis for analysing these 
longer stems as compound stems. The principal basis for analysing a 
verb stem as a compound stem is that the final portion also occurs as 
independent verb stem, and takes the same set of ΤΑΜ suffixes in the 
compound stem as it does when it occurs independently. This criterion 
accounts for nearly all the auxiliaries posited. We may compare the 
paradigms of the simple verb garra 'to have' and the compound verb 
gadj-garra 'to lose (tr)\ 

garra 'to have' gadj-garra 'to lose (tr)' 
PP garra gadj-garra 
PI garra-ri gadj-garra-ri 
PIRR garra-ri gadj-garra-ri 
PR garra-y gadj-garra-y 
FU garra gadj-garra 
EV garri gadj-garri 

The comparison of these two paradigms also illustrates two further 
important points about the analysis of compound verb stems. Firstly, if 
there is a consonant cluster in the overall verb stem, then the boundary 
between the coverb root and the auxiliary verb root generally falls 
between the two members of the cluster. Verb roots generally show a 
low frequency of clusters (3.4), and historically it appears that nearly all 
clusters were hetero-morphemic. 

Secondly, the compound verb system is not amenable to any detailed 
type of semantic analysis. In the case of (5-15), the two verbs are 
virtually opposite in meaning. There may have been some complex 
connection via antonymic principles historically. However, antonymic 
principles are not characteristic of the compound verb system 
synchronically. 

The only systematic correlation that can be established is one of 
transitivity. If an auxiliary has an independently identifiable transitivity 
value (i.e. it occurs independently, or is a detransitiviser), then its 
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compounds will normally have the same transitivity value. In other 
words, the compounds of an intransitive auxiliary are intransitive, and 
the compounds of a transitive auxiliary are transitive. The one 
significant exception is the -bu 'to hit' auxiliary. Despite the fact that 
this auxiliary is the prototypical transitive, 7 out of its 13 compounds 
are intransitive. 

No other systematic correlations are attested within the compound 
verb system. The independently identifiable meanings of the auxiliaries, 
do not generally appear to be relevant in their compounding function. 
Similarly an examination of the auxiliary conjugations shows that the 
coverb roots taking a particular auxiliary do not constitute natural 
semantic classes. The essentially arbitrary nature of the combination of 
particular compound and auxiliary verb roots is brought out by (5-16). 

garda-baborda baborda 
'to tie up' 'to tie' 
garda-balabandji balabandji 
'to (overflow' 'to run' 
garda-bu bu 
'to be tired' 'to hit' 
garda-ga g<* 
'to carry a swag' 'to take' 
garda-garra garra 
'to swear at' 'to have' 
garda-mala mala 
'to rub (intr)' 'to kick' 

There is one clear-cut relationship in (5-16), that between baborda 
'to tie' and garda-baborda 'to tie up'. A possible relationship exists 
between balabandji 'to run' and garda-balabandji 'to (over)flow\ 
Otherwise no relationships are discernible, either between the various 
occurrences of the coverb root gar da, or between garda and its various 
auxiliaries. 

The auxiliaries not established by independent occurrence are: -wa,-
ba, and -bin. The -wa auxiliary is posited solely on the grounds of 
frequency. It is found with the conjugational pattern of (5-17) in 13 
verbs. 
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(5-17) PP -wa 
PI/PIRR -wa-ri 
PR -wa-y 
FU -wa 
EV -wa-ya/vowoi grade (2.8.2) 

There is also the verb gornya(-wa) 'to look around', whose paradigm 
provides further evidence for a -wa auxiliary. 

(5-18) PP gornya 
PI/PIRR gornya-wa-yini 
PR gornya-wa-y 
FU gornya-gi 
EV gornya-wa-ya 

The -ba auxiliary is also posited on the grounds of frequency. In 
addition to the seven verbs which take the compound -ga-ba auxiliary, 
there are six verbs which show the same paradigm, but involving only -
ba. The paradigms of a -ga-ba and a -ba verb are compared in (5-19). 

'to hide (tr)' 'to close' 
PP mardee-ga-ba djarroonggo-ba 
PI Not attested Not attested 
PIRR marda-ga-bee-ngga-ri djarronggo-bee-ngga-ri 
PR marda-ga-bee-ngga-y djarronggo-bee-ngga-y 
FU mardee-ga-ba Not attested 
EV mardee-ga-ba djarroonggo-ba 

There are also four verbs which appear to involve an auxiliary -ba-
nggi, which presumably consists of the putative -ba auxiliary and the -
nggi variant of the Conjugation 2 detransitiviser (7.7.1). The pair which 
most clearly illustrates this relationship is set out in (5-20). 

'to put in' 'to put on (intr)' 
PP garlaa-ba garlaa-ba-nggi 
PI garla-ba-nggaa-ri garla-ba-nggee-ni 
PR garla-baa-ngga-y garla-ba-nggi 
FU garlaa-ba garlaa-ba-nggi 
EV garlaa-ba-ya garla-ba-nggee-ya 
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I consider that the evidence is sufficient to establish a -ba auxiliary. 
Adoption of the auxiliary analysis also means that the frequency of the -
ga-ba auxiliary is no longer so anomalous. There are thirteen -ba and -
ga-ba verbs, a total which approximates that of the other high frequency 
auxiliaries. However it could reasonably be argued that the ba segment 
is not synchronically separable in many cases. As a comparison of the 
paradigms of djarronggo-ba 'to close in (5-19) with that of garla-ba in 
(5-20) shows, there are irregularities in some of the paradigms of verbs 
belonging to the -ba auxiliary conjugation. In combination with the fact 
that there is no independent ba verb in Gaagudju synchronically, this 
could be taken to indicate that the verb stems are not internally 
morphologically divisible. 

The verb stem djarrangga-ba 'to build' provides a good illustration 
of the problems of morphological division. This stem could potentially 
be divided as *djarrang-ga-ba. However it would necessitate positing a 
coverb root *djarrang with a final velar nasal. Morpheme-final velars 
are not otherwise attested in Gaagudju (3.3). Consequently the 
djarrangga-ba analysis is adopted. It is, however, necessary to 
recognise that this is, to a degree, an analytical fiat. 

Difficulties in morphological analysis occur to an even greater 
degree with verb stems that appear to involve the Conjugation 2 
detransitiviser as an auxiliary. The Conjugation 2 detransitiviser has 
three forms : -gi, -nggi, and -dji-gi (7.7.1). There are 10 intransitive 
verbs where this detransitiviser appears to have an auxiliary function 
(i.e. the verbs taking these forms do not have transitive counterparts). I 
consider that the independent detransitivising function of these forms is 
a sufficient basis to separate them as auxiliaries with these 10 verbs. 
However the very existence of three variants, whose occurrence is 
entirely lexicalised, argues against positing auxiliary forms. Further an 
examination of the paradigms of the -dji-gi verbs (Appendix 2) reveals 
considerable irregularities. The -gi portion of the -dji-gi auxiliary is 
frequently and unpredictably missing in various of the categories in 
some of the paradigms. 

An examination of the verbal paradigms in Appendix 2 suggests that 
there are a number of monosyllabic forms which may have been 
auxiliaries historically. However some of these are of low frequency. 
The probability that low frequency monosyllabic forms simply result 
from chance is higher than for disyllabic forms. Therefore they are not 
analysed as auxiliaries. The monosyllabic forms that have a reasonable 
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frequency display a high degree of conjugational irregularity. 
Consequently it is not possible to construct a reasonably uniform 
paradigm for them. Therefore these forms also are not analysed as 
auxiliaries. 

The problems in morphologically analysing longer verb stems in 
Gaagudju probably relate also in part to the limited nature of the 
database. A larger dictionary of verb stems would allow for a more 
accurate reckoning of the frequency of auxiliaries, and potential 
auxiliaries. However it seems altogether unlikely that these problems 
would disappear with a larger database. Indeed it seems likely that 
additional uncertain cases would arise. The degree of lexicalisation 
found in the verbal compounding system is such that any analysis will 
contain a degree of arbitrariness. 

5.3.1 Derived compound verbs 

Historically in Gaagudju there were three ways of taking a compound 
verb stem as a base, and forming another compound verb stem from this 
base. Two of these methods involved the use of reduplication. One type 
of reduplication involves a monosyllabic reduplicant, which appears 
after the first two syllables of the base. 

(5-21) balabandji balababandji 
'to run' 'to run around' 
balabarra-gi balabarrbarra-gi 
'to jump' 'to jump around' 
gadjirr-ba gadjirrba-ba 
'to stick into' 'to poke around' 

This reduplication pattern appears to have conveyed an iterative 
inherent aspect meaning. The other reduplication pattern involves a 
disyllabic reduplicant. 

(5-22) ba-garra 'to catch in the throat' 
ba-garra-garra 'to become caught up' 
goro-garra 'to see, to look' 
goro-orra-garra 'to look after' 
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balbarra 'to tear' 
balbarrabarra 'to tear up' 

As indicated by the first two pairs in (5-22), this was probably in 
origin a reduplication of the auxiliary (the third pair is not 
synchronically analysable as involving an auxiliary). In the case of the 
second and third pairs in (5-22), this reduplication pattern appears to 
have conveyed an iterative inherent aspect meaning in the same way as 
the reduplication pattern in (5-21). The semantic relationship between 
the two members of the first pair in (5-22) appears to be idiosyncratic. 

The third method of deriving compound verb stems involved a 
morpheme whose original form was most probably *-miDJ~. 

(5-23) bardagama 'to close one's eyes' 
bardawinjminj-ma 'to blink' 
boyo-ma 'to pick up' 
boyominj-ma 'to pick up' 
gardagama 'to break (tr)' 
gardawinjminj-ma 'to break up (tr)' 
godo-biri 'to cut' 
godo-bidj-biri 'to cut up' 
godobinj-ma 'to pull' 
gordobinjminj-ma 'to roll up' 

The pairs in (5-23) suggest that this morpheme conveyed an iterative 
inherent aspect meaning, in the same way as the two reduplication 
patterns. In addition to the stems in (5-23), there are some other stems 
which appear to have involved *-miDJ~. 

(5-24) bardabardawinjminj-ma 'to curl' 
djarde-wu-y 'to swap' 
djardamanj-ma-gi 'to go around' 
djarra(-gi) 'to go down' 
djarrabinjminj-ma 'to stretch' 
gardangari 'to dive' 
gardanganjngara 'to swim' 
malarra-bu 'to flash (of lightning)' 
malarramanj-ma 'to turn' 
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However the stems in (5-24) either lack a counterpart without 
*-miDJ~, or show no discernable semantic relationship to their potential 
counterpart. The fact that all three methods of derivation appear to have 
conveyed an iterative inherent aspect meaning is of interest. This 
suggests that either there was some historical ordering between the 
methods, or that they were morphologically conditioned in some way. 
The somewhat greater frequency of the *-miDJ- pattern may indicate 
that it is a later pattern. However this is by no means certain, and there 
does not appear to be any other evidence which could be brought to bear 
upon the choice between the two hypotheses. 

5.4 Unproductive phrasal verbs 

This section considers the small, closed class of phrasal verbs which 
consist of a simple or compound verb which normally precedes a coverb 
or noun root. The members of this class are listed in Table 5-2. Most of 
the phrasal verbs involve a simple verb. In only one of the phrasal verbs 
does the simple verb appear to make any significant contribution to the 
overall lexical meaning. The phrasal verb ni=ardaadji 'to sit down' is 
semantically compositional from its components ni 'to sit' and ardaadji 
'down'. In all other cases, the simple verbs may be described as 
auxiliaries. Of these simple verbs, bara 'to spear', bu 'to hit', ga 'to 
take', garra 'to have', and ma 'to get' also feature prominently in the 
auxiliary system of the compound verbs (Table 5-1). The auxiliary 
function of the simple verbs is perhaps most clearly demonstrated in (5-
25). 

(5-25) ba-rro-oree-garra maada nji-nii-ngi 
2<l-see-Aux:PP yesterday 2-sit-P 
nj-djii-ngi=nu=goodo djimaardbu=nu 
2-Aux-P=3 MIO=DUR wave=3MIO 
Ί saw you yesterday. You were sitting waving to him.' 

On initial examination of Table 5-2 it might appear that the dji 'to 
stand' auxiliary does make some contribution to the overall meaning of 
the phrasal verb dji djimaardbu 'to wave' (i.e. dji djimaardbu should be 
glossed as 'to stand waving'). However as (5-25) shows the dji verb still 
occurs, even when some other stance is involved. Consequently the dji 
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verb cannot be interpreted as conveying a 'to stand' meaning in the 
phrasal verb dji djimaardbu. 

Table 5-2 Phrasal verbs 

Independent Component 
bara-da 'to find' 
ga=woorro 'to drag, to pull' 
gornya(-wa) =miirdi 'to look back' gornya(-wa) 'to look around' 
goro-garra-wa 'to look/watch out' goro-garra 'to see, to look' 
ma=gaali 'to be the father of 
ma=ganaangga 'to get/pull/take off/out' ganaangga 'high country' 
ma=gaanggi 'to pick someone up' gaanggi 'high, top' 
ma=waala 'to breed' -walaawala 'little', 

-waala Ύ. sibling (ref)' 
ma=woreenjgu 'to whistle' 
ni=ardaadji 'to sit down' ardaadji 'down' 
raga-marr 'to like' marrmarrgada 'happy' 

moonda-yu-marr 'sad' 
(lit. bad-3FIO-liking') 

waga-da 'to move (intr)' 
warra-ga-da 'to move (tr)' 
yu-baarri 'to leave behind' baarri 'behind' 
dji-nu-ngaardi 'to carry on the head' ngaardi 'head' 
ma=nu=waala 'to bear, to give birth to' -walaawala 'little', 

-waala 'Y.sibling (ref)' 
raga=nu=ngoolhgirr 'to roast in hot sand' ngoolhgirr 'hot sand' 
bu ngalaambirr 'to cough' ngalaambirr 'cough' 
dji djimaardbu 'to wave' djimaardbunu 'right hand' 
garra gaardbi 'to help to carry' 
garra maarrgi 'to suck blood maarrgi = 'clever' 

(of a native doctor)' 
garra walaalu 'to bark' walaalu 'camp, times' 
ma gardaawu 'to give cheek' gardaawu 'disrespect' 

Three of the phrasal verbs involve a compound verb. In two of these 
forms gornya(-wa)=miirdi 'to look back' and goro-garra-wa 'to 
look/watch out', the compound verbs gornya(-wa) 'to look around' and 
goro-garra 'to see, to look' do appear to make some significant 
combination to overall lexical meaning. In the third form warra-ga-da 
'to move (tr)', the compound verb warra-ga is not independently 
attested, and consequently is to be analysed as an auxiliary. 
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While the phrasal verbs are similar to compound verbs in generally 
having constituents with auxiliary functions, they differ from compound 
verbs in that the other root in the phrase often has some independently 
identifiable meaning. This independently identifiable meaning generally 
appears to be a significant component of the lexical meaning of the 
phrasal verb. However the relationships between the two meanings are 
idiosyncratic, rather than systematic (with the exception of ni-ardaadji 
'to sit down', already discussed). The meanings of the phrasal verbs 
must still be individually listed, in the same way that the meanings of 
compound verbs must be individually listed. 

The constituents of the phrasal verbs display a range of bondedness. 
The most tightly bound are those which consist of a single phonological 
word. These involve either a monosyllabic coverb or an auxiliary with a 
monosyllabic root. The monosyllabic phrasal coverbs do not constitute 
independent phonological words: they have a short vowel and lack 
independent stress, and they form part of the tonal domain headed by 
the auxiliary. 

Some of the phrasal verbs with monosyllabic coverbs show other 
evidence for tight bondedness. The verb raga-marr 'to like, to want' has 
as its auxiliary the simple verb raga 'to poke, to shoot'. The Present 
tense of this verb in its independent occurrence is raga-y. However in 
this particular phrasal form, it has an irregular form ragaa-nj-marr. 
Further, it may be noted that this Present tense is realised with lenition 
of the medial velar stop in the auxiliary [^.aajimar]. Lenition is not 
found with other forms of this verb as an auxiliary, nor in its 
independent occurrence. Both raga-marr and bara-da 'to find' show 
variable placement of the Number clitics. 

(5-26) 0-arra-ragaa=njdja-marr 
3I< 1 -Aux=FUA-like 
Ί like those two.' 

(5-27) nji-rra-ragaa-nj-marr=njdja 
II< 1 -Aux-PR-like=FUA 
Ί like those two.' 

(5-28) 0-an-baara~mba-da njinggooduwa geeninjdjada 
3I<3M-Aux=AUG-find woman two:F 
'Did they find the two women?' 
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(5-29) magaarra magaarra=njdja 0-an-baara-da 
that: I that:I=MUA 3I<3M-Aux:PP-find 
=njdja magaarra i-laawala 
FUA that: I I-little 
'That pair found that little boy.' 

The ordering in (5-26) and (5-28) is the standard ordering for clitic 
phrasal constructions (3.1 & 6.6). However it is only rarely attested with 
raga-marr, which is usually attested with the ordering in (5-27). The 
'find' verb bara-da shows the standard ordering more commonly. 

In two of the phrasal verbs, whose auxiliaries have monosyllabic 
roots, the auxiliaries do not have independent word status. 

(5-30) gu-n-di-nu-ngaardi *goo-n-di=nu=ngaardi 
IV-FU-Aux-3MIO-carry on head 
'He will carry it on his head.' 

(5-31) ma-yu-baarri *maa-yu=baarri 
Ill-lie: HOR-behind 
'Leave it behind!' 

The other phrasal verbs, whose auxiliaries have a monosyllabic root, 
are realised as two phonological words in more carefully monitored 
speech. 

(5-32) 0-arraa-ma-ganaangga 
IV< 1 -Aux:PP=out 
Ί pulled/took it out.' 

However, as discussed in 3.1, all the cliticised phrasal verbs tend to 
be realised as a single phonological word in fluent speech. Thus (5-32) 
would usually be realised as [aremaganaagga]. 

The most loosely bound of the phrasal verbs are those whose 
constituents are generally separated by a pause. Two of these verbs, bu 
ngalaambirr 'to cough' and dji djimaardbu 'to wave', allow for 
variation in the ordering of the constituents, with the auxiliary following 
the coverb. 
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(5-33) anmarrabaalbu ngalaambirr 0-an-boo-ni=goodo 
old man cough IV<3M-Aux-PI=DUR 
'The old man was coughing.' 

(5-34) nganj-ngiirla djimaardbu arr-djaa-dji-yu 
ΙΜΙΝ-aunt wave l-PR-Aux=3FIO 
Ί am waving to my aunt.' 

This variant ordering is rare for bu ngalaambirr 'to cough', but 
reasonably common with dji djimaardbu 'to wave', dji djimaardbu 
appears to be the most loosely bonded of all the phrasal verbs. We may 
note in (5-25) that both the verb and the particle in this phrasal 
combination may take the Indirect Object clitics. This is indicative of a 
fair degree of syntactic independence, as normally only the verb takes 
these clitics in phrasal constructions (6.7.3). Indeed it is possible for the 
Indirect Object clitics to occur only on the particle. 

(5-35) arr-djii-ngi djimaardbu=nu=mana geerrmada=mana 
1-Aux-P wave=3 MIO=MU A two:M=MUA 
Ί waved to those two males.' 

The comparatively, loose nature of the bonds between the 
constituents of dji djimaardbu is perhaps most clearly illustrated by (5-
36). 

(5-36) ya-njing-gaama-y 
what-2-do-PR 
'What are you doing?' 

nga-djaadja=nu djimaardbu=nu 
1 MIN-uncle=3MIO wave=3MIO 
nga -djaadja=nu djimaardbu=nu 
1 MIN-uncle=3MIO wave=3MIO 
djirriingi 
man 
'(I am) waving to my uncle, that man.' 

djimaardbu=nu 
wave=3MIO 
magaarra 
that.I 
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In (5-36) the auxiliary verb is omitted altogether. Omission of a 
constituent is also found with other phrasal verbs, where the 
constituents may be separated by a pause. 

(5-37) gaadju 0-an-gaarra-ri=goodo maadada 
dog IV<3M-Aux-PI=DUR night 
0-an-gaarra-ri=goodo walaalu 
IV<3M-Aux-PI=DUR bark 
'The dogs were barking last night.' 

(5-38) mogoongo ngalaambirr gu-naa-bu-ni=goodo 
O.sister cough IV<2-Aux-PI=DUR 
maada 
yesterday 
Older sister, were you coughing yesterday?' 

awoy 0-arraa-bu-ni=goodo gudjiirri 
yes IV< 1 - Aux-PI=DUR sick 
nj-djaa-yi-ngi=nga 
IV-PR-go-PR= 110 
'Yes I was coughing. I am sick.' 

However as (5-37) and (5-38) illustrate, the omitted constituent is the 
coverb. Further in the available data, omission is restricted to cases 
where there is some indication as to the ellipsed constituent in the 
immediate context. 

5.5 The prefix complex 

Gaagudju shows a considerable array of prefix complex forms. Table 5-
3 sets out the forms found with intransitive verbs, and Table 5-4 sets out 
the forms found with transitive verbs. The prefix complexes that occur 
with hortatives and positive imperatives are examined in 5.10 and 5.11 
respectively. The general internal ordering of the verbal complex was 
given in (5-9), and is repeated here as (5-39). 

(5-39) Pronominal prefix 1 + pronominal prefix 2 + directional prefix 
+ tense/mood prefix 
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Table 5-3 Intransitive pronominal prefix paradigms 

Realis Irrealis 

Unmarked Present 

1 arr- (arr-)dja- arra-N- ~ N-
1+2 marra- marra- marra-
2 nj/ dj; njiN- nj-dja- nji-n-
31 0- 0- i-ti-
II nj/_dj; tijiN- nj-dja- nji-n-
III ma- ma-ya- ma-n-
IV N- ni-dja- gu-n-

ga- 'here' Directional 

Realis Irrealis 

Unmarked Present 

1 arr-ga- arr-ga- arr-ga-n-
1+2 marra-a- marra-a- marra-a-n-
2 njing-ga- njing-ga- njing-ga-n-
31 0-a- 0-a- i-ya-n-
II njing-ga- njing-ga- njing-ga-n-
III ma-ga- ma-ga- ma-ga-n-
IV ng-ga- ng-ga- gu-wa-n- ~ gu-ga-n-

ba- 'there' Directional 

Realis Irrealis 

Unmarked Present 

1 arr-ba- arr-ba-ya- arr-ba-n-
1+2 marra-ba- marra-ba-ya- marra-ba-n-
2 njim-ba- njim-ba-n-
31 0-ba-
II njim-ba- njim-ba-ya-
III ma-ba-
IV m-ba- m-ba-ya- gu-n-ba-
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Table 5-4 Transitive pronominal prefix paradigms 

Realis Unmarked 
1SUBJ 1+2SUBJ 2SUBJ 3MSUBJ 3FSUBJ 

10BJ nga-na- arr-ga- arr-ga-
1+20BJ ga-marra- ga-marra-
20BJ ba-rr- nji-n- nj-dji-
3IOBJ 0-arra- 0-marra- 0-na- 0-an- ~ 0-iDJ-

0-n/ d 
IIOBJ nji-rra- nji-marra- nji-na- nji-n- nj-dji-
IIIOBJ ma-rra- ma-marra- ma-na- ma-n- m-iDJ-
IVOBJ 0-arra- gu-marra- gu-na- 0-an- nj-dji-

Realis Present 
1SUBJ 1+2SUBJ 2SUBJ 3MSUBJ 3FSUBJ 

10BJ nga-na- arr-ga- arr-ga-
1+20BJ ga-marra- ga-marra-
20BJ ba-rr-dja- nji-n-da- nji-nga-
3IOBJ 0-arra- 0-marra- 0-na- 0-n-da- 0-aya-
IIOBJ nji-rra- nji-marra- nji-na- nji-n-da- nji-nga-
IIIOBJ ma-rra- ma-marra- ma-na- ma-n-da- ma-nga-
IVOBJ 0-arra- gu-marra- gu-na- 0-n-da- 0-aya-

Irrealis 
1SUBJ 1+2SUBJ 2SUBJ 3MSUBJ 3FSUBJ 

10BJ nga-na-n- ~ 
nga-0-n-

arr-ga-n- arr-ga-n-

1+20BJ ga-marra- ga-marra-
20BJ ba-rra-N- ~ 

ba-N-
nji-nga-n- nji-ya-n-

3IOBJ i-rra-N- ~ 
0-N-

0-marra- 0-na-n- 0-nja-n- 0-aya-n-

IIOBJ nji-rra-N- ~ 
nji-N-

nji-marra- nji-na-n- ~ 
nji-0-n-

nji-nga-n- nji-ya-n-

IIIOBJ ma-rra-N- ~ 
ma-N-

ma-marra- ma-na-n- ~ 
ma-0-n-

ma-nga-n- ma-ya-n-

IVOBJ gu-rra-N- ~ 
gu-N-

gu-marra- gu-na-n- ~ 
gu-0-n-

gu-nga-n- go-ya-n-
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ga- 'here' Directional Irrealis 
1SUBJ 1+2SUBJ 2SUBJ 3MSUBJ 3FSUBJ 

10BJ arr-ga-n-
1+20BJ ga-marra-
20BJ ba-rr-ya-n-
3IOBJ i-rra-a-n- 0-marra-a-n- 0-na-a-n- i-n-ga-n- 0-aya-a-n-
IIOBJ nji-rra-a-n-
IIIOBJ ma-rra-a-n- ma-marra-a-n- ma-na-a-n- ma-n-ga-n- ma-ya-a-n-
IVOBJ gu-rra-a-n- gu-na-a-n- gu-n-ga-n- go-ya-a-n-

The internal morphological analysis of the prefix paradigms is 
problematic. As with the compound verb system, the degree of 
lexicalisation is such that any analysis involves some degree of 
arbitrariness. An examination of the prefix paradigms reveals a number 
of recurrent partials. There are a number of possible analyses of these 
recurrent partials. In this grammar, the recurrent partials are analysed as 
segmentable morphemes. 

The description of the prefix complex presented here is principally 
concerned with the internal morphological analysis of the prefix 
paradigms and with any paradigmatic patterns that occur. The functions 
of the various prefix classes are chiefly examined elsewhere: 7.4 & 7.5 
for the cross-referencing functions of the pronominal prefixes; 5.9 for 
the tense/mood prefixes. The one exception involves the Directional 
prefix paradigms. These paradigms have both directional and 
pronominal functions. In order to analyse the structuring of the overall 
prefix complex it is necessary to know in which situations these 
paradigms are functioning as directionals, and in which situations they 
are functioning as pronominals. An understanding of their pronominal 
functions is dependent on an understanding of their directional 
functions. Consequently the analysis of the prefix complex begins with 
a consideration of the Directional prefix paradigms in their directional 
functions. 

5.6 The directional prefixes 

5.6.1 ga- 'here' 

The ga- prefix paradigm indicates motion towards the location of the 
speaker. There are no verb stems in Gaagudju which indicate motion 
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towards the speaker. Motional verb stems must be interpreted as 
describing motion away from the location of the speaker, or motion 
which is not oriented with respect to the location of the speaker. 

(5-40) gaayu nji-n-da-ba-nggee-ni gaboondji 
Neg II-IRR-exit-Aux-Aux-P house 
'She has not exited/come/gone out of the house.' 

To indicate motion towards the location of the speaker, the ga- 'here' 
prefixes must be used. 

(5-41) arr-ga-balabandjii-ngi=goodo mananggaarr gu-djiinba 
1 -here-run-PI=DUR that: IV IV-reason 
walaangandji moonda 
breath bad 
Ί ran up here. That is why I am puffing.' 

(5-42) arr-gaa-n-yagi goornmalada 
1-here-FU-go back tomorrow 
Ί will come back here tomorrow.' 

In the great majority of cases the relevant location of the speaker is 
the present location. However in some cases it appears that a future 
location may be intended. 

(5-43) maneerra-ru gu-marra-abaanj-ma nowoo-mba 
1+2-first IV<l+2-go first-Aux.FU 3-AUG 
baarri i-yaa-n-ya -nga-mba-baarri 
behind 3I-here-FU-go =lIO=AUG=behind 
'We will go first. That lot, they will come behind me.' 

In (5-43) it is possible that a future location of the speaker, distinct 
from the present location, could be intended. The present location of the 
speaker is also an option, and in light of the general patterning of this 
prefix this option is possibly to be preferred. While the ga- 'here' 
directional prefix is most commonly attested with motion verbs, it is 
also found with other types of inherently directional verbs. 
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(5-44) ngameneega magaarra djirriingi 
why that:I man 
0-a-wornya-waa-y=miirdi 
3I-here-Aux-Aux-PR=look back 
'Why is that man looking back here?' 

The verb gomya(-wa)=miirdi 'to look back' describes an inherently 
directional process. As such it may take the ga- prefix, even though it is 
not a motion predicate. In addition to its productive functions ga- is also 
found in a lexicalised function in two verbal predicates. 

(5-45) 'to be(come), to do, to say' 
PP ga-ma 
PI ga-ma-ri 
PIRR ge-n-ma-ri 
PR ga-ma-y 
FU ge-n-mi 
EV ga-ma-ya 

'to come from' 'to get up' 
PP ge-djama djama 
PI Not attested djama-yini 
PIRR ga-n-dama-yini djama-yini 
PR Not attested djama-y 
FU Not attested djama 
EV Not attested djama-ya 

The verb gama 'to be(come), to do, to say' is analysable as 
consisting historically of the ga- 'here' prefix paradigm and a verb root 
*ma (not synchronically attested as an independent verb in Gaagudju, 
but probably the 'do, say' verb *ma-L reconstructed by Dixon (1980: 
405). The verb gadjama 'to come from' consists of the the ga- 'here' 
paradigm and the verb djama 'to get up'. In both cases the historical 
derivation of these lexemes is unclear. 

5.6.2 ba- 'there' 

The available data does not suffice to present a full description of the 
meaning of this prefix. A deictic 'there' meaning component is 
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identifiable in most of its occurrences, and to this extent the ba- prefix is 
the non-proximate counterpart of the ga- 'here' prefix. However the ba-
'there' prefix differs from the ga- 'here' prefix, in that it is not restricted 
in its distribution to inherently directional verbal predicates. 

(5-46) walaalu mananggaarr gaardu m-ba-yaa-yu=ma 
place that:IV water IV-there-PR-lie=SUB 
rabaalarr ma-yaa-yi-ngi nanggaabirri gaanggi 
river III-PR-go-PR IVrthere high 
'That place, there where the water lies, a river goes there up 
high.' 

In the verbal form m-ba-yaa-yu, the ba- prefix appears simply to 
convey the meaning 'there'. The available evidence does not indicate 
the nature of the difference between the two possible methods of 
expressing 'it lies there', illustrated in (5-47). 

(5-47) m-ba-yaa-yu 
IV-there-PR-lie 

nj-djaa-yu nanggaabirri 
rV-PR-lie IV:there 

The two methods are not incompatible with one another. 

(5-48) nanggaabirri arr-bee-ngi=goodo magaarra djirriingi 
IV:there l-there.go-PI=DUR that:I man 
0-ee-bu 0-an-geela-bi=nga 
3I-here-went IV<3M-call out-Aux:PP=lIO 
Ί was walking along there, when that man came up and called 
out to me.' 

However it should be noted that elicitation bases of the type 'it lies 
there' were never freely translated with the prefixal alternative. They 
were always translated with the alternative involving a free form deictic. 
This suggests either that discourse strategies are centrally involved in 
the choice between the two alternatives, or that there are extra 
components to the meaning of the prefix. The available evidence argues 
against extra components of meaning. In (5-46), the ba- prefix in 
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m-ba-yaa-yu=ma could alternatively be interpreted as meaning 
'towards there'. However a 'towards there' interpretation is not 
compatible with other examples involving ba-. 

(5-49) nginjaa-ru djorrnggooma garrmaarna 
2MIN-first go iniIMP after 
arr-ba-n-dorrnggooma ralboodji 
1 -there-FU-go in cave 
'You go in first. Afterwards I will go in there, the cave.' 

The ba- prefix in arr-ba-n-dorrnggooma cannot be interpreted as 
having a 'towards there' meaning. It could be interpreted as having a 'to 
there' meaning. However this 'to there' meaning is not an acceptable 
interpretation in (5-46). The commonality to the occurrences of ba- in 
(5-46) and (5-49) is 'there'. The directional meaning of the verbal form 
arr-ba-n-dorrnggooma is supplied by the verb stem. It would therefore 
appear that the choice between the use of ba- and a free deictic, as in (5-
47), is determined by discourse factors. This hypothesis is supported to 
some degree by the only situation where the ba- prefix was freely 
elicitable. 

(5-50) njing-ga-n-darree-gi 
2-here-FU-go down-Aux 
'Are you going to come down here?' 

awoy arr-ba-n-darree-gi 
yes 1-there-FU-go down-Aux 
'Yes, I will go down there/in that direction.' 

The ba- prefix was only freely elicitable when describing motion 
from the location of the speaker to that of the hearer (i.e. motion 
between the participants in the discourse). It appears that the ba- prefix 
can occur with any motion verb. It is most commonly attested with 'to 
go'· 

(5-51) ma-ya-bardeedj=madjiirli bardaambarda maardarn 
place name billabong small 
marra-ba-yaa-yi-ngi-mba gaardu nj-djaa-yu=ma 
1 +2-there-PR-go-PR=AUG water IV-PR-lie=SUB 
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maardarn roolorr magaadja walaalu 
small spring that: IV place 
iMa-ya-bardeedj=madjiirli, it is a small billabong. We go 
there. There is a small amount of water. It is a spring that 
place.' 

In addition to its usual distal deictic function, the ba- prefix is also 
found with a distal temporal meaning in ascriptive clauses involving 'to 
go' (7.9). 

5.7 Pronominal prefixes 

There are a number of points of interest in the paradigmatic analysis of 
pronominal prefixing. One of the main divisions in the pronominal 
paradigms is that between the 2nd and 3rd persons on the one hand, and 
the 1st and 1+2 persons on the other hand. The 2nd and 3rd person 
prefixes generally display an Absolutive - Ergative patterning. Dixon 
(1980: 367) notes that systems of bound pronominals in Australian 
languages normally display a Nominative - Accusative pattern. 
However it should be further noted that Nunggubuyu, which is similar 
to Gaagudju in having a complex system of verbal cross-referencing of 
noun class, also shows Absolutive - Ergative patterning in the forms of 
some pronominal prefixes (Heath 1984: 375). 

The 3rd person ergative prefixes distinguish gender (feminine vs 
masculine), whereas the 3rd person absolutive prefixes distinguish 
class. In the Irrealis paradigms, the 3rd person absolutive prefixes 
distinguish four classes. However, in some places in the Realis 
paradigms, Class IV has the same realisation as Class I, or occasionally 
Class II. Class II and 2nd person are identical in the absolutive prefix 
paradigms. 

The only place where the 2nd person is distinguished from the 311 is 
in combinations of the 1st person acting on the 2nd person, where there 
is a special 2nd person Accusative prefix ba-. Historically, this 
accusative prefix is almost certainly related to the directional ba- 'there' 
prefix. The only situation where the ba- 'there' prefix was freely 
elicitable in the available data was to describe motion by the Speaker to 
the location of the Hearer (5-50). Given this apparently prototypical 
directional meaning, it does not appear unreasonable to posit a historical 
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extension in meaning to indicate direction of the process from the 
speaker to the hearer. 

The other accusative prefix is found in combinations of the 2nd 
person acting on the 1st person. In this combination, there is a 1st 
person accusative prefix nga- (1st person prefixes of this nature are 
widespread across northern Australia, and Blake 1988: 7 proposes a 
proto-pronoun *ngay for most northern languages). In other 
combinations, the 1st person does not display a consistent Absolutive -
Ergative or Nominative - Accusative pattern. Rather, it displays the 
patterning set out in (5-52). 

(5-52) arr- 'Realis Absolutive' 
arra- 'Ergative & Irrealis Absolutive' 

Historically, it seems likely that these two prefix forms are derived 
from a common source. This is different from the situation with the 2nd 
and 3rd persons, where the absolutive and ergative prefixes are 
unrelated. It is however similar to the situation with the 1+2 person, 
where a single prefix form marra- is used in all functions. 

The 1st and 1+2 persons are also similar in the way that 
combinations of 3rd person acting on these persons are constructed. 
Combinations of a 3rd person acting on a 1st person are historically 
derived from constructions involving the ga- 'here' directional prefix. 
Prefix complexes involving a 1st person Absolutive and a 3rd person 
Ergative are structurally identical to those involving a 1st person 
Absolutive and the ga- 'here' prefix. 

(5-53) arr-gee-bu 
1-here-went 
Ί came here.' 

(5-54) arr-gee-bu-mu 
l<3-hit-PP 
'He hit me.' 

However the two forms are semantically distinct, and must 
consequently be analysed as distinct forms. The ga- prefix in (5-53) 
indicates that the process is directed towards the location of the speaker. 
The ga- prefix in (5-54) indicates that the process is directed towards 
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the Speaker, rather than towards the location of the speaker. Further the 
ga- prefix in (5-54) indicates that the process is directed by a 3rd person 
entity. This information must be specified, as 2nd person entities would 
be equally capable of directing the process towards the speaker (i.e. if 
arr-gee-bu-mu simply meant "hitting directed towards the speaker", 
then a 2nd person Subject should be acceptable - it is not). There is one 
situation where the ga- prefix conveys both Directional and Ergative 
meanings. 

(5-55) nji-n-gaa-ngga arr-gee-ga-ngga 

As illustrated in (5-55), transitive motional verbs may take the ga-
'here' prefix. However prefix complexes involving a 3rd person 
Ergative and a 1 st person Absolutive do not show a double occurrence 
of the ga- prefix to mark the separate Directional and Ergative 
functions. In other words the form for 'He brought me here' is not as in 

(5-56) * arr-ga -ga-gaa-ngga 
' 1 <3 -here-take-PP'. 

It is rather the form in (5-55) arr-gee-ga-ngga, which is identical to 
'He took me'. Synchronically, the ga- prefix in forms such as 
arr-gee-ga-ngga is to be analysed as a portmanteau morpheme. It is not 
to be analysed as a single morpheme, which is conveying the full range 
of its potential meanings. Diachronically, these particular prefix 
complex forms provide very clear evidence of the relationship between 
the two functions of the ga- prefix. 

The situation is somewhat different with prefix complexes involving 
a 3rd person Ergative and a 1+2 Absolutive. These complexes are 
structurally distinct from those involving the Directional prefix and a 
1+2 Absolutive. 

2<3M-take-PP 
'He took you.' 

l<3-take-PP 
'He took me.' 

nji-n-gee-ga-ngga 
2<3 M-here-take-PP 
'He brought you here.' 

arr-gee-ga-ngga 
l<3:here-take-PP 
'He brought me here.' 

(5-56). 
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(5-57) ga-marra- marra-a-
1+2-here-3>l+2-

The ga-marra- '3>l+2-' prefix complex involves a structurally 
irregular Ergative-Absolutive ordering. The historical development of 
this structurally irregular ordering is obscure, but it would appear that 
the ga- ergative morpheme which appears in this combination is another 
development from a *ga- 'here' proto-prefix. 

Given that there is no consistent relationship between pronominal 
prefix forms and categories favouring the use of some other 
terminology, this grammar uses the traditional terms "Subject" and 
"Object" in discussions of the cross-referencing functions of these 
prefixes. In transitive prefix complexes, the direction of transitivity is 
indicated by the < and > symbols. 

Prefix 1 < Prefix 2 = Object-Subject 
Prefix 1 > Prefix 2 = Subject-Object 

The prefix paradigms have evidently undergone considerable 
reduction historically. There are some synchronic variations which 
evidence ongoing reduction. There is an alternation between long and 
short prefix complex forms in a number of cases, chiefly in the Irrealis 
paradigms. Verbs which are 2 syllables or less in length invariably take 
the long forms. Verbs which are greater than 3 syllables in length 
invariably take the long forms. There is some variation with verbs of 3 
syllables, depending on their internal morphological structure. Verb 
forms which consist of a trisyllabic verb stem invariably take the short 
forms of the prefix complexes. However verb forms which involve a 
mono- or di-syllabic verb stem and a suffix show variation. 

(5-58) ma-rra-ng-garraa-ri ma-ng-garraa-ri 

For transitive verbs involving the ga- 'here' Directional prefix, it was 
only the Irrealis paradigm that could be elicited with consistency. The 
Unmarked and Present paradigms appeared to be individually 
lexicalised to each verb (readers are advised to examine the paradigms 
of 'to bring', 'to bring back' and 'to send here' in Appendix 2). There 

III< 1 -IRR-have-P 
Ί did not have it.' 

III<1: IRR-have-P 
Ί did not have it.' 
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are no examples of the other Directional prefix, ba- 'there', occurring 
with a transitive verb in the available data. The intransitive prefixal 
paradigms for forms involving the ba- 'there' prefix are somewhat 
uncertain, as this prefix is not well attested. One of the forms, the IV 
Irrealis form is apparently structurally irregular. 

(5-59) gu-n-ba- *gu-ba-n-
IV-IRR-there- *IV-there-IRR-

This form is presently attested only with the verb ba-ya 'to go there' 
(Appendix 2). It shows an irregular ordering of the Tense/mood prefix 
to the left of the Directional prefix. However given the fact that the 
other forms in the Irrealis ba- paradigm show a regular ordering, it 
seems likely that it is either a mistake, or is a form lexicalised within the 
paradigm of 'to go there'. 

5.8 Conjugational groupings 

The variation in suffixal paradigms in Gaagudju is such that it is not 
profitable to attempt any precise conjugational groupings. However an 
examination of the paradigms reveals that in most cases they fall within 
one of two super-conjugations. 

(5-60) Conjugation 1 Conjugation 2 
PP -0 -0/-gi 
PI/PIRR -ri/-ni/-yini -ngi 
PR -0/i_, -y -ngi 
FU -0 -0/-ya 
EV Vowel grade/-ya -gi 

There are approximately 30 verbs in Conjugation 1, and 
approximately 20 in Conjugation 2 (allowing for the inherent problems 
in distinguishing between simple and compound verbs in Gaagudju. 
5.3). Conjugation membership is entirely arbitrary. There is independent 
evidence supporting these super-conjugations, in terms of choice of 
detransitiviser (7.7.1). Transitive verbs from Conjugation 1 take the -y 
detransitiviser, whereas transitive verbs from Conjugation 2 take the 
-dji-gi —nggi —gi detransitiviser. The Conjugation 2 detransitiviser 
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itself belongs to Conjugation 1, and thereby derives a Conjugation 1 
verb. The only exception to this pattern is the Conjugation 1 auxiliary -
ba (5-20), whose detransitivised form is -ba-nggi. 

This correlation between suffixal paradigmatic patterns and choice of 
detransitiviser argues that the super-conjugations have some kind of 
synchronic status in Gaagudju. Exactly how this synchronic status is to 
be formally represented remains unclear. The diachronic development 
of the super-conjugations is also rather uncertain. A few of the 
allomorphic variations can be eliminated historically. The variation 
between -0 and -y in the PR of Conjugation 1 has a direct phonological 
explanation. The -0 suffix is only found after Iii, and presumably results 
from a straightforward deletion of -y after li/. The -yini PI/PIRR variant 
in Conjugation 1 is only found with a few intransitive verbs. The 
PI/PIRR form of the Conjugation 1 detransitiviser is yi-ni, and it seems 
likely that the -yini suffix has been adopted from this form. 

5.9 Tense, aspect, and mood categories 

The following tense, aspect and mood categories are marked in the 
Verbal Complex. 

(5-61) Past Realis Perfective PP Past Realis Imperfective PI 
Past Irrealis PIRR Present PR 
Future FU Evitative EV 
Hortative HOR Positive Imperative IMP 

Among the categories, the Hortative and the Positive Imperative are 
morphologically differentiated from the others. The Hortative is a minor 
category, which is only morphologically differentiated from the Future 
in a few intransitive verb paradigms (5.10). The Positive Imperative 
takes a very different structure in its prefix complex to that found with 
all the other categories (5.11). Given these morphological differences, 
the Hortative and the Positive Imperative are analysed separately from 
the other categories. 

The other six categories pattern together morphologically. An 
example of the standard pattern for the morphological realisation of 
these categories is given in (5-62), which lists the relevant forms of the 
verb 'to paint' with a 31 Absolutive and a 3M Ergative. 
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(5-62) PP 0-an-beerra-wa 'He painted him.' 
PI 0-an-barraa-wa-ri 'He was painting him.' 
PIRR 0-nja-n-barraa-wa-ri 'He was going to paint him.' 
PR 0-n-da-barraa-wa-y 'He is painting him.' 
FU 0-nja-n-barraa-wa 'He will paint him.' 
EV 0-an-barraa-wa-ya 'He might paint him.' 

The distribution of prefixal paradigms is invariant across all verbs. 
The Past Irrealis and Future take the Irrealis paradigm; the Present takes 
the Present paradigm; and the other categories, the Past Perfective, the 
Past Imperfective and the Evitative , take the Unmarked paradigm. The 
Past Imperfective and Past Irrealis always take the same suffix, when a 
suffix is segmentable. This suffix is nearly always distinct from the 
suffixes found in the Past Perfective and in the Future. In this way the 
Past Imperfective is normally distinguished from the Past Perfective, 
and the Past Irrealis from the Future, by suffixation. If a suffixal 
opposition of a substantive suffix vs the null suffix -0 is involved, then 
the Past Imperfective and Past Irrealis will always take the substantive 
suffix, as in (5-62). 

If there is no segmentable suffix, then this means that the verb shows 
irregular stem variation according to ΤΑΜ category. In this case the 
Past Imperfective and Past Irrealis will normally show the same stem, 
and this stem will be different from that found in the Past Perfective 
and/or Future. There are only two verbs which have identical Past 
Perfective and Past Imperfective forms: ni 'to sit' and dji 'to stand' 
(Appendix 2). Similarly there are only two verbs which have identical 
Past Irrealis and Future forms: nawa 'to put' and warra 'to take back' 
(Appendix 2). 

It seems likely that the substantive stem and suffixal identities 
between the Past Imperfective and Past Irrealis indicate that there are 
certain semantic commonalities between the two categories, which 
serve as basis for grouping them together. I suggest that they are 
grouped together against the Past Perfective, within the overall Past 
tense category. There is evidence in many of the northern languages for 
groupings of forms marking realis imperfective aspect with forms 
marking irrealis mood (Merlan 1981, own fieldwork on other 
languages). I suggest that one of the major semantic commonalities 
between realis imperfective aspect and irrealis mood, as opposed to 
realis perfective aspect, is that both realis imperfective aspect and 
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irrealis mood involve some modification of the event. Realis perfective 
aspect, on the other hand, simply presents the event as an unmodified 
whole (see 5.9.1 for a discussion of the differences between perfective 
and imperfective aspect). This hypothesis clearly requires further 
investigation on an areal comparative basis, particularly as to the nature 
of "modification" (see Merlan 1981 for a textual understanding of this 
"modification"). 

The Present also shows some tendency to group with the Past 
Imperfective and Past Irrealis in terms of substantive suffixal 
morphology. The Present takes the same substantive suffix as the Past 
Imperfective and Past Irrealis in approximately 25% of verbs. The stem 
augment suffix -ngga, which occurs with verbs belonging to the -ba 
Auxiliary conjugation (5-19), is found only in the Past Imperfective, 
Past Irrealis and the Present. These substantive suffixal identities 
between the Present and the Past Imperfective/Past Irrealis may also 
signal a degree of semantic commonality between the Present and the 
Past Imperfective/Past Irrealis. In the great majority of its occurrences, 
the Present is imperfective in aspect. As such the Present may be 
classed to a considerable degree with the Past Imperfective. However, 
some of the occurrences of the Present are perfective in aspect, and 
consequently the Present cannot be classed with the Past 
Imperfective/Past Irrealis absolutely. This accords with the fact that the 
Present takes its own distinctive suffix with approximately 40% of 
verbs. This degree of suffixal independence shown by the Present is 
matched by its partial prefixal independence. A number of Present 
prefix complex forms are distinctive. However, in a considerable 
number of cases they are identical to the Unmarked forms (Table 5-3 & 
Table 5-4). 

The Present may also fall together with the Past Perfective and 
Future, when all three categories are marked with the -0 suffix. This 
happens with approximately 15% of verbs. However this does not 
reflect any semantic commonalities between the Present, and either the 
Past Perfective or the Future. Rather it simply represents a default 
identity that has arisen through historical chance. The verbs having a -0 
Present suffix are nearly all verbs with /i/ final stems which belong to 
Conjugation 1. The -0 suffix in this case almost certainly results 
historically from the deletion of the usual Conjugation 1 Present tense 
suffix -y following III (5.8). 
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The common marking of the Past Perfective and the Future by the -0 
suffix appears to be a somewhat different matter. Firstly it has a high 
frequency, occurring in 65% of all verbs. Secondly, there are a number 
of verbal paradigms which show other types of formal identities 
distinctive of the Past Perfective and the Future. 

(5-63) 
PP 
PI/PIRR 
PR 
FU 
EV 

'to jump' 
baleburrbu 
balabarra-ge-ni 
balabarre-gi 
baleburrbu 
balabarra-ge-ya 

'to be full up' 
balolburrbu 
balbarra-ge-ni 
balbarre-gi 
balolburrbu 
balbarra-ge-ya 

'to forget' 
PP gadawarrarrama 
PI/PIRR gadawarrama-yini 
PR gadawarrama-y 
FU gadawarrarrama 
EV gadawarrama-ya 

'to look around' 
gornya 

-ri gornya-wa-yini 
gornya-wa-y 
gornya-gi 
gornya-wa-ya 

In the paradigms of 'to jump', 'to be full up', and 'to forget', the Past 
Perfective and Future are marked by a common form, which is not 
regularly related to the forms in the other categories. In the paradigm of 
'to look around', the Past Perfective and Future both lack the auxiliary 
-wa, which is found in the other categories. The formal identities in (5-
63) suggest that the frequent common marking of the Past Perfective 
and the Future with - 0 is not simply a chance default sharing. 

The motivation for the apparent grouping of the Past Perfective and 
the Future is not immediately evident. The most plausible hypothesis 
appears to be an analysis in terms of equivalences between oppositions. 
I would suggest that one of the primary oppositions in the Gaagudju 
ΤΑΜ system is that between the Irrealis and the Unmarked/Present. 
This is the major opposition within the pronominal prefix system 
(Irrealis prefixes consistently distinguish four classes in the 3rd 
absolutive, whereas the Realis prefixes show various neutralisations 
among the classes). The Unmarked/Present is largely a Realis category 
and therefore the opposition can be described in prototypical terms as a 
Realis/Irrealis opposition. 
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I would further suggest that the Past Perfective and the Future are the 
primary focal categories within this Realis/Irrealis opposition. The high 
frequency of -0 suffixing in both categories and the formal identities in 
(5-63) can be understood as indicating that the Past Perfective and the 
Future are the primary exemplars of the Realis/Irrealis opposition. 
Within the Irrealis category, the Future is of course opposed to the Past 
Irrealis. Within the Realis category, the paradigmatic evidence indicates 
that the Past Perfective is most prominently opposed to Past 
Imperfective. The Present is, to a degree, an independent tense. 
However in terms of semantics and pronominal prefixing, it clearly 
classes with the Realis categories rather than the Irrealis categories. 

The proposed Realis/Irrealis opposition encounters a significant 
anomaly with the Evitative. Semantically the Evitative is Irrealis, and 
indeed in any scalar analysis of the Realis/Irrealis relationship, it would 
count as the most Irrealis category. Nevertheless it takes the Unmarked 
prefixal paradigm, which otherwise marks Realis categories. Further the 
Evitative is in fact only minimally differentiated from the Past 
Perfective. In a number of verbal paradigms, it is formally identical to 
the Past Perfective, and in a number of other verbal paradigms it is only 
formally differentiated from the Past Perfective by a more extensive 
occurrence of vowel grade (2.8.2 & Appendix 2). 

I do not have an explanation for the apparently anomalous marking 
of the Evitative, nor for its formal relationship to the Past Perfective. 
Consequently it must be treated as an anomaly within the paradigmatic 
analysis of the ΤΑΜ system presented here. However it is worth noting 
that very similar anomalies occur in at least two other languages of the 
Top End. The Daly River language Marrithiyel (Green 1989: 147) 
shows a fundamental Realis/Irrealis opposition in its verbal ΤΑΜ 
system similar to that of Gaagudju. Nevertheless the most Irrealis 
category within the ΤΑΜ system of Marrithiyel, the Apprehensive, 
takes Realis marking formally. The Nunggubuyu language from south-
eastern Amhemland shows a broadly similar pattern (Heath 1984: 337-
338). The occurrence of this apparently anomalous pattern in three 
widely separated, and essentially unrelated, languages suggests that the 
functioning of Evitative-like categories with respect to the 
Realis/Irrealis opposition requires further investigation. 
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5.9.1 Past perfective and past imperfective 

These two categories are best examined together, as they are in an 
immediate binary opposition with one another, in both morphological 
and functional terms. The morphological opposition is examined in 5.9. 
This section examines the functional opposition. Comrie (1976: 16) 
gives the following definitions of perfectivity and imperfectivity 
"perfectivity indicates the view of the situation as a single whole, 
without distinction of the various separate phases that make up the 
situation; while the imperfective pays essential attention to the internal 
structure of the situation." This summation appears to capture the nature 
of the difference between these two Gaagudju categories in an adequate 
manner. Their patterns of usage correlate with the prototypical cross-
linguistic patterns of usage for perfective and imperfective forms 
(Comrie 1976: 16-40). The Past Perfective is normally used to convey 
past punctual meanings. 

(5-64) 0-arro-oree-garra 
3I<l-see-Aux:PP 
Ί saw him.' 

The Past Imperfective is normally used to convey past habitual 
meanings and to indicate setting situations. 

(5-65) barraanggirr arr-ga-marda-baraa-ni 
old days 1 <3 -carry-Aux-PI 
djaarra 0-arra-bagarnaa-wa-ri mboodaru 
horse 3I<1-chase-Aux-PI now 
gaala gaayu 
okay Neg 
'In the old days, I used to ride horses, and chase (cattle), but 
not now.' 

(5-66) arr-gee-bu ngaanj-ma nj-djoree-ni=mba ngorroongirr 
1-here-went 1MIN-PRM 2-lie-PI=AUG sleep 
'When I came here, you lot were sleeping.' 

However the usage of the Past Perfective and Past Imperfective is 
not necessarily controlled by the nature of the real world situation. As 
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Comrie (1976: 4) stresses, it is possible to present a particular situation 
from both a perfective and an imperfective viewpoint. 

(5-67) ngameena 0-ee-ni-ngi=goodo magaadja 
what 31<3 F-cook-PI=DUR that:II 
uluunggulu 
old woman 
'What was that old woman cooking?' 

0-ee-ni-gi budjoodu 
3I<3F-cook-PP goanna 
'She cooked a goanna.' 

(5-68) 0-an-barraa-wa-ri=da 0-an-beerra-wa=da 
3 I<3M-paint-Aux-PI=MA 3I<3M-paint-Aux:PP=MA 
iinjdju ngameena =naawu iinjdju 
S.A. what=3MDAT S.A. 
1-n-daarra-bu=da 
31-FU-dance-Aux=MA 
'They were painting them. They painted them. I wonder what 
for? Maybe they will dance.' 

One factor which is important in the construction of the 
perfective/imperfective opposition is the punctual vs iterative contrast. 
(Comrie 1976: 41-44). In Gaagudju, verbs with a punctual inherent 
aspect appear in the PP, unless some meaning prototypically associated 
with the Past Imperfective is intended. Similarly verbs with an iterative 
inherent aspect appear in the Past Imperfective, unless some meaning 
prototypically associated with the PP is intended. The significance of 
inherent aspect is illustrated by usual past tense forms shown by the 
pairs of verbs in (5-69). 

(5-69) Usually PP Usually PI 
godo-biri 'to cut' godo-bidj-biri 'to cut up' 
gorronj-ma 'to get water' mardborda 'to get wood' 

In their unmarked interpretations at least, the verbs which normally 
take the Past Perfective have a punctual inherent aspect, whereas the 
verbs which normally take the Past Imperfective have an iterative 
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inherent aspect. Aspectual interpretations do not however depend solely 
on the inherent aspect of the verbal predicate. They are compositional 
interpretations, which are also influenced by the other constituents of 
the clause/proposition (Comrie 1976: 16, Dowty 1979: 71). In the case 
of Gaagudju the nature of the Object is also relevant. 

(5-70) magaarra ma-n-daa-ri=goodo djaamu ma-baalgi 
that: I III<3M-eat-PI=DUR tucker Ill-lots 
mananggaarr gu-djiinba gudjiirri 
that: IV IV-cause sick 
'That (kid) ate lots of tucker. That is why he is sick.' 

(5-71) maada 0-arree-ba djaarli 0-baalgi 
yesterday 31<l-ate meat I-lots 
'Yesterday I ate lots of meat.' 

(5-72) magaarra djirriingi 0-n-darrobarroo-ma cigarette 
that:I man IV<3M-smoke-Aux:PP 
nowoogoda 
M.one 
'That man smoked one cigarette.' 

The verb 'to eat' has an unmarked punctual inherent aspect. 
However, in (5-70) an iterative interpretation arises from the fact that a 
large amount of food was eaten. This iterative interpretation is overtly 
signalled by the use of the Past Imperfective. As (5-71) demonstrates, 
the iterative interpretation is not obligatorily marked. The verb 'to 
smoke', on the other hand, has an unmarked durative/iterative inherent 
aspect. However, in (5-72) the specification that only one cigarette was 
smoked provides a punctual interpretation, which is overtly signalled by 
the use of the Past Perfective. It seems likely that the same factors 
would also be relevant with Intransitive Subjects, though this is not 
attested in the available data. 

The available data is not sufficient to permit a full analysis of the 
distribution of the Past Perfective and the Past Imperfective. Their 
distribution appears to show a degree of lexicalisation. Table 5-5 lists 
the verbs which normally take the Past Imperfective, when describing a 
Past Realis situation. 
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Table 5-5 Verbs usually taking the past imperfective 

djarre-ni-ngi 'to be in pain' 
galamarr-wa 'to be jealous' 
bardawinjminj-ma 'to blink' 
gardawinjminj-ma 'to break up (tr)' 
godo-bidj-biri 'to cut up' 
djarra-bu 'to dance' 
gadjirr-ma 'to dig' 
dja-wa 'to dislike' 
ga=woorro 'to drag' 
mardborda 'to get wood' 
djardamanj-ma-gi 'to go around' 
djurr-wa 'to grind' 
gadarra-bu 'to hang out (intr)' 
mardedji 'to hide (intr)' 
bard-ba-nggi 'to hang up (intr)' 
garra 'to have' 
balabarrbarra 'to jump about' 
gambiri 'to laugh' 
gardaba 'to look for' 
burri 'to rub string' 
godo-biri 'to be open' 
barra-wa 'to paint' 
djardagardega 'to play' 
gadjirrba-ba 'to poke around' 
mada-wa 'to rub firesticks' 
gardabal-bu-y 'to rub back' 
balababandji 'to run around' 
mono-ma-gi 'to scratch (detr)' 
goro-garra-y 'to see (detr)' 
bularra-bu 'to shake (intr)' 
barla-bu 'to sing' 
barnaree-ga 'to slide' 
djarrobarro-ma 'to smoke' 
gordongolo-wa-y 'to sway' 
gardanganjngara 'to swim' 
bala-bu 'to talk' 
djirrbolo-wa 'to track' 
marre-wa 'to wait for' 
djarrawiwi 'to walk about' 
raga-maarr 'to want' 
djirrba-gi 'to warm up' 
raga 'to weave' 
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There do not appear to be any immediately obvious distinguishing 
criteria which would group the verbs in Table 5-5 together as a coherent 
class or classes. The apparently lexicalised nature of some of the 
appearances of the Past Perfective and Past Imperfective suggests that a 
more detailed analysis of inherent lexical aspect would prove profitable. 

It should be noted that there is some evidence that the Past Perfective 
is the unmarked partner in this pairing of categories (morphologically it 
is the unmarked category. 5.9). There are occasional examples of the 
Past Perfective conveying a prototypical meaning of the Past 
Imperfective: the past habitual. 

(5-73) nganj-ngiirla walaaladama 
ΙΜΙΝ-aunt always 
njing-gordoma-djee-gi=nga 
II-tell off-Aux-Aux:PP= 1IO 
'My aunt always used to tell me off.' 

(5-74) barraanggirr 0-arraa-ma=mba ngaarndjil 
old days 3I<l-got=AUG fish 
0-arraa-ma=mba ngaarndjil djuraadjunu 
3I<l-got=AUG fish file snake 
mboodaru irribindjoori idj-0-baalgi 
now crocodile Aug-I-lots 
'In the old days we used to get fish and file snakes (there). 
Now there are lots of crocodiles.' 

There are no examples of the Past Imperfective being used to convey 
the prototypical punctual meaning of the Past Perfective. The apparently 
unmarked status of the Past Perfective with respect to the Past 
Imperfective correlates with its apparently unmarked status with respect 
to the Past Irrealis ((5-84) & (5-85)). Both the Past Perfective and the 
Past Imperfective are used to convey Present Perfect meanings. 

(5-75) arr-geema-nja ngoyoonjdjida i-laawala 
1 -say:PP=2IO already I-little 
Ί have already told you once, little boy.' 
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ngoyoogoda a rr-geen mi-ηja ba-rree-m-bu 
F:one l-say:FU=2IO 2<l-FU-hit 
'If I have to tell you again, I will hit you.' 

(5-76) djoorr-wa wurridjoonggo 
grind-Aux:IMP lily seed 
'Grind up the lily seeds!' 

ngoyoonjdjida 0-arra-djurr-waa-ri=goodo 
already IV<l-grind-Aux-PI=DUR 
wurridjoonggo 
lily seed 
Ί have already ground up the lily seeds.' 

(5-77) arr-djii-ngi=goodo goornmu ma-rree-ni-ngi=goodo 
1 -stand-P=DUR morning III<l-cook-PI=DUR 
djaamu gaala 0-dja-ardaa-bu-njdji 
tucker okay 1-PR-tired-Aux-PR 
ngorroonggadi garree-ni-ngi 
back hurt-Aux-PI 
Ί have been standing up all morning, cooking tucker. I am 
tired. My back is hurting.' 

5.9.2 Pastirrealis 

The Past Irrealis conveys all types of past unactualised meanings. It 
occurs in two major construction types. The first of these is a Past 
Negative construction, which involves the Negator gaayu. This Past 
Negative construction is examined in 7.3.2. The other construction type 
is the simple Past Irrealis verb form. This construction conveys all types 
of non-negative past unactualised meanings. 

(5-78) gudjiirri m-bee-ngi=nga djarroonggoda 
sick IV-go.there-PI=lIO near 
arra-warrgee-n i 
1 :IRR-die.P 
Ί was sick. I nearly died.' 
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(5-79) arr-gardaa-garra=mba djirriingi ma-naabirri 
1-argue-Aux=AUG man PRM-I:there 
i-rree-wu-ni biirndi naawu 
3I<l-give-PIRR money 3MMIN 
'We had an argument with that man. He wanted me to give him 
money.' 

(5-80) ngameneega gaayu ma-naa-n-da-ri djaamu 
why Neg III<2-IRR-eat-P tucker 
i-laawala 
I-little 
'Why didn't you eat your tucker, little boy?' 

gaayu ma-rra-ragaa-nj-marr djaarli i-rree-nj-dja-ri 
Neg III< 1 - Aux-PR-like meat 3I<l-IRR-eat-P 
gaala 
okay 
Ί do not want it. I would have eaten meat, okay.' 

(5-81) i-yaa-n-yi-ngi=mba goornmu magaarra=mba 
31-here-IRR-go-P=AUG morning that:I=AUG 
gaayu i-yaa-n-yi-ngi=mba 
Neg 31-here-IRR-go-P=AUG 
'They should have come this morning, (but) they did not 
come.' 

(5-82) ma-naabirri 0-rtja-n-baraa-ni gada gaayu 
PRM-I:there 3I<3M-IRR-spear-P but Neg 
0-an-marramiiri 
31<3M-miss:PP 
'That bloke tried to spear it, but no, he missed it.' 

The simple Past Irrealis construction may convey an admonitive 
meaning. 

(5-83) gooyu nj-djee-bara=nga ideengarda nji-walaawala 
mother IV<3F-strike=lIO jaw Il-little 
'Mother, the little girl struck me on the jaw.' 
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nji-naa-n-bu-ni ngiinja njin-marrawaarra 
II<2-IRR-hit-P 2MIN 2-big 
'You should not have hit her (first). You are bigger.' 

This admonitive meaning is presumably related to the Past Negative 
function of the Past Irrealis (7.3.2). It is possible that the Negator gaayu 
is understood as an ellipsed constituent within examples of the type of 
(5-83). In addition to Past Irrealis verb forms, there are also occasional 
examples of Past Perfective verb forms conveying Past Irrealis 
meanings. 

(5-84) goree-garra-wa magaadja raada 
watch-Aux:IMP-out that:II bullant 
nji-nii-ngi=ardaadji raada=nggaana 
2-sit-P=down bullant=LOC 
'Watch out for those bullants!. You nearly sat down on the 
bullants.' 

(5-85) 0-arro-ordee-ni-gi gudjaali ma-naabirri gada 
IV< 1 -light-Aux-PP fire PRM-I:there but 
gaayu gaayu gu-ng-gordee-ni-ngi iinjdju 
Neg Neg IV<l:IRR-light-Aux-P S.A. 
nang-giirdi 
IV-wet 
Ί tried to light a fire there, but no, I could not light it. (The 
wood) must have been wet.' 

These forms may simply be mistakes. However given that both 
examples involve partial performance of the action, the use of a Realis 
form can be viewed as motivated. (5-84) and (5-85) would also 
correlate with (5-73) and (5-74) in suggesting that the Past Perfective is 
the unmarked category functionally among the three Past categories. 

5.9.3 Present 

The Present occurs in two constructions in Gaagudju. One of these is 
the Negative Imperative, which involves the Negator gooyida 'Don't' 
(7.3.1). The other construction is the simple Present tense verb form. 
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Following Comrie (1985: 38), the meaning of this construction may be 
defined in the following terms "the situation referred to by the verb in 
the present tense is simply holding literally at the present moment". 
There are two major ways in which this situation may be satisfied. The 
situation may actually be instantiated at the present moment. 
Alternatively it may be predicated as true of the present, even if it is not 
actually instantiated at the present moment. This second possibility 
represents the generic Present. 

(5-86) magaarra djirriingi walaaladama arr-gaa-wo-y 
that: I man always 1 <3-give-PR 
djaarli 
meat 
'That man always gives me meat.' 

(5-87) gaardu magaadja gu-marraa-y=mba gooyida 
water that:IV IV<l+2-eat:PR=AUG Don't 
nj-dja-ardangaree-ngi=mba 
2-PR-swim-PR=AUG 
'That water is for us to drink. It is not for you mob to swim in!' 

There are however some verbs in Gaagudju which appear to pose a 
problem for Comrie's analysis of the two types of Present meanings, as 
involving a single underlying Present meaning. 

(5-88) arr-baloolburrbu 
1-full up:PP 
Ί am full up/I have become full up.' 

(5-89) magaarra i-laawala 0-balbarree-gi walaaladama 
that:I I-little 3I-full up-Aux:PR always 
'That little boy is always full up.' 

The verb balolburrbu 'to be full up' appears in the Past Perfective 
when describing a particular Present instantiation, but appears in the 
Present when describing the generic Present. The verbs gardawi-dji 'to 
be broken' and djurrinj-dji 'to be blocked/closed' also show this 
pattern. The pattern in (5-88) and (5-89) could be taken as providing 
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evidence for a distinction between ordinary and generic Presents in 
Gaagudju. 

However the difference between the two Presents in (5-88) and (5-
89) is clearly related to the semantics of the three verbs. In terms of 
Dowty's (1979: 60) classification of verbal predicates, they are all 
classifiable as Achievements in the ordinary Present. Achievements are 
characterised by the inchoative operator BECOME. In terms of an 
inchoative analysis of the ordinary Present of these verbs, the use of the 
Past Perfective for particular Present instances can be understood as 
having a Present Perfect meaning (5.9.1). The use of the Past Perfective 
indicates that the change of state described by the inchoative predicate 
has occurred. The generic Present of these verbs, on the other hand, is 
not an Achievement. It is rather a State (Dowty 1979: 60), and takes the 
Present inflections like all other States. 

The exact synchronic status of this Achievement/State analysis is not 
entirely certain. Other apparently inchoative verbs such as garda-bu 'to 
be tired', garaga-dji 'to be ashamed', or galamarr-wa 'to be jealous', 
do not show this alternation. It may be that these verbs do not admit 
inchoative interpretations, unlike balolburrbu 'to be full' etc. Further 
material is required to resolve this question. 

5.9.4 Future and evitative 

The Future and the Evitative both describe future situations. However 
there are a number of significant differences between them, and their 
relationship is not parallel to that between the Past Perfective and the 
Past Imperfective (5.9.1). In the available data, the most salient 
difference between the two categories is in terms of their syntactic 
distribution. The Evitative is chiefly attested in two construction types: 
Future Negatives which involve the Negator ibdrdbi (7.3.2), 
Hypothetical Conditionals (7.11), and Evitatives (7.11.2). The Future 
has a wider range and is found in these and other environments. 

In environments such as Conditional sentences where the two 
categories contrast directly, the difference between the use of the two 
categories in Conditional sentences appears to involve the familiar 
modal distinction in the probability of the predication they make about 
the Future. The Future implies intention and/or obligation, and its truth-
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value is testable in the Future (Comrie 1985: 44). The Evitative merely 
asserts that the predication is possible. 

(5-90) magaadja i-yeenmi gaala djiirri gu-ngaa-tt-ma 
that: IV 3I-do:FU okay trouble IV<3M-FU-get 
'When/If he does that, okay he will get trouble.' 

(5-91) biirndi 0-arree-ma-gi magaarra 
money 3I<l-get-EV that:I 
0-an-galeemarr-wa =nga biirndi=naawu 
IV<3M-jealous-Aux:EV= 110 money=3MDAT 
'If I get money, that fellow might be jealous of me over the 
money.' 

The intentional/obligational implication of the Future is also found in 
its independent uses. 

(5-92) arree-ya 
1 :FU-go 
Ί will go/I want to go/I ought to go.' 

This intentional/obligational meaning of the Future must however be 
described as an implicature, as it may be cancelled by the modal particle 
iinjdju 'maybe, must be, I wonder' (7.12). 

(5-93) iinjdju arree-ya 
maybe 1 :FU-go 
'Maybe I will go.' 

There are therefore two constructions which convey future 
possibility in Gaagudju. One is the iinjdju 'maybe' + Future 
construction illustrated in (5-93). The other involves the use of Evitative 
verb forms. 

(5-94) marree-ya-mba ardaadji gardagaaya 
1 +2-go: FU=AUG inside rain 
0-adjirr-ba-nggee-ya 
31-rain-Aux-Aux-E V 
'Let's go inside. It might rain.' 
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The available data does not suffice to permit a definitive statement 
on the differences between the two constructions in (5-93) and (5-94). 
However it seems highly likely that considerations of Speaker-oriented 
vs Subject-oriented modality are relevant (see Lyons 1977: chl7). The 
iinjdju 'maybe' + Future construction appears to involve Speaker-
oriented modality, whereas the Conditional construction appears to 
involve Subject-oriented modality. 

In summary it appears that the differences between the Conditional 
and the Future are ones of modality. The exact nature of the interaction 
between the various modal differences are not fully elucidated in the 
available data. The difference in syntactic distribution presumably 
follows from the modal differences. In fact it is altogether probable that 
the syntactic difference would disappear in a larger database. A wider 
range of text styles would probably contain a reasonable 
exemplification of independent uses of the Conditional. 

5.10 Hortative 

As a formal category, the Hortative is only minimally differentiated 
from the Future. It was only for intransitive motion and stance verbs 
that distinctive Hortative forms could be elicited. Even for these verbs, 
the Hortative was only distinct for 3rd person Absolutives. 

'to sit:FU' 'to sit.HOR' 
1 arree-ni arree-ni 
1+2 marree-ni marree-ni 
31 i-n-ngaani ii-ni 
II nji-n-ngaani njii-ni 
III *ma-n-ngaani *maa-ni 
IV *gu-n-ngaani *goo-ni 

The * forms in (5-95) are the predicted realisations of unattested 
forms. The Hortative takes the same pronominal prefixes as the Future 
(Table 5-3). It also takes the same form of the verb as the Future. The 
verb ni 'to sit' shows an irregular variation in verb forms in the Future 
(ni ~ ngani). The Hortative shows only the regular verb form (ni is the 
basic stem - Appendix 2). The major formal difference between the two 
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categories is that the Hortative lacks the Irrealis mood prefix which 
is characteristic of the Future (Table 5-3). 

The Hortative occurs only rarely. In some examples it has the 
prototypical hortative permissive function. 

(5-96) gooyida ma-naa-ga-njdji djaamu mogeerdidj-bi 
Don't III<2-take-PR tucker leave-Aux:IMP 
maa-yu nanggaarri 
III-lie:HOR IV:here 
'Don't take that tucker. Leave it. Let it lie here.' 

(5-97) nowoo-yirri ii-ni gardaaman 
3MMIN-self 3I-sit.HOR quiet 
'Let him sit quiet, by himself.' 

However in other examples Hortative forms have a positive 
imperative function. 

(5-98) ma-yu-baarri djaamu 
III-lie.HOR-behind tucker 
'Leave the tucker' 
(lit. 'Let the tucker lie behind.') 

(5-99) ma-bee-waga-da djaamu 
III-there-Aux-move tucker 
'Move the tucker over there!' 
(lit. 'Let the tucker move over there.') 

(5-100) gu-weega-da magaadja raanggin 
rV-Aux:HOR-move that:IV paperbark 
'Move that paperbark!' 
(lit. 'Let the paperbark move.') 

It would appear that (5-98) - (5-100) should be interpreted as indirect 
speech acts. Cross-linguistically, imperatives are frequently expressed 
via indirect speech acts. A 3rd person Hortative (the literal translations 
of (5-98) - (5-100)) which expresses the result desired by the Speaker, 
without overtly marking the 2nd person Agent, would appear to be a 
good candidate for an indirect speech act Imperative. It would seem 
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likely that the distinction between the two possible ways of conveying 
imperative meanings is the familiar one of politeness: the Hortative 
imperative 'Leave!' in (5-98) being more polite than the standard verbal 
imperative 'Leave!' in (5-96). 

For forms other than those involving the 3rd person Absolutives of 
intransitive motion and stance verbs, Hortative meanings are conveyed 
by the Future. 

(5-101) marree-ya 
l+2:FU-go 
'Let's go.' 

(5-102) mogeerdidj-bi=mba ba-mogeerdidj-bi=mba arree-ni 
leave-Aux:IMP=AUG 1-leave-Aux:IMP=AUG l:FU-sit 
gardaaman 
quiet 
'Leave! Leave me!, Let me sit quiet.' 

(5-103) gooyida ma-naa-ga-njdji djaamu mogeerdidj-bi 
Don't III<2-take-PR tucker leave-Aux:IMP 
i-Iaawala ma-ngee-n-da 
I-little III<3M-FU-eat 
'Don't take the tucker. Leave it! Let the little boy eat it.' 

5.11 Positive imperative 

The Positive Imperative form of the verb is usually identical to the 
Future form of the verb. There are only three verbs which have irregular 
Positive Imperative forms. 

(5-104) Verb Future 
'to consume' dja 
'to go' ya 
'to lie' yu 

Positiveimperative 
djaawu 
ngoorro 
djoogoro 

The Positive Imperative of 'to consume' appears to be related to the 
Future form in some way. The Positive Imperative of 'to lie' is related 
to the Past Perfective form djogori, though the relationship, if any, of 
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these two forms to the Future yu is unclear. The Positive Imperative of 
'to go' is entirely independent, though it may be noted that the Positive 
Imperative of ' to come' is regular (5-105). 

Positive Imperative verbal complexes are formally distinguished 
from other types of verbal complexes in Gaagudju by their prefixing 
possibilities. The only substantive prefix that is found with Positive 
Imperatives is bara- ~ ba-. This prefix indicates direction of the process 
either towards the present location of the speaker, or simply towards the 
speaker (i.e. 1st person Direct Objects). 

(5-105) baree-ya 
here-go.IMP 
'Come here!' 

(5-106) baraa-wu djaarli 
here/l-give.IMP meat 
'Give the meat here!/Give me the meat!' 

(5-107) baraa-ma gooyu 
1 -get.IMP mother 
'Pick me up, mother.' 

(5-108) baraa-ma=nga maarri=maarri i-laawala 
here-get.IMP= 1IO knife I-little 
'Bring the knife here for me, little boy!' 

(5-109) ba-marree-wa 
l-wait-Aux:IMP 
'Wait for me!' 

The choice between the directional and Direct Object interpretations 
depends on the semantics of the verbal predicate and the context. If the 
verbal predicate is non-motional as in (5-109), then only the Direct 
Object interpretation is possible. However if the verbal predicate is 
motional, then either interpretation is possible. In some cases such as (5-
107), the context will disambiguate the choice. However in other cases, 
both interpretations are possible. A relationship between the 'here' 
directional prefix and 1st person Direct Objects is also found in the 
Indicative prefix complexes (5.7), though the relationship there is rather 
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different. The Indicative 'here' prefix ga- does not mark the 1st person 
Direct Object itself. Rather it marks a 3rd person Ergative acting upon a 
1st person Absolutive. Further the 'here' and Ergative functions of the 
ga- prefix must be formally differentiated. It does not appear that the 
'here' and '1st Direct Object' functions of the bara- ~ ba- prefix have to 
be formally differentiated. 

Not only is the relationship between the 'here' and 1st person Direct 
Object prefix complexes rather different in the Positive Imperative, but 
also the form of the Positive Imperative 'here/1' prefix is in itself rather 
unusual in comparison to the forms found elsewhere. With the other 
categories ba- is the 'there' directional prefix, signalling motion away 
from the present location of the speaker (5.6.2). It is therefore somewhat 
surprising to find a bara— ba- prefix signalling the converse 'here' 
meaning with Positive Imperatives. 

It is of course possible that the two prefixes involving ba are 
unrelated. The existence of the longer bara- variant of the Positive 
Imperative 'here' prefix suggests this. General diachronic principles 
would suggest that this is the original form of the Positive Imperative 
'here' prefix. The variation between the long and the short forms of the 
Positive Imperative 'here' prefix follows a pattern similar to that found 
with other prefixes which show long and short variants (Table 5-4). The 
principal difference is that trisyllabic verb forms consistently take the 
long variant (see also (5-58)). 

(5-110) bara-yarree-gi 
here-go down-Aux:IMP 
'Come down here!' 

(5-111) bara-yorrnggooma ardaadji 
here-go in.IMP inside 
'Come here inside!' 

The lack of any other type of substantive prefixing for Positive 
Imperatives is open to two interpretations. One is that Positive 
Imperatives simply do not have any other prefixal categories. As we 
will see, the overall evidence argues that this the correct choice. The 
second interpretation is that Positive Imperatives do have the 
pronominal prefix categories that are found with all other verbal 
complexes, but that these are filled with 0- prefixes. Null prefixes are 
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posited extensively in this grammar, and they are common cross-
linguistically with Positive Imperatives. Therefore the second 
alternative cannot be rejected on a priori grounds. 

Nevertheless, in the present case there is paradigmatic and 
phonological evidence which argues against positing null prefixes. 
Gaagudju shows a generally Absolutive-Ergative organisation to prefix 
complexes involving the 2nd person (5.7). Applying this pattern to 
Positive Imperatives, it would be necessary to posit a 0- Ergative 
prefix. Ergative prefixes are otherwise substantive in Gaagudju. Against 
this it can be argued that Positive Imperatives universally show an 
Accusative-Nominative patterning (Dixon 1979: 112-114). Applying 
this pattern to Positive Imperatives, it would be necessary to posit a 0-
Nominative prefix. This is a common pattern cross-linguistically, but 
there is no specific evidence favouring this analysis in Gaagudju. 

The most convincing paradigmatic evidence against positing null 
prefixes comes from the 3rd person Direct Object forms. In all other 
prefix complexes 31, 311, and 3III Direct Objects are morphologically 
distinguished from one another. 3IV Direct Objects are morphologically 
distinguished in some cases. In other cases, they show morphological 
neutralisation with the 31 or 311 persons (5.7). The most common 31 
Direct Object prefix is 0-, and therefore bare Positive Imperatives are to 
be expected with 31 Direct Objects. 

(5-112) magaarra i-laawala woo djaamu 
that:I I-little give.IMP tucker 
'Give that little boy some tucker!' 

311 and 3III Direct Objects are never otherwise cross-referenced with 
0-, and consequently bare Positive Imperatives are not predicted with 
these classes of Direct Objects. 

(5-113) woo magaadja njinggooduwa ma-yaa-n-ga 
give.IMP that: II woman III<3F-FU-take 
'Give it to that woman! She will take it.' 

(5-114) djaamu baraa-ga=nga djaarli deernmi 
tucker here-take.IMP=lIO meat as well 
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baraa-ga 
here-take.IMP 
'Bring some tucker here to me! Bring some meat here as well!' 

If there was a Direct Object prefixal category in Positive 
Imperatives, then the predicted Positive Imperative forms would be as 
in (5-115) and (5-116). 

(5-115) *njii-wu magaadja njinggooduwa ma-yaa-n-ga 
II-give.IMP that:II woman III<3F-FU-take 
'Give it to that woman! She will take it.' 

(5-116) *djaamu ma-baraa-ga=nga djaarli deernmi 
tucker III-here-take.IMP=lIO meat as well 
0-baraa-ga 
3I-here-take.IMP 
'Bring some tucker here to me! Bring some meat here as well!' 

This suggests that there are no prefixal categories found with 
Positive Imperatives, other than that for bara— ba-. This analysis is 
further supported by phonological evidence. Positive Imperatives are 
the only verb forms which consistently fail to undergo initial lenition of 
the palatal stop (2.3.7) and of the velar stop (2.3.6). Resistance to initial 
lenition is otherwise a characteristic of forms which do not involve 0-
prefixes (2.3.6). Consequently, this suggests that Positive Positive 
Imperatives lack prefixal· categories, other than the bara— ba- prefix 
(which does evidence lenition. e.g (2-45)). In overall terms, therefore, 
the evidence is consistently against the positing of any other prefixal 
categories for Positive Imperatives. 

While Positive Imperatives lack the usual pronominal prefix 
categories, this should not be taken to mean that they do not show any 
kind of pronominal reference. Clearly in terms of their meanings, they 
are capable of pronominal reference. For example, Positive Imperatives 
are understood as having a 2nd person Subject. It should be noted that 
Negative Imperatives do show a standard pattern of pronominal 
prefixing. However Negative Imperatives are constructed on an entirely 
different formal basis to Positive Imperatives. They consist of the 
Negator gooyida 'Don't' and a Present tense verb form with the 
appropriate inflection (7.3.1). 



Chapter 6 

Clitics and phrasal compounds 

This chapter considers non-affixal constructions which show a fixed 
ordering describable in terms of morphological categories. There are 
two classes of these constructions. One class is those constructions 
involving clitics. The second class is that of word + word phrasal 
compounding structures. These are of considerable significance in 
Gaagudju. There are two subclasses of phrasal compounds. One 
subclass derives inchoatives, new verbal predicates (6.7.1), and certain 
misfortune ascriptives (6.7.2). This subclass itself forms part of the 
category of verbal ascriptive predications (7.9). The second class of 
compounds forms incorporation (6.7.3) and Indirect Malefactive 
constructions (6.7.4). This second class of compounds involve the 
Indirect Object clitics. 

6.1 Clitics 

The clitics may be analysed in a number of ways. Phonologically, they 
may be divided into two categories (3.1). One category consists of the 
Indirect Object clitics, the Number clitics, =ru 'first', and =ma 
'Subordinator'. These clitics do not constitute independent phonological 
words, and are mostly monosyllabic. The other category of clitics 
consists of those clitics which do constitute independent phonological 
words. The members of this second category are rather diverse, and they 
are listed in (6-1). 

(6-1) =mba=njoorno 'plural Subject and Object' (6.5.4) 
=goodo 'Durative' (6.5.8) 
=nggaana 'Locative' (6.4) 
—naawu '3rd Masculine Dative' (6.4) 
=ngaayu '3rd Feminine Dative' (6.4) 
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On functional/semantic grounds, they may also be divided into two 
main categories as set out in (6-2). 

(6-2) Argument markers: The Indirect Object clitics, -nggaana 
'LOC', =naawu '3MDAT', =ngaayu '3FDAT' 

Quantifiers: The Number clitics, =mba=njoorno 'plS+O', -ru 
'first', =goodo 'DUR' 

The functional/semantic categories evidently do not match the 
phonological categories. This chapter considers the clitics from the 
perspective of their functional/ semantic categories. The =ma 
'Subordinator' clitic is in a category of its own in functional, semantic 
terms. 

6.2 Argument marking 

In Gaagudju, predicate-argument relationships are marked mostly on the 
predicate. The broad argument classes indicated by prefixal argument 
marking are set out in (6-3) (see 7.4 & 7.5 for a fuller discussion of 
cross-reference). 

(6-3) Absolutive prefixes: The subcategorised argument of 
monovalent predicates (intransitive verbs and adjectives), or 
the subcategorised patient, theme, or locative argument of 
polyvalent predicates. 
Ergative prefixes: The subcategorised agent/experiencer 
argument of polyvalent predicates. 

There is no marking for instrumental relationships. 

(6-4) magaarra djirriingi 0-an-ee-gi ngoondji 
that:I man 3I<3M-stab-PP other 
maarri=maarri 
knife 
'That man stabbed the other bloke with a knife.' 
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Argument relationships falling broadly within the class of "Dative" 
arguments may be marked by either the Indirect Object clitics or the 
Dative clitics. Locative argument relationships may be marked by the 
Locative clitic. 

6.3 Indirect object clitics 

The Indirect Object clitics have a wide range of functions in Gaagudju. 
As well as marking a wide range of Indirect Object roles, they are also 
integral constituents of the templates for Declension 3 adjectives (4.5), 
and incorporation constructions (6.7.3). The Indirect Object clitic 
paradigm appears historically to have been derived from the minimal 
basic pronoun paradigm (Table 4-2). 

(6-5) Indirect Object Clitic Free Pronoun 
1 =nga ngaayi 
1+2 =mani maneerra 
2 =nja ngiinja 
3M =nu naawu 
3F =yu ngaayu 

As with the personal pronouns (4.8), Class I referents take Masculine 
concord, whereas Class II, III, and IV referents take Feminine concord. 
The Masculine clitic is used to code indefinite human reference (4-162). 
The following examples show the range of roles cross-referenced by the 
Indirect Object clitics. 

(6-6) maa=nga naabirri gabalabaala 
get.IMP=lIO I: there white 
'Get the clean one for me!' [Benefactive] 

(6-7) nj-djaa-wadja=yu djaamu 
II-PR-cry=3FIO tucker 
'She is crying for tucker.' [Purposive] 

(6-8) irribindjoori rabaalarr=nu 
crocodile river=3MIO 
'The saltwater crocodile's home is the big rivers.' [Genitive] 
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(6-9) magaarra djirriingi ma-n-deeba=yu djaamu 
that: I man III<3M-send:PP=3FIO tucker 
nowo-ngiirla-da 
3M-aunt-MIN 
'That man sent tucker to his aunt.' [Goal/Recipient] 

(6-10) gaadju 0-an-gaarra=nga walaalu maada 
dog IV<3M-Aux:PP= 110 bark yesterday 
'The dog barked at me yesterday.' [Goal] 

(6-11) marree-ya-nu manaarra-djaadja garrmaarna 
l+2-go:FU=3MIO l+2MIN=uncle later 
ga-meerra-wu djaarli 
3 > 1 +2-give: FU meat 
'We will go to our uncle later. He will give us meat.' [Allative] 

The Indirect Object clitics may cross-reference any entity which is 
either affected by the predicate, or is the target of the predicate. As 
would be expected, the Indirect Object clitics most commonly have 
human reference. It does appear that animacy hierarchy considerations 
have some role to play in Indirect Object marking. 

(6-12) yaana nji-walaawala ηjing-gadawarraarrama —yu 
where:I Il-little 2-forgot=3FIO 
'Where is the little girl? Have you forgotten her?' 

(6-13) njing-gadawarraarrama djaamu 
2-forgot tucker 
'Did you forget the tucker?' 

The situation in (6-12) and (6-13), where the human entity receives 
cross-reference and the non-human does not, is representative of the 
general patterning. However there is no prohibition on non-human 
entities taking cross-referencing as an Indirect Object. Apart from (6-7) 
and (6-8) preceding, the following examples also show Indirect Object 
cross-referencing of non-human entities. 
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(6-14) awoy ma-rraa-ma=nu=woreenjgu gaadju 
yes III< 1 -Aux:PP=3MIO=whistle dog 
i-rree-ng-ga budjoodu 0-njaa-n-bu 
3I<l-FU-take goanna 3I<3M-FU-kill 
'Yes. I whistled for the dogs. I will take them to kill goannas.' 

(6-15) uluunggulu ya-njing-geenmi-nu magaarra djaarli 
old woman what-II-do:FU=3MIO that:I meat 
'What is the old woman going to do with that meat?' 

6.4 Dative and locative clitics 

The Dative and Locative clitics constitute the case marking system of 
Gaagudju. As would be expected with clitic case markers, they are 
optional and not obligatory. 

The masculine =naawu and feminine =ngaayu Dative clitics are 
formally identical to the basic 3rd person Minimal free pronouns (Table 
4-2). Diachronically the Dative clitics undoubtedly derive from a 
particular specialisation within the overall functional range of the 3rd 
Minimal pronouns. This origin explains the apparent 3rd person 
component in the meaning of the Dative clitics. 

(6-16) *ngaayi=naawu/=ngaayu 
1MIN=D AT/DAT 
'Mine' 

There are no examples of 1st, 1+2, or 2nd person pronouns taking 
Dative marking. However, it does not appear that the Dative clitics can 
be synchronically analysed as examples of particular usages from the 
overall functional range of the 3rd Minimal pronouns. 

(6-17) 0-waadja-y djaamu=ngaayu bayaalala 
3I-cry-PR tucker=3FDAT child 
'The kid is crying for tucker.' [purposive] 

(6-18) iinjdju ngameneega arr-gee-bu-mu iinjdju 
S.A. why l<3-hit-PP S.A. 
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bilaarra=ngaayu ma-naabirri 0-arra-gardee- gama 
spear=3FDAT PRM-I:there 3I<l-break-Aux:PP 
bilaarra mananggaarr arr-gee-bara 
spear that:IV l<3-strike:PP 
Ί wonder why he hit me? Maybe over that spear, the spear that 
I broke, that's why he struck me.' [causal] 

(6-19) nganj-ngiirla=ngaayu djaamu ma-rree-nj-djaba=yu 
1 MIN-aunt=3FDAT tucker III<l-FU-send=3FIO 
Ί will send tucker to my aunt.' [benefactive/goal/recipient] 

(6-20) na-belaala=mba nginjaa-mba njin-goroobiri=mba 
I-child=AUG 2-AUG 2-not=AUG 
anmarrabaalbu-naawu ma-rraa-ma—nu djaamu 
old man=3MDAT III<l-got=3MIO tucker 
'It is not for you kids. I got this tucker for the old man.' 
[benefactive] 

(6-21) mardoordu idj-baagu=naawu baagu=naawu 
joey Aug-kangaroo=3MDAT kangaroo=3MDAT 
i-laawala 
I-little 
'The joey is a kangaroo's young.' [genitive] 

The clitic construction illustrated in (6-17) - (6-21) is only attested 
when the nominal host has a Dative thematic role. This argues that the 
clitics should be interpreted as having a Dative function, and not some 
kind of "emphatic" function. In other words, (6-21) should not be 
translated as 'The joey, a kangaroo, it, young one', with the naawu form 
being understood as providing some type of "emphasis" to 'kangaroo'. 

It is not common for non-subcategorised nominals to bear both 
Dative case marking and Indirect Object cross-reference, but it is 
possible as (6-20) illustrates. The subcategorised goal/recipient 
argument of djaba 'to send' is commonly attested with both Dative case 
marking and Indirect Object cross-reference, as in (6-19). However 
Indirect Object cross-reference is not obligatory. 
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(6-22) nganj-ngiirla 0-arra-yabaa-y aardi 
lMIN-aunt IV<l-send-PR clothes 
nganj-ngiirla=ngaayu 
1 MIN-aunt=3FDAT 
Ί am sending the clothes to my aunt.' 

In all examples, the goal/recipient argument of djaba 'to send' either 
bore Dative case marking or was cross-referenced as an Indirect Object. 
On the other hand, goal/ recipient arguments which bear absolutive 
cross-reference do not take Dative case marking. 

(6-23) *ngaanj-ngiirla=ngaayu djaamu nji-rraa-n-u 
1 MIN-aunt=3FDAT tucker II<l-FU-give 
Ί will give my aunt some tucker.' 

The subcategorised goal/recipient argument of wu 'to give' takes 
Absolutive cross-reference (7.4). There are no examples of Dative case 
marking on nominale realising this argument. 

In addition to the prototypical Dative functions exemplified in (6-17) 
- (6-21), the Dative clitics also convey locational 'towards, in the 
vicinity of meanings. 

(6-24) gaayu barreegurl nanggaabirri marrabiibi-ngaayu 
Neg far IVrthere place name=3FDAT 
but this side ng-gaa-yi-ngi manaarr 

IV-here-go-PR that:I 
'No, it is a long way, there towards/around Marrabiibi, but this 
side it comes, that (spring).' 

This locational meaning does not appear to be an allative meaning 
related to the goal meaning of the Dative, as in (6-19). Rather it appears 
to relate to the genitive meaning of (6-21). The form 
marrabiibi=ngaayu seems to have a free translation something like 
"marrabiibi's environs", with a possessed term such as "environs" being 
implied. The usage of the Dative clitics illustrated in (6-24) is only 
infrequently attested, and was only found with place names. Examples 
involving apparently similar meanings with other nominals take the 
Locative clitic. 
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(6-25) naabirri ngorroonggadi= nggaana 
I:there back=LOC 
0-n-da-yarrobarroo-ma-ngi 
IV<3M-PR-smoke-Aux-PR 
'That bloke is smoking around the back.' 

The Locative clitic encompasses a wide range of local peripheral 
roles. 

(6-26) ma-rra-barnaa-garra djubaarra=nggaana 
III< 1 -hide-Aux: PP tree=LOC 
Ί hid behind the tree.' 

(6-27) gooyu bo-oree-garra m-baleeburrbu 
mother 1-look-Aux: IMP l:FU-jump 
djubaarra-nggaana 
stick=LOC 
'Mother, look at me! I am going to jump over the stick.' 

(6-28) goornmu nang-goodji arreengi 
morning IV-cold 1 .sit.P 
gaboolbirr=nggaana arr-djirrba-gee-ni 
sun=LOC ΙΑ-warm up-Aux-PI 
'It was cold this morning. I sat in the sun and warmed up.' 

It also marks allatives. 

(6-29) malaboobu gu-marrawaarra ng-gaa-yi-ngi 
cyclone IV-big IV-here-go-PR 
nanggarri-nggaana 
IV:here=LOC 
Ά big cyclone is coming towards here.' 

(6-30) arr-djaa-yi-ngi bardaambarda=nggaana 
1-PR-go-PR billabong=LOC 
Ί am going to the billabong.' 
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(6-31) gooyida nj-djaa-yi-ngi djarroonggoda 
Neg.IMP 2-PR-go-PR near 
djaarli=nggaana baleeru i-rra-nawee-gi ardaadji 
meat=LOC lest 3I<l-put-FU inside 
'Don't go near to the meat, lest I put it inside.' 

Determining the exact status of some Locative marked forms is 
somewhat problematic. 

(6-32) maa=ganaangga djaamu nangalowaarra=nggaana 
Aux:IMP=get out tucker dillybag=LOC 
nang-gardabumu 
Ill-heavy 
'Get the tucker out of in the dillybag! It is heavy.' 

(6-33) nji-walaawala njing-ga-yarree-gi 
Il-little II-here-go down-Aux:PP 
djubaarra=nggaana 
tree=LOC 
'The little girl has come down from (out of) in the tree.' 

On initial examination the Locative case marker in (6-32) and (6-33) 
would appear to have an ablative function "from out of ' . However this 
is the only potentially ablative function that the Locative clitic has in the 
presently available data. There are no examples of the Locative clitic 
having the prototypical ablative function "from (i.e. motion away from 
source)". 

(6-34) arr-geedjama bordaan(*=nggaana) 
1-came from Darwin(*=LOC) 
Ί came from Darwin.' 

The absence of examples of the type in (6-34) may be a lacuna in the 
data. However, given that prototypical ablatives of this type occur with 
some reasonable frequency, this absence would appear to be of 
significance. The absence of Locative marking in (6-34) cannot be 
attributed to the fact that the verb gadjama 'to come from' has an 
inherent ablative component to its meaning. The verb ma=ganaangga 
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'to get/take out' in (6-32) also has an inherent ablative component to its 
meaning, and this is no block to Locative marking. 

It appears that the Locative marking in (6-32) and (6-33) should not 
be understood as having an ablative function. Rather, as indicated by the 
translations given, it should be understood as having a Locative "in" 
function. The ablative meanings in (6-32) and (6-33) are supplied by the 
verbs, either from the inherent meaning of the verb, or by the presence 
of a directional prefix (5.6. Under this analysis, the functional range of 
Locative clitic is over allative and locative roles. There is no case 
marking for ablative roles. As we have seen, causal roles are marked by 
the Dative clitics (6-18). Locative case marking is the criterion for the 
class of Locative Adjuncts. If a nominal is Locative case marked, or if it 
could be Locative case marked, then it is classified as a Locative 
Adjunct. 

6.5 Quantification 

6.5.1 Number clitics 

The Number clitics are the principal quantifiers found in Gaagudju. The 
Number clitics, like nearly all morphological systems in Gaagudju, 
show a Minimal vs Augmented pattern of quantification. That is, in 
terms of the usual singular vs plural distinction, the 1+2 combination 
behaves as if it was a singular category. The category including the 1+2 
combination and the singulars is known as the Minimal category in 
Australianist practice. The Unit Augmented and Augmented categories 
are largely equivalent to the familiar dual and plural categories. They 
indicate that a Minimal form has been augmented by one, or by more 
than one, respectively. The term "Augmented" is also used as a general 
cover term for both the non-Minimal categories. 

The usage of the Number clitics is dependent upon animacy 
hierarchy considerations (Silverstein 1976). They are regularly used 
only with human referents. They show a reasonable frequency of 
occurrence with higher animate referents, but are rare with any other 
type of referent. Bound quantifiers standardly show this animacy 
hierarchy controlled pattern of usage among Australian languages. With 
higher animate referents, it appears that verbal transitivity and 
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grammatical function are also of importance in controlling the 
appearance of Number marking. 

(6-35) moobiyu geerrmada ma-n-gadalaa-biri=mana 
animal two:M III<3M-cross-Aux:PP=MUA 
0-ee-bu=mana gabaloowadi= nggaana 
3I-here-went=MU A road=LOC 
0-yoree-ni=mana 
3I-lie-PI=MUA 
'Two snakes came and crossed the road. They lay (there).' 

0-arro-oree-garra 0-arra-yirrboolo-wa =goodo 
IV< 1 -see-Aux:PP 3I< 1 -track-Aux:PP=DUR 
magaarra 
that:I 
Ί saw (their tracks), and tracked them for a while.' 

The participants common to all the clauses in (6-35) are the two 
snakes. The Number clitics appear on the intransitive verbs which have 
the two snakes as their Subject5. The Number clitics do not appear on 
the transitive verbs which have the two snakes as their Direct Object. 
This is the standard pattern in Gaagudju. Non-singular higher animates 
are only rarely attested as Transitive Subjects in the available data, and 
as such it is not possible to make any definitive comments on the 
patterning of the Number clitics with higher animate Transitive 
Subjects. 

6.5.2 Unit augmented clitics 

The marking of human referents is dependent on gender. Groups 
consisting of a Minimal unit and a female take the FUA clitic =njdja, 
and those consisting of a Minimal unit and a male take the MUA clitic 
=mana. To illustrate the general patterning of the UA clitics, we may 
take the Future paradigm of 'to go' as a point of departure. 

5 The verb gadala-biri 'to cross', though formally transitive, is semantically 
intransitive (7.5). 
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(6-36) 'to go (Future)' 
1 arree-ya 
1+2 marree-ya 
2 njee-n-ya 
31 ee-n-ya 
II njee-n-ya 

(6-36) lists the forms from this paradigm which have human 
reference, at least potentially (i.e. the III and IV forms are excluded 
because they cannot have human reference). The following UA forms 
may be based on this paradigm. 

(6-37) 1 arree-ya=njdja 
M/Fsp+ F 

arree-ya—mana 
M/Fsp + M 

1+2 marree-ya=njdja 
M/Fsp, M/Fadd + F 

marree-ya=mana 
M/Fsp, M/Fadd + Μ 

njee-n-ya=njdja 
M/Fadd + F 

njee-n-ya=mana 
M/Fadd + Μ 

31 ee-n-ya=njdja 
M + F 

ee-n-ya=mana 
M + M 

II njee-n-ya=njdja F + F 

The principal area of interest for human number marking is with 
mixed gender combinations. With forms showing marking for 1st 
person, the particular form used for a mixed gender combination 
depends on the gender of the speaker. A female speaker will use arree-
ya=mana, whereas a male speaker will use arree-ya=njdja. Forms with 
marking for 1+2 person show the same pattern, marree-ya^mana with a 
female speaker, and marree-ya=njdja with a male speaker. The gender 
of the addressee does not affect unit augmented number marking with 
the 1+2 person. In paradigms which show marking for the various 
categories within the 3rd person, mixed gender 3rd person combinations 
invariably follow the pattern shown in (6-37). That is, these 
combinations consist of a stem which shows marking for the 3rd 
Masculine person, and the FUA clitic. 
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The patterning of forms showing marking for the 2nd person depends 
on who these forms are understood to be addressed to. They could be 
addressed to a single addressee, concerning that person and another 
person. In this situation, the particular form used for a mixed gender 
combination depends on the gender of the addressee. The form 
njee-n-ya=njdja is used to a male addressee, whereas njee-n-ya=mana 
is used to a female addressee. The form njee-n-ya=mana is of interest in 
more general paradigmatic terms. As illustrated in (6-37), the 
Absolutive forms for the 2nd and 311 persons are identical. This 
morphological neutralisation is found throughout the verbal prefix 
paradigms (5.7). However the neutralisation does not extend into the 
UA paradigm. The form njee-n-ya=mana can only have 2nd person 
reference. It is not possible to combine the form njee-n-ya, when it has 
311 reference, with the MUA clitic =mana. 

The other possibility for 2nd person forms is that they could be 
addressed jointly to two addressees. In this situation njee-n-ya=njdja is 
used to a mixed gender pair of addressees. This is the pattern found with 
stems which do not bear any morphologically localisable marking for a 
particular person category, or which are not categorised for a particular 
person. One such class of stems is that of Positive imperatives, which 
do not bear any morphologically localisable marking for Subject (5.11). 

(6-38) ngoorro ngoorro=njdja 

go.IMP=MUA 
'You two go!' (M+M) 

There are also a number of kin nouns which form another such class, 
as they do not categorise for gender. 

go.IMP 
'You (sg) go!' (M/F) 

go.IMP=FUA 
'You two go!' (F+F/M+F) 

ngoorro=mana 

(6-39) nganj-maaba 
1 MIN-woman's child 
'my daughter/son' 

nganj-maaba —mana 
lMIN-woman's child=MUA 
'my two sons' 
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nganj-maaba=njdja 
1 MIN-woman's child=FUA 
'my two daughters, my daughter and son' 

In contrast with the Augmented clitics (4.10.2 & 7.7), indefinite Unit 
Augmented meanings are conveyed by the Masculine clitic. 

(6-40) arr-djii-ngi goornmu gada gaayu ibärdbi 
1-go-PIRR morning but Neg Neg 
waarra arr-djii-ngi=mana 
who l-go-PIRR=MUA 
Ί wanted to go yesterday, but no, there was nobody to go 
with.' 

UA marking with higher animates conforms to the standard gender 
patterns: referents from Class I take Masculine concord and referents 
from Class II take Feminine concord. 

(6-41) geerrmanda gaadju 0-yoo-ri=man 
two:M dog 3I-lie-PR=MUA 
magaayobu=nggaana 
shade=LOC 
'Two dogs are lying in the shade.' [gaadju 'dog' is Class I] 

(6-42) gooyida 0-na-yarrangga-bee-ngga-y=mana 
Neg.IMP 3K2-put in-Aux-Aug-PR=MUA 
badik=gaana baleeru 0-malaa-y=mana 
paddock=LOC lest 3I-kick-detr:EV=MUA 
'Don't put the two (horses) in the paddock, lest they kick each 
other.' 
[idjaarra 'horse' is 'Class I] 

(6-43) geendjada gabardeeba nji-rro-oree-garra=njdja 
two:F emu II<l-see-Aux:PP=FUA 
Ί saw two emus.' [gabardeeba 'emu' is Class II] 

Owing to the rarity of Number marking with lower animate referents, 
there is only one example of UA marking with a referent belonging to 
Class III or IV. 
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(6-44) moodiga geendjada ma-ya-balabandjoo-ri=njdja 
car two:F III-PR-run-PR=FUA 
'Two cars are running along.' 

moodiga 'car' belongs to Class III, and takes the Feminine UA form. 
The fact that it does so, provides fairly good evidence that the 
distinction between the two UA clitics follows the same pattern found 
elsewhere in Gaagudju with the Masculine vs Feminine opposition. 
Referents from Class I take Masculine concord and Referents from 
Classes II, III, and IV take Feminine concord. 

6.5.3 Augmented clitics 

The distinction between the two Augmented clitics is similar, but not 
identical to that found elsewhere with the Masculine vs Feminine 
distinction. Despite this, for the purposes of comparability with analyses 
elsewhere in this grammar, the appearance of the MA clitic is described 
as Masculine concord and the appearance of the AUG clitic is described 
as Feminine concord. The patterning of Augmented marking found 
when the speaker is specifically monitoring the nature of Augmented 
marking is illustrated in (6-45), with forms from the Future paradigm of 
'to go'. 

(6-45) 1 

1+2 

2 

31 

arree-ya=da 
arree-ya=mba 

marree-ya-da 
marree-ya=mba 

njee-n-ya=da 
njee-n-ya=mba 

ee-n-ya=da 
ee-n-ya-mba 

Msp + 2 or more males 
Any other combination 

Msp, Madd + 2 or more males 
Any other combination 

Madd + 2 or more males 
Any other combination 

3 or more males 
Any other combination 

The Augmented clitics pattern somewhat differently from the UA 
clitics. The MA clitic =da indicates that the Augmented combination 
consists exclusively of males. The AUG clitic =mba is used when an 
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Augmented combination involves one or more females. As such the 
gender(s) of the Minimal unit are a determining factor for Augmented 
marking in all situations. For UA marking, they are relevant only in 
certain mixed gender situations (6.5.2). 

Turning to the stems, the chief point to be noted is the absence of the 
form njee-n-ya with 311 reference (6-36). If a paradigm shows marking 
for the various categories within the 3rd person, then the patterning of 
Augmented forms invariably follows the pattern illustrated in (6-45). 
That is, only the stem which shows marking for the 3rd Masculine 
person is found with the Augmented forms. With the Augmented clitics, 
there is no form such as that in (6-46), which would indicate a group 
consisting exclusively of females (parallel to the exclusively female 
form in (6-37)). 

(6-46) *njee-n-ya=mba 
II-FU-go=AUG 
'They will go.' (3 or more females) 

The lack of an exclusively feminine form correlates with the fact that 
the opposition between the two Augmented clitics is an opposition of 
'masculine' vs 'the rest'. The form njee-n-ya=mba does occur, as does 
the corresponding masculine form njee-n-ya=da. However these forms 
can only interpreted as having 2nd person reference. As such, the 
neutralisation between the 2nd and 311 persons in the Absolutive, which 
is characteristic of the pronominal prefix paradigms (5.7), does not 
extend to the Augmented number category. The patternings of 
Augmented marking, illustrated in (6-45), are also found with stems 
which do not bear any morphologically localisable marking for a 
particular person category, or which are not categorised for a particular 
person (cf (6-38) & (6-39)). 

(6-47) ngoorro=da 
go.IMP=MA 
'You three or more go!' (all males) 

(6-48) ngoorro=mba 
go.IMP=AUG 
'You three or more go!' (any other combination) 
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(6-49) nganj-maaba=da 
1 MIN-woman's child=MA 
'my sons' 

(6-50) nganj-maaba=mba 
1 MIN-woman's child=AUG 
'my daughters, my daughters and sons' 

As mentioned, the patterns illustrated in (6-45) - (6-50) are the 
patterns found in speech, where the nature of Augmented marking is 
being specifically monitored. In speech where it is not being specifically 
monitored, certain variations from this pattern are attested. 
Combinations consisting exclusively of males may take the AUG clitic 
in less carefully monitored speech. 

(6-51) na-womalaagardi 0-baalgi=mba 0-yoree-ni-mba 
I-young man I-lots=AUG 3I-lie-PI=AUG 
'Lots of young men used to camp (there).' 

(6-52) 0-baalgi=mba djirriingi 0-yoo-ri=da ngorroongirr 
I-lots=AUG man 3I-lie-PR=MA asleep 
'Lots of men are sleeping.' 

As (6-52) illustrates, a particular referent may show both Masculine 
and Feminine concord. The factors conditioning the appearance of 
Masculine vs Feminine concord with human referents are not fully 
certain. Nevertheless, it is possible to provide an indication as to some 
of the parameters which appear to underlie these concord patterns. One 
parameter which appears to be of central importance is a culturally 
defined concept of human masculinity. The appearance of the MA clitic 
explicitly registers such a concept of human masculinity. 

As a starting point in examining this concept of human masculinity, 
it is useful to examine the Masculine/Class I category as it is 
constructed in the other morphological systems of Gaagudju. The 
categories associated with the Masculine/Class I category are set out in 
(6-53). 

(6-53) Human males, most animates, European material objects, rain. 
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Following Lakoff (1986: 17) I would argue that human masculinity 
is the central prototypical concept in the Masculine/Class I category. 
The other morphological systems in Gaagudju do not distinguish 
between the central and the peripheral concepts associated with the 
Masculine/Class I category. Consequently they do not allow for any 
delineation of the central concept. However Augmented Number 
concord does distinguish the central from the peripheral concepts. Class 
I higher animate referents normally show Feminine Augmented Number 
concord. 

(6-54) 0-baalgi=mba gaadju 0-yoo-ri=mba magaayobu 
I-lots=AUG dog 3I-lie-PR=AUG shade 
'Lots of dogs are lying in the shade.' 

There is only one example where a Class I animate referent shows 
Masculine concord. 

(6-55) 0-baalgi dii gaadju 0-n-dee-bi=da 
I-lots sandfly dog 3 I<3M-PR-bite=MA 
'There are lots of sandflies, they are biting the dog.' 

The referent in this case is a lower animate, Class I, entity dii 
'sandfly'. The occurrence of Masculine concord in this case is 
presumably to be understood in terms of the Masculine/Class I category 
associations, set out in (6-53). There is nevertheless a considerable 
difference in frequency of Masculine concord for human male referents 
as opposed to non-human, Class I referents. Therefore Masculine 
Augmented Number concord may reasonably be described as singling 
out human masculinity. 

The relevant concept of human masculinity cannot however be 
equated with human male reference in any simple fashion. (6-51) and 
(6-52) explicitly demonstrate that no such exclusive connection exists. 
This is not to deny that there is an important connection between human 
male reference and Masculine concord. 

(6-56) walaaladama 0-n-da-malaa-y=mba djirriingi 
always 3I<3M-PR-kick-PR=AUG people 
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magaarra djaarra 
that: I horse 
'That horse is always kicking people.' 

The lexeme djirriingi 'man, person, people' is a Class I noun. In (6-
56) it appears in its common gender sense 'people', and shows 
Feminine concord. It appears likely that these two facts are related. The 
lack of any specifically masculine value to djirriingi in (6-56) militates 
against the appearance of Masculine concord. The AUG clitic is also the 
usual form, when no specific referent is given (see also 4.10.2 & 7.7 for 
the indefinite and detransitivising functions of the AUG clitic). 

(6-57) 0-baalgi=mba yaa-bu=mba 
I-lots=AUG 3I-went=AUG 
Ά big mob went.' 

(6-58) gaadju 0-an-bii-ri=mba=goodo garrmaarna 
dog 3I<3M-bite-PI=AUG=DUR later 
0-an-eega=da 
3I<3M-shoot:PP=MA 
'The dog kept on biting people, and so they had to shoot it.' 

(6-58) is of interest, as it involves both an environment which 
favours Feminine concord, and an environment which favours 
Masculine concord. In the first clause of (6-58), there is a generic non-
specific referent 'people' which favours Feminine concord. However 
the second clause describes an activity 'shooting' which is normally 
carried out by men. Masculine concord is favoured in this environment. 
(6-59) and (6-60) provide further examples of this preference. 

(6-59) ya-0-gaama-y=mba 
what-31-do-PR=AUG 
'What are they doing?' 

0-n-dee-gaba=da anmarrabaalbu 
3I<3M-bury-Aux:PP old man 
'They have buried the old man.' 
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(6-60) gu-nga-n -godoo-biri=da gaabay 
IV<3M-FU-cut-Aux=MA ironwood 
'They are going to cut the ironwood tree (down).' 

gu-nga-n-mogeerdidj-bi=mba mananggaarr goo-n-yu 
IV<3 M-FU-leave-Aux=AUG that:IV IV-FU-lie 
'They are just going to leave it to lie there.' 

The activities of 'burying somebody' and 'cutting down trees' were 
traditionally carried out by men, and they show Masculine concord. The 
activities of 'doing' and 'leaving', on the other hand, do not have any 
traditional gender associations, and they show Feminine concord. (6-61) 
provides a particularly interesting example of 'traditional gender 
association'. 

(6-61) baagu barraanggirr 0-arra-ragaa-ri=nu=da 
kangaroo old days 3I<l-Aux-PI=3MIO=MA 
ngoolhgirr 
roast in hot sand 
'In the old days, we used to roast kangaroos in hot sand.' 

(6-61) was given by a female speaker. In the great majority of cases, 
this would mean that the MA clitic could not be used. However (6-61) 
is a statement about how a generic "we", the Aboriginal people of the 
relevant area, used to perform a particular traditional activity. In parts of 
northern Australia, the cooking of kangaroos was an activity 
traditionally performed by men (M. Walsh: p.c.). I do not know if this 
was the case in the northern Kakadu - Oenpelli area, but (6-61) suggests 
that it was. It appears that the "we" in (6-61) is sufficiently generic for a 
traditional gender association to affect Number marking. Masculine 
concord is not obligatory with activities which have a gender 
association. 

(6-62) barraanggirr baagu 0-an-aaga-ri-nu-mba 
old days kangaroo 3I<3M-Aux-PI=3MIO=AUG 
ngoolhgirr 
roast in hot sand 
'In the old days they used to roast kangaroos in hot sand.' 
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Given that Masculine concord is not entirely determined by either 
lexical or referential factors, it appears that discourse level factors must 
also have a role to play. The available data does not provide any 
indication as to the nature of these discourse level factors. 
Speculatively, the interpersonal elements of discourse structuring would 
seem to be a promising area of investigation. It seems likely that the use 
of Masculine concord would depend on the speaker's assessment of the 
desirability of marking Masculine concord for the hearer. 

Other than in situations such as (6-61), it appears that any 
Augmented combination involving a Class II, III or IV referent would 
take Feminine concord. As previously mentioned, number marking with 
lower animates is uncommon. There is one example of Augmented 
marking with a Class II lower animate. 

(6-63) njimbadaabumbu njim-baalgi noonjbu 
grasshopper II-lots grass 
ma-n-daa-y=mba 
III<3M-PR-eat=AUG 
'(I can see) lots of grasshoppers. They are eating grass.' 

There is one example of Augmented marking with a Class III 
referent. 

(6-64) mardbarreerri moodiga 0-balabandjoo-ri=mba 
place name car 3I-run-PR=AUG 
'Mardbarreerri, that's where the cars go.' 

Though moodiga belongs to Class III, it takes Class I concord in this 
example (4.7). There is only one example of Augmented marking 
potentially involving a Class IV referent. 

(6-65) gooyida gu-na-mogeerdidj-bi=mba aardi 
Neg.IMP IV<2-leave-Aux:PR=AUG clothes 
mabooliyo baleeru 0-an-balbeerra-ri-mba 
outside lest IV<3M-tear-EV=AUG 
'Don't leave the clothes outside, lest somebody tear them.' 

This example is somewhat uncertain. The Subject of the first verb 
appears to be singular, and consequently the AUG clitic would refer to 
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the clothes (aardi Class IV). However the AUG clitic in the second verb 
has a general indefinite meaning (4.10.2), and it is possible that the 
AUG clitic on the first verb may also be conveying an indefinite 
meaning. 

6.5.4 Number marking in transitive verbs 

Number marking in transitive verb forms may be interpreted as 
applying to either the Subject or the Object, depending essentially on 
semantic and contextual plausibility. The only formal constraints are 
those described for Number marking in 6.5.2 and 6.5.3. In the Unit 
Augmented category, mixed gender combinations must involve a stem 
which takes masculine prefixing, and the FUA clitic. 

(6-66) 0-an-goree-garra=njdja 
31<3 M-see-Aux: PP=FUA 
'He and her saw him/He saw him and her.' 

These two mixed gender combinations cannot apparently be 
conveyed by the constructions in (6-67) and (6-68). 

(6-67) 0-i-yoree-garra=mana 
3I<3F-see-Aux:PP=MUA 
* 'She and him saw him.' [acceptable as 'She saw him and 
him.'] 

(6-68) nji-n-goree-garra ~mana 
II<3M-see-Aux:PP=MUA 
* 'He saw her and him.' [acceptable as 'He and him saw her.'] 

If the Subject is Augmented, then a stem with a Masculine Ergative 
must be used. 

(6-69) 0-an-goree-garra=da 
31<3 M-see-Aux: PP=MA 
'They saw him./He saw them.' [all referents must be 
Masculine] 
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(6-70) 0-an-goree-garra=mba 
31<3 M-see-Aux: PP=AUG 
'They saw him./He saw them.' [referents may be of any Class] 

Forms with a Feminine Ergative do not occur, even when the 
Augmented Subject is exclusively Feminine. 

(6-71) bardangeeya=mba garrmanoogodawa 
old woman=AUG three:M 
y-aan-u=mba maada djaamu 
3I<3M-give:PP=AUG yesterday tucker 
'The three old women gave him tucker yesterday.' 

Feminine Ergatives occur if the Subject is Minimal, and the Object is 
Augmented. 

(6-72) njinggooduwa 0-iidj-bu-mu=da na-belaala=da 
woman 3I<3F-hit-PP=MA I-child=MA 
0-ardaa-garra=mba 
3I-argue-Aux:PP=AUG 
'The woman hit the boys. They were arguing.' 

If the Object is Augmented, it appears that forms with a Feminine 
Class II Absolutive do not occur, even when the Object is exclusively 
Feminine. 

(6-73) djirriingi 0-an-boo-mu=mba gendjongoyoogoda 
man 3I<3M-hit-PP=AUG three:F 
njinggooduwa 
woman 
'The man hit the three women.' 

Class II Absolutives occur when the Object is Minimal and the 
Subject is Augmented. 

(6-74) goornmalada nji-meerra-wu-mba uluunggulu 
tomorrow II< 1 +2-give: FU=AUG old woman 
'Tomorrow, we will give the old woman (some beef).' 
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Minimal Class III and IV Absolutives are commonly attested in 
combination with Augmented Subjects. If both the Subject and the 
Object are Augmented, then the =njoorno 'plS+O' clitic may be used. 

(6-75) uluunggulu geeninjdjada 
old woman two:F 
0-an-goree-garra -mba =njoorno djirriingi geerrmada 
31<3 M-see-Aux: PP=AUG=plS+0 man two:M 
0-an-goree-garra-mba-njoorno 
3 I<3M-see-Aux: PP=AUG=plS+0 
'The two old women saw the two men.' 

The =njoorno clitic also differs from the other Number clitics in its 
quantification pattern. The other Number clitics operate on a 
Minimal/Augmented basis. The =njoorno clitic operates on a 
singular/plural basis. 

(6-76) ga-marro-oroo-garra-y=mba=njoorno ngiinja-ma 
3> 1 +2-look-Aux-PR=AUG=plS+0 2MIN-PRM 
ngaanj-ma iinjdju ga-meerra-bu-mba=njoorno 
1MIN-PRM S.A. 3> 1 +2-hit:FU=AUG=plS+0 
'They are looking at you and me. Maybe they will hit you and 
me.' 

The Object in (6-76) is Minimal, but also plural. The plurality of this 
Object is a sufficient basis for the appearance of =njoorno. Given that 
both the Subject and the Object are Augmented in constructions 
involving =njoorno, only Masculine Absolutive and Ergative prefix 
forms appear. The 'plS+O' is found only with the AUG clitic =mba. 
This is the case even when all referents are human males, and it would 
appear that the MA clitic =da should be possible. 

(6-77) anmarrabaalbu ya-0-gaama-y=mana 
old man what-3I-do-PR=MUA 
'What are the two old men doing?' 

0-n-da-barraa-wa-y=mba=njoorno na-womalaagardi 
31<3 M-PR-paint-Aux-PR=AUG=plS+0 I-young person 
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iinjdju i-n-daarra-bu=da 
S.A. 31-FU-dance-Aux=MA 
'They are painting the young men. Maybe they will dance.' 

The clitic sequence =mba=njoomo constitutes a phonological word 
(3.6). This is particularly clearly illustrated in (6-78). 

(6-78) 0-an-galabarrwoodji-ngi=da =mba=njoorno 
31<3 M-detain-PI=MA =AUG=plS+0 
nanggaabirri gumaali walaalu moobiyu 
there:IV forbidden camp animal 
'(The old men) used to keep (the young men) there in an off-
limits camp.' [the contribution of the final word moobiyu 
'animal' is unclear] 

In (6-78), the number marking is revised to make it clear that both 
Subject and Object are plural. However, the revision is not limited to 
the appearance of =njoorno by itself. Rather the whole phonological 
word involving =njoorno appears. There are only a few examples 
where the clitic sequence =mba=njoorno is divided by a pause. 

(6-79) njinggooduwa 0-an-boo-mu=mba =njoorno 
woman 3I<3M-hit-PP=AUG =plS+0 
garrmanoogoda=mba 0-an-boo-mu=mba 
three:M=AUG 3I<3M-hit-PP=AUG 
-njoorno i-laawala—mana 
=plS+0 I-little=MUA 
'The three women hit the two little boys.' 

In the great majority of cases, if a pause does occur, it occurs before 
the -mba clitic in the sequence =mba=njoorno. Given the animacy 
hierarchy constraints on Number marking (6.5.1), it is unsurprising to 
find that the =njoorno clitic is only attested once with a non-human 
referent. 

(6-80) geerrmada gaadju geerrmada gaadju 
two:M dog two:M dog 
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0-an-gaarra=mana waala 
IV<3M-Aux:PP=MUA bark 
'The two dogs barked.' 

0-an-goree-garra -mba=njoorno naabirri=mba 
3I<3M-see-Aux:PP=AUG=plS+0 I:there=AUG 
naabirri=mba na-burlanj naawu 
I:there=AUG I-burlanj 3mMIN 
0-aa-yi-ngi=mba gaardu 
31-here-go-PR=AUG water 
'They saw the na-burlanj men coming with water.' 

Dogs are the entities next in animacy status to humans. It is therefore 
unsurprising to find that the single non-human example involves dogs 
(see (6-14): Indirect Objects). While the =njoorno clitic occurs with 
some reasonable frequency, it is not obligatory. Verbs where both the 
Subject and the Object are Augmented may simply bear the appropriate 
AUG clitic. 

(6-81) anmarrabaalbu 0-an-barraa-wa-ri=da =goodo 
old man 31<3 M-paint-Aux-PI=MA=DUR 
gardiirri 
red ochre 
'The old men painted (the young boys) with red ochre.' 

(6-82) 0-arra-ardabaa-ri=nu=mba na-belaala=mba 
3I<3M-look for-PI=3MIO=AUG I-child=AUG 
yaa-bu=mba 
3I-went=AUG 

'We were looking for the kids. They had gone.' 

6.5.5 geegirr 'all' 
This quantifier is a free nominal rather than an clitic. Nevertheless it 
patterns with the Number clitics in two significant respects. The most 
salient of these is its apparently fixed ordering in verbal clauses. In 
verbal clauses, geegirr is attested immediately following the verb. As 
such it appears that the verb + geegirr construction is a phrasal 
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compound construction. This phrasal compound construction parallels 
the structure for phrasal verbs (5.4). 

In addition to showing a high degree of structural parallelism with 
the Number clitics, geegirr also appears to show a high degree of 
functional parallelism. In verbal clauses, geegirr is usually attested 
modifying Intransitive Subjects and Transitive Objects. 

(6-83) djirriingi njinggooduwa yaa-bu=mba geegirr 
man woman 3I-went=AUG all 
'The men and women have all gone.' 

(6-84) walaalu 0-naana geegirr 
country IV-burn:PP all 
'The country is all burnt.' 

(6-85) ba-rree-ng-ga-mba geegirr marree-ya=mba geegirr 
2<l-FU-take=AUG all l+2-go:FU=AUG all 
Ί will take all of you. We will all go.' 

arr-gardaa-garra =mana djaarli=naawu 
1 -argue-Aux:PP=MUA meat=3MDAT 

arr-ga-n-gadee-ga-njdji 0-een-ba 
l<3-IRR-think about-Aux-P 3I<3M-ate 

(6-86) niinjdja 
just 
gaayu 
Neg 
geegirr 
all 
'We just argued over beef. He did not think of me. He ate it all 
up.' 

However it does not appear that it is formally restricted to an 
Absolutive patterning. There is one example where geegirr was clearly 
intended from context to modify a Transitive Subject. 

(6-87) 0-meerra-ma=mba geegirr maada 
3I<l+2-get:FU=AUG all yesterday 
0-meerra-ma=mba geegirr djaamu 
31< 1 +2 -get: FU=AUG all tucker 
'We all got it yesterday. We all got tucker.' 
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Some further examples of geegirr unambiguously modifying a 
Transitive Subject would be desirable, to confirm that this is indeed a 
potentiality. The possibility of modifying either Subject or Object in 
transitive constructions aligns geegirr with the Number clitics (6.5.4). 
In overall terms geegirr is most similar in ordering and function to the 
'plS+O' clitic =njoorno (6.5.4). The similarities are sufficient to 
suggest that prior to becoming an clitic, =njoorno was historically a free 
nominal in a configurational phrasal relationship with the verb. Geegirr 
also appears in incorporation compounds based on indefinite 
incorporating predicates. 

(6-88) waarra=nu =geegirr njinggooduwa 
who=3MIO=all woman 
'Who are all (those) women?' 

6.5.6 Cardinal and ordinal numerals 

The cardinal numerals occurring in Gaagudju are set out in (6-89). 

(6-89) Masculine Feminine 
'one' nowoogoda(wa) ngoyoogoda(wa) 
'two' geerrma(n)da geen(inj)djada 
'three' garrmanoogoda(wa) gendjongoyoogoda 

As elsewhere in Gaagudju referents from Class I show Masculine 
concord, and referents from Classes II, III and IV show Feminine 
concord. The exact status, both formal and semantic, of the forms in this 
paradigm requires some consideration. The morphological construction 
of the forms for 'one' is examined in 4.10.2. The forms for 'two' and 
'three' appear to have been historically analysable in the manner set out 
in (6-90). 

(6-90) Masculine Feminine 
'two' geerrma(n)da geen(inj)djada 

*garr-mana-da *garr-njdja-da 
* garr-MU A- SUB *garr-FUA-SUB 
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'three' garrmanoogoda geendjongoyoogoda 
*garr-mana-now0ogoda *garr-njdja-ngoy0ogoda 
*garr-MUA-M:one *garr-FUA-F:one 

Historically it appears that these forms were built on a root *garr. 
This may historically have been the same root *garr, which appears to 
underlie the magaarra and manaarr demonstratives (4.11). If this is the 
case, then the forms for 'two' were originally distal demonstratives. In 
addition to this *garr root, it appears that these forms all involve the 
appropriate UA number clitic (6.5.2). The other morpheme found in the 
forms for 'two' is *da, which is most probably to be identified with the 
suffix -da, possibly in its substantivising function (4.3). The forms for 
'three' involve the appropriate form for 'one'. It may be noted that the 
long variants for 'one' are only attested once in a form for 'three' (6-
71). 

There is evidence which suggests that Gaagudju did have a more 
extensive counting system of this type. Gaagudju has a phrasal lexeme 
meaning 'five': yaagada ngaadjay. One of the members of this phrasal 
lexeme is ngaadjay 'hand'. The other member yaagada does not have 
an assignable individual meaning. It occurs in a reduplicated form 
yaagada=yaagada 'the other side', and in a compound lexeme 
baada=yaagada 'short leg' (baada 'leg'). The existence of an 
apparently lexicalised form for 'five' suggests there was probably a 
more extensive counting system in Gaagudju, than that remembered by 
my consultants. More complex counting systems occur in other 
languages from the coastal areas of northern Australia, that underwent 
direct or indirect Macassan influence (Harris 1982). 

The Feminine forms of the cardinal numerals also occur in a phrasal 
compound expressing the 'times' concepts: once, twice, etc. 

(6-91) 0-eembiri ngoyoogoda walaalu 
3I-laugh:PP F:one time 
'He laughed once.' 

(6-92) magaarra ngoondji i-laawala arr-gee-bara giimbi 
that:I other I-little l<3-struck stone 
geenindjada walaalu 
two:F times 
'That other little boy struck me with a stone twice.' 
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(6-93) barraanggirr magaarra i-laawala gudjiirri 
old days that:I I-little sick 
m-bee-ngi gu-baalgi walaalu mboodaru 
IV-go there-PI IV-lots times now 
gu-ngaarndada 
IV-good 
'In the old days, that little boy used to be sick all the time. Now 
he is okay.' 

The Feminine forms of the numerals occur because the other member 
of the phrase, walaalu 'times', is a Class IV noun, as demonstrated in 
(6-93). The form walaalu, is homonymous in Gaagudju. The set of 
meanings most prominently associated with this form is that of 'camp, 
country, place etc'. This set of meanings does not appear to be 
synchronically relatable to the 'times' meaning that walaalu displays in 
(6-91) - (6-93). Diachronically, the two sets of meanings are most 
probably related via the common use in Australian languages of 'camp' 
to count nights: e.g. 'We stayed there four camps/nights'. It appears that 
the 'times' meaning is of some antiquity, as there are four lexicalised 
combinations which appear to have involved walaalu in this sense. 

(6-94) walaaladama 'always' 
maada=yu-walaalu 'the day before yesterday' (4.13) 
[maada 'yesterday'] 
goornmu-da-walaalu 'darkness' 
[goornmu 'morning'] 
gaarrmadja=da-walaalu 'already' 

The exact meaning of the fourth form in (6-94) is uncertain. It was 
only attested once, as a spontaneous form. 

(6-95) nganambarree-ni-ya gaardu 
boil-Aux-IMP water 
'Boil the water!' 

gaarrmadja=da-walaalu 0-arra-nganambarree-ni-gi 
already? IV<l-boil-Aux-PP 
Ί have already boiled it.' 
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Peggy Balmana translated it as meaning 'first'. However the 
specifically ordinal meaning 'first' is expressed by the clitic =ru. It 
therefore appears that gaarrmadja=da-walaalu must have some other 
meaning. The clitic =ru indicates initial priority in an event sequence. 

(6-96) magaarra djirriingi 0-ee-bu=ru 
that:I man 3I-here-went=first 
'That man came here first.' 

(6-97) magaarra=mana-ru gu-nga-n-gabaanj-ma=mana 
that:I=MUA=first IV<3M-FU-go ahead-Aux=MUA 
manee-mba baarri 
1+2-AUG behind 
'Those two first, they will go ahead. We (will come) behind.' 

(6-98) njeem-bu shop ngoyoo-ro 
2-went shop 3FMIN-first 
'Did you go to the shop, it first?' 

(6-99) nowoo-ro nga-djaadja 0-an-goree-garra 
3MMIN-first ΙΜΙΝ-uncle 3I<3M-see-Aux:PP 
'My uncle was the first one to see it.' 

As illustrated in (6-98) and (6-99), this morpheme occurs as a suffix 
with the personal pronouns (4.8). The distinction between the nominal 
and verbal placement of =ru presumably corresponds to the distinction 
between indicating that an event is predicated first of a particular entity, 
and indicating that an event was the initial event in a sequence of 
events. It did not prove possible to elicit forms expressing the other 
ordinal concepts, such as 'second' or 'third'. With respect to ordinal 
concepts, it is worth noting that Gaagudju has the following birth order 
terms. 

(6-100) ganjdjilaarrama 'oldest brother' 
njing-geerradama 'oldest sister' 
-marrabuumbada 'second born' 
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6.5.7 Reference and scope of the number clitics 

While purely count considerations are central to the analysis of 
quantification in Gaagudju, they are not the sole factors which 
determine the marking of quantification. This is evident from the fact 
that lower animates are only rarely quantified with the Number clitics, 
even though they are generally countable. With human referents, 
countability is a necessary, but not always sufficient, condition for the 
expression of quantification. The significance of other factors may be 
illustrated by considering two noun stems in (6-101). 

(6-101) uluunggulu 'old woman' bardankeeya 'old women' 

The stem bardankeeya is inherently non-singular, and must appear 
with either the FUA clitic =njdja or the AUG clitic =mba. However, it 
is not distinguished from uluunggulu 'old woman' simply by its non-
singularity, as uluunggulu may be used with non-singular reference (6-
75). Rather, it appears to be distinguished from uluunggulu by 
indicating 'pair' and 'collective' quantificational meanings. As such it 
indicates non-singularity together with some concomitant common 
social characteristic or purpose. This concept of concomitant social 
commonalities is of importance generally for quantification in 
Gaagudju. For example, the unit augmented number clitics are 
commonly used to express comitative notions. 

(6-102) arr-djii-ngi goornmu gada gaayu ibärdbi 
1-go-PIRR morning but Neg Neg 
waarra arr-djii-ngi=mana 
who 1 -go-PIRR=MUA 
Ί wanted to go this morning, but no, there was nobody to go 
with.' 
[lit. Ί wanted to go this morning, but no, there was nobody 
such that the pair of us could go.'] 

A solely count analysis of the unit augmented clitics would not 
happily include these comitative meanings. There are other examples 
where these clitics convey meanings of social commonality which are 
not directly comitative. 
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(6-103) 0-arro-oro-garraa-ri maada i-laawala 
3I<l-see-Aux-PI yesterday I-little 
arr-ngaannga=mana ma-marlan-mee-gi 
1-keep on=MUA Ill-dark-Aux-Aux:PP 
nowo-gooyu-da njing-ga-wagaa-y 
3M-mother-MIN II-here-go back-PP 
Ί kept on looking after the little boy yesterday, until it got dark 
and his mother came back.' 
[lit. Ί was looking after the little boy yesterday. The pair of us 
kept on with me looking after him, until it got dark and his 
mother came back.'] 

The social commonality component of the number clitics is perhaps 
most clearly foregrounded when they attach to the numerals. 

(6-104) geerrma(n)da=mana geerrma(n)da=njdja 
two:M=MUA two:M=FUA 
'M+M' 'M+F' 

geen (inj)djada=njdja 
two:F=FUA 
'F+F 

garrmanoogoda(wa) =da garrmanoogoda(wa) =mba 
three:M=MA three:M=AUG 
'three males' 'three' 

When attached to the numerals, the number clitics provide 
specification on the internal gender structure of the group indicated by 
the numeral. It also appears that they indicate social commonality. Thus 
geenjdjada 'two:F' simply indicates 'two', whereas geenjdjada =njdja 
'two:F=FUA' indicates 'two as a pair'. 

Morphological factors also play a significant role in the distribution 
of the Number clitics (4.2). The distribution of the Number clitics is 
summarised in (6-105). 

(6-105) Obligatory : Personal pronouns, nominals with inherent non-
singular reference, numerals referring to mixed gender groups 
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Usual : Adjectives, demonstratives, kin nouns, verbs, numerals 
referring to single gender groups 

Exceptional: Nouns 

With personal pronouns, the Number clitics are suffixes (4.8). Apart 
from bardankeeya, the only other nominal with inherent non-singular 
reference is listed in (6-106). 

(6-106) na- ~ njim- belaala 'children' bayaalala 'child' 

The relationship between the two stems 'children' and 'child' is 
somewhat uncertain. The two are obviously historically related, but are 
synchronically formally differentiable. 

Nouns which do not bear an inherent lexical specification for number 
do not normally show Number marking. There are some rare examples 
where they do. 

(6-107) magaarra-da djirriingi=da ya-0-gaama=da 
that:I=MA man=MA what-3I-do:PR=MA 
'What are those men doing?' 

The usual pattern is illustrated in (6-108). 

(6-108) ya-0-gaama-y=mba magaarra-mba njinggooduwa 
what-3I-do-PR=AUG that:I=AUG woman 
'What are those women doing?' 

In this example, the demonstrative and the verb are both marked with 
Number clitics. This is the usual situation for demonstratives, kin nouns, 
verbs and adjectives. There are examples where these forms lack 
number marking. 

(6-109) barraanggirr nji-n-gaarra-ri njinggooduwa 
old days II<3M-have-PI woman 
njim-baalgi magaarra anmarrabaalbu 
II-lots that: I old man 
'In the old days that old man had lots of wives.' 
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In all available examples there is some other overt reference to the 
augmented status of the group. (6-109) involves the adjective -baalgi 
'lots', which is inherently augmented when it has human reference. The 
only clear cut examples of adjectives lacking Number marking all 
involve -baalgi 'lots'. In the absence of any overt reference to the 
augmented status of the group, it appears that adjectives and verbs must 
be interpreted as having minimal reference. The same pattern appears to 
hold for demonstratives. 

(6-110) manaarr 0-yii-ngi=njdja gabaloowadi 
that: I 3I-go-PR=FUA road 
'Those two are going along the road.' 

In (6-110), the presence of the FUA clitic on the verb signals the 
augmented status of the referents of manaarr 'thatrl'. Given the limited 
attestation of many demonstrative forms, it is not possible to be certain 
that the constraint requiring some other overt reference to the 
augmented status of the group, holds for all of them. The extent of the 
domain for the "other overt indication", found with adjectives, 
demonstratives, and verbs, is not clear on the presently available 
evidence. It is not limited to the clause. 

(6-111) 0-baalgi djirriingi naamba 0-nii-ri 
I-lots man emph:I 3I-sit-PR 
'There are lots of men. They are sitting there.' 

(6-111) involves two clauses, with overt augmented reference 
occurring only in the first. 

6.5.8 =goodo durative 

The Durative clitic indicates temporal duration. The classification of 
this clitic as a quantifier may appear somewhat unusual at first sight. Its 
function in indicating temporal duration might suggest that it forms part 
of the system for marking aspect, specifically imperfective aspect 
(5.9.1). However as Comrie (1976: 41-44) points out, durativity and 
imperfectivity are independent notions. The behaviour of the Durative 
clitic in Gaagudju provides a particularly clear exemplification of the 
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distinction between the two notions. The Durative clitic, while most 
commonly attested with the Past Imperfective (5.9.1), may occur with 
any ΤΑΜ category in Gaagudju. 

(6-112) maada 0-an-marree-wa=mba=goodo 
yesterday 3I<3M-wait for-Aux=AUG=DUR 
'Yesterday he waited for them, for a while.' [Past Perfective] 

(6-113) ngameneega nga-no-oroo-garra-y=goodo 
why 1 <2-stare-Aux-PR=DUR 
'Why are you continuing to stare at me?' [Present] 

(6-114) gooyida gu-na-alee-bi=goodo 
Neg.IMP IV<2-yell out-Aux:PR=DUR 
'Don't keep on yelling out!' [Negative Imperative] 

(6-115) goornmalada iinjdju go-ya-n-gadjiirrba-ba=goodo 
tomorrow maybe IV<3F-FU-poke around-Aux=DUR 
'Tomorrow, maybe she will poke around (for turtles) for a 
while.' [Future] 

(6-116) gooyida 0-naa-ga-njdji=mba 
Neg.IMP 3 I<2-take-PR=AUG 
walaalu baleeru magaarra 
country lest that:I 
0-ambiree-ya =goodo 
31-laugh-E V=DUR 
'Don't take that little boy there to the meeting about country, 
lest he keep on laughing (too much).' [Conditional] 

nanggaabirri miiding 
IVrthere meeting 
i-laawala 
I-little 

(6-112) - (6-116) show that the Durative clitic does not form part of 
the system for marking verbal tense and aspect. The positioning of the 
Durative clitic also argues that it does not form part of this system. The 
Durative clitic is an outer clitic (6.6). It occurs immediately following 
the quantifying Number clitics. Therefore both its meaning and its 
position within the clitic template argue that it should be analysed as a 
quantifier. It indicates duration for an event (i.e. a verbal predicate + 
fully specified range of participants). 
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6.6 The ordering of clitics 

The Indirect Object clitics always attach directly to the host. The 
Number clitics always immediately follow them. The ordering of these 
two sets of 'inner' clitics is extensively illustrated elsewhere in this 
grammar. The other 'outer' clitics always follow the number clitics. The 
following examples illustrate the orderings of the 'outer' clitics with 
respect to one another. 

(6-117) nginjee-mba-ru njing-gee-bu=mba=ru 
2-AUG-first 2-here-went=AUG=first 
'You lot came here first.' [Number clitic + 'first' clitic] 

(6-118) bardangeeya =njdja 0-an-barraa-wa-ri=mba=goodo 
old women=FUA 3I<3M-paint-Aux-PI=AUG=DUR 
0-an-barra-wa-ri=mba=njoorno=goodo djirdeewart 
3 I<3M-paint-Aux-PI=AUG=plS+0=DUR girl 
'The old women painted the girls for a while.' 
[Plural subject and object clitic + Durative clitic] 

(6-119) marree-ya =nu-mba=njoorno=baarri 
1 +2-go:FU=3MIC)=AUG=plS+0=behind 
'We will follow them.' 
[Plural subject and object clitic + incorporated nominal] 

(6-120) magaadja njinggooduwa nj-djee-ga-njdji=woorro=goodo 
that: II woman IV<3F-Aux-PI=drag=DUR 
gudjaali walaalu 
firewood camp 
'Did that woman drag the firewood to camp?' 
[Phrasal coverb + Durative clitic] 

(6-121) ma-n-maa-ngi=woreenjgu=goodo ma-n-maa-ngi=woreenjgu 
III<3M-Aux-PI=whistle=DUR III<3M-Aux-PI=whistle 
goornmu 0-njaarnnga 
morning I-keep on 
'He kept on whistling all morning.' 
[Phrasal coverb + Durative clitic] 
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It should be noted that the ordering of the Durative clitic illustrated 
in (6-121) and (6-122) only operates in cliticised phrasal constructions. 

(6-122) 0-an-gaarra=mba =goodo waala 
IV<3M-Aux:PP=AUG bark 
'(The dogs) barked for a while (last night).' 

In phrasal verb constructions which consist of two phonological 
words, such as garra waala 'to bark', the Durative clitic attaches to the 
verbal constituent. 

There are no examples in the available data of an incorporated 
nominal occurring with either the Durative clitic =goodo, or with the 
'plS+O' clitic =njoorno, nor of a phrasal coverb/nominal occuring with 
-njoorno. The -ru 'first' clitic is not attested other than with the 
Number clitics. The =ma 'Subordinator' clitic is not attested with any 
other clitic. Situations which could be coded with combinations of these 
'outer' clitics are generally pragmatically very complex, and as such are 
likely to be encoded through a number of distinct utterances, each 
expressing a particular aspect of the overall situation. 

Therefore, it is unlikely the 'outer' clitics have a fixed order. Rather, 
it seems likely that there is a fixed order for the 'inner' clitics, and that 
the attachment of more than one outer clitic is pragmatically marked 
and probably variable. The overall ordering of clitics is summarised in 
(6-123). 

(6-123) Indirect object clitic + Number clitic + Plural subject and 
object clitic + (Incorporated nominal/Phrasal nominal or 
coverb ~ Durative clitic ~ 'first' clitic ~ Subordinator clitic) 

6.7 Phrasal compound structures 

6.7.1 Inchoatives and new verbal predicates 

Inchoatives and new verbal predicates are phrasal compounds involving 
the verb gama 'to become, to do, to say'. Inchoatives consist of a 
nominal + gama, and new verbal predicates consist of a borrowed 
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coverb + gama. Adjectives and "adjectival" nouns (4-69), are the 
nominals most commonly attested in the inchoative construction. 

(6-124) magaadja aardi nang-giirdi ng-geema 
that:II clothes IV-wet IV-became 
'Those clothes got wet.' 

(6-125) gordogiinggi gu-weenmi marree-ya 
shallow IV-become:FU l+2-go:FU 
nji-0-n-goree-garra 
II<2-FU-see-Aux 
'When it gets shallow, we will go and you can see her.' 

(6-126) nji-walaawala arr-geema-ri 
Il-little l-be(come)-PI 
Ί was/had become a little girl.' 

(6-126) illustrates the link between inchoatives and verbal ascriptive 
predicates. The proposition in (6-126) is interpretable as either 
inchoative or ascriptive. The verb gama is used to construct purely 
ascriptive propositions, most commonly with nouns (7.9). However, 
there are examples where it derives inchoatives with nouns. 

(6-127) marree-ya baleeru maadada ng-geema-ya 
l+2-go:FU lest night IV-become-EV 
goornmu=da-walaalu 
dark 
'We had better go, lest it become night, (and gets) dark.' 

(6-128) niinjdja arr-djaa-dji nanggaarri moodurr 
just 1-PR-stand IV:here cramp 
arr-geema baada 
1-became leg 
Ί am just standing up, because I have a cramp here in my leg.' 

The inchoative construction was not used to describe the 
transformations of creation figures. These meanings were expressed 
with the verb malarramanj-ma-gi, which otherwise means 'to turn 
(intr)'. 
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(6-129) magaadja njinggooduwa nji-malarramanj-mee-gi 
that: II woman II-turn-Aux-detr:PP 
gooro gabardeeba 
like emu 
'That dreamtime woman turned into like an emu.' 

Whenever my two fluent consultants borrowed a Kriol or English 
verbal expression into Gaagudju, they used the gama construction. 
Dixon (1980: 121-122 & 436) notes that Australian languages normally 
borrow English verbal concepts in a nominalised form, and then 
verbalise this nominalised form. The use of the gama construction in 
Gaagudju to verbalise forms borrowed from English and Kriol conforms 
to this pattern. The forms most commonly attested as borrowed coverbs 
in new verbal predicates are Kriol verbs. 

(6-130) wuurrgim arr-geema-ri 
work 1-do-PI 
Ί was working.' [lit. 'Work I was doing.'] 

However, borrowings are not restricted to Kriol verbs. 

(6-131) tired arr-gaama-y 
tired 1-do-PR 
Ί am tired.' [lit. 'Tired, I am being/doing it.] 

There is one example where the borrowed expression is itself a 
phrase. 

(6-132) 0-marro-oree-garra=mba=njoorno play cards 
3I< 1 +2-see-Aux:PP=AUG=plS+0 
0-eema-ri-mba 
3I-do-PI=AUG 
'We saw them. They were playing cards.' 

This also appears to be a possibility for inchoatives. 

(6-133) nam-boordbi magaarnamu ma-geema =nga 
Ill-dry throat III-became=lIO 
'My throat has become dry.' 
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The interpretation of (6-133) is somewhat uncertain. The usual 
expression of (6-133) would be either magaarnamu nam-boordbi ma-
geema=nga or nam-boordbi ma-geema=nga magaarnamu, with the 
adjective immediately preceding the verb. The ordering in (6-133) 
suggests that the sequence nam-boordbi magaarnamu 'dry throat' has 
been inchoativised as a compound (note that the few examples of 
compounds involving adjectives and nouns show the order: adjective + 
noun 4.3). 

The main reason for analysing inchoatives and new verbal predicates 
as compounds is their consistent ordering as nominal/coverb + gama, 
allowing for the potential coverb compound in (6-132) and the potential 
nominal compound in (6-133). This ordering is also found in negative 
constructions (the negator most commonly immediately precedes the 
verb-7.3). 

(6-134) magaadja aardi nang-giirdi ng-geema 
that: IV clothes IV-wet IV-became 
maada 
yesterday 
'Did those clothes get wet yesterday?' 

gaayu nang-giirdi gu-weenma-ri 
Neg IV-wet IV-become:IRR-P 
'No they did not get wet.' 

6.7.2 Misfortune ascriptives with warra 'to die, to suffer' 

The verb warra means 'to die, to suffer'. In the 'to suffer' meaning, it 
appears that it may be used to construct any kind of ascriptive 
describing misfortune affect (7-156). However, it is most commonly 
found in phrasal constructions with the nominale listed in (6-135). 

(6-135) meaning with warra 
gaboolbirr 'sun' 'to be hot' 
gaboolbirr 'sweat' 'to be sweaty' 
gaardu 'water' 'to be thirsty' 
goyaalu 'hunger' 'to be hungry' 
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gumiirri 'fear' 'to be afraid' 
nang-goodji 'cold' 'to be cold' 
walgiirdi 'greedy' 'to be greedy' 

In these combinations with warra, the nominal always precedes the 
verb, including negative constructions. 

(6-136) awoy 0-arra-balaa-bara nang-goodji 0-waarridji 
yes 31< 1 -cover-Aux: PP IV-cold 3I-suffer:PP 
'Yes, I covered him up. He was cold.' 

(6-137) gaayu goyaalu arra-warr-gee-ni 
Neg hunger 1 :IRR-suffer-Aux-P 
djaamu ma-baalgi djaarli 0-arree-ba maada 
tucker Ill-lots meat 31<l-ate yesterday 
'No, I was not hungry. (I ate) lots of tucker. I ate meat 
yesterday.' 

This is the principal evidence for analysing the combinations in (6-
135) as compounds. 

6.7.3 Incorporation 

The Indirect Object clitics are central constituents in the construction of 
incorporation compounds, which constitute one of the two types of 
compounds found in Gaagudju. Incorporations form an area of some 
interest in the syntactic description of Gaagudju. The following are 
typical examples of incorporations in Gaagudju. 

(6-138) ngoorrmorl mee-n-bi=nga=ngaardi 
fly III<3 M-bit= 1 IO=head 
Ά fly bit me on the head.' 

(6-139) ma-djaawurdu =yu -gardaabirr 
III-hair=3 FIO=hair 
'She has short hair/She is short-haired' 
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(6-140) biirda -yu =goordo 
strong=3FIO=arm 
'She has strong arms/She is strong-armed' 

As illustrated, incorporation compounds consist of two words. The 
boundary between the two precedes the clitic (3.1). For the purposes of 
discussion of incorporation in Gaagudju, the first word is referred to as 
the 'incorporating predicate'. In the available data, adjectives, 
demonstratives, nouns, numerals and verbs are all attested as 
incorporating predicates. The second word consists of the clitic(s) and a 
nominal: either a noun or a demonstrative. This nominal is referred as 
the 'incorporatednominal'. 

The appropriateness of including these constructions under the 
general rubric of 'incorporation' requires some consideration. By formal 
criteria its usage is something of a misnomer for the Gaagudju 
construction. The most prominent of the various incorporation 
phenomena is noun incorporation. The classic definition of "noun 
incorporation" is given by Sapir (1911: 257) "this process of 
compounding a noun stem with a verb that it is here proposed to call 
noun incorporation, no matter what the function of the noun logically 
is." Adverb and preverb incorporation may be accounted for under the 
same formula. 

Incorporation compounds in Gaagudju fail to conform to this 
definition. They do not necessarily involve verbs, but they do 
necessarily involve the Indirect Object clitics. The constructions in (6-
138) - (6-140) are, therefore, not "incorporation" constructions in a 
formal sense. Nevertheless in functional terms, the "incorporation" 
constructions of Gaagudju cover much the same range as 
"incorporation" structures do in other languages. It is in terms of this 
high degree of functional commonality that the use of the term 
"incorporation" is justified. The functional commonalities between 
incorporation in Gaagudju and incorporation cross-linguistically lie in 
the nature of the incorporated nominals and the constraints on 
incorporation. 

In Gaagudju, by far the most common incorporations are ones where 
the incorporating predicate is relatively specific in meaning and the 
incorporated nominal is a part nominal (see 6.8 for a discussion of part-
whole relations). In Australian languages with noun incorporation, the 
class of incorporate nouns always includes part nouns, and in some 
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languages the class of incorporable nouns is either completely or largely 
restricted to body parts (Harvey 1996). 

The delimitations on incorporation in Gaagudju are similar to the 
delimitations on incorporation in languages with noun incorporation. In 
languages with noun incorporation, a part noun may only be 
incorporated in constructions showing the possessor ascension pattern 
of cross-reference (i.e. bound pronominals refer to the whole rather than 
to the part. (8-199). Part nouns may be incorporated when the whole is 
cross-referenced as an Intransitive Subject or as a Transitive Object, but 
not when the whole is cross-referenced as a Transitive Subject. This 
Absolutive patterning of incorporation is found language-universally 
(Baker 1988: 81-92, Mithun 1984: 875). 

In Gaagudju, the incorporated noun is a dependent of the Indirect 
Object clitic. Incorporated nouns normally show Absolutive cross-
referencing in Gaagudju. 

(6-141) nj-djoorrnggoma =yu-ngaadjay 
IV-enter=3 FIO=hand 
'She put her hand in.' 

(6-142) 0-arraa-garra=nu=ngaadjay magaarra 
IV< 1 -have:PP=3MIO=hand that:I 
Ί shook that bloke's hand.' 

It does not appear that an incorporated noun can be cross-referenced 
by an Ergative prefix. 

(6-143) 0-arraa-bara ngaadjay magaarra ngoondji 
31<1-struck hand that:I other 
Ί struck that other bloke with my hand.' 

(6-143) exemplifies an instrumental part noun, where the whole is a 
Transitive Subject. It does not appear that (6-143) can be rephrased as 
(6-144), at least to convey the same meaning. 
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(6-144) *0-iidj-bara=nga=ngaadjay magaadja ngoondji 
31<3 F-struck= 1 IO=hand that:II other 
Ί struck that other woman with my hand.'6 

The putative incorporation compound in (6-144) has a perfectly 
acceptable translation as 'That other woman struck me on the hand.' 
The impossibility of ergative cross-reference is presumably due to a 
requirement for referential distinctness in transitive situations. The 
performer, cross-referenced by the ergative prefixes, must be 
referentially distinct from the target of the action, cross-referenced by 
the Indirect Object clitics. There is no equivalent requirement for 
referential distinctness in other situations. Thus in an intransitive 
situation such as (6-141), the performer and target may be co-
referential. Equally, in a transitive situation such as (6-142), the entity 
affected by the action, which is cross-referenced by the Absolutive 
prefixes need not be referentially distinct from the target. 

However this should not be taken to mean that incorporation in 
Gaagudju conforms to an Absolutive patterning. While incorporated 
part nouns normally show Absolutive cross-reference as in (6-141) and 
(6-142), this is not a controlling factor in incorporation. The only factor 
controlling the possibility of incorporation is the presence of an Indirect 
Object clitic. Part nouns may be incorporated, when another nominal 
takes Absolutive cross-reference, provided that an Indirect Object clitic 
is present. 

(6-145) balboornay nj-djoorrnggoma =nga=boordo 
dust rV-enter:PP=lIO=eye 
'Dust went into my eye.' 

(6-146) gaayu ma-nga-n-gadj-garraa-ri gaadju 
Neg III<3M-IRR-drop-Aux-P dog 
ma-n-mee-gi=nu=ngaadjay 0-an-gordoo-garra 
III<3M-grab-PP=3MIO=hand 3I<3M-take off-Aux:PP 
'He did not drop (the tucker). The dog grabbed it from his 
hand. It took (the tucker) off him.' 

6 The noun 'hand' being Class IV, requires a Feminine Ergative prefix (5.7) 
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(6-145) has a Class IV Absolutive prefix agreeing with the Subject 
balboornay 'dust' (boordo 'eye' belongs to Class III). The 
incorporation construction in (6-146) has a Class III Absolutive prefix, 
which cross-references the ellipsed Direct Object djaamu 'tucker' 
{ngaadjay 'hand' belongs to Class IV). The converse also holds: part 
nouns which do show Absolutive cross-reference cannot be 
incorporated if there is no Indirect Object clitic present. 

(6-147) 0-arro-odoo-biri ngaadjay 
IV<l-cut-Aux:PP hand 
Ί cut my hand.' 

(6-147) is the standard construction for presenting reflexive part-
whole relations (6.8). Despite the fact that the part noun shows 
Absolutive cross-referencing, incorporation is impossible. It is however 
possible in a semantically very similar construction. 

(6-148) i-laawala gu-no-odoo-biri=nja=ngaadjay 
I-little IV<2-cut-Aux:PP=2IO=hand 
'Little boy, did you cut your hand?' 

(6-148) differs from (6-147) only by the presence of an Indirect 
Object clitic. (6-144) - (6-148) establish that the only possible uniform 
analysis of incorporation in Gaagudju is one which treats the 
incorporated nominal as a dependent of the Indirect Object clitic. 
Having established this, it becomes necessary to consider what kind of 
relationship exists between the Indirect Object clitic and the 
incorporated nominal. As a starting point in this examination, it is useful 
to examine the function of incorporated part nouns, as these are the 
commonest type of incorporated nominal. 

The function of incorporated part nouns in Gaagudju is essentially 
similar to that suggested by McGregor (1985: 210-211) for part nouns 
in Kuniyanti "the body part specifies the EXTENT or LOCUS of the 
participant's involvement in the action. That is, it specifies the part of 
the individual which is most directly and intimately involved in the 
action." This formulation requires some alteration for Gaagudju, as 
Gaagudju permits incorporation on nominals as well as on verbs. In 
Gaagudju, the incorporated part noun specifies the extent or locus of the 
incorporating predicate's applicability to the participant cross-
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referenced by the Indirect Object clitic. This locative analysis of the 
incorporated nominal extends to the other types of incorporated 
nominals found with relatively specific incorporating predicates. In 
addition to body part nominals, the nominal waala 'country' is attested 
incorporated. 

(6-149) 0-arra-djanaa=yu=waala 
IV<l-not know=3FIO=country 
Ί do not know (that) country.' 

Definite demonstratives may also be incorporated. 

(6-150) djagaardu=nu=manaa-njdju 
noise=3 MIO=that: I-SPEC 
'Those specific ones (the white corellas) are noisy.' 

(6-151) gooyida namardeedjurr nanggaabirri 
Neg.IMP rainbow IVithere 
baarri=yu=nanggaamba 
behind=3 FIO=IV: emph 
'No. The rainbow is there, behind that place.' 

(6-152) Gabaarlgu magaadja manaarra= 
place name that: IV 1+2MIN= 
nj-djaa-dji=yu =magaadja Giirndimu 
IV-PR-stand=3 FIO=that: IV place name 
'Gaabaarlgu, that is our... ? It is near to that place Giirndimu.' 

(6-153) Gaagudju 0-arra-djanaa=nu =magaarra 
Gaagudju IV< 1 -not know=3MIO=that:I 
Ί do not know that specific one (the word for chickenhawk) in 
Gaagudju.' 

As a definite demonstrative, the demonstrative specifies that the 
referent of the Indirect Object clitic is contextually or locally 
identifiable. The requirement that the incorporated nominal should have 
a locative function explains why apparently plausible incorporations 
with other kinds of nominals are unattested. 
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(6-154) *nj-djaa-dji=yu=njim-bardeeba 
rV-PR-stand=3FIO=II-tall 
'It stands near to the tall (woman).' 
([lit.] It stands to her, the tall female one.) 

(6-155) *0-i-yoree-garra=nga=gaadju 
3I<3F-see-Aux:PP=l IO=dog 
'She saw my dog.' 

(6-156) *djaamu ma-yaa-dji=yu=yaanangga 
tucker III-PR-stand=3FIO=where:IV 
'The tucker is somewhere in relation to her.' 

Incorporations of adjectives (6-154), non-part nominals (6-155), or 
indefinite demonstratives (6-156), do not provide information about 
locus or extent. The situation with incorporations, which have an 
indefinite, non-specific incorporating predicate is very different. One 
class of these incorporations have indefinite demonstratives as their 
incorporating predicate. 

(6-157) magaarra djirriingi 0-aa-yi-ngi 
that: I man 3I-here-go-PR 
'That man is coming here.' 

yaanangga=nu=djirriingi 
where: IV=3 MIO=man 
'Which man?' 

(6-158) waarra -nu -geegirr njinggooduwa 
who=3MIO=all woman 
'Who are all (those) women?' 

This class of incorporations is not commonly attested. The other 
class of indefinite incorporating predicates involves the negators gaayu 
and ibärdbi, and derives negative existentials (2.4.2). This second class 
of negative existentials is commonly attested, and there do not appear to 
be any restrictions on the nominals which may be incorporated. 
Similarly, it seems likely that incorporated nominals in constructions 
where the incorporating predicate is an indefinite demonstrative could 
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have a very wide range of reference. However, this is somewhat 
uncertain, owing to the low frequency of these incorporations. 

6.7.4 Male/actives 

There are two classes of malefactives: directly and indirectly affected 
malefactives. Directly affected malefactives are marked simply with the 
Indirect Object clitics. 

(6-159) djubaarra ma-ardeenj-bimi=nu magaarra djirriingi 
tree III-fall-Aux:PP=3MIO thatrl man 
'The tree fell on that man.' 

Indirectly affected malefactives may also be marked simply with the 
Indirect Object clitics. 

(6-160) magaarra 0-an-boo-mu =nga i-laawala 
that: I 3I<3M-hit-PP =1ΙΟ I-little 
'That bloke hit my kid.' [Propositus malefactive] 

(6-161) magaadja njinggooduwa 0-ii-raga=nga gaadju 
thatrll woman 3I<3F-shot=lIO dog 
'That woman shot my dog.' [Possessor malefactive] 

However, indirectly affected malefactives are usually marked by a 
compound construction consisting of an Indirect Object clitic and the 
form boordo, as illustrated in (6-162). 

(6-162) magaarra 0-an-boo-mu=nga=boordo gaadju 
that:I 31<3 M-hit-PP= 1 IO=IM dog 
'That bloke hit my dog.' 

This Indirect Malefactive construction is an incorporation compound 
(6.7.3). As an independent lexeme, the constituent boordo is a 
homophone meaning both 'eye' and 'old woman' in Gaagudju. Its usage 
in this construction presumably derives from the body part 'eye' 
meaning. Body parts are the most commonly incorporated class of 
nominals (6.7.3). Further there is a plausible course of development 
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from a meaning of 'eye' to an Indirect Malefactive meaning. The 
lexeme 'eye' has a secondary meaning of 'face' in other Australian 
languages. This is not the case synchronically in Gaagudju, where 
instead giini 'nose' is used for 'face'. However it is plausible that 
boordo 'eye' did historically have this secondary meaning in Gaagudju. 
Taking this as a point of departure, the course of development set out in 
(6-163) appears reasonable. 

(6-163) face -> affected persona 

The connection in (6-163) does not operate synchronically, and the 
boordo constituent in the Indirect Malefactive construction must be 
given an independent lexical entry. The Indirect Malefactive 
construction is most commonly attested with relationships of possession 
or potential possession. 

(6-164) gooyida ma-naa-y djaamu baleeru 
Neg.IMP III<2-eat:PR tucker lest 
ma-rraa-ga-ya=nja=boordo 
III< 1 -take-EV=2IO=IM 
'Don't eat the tucker, lest I take it away from you.' 

(6-165) magaarra djirriingi 0-n-dirrboloo-wa-ri=goodo 
that: I man 3I<3M-track-Aux-PI=DUR 
baagu gada gaayu yaa-bu=nu=boordo 
kangaroo but Neg 3I-went=3MIO=IM 
0-an-mogeerdidj-bi 
3 l<3M-leave-Aux:PP 
'That man was tracking a kangaroo for a while, but no, it got 
away on him, and he left it.' 

The Indirect Malefactive construction shows a degree of 
lexicalisation. For example, there is no single verb 'to steal' in 
Gaagudju. Rather the meaning 'to steal' is a potential interpretation of 
Indirect Malefactive constructions based on other verbs. 
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(6-166) biirndi 0-nee-ma=nga=boordo 
money 3I<2-got=lIO=IM 
'You stole my money.' 
[lit. 'You got the money affecting me.'] 

(6-167) ma-n-mardee-gaba=nga=boordo baagi 
III<3M-hide-Aux:PP= 1 IO=IM tobacco 
'He stole my tobacco.' 
[lit. 'He hid the tobacco affecting me.'] 

The 'to steal' interpretation is not an obligatory interpretation of 
these Indirect Malefactive constructions. 

(6-168) gooyida ma-na-nawee-gi djiboolu baleeru 
Neg.IMP III<2-put-PR didgeridoo lest 
magaarra i-laawala ma-n-balbeerra- ri 
that: I I-little III<3M-crack-EV 
mardee-gaba =nu=mba=boordo 
hide-Aux:IMP=3MIO=AUG=IM 
'Don't put the didgeridoo (there), lest that little boy crack it! 
Hide it from him!' 

The Indirect Malefactive usually has a human referent. However 
there are two examples with non-human referents. 

(6-169) gooyida gu-na-ardawiinjminj-ma-ngi=nu=boordo 
Neg.IMP IV<2-break up-Aux-PR=3MIO=IM 
ibardbi njing-golee-yagi waadji gululuwaara 
Neg II-lay-EV egg chicken 
'Don't break up her (nest). The chicken won't lay any eggs.' 

(6-170) gaayu gu-n-ngaana-ri maalbarr moonda 
Neg IV-IRR-burn-P properly bad 
gudjaali moonda=yu=boordo 
fire bad=3FIO=IM 
'The fire did not burn properly. It was a bad fire, it was no 
good.' 
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As illustrated in (6-170), while indirect malefactives are most 
commonly constructed on a verb, they are not restricted to verbs. As 
with incorporation compounds generally, they may be constructed on 
any predicational element. Another example of a non-verbal predicate is 
provided by the traditional insult in (6-171). 

(6-171) na-marlaadja=nja=boordo 
I-orphan=2IO=IM 
'You are an orphan.' [i.e. 'You are kinless, without social 
support.'] 

6.8 Part-whole relationships 

This section examines the expression of so-called "body part" 
relationships in Gaagudju. The term "body part" is a somewhat 
infelicitous term. It implies that the body is the focal whole notion for 
this class of nouns. This is not the case in Gaagudju. The nature of the 
focal whole for the "body part" class in Gaagudju is best summarised by 
Bally's (1996: 3 - 4) concept of the personal domain 'The personal 
domain includes or can include objects and beings associated with a 
person in an habitual, intimate or organic way (e.g. the body and its 
parts, clothes, the family, etc). ... The concept of the personal domain is 
an entirely subjective one. ... The extent of the domain is determined by 
the cultural outlook of each linguistic group." The body part class 
would in fact be more accurately described as the "person part" class. 

There are a number of grammatical patterns which distinguish the 
part class in Gaagudju. Part nouns are the most commonly incorporated 
class of nominals in Gaagudju (6.7.3), and it is incorporation that 
provides the most useful test for delimiting the part class. The majority 
of part nouns belong to Class IV in Gaagudju. However some belong to 
Class III, and a few belong to Class I. Consequently noun class 
membership cannot be used to delimit a set of part nouns. The following 
examples illustrate the incorporation of a range of nouns forming part of 
the personal domain, which diverge in various ways from the prototype 
of a physically inalienable body part. 
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(6-172) na-labiri waarra 0-an-godoo-biri=nja=djaara 
I-Y.Sib who IV<3M-cut-Aux:PP=2IO=beard 
'Younger brother, who cut your beard?' 

(6-173) 0-arro-oroo-garra=nu=waayu magaarra 
IV< 1 -see-Aux: PR=3 MIO=shado w that:I 
Ί can see that fellow's shadow.' 

(6-174) magaarrba djubaarra waayu 
that: III tree shadow 
gu-djaawurdu -yu=waayu 
rV-short=3FIO=shadow 
'That tree has a short shadow.' 

(6-175) 0-arro-oree-garra=nu-walaalu 
W< 1 -see-Aux: PP=3MIO=country 
Ί saw his country.' 

(6-176) yaanangga=yu=walaalu njinggooduwa 
where:IV=3FIO=camp woman 
'Where is (that) woman's camp?' 

(6-177) magaarra anmarrabaalbu ma-baalgi=nu=marlaamu 
that:I old man III-lots-3MIO=cicatrice 
'That old man has lots of cicatrices.' 

(6-178) magaarra 0-n-da-djanaa-y=nga=maraamirr 
that: I IV<3M-PR-not know-PR= 1 IOname 
'That fellow does not know my name.' 

(6-179) ibärdbi 0-arra-bardee-ga-bi walaangandji 
Neg IV<1-throw-Aux-Aux: EV breath 
moonda =nga =walaangandji 
bad=lIO=breath 
Ί cannot breathe. I am short-winded.' 
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(6-180) nji-walaawala nj-djee-garra=nga =goordo = goordo 
II-little IV<3F-grab:PP= 1 IO=shirt 
nj-dji-balbeerra-ri 
IV<3F-tear-PI 
'The little girl grabbed my shirt, and tore it.' 

The part class, as defined by the possibility of incorporation, includes 
hair and entities which are individually distinctive of the person, such as 
names and clothing. It also includes the noun walaalu 'camp, country, 
place', when it is understood to be distinctively attached to an 
individual. However, this noun may also be formally marked in a 
manner similar to kin nouns in Gaagudju (4.9). The part class in 
Gaagudju does not include kin nouns (4.9). There are no examples of 
kin nouns being incorporated in the available data. As such, kin 
relations are not linguistically coded as falling within the personal 
domain in Gaagudju. Relationships to land may be variably coded as 
either a relationship involving the personal domain, or as a relationship 
similar to a kin relationship. 

Incorporation is the preferred method for presentation of part nouns, 
provided that the whole is not in a transitive Subject function. The most 
plausible explanation for this preference is that it is a reflection of the 
fact that parts are generally dependent non-individuated entities in 
discourse (Hopper & Thompson 1984: 724-726). The incorporation 
construction is to a degree iconic of the discourse status of part nouns. 
The phonological dependence of part nouns in the incorporation 
construction is partially iconic of their discourse dependence. Part 
nouns are not restricted to the incorporation construction. They are 
found in a number of other construction types. One of these closely 
parallels the incorporation construction. The only difference is that there 
is a pause between the Indirect Object clitic and the incorporated part 
noun. 

(6-181) biirdja mee-n-bi=nga maneengul 
leech III<3M-bite:PP=lIO blood 
Ά leech sucked my blood.' 

Given that pauses may be generally placed on either or both edges of 
the Indirect Object clitics (3.1), constructions of the type shown in (6-
181) are most probably to be analysed as a second class of incorporation 
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constructions. In the other constructions involving part nouns, they 
invariably occur as free phonological words. One of these constructions 
is the possessive clause construction involving the verb garra 'to have'. 
This construction is examined in 7.10. The second construction is a 
"fronted" construction, similar to the incorporation construction (see 
also(7-56)). 

(6-182) goordo ng-gadarraa-bu-ni=nja goornmu 
arm IV-hang out-Aux-PI=2IO morning 
'Your arm was hanging out (of the car), this morning.' 

(6-183) baada moonda=nga 
leg bad=110 
'My leg is bad.' 

Apart from the free occurrence of the part noun, the other difference 
appears to be in its positioning. In (6-182) and (6-183) the part noun 
precedes what would be the incorporating predicate, if the clause were 
an incorporation construction. When the part noun precedes as in (6-
182) and (6-183), it does not form an intonational unit with the 
following constituent. The difference in positioning and intonational 
patterns appears to correlate with a foregrounding and individuation of 
the part noun. 

The formal status of the fronted construction is uncertain. In the 
available materials, the part noun is unmodified and immediately 
precedes the predicate. It is not known whether the part noun could be 
modified (6-184), or whether other words can appear between the part 
noun and the predicate (6-185). 

(6-184) ?goordo gu-marrawaarra ng-gadarraa-bu-ni=nja 
arm IV-big IV-hang out-Aux-PI=2IO 
'Your big arm was hanging out.' 

(6-185) ?goordo maalbarr ng-gadarraa-bu-ni=nja 
arm really IV-hang out-Aux-PI=2IO 
'Your arm was really hanging out.' 

If examples of this type are ungrammatical, then the fronted 
construction is probably to be analysed as a compound parallel to the 
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compounds which form inchoatives and new verbal predicates (6.7.1). 
If examples of this type are grammatical, then the fronted construction 
is a phrasal construction parallel to the negative phrasal constructions 
(7.3). Given that the fronted construction appears to be motivated by 
concerns of foregrounding, it probably parallels the negative 
constructions and not the compound constructions. 

The third construction type that part nominals occur in, is a 
construction showing the possessor ascension pattern of cross-reference. 

(6-186) ngoorrmorl arr-gee-bi ngorroonggadi 
fly l<3-bit back 
Ά fly bit me on the back.' 

Possessor ascension constructions are most uncommon in Gaagudju. 
In this respect Gaagudju contrasts with all other northern Australian 
languages, where the possessor ascension construction is the standard 
cross-reference pattern in constructions involving part nouns. Given 
their very limited attestation it is not possible to comment on their 
function in Gaagudju. It appears likely that the part noun is 
backgrounded in some sense in the possessor ascension construction. In 
this respect it may be noted that in the available examples, the part noun 
followed the verb. 

It is possible that the possessor ascension construction should not be 
analysed as forming part of the canonical repertoire of Gaagudju. My 
principal consultant Peggy Balmana most commonly used it when it 
appeared that she could not recall the correct class for a particular part 
noun, and could not therefore construct a standard incorporation 
construction. As such it is possible that the examples of possessor 
ascension in Gaagudju are caiques based on this construction type in 
Bininj Gunwok, the daily language of my principal consultants. 
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Syntax 

7.1 Word order, proposition classes and clause types 

Gaagudju is like most Australian languages, in that word order relates 
chiefly to concerns of information structuring, particularly as expressed 
in the intonational phonology of the language. Word order does not 
generally relate to concerns about the expression of propositional 
content. Consequently, it is not possible to formally define phrasal units 
in terms of sequences of part-of-speech categories. This has the further 
consequence that it is not possible to define clausal units as 
combinations of particular phrase types. 

This grammar does not provide a general coverage of intonational 
phonology. Consequently, it does not provide a general account of word 
ordering patterns. This chapter examines two preferred word ordering 
patterns which approximate to traditional notions of the phrase. One of 
these is the ordering of groups of nominals with a common referent, 
which approximates to the noun phrase. The other is the ordering of 
negators with respect to negated elements. 

This grammar also makes use of the term 'clause' to refer to classes 
of propositions and predicates. There is a fundamental distinction in 
Gaagudju between the class of ascriptive, equational, existential or 
possessive propositions and other classes of propositions. Propositions 
belonging to the first class may be expressed by either verbal or 
nominal predications, whereas propositions belonging to other classes 
are necessarily expressed by verbal predications. Nominal predications 
obligatorily involve a predicating nominal. Verbal predications involve 
a verbal complex. Both predication types may involve optional 
modifiers and nominal arguments. 

7.2 The noun phrase 

The noun phrase provides a good illustration of the role of intonational 
phrasing and information structuring in determining word order. If sets 
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of nominals with a common referent are considered without regard to 
intonational groups, then there are no constraints on word order. Sets of 
nominals with a common referent show differing orders, with no 
difference in propositional meaning. 

(7-1) njoogi idj-0-baalgi 0-arraa-ma 
white ochre Aug-I-lots 3I<l-got 
Ί got lots of white ochre.' 

magaadja njinggooduwa 0-iinj-ma 0-baalgi 
that:II woman 3I<3F-got I-lots 
njoogi 
white ochre 
'That woman got lots of white ochre (too).' 

The members of a set of nominals with a common referent may 
occur discontinuously. 

(7-2) boonjman 0-arro-oree-garra 0-marrawaarra 
rat 3I<l-see-Aux:PP I-big 
Ί saw a big rat.' 

Discontinuous groupings are however much less common than 
continuous groupings. Further within continuous groupings, the 
ordering Ν + Adj njoogi idj-0-baalgi 'lots of white ochre' is much 
more common than the converse ordering Adj + Ν 0-baalgi njoogi. 

These tendencies appear to be the reflections of two factors. Firstly, 
groups of nominals with a common referent most commonly occur 
within a single intonation phrase, and when they do so, they are 
normally contiguous. The ordering of nominals appears to be best 
accounted for by the analysis of the noun phrase proposed by McGregor 
(1990: 253-276). Under this analysis the noun phrase is conceived of as 
a group of nominals with a common referent, which occur in an ordered 
functional sequence. The functional sequence for Gaagudju is set out in 
(7-3). 

(7-3) (Deictic) + Entity + (Qualifier) 
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Each of these functions may be realised by a variety of formally 
definable nominal subclasses. For example, nouns can function as 
entities or qualifiers (McGregor 1990: 256). Further a function may be 
realised by more than one nominal (McGregor 1990: 259 & 266-267). 
As indicated by the formula in (7-3), the Entity is the only obligatory 
function. This does not however mean that an Entity function is 
necessarily realised by an overt nominal. Like the other functions it may 
have a null realisation. However McGregor (1990: 254-255) argues that 
the null realisation of the Entity function is different in nature from the 
null realisation of the other functions. The Entity function may only 
have a null realisation if the relevant Entity is recoverable from context. 
The other functions may have a null realisation simply because the 
speaker has not chosen to provide information about them, whether or 
not they are recoverable from context. 

The function indicated by a particular class of nominale therefore 
depends on its position within the noun phrase. Thus demonstratives 
normally occur initially in a noun phrase, and fulfill a Deictic function 
of contextualising the noun phrase. However, they may also occur 
finally in an noun phrase, in which case they have a Qualifier function 
and point to a particular referent in the context. 

(7-4) gooyu djaarli naarri biirda ibärdbi 
mother meat I:here tough Neg 
i-rree-nj-dja 
3I<l-FU-eat 
'Mother, this meat here is tough. I cannot eat it.' 

Like demonstratives, pronouns appear to occur initially as Deictics, 
and finally as Qualifiers. 

(7-5) ngaayi aardi m-balbarraaga 
1MIN clothes IV-torn 
'My clothes are torn.' 

(7-6) gaayu ibärdbi ee-n-yu i-n-meegi walaalu 
Neg Neg 3I-FU-sleep 3I-FU-go back camp 
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naawu-ma 
3MMIN-PRM 
'No, he will not sleep (here). He will go back to (that) camp of 
his.' 

The final occurrence of pronouns as Qualifiers is uncommon. 
Following McGregor (1990: 270), I assume that it differs from the 
initial occurrence as a Deictic in the manner indicated. Numerals may 
also occur as both Deictics and Qualifiers, depending upon their 
position. The difference between these two functions is most clearly 
illustrated with the Numeral 'one'. 

(7-7) nanggaabirri ma-djii-ngi maganaboobu ngoyoogoda 
IV.there III-stand-P banyon F:one 
'There used to be one banyon tree there.' 

(7-8) gaayu i-n-balabarra-gee-ni ngoyoogodawa djaamu 
Neg 31-IRR-full up-Aux-P F:one tucker 
ma-ngee-n-da ma-n-da-ragaa-nj-marr 
III<3M-FU-eat III<3M-PR-Aux-PR-want 
'No he is not full up. He wants to eat more tucker.' 

Finally, 'one' has a strict count function. In initial position it has an 
indefinite Deictic function 'a certain (amount)/same\ The Deictic 
function may be realised by two nominals. All such examples involve a 
definite Deictic preceding an indefinite Deictic. The only common 
combination of definite and indefinite Deictics is the combination 'that 
other', as in (7-9). 

(7-9) njinggooduwa=ngaayu 0-an-galeemarr-wa=nu 
woman=3FDAT IV<3M-jealous-Aux:PP=3MIO 
magaarra ngoondji djirriingi 
that: I other man 
'He is jealous ofthat other man over the woman.' 

As in Gooniyandi, it would appear that all noun phrases in Gaagudju 
involve an Entity function, though this Entity function may be ellipsed. 
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(7-10) gaadju arr-gee-bi maada 
dog l<3-bit yesterday 
'The dog bit me yesterday.' 

manaarr nowoogoda arr-gee-bi mboodaru 
that: I M:one l<3-bit today 
'That same (dog) bit me today.' 

As previously stated, in noun phrases consisting of a noun and an 
adjective, the adjective most commonly follows the noun. 

(7-11) djoorrgu gu-marrawaarra 0-aa-yi-ngi 
wind IV-big 3I-here-go-PR 
Ά big wind is coming here.' 

This is consistent with the Entity + Qualifier ordering proposed in (7-
3). However there are a reasonable number of examples where the 
Qualifier precedes the entity. 

(7-12) gu-baalgi buurri 0-arra-burree-ngi=goodo 
rV-lots string IV< 1 -rub-PI=DUR 
Ί rubbed lots of string.' 

(7-13) i-laawala njanoomala 0-arraa-garra-y 
I-little boil 3 I d -have-PR 
Ί have a little boil.' 

(7-14) magaarra 0-eema moonda djagaardu 
that: I 3I-said bad word 
'That (boy) said bad things.' 

However there appears generally to be a significant difference, in 
terms of intonation patterns, between the pre- and post-Entity 
occurrences of Qualifiers. When the Qualifier occurs in the post-Entity 
position, it generally forms a single intonational unit with the Entity 
nominal, and appears to be modificational in meaning. In the pre-Entity 
position, it appears that it generally constitutes a separate intonational 
unit, and is to be interpreted as appositional rather than modificational 
in meaning. Some comparatively long pre-Entity sequences are attested. 
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(7-15) gooyida nj-djaa-yu magaadja anabaarru 
Neg.IMP 2-PR-sleep that:IV buffalo 
nji-n-boonj-ma-gi nji-n-buu-ya nowoogoda 
2<3 M-smell-Aux-EV 2<3M-kill-EV M:one 
djiirri=djiirri=nu anabaarru 
CHAR=trouble=3 MIO buffalo 
'Don't sleep there. A buffalo might smell you and kill you, a 
certain one, a cheeky one, a buffalo.' 

(7-16) ibardbi na-ardambarnkeengi gu-nga-n-garraa-ri 
Neg I-black IV<3M-IRR-Aux-P 
walaalu magaarra gabalabaala gaadju 
bark that:I white dog 
0-an-gaarra-ri walaalu 
IV<3M-Aux-PI bark 
'It was not the black (dog) that was barking. It was that one, 
the white one, the dog that was barking.' 

It may be noted that there are no examples of noun phrases where 
more than one qualifier occurs in the post-Entity position. This may be a 
lacuna in the data. However it seems likely that noun phrases with 
multiple qualifiers in post-Entity position would be uncommon in any 
case. Noun phrases of this type do not appear to be common in any 
Aboriginal language, including Kriol. The modification of the Entity by 
more than one qualifier appears to be a highly marked pattern within the 
discourse structurings of Aboriginal languages. 

7.3 Negation 

In Gaagudju, negation is marked 
and particles. 

(7-17) gooyida 'Don't' 
gaayu 'Neg' 
ibärdbi 'Neg' 
-goroobiri 'Not X' 

the following negative nominals 

[Negative Imperative Particle] 
[Negative Noun] 
[Negative Noun] 
[Negative Adjective] 
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The Negative Imperative particle gooyida 'Don't' is unproblematic 
in its usage (7.3.1), as is the usage of the negative adjective -goroobiri 
'Not X' (7.3.3). However the nature of the distinctions between the 
other two Negators, gaayu and ibdrdbi, are not entirely clear. They 
show largely distinctive patterns of distribution, covering a range of 
functions in each case. It is not entirely certain how these functional 
ranges are to be analysed, though they do appear to reflect a core -
periphery pattern of meaning. Further there are areas of apparent 
overlap between the two Negators. Again, it is not entirely certain how 
these areas of apparent overlap are to be accounted for. 

In terms of their core meanings, the two Negators appear to differ in 
that gaayu is a simple assertion of non-occurrence for an event or non-
existence for an entity, whereas ibdrdbi does not deny the occurrence of 
an event or the existence of an entity, but instead means something like 
'it is not the case that X can be predicated of Y \ The following 
examples highlight the contrast in their apparent core meanings. 

(7-18) gaayu=mani=djaamu 
Neg= 1 +2IO=tucker 
'We have no tucker/We do not have any tucker.' 

(7-19) maaba ibdrdbi maneerra-ma djaamu 
woman's child Neg 1+2MIN-PRM tucker 
uluunggulu ngaayu djaamu 
old woman 3FDAT tucker 
'Child, that is not our tucker. It is the old woman's tucker.' 

(7-20) magaadja nji-walaawala gaayu ma-yaa-n-da-ri 
that:II Il-little Neg III<3F-IRR-eat-P 
djaamu goornmu 
tucker morning 
'That little girl did not eat her tucker this morning.' 

(7-21) maada nji-walaawala m-idj-biirna-wa 
yesterday Il-little III<3F-lost-Aux:PP 
'Yesterday the little girl got lost.' 

ibdrdbi nji-walaawala ma-ya-n-birnaa-wa-ri 
Neg Il-little III<3F-IRR-lost-Aux-P 
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i-laawala ma-n-biirna-wa maada 
I-little III<3M-lost-Aux:PP yesterday 
'It was not the little girl. She did not get lost. The little boy got 
lost yesterday.' 

In (7-18) and (7-20) it is simply asserted that there is no food, and no 
eating respectively. On the other hand, (7-19) and (7-21) do not assert 
that there is no food, and no getting lost respectively. Rather they assert 
that possession of the food cannot be predicated of us, and that getting 
lost cannot be predicated of the little girl. 

Negative constructions involving gooyida, gaayu, and ibardbi show 
a degree of fixed word ordering in that the negator precedes the negated 
predicate. The following examples with gaayu illustrate this 
requirement. 

(7-22) a. gaayu i-n-yii-ngi 
Neg 3I-IRR-go-P 
'He did not go.' 

b. * i-n-yii-ngi gaayu 
3I-IRR-go-P Neg 
'He did not go.' 

(7-23) a. gaayu djaamu 
Neg tucker 
'There is no tucker.' 

b. *djaamu gaayu 
tucker Neg 
'There is no tucker.' 

Negatives differ from other constructions with fixed word order, 
such as phrasal compounds (6.7), in that they allow discontinuities 
between the members of the construction. 

(7-24) gaayu ngiinja 0-na-n-agaa-ri gurneembu 
Neg 2MIN 3I<2-IRR-shoot-P goose 
0-arro-oree-garra ngoondji djirriingi 0-an-eegi 
3I<l-see-Aux:PP other man 3I<3M-shot 
'You did not shoot the goose. I saw another man shoot it.' 

(7-25) anmarrabaalbu gaayu maarlarl gu-nga-n-garraa-ri 
old man Neg leaf IV<3M-IRR-have-P 
gaayu uluunggulu 0-ii-wu 
Neg old woman 3I<3F-give:PP 
'The old man did not have any (tea)leaves, none. The old 
woman gave him some.' 
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(7-26) gooyida magaadja goordo=goordo 
Neg.IMP that: IV shirt 
gu-na-mogirdeedj-bi baleeru m-balbarra-buu-ya 
IV<2-leave-Aux: PR lest IV-tear-Aux-EV 
'Don't leave that shirt (outside), lest it get torn.' 

Discontinuities are not common with negatives, and (7-26) is the 
only example of two words intervening between the constituents of the 
negative. Moreover it may be noted that the two nominals in (7-26), 
magaadja goordo=goordo 'that shirt' refer to a single subcategorised 
argument. 

Similar patterns requiring the negator to precede the negated 
predicate are found in other Australian languages: e.g. Dyirbal (Dixon 
1980: 442), Nunggubuyu (Heath 1984). Heath (1984: 532) suggests that 
certain functional factors appear to be of importance. The principal 
factor appears to be clausal polarity. In communicative terms, a 
requirement for an indication of negative polarity early in the clause 
appears to be well-motivated. As such, the ordering of negative 
constructions reflects not so much a requirement that the negator 
precede the negated constituent, but a requirement for an early marking 
of negative polarity. 

7.3.1 Negative imperatives 

Negative imperatives consist of the Negative Imperative particle 
gooyida 'Don't', and the appropriate Present tense verb form. 

(7-27) gooyida nj-djaa-yi-ngi=mba magaadja 
Neg.IMP 2-PR-go-PR=AUG that:IV 
'Don't you lot go to that (place)!' 

(7-28) gooyida ma-naa-y djaamu magaarrba 
Neg.IMP III<2-eat:PR tucker that:III 
moonda njim-bardogordoo-ya 
bad 2-vomit-EV 
'Don't eat that bad tucker! You might vomit.' 
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Apart from its usage in the negative imperative construction, gooyida 
also occurs as a minor clause, with an approximate meaning of 'Not like 
that!'. It is used when someone has performed or understood something 
wrongly. This usage can quite possibly be viewed as being an elliptical 
clause partial, based on the negative imperative in (7-29). 

(7-29) gooyida njing-gaama-y 
Neg.IMP 2-do/say/think-PR 
'Don't do/say/think (like) that!' 

7.3.2 Indicative verbal negation 

The most salient pattern in indicative verbal negation is a significant 
tense-based difference in the distribution of the two Negators. Past tense 
negation is chiefly conveyed by a phrasal construction involving gaayu. 
As illustrated in (7-20), this construction consists of gaayu, and the 
appropriate Past Irrealis verb form. Non-past negation is chiefly 
conveyed by a phrasal construction, which consists of ibärdbi and the 
appropriate form of the verb. 

(7-30) 0-arraa-nga-wa-y Jawoyn 
IV< 1 -hear-Aux-PR language name 
Ί can understand Jawoyn.' 

ibärdbi 0-arra-balaa-bu-njdji 
Neg IV<1-talk-Aux-PR 
'(But) I cannot talk it.' [Present negative] 

(7-31) nji-walaawala ngameneega ibärdbi ma-naa-y 
Il-little why Neg III<2-eat:PR 
djaamu 
tucker 
'Little girl, why aren't you eating (your) tucker?' [Present 
negative] 

(7-32) ibärdbi ba-ng-goree-garra goornmalada 
Neg 2<l:FU-see-Aux tomorrow 
Ί will not see you tomorrow.' [Future negative] 
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(7-33) ma-baalgi djunaarra ibdrdbi ma-rraa-ga-ya 
Ill-lots yam sp Neg III<l-take-EV 
'There are too many yams. I will not be able to take them all.' 
[Evitative negative] 

Present perfect negative meanings are conveyed by the Past negative 
construction (present perfect meanings are generally conveyed by past 
tense forms in Gaagudju. 5.9.1 & 5.9.3). 

(7-34) maardba gaayu i-n-da-ba-nggee-ni 
moon Neg 3I-IRR-come out-Aux-Aux-P 
'The moon has not come up.' 

The tense-based distribution of the two Negators would appear to be 
explicable in terms of the two factors in (7-35). 

(7-35) The completed vs non-completed status of the event. 
The realis status of the total potential event. 

Past and present perfect events are completed (i.e. they have no 
potential extension into the future). Other types of present events, and 
future events are non-completed (i.e. they have a potential extension 
into the future). The total potential of a completed negative event is 
fully determined as irrealis. Therefore it is possible to state that the 
event did not occur. Consequently the use of gaayu, which asserts non-
occurrence, follows in a reasonably well motivated manner. On the 
other hand, the total potential of a non-completed negative event is at 
best only partially determinable as irrealis. Consequently the use of 
ibdrdbi, which does not assert non-occurrence, but instead makes the 
more limited statement that a particular situation does/will not hold of a 
particular entity, also follows in a reasonably well-motivated manner 

This analysis appears to capture the broad outlines of the usage of the 
two Negators. However there are a number of minor patterns which 
require examination. The first of these concerns negation with non-past 
reference. The Conditional negative appears to be the unmarked non-
past negative form, to a degree. It can be used in place of the Present 
negative to code meanings associated with present impossibility. 
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(7-36) magaarra anmarrabaalbu ibärdbi 0-yee-gi 
that:I old man Neg 3I-go-EV 
'That old man can hardly walk.' 

(7-37) mardaagardaga i-laawala 
lizard sp I-little 
'The mardaagardaga lizard is small.' 

ibärdbi 0-marree-dja-gi-mba 
Neg 31< 1 +2-eat-EV=AUG 
'We cannot/do not eat it.' 

It also appears that all future negatives of impossibility ('cannot, will 
not be able to') are coded with the Conditional negative. However there 
are also many examples of future intentional negatives being coded by 
the Evitative negative. 

(7-38) ibärdbi arr-djee-gi djarroonggoda gudjaali 
Neg 1-go-EV near fire 
arr-aa-ya 
1-burn-E V 
Ί am not going to go near the fire. I might get burnt.' 

It does appear that the intentional readings of the Evitative negative 
are found, when there is an undesirable consequence to the performance 
of the action, as in (7-38). This suggests that Evitative negatives are 
used in constructions such as (7-38) to convey an evitative meaning 
(7.11.2). Future negatives all appear to be intentional in meaning (i.e. 
'will not'). In the positive mood, the Future and Evitative are opposed 
in terms of a modal distinction of probability (5.9.4). The Future implies 
intention and/or obligation, and its truth value is testable in the future. 
The Evitative merely asserts possibility. A similar modal distinction 
appears to be operating in the negative mood. 

The distinction in meaning between gaayu and ibärdbi also requires 
examination, as it is a comparatively fine one. There are examples 
where the two Negators are not obviously differentiated. 
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(7-39) gu-na-galeemarr-wa=nu magaarra djirriingi 
IV<2-jealous-Aux:PP=3MIO that:I man 
'Were you jealous of that man?' 

gaayu gu-ng-galamarr-waa-ri=nu 
Neg IV<1 :IRR-jealous-Aux-P=3MIO 
'No, I was not jealous of him.' 

(7-40) gu-na-galeemarr-wa=nu magaarra djirriingi 
IV<2-j ealous-Aux: PP=3 MIO that:I man 
'Were you jealous of that man?' 

gaayu ibärdbi gu-ng-galamarr-waa-ri=nu 
Neg Neg IV<l:IRR-jealous-Aux-P=3MIO 
magaarra djirriingi 
that: I man 
'No, not (me). I was not jealous of that man.' 

The interpretation of the second clause, with the two Negators, in (7-
40) is not entirely certain. The Negator gaayu may occur as a minor 
clause, with the meaning 'No'. The Negator ibärdbi does not occur in 
minor clauses. When the two Negators occur in a sequence, they always 
occur in the order shown in (7-40). Consequently I analyse the sequence 
gaayu ibärdbi as consisting of gaayu in its minor clause function 'No', 
followed by ibärdbi in its usual function. This sequence of the two 
Negators is attested with some reasonable frequency. 

(7-41) anmarrabaalbu 0-naa-n-ga goornmalada 
old man 3I<2-FU-take tomorrow 
mogoongo 
O.sister 
'Are you going to take the old man tomorrow, older sister?' 

gaayu ibärdbi 0-arraa-ga-ya anmarrabaalbu 
Neg Neg 3I<l-take-EV old man 
'No, I am not going to take the old man.' 

There is one piece of formal evidence which establishes that gaayu 
and ibärdbi are distinct, when they have past time reference. Verbs 
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taking gaayu must appear in the Past Irrealis. Verbs taking ibdrdbi can 
occur in either the Past Perfective or the Past Irrealis. 

(7-42) maada ibdrdbi goyaalu arr-waarridji 
yesterday Neg hunger 1-suffered 
'Yesterday, I was not hungry.' 

(7-43) ngameneega nji-wagaa-y bardbdnawarr 
why 2-go back-PP Jabiru 
'Why did you go back to Jabiru?' 

ibdrdbi arra-wagaa-ri bardbdnawarr 
Neg 1 :IRR-go back-P Jabiru 
'Not (me), I did not go back to Jabiru.' 

The differences between the two constructions are not certain. The 
most plausible interpretation would appear to be that suggested in the 
translations. With a Past Perfective form, ibdrdbi has scope over the 
verb. With a Past Irrealis form, ibdrdbi has scope only over a 
participant, and the verb is inherently negative. Finally the examples in 
(7-44) and (7-45) should be noted. 

(7-44) gaayu i-rree-raga-marr 
Neg 3I< 1 -Aux:FU-like 
Ί do not like him.' 

(7-45) gaayu i-rree-nga-wa anmarrabaalbu 
Neg 3I<l-hear-Aux:FU old man 
Ί cannot hear the old man.' 

These combinations consist of gaayu and a Future verbal form. They 
contrast formally with the usual Future negative construction, which 
consists of ibdrdbi and a Future verbal form (7-32). The gaayu + Future 
verb constructions are very rarely attested, and they appear to have a 
present tense reference. Given their rarity, it is not possible to assess 
their status properly. They may simply be errors. Alternatively they may 
be clause partials, where the standard non-past Negator ibdrdbi has been 
ellipsed from a combined gaayu ibdrdbi Negator structure, as in (7-41). 
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Alternatively, they may represent some kind of special negative 
construction. 

7.3.3 Nominal negation 

Nominal negation may be either phrasal or clausal in scope. This 
section is principally concerned with nominal negation which is clausal 
in scope. Nominal clauses convey ascriptive, equational, existential and 
possessive propositions. This class of propositions may also be 
expressed by verbal clauses, which may be negated. 

(7-46) gaayu walgiirdi i-n-doree-ni djaamu=ngaayu 
Neg greedy 3I-IRR-lie-P tucker=3FDAT 
'No, he was not greedy for tucker.' 

(7-47) gaayu ma-ng-garraa-ri=njdja djaamu 
Neg III< 1: IRR-have-P=FUA tucker 
'We did not have any tucker.' 

Nominal clauses expressing negative ascriptive and equational 
meanings normally take ibdrdbi, whereas those expressing negative 
existential and possessive meanings normally take gaayu. This 
distribution follows in a reasonably direct manner from the functions 
posited for the two Negators (7.3): ibdrdbi indicating non-predication, 
and gaayu indicating simple negation. 

(7-48) magaarra djirriingi ibdrdbi gaagudju 
that: I man Neg gaagudju 
amoordiyu naawu amoordiyu 0-n-da-balaa-bu-njdji 
amurdak 3MMIN amurdak IV<3M-PR-talk-Aux-PR 
'That man is not Gaagudju. He is Amurdak. He talks 
Amurdak.' [ascriptive] 

(7-49) magaarra djirriingi Minjimak 
that: I man personal name 
'That man is Minjimak.' 
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gaayu ibärdbi Minjimak magaarra 
Neg Neg personal name that: I 
'No, that is not Minjimak.' [equational] 

(7-50) ibärdbi ngaanj-ma walaalu nanggarree-njdju 
Neg 1MIN-PRM country IV:here-SPEC 
'This is not my country here.' [equational] 

(7-51) arr-ga-yarra-bageerna-wa djaarli 
l<3-ask-Aux-Aux:PP meat 
'He asked me for meat.' 

gaayu djaarli 
Neg meat 
'There was no meat.' [existential] 

(7-48) - (7-51) illustrate the standard codings for ascriptive, 
equational and existential negation. There are occasional examples of 
negative ascriptive meanings being coded with gaayu. 

(7-52) gabardeeba gaayu njim-boordi mboodaru 
emu Neg II-cooked still 
njing-gooli 
II-raw 
'The emu is not cooked. It is still raw.' 

The difference between this construction and that in (7-48) is not 
certain. As a hypothesis, (7-52) codes the ascription of a non-existent 
entity, whereas (7-48) codes non-ascription, assuming that these two 
possibilities can be differentiated. This hypothesis receives some 
support from the fact that ascription of a non-existent entity may code 
negative possessive meanings. 

(7-53) arreengi=mba gaayu gaardu mowaarda 
l.sit.P=AUG Neg water good job 
gardagaaya 0-adjirr-bee-nggi 0-arree-ba=mba 
rain 3I-rain-Aux-Aux:PP IV<l-drank=AUG 
'We had no water. It was a good job that it rained, and we 
could drink.' 
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However, negative possessive meanings are usually coded by an 
incorporation construction (6.7.3). 

(7-54) gaayu ibärdbi arr-djee-gi 0-m-burroo-ya 
Neg Neg 1-go-EV 3I<l:FU-spear:Fish-EV 
ngaarndjil gaayu=nga=bilaarra 
fish Neg=lIO=spear 
'No, I am not going to go and spear fish. I do not have a spear.' 

(7-55) arr-gardaa-garra=mba djirriingi ma-naabirri 
1-argue-Aux:PP=AUG man PRM-I:there 
i-rree-wu-ni biirndi naawu 
3I<l-give-PIRR money 3MMIN 
'We argued with that man. He wanted me to give him money.' 

gada gaayu -nga-biirndi 
but Neg=lIO=money 
'But I had no money.' 

The negative incorporation construction has a "fronted" counterpart. 

(7-56) ibärdbi m-balaa-biri balanggid gaayu=nga 
Neg 1 :FU-cover-Aux blanket Neg=lIO 
Ί cannot cover up. I have no blanket.' 

In (7-56) the negated noun precedes the Negator. The exact status of 
balanggid 'blanket' is uncertain. Arguably, it falls within the "personal 
domain" (6.8), and (7-56) is therefore an example of the fronting of a 
part noun. Given that the other examples of fronting involve part nouns, 
this would be the preferred analysis. Alternatively (7-56) may be an 
example of a more extensive use of fronting. While the incorporation 
construction most commonly codes negative possessive meanings, there 
are examples where it codes negative existential meanings. 

(7-57) gaayu=nu=gardaagaya ibärdbi i-n-gadjirr-bee-nggi 
Neg=3MIO=rain Neg 3I-FU-rain-Aux-Aux 
'There will be no rain. It will not rain.' 
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The 3MIO clitic =nu in (7-57) appears to have either an indefinite 
non-specific reference, or to be non-referential. The available data does 
not elucidate the nature of the distinction between this construction and 
that in (7-51). The incorporation construction is normally based on 
gaayu. There is only one example involving ibärdbi. 

(7-58) gaayu i-n-gadawarramaa-yini ibärdbi -yu=waarra 
Neg 3I-IRR-forget-P Neg=3FIO=who 
i-n-gaa-n-ga-njdji gaayu=nu=moodiga 
31<3 M-here-IRR-take-P Neg=3MIO=car 
'He did not forget. There was nobody to bring him. He does 
not have a car.' 

This incorporation construction differs from the more common 
negative existential construction not only in involving ibärdbi, but also 
in involving the 3FIO clitic -yu, rather than the 3 MIO clitic =nu. 
Negative indefinite non-specific meanings of the kind in (7-58) are 
conveyed by both ibärdbi and gaayu. 

(7-59) marree-ya=mba ibärdbi yaanangga 
1 +2-go:FU=AUG Neg where: IV 
marree-yo-ri=mba nanggaarri marree-ya=mba 
1 +2-camp-PR=AUG IV:here l+2-go:FU=AUG 
gu-ngaarndada walaalu 
IV-good camp 
'We will have to go. There is nowhere to camp here. We will 
go (there) to the good camp.' 

(7-60) waarra 0-nii-ri 
who 3I-sit-PR 
'Who is there?' 

gaayu=nu=waarra niinjdja anmarrabaalbu 0-nii-ri 
Neg=3MIO=who just old man 3I-sit-PR 
nowoo-goda 
3MMIN-alone 
'There is nobody, just the old man sitting alone.' 
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(7-59) involves a Present tense verbal clause, and consequently it 
takes ibardbi (7.3.2). (7-60) involves an incorporation structure, which 
forms a nominal clause. It shows the standard use of gaayu in a negative 
existential nominal clause. 

The remaining type of nominal negation is that involving the 
negative adjective -goroobiri (Declension 2, (4-64)). 

(7-61) i-laawala ma-nee-ba=nga=boordo djaamu 
I-little III<2-ate= 1 IO=IM tucker 
'Little boy, did you eat my tucker?' 

ibardbi ngaayi ma-rree-nj-dja-ri ngaayi 
Neg 1MIN III<l-IRR-eat-P 1MIN 
arr-goroobiri 
1-not 
'It was not me who ate it. It was not me.' 

The adjective -goroobiri is similar in meaning to ibardbi. Like 
ibardbi, it does not assert that a particular event has taken place, but 
rather asserts that the event is not predictable of a particular entity. The 
difference between the two appears to be that the adjective conveys 
meanings of emphasis and contrast which are not necessarily present 
with ibärdbi. The 1st person form of the adjective arr-goroobiri was 
usually preceded by the free pronoun ngaayi. Free pronouns generally 
convey emphatic and contrast!ve meanings (4.8). 

7.4 Grammatical relations 

Grammatical relations are of comparatively limited importance in 
Gaagudju, and their determination is a topic of some complexity. It is 
useful to begin by considering the evidence that can be brought to bear 
upon this question. Cross-linguistically, the question is usually 
determined by reference to the two factors in (7-62). 

(7-62) Patterns of interclausal control relations. 
Patterns of intraclausal argument marking. 
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Only the second of these is relevant in Gaagudju. Gaagudju does not 
have any formal system of interclausal control relations. Among the 
systems of intraclausal argument marking, cross-reference by bound 
pronominals is the most important. There are two types of bound 
pronominals: prefixes and Indirect Object clitics. The oppositions 
within the pronominal prefix system vary with person (5.7). The 2nd 
and 3rd persons display an ergative-absolutive pattern of cross-
reference. 

(7-63) njim-balaabandji njing-gardaa-bu-mu 
II-run:PP II-tired-Aux-PP 
' She ran' ' She was tired.' 

(7-64) nji-n-bageerna-wa 
II<3 M-chase-Aux: PP 
'He chased her.' 

(7-65) 0-idj-bageerna-wa 
31<3 F-chase-Aux: PP 
'She chased him.' 

Thus the argument of an intransitive verb, whether active 'to run' or 
experiential 'to be tired' (7-63), is coded in the same way as the 
patient/theme argument of a transitive verb (7-64). The agent/effector 
argument of a transitive verb is coded differently (7-65). The 1+2 
person does not vary in its expression, being marra- in all situations. 
The coding of the 1 st person depends on realis/irrealis status, as well as 
verbal transitivity. 

(7-66) arr- 'Realis Absolutive' arra- 'Ergative & Irrealis 
Absolutive' 

The patterns of pronominal prefixing do not therefore correspond to 
traditional grammatical relations such as Subject and Object. However, 
equally, these patterns cannot be described in terms of semantic analysis 
based solely on predicate or propositional meaning. It is not the case 
that there is a consistent and exclusive categorisation for particular 
components of predicate or propositional meaning, such as 
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patient/theme arguments. The patterns of cross-reference are therefore 
described with the traditional notions of Subject and Object. 

The necessity for notions such as Subject and Object is particularly 
clearly illustrated by the wide range of verbs which show lexicalised 
cross-reference patterns (7.5). There are a considerable number of 
verbal predicates in Gaagudju whose cross-reference patterns do not 
appear to reflect their predicate-argument structures in any reasonably 
predictable manner. Cross-linguistically, the occurrence of lexicalised 
marking for grammatical relations is not unusual. On the other hand, the 
extensive lexicalisation of semantically controlled cross-reference 
would seem to be a contradiction in terms. 

The cross-reference patterns of trivalent verbs provide further 
evidence that notions of grammatical relations are helpful in describing 
cross-reference patterns. 

(7-67) djaamu nji-rree-wu 
tucker II< 1 -gi ve: PP 
Ί gave her tucker.' 

(7-68) *djaamu ma-rree-wu=yu 
tucker III<I-give:PP=3FIO 
Ί gave the tucker to her.' 

(7-69) *djaamu nji-rree-yaba 
tucker II<l-send:PP 
Ί sent her the tucker.' 

(7-70) djaamu ma-rree-yaba =yu 
tucker ffl<l-send:PP=3FIO 
Ί sent the tucker to her.' 

The verbs wu 'to give' and djaba 'to send' have very similar 
predicate-argument structures. However, their cross-reference patterns 
differ as shown in (7-67) - (7-70). The patient/theme argument of 'give' 
cannot be cross-referenced with an absolutive prefix, whereas it must be 
with 'send'. With 'give', the goal argument must be cross-referenced by 
an absolutive, whereas with 'send' it cannot be. Rather with 'send', it 
may be cross-referenced by an Indirect Object clitic. Considerations of 
animacy are also important in the cross-referencing of trivalent verbs. 
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(7-71) arr-go-oroodja=mba magaarra bayaalala 
1 <3-show:PP=AUG that:I child 
'They showed me that child.' 

(7-72) arr-walaawala arr-geema-ri ngadj- gooyu 
1-little 1-be-PI lMIN-mother 
arr-go-oroodja djirriingi i-yadeenggadi njinggooduwa 
l<3-show:PP man I-mature woman 
'When I was little, my mother showed me to the adult men and 
women.' 

In (7-71) the 1st person Absolutive cross-references the goal, 
whereas in (7-72) it cross-references the theme/patient. These two 
examples therefore suggest that a 1st person participant will take 
Absolutive cross-reference, regardless of its semantic role. In the 
absence of a reasonable body of naturalistic examples, it is not possible 
to fully assess the significance of animacy based considerations. The 
available data suggests that if both the theme/patient and goal are third 
person humans, then the verb shows its standard pattern of cross-
reference. 

(7-73) barraanggirr 0-an-oo-ni=mba njinggooduwa 
old days 3I<3M-give-PI=AUG woman 
geeninjdjada 
two:F 
'In the old days they used to give (one old man) two women.' 

(7-74) 0-arraa-wu magaadja nganj-maaba magaarra 
3I<l-give:PP that:II lMIN-woman's child that:I 
Ί gave my daughter to that bloke.' 

(7-75) djirriingi nji-n-mee-gi njinggooduwa 
man II<3M-get-PP woman 
0-an-gordoo-garra ngoyo-na-womagaali-da 
3I<3M-take off-Aux:PP 3F-I-spouse-MIN 
'The man got the woman. He took her off her husband.' 

(7-73) - (7-75) involve the trivalent verbs wu 'to give' and gordo-
garra 'to take something/someone off somebody', with 311 person 
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patient/themes and 31 person recipient/sources. In each case the verb 
bears 31 Absolutive prefixing, which cross-references the 31 recipient/ 
source. The only example involving a 2nd person patient/theme also 
shows the standard cross-referencing pattern. 

(7-76) njin-malaawala njing-geema-ri gudjiirri 
2-little 2-be-PI sick 
gu-baalgi=nja 
rV-lots=2IO 
'When you were little, you were sick a lot.' 

0-arraa-wu=mba maarrgi=nu nji-n-dongaladjee-gi 
31< 1 -give:PP=AUG clever=3MIO 2<3M-cure-PP 
'We gave you to the doctor. He cured you.' 

The verb wu 'to give' in (7-76) bears 31 Absolutive prefixing, which 
cross-references the doctor. The cross-reference patterns of the Indirect 
Object clitics are discussed in 6.3. 

Given that the patterns of cross-reference vary, it is necessary to 
consider other systems of argument marking in determining the 
grammatical relations that should be proposed for Gaagudju. The other 
relevant patterns are set out in (7-77). 

(7-77) a. Plural Subject + Object marking with =njoorno (6.5.4) 
b. Detransitivisation (7.7) 
c. Dative case marking (6.4) 

The =njoorno clitic indicates that there are two sets of plural 
participants in a situation described by a polyvalent verbal predicate. 
One set must bear an agent/effector role. The role of the other set varies. 
It is most commonly a patient/theme role cross-referenced by an 
Absolutive prefix, but it may be a 'dative' role cross-referenced by an 
Indirect Object clitic. As illustrated in the following examples, cross-
reference with =njoorno is not restricted to subcategorised arguments. 

(7-78) 0-aama-y=mani=mba=njoorno makka 
31-say-PR= 1 +2I0=AUG=plS+0 FM 
'They call us makka [FM] (in Bininj Gunwok).' 
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(7-79) marree-ya=nu=mba=njoorno=baarri 
l+2-go:FU=3MK)=AUG=plS+0=behind 
'We will follow them.' 

(7-80) buliigi 0-njaa-n-bu=mba garrmaarna djaarli 
cow 3 I<3M-FU-kill=AUG later meat 
i-n-gaa-n-daba=mani=mba=njoorno 
31<3 M-here-FU-send= 1+2I0=AUG=plS+0 
'They are going to kill a cow. They will send us beef later.' 

(7-81) barraanggirr 0-an-gaa-njdji=mba=njoorno 
old days 3I<3M-take-PI=AUG=plS+0 
na-womalaagardi barraanggirr 
I-young person old days 
0-n-darrangga-bee-ngga-ri=nu=mba=njoorno 
IV<3 M-close-Aux-Aug-PI=3 MI0=AUG=plS+0 
0-an-galabarrwoodji-ngi=mba=njoorno 
3I<3M-seclude-PI=AUG=plS+0 
'In the old days, (the old men) used to take the young men, 
they used to close (the camp up) on them. They used to seclude 
them.' 

The traditional notions of Subject and Object allow for a simple 
description of the two sets cross-referenced by the =njoorno clitic. The 
Object grammatical relation indicated by =njoorno may be viewed as a 
superclass relationship. Within the superclass of Objects, Direct and 
Indirect Objects are distinguished from one another by three factors: 
patterns of cross-reference, the patterns of Dative case marking, and the 
operation of detransitivisation. The two classes of Objects are most 
saliently distinguished from one another by their cross-referencing 
patterns. Direct Objects are cross-referenced by the Absolutive prefixes. 
Indirect Objects are cross-referenced by the Indirect Object clitics. 

The distribution of Dative case marking correlates directly with these 
patterns of cross-reference (6.4). Direct Objects do not permit Dative 
case marking, whereas Indirect Objects permit Dative case marking. 
The distinction between the two classes of Objects is further supported 
by the operation of detransitivisation. Detransitivisation affects Direct 
Objects only. Detransitivisation indicates that a transitive verb has a 
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reduced transitivity value because the verb lacks a referentially distinct 
Direct Object (7.7) 

7.5 Lexicalised cross-reference patterns 

In Gaagudju there are a considerable number of verbs with cross-
referencing patterns which appear to involve some degree of 
lexicalisation. The majority of these cross-referencing patterns involve 
Direct Object prefixes, whose reference is somewhat uncertain. Some of 
these cross-referencing patterns appear to involve cognate objects. 
Cognate objects are arguments which extend, make explicit or quantify 
the activity denoted by the verb (Austin 1982). 

(7-82) ma-nga-n-barlaa-bu 
III<3 M-FU-sing-Aux 
'He will sing.' 

(7-83) gu-nga-n-balaa-bu 
IV<3M-FU-talk-Aux 
'He will talk.' 

The verbs barla-bu 'to sing' and bala-bu 'to talk' are prototypical 
cognate object verbs, in cross-linguistic terms. As illustrated in (7-82) 
and (7-83), barla-bu obligatorily prefixes for a Class III Direct Object, 
and bala-bu obligatorily prefixes for a Class IV Direct Object. It would 
appear that the entities cross-referenced by these Direct Object prefixes 
are mabalaabala 'corroboree, song' (Class III), and djagaardu 
'language, noise, word' (Class IV) respectively. There is one example 
where mabalaabala 'corroboree, song' appears with barla-bu. 

(7-84) ma-n-barlaa-bu-ni=da=goodo mabalaabala 
III<3 M-sing-Aux-PI=MA=DUR corroboree 
'They sang corroboree (last night).' 

However this is the only example of its kind. There are no other 
examples where verbs of this type appear with a nominal that could 
conceivably be the referent of the Direct Object prefix, within the same 
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clause. Most of the other locutionary verbs also obligatorily prefix for a 
Class IV Direct Object. 

The Class IV Direct Object could refer to djagaardu 'language, 
noise, words' as a cognate object. The verbs in (7-85) class with bala-
bu 'to talk' in terms of verbal transitivity patterns (7.6). However they 
differ from bala-bu in terms of their overall cross-reference patterns. 

(7-86) gu-nga-n-balaa-bu=njdja 
IV<3 M-FU-talk-Aux=FU A 
'He and she will talk.' 

(7-87) *gu-nga-n-balaa-bu=yu 
IV<3M-FU-talk-Aux=3FIO 
'He will talk to her.' 

(7-88) gu-nga-n-galee-bi=njdja 
IV<3M-FU-call out-Aux=FUA 
'He and she will call out.' 

(7-89) gu-nga-n-galee-bi=yu 
IV<3M-FU-call out-Aux=3FIO 
'He will call out to her.' 

The verbs in (7-85) permit an Indirect Object clitic to cross-reference 
the human goal of the locutionary verb, as in (7-89). On the other hand, 
bala-bu 'to talk' does not permit a goal representation, as in the 
unacceptable (7-87). It permits only a joint Subject representation, as in 
(7-86). This constraint probably relates to differences in meaning. The 
differences between the goal and the joint Subject interpretations are 
greater for gala-bi 'to call out' and the other verbs in (7-85), than they 
are for bala-bu. Indeed the verbs in (7-85) are only rarely attested 
without an Indirect Object clitic cross-referencing a goal. Nevertheless, 
the constraint must still be analysed as a lexical constraint, as it does not 

(7-85) bolo-boyo-ma bolongolodji 
'to talk about' 
gardabala-wa 
'to tell about' 

'to lie to, to trick' 
gala-bi 
'to call out' 
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follow by necessity from the meaning of bala-bu. Lexical constraints of 
this kind play a role of some significance in determining formal 
transitivity pattemings. They are found with other locutionary or quasi-
locutionary verbs. 

(7-90) djirriingi 0-n-do-ordongoloodji-ngi nowoo-yirri 
man IV<3M-PR-talk-PR 3MMIN-self 
'The man is talking to himself.' 

The verb gordongolodji 'to talk' is an uncommon form, which is 
only attested with a quasi-reflexive interpretation (4.10.2) as in (7-90). 
It takes prefixing for a Class IV Direct Object, which again could be 
djagaardu 'word'. This prefixing pattern is also found with the verb 
galamarr-wa 'to be jealous'. 

(7-91) gu-nga-n-galeemarr-wa =nu 
IV<3M-FU-jealous-Aux=3MIO 
'He will be jealous of him.' 

The referent of the Class IV Direct Object prefix is unclear, though it 
could again be djagaardu 'word'. This would have the implication that 
under Gaagudju cultural perceptions, jealousy is caused/expressed by 
words. However there is no evidence supporting such a cultural 
inference. Consequently the Class IV prefixing found with galamarr-wa 
must simply be analysed as lexicalised. The lexicalised nature of 
cognate object prefixing is particularly apparent with the verb 
gordoma-dji-gi 'to tell off 

(7-92) arr-gordoma-djee-gi=nu=mba 
1 -tell off-Aux-Aux: PP=3 MIO=AUG 
Ί told them off.' 

This verb is formally intransitive; a fact which correlates with its 
taking the Conjugation 2 detransitiviser as an auxiliary (5.3). However 
in terms of its meaning, it classes with the verbs in (7-85). It might 
therefore be expected to pattern with them, and take a Class IV Direct 
Object. However, being formally intransitive, it cannot bear cross-
reference for an Object. There is also one quasi-locutionary verb which 
obligatorily prefixes for a Class III Direct Object. 
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(7-93) gaayu ma-rraa-ma-ngi=nu=woreenjgu gaadju 
Neg III< 1 -Aux-PIRR=3MI0=whistle dog 
iinjdju ngoondji djirriingi 0-nee-nga-wa 
maybe other man 3I<2-hear-Aux:PP 
'No I did not whistle for the dogs. Maybe it was another man 
that you heard.' 

The phrasal verb ma=woreenjgu 'to whistle' obligatorily takes 
prefixing for a Class III Direct Object. There is no obvious referent for 
the Class III prefixing of ma=woreenjgu in the available data, and it 
may be an example of lexicalisation. However this verb is similar in 
meaning to the verb barla-bu 'to sing', which obligatorily prefixes for 
the Class III Direct Object mabalaabala 'song' (7-82). This suggests 
that the Class III Direct Object prefix found with 'to whistle' has or had 
a similar kind of referent. It is possible that a larger database might 
produce a suitable Class III referent for the prefixing of ma=woreenjgu. 

The occurrence of Direct Object prefixes, whose reference is not 
entirely certain, extends beyond the traditional notion of the cognate 
object. It includes a few cases where the the Direct Object prefix 
appears to refer to a part noun. The verb ba-garra 'to choke' 
obligatorily prefixes for a Class III Direct Object. 

(7-94) gooyida ma-naa-y weerrgada baleeru 
Neg.IMP III<2-eat:PR quickly lest 
m-idj-bee-garra=nja djaamu 
III<3F-choke-Aux:EV=2IO tucker 
'Don't eat so quickly, lest the tucker choke you.' 

(7-95) magaarra djaarli 0-marrawaarra buu 
that:I meat I-big soon 
ma-nga-n-ba-gaarra=nja 
III<3 M-FU-choke-Aux=2IO 
'That meat is too big. It will choke you.' 

This Class III Direct Object prefix would appear to cross-reference 
magaarnamu 'throat', which belongs to Class III. The same pattern is 
found with the verb mol-garra, which is apparently synonymous in 
meaning with ba-garra. There are also the verbs bardagama 'to close 
one's eyes' and bardawinjminj-ma 'to blink'. 
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(7-96) ma-ti-bardeegama magaarra djirriingi 
III<3M-close eye:PP that:I man 
'That man closed his eyes.' 

Both of these verbs inflect for a Class III Direct Object, as in (7-96). 
This Direct Object would appear to be the Class III part noun boordo 
'eye'. In addition to these examples involving body part nouns, there are 
a number of other examples where Direct Object prefixes appear to 
refer to geographical part nouns. 

(7-97) gu-nga-n-gardaaba=nu 
IV<3M-FU-look for=3MIO 
'He will look for him.' 

The verb gardaba 'to look for' prefixes for a Class IV Direct Object. 
The Direct Object in this case is most likely walaalu 'camp, country, 
ground, place', which belongs to Class IV: This would also appear to be 
the Direct Object, in the sense of 'ground', for the verbs in (7-98). 

(7-98) gadjirr-ma 'to dig' gadjirr-ba 'to stick into' 
gadjirrba-ba 'to poke around' 

There are two other verbs with Class IV Direct Object prefixing, 
which may refer to walaalu. 

(7-99) maneerra-ru gu-marra-abaanj-ma nowoo-mba 
l+2MIN-first IV<l+2-go first-Aux:FU 3M-AUG 
baarri i-yaa-n-ya =nga=mba=baarri 
behind 3I-here-FU-go =lIO=AUG=behind 
'We will go first. That lot will follow us.' 

(7-100) gaboolbirr 0-aya-abalaarr-bu-njdji 
sun IV<3F-shine-Aux-PR 
'The sun is shining.' 

There is no obvious referent for the Class IV Direct Object prefixing 
found with gabanj-ma 'to go first' and gabalarr-bu 'to shine (of the sun 
and the moon). The most likely potential referent is walaalu, in the 
sense of 'country', though with gabanj-ma it could be walaalu in the 
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sense of 'times' (6.5.6). However this remains hypothetical, and the 
Class IV Direct Object prefixing found with these two verbs must be 
treated as lexicalised. There are some other verbs which appear to have 
entirely lexicalised Class IV Direct Object prefixing. 

(7-101) ngorroonggadi garreeningi 
back painful 
'My back is sore.' 

gu-ng-gardaa-mala garrmaarna 
IV< 1 :FU-rub-Aux later 
Ί will rub it later.' 

(7-102) anmarrabaalbu gaayu gu-nga-n-darrobarroo-ma-ngi 
old man Neg IV<3M-IRR-smoke-Aux-P 
baagi 
tobacco 
'The old man never used to smoke tobacco.' 

(7-103) gululuwaara magaadja go-yaa-n-ma=waala i-waadji 
chicken that: II IV<3F-FU-Aux=lay Aug-egg 
'That chicken is going to lay an egg.' 

The verbs garda-mala 'to rub oneself, djarrobarro-ma 'to smoke', 
and ma=waala 'to breed, to give birth to, to lay', all obligatorily prefix 
for a Class IV Direct Object. With none of these verbs does any obvious 
Class IV entity suggest itself. Of the potential Direct Objects in (7-101) 
- (7-103), ngorroonggadi 'back' and baagi 'tobacco' are Class III, and 
i-waadji 'egg' is Class I. There are some verbs with lexicalised Class III 
Direct Object prefixing. In some cases this appears in origin to have 
referred to a geographical part noun. 

(7-104) ma-rra-barnarree-ga-ngga nang-giirdi walaalu 
ΙΠ< 1 -slip-Aux-PP IV-wet ground 
Ί slipped on the wet ground.' 

The verb barnarre-ga 'to slide (on), to slip (on)' takes Class III 
Direct Object prefixing, regardless of the class of the Direct Object. 
This obligatory prefixing pattern may result historically from the 
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lexicalisation of a predominant prefixing pattern. Given the meaning of 
the verb, it seems likely that this verb would take the geographical part 
noun warnmaalay 'mud' as its Direct Object with some reasonable 
frequency. This noun belongs to Class III, and as such the Class III 
Direct Object prefixing would follow. It appears that the same process 
may have operated with the verb barna-garra 'to hide behind'. 

(7-105) nji-walaawala m-idj-barnaa-garra djubaarra=nggaana 
Il-little III<3F-hide-Aux:PP tree=LOC 
'The little girl hid behind the tree.' 

The interpretation of this verb is somewhat uncertain. There is also 
an intransitive verb meaning 'to hide' marde-dji. The distinction 
between the two verbs appears to be that barna-garra has a locative 
component to its meaning. In the available examples the Class III noun 
djubaarra 'tree' frequently functions as its Direct Object. However it 
appears that the Class III is obligatory and would be found even with a 
Class IV Direct Object such as giimbi 'rock'. Another verb which 
appears to show the lexicalisation of a predominant prefixing pattern is 
ba-garra-garra 'to be caught up on'. 

(7-106) waagidj magaarra ma-n-ba-garree-garra 
line thatrl III<3M-catch up-Aux-Aux:PP 
djubaarra 
tree 
'That line is caught up on the tree.' 

Again djubaarra 'tree, stick' is the usual Direct Object. Nevertheless 
it appears that Class III Direct Object prefixing is obligatory with any 
class of Direct Object. There are two verbs with Class III Direct Object 
prefixing which lack any apparent referent in either synchronic or 
diachronic terms. 

(7-107) ma-na-adalaa-biri rabaalarr 
III<2-cross-Aux:PP river 
'Did you cross the river?' 
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(7-108) ma-n-biirna-wa i-laawala maada 
III<3M-lost-Aux:PP I-little yesterday 
'The little boy got lost yesterday.' 

The apparent Direct Object rabaalarr 'river' in (7-107) is a Class IV 
noun. The Class III prefixing pattern found with birna-wa 'to be lost' in 
(7-108) may have an entirely different historical origin to those so far 
considered. This origin may lie in paradigmatic patterns, as listed in (7-
109) and (7-110). 

(7-109) barnarre-ga 'to slide (on), to slip (on)' 
barna-garra 'to hide behind' 
birna-wa 'to lose (intr)' 

(7-110) ba-garra 'to choke' 
ba-garra-garra 'to be caught up on' 

All of these compound verbs take obligatory Class III Direct Object 
prefixing. It seems likely that the three compounds in (7-109) all 
historically involved a coverb root *birna. The second verb in (7-110) is 
the reduplicated counterpart of the first (5-22). It may also be noted that 
the three verbs in (7-98) all involve the coverb root gadjirr. These facts 
suggest some degree of paradigmatic patterning of Direct Object 
prefixing. 

The set of entities which appear to be cross-referenced as semi-
lexicalised Direct Objects includes some prototypical cognate objects, a 
couple of body parts, and some nouns which are interpretable as 
geographical parts. In general terms, this set of nouns may be described 
as the cognate object set. Following Austin (1982) the nouns in this set 
can be viewed as fulfilling the typical cognate object functions of 
extending, making explicit or quantifying the activity denoted by the 
verb. The class of cognate objects defined here for Gaagudju extends 
somewhat beyond the prototypical notion of a cognate object and shows 
a fairly high degree of lexicalisation. Nevertheless, the term "cognate 
object" appears to capture the generalisation about the set. 

While lexicalised cross-referencing patterns are most commonly 
found with Direct Objects in Gaagudju, they are not restricted to them. 
They are also found with intransitive Subjects, transitive Subjects, and 
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with Indirect Objects. There are three verbs which show anomalous 
intransitive Subject prefixing. 

(7-111) gardawi-dji 'to break (intr)' 

This verb shows Class IV Subject prefixing, regardless of the actual 
class of the Subject. The other two verbs are listed in (7-112). 

(7-112) gabarr-nggi 'to become daylight' 
marlan-ma-gi 'to become night' 

In cross-linguistic terms, these two verbs are both prototypically 
Subjectless verbs. In Gaagudju, they are not formally Subjectless: 
gabarr-nggi 'to become daylight' takes Class IV Subject prefixing; 
marlan-ma-gi 'to become night' takes Class III Subject prefixing. 
However in neither case is there any clearcut referent for these prefixing 
patterns, gabarr-nggi could have a potential Subject in njeeda 
'daylight', but the class of this noun is unknown. There is no apparent 
referent for this Class III prefixing found with marlan-ma-gi in the 
available data. The obvious potential referents maadada 'night' and 
goornmu=da-walaalu 'dark' both belong to Class IV: 

Not all prototypically Subjectless verbs lack an obvious referent in 
Gaagudju. 

(7-113) maada gaayu i-n-gadjirr-ba-nggee-ni gardagaaya 
yesterday Neg 3I-IRR-rain-Aux-Aux-P rain 
'Yesterday, it did not rain.' 

The verb gadjirr-ba-nggi 'to rain' inflects for a Class I Subject, 
whose referent is the Class I noun gardagaaya 'rain'. There are no 
verbs which show apparently non-referential transitive Subject prefixing 
in Gaagudju. However, there are three transitive verbs which show 
somewhat unusual cross-referencing patterns, apparently involving a 
degree of lexicalisation. 

(7-114) buliigi magaarra 0-idj-barrawoorn-ma 
bullock that:I 3I<3F-stick-Aux:PP 
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warnmaalay 
mud 
'That bullock is stuck in the mud.' 

The verb barraworn-ma 'to be stuck' takes the effector/locative 
entity 'mud' as its Subject, with the affected entity 'bullock' being 
coded as Direct Object. It may be noted that there is a distinct verb 
badal-garra 'to stick (together)', which is used to describe agentive 
"sticking". A similar pattern is found with the verb garrabarra 'to be 
greedy for food'. 

(7-115) magaadja nji-walaawala nji-nga-arraabarra-y 
that:II Il-little II<3F-greedy-PR 
djaamu 
tucker 
'That little girl is greedy for tucker.' 

The effector entity 'tucker' is coded as the Subject and the 
experiencer entity 'that little girl' is coded as the Direct Object. A 
related pattern is found with the verb marda-bara 'to carry, to ride'. 

(7-116) barraanggirr arr-ga-marda-baraa-ni djaarra 
old days l<3-carry-Aux-PI horse 
0-arra-bagarnaa-wa-ri mboodaru gaala gaayu 
3I<l-chase-Aux-PI now okay Neg 
'In the old days I used to ride horses and chase (cattle), but not 
nowadays, okay.' 

The unmarked interpretation of this verb is 'to carry'. However, it 
can have a type of inverse interpretation where it means 'to ride' ( Ί 
rode the horse' = 'The horse carried me.'). The examples of lexicalised 
Indirect Objects involve phrasal verbs (5.4). 

(7-117) nj-dja-dji=nga=ngaardi aardi 
IV-PR-Aux= 1 IO=carry on head swag 
Ί am carrying my swag on my head.' 

(7-117) is paraphrasable, in a literal interpretation as "The swag is 
standing to my head.", and this was presumably the original semantic 
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structure of the phrasal verb. However, it is not analysable in these 
terms synchronically. The coding of the agentive "carrier" role as an 
Indirect Object must be lexically specified. With the phrasal verb 
raga=nu=ngoolhgirr 'to roast in hot sand', the patient/theme role is 
coded as an Indirect Object. 

(7-118) magaadja njinggooduwa djunaarra 
that: II woman yam sp 
go-yaa-n-aga =yu =ngoolhgirr 
IV<3F-FU-Aux=3FIO =hot sand 
'That woman will roast the yams in hot sand.' 

The same pattern is found with the phrasal verb ma=waala 'to give 
birth to', where the person born is coded with an Indirect Object clitic 
(see also(7-103)). 

(7-119) nj-djee-ma=nu=waala magaarra i-laawala 
IV<3F-Aux:PP=3MIO=bear that:I I-little 
njinggooduwa 
woman 

'Did the woman bear that little boy?' 

7.6 Transitivity 
Verbs may be formally categorised as transitive or intransitive 
depending upon the pronominal prefix paradigm that they take. 
Transitive verbs are found only with the transitive prefix paradigms 
(Table 5-4), and intransitive verbs are found only with the intransitive 
prefix paradigms (Table 5-3). There is only one verb, goli 'to defecate, 
to lay an egg', which is attested with both the transitive and intransitive 
prefix paradigms. This verb usually takes the intransitive prefixes. 
However, in propositions involving a directly affected malefactive 
Object, it appears with transitive prefixing. 
(7-120) gooyida nj-djaa-ni djubaarra=nggaana baleeru 

Neg.IMP 2-PR-sit tree=LOC lest 
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galarrgeengi nji-n-golee-ya 
flying fox 2<3M-defecate-EV 
'Don't sit under the tree, lest the flying foxes defecate on you.' 

The status of the transitive form nji-n-golee-ya in (7-120) is 
somewhat uncertain, given the lack of any other forms of this type. It 
may simply represent a mistake, though it was confirmed. If it is an 
acceptable form, then it represents a lexically specified deviation from 
the standard pattern, for verbs which otherwise take intransitive 
prefixing, where a directly affected malefactive Object is coded by the 
Indirect Object clitics (6.7.4). Based on the standard pattern, the 
predicted form of goli with a directly affected malefactive Object 
should be that in (7-121). 

(7-121) 10-olee-ya=nja 
31-defecate-EV=2IO 
'It might defecate on you.' 

Apart from the somewhat suspect case of (7-120), there are also the 
verbs in (7-122). 

(7-122) godo-biri 'tocut(tr)' 
godo-biri 'to drop (tr)' 
godo-biri 'to open (intr)' 

However these verbs are not related in any predictable way by 
variations in transitivity. They are rather a set of homophones, which 
can be partially distinguished by the choice of prefix paradigms. 

7.7 Detransitivisation 

The term detransitivisation refers to the middle, passive, reflexive and 
reciprocal interpretations of transitive verbs. As such it refers to 
reductions in the transitivity value of a transitive verb (Hopper & 
Thompson 1980), which are not equivalent to the formation of a 
standard intransitive predicate. In Gaagudju transitive - intransitive verb 
pairs are not generally formed via detransitivisation. Transitive -
intransitive pairs which do show an overt morphological relationship are 
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generally compound verb forms where the transitivity difference is 
registered by the choice of different auxiliaries. 

(7-123) bala-bara 'to cover (tr)' bala-biri 'to cover (intr)' 

A number of transitive - intransitive pairs show no overt 
morphological relationship. 

(7-124) badamada 'to stop (tr)' bimi 'to cease (intr)' 

There are two ways of overtly detransitivising a transitive verb. One 
is by use of the detransitivisers (7.7.1). Historically this appears to have 
been the principal method of detransitivisation in Gaagudju. However 
the available evidence suggests that it is synchronically unproductive 
(7.7.1). The detransitivisers convey the full range of detransitivised 
meanings. In terms of Foley & Van Valin's (1984: 168-181) typology 
of antipassive constructions, the Gaagudju detransitivisers are 
backgrounding antipassives. 

(7-125) gu-ngaarndada djoorrgu nj-djaarn-bu-y 
IV-good wind IV-fmish-Aux-detr:PP 
'It is good that the wind has finished.' [middle] 

(7-126) magaarra gaadju 0-babardaa-y 
that: I dog 3I-tie-detr:PP 
'Is that dog tied up?' [passive] 

(7-127) 0-buu-y-mana 
31-hit-detr:PP=MUA 
'The two males were hitting each other.' [reciprocal] 

(7-128) i-laawala njing-godo-biree-gi 
I-little 2-cut-Aux-detr:PP 
'Little boy, did you cut yourself?' [reflexive] 

The middle and passive meanings may also be conveyed by a 
construction which is formally marked as having an Augmented 3rd 
person Subject, but where the Subject is in fact indefinite or non-
referential in meaning. 
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(7-129) madjoridjooro ma-baalgi 
mangrove Ill-lots 
ma-n-da-yarrangga-bee-ngga-y=mba gadjiirra=nggaana 
III<3M-PR-put up-Aux-Aug-PR=AUG saltwater=LOC 
'Lots of mangroves grow in the saltwater.' [middle] 

(7-130) magaarra gaadju 0-an-ba-boorda=mba goornmu 
that: I dog 3I<3M-tie-Aux:PP=AUG morning 
'Was that dog tied up this morning?' [passive] 

(7-131) gooyida nj-djaa-yi-ngi magaadja gabaloowadi 
Don't 2-PR-go-PR that:IV road 
iinjdju 0-n-darroonggo-ba=mba 
maybe IV<3M-close-Aux:PP=AUG 
'Don't go on that road. Maybe it is closed.' [passive] 

There are occasional examples of this construction type with a 
minimal Subject. 

(7-132) gooyida nj-djaa-yi-ngi shop iinjdju 
Don't 2-PR-go-PR shop maybe 
0-n-darroonggo-ba 
IV<3M-close-Aux:PP 
'Don't go to the shop. Maybe it is closed.' [passive] 

The factors which control the choice between the detransitivised 
construction and the construction with a non-referential Subject for 
conveying middle and passive meanings are not certain. It is most likely 
that their relationship should be viewed in historical terms. The non-
referential Subject construction is formed with productive clitic 
morphology, and was probably replacing the lexicalised detransitiviser 
constructions. 

It is important to note that the range of reflexive meanings conveyed 
by detransitivised constructions, such as that in (7-128), is considerably 
smaller in Gaagudju than in most languages with verbal detransitivisers. 
There are no examples in the available data of the detransitivised 
construction being used to convey part-whole reflexive meanings. If 
Gaagudju functioned in a manner parallel to many languages with 
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verbal detransitivisers, a clause such as "I cut my hand." would usually 
be conveyed as in (7-133). 

(7-133) larr-godo-biree-gi ngaadjay 
l-cut-Aux-detr:PP hand 
[lit. Ί cut myself hand.'] 

This construction involves the possessor ascension pattern of cross-
reference. Possessor ascension constructions are uncommon in 
Gaagudju (6-186), and none are attested with reflexive part-whole 
reference as in the putative example (7-133). Reflexive part-whole 
reference is conveyed by a standard transitive construction, as in (7-
134). 

(7-134) i-laawala 0-an-godoo-biri ngaadjay 
I-little IV<3M-cut-Aux:PP hand 
'The boy cut his own hand.' 

'The little boy cut someone else on the hand.') 

The verb form in (7-134), 0-an-godoo-biri, could refer either to a 
Class I Object 'someone else', or a Class IV Object 'hand' (see Table 5-
4). However, in this construction involving a part noun, it can only have 
Class IV reference to the 'hand'. It cannot have Class I reference to 
'someone else'. In order to achieve a non-reflexive interpretation: 'The 
little boy cut someone else on the hand', a construction with an Indirect 
Object clitic must be used. 

(7-135) i-laawala 0-an-godoo-biri=nu =ngaadjay 
I-little IV<3 M-cut-Aux: PP=3 MIO =hand 
'The little boy cut someone else on the hand.' 

The Indirect Object clitic construction is not limited to non-reflexive 
reference. It may also have a reflexive interpretation. 

(7-136) i-laawala 0-no-odoo-biri=nja =njoomburr 
I-little 3I<2-cut-Aux:PP=2IO =elbow 
'Little boy, did you cut your elbow?' 
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(7-137) gadarree-ga=nja =giini 
wipe-Aux: IMP=2IO=nose 
'Wipe your nose!' 

The reflexive interpretation of this construction type is only attested 
with 2nd person reference, as in (7-136) and (7-137). The difference 
between the two indicative constructions in (7-134) and (7-136) is not 
certain in the available data. The difference certainly is not one of real 
world situations. Somewhat speculatively, it may be that the reflexive 
construction in (7-136) is best understood in diachronic terms. As 
mentioned, the verbal detransitivisation pattern found in Gaagudju 
appears to be lexicalised and unproductive (7.7.1). The construction in 
(7-136) could represent the beginnings of a new productive 
reflexive/reciprocal strategy through pronominal anaphora. 

7.7.1 Detransitivisers 

There are two detransitivisers in Gaagudju. These are the Conjugation 1 
detransitiviser -y and the Conjugation 2 detransitiviser -gi ~ -nggi ~ -dji-
gi (5.3). My principal consultant Peggy Balmana was only able to give 
full paradigms with confidence for the more commonly detransitivised 
verbs (e.g. 'to bite/cut/hit oneself, to spill by itself). With these more 
common forms, the two detransitivisers showed the following 
paradigms. 

(7-138) Conjugation! Conjugation 2 
PP -y -gi 
PI -yi-ni -gee-ni 
PIRR -yi-ni -gee-ni 
PR -y -gi 
FU -y -gi 
EV -ya -gee-ya 

Even among the more common forms, there was variation in the PI 
form of the Conjugation 1 detransitiviser -y. The PI form -yi-ni was 
only consistently attested with bi 'to bite' and bu 'to hit'. With the verbs 
'to see' and 'to shoot' the form is reduced to -ni. 
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(7-139) 
PP 
PI 
PIRR 
PR 
FU 
EV 

'to see' 
gore-garra 
goro-garra-ri 
goro-garra-ri 
goro-garra-y 
gore-garra 
gore-garra 

'to see (detr)' 
goro-garra-y 
goro-garre-ni 
goro-garre-ni 
goro-garra-y 
goro-garra-y 
Not attested 

The PI form of 'to see (detr)' is goro-garre-ni, and not goro-garra-
yi-ni. For the other verbs taking the Conjugation 1 detransitiviser, Peggy 
Balmana gave two variants for the PI form, as in (7-140). 

The other variant in (7-140) is the standard PI form for the transitive. 
The paradigm of the Conjugation 2 detransitiviser was invariant in 
Peggy Balmana's usage. This probably results from the fact this 
paradigm has a reasonably high frequency of occurrence. Apart from 
occurring as a detransitiviser, this verb also occurs as an auxiliary with a 
reasonable frequency (5.3). However Peggy Balmana did display 
uncertainty about the usage of this detransitiviser. The -nggi variant of 
the Conjugation 2 detransitiviser is irregularly used to detransitivise 
Conjugation 1 auxiliary verb -ba (5.8). 

(7-141) garla-ba garla-ba-nggi 
'to dress, to put in (tr)' 'to dress, to put in (tr)' 'to wear' 

Despite the existence of the pair of forms in (7-141), which at least 
historically involve detransitivisation, Peggy Balmana was unable to 
provide detransitivised paradigms for the verbs dja-ga-ba 'to bury' and 
gordo-bada-ga-ba 'to open'. She did give forms involving -nggi, but no 
consistent pattern could be obtained. These lacunae and variations in 
Peggy Balmana's usage of the detransitivisers almost certainly reflect 
language death problems. However they also argue that 
detransitivisation does not constitute a productive process in Gaagudju. 
Peggy Balmana appeared to access detransitivised forms on a highly 

(7-140) Transitive PI Detransitivised PI 
'to kick' mala-ri mala-yi-ni ~ mala-ri 
'to paint' barra-wa-ri barra-wa-yi-ni ~ barra-wa-ri 
'to spear' bara-ni bara-yi-ni ~ bara-ni 
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individualised basis, and not as part of a reasonably systematic 
morphological pattern. This argues that detransitivised forms have a low 
level of internal morphological analysability and consequently of 
productivity. 

The patterning of the detransitivisers may therefore be analysed as 
lexicalised. This is in conformity with the lexicalised nature of the 
overall verbal complex in Gaagudju. The choice between the 
Conjugation 1 and 2 detransitivisers, and among the variants of the 
Conjugation 2 detransitiviser, is lexically governed (5.8). Irregularities 
may extend beyond simply the choice of the detransitiviser. 

(7-142) wu 'to give' djarde-wu-y 'to swap' 

The compound verb djarde-wu-y 'to swap' is, in terms of meaning, 
the detransitivised counterpart of wu 'to give'. The auxiliary -wu-y in 
this compound verb is the detransitivised form of wu. However the very 
fact that djarde-wu-y is a compound verb means that this pair of verbs 
cannot be listed as a simple transitive - detransitive pair synchronically. 
(7-143) sets out the paradigm of another pair of verbs, which show 
evidence of having been a transitive - detransitive pair historically. 

'to swear at' 'to argue, to fight (intr)' 
PP garda-garra garda-garra 
PI garda-garra-ri garda-garre-ni 
PR Not attested garda-garra-y 
FU Not attested garda-garra 
EV Not attested garda-garra-ya 

In terms of their synchronic meanings, these two verbs appear to be 
related as a transitive - intransitive pair, rather than as a transitive -
detransitive pair. However the paradigmatic evidence suggests that they 
were originally related as a transitive - detransitive pair. The standard PI 
form of the garra auxiliary verb is garra-ri. The only other examples of 
a PI form garre-ni, are with detransitivised forms (7-139). This suggests 
that 'to argue, to fight (intr)' was historically the detransitivised partner 
of ' to swear at'. 
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7.8 Causatives 

Direct causative coding is uncommon. Elicitation bases involving 
causatives with adjectival bases were generally translated with 
inchoatives. 

(7-144) 0-an-oowa=mba gaabay gudjaali= nggaana 
IV<3M-put:PP=AUG ironwood fire=LOC 
0-yileeyili i-yeenmi 
1-soft 3I-become:FU 
'They put the ironwood wax over the fire. It will become soft.' 
('They put the ironwood wax on the fire to soften it.') 

(7-145) barraabard-ba aardi gudjaali djarroonggoda 
hang up-Aux:IMP clothes fire close 
nam-boordbi gu-geenmi 
IV-dry IV-become:FU 
'Hang those clothes up close to the fire so they will become 
dry!' 
('Hang those clothes up close to the fire to dry them!') 

Direct causative coding is possible with the verb djongaladji 'to 
make'. 

(7-146) namarree-njdju moodiga moonda baleeru 
III:here-SPEC car bad lest 
ma-djii-ngi nang-giirri ma-nga-n-dongaladjaa-ya=da 
III-stop-EV Ill-new III<3 M-FU-make-FU=MA 
'This car is no good. It might stop. They will fix it up.' 

(7-147) namarree-njdju djubaarra moonda nam-bardeeba 
III:here-SPEC stick bad Ill-long 
'This stick is no good. It is too long.' 

djongaladjaa-ya ma-djaawurdu 
make-IMP Ill-short 
'Make it short!' 
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However, unlike the inchoative construction with gama 'to 
be(come), to do' (6.7.1), this is not a phrasal compound. If it were a 
phrasal compound, then the verb would consistently follow the 
adjective. 

7.9 Ascriptive, equational and existential propositions 

In Gaagudju, as in most Australian languages, this class of propositions 
may be expressed by a nominal clause. 

(7-148) njinaamba nji-walaawala njing-gardaabumu 
II:emp Il-little II-heavy 
'This little girl is heavy.' [ascriptive] 

(7-149) magaadja=njdja njinggooduwa geeninjdjada 
that:II=FUA woman two:F 
nganj-ngiirla =njdja 
lMIN-aunt=FUA 
'Those two women are my aunts.' [equational] 

(7-150) nanggaabirri giimbi walaalu waayu=i-waayu 
IVrthere stone country ghost 
idj-0-baalgi 
Aug-I-lots 
'There are lots of ghosts there in the stone country.' 
[existential] 

As indicated by (7-148) - (7-150), the unmarked temporal 
interpretation of a nominal clause is that it has present tense reference. 
However nominal clauses may have non-present reference in Gaagudju. 

(7-151) djoorrgu gu-marrawaarra maada 
wind IV-big yesterday 
'There was a big wind yesterday.' 

(7-152) barraanggirr gaayu gabaloowadi unbalanjanj 
old days Neg road place name 
'In the old days there was no road to Unbalanjanj.' 
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(7-153) gaayu arra-molo-ma-gee-ni nanggaarri yaarr-bu 
Neg l:IRR-grow up-Aux-detr-P IV:here 1-went 
arr-walaawala arr-moloo-ma-gi woolner 
1-little 1-grow up-Aux-detr:PP place name 
arr-moloo-ma-gi 
1-grow up-Aux-detr:PP 
Ί did not grow up here. I went to Woolner (station), when I 
was little, and I grew up (there).' 

(7-154) gooyida nj-dja-ardangaree-ngi baleeru njin-giirdi 
Don't 2-PR-dive-PR lest 2-wet 
'Don't dive in lest you get wet.' 

In all of (7-151) - (7-154) there is an overt indication, either from 
text or from context, that the nominal clause has a non-present 
reference. There are only a few other examples of nominal clauses with 
non-present reference. They conform to the pattern of (7-151) - (7-154) 
in containing an overt reference to the non-present status of the clause. 
Therefore it appears that in the absence of a clear indication of non-
present reference, a nominal clause must be interpreted as having 
present tense reference. 

Ascriptive, equational and existential propositions may alternatively 
be conveyed by verbal clauses. The difference between the use of a 
verbal and a nominal clause to convey this class of propositions is 
unclear. The difference does not reside in truth-functional meaning. The 
verbs found conveying this class of propositions are listed in (7-155). 

warra 'to suffer' 
gama 'to be, to become, to do, to say' 

dji 'to stand' 
ni 'to sit' 
yu 'to lie' 

ya 'to go' 

The verb warra 'to suffer' is most commonly found in ascriptive 
propositions as a part of a phrasal compound (6.7.2). It is used more 
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generally to construct ascriptives of bodily or personal misfortune, 
though not commonly. 

(7-156) ma-naa-y ma-baalgi djaamu maboorlo 
III<2-eat:PR ΠΙ-lots tucker belly 
nji-n-maarra-gi 
2-FU-suffer-Aux 
'If you eat too much, you will suffer/die in the belly.' 

The verb gama also combines with nominale to form phrasal 
compound constructions, which may have ascriptive meanings (6.7.1). 
This verb has a wide range of meanings: 'to be, to become, to do, to 
say'. Correspondingly verb compounds involving gama have a wide 
range of meanings. They may function as inchoatives, or to form new 
verbal predicates (6.7.1). Some examples of gama are interpretable as 
either inchoative or ascriptive (6-126). However other examples appear 
to be purely ascriptive in meaning. 

(7-157) gaayu gu-m-budjii-ngi niinjdja 0-arra-mogeerdidj-bi 
Neg IV< 1 :IRR-blow-P just IV<l-leave-Aux:PP 
mananggaarr ng-gaama-y 
that:IV IV-be-PR 
'No I did not blow (on the tea). I just left it. It is there.' 

(7-158) naamba gooro 0-aama-y warrayangal 
I:emph like 3I-be-PR spirit name 
'That (spirit), he is like the warrayangal spirit.' 

Purely ascriptive meanings, such as those in (7-157) and (7-158), are 
most commonly conveyed by the three stance verbs 'to lie', 'to sit', and 
'to stand'. The use of these verbs as existential verbs is common in 
Australian languages. The factors controlling the distribution of the 
three stance verbs as existentials are not entirely clear. However 
connections with their stance meanings and considerations of animacy 
appear to be relevant. 

The verb 'to lie' also encompasses 'to camp' and 'to sleep', and in 
most apparently existential examples it can be understood as conveying 
the meanings 'to lie' or 'to camp ~ to live'. 
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(7-159) gudjiirri arr-djoree-ni maada 
sick 1-lie-PI yesterday 
Ί was/was lying sick yesterday.' 

(7-160) yaana anmarrabaalbu 0-yoo-ri 
where.I old man 3I-lie-PR 
'Where does the old man camp/live?' 

(7-161) ibärdbi ma-ya-marlan-mee-gi balmoongo 0-yoo-ri 
Neg III-PR-get dark-Aux-Aux cloud 3I-lie-PR 
'It is not getting dark. That is (just) clouds lying (there).' 

With water and things associated with water, the use of 'to lie' 
approaches a purely existential meaning, but a stance meaning can still 
be imputed in most cases. 

(7-162) gaayu gaardu rtj-djaa-yu gu-marrawaarra iinjdju 
Neg water IV-PR-lie IV-big S.A. 
irribindjoori 0-yoo-ri 
crocodile 3I-lie-PR 
'No, there is (lies) lots of water and maybe there are (lie) 
crocodiles (as well).' 

(7-163) bardaambarda nanggaabirri 0-yoo-ri gardaangarl 
billabong IV:there 3I-lie-PR Field Island 
'The billabong is/lies there (near) Field Island.' 

(7-164) yaa-bu=njdja mananggaarr bridge nj-djaa-yu=ma 
3I-went=FUA that:IV IV-PR-lie=SUB 
'They went to where the bridge is/lies (now).' 

There is one example where 'to lie' appears to have simply an 
existential meaning. 

(7-165) walgiirdi 0-waarridji djaamu ma-n-daa-ri=goodo 
greedy 3I-suffer:PP tucker III<3M-eat-PI=DUR 
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ΐ-laawala goornmu 
I-little morning 
'The little boy was greedy for food. He ate lots of tucker this 
morning.' 

gaayu walgiirdi i-n-doree-ni djaamu=ngaayu 
Neg greedy 3I-IRR-lie-P tucker=3FDAT 
'No, he was not greedy for tucker.' 

It may be noted that (7-165) involves the noun walgiirdi 'greedy', 
which otherwise takes warra 'to suffer' in a phrasal compound (6.7.2). 
The verb 'to sit' also means 'to stay', and this appears to be a factor in 
its use as an existential. 

(7-166) manaarr arr-geema yaa-bu magaarra bordaan 
that:I 1-thought 3I-went that: I town 
gada gaayu i-n-yii-ngi naarri 0-nii-ri 
but Neg 3I-IRR-go-P here:I 3I-sit-PR 
Ί thought that that bloke had gone to town, but he did not go. 
He is/stays here.' 

(7-167) mogoongo nji-n-ngaani goornmalada 
Ο: sister 2-FU-sit tomorrow 
'Older sister, will you be/stay (here) tomorrow?' 

(7-168) 0-arro-oree-garra bardaanga 0-waarridji 
3I<l-see-Aux:PP brother 3I-died 
yaanangga arreengi=mba anabaarru walaalu 
where:IV l.sit.P=AUG buffalo country 
wuurrgim arr-geema-ri 
work 1-do-PI 
Ί saw the dead brother where we were (staying) on the buffalo 
country. I was working.' 

The 'sit' verb appears to be the unmarked choice when the Subject is 
animate. 
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(7-169) 0-an-bolo-boyoo-ma=nga njim-biirida tij-djaa-ni 
rV<3M-deceive-Aux-Aux:PP=lIO II-alive II-PR-sit 
'He lied to me. She is/stays (still) alive.' 

(7-170) 0-baalgi magaarrgurr bardaambarda 0-nii-ri 
I-lots pelican billabong 3I-sit-PR 
0-n-daa-y ngaarndjil 
3I<3M-PR-eat fish 
'There are lots of pelicans on the billabong. They are eating 
fish.' 

(7-171) birnimirniimi 0-nii-ri goonggirr 
frog sp 3I-sit-PR pandanus 
'The birnimirniimi frog lives in pandanus (trees).' 

(7-172) gaayu nj-djorrnggomaa-yini ralboodji nabadaawu 
Neg l:IRR-goin-P cave brown snake 
iinjdju ardaadji 0-nii-ri 
maybe inside 3I-sit-PR 
Ί did not go into the cave. There might be a brown snake 
inside.' 

The 'sit' verb is attested with spirit or dreamtime Subjects. 

(7-173) mananggaarr 0-ni-ngi yunggaalja 
that: IV 3I-sit-P spirit 
'The spirit stayed/was there.' 

(7-174) baada=yaagada nanggaamba mangarndeebumbu 
short leg emph:IV turkey 
djirdeebinggi 0-nii-ri 
dreaming 3I-sit-PR 
'The short leg (dreaming) is there (near where) the turkey 
dreaming is.' 

The 'sit' verb is also attested with part-whole constructions, where 
the part is the Subject and the whole is human. 
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(7-175) gaayu gudjiirri 0-nii-ngi=nu gaayu niinjdja 
Neg sick IV-sit-P=3MI0 Neg just 
ngaardi 0-eedj-ga-njdji ngalaambirr 0-iinj-ma 
head 3I<3F-take-PI cold 3I<3F-got 
'No, he was not sick. He just has a cold in the head.' 

(7-176) magaarra djirriingi nowoo-yirri 0-an-balaa-bu-ni 
that: I man 3MMIN-self IV<3M-talk-Aux-PI 
maada 
yesterday 
'That man was talking to himself yesterday.' 

iinjdju moonda ngaardi ma-nii-ngi=nu 
maybe bad head III-sit-P=3MIO 
'Maybe his head was no good.' 

Part-whole constructions of this nature are also attested with the 
'stand' verb, as are dreamtime and spirit Subject, and occasional non-
human animate Subjects. 

(7-177) gaayu i-n-ngaana-ri gudjaali niinjdja mooyu 
Neg 3I-IRR-burn-P fire just sore 
ma-yaa-dji=nu barranggoornyu 0-marrawaarra 
III-PR-stand=3 MIO old I-big 
'No he did not burn himself in the fire. It is just a big old sore 
ofhis.' 

(7-178) gooyida yunggaalya bebebeebi magaarri-njdju 
Neg.IMP devil spirit name that:I-SPEC 
0-djii-ri roolorr 
3I-stand-PR spring 
'He is not a devil, that one the Bebebeebi spirit. He lives in the 
springs.' 

(7-179) gooyida nj-djaa-yi-ngi djarroonggoda magaarra 
Neg.IMP 2-PR-go-PR near that:I 
djirdeebinggi 0-djii-ri moonda nji-n-buu-ya 
dreaming 3I-stand-PR bad 2<3M-hit-EV 
'Don't go near to that dreaming! It is bad. It might kill you.' 
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(7-180) gaayu 0-ng-gardarda-bee-ngga-ri 0-njaarndada 
Neg 31< 1: IRR-drown-Aux-Aug-P I-good 
0-djii-ri 
3I-stand-PR 
Ί did not drown (your dog). He is okay.' 

The 'stand' verb is the standard existential with Subjects whose 
vertical extension is typically more salient than their horizontal 
extension, such as trees and houses. This usage probably relates to its 
stance meaning, and in most cases a 'stand' meaning can be imputed. 

(7-181) goonggirr ma-yaa-dji gaardu=nggaana roolorr 
pandanus III-PR-stand water=LOC spring 
'The pandanus lives/stands by the water, (in) springs.' 

However, it is also found with other inanimate Subjects, whose 
vertical extension are not necessarily more salient than their vertical 
extensions. 

(7-182) maboorlo-nggaana goonggo nj-djaa-dji 
belly=LOC teat IV-PR-stand 
mananggaarr 
that: IV 
'(A kangaroo's) teats are (inside) its pouch.' 

(7-183) garaarra 0-djii-ri 
place name 3I-stand-PR 
'(The spring) is Garaarra.' 

(7-184) barraanggirr gu-marrawaarra nj-djii-ngi gaardu 
before IV-big IV-stand-P water 
'The water was/stood high before.' 

In (7-183) at least, the verb appears to have a largely existential 
meaning. Garaarra is a spring on low ridge country, and as such is 
definitely not greater in vertical extent than in horizontal extent. As (7-
184) illustrates, the range of inanimate referents includes water. 

The patterns of usage of the three stance verbs as existentials are 
summarised in (7-185). 
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(7-185) 'to lie': Restricted use as an existential, chiefly with water and 
things characteristically connected to water, 
'to sit': Preferred existential for human Subjects. Also found 
with other animate or potent Subjects and in part-whole 
constructions where the whole is human, 
'to stand': This appears to be the default existential for non-
human Subjects. 

The motion verb 'to go' has only a very restricted usage as an 
existential. 

(7-186) awoy 0-arraa-bu-ni=goodo gudjiirri 
yes IV< 1 - Aux-PI=DUR sick 
nj-djaa-yi-ngi=nga 
rV-PR-go-PR= 1IO 
'Yes, I was (coughing). I am sick.' 

The only common use of 'to go' is in combination with gudjiirri 
'sick', as illustrated in (7-186). This combination appears to be a fixed 
phrasal construction, as the two words always appear in this order (6.7). 
The distinction between the use of 'to go' and 'to lie' (7-159) with 
'sick' probably lies in the presentation of the sickness as a temporary 
('go') vs more enduring ('lie') state. This is supported by the only other 
example of 'to go' being used in an existential sense, which also 
describes a non-enduring state of affairs. 

(7-187) nj-djaa-yi-ngi modongoloorro njinggooduwa 
II-PR-go-PR pregnant woman 
'The woman is pregnant.' 

Not only is the use of 'to go' highly restricted in terms of semantic 
range, it is also restricted by tense. In the past categories, 'to go' is 
replaced by forms from the paradigm of 'to go there'. 

(7-188) gudjiirri m-bee-ngi=nga maada 
sick rV-go.there-PI=lIO yesterday 
Ί was sick yesterday.' 
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Despite the fact that (7-188) involves the verb 'to go there', this 
construction does not mean Ί was sick there'. The distal directional 
meaning of this verb has apparently been replaced by a distal temporal 
interpretation. Cross-linguistically it is quite common for morphemes, 
which have a primary function in locational deixis, to develop 
secondary functions in temporal deixis (Anderson & Keenan 1985: 297-
299). This appears to be a relevant factor in (7-189) and (7-190). 

(7-189) barraanggirr 0-bee-ngi idj-baagu 
old days 31-go.there-PI Aug-kangaroo 
'In the old days, he used to go for kangaroos.' 

(7-190) moodiga magaarrba ma-ngaamdada ma-bee-ngi 
car that: III Ill-good IH-go.there-PI 
mboodaru gala gaayu moonda iinjdju 
now okay Neg bad maybe 
ng-gardaawi-dji 
rV-break-Aux:PP 
'That car used to go well, (but) okay it is no good now. Maybe 
it is broken.' 

These past habitual examples also lack a 'there' locational 
component in their meaning. 

7.10 Possessive propositions 

Possessive propositions are coded in a variety of ways in Gaagudju. 
There are special possessive constructions for kin nouns (4.9), and for 
part-whole relations (6.8). These are the classic instances of inalienable 
possession, and these special constructions may reasonably be analysed 
as inalienable codings of possession. This section is concerned with 
alienable codings of possession. Both nominal and verbal clauses may 
be used to code alienable possession. 

(7-191) ngaanj-ma djaamu 
1MIN-PRM tucker 
'The tucker is mine.' 
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(7-192) gaadju geerrmada 0-arraa-garra-y 
dog two:M 3K1 -have-PR 
Ί have two dogs.' 

As illustrated in (7-192), the verb found in alienable possessive 
propositions in Gaagudju is garra 'to have' (this verb also means 'to 
grab, to grasp'). While part-whole relations are normally coded as 
inalienable, they can be coded alienably. 

(7-193) ngiirla goordo ngaayi moonda goordo ngaayi 
aunt arm 1MIN bad arm 1MIN 
'Auntie, my arm is no good.' 

(7-194) magaarra djirriingi baada=yaagada 
that: I man leg=short 
'That man is short-legged.' 

nowoogoda baada 0-n-daa-garra-y 
one:M leg 3I<3M-PR-have-PR 
'He has one leg.' 

The use of these alienable constructions most probably correlates 
with a higher discourse status and level of individuation of the part 
(6.8). Kin relationships may also be coded with a verbal clause. 

(7-195) 0-arraa-garra-y-mana nga-yi-waala=mana 
31< 1 -have-PR=MU A lMIN-I-Y.sibling=MUA 
Ί have two younger brothers.' 

(7-195) is not, strictly speaking, an example of inalienable 
possession, as the kin noun retains its inalienable possessive marking. 
Nevertheless the use of a verbal clause does appear to introduce a 
degree of alienability by virtue of its finite status. This is more obvious 
with past tense verbal clauses. 

(7-196) nji-rra-garraa-ri=njdja geeninjdjada nga-nji-waala 
II< 1 -have-PI=FUA two:F 1MIN-II-Y. sibling 
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nji-waarridji ngoyoogoda 
II-died F:one 
Ί had two younger sisters, but one died.' 

The verbal construction is the usual form whenever any non-present 
reference is to be conveyed. This also holds for part - whole 
relationships. 

(7-197) barraanggirr baada 0-an-gaarra-ri gu-ngaarndada 
old days leg 3I<3M-have-PI IV-good 
geerrmada mboodaru 0-een-ba irribindjoori 
two:M now 3I<3M-ate crocodile 
nowoogoda baada baada=yaagada 
one:M leg leg=short 
'In the old days, he used to properly have two legs, now a 
crocodile has eaten one, and he is short-legged.' 

Nominal possessive clauses can presumably also have a non-present 
interpretation, when there is some contextual indication of this fact 
(7.9). 

7.11 Interclausal relations 

In Gaagudju, there are two morphological systems which are of central 
importance in interclausal relations: the systems of bound pronominale 
and the demonstrative system. These two systems are the principal 
means by which discourse cohesion is maintained. Halliday & Hasan 
(1976: 4) state that "Cohesion occurs where the interpretation of some 
element in the discourse is dependent on that of another. The one 
presupposes the other, in the sense that it cannot be effectively decoded 
except by recourse to it." Gaagudju has a complex system of bound 
pronominal reference which is obligatory in nearly all clauses. This 
system distinguishes the person categories listed in (7-198) in nearly all 
cases. 

(7-198) 1st person 
1+2 person 
3rd masculine person 
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2nd person/3rd feminine person (these two are frequently 
neutralised. 5.7) 

The Absolutive prefix system also usually distinguishes the 3III and 
3IV persons. As such, the system of bound pronominal reference is able 
to bear much of the burden of maintaining co-reference and cohesion. 
This system is not however capable of maintaining co-reference and 
cohesion in situations where all participants belong to the 3rd masculine 
person, for example. In situations such as this, it appears that the 
demonstrative system plays a central role in maintaining cohesion. 

(7-199) magaarra djirriingi maada 
that: I man yesterday 
0-inj-marro-oree-garra =mba manaarr 0-aa-yi-ngi 
3I-Aug< 1 +2-see-Aux:PP=AUG that:I 3I-here-go-PR 
'That man we saw yesterday is coming up.' 
[lit. 'We saw that man yesterday. That one is coming up.'] 

(7-200) mananggaa-njdju walaalu magaarra anmarrabaalbu 
that:IV-SPEC place that:I old 
0-malarramanj-mee-gi giimbi djirdeebinggi 
3I-turn-Aux-detr:PP stone dreaming 
'That place is where the old man turned into a stone, a 
dreaming.' 

In (7-199), the relative clause interpretation is achieved chiefly 
through the use of manaarr 'that:I' in a reprise function. In (7-200), the 
cleft interpretation is achieved chiefly by the appearance of the 
emphatic specific demonstrative mananggaa-njdju 'that:IV-SPEC', 
which focusses attention on walaalu 'place'. Gaagudju has a very 
complex demonstrative system (4.10.1). The complexities of this 
demonstrative system appear to be primarily textual in nature. However 
the lack of a reasonable text basis prevents proper elucidation of the 
textual functions of the demonstratives. 

Apart from the demonstrative system and the systems of bound 
pronominale, Gaagudju does have a limited system of subordination 
(7.11.1). There are also a number of particles and nominals which 
function as conjunctions, marking sequential, evitative and causal 
relationships (7.11.2 & 7.11.3). Conditional sentences do not usually 
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receive any overt marking (though see (7-209)). Past conditional 
sentences appear in the Past Irrealis (5.9.2). 

(7-201) 0-ng-goro-garraa-ri arr-geenma-ri=nu 
3I<l:IRR-see-Aux-P l-say:IRR-P=3MIO 
'If I had seen him, I would have told him.' 

Non-past conditional sentences may appear in either the Evitative or 
the Future. 

(7-202) i-rree-ma biirndi magaadja arree-wagi 
3I<l-get:FU money that: IV l:FU-goback 
'If/When I get money, I will go back there.' 

(7-203) magaadja i-yeenmi gaala djiirri gu-ngaa-n-ma 
that: IV 3I-say:FU okay trouble IV<3M-FU-get 
'If/When he says that, he will get trouble.' 

(7-204) arr-djee-gi=yu nganj-ngiirla arr-gee-wo-ya biirndi 
l-go-EV=3FIO ΙΜΙΝ-aunt l<3-give-EV money 
'If I go to my aunt, she will/might give me some money.' 

The difference between the use of the Evitative and the use of the 
Future appears to lie in the probability of the predication that they make 
about the future. The Future implies intention and/or obligation, 
whereas the Evitative merely asserts possibility (5.9.4). Thus 
Conditional sentences with a Future protasis appear to be interpretable 
as either "when" or "if'. Conditional sentences with an Evitative 
protasis appear to be interpretable only as "if'. 

7.11.1 Subordination 

The analysis of subordination in Gaagudju presents certain 
complexities. These complexities arise from two different sources. They 
arise firstly from limitations in the available data. Gaagudju has an clitic 
=ma which appears to function as a subordinator. However, it is not 
commonly attested, and therefore it is not possible to fully determine its 
range. Complexities arise secondly from the nature of subordination 
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itself in Australian languages (Hale 1976, Merlan 1981). In Australian 
languages, subordinate clauses show minimal formal variation from 
independent clauses (usually the only formal differentiation lies in the 
presence of a subordinating morpheme on the verb). Subordinate 
clauses show a loose and altogether paratactic relationship to their head. 

These patterns appear to operate in Gaagudju. The clitic =ma 
normally attaches to verbs. These verbs are most commonly attested 
with adnominal interpretations. 

(7-205) barri-barri gala nanggaabirri nj-djaa-ni=ma 
place name okay IV:there IV-PR-sit=SUB 
'Barri-barri, okay, there is where it is.' 

(7-206) gaayu i-n-barraa-wa-ri nowoo-yirri 
Neg 3I-IRR-paint-Aux-P 3MMIN-self 
anmarrabaalbu nowo-garnaagarli-da 
old man 3M-MMB-MIN 
0-an-barraa-wa—ma 
3I<3M-paint-Aux:PP=SUB 
'He did not paint himself. The old man, his MMB was the one 
who painted him.' 

(7-207) 0-a-wagaa-y-mba idj-bardaambarda 
3I-here-go back-PP=AUG Aug-billabong 
=nu=mba=walaalu nambarraagardi ma-yaa-dji=ma 
=3MIO=AUG=country yam sp III-PR-stand=SUB 
'They are coming back here from their country, where the 
nambarraagardi yams are.' 

These adnominal interpretations include both cleft meanings; (7-205) 
and (7-206), and relative clause meanings (7-207). Hale (1976: 79) 
points out that subordinate clauses in Australian languages frequently 
permit both adnominal and temporal interpretations. This pattern occurs 
in Gaagudju. 

(7-208) goree-garra-wa nj-djo-ordongoloo-wa-y giimbi 
watch-Aux:IMP-out IV-PR-sway-Aux-PR rock 
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magaadja gu-na-malaa-y=ma baleeru 
that: IV IV<2-stand on-PR=SUB lest 
njing-gardanj-bimee-ya 
2-fall-Aux-EV 
'Watch out! That rock you are standing on, is swaying ~ That 
rock is swaying while you are standing on it. You might fall.' 

The temporal interpretation of subordinate clauses is only 
infrequently attested in the available data. There are a couple of 
examples where the protasis of a conditional takes the subordinator. 

(7-209) magaarra djirriingi ee-n-ya=ma mabooliyo 
that:I man 3I-FU-go=SUB plain 
ma-nga-n-badabarraa-ya magaayobu 
III<3M-FU-build-FU shade 
'If that man goes out onto the plain, then he will have to build a 
shade.' 

In Rembarmga (McKay 1975: 331-333) and Ngandi (Heath 1978: 
124-125), the protasis of conditionals is formally marked as a 
subordinate clause. However this is not the usual pattern for 
conditionals in Gaagudju (7.11). There are some examples where the 
function of the clitic =ma is uncertain. 

(7-210) nji-na-madaa-wa njinggoonu 
II<2-rub-Aux:PP firestick 
'Did you rub the firesticks?' 

nji-rra-madaa-wa=ma maardarn 
II< 1 -rub-Aux:PP=SUB a little 
?'It was a little bit that I rubbed them.' 

It may be that (7-210) involves a cleft meaning, as suggested by the 
translation. This was not however obvious from context. 

7.11.2 Sequential and evitative relationships 

Sequential relationships are marked by the forms listed in (7-211). 
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(7-211) =ru 'first' 
garrmaarna 'after, later' 
baleeru 'later, lest' 

The clitic =ru indicates initial priority in an event sequence. Its 
functions are discussed in 6.5.6 and 7.11.2. The temporal particle 
garrmaarna 'after' indicates that an event is temporally ordered after a 
particular reference point. That reference point may be another event, as 
in (7-212). 

(7-212) yaarr-bu maarrgi=nu garrmaarna arr-ga-wagaa-y 
1-went clever=3MIO after 1-here-go back-PP 
yaarr-bu shop 
1-went 
Ί went to the doctors'. After(wards) I came back and I went to 
the shop.' 

Alternatively, if no specific reference point is given, then the present 
will serve as the reference point. 

(7-213) i-Iaawala njing-ga-n-dorrnggooma ardaadji 
I-little 2-here-FU-go in inside 
'Little boy, are you going to come inside here?' 

awoy garrmaarna arr-ba-n-dorrnggooma 
yes later 1-there-FU-go in 
'Yes, I will go in there later/after(wards).' 

The other temporal particle baleeru 'later, lest' indicates that an 
event is contingent. This contingency may be one of simple futurity. 

(7-214) i-laawala njee-n-ya ardaadji nji-n-doornggoma 
I-little 2-FU-go inside 2-FU-go in 
'Little boy, are you going to go inside?' 

awoy baleeru nj-djorrnggooma arree-yu 
yes later 1 :FU-go in 1 :FU-sleep 
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nj-djorrnggooma arree-yu ngorroongirr 
1 :FU-go in 1 :FU-sleep asleep 
'Yes, later on, I will go in and sleep.' 

As such the ranges of baleeru and garrmaarna overlap to a degree. 
However, there are also significant differences in their ranges. There are 
no examples where baleeru has a non-future reference, as garrmaarna 
does in (7-212). Further, baleeru is not commonly attested with a simple 
future meaning. It is most commonly attested with an evitative meaning, 
as in (7-215). 

(7-215) gooyida njing-gaama-y i-laawala baleeru 
Neg.IMP 2-say-PR I-little lest 
nji-n-ngee-wi yunggaalja nji-n-buu-ya 
2<3M-hear-Aux:EV devil 2<3M-kill-EV 
'Don't say (that), little boy! Lest a devil hear you and kill you!' 

Given that evitatives form a particularly salient class of contingent 
events, this pattern of attestation is unsurprising. The combination of 
baleeru and a clause or clauses with Evitative verb forms (5.9.4), 
illustrated in (7-215), is the standard pattern for expressing evitative 
meanings. Further the particle baleeru is standardly ordered between the 
protasis (the "if ' clause) and the Evitative clause or clauses. There is 
therefore reason to formally analyse (7-215) as being an example of an 
evitative sentence. Evitative sentences have the structure set out in (7-
216). 

(7-216) protasis clause + baleeru + Evitative hypotasis clause 

There do not appear to be any formal limitations on the nature of the 
protasis clause. 

(7-217) 0-arra-mardee-ga-ba djaarli baleeru gaadju 
3I<l-hide-Aux-Aux:PP meat lest dog 
0-n-dee-gi 
3I<3M-eat-EV 
Ί hid the meat, lest the dogs should eat it.' 
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(7-218) gurrbulaambirr njim-baalgi baleeru arr-gee-bi-ya 
bullant ΙΙ-lots lest l<3-bite-EV 
'There are lots of bullants. (I had better watch out) lest they 
bite me.' 

(7-217) involves a past tense protasis clause and (7-218) involves a 
nominal protasis clause. There are a few examples of evitatives which 
do not conform to the template in (7-215). 

(7-219) goree-garra-wa i-laawala nj-djardagardeega 
watch-Aux: IMP-out I-little 2-play:PR 
magaarrba djubaarra nj-djii-ragi baleeru 
that: III stick 2<3F-stab:EV lest 
'Watch out where you are playing, little boy! Lest that stick 
stab you!' 

(7-220) baleeru arreengi mananggaa-njdju moobiyu 
lest l.sit:EV that:IV-SPEC animal 
arr-gee-bi-ya nayiirrirri 0-baalgi 
l<3-bite-EV ant I-lots 
'Lest I sit there, the ants might bite me. There are lots of ants.' 

There are insufficient examples of these variations in ordering to 
properly determine their function. It may be noted that in both 
examples, baleeru appears at the periphery of the sentence. In (7-220) at 
least, it may have scope over the entire sentence, as indicated by the 
translation. 

7.11.3 Causal relationships 

This class of relationships is marked by the forms listed in (7-221). 

(7-221) mananggaarr 'then, so' 
mananggaarr gu-djiinba 'that is why' 
barddba '(and) then, (and) as a result' 

The demonstrative mananggaarr is the least specific of the causal 
markers marking the whole range of resultative-causal meanings. 
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baleeru ma-rraa-ma djaamu ma-nee-n-da 
later III<l-get:FU tucker III<2-FU-eat 
mananggaarr nji-n-baloolburrbu 
that:IV 2-FU-full up 
'Later I will get some tucker. You can eat it, then you will be 
full up.' 

iinjdju ngameneega arr-gee-bu-mu iinjdju 
S.A. why l<3-hit-PP S.A. 
bilaarra=ngaayu ma-naabirri 0-arra-gardaagama 
spear=3FDAT PRM-I:there 31< 1-broke 
mananggaarr arr-gee-bara 
that: IV l<3-strike:PP 
Ί do not know why he hit me. Maybe it was over that spear. I 
broke it, and so he struck me.' 

As indicated, mananggaarr is a Class IV demonstrative form. It 
belongs to the paradigm of manaarr 'that' (4-183). The use of a Class 
IV form appears to correlate with the fact that Class IV is semantically 
the unmarked residue class in Gaagudju (4.6). As such Class IV is the 
appropriate Class for reference to clauses. This demonstrative is also 
found in the the phrasal lexeme, mananggaarr gu-djiinba 'that is why', 
which codes explicitly causal meanings. The other constituent of this 
phrasal lexeme is the Declension 1 adjective -djiinba 'reason'. 

(7-224) arr-gee-mala mananggaarr gu-djiinba 
l<3-kick:PP that:IV IV-reason 
0-arra-nganabarree-ngi 
3K1-whip-PR 
'(That horse) kicked me. That is why I am whipping it.' 

(7-225) magaarra ma-n-daa-ri=goodo djaamu ma-baalgi 
that: I III<3M-eat-PI=DUR tucker Ill-lots 
mananggaarr gu-djiinba gudjiirri 
that: IV IV-reason sick 
'That (kid) ate too much tucker. That is why he is sick.' 

This lexeme usually appears in a Class IV form, presumably because 
it usually refers to a proposition, rather than to a particular entity. 

(7-222) 

(7-223) 
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However it is possible for this lexeme to refer to an entity, rather than a 
proposition. Thus the Class III form manamaarr ma-djiinba occurs in 
the story in Appendix 5, where it has a Class III referent. I have also 
heard a Class I form manaarr 0-djiinba 'because of him', in 
conversation. The full paradigm for this phrasal lexeme is presumably 
that set out in (7-226). 

(7-226) 'that is why' 
I manaarr 0-djiinba 
II Imananyaarr nj-djiinba 
III manamaarr ma-djiinba 
IV mananggaarr gu-djiinba 

The Class II form is not attested in the available data. The form given 
in (7-226) is the form that is predicted on the basis of the paradigm of 
manaarr (4-183), and the Class II form of Declension 1 adjectives that 
begin with /dj/ (4-68). 

Specifically resultative meanings are coded by the particle barddba 
'(and) then'. This particle marks a contingent causality: where the 
occurrence of one event will result in the occurrence of another event. 

(7-227) gordee-ni-ya gudjaali barddba moonja ee-n-ya 
light-Aux-IMP fire and then mosquito 3I-FU-go 
'Light a fire, and then the mosquitoes will go (away).' 

(7-228) maaba baree-ya 
woman's child here-go.IMP 
ma-ng-goree-garra-nja -ngaardi iinjdju maneengul 
III< 1 :FU-look-Aux=2IO=head S.A. blood 
barddba marree-ya=nu maarrgi=nu 
and then l+2-go:FU=3MIO clever=3MIO 
ma-nga-n -ba-boorda=nja =ngaardi 
III<3 M-FU-bandage-Aux=2IO=head 
'Son, come here! I want to look at your head. There might be 
blood. (If there is), then we will go to the doctor, and he will 
bandage up your head.' 

This particle is very similar formally to the temporal particle baleeru 
'later, lest' (7.11.2). In the same way that an evitative sentence 
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involving baleeru can be formally defined (7-216), it appears that the 
resultative sentence type involving bardäba can be formally defined as 
in (7-229). 

(7-229) Cause clause(s) + bardäba + Result clause(s) 

All the available examples of bardäba conform to this pattern. The 
formal similarities between bardäba and baleeru reflect functional 
commonalities. The principal functional commonality lies in the fact 
that they both indicate contingent status. 

(7-230) garrmaarna ba-rree-wu ma-baalgi djaamu bardäba 
later 2<l-give:FU Ill-lots tucker and then 
nji-n-baloolburrbu 
2-FU-full up 
'Later I will give you lots of tucker, and then you will be full 
up.' 

A comparison of (7-230) with (7-222) reveals that the ranges of 
bardäba and mananggaarr overlap in the domain of future results. 
However there are no analogues of (7-223), where mananggaarr marks 
a past result, attested with bardäba. 

7.12 Particles. 

A. adarraanggada: 'wrongly' 

This particle indicates that an action was performed with respect to the 
wrong Object. With trivalent verbs it was recorded referring to both 
non-Subject subcategorised arguments. 

(7-231) magaarra biirndi 0-arraa-wu adarraanggada 
that:I money 3I<l-give:PP wrongly 
ngoondji djirriingi i-rree-wu-ni naarri 
other man 3I<l-give-PIRR I:here 
Ί gave that money wrongly to the other man. I should have 
given it to this bloke here.' 
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(7-232) magaadja 0-nee-wu=mba adarraanggada ngoondji 
that: II 3I<2-give:PP=AUG wrongly other 
djaamu 0-naa-n-u-ni=mba ngoondji djaamu 
tucker 3I<2-IRR-give-P=AUG other tucker 
'You wrongly gave those women (the tucker). You should 
have given them some other tucker.' 

B. buu: 'nearly, soon' 

This particle indicates that an event did almost occur or is almost about 
to occur. 

(7-233) magaarra djirriingi buu i-n-gardanj-bimee-ni 
that: I man nearly 3I-IRR-fall-Aux-P 
'That man nearly fell over.' 

(7-234) buu gu-n-maarra-gi gudjaali 
soon IV-FU-die-Aux fire 
'The fire will go out soon.' 

(7-235) buu ba-rree-m-bu nji-n-meedji 
soon 2<l-FU-hit 2-FU-cry 
Ί will hit you soon, and you will cry.' 

C. gaala: 'okay' 

This particle has a reasonably high frequency of occurrence in any 
casual semi-conversational style of Gaagudju. It appears to be fairly 
much equivalent in meaning to the Australian English expressions 'all 
right, okay'. Like these forms it appears that the chief function of gaala 
is as a reasonably casual request for the hearer's assent or attention to 
whichever proposition the speaker has put forward. 

(7-236) gaala arr-baloolburrbu 
okay 1-full up:PP 
Okay, I am full up.' 
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(7-237) ngoorro gaala baleeru ba-rr-buu-ya 
go.IMP okay lest 2<l-hit-EV 
'Go! okay! Lest I hit you.' 

(7-238) yaana djaarli 
where:I meat 
'Where is the meat?' 

naabirri 0-barrabard-bee-nggi 
I:there 3I-hang-Aux-detr:PR 
'It is there. It is hanging up.' 

gaayu=nu=gaala 
Neg=3MIO=okay 
'It is not (there) now/There is nothing okay.' 

The function of gaala in the incorporation construction in (7-238) is 
not clear. It perhaps requests the hearer's assent to the proposition that 
the meat is gone. 

D. gada: 'Expectation' 

This particle indicates that an event was subject to expectations. The 
event may have occurred either in contradiction to expectations or in 
accordance with expectations. 

(7-239) arr-djii-ngi maada bardbänawarr gada 
1-go-PIRR yesterday Jabiru but 
ng-gardaawi-dji moodiga 
IV-break-Aux:PP car 
Ί wanted to go to Jabiru yesterday, but the car was broken.' 

(7-240) gu-na-adabaa-ri=nu=goodo maarri=maarri 
IV<2-look for-PI=3 MIO=DUR knife 
mogoongo 
O.sister 
'Did you look for the knife, older sister?' 
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awoy 0-arra-adabaa-ri=nu=goodo maada gada 
yes IV<l-look for-PI-3MIO=DUR yesterday EXP 
0-arraa-bara-da 
3I<l-Aux:PP-find 
'Yes, I looked for it yesterday, and so I found it.' 

(7-241) 0-nee-bara baagu 
3I<2-spear:PP kangaroo 
'Did you spear any kangaroos?' 

awoy geerrmada 0-arraa-bara 
yes two: Μ 3I<l-spear:PP 
'Yes, I speared two.' 

(7-242) gaayu ng-gadawarramaa-yini gada 0-yoo-ri 
Neg 1 :IRR-forget-P EXP 3I-lie-PR 
gada gu-nee-raga=nu=ngoolhgirr 
EXP IV<2-Aux: PP=3 MIO=roast 
'But/and so, did you roast them in hot sand?' 

(7-243) gaayu ng-gadawarramaa-yini gada 0-yoo-ri 
Neg l.IRR-forget-P EXP 3I-lie-PR 
0-arree-nawa 
3I<l-put:PP 
'No I did not forget it. I expect that it is lying where I put it.' 

The exact interpretation of gada appears to depend on contextual 
factors. 

E. gooro: 'like (that), likewise' 

This particle indicates similarity. It may indicate similarity both 
between entities and between events. 

(7-244) magaarra i-laawala gooro nowo-baaba-da 
thatrl I-little like 3M-father-MIN 
'That little boy is like his father.' 
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(7-245) ba-ng-goroodja walaalu gooro I 
2<l:FU-show country like name 
arr-bee-ngi=mba S 
1-go there-PI=AUG name 
Ί will show you the country like (I showed) I. when we went 
there with S.' 

This particle is also frequently attested with an apparent meaning of 
'in turn'. This may be analysed as an interpretation of 'likewise' 

(7-246) ngaayi 0-arro-odo-bidj-biiri-ngi=goodo maada djaarli 
1MIN 31<1-cut-up-Aux-PI=DUR yesterday meat 
ngiinja-ma gooro godo-bidj-biiri-ya djaarli 
2MIN-PRM likewise cut-up-Aux-IMP meat 
Ί cut up the meat yesterday. You cut up the meat likewise 
(today)/ It is your turn to cut up the meat (today).' 

F. iinjdju: 'Speaker's assessment' 

This particle is well attested throughout this grammar. It has an 
evidentiary function and indicates that the clause has been subject to the 
speaker's assessment. It may indicate a considerable range of 
assessment, extending from uncertainty and lack of knowledge, through 
to a reasonable degree of certainty. It may be translated by a wide range 
of expressions 'maybe, must be, I wonder, I think'. 

G. iiwo: 'all right, oops' 

This particle occurs utterance-initially in responses, usually to a 
question. It appears to indicate that something is happening despite any 
actual or potential expectations or hopes to the contrary on the part of 
either the speaker or the hearer. It is translatable in a variety of ways. 

(7-247) njing-goornya=miirdi ngameneega 
2-Aux:PP=lookback why 
'Why did you look back?' 
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iiwo arr-gadawarrarraama djaarli 0-arree-nawa 
oops 1-forgot meat 3I<l-put:PP 
Oops I forgot where I put the meat.' 

(7-248) ya-njing-gaama-y 
what-2-do-PR 
'What are you doing?' 

iiwo niinjdja arr-djaa-rti 
all right just 1-PR-sit 
'All right, I am just sitting.' 

(7-249) goree-garra-wa yaanangga nj-dja-balabandjoo-ri 
watch-Aux:IMP-out where:IV 2-PR-run-PR 
njing-ga-balaabandji-ngi ngaanj-ma =nggaana 
2-here-run-PI lMIN-PRM=LOC 
nga-na-badee-ga-ba 
1 <2-knock-Aux-Aux:PP 
'Watch out where you are running. You ran into me and 
knocked me over.' 

iiwo arr-bagarnaa-wa-ri-mana =goodo ngoondji 
oops 1 -chase- Aux-PI=MUA=DUR other 
i-laawala gada gaayu ba-ng-goro-garraa-ri 
I-little EXP Neg 2<l:IRR-see-Aux-P 
'Oops, I was playing chasings with another little boy, and so I 
did not see you.' 

(7-250) ngameneega i-laawala njing-ga-n-dorrnggomaa-yitii 
why I-little 2-here-IRR-go in-P 
gaboondji 
house 
'Why didn't you come into the house, little boy?' 

iiwo iiwo 0-arra-ragaa-nj-marr gardagaaya 
all right all right 3I<l-Aux-PR-like rain 
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ng-gardeengari arr-gardanganjngaari-ngi =goodo 
l:FU-bathe 1-bathe-PI=DUR 
'It's all right, I like the rain. I will bathe in it. I was bathing in 
it.' 

(7-251) ya-njing-gaama-y magaadja njinggooduwa 
what-II-do-PR that: II woman 
'What is that woman doing?' 

iiwo gadjaalnga 0-aya-ardabaa=nu 
all right turtle IV<3F-look for=3MIO 
'All right, she is looking for turtles.' 
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Nominals and particles : Gaagudju - English 

Words are arranged in the following order of first letters: 

a, b, d, dj, g, i, 1, m, n, ng, nj, r, u, w, y 

After the first letter the words are arranged according to the order of 
the English alphabet. 

The phonetic transcription represents the most common realisation of 
the lexeme in monitored speech. As discussed in Chapter 2, most 
lexemes have a range of possible realisations. 

A 

aardi [aac[i]: swag, thing (Class IV) 
adarraanggada [adaraaggada]: wrongly 
ambal=ambal [ämbalämbal]: grass sp (Class IV) 
amoordiyu [amooctiu]: Amurdak 
anabaarru [anabaaru]: buffalo (Class I)) 
anmarrabaalbu [anmarabaalbu]: old man 
ardaadji [ac^aaij-i]: down, inside, under 
arnbiiwu [ai\biiwu]: gun (Class III) 

Β 

baaba [bäaba]: father 
baada [bäada]: leg, thigh, upper leg (Class I) 
baada=baada [bäadabäada]: trousers (Class IV) 
baagu [bäagu]: kangaroo, wallaby (Class I) 
-baalgi: lots, many, much (Declension 1) 

310-baalgi [baalgi] ~ [baeelgi] ~ [bselgi], 
idj-0-baalgi [i j-bäalgi] ~ [ij-baeaelgi] ~ [i j-bselgi], 
311 njim-baalgi [jiimbäalgi] ~ [jiimbaeaelgi] ~ [jiimbeelgi], 
3III ma-baalgi [mabäalgi] ~ [mabaeaelgi] ~ [mab£slgi], 
3IV gu-baalgi [gubäalgi] ~ [gubaeaelgi] ~ [gubeelgi] 

baalngarr [baalgar]: large frog sp (Class I) 
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baangarda [baagacja]: middle 
baangga [bäagga]: fork of a tree (Class III) 
baarda [baacja]: beeswax (Class I) 
baarla [baa],a]: penis 
baarlbarl [baa I b a 1,]: wild passionfruit (Class III) 
baarndi [baai\cti]: armlet (Class I) 
baarndjal [baai\ j-al] : short-necked turtle (Class I) 
baarra [baara ] : contrary to expectations, truly 
baarrawa=baarrawa [ bäa r awabaar awa]: next time 
baarri [ b a a r i ] : behind 
badaawadji [ b a d a a w a j i ] : a ground honey (Class I) 
-badorroodjbu : crooked (Declension 2) 

3III & 3IV nam-badorroodjbu [ n a m b a d o r o o i j b u ] 
balaadi [ b a l a a d i ] : curved woomera (Class III) 
balboornay [ba lboor ia i ] : dust (Class IV) 
baleeru [ ba l ee^u ] : later 
balmoongo [balmoogo]: cloud (Class I) 
banbiirirr [ b a n b x i ^ i r ] : march fly (Class I) 
bandamaarrnga [bandamaarga] : water goanna (Class I) 
bardaambarda [bac[äambacl,a]: billabong (Class IV) 
bardaanga [bactaaga]: older brother 
bardäba [bac|,äba]: as a result, so, then 
-bardabareengani: really tall (Declension 1) 

2 njin-bardabareengani [ j i inbac^aba^EQani ] , 31 na-bardabareengani 
[nabac},aba4,Eεηθηϊ], 311 njim-bardabareengani [jiimbac|aba4.e c ^ a n i ] 

bardabuungi [baciabuugi]: tree sp (Class I) 
bardankeeya : old women 
bardankeeya=njdja [bacLangeeajija], bardangeeya=mba [bac|angeeainba] 
bardawaadawa [ba4awaadawa]: fast, loud, tight 
bardbänawarr [bac^banawar]: jabiru (Class I) 
bardedjiliidji [ b a c l e j i l i i j - i ] : lily tuber (Class III) 
-bardeeba : tall (Declension 2) 

1 arr-bardeeba [arbacjeeba] , 31 na-bardeeba [nabac^eeba], 
311 njim-bardeeba [jiimbacteeba], 3III & 3IV nam-bardeeba [nambacj.eeba] 

bardeebumbu [bac^eebumbu]: a corroboree style (Class IV) 
barnaardbi [bai\aac|,bi]: palm sp (Class IV) 
barraaga [ ba raaga ] : reed sp (Class III) 
barraanggirr [ b a r a a g g i r ]: long ago 
barraanggornyu [baraaggorvyu]: old 
barrdjeedji [ba r j e e j-i]: grevillea (Class III) 
barreegurl [bareegu] , ] : far 
barrgeeli [ba r g e e l i ] : boomerang (Class III) 
bayaalala [ b a j s a e l a l a ~ b i jaeaelala]: child (Class I) 
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-belaala : children (Declension 2) 
na-belaala=mana [nabe läalemana], na-belaala=njdja [nabeläalej i j -a] , 
na-belaala-da [nabeläa leda] , na-belaala=mba [nabeläalamba], 
njim-belaala=njdja [jixmbeläalajij-a], 

biibi [ b i i b i ] : MoFa, MoFaSi 
biirda [b i l^a] : hard, strong, tough 
biirdirdidj [bilctlcUj·]: young goose (Class I) 
biirdja [bilJLja]: leech (Class I) 
-biirida : alive (Declension 2) 

31 na-biirida [nab i i^ ida ] , 311 njim-biirida [ j i imbii^ida] , 
3III nam-biirida [nambii^ida] 

biirlbirl [ b i i l b i l ] : shoulderblade (Class IV) 
biirndi [biir\c|,i]: little rock, money (Class I) 
bilaarra [ b i l a a r a ~ bilaaera]: spear (Class III) 
binaagara [binaage^a]: bone (Class I) 
binaagaradj=binaagara [binäaga.j.ai jb inaaga^a] : plant sp (Class III) 
birdibaabi [bicj,ibaabi]: mouth organ (Class III) 
birneerrinj [baileeriji]: saltwater goanna (Class I) 
birnimirniimi [biriimir | i imi]: small frog sp (Class I) 
birribiirriyu [ b i r i b i i r i u ] : flat fighting stick (Class III) 
birriwoonggo [binwooggo]: flower (Class III) 
boonjman [booijiman]: rat (Class I) 
-boordbi: dry (Declension 2) 

2 njin-boordbi [jiinb0oc|bi ], 3III & 3IV nam-boordbi [nambooc^bi ] 
-boordi: cooked, ready to eat, ripe (Declension 2) 

31 na-boordi [nabocx^i], 311 njim-boordi [jixmboocU], 3III nam-boordi 
[namboocU] 

boordo [b0oc[o]: eye (Class III) 
boor do [booc[o]: old woman 
boordonju [boocLojiu]: seed (Class III) 
boorgyi [b004,gj i]: still 
boomay [booriai]: dirty (only of water) 
bornobornoongo [bortoboripoflo]: mSoCh, wBrSoCh 
budjoodu [bujoociu]: goanna (Class I) 
budjoodu=budjoodu [bujooctubujooclu]: lizard sp (Class I) 
bularraadjgu [ b u l a r a a i j g u ] : very fat 
buliigi [ b u l i i g i ] : cattle (Class I) 
buloomarr [buloomer ]: fat (Class IV) 
bunggoo-bunggo [buggoobuggo]: centipede (Class I) 
buu [büu ~ bwoo]: big river (Class IV) 
buu [büu ~ bwoo]: nearly, soon 
buulurr [buulur ~ buuldur]: hot 
buurri [buuri]: string (Class IV) 
buurrngburrng [buurgbur g]: to boil 
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D 

dadjgunoorru [da i j -gunooru] : hawk, whistling kite (Class I) 
deernmi [ ά έ ε ι ρ ΐ ] : again 
dii [ d i i ] : sandfly (Class I) 
duurdu [άύυφι]: wait! 

DJ 

djaabul [ j ä a b u l ~ jaeaebul]: mouth (Class IV) 
djaabul=yu=walaalu [ j -äabul ~ jäeaebul j u w a l a a l u ] : door, opening 
djaadja [ jaa j -a] : uncle 
djaagandji [ j a a g a n j i ] : maggot (Class I) 
djaamu [j-aamu]: food (Class III) 
djaamurru [j-aamuru]: spangled grunter 
djaanjdja [ j a a i j i j a ] : milkwood (Class I) 
djaara [ j a a ^ a - j-aeae^a]: beard (Class IV) 
djaarli [ j ä a l i ] : green ant (Class I) 
djaarli [ j -aa^i] : meat (Class I) 
djaarli [ j - aa t i ] : tail (Class III) 
djaarra [ j a a r a ~ ^aeaera]: horse (Class I) 
-djaawurdu : short (Declension 1) 

2 njirt-daawurdu [jiindäauuctu], 310-djaawurdu [jaauuc},u], 
311 nj-djaawurdu [jij-aauuc^u], 3III ma-djaawurdu [maj-aauuclu], 
31V gu-djaawurdu [gujäauucLu] 

djabalodjarroonggo [ j a e b a l o j a r ooggo]: full of water 
djabilaana [j-aebilaeaena]: tincan (Class I) 
djagaardu [ j-agaac[u]: language, noise, tribe, word (Class IV) 
djamärrabarday [j-amärabac|,ai]: brolga (Class II) 
djanaanjgu [ j a n a a i j i g u ] : woomera (Class III) 
djarroonggoda [ j a roo f lgada ] : close, near 
djibaardal [j-ibaacLal]: tree sp (Class III) 
djibiiri [ j - l b i i ^ i ] : blunt 
djibiiyiba [ j l b i i l b a ] : slow 
djiboolu [ j - lboolu] : didgeridoo (Class III) 
djiboolu=nj-djiboolu [ j i b o o l a j i j i b o o l u ] : trachea (Class III) 
djiboorru [ j - ibooru]: hook spear (Class III) 
djibooyu [ j i b o o i u ] : fishnet (Class III) 
djidabarraabarra [ j - i d a b a r a a b a r a ] : king brown snake (Class II) 
djideegardi=djideegardi [ j - ldeegacU j ideegacLi]: willy wagtail (Class I) 
djideemarr [ j - ideemar]: sea (Class IV) 
djidjidjiidji [ j i j l j - i i j - i ] : brown honey-eater (Class I) 
djiila [ j i i l a ] : salt (Class I) 
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djiilburr [jiilbur]: long-nosed native bee (Class I) 
-djiildja : dripping (Declension 1) 

3IV gu-djiildja [gujiilj-a] 
-djiinba : reason (Declension 1) 

31 0-djiinba [j-iinba], 3III ma-djiinba [majiinba], 3IV gu-djiinba 
[gujiinba] 

djiirri [j-iif i]: trouble (Class IV) 
djiirri=djiirri= : cheeky, dangerous, poisonous, savage (Declension 3) 

2 djiirri=djiirri=nja [j-ilf IJIirijia], 3M djiirri=djiirri=nu 
[j-iirxjfirxnu], 3F djiirri=djiirri=yu [j-iirxj-xxriu] 

djiloobarr [jiloober]: old man kangaroo (Class I) 
djimaardbunu [jimäacjbunu]: right hand (Class IV) 
djimardaaba [jimacj,aaba]: Long Tom (Class II) 
djimburruwoodjbu [jimburuooi j-bu]: white corella (Class I) 
djimburruwoodjbu ]: a phatry 
djirdalaala [jictalaala]: pretty 
djirdeebinggi [j-icteebiggi]: dreaming, totem (Class I) 
djirdeewan [jic^eewen]: young girl 
djirlaaga [ji],aaga]: fish sp (Class I) 
djirrbaarnba [j-irbaanba]: post, rail (Class III) 
djirriingi [jiriigi]: man, people, person (Class I) 
djirriinjmi [jir iijimi]: testicles 
djoordju [j-oowiju]: pink-eared duck (Class I) 
djoorlurl [j-0o|,u"U: fog, mist (Class IV) 
djoorrgu [ j-oorgu]: wind (Class IV) 
djoorrmoda [joormoda]: straight 
djorloorlobarray [j-o"L0o~|,obaf ai]: doe kangaroo (Class II) 
djubaarra [j-ubaara]: tree (Class III) 
djugu-djoogu [j-ugujoogu]: yam sp (Class III) 
djumbaala [jumbäala]: mast (Class III) 
djumbiirri [jumbiiri]: wet season (Class IV) 
djumiili [jumiili]: black whip snake (Class I) 
djunaarra [junäara]: yam sp (Class III) 
djuraadjunu [j-u^aajunu]: file snake (Class I) 
djuurra [juura]: paper (Class I) 
djuurri [j-uuri]: grease (Class I) 

G 

gaabala [gäabala]: a large boat (Class I) (Class III) 
gaabay [gäabai]: ironwood (Class IV) 
gaadi [gäadi]: ear (Class IV) 
gaadjirr [gaajir]: spear type (Class III) 
gaadju [gäaju]: dog (Class I) 
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gaadju=gaadju [gaaj-ugaaju]: alive 
gaaga [gäaga]: FaFa, FaFaSi, MoMo 
gaagurr [gäagur]: bush, scrub (Class III) 
gaala [gäala]: okay 
gaambu [gäambu]: short didgeridoo (Class III) 
gaanggi [gaaggi]: high, top, up 
gaanggunu [gaaggunu]: possum (Class I) 
gaankirr [gaangif ]: skin (Class IV) 
gaararr [gäa^ar]: tree sp (Class III) 
gaardarr [gaac^ar]: tree sp (Class III) 
gaardu [gaac^u]: water (Class IV) 
gaarlamba [gaa^amba]: headband (Class I) 
gaarnbaldja [gaarjbal ja]: eel-tailed catfish, nailfish (Class I) 
gaarrmadja=da-walaalu [gäarmajadawaläalu] : already 
gaayu [gäaiu]: Negator 
gabaarnka [gabaai\ga]: swamp (Class IV) 
gabalabaala [gabalabaa la] : bird sp (Class I) 
gabalabaala [gabalabaa la] : clean 
gabaloowadi [gabeloowadi]: road (Class IV) 
gabardeeba [gabac^eeba]: emu (Class II) 
gabardeeba=gabardeeba [gabacteebagabacleeba]: butterfly (Class I) 
-gabarraabarra : wide (Declension 2) 

3IV nang-gabarraabarra [nag-gabaraabara] 
gaboondji [gaboonj i ] : house (Class IV) 
gaboolbirr [gaboolbi r ] : spider (Class I) 
gaboolbirr [gaboolbi r ] : sun (Class II) 
gaboolbirr [gaboolbi r ] : sweat (Class IV) 
gabu-gaabu [gabugäabu]: a swim 
gada [gada]: but, so 
gadaambu [gadäambu]: sulky 
gadaawu [gadäauu]: nankeen night heron (Class II) 
-gadeenggadi ]: adult, grown up, mature (Declension 2) 

31 i-yadeenggadi [ iadeeogadi] , 311 njing-gadeenggadi [ j i iggadeeggadi] , 
3III nang-gadeenggadi [naggad£eggadi] 

gadimaankurl [gadimäangut]: club 
gadjaalnga [ga jaa lga] : long-necked turtle (Class I) 
gadjiirra [ g a j i i r a ] : saltwater (Class IV) 
galaali [ g a l ä a l i ] : sky (Class IV) 
galadjeerrbu [ ga l j s e rbu ] : yam sp (Class IV) 
galarrgeengi [ g a l a r g e e g i ~ ga lda rgceg i ] : flying fox (Class I) 
galee-gali [ ga l eega l i ] : catfish (Class I) 
galeeyirr [ g a l e e i r ] : white cockatoo (Class II) 
galwoorr-galworr [galwoorgalwor]: kookaburra (Class II) 
gamalaarday [gamelaacjai]: ashes (Class IV) 
gamarraymbagaardu [gamaraimbagaac|u]: palm sp (Class I) 
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gamoomo [gamoomo]: blind 
ganaangga [genaaoga]: bank of a river, high country (Class IV) 
ganbarragaardi [ganberagaa^i]: large barramundi (Class I) 
gandidjaawa [gandijäawa]: flour (Class III) 
gandjaarrbu [ganj-aarbu]: lily stem (Class IV) 
gandjeemarra [ganjeemer a]: green plum (Class III) 
gandjilbaarda [ganjilbaac^a]: carpet snake (Class I) 
ganjdjilaarrama [gaijij-ilaeeerama] : oldest male in a group of brothers 
gankaayi [gangäai i ] : goodbye 
gankee-ganki [gangeegangi]: across country, high country 
garaaba [ga^aaba]: sharp 
gardaabirr [gec|,aabir]: hair (Class III) 
-gardaabumu : heavy (Declension 2) 

2 njin-gardaabumu [jiingac},aabumu], 31 na-ardaabumu [naactäabumu], 
311 njing-gardaabumu [jillQgaciäabumu], 3III & 3IV nang-gardaabumu 
[naggaciaabumii] 

gardaa-garda [gacLaagac[a]: little pied cormorant (Class I) 
gardaama-da-wa [gacjaamadawa]: Shut up! 
gardaaman [gec^aaman]: Be quiet 
gardaamu [gac[a.amu]: grave (Class III) 
gardaangarr [gacLaagar]: frog sp (Class I) 
gardaawu [gac[aauu]: annoyingness, cheekiness (Class IV) 
gardaawu=gardaawu= : annoying, cheeky (Declension 3) 

3M gardaawu=gardaawu=nu [gac},a.augac[aauunu], 
3Fgardaawu=gardaawu=yu [gec^aaugec^aauu ju] 

gardaawu [gacj.aauu]: cripple 
-gardabilamareerri: clean (of water) (Declension 2) 

3IV nang-gardabilamareerri [nai jge^abi lame^eer i ] 
gardagaaya [gec^agaaia]: rain (Class I) 
gardagaleeyi [gac[agalee i ~ gac[aaleei ] : water weed (Class IV) 
-gardambarngeengi: black, dirty (Declension 2) 

1 arr-gardambarngeengi [argac^amberige εηί] , 
2 njin-gardambarngeengi [jiingac},ambarige εζ)ί], 
31 na-ardambarngeengi [naac[ambartg έ ε η i ], 
311 njing-gardambarngeengi [jiiggsciambarigeegi], 
3III & 3IV nang-gardambarngeengi [naggectamberigeegi] 

gardawaarrwa [gac[awaarwa]: mud on mangrove roots (Class IV) 
gardenjdjilmaarra [gac[eji,}ilmaara]: dew (Class IV) 
garlarlboobo [ga],a\b0obo]: lightweight 
garnaagarli [gaijaagati]: MoMoBr 
garnadjuulu [gar\aj-üulu]: tree sp (Class III) 
garndeeyi [garic^eei]: crest on a goose (Class IV) 
-garraadjawa : phratry (Declension 1) 

2 njin-garraadjawa [ j imgaraai jawa] , 310-yarraadjawa [ jaraajawa] , 
311 njing-garraadjawa [j i iggeraaij-awa] 
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garraani [ g a r ä a n i ] : grass sp (Class III) 
garrabaarlu [ ga rebaa^u] : black cockatoo (Class I) 
-garrabarnaadjinggi: phratry (Declension 1) 

31 0-yarrabarnaadjinggi [ j e r a b a i \ a a j H 3 g i ] , 
311 njing-garrabarnaadjinggi [ j i i g g a r a b a n a a j i g g i ] 

-garrangaalbu : phratry (Declension 1) 
310-yarrangaalbu [ j a r a g ä a l b u ] , njing-garrangaalbu [ j u g g a r a g a a l b u ] 

garrangarreeli [gar a g a r e e l i ] : woman who has had children 
garree-garri [gar e e g a r i ] : plover (Class II) 
-garrmangiiru : phratry (Declension 1) 

31 Q-yarrmangiiru [ j a r m a g i i ^ u ] , 311 njing-garrmangiiru [jllQgarmaoii^u] 
garrmanoogoda [garmanoogada]: three masc 
garrmaarna [garmaar\a]: later 
geedjawa [gee j-awa]: true 
geegirr [ g e e g i r ~ g6e]: all 
geena ardaadji [geena a c ^ a a i j i ] : downhill 
geendjada [ g f e n j a d a ] : two fern 
geeninjdjada [geeni j i j -ada] : two fem 
geerrmada [geermada]: two masc 
geerrmanda [g fc rmanda] : two masc 
gendjongoyoogoda [genj -ogoioogada] : three fem 
giili [ g i i l i ] : stone axe, stone knife 
giimbi [ g i imbi ] : rock (Class IV) 
giindji [ g i i n j i ] : this way 
giindji=boordo [ g i in j abooc io ] : this way 
giini [ g i i n i ] : face, nose (Class IV) 
-giirdi: wet (Declension 2) 

1 arr-giirdi [ a r g i i c [ i ] , 2 njin-giirdi [ j i ing i i c [ i ] , 3IV nang-giirdi [ n a g g i i c U ] 
giirlirl [ g i i l i I]: tree sp (Class III) 
-giirri: new (Declension 2) 

31 na-giirri [ n a g i i r i ] , 3III & 3IV nang-giirri [ n a g g i i r i ] 
goodjgu [ goo i j-gu]: brain (Class IV) 
godorruurru [godoruuru] : tears (Class IV) 
godowaarra [godowäara]: chickenhawk (Class I) 
-goodji: cold (Declension 2) 

3IV nang-goodji [ n a g g o o j i ] 
-gooli: raw (Declension 2) 

31 na-gooli [ n a g o o l i ] , 311 njing-gooli [ j i aggool i ] , 3III nang-gooli 
[ n a g g o o l i ] 

goolo [goolo] : bamboo (Class III) 
goonggirr [ googg i r ] : pandanus (Class III) 
goonggo [googgo]: breast, milk (Class IV) 
goonu [goonu]: faeces, guts (Class III) 
goordo [goocio]: arm (Class IV) 
goordo=goordo [goociogoocLo]: shirt (Class IV) 
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goordo =goordo = : strong (Declension 3) 
1 goordo=goordo=nga [goocjpgoocjpga], 3M goordo=goordo=nu 
[goocjpgooclpnu], 3Fgoordo=goordo=yu [g0oc|og0oc|pju] 

goordo=miirndjil [gooc^omi i r \ j i l ] : lower arm (Class IV) 
goordonu [goocjpnu]: dingo (Class I) 
goordo=nu [gooc|pnu]: creek (Class IV) 
goordo=walaalu [gooc^owelaalu]: naked 
goordo =yu [go ocjp iu] : branch (Class III) 
goornmalada [goorimelda ~ goorimaleda]: tomorrow 
goornmu [goorimu]: morning 
goornmu=da-walaalu [gooiimudeweläalu]: dark (Class IV) 
goornmu moordu : all morning 
gooro [goo^o]: like, same 
gooyida [ g o o i i d a ] : Negative Imperative 
gooyu [gooiu] : mother 
gordoobarrdja [goctoobar ja] : lily root (Class III) 
gordooginggi [goc^oogiggi]: shallow (Class IV) 
gordoolo=gordoolo [gcx^oo'Logocioo'Lo]: hostile sorceror, killer (Class I) 
gorlogaanggi [ g o l o g a a g g i ] : hill (Class IV) 
-goroobiri: to be not (Declension 1) 

1 arr-goroobiri [ a r g o ^ o o b i ^ i ] , 2 njin-goroobiri [ j i i n g o ^ o o b i ^ i ] , 
31 no-oroobiri [noo^.0obi^,i], 3III nang-goroobiri [ n a g g o - j o o b u i ] 

gorraardal [goraac[al] : crab (Class II) 
goyaabi [ g o i ä a b i ] : basket (Class IV) 
goyaalu [goiaeselu]: hungry 
gubaalbi [ g u b ä a l b i ] : bark belt (Class IV) 
gubaardi [gubaacj,i]: foot (Class IV) 
gubaardi-da [gubaac[ida]: on foot 
gubaardi madjaawarr [gubaac^i maj-aawar]: a girl who has had her first period 
gubeengga [gubeegga]: cousin gubiirda [gubiic^a]: tree sp (Class IV) 
gubooyu=gubooyu [ guboo iuguboo iu ] : owl (Class II 
gudirraabu [ g u d i r a a b u ] : quickly 
gudiiru [ g u d i i ^ u ] : front 
gudjaabu [ gu j äabu] : blue tongue lizard (Class I) 
gudjaali [ gu j - aa l i ] : fire (Class IV) 
gu-djaawurdu-da [gujaauactada] : island (Class IV) 
gudjbiirra [ g u j b i i r a ] : a drop of water, a little bit of water 
gudjboolombida [guj-boolombida]: flying fox (Class I) 
gudjiirri [ g u j i i r i ] : sick (Class IV) 
gudjudjoorrgu [ g u j u j o o r g u ] : the dry season (Class IV) 
gugaarli [ gugaa^ i ] : ground oven, hole (Class IV) 
gulaawurr [ g u l a a u u r ] : hairbelt (Class IV) 
gulabaagu ~ gulabaangu [ g u l a b ä a g u ~ g u l a b a a g u ] : white-necked heron 

(Class I) 
guloododo [guloododo] : pigeon (Class II 
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guloorday [gulooc |a i ] : yam sp (Class IV) 
gululuwaara [ gu lu luwaa^a ] : chicken, jungle fowl (Class II 
gumaali ~gumaali-da [ gumaa l i ~ gumaaleda] : forbidden, taboo 
gumaali-da [gumaaleda] : policeman 
gumaali-da =nu=waala ]: forbidden place 
gumaali-da=ngaarndjil [ g u m a a l i d e g a a i t f l l ] : Saratoga (Class I) 
gumaali djubaarra : poison (Class III) 
gumaambalnga [gumaambalga]: wDaCh, mSiDaCh 
gumaarda [gumäac^a]: vagina 
gumiigi [gumf i g i ] : FaMoBr, mSiSoCh 
gumiirri [ g u m i i r i ] : fear (Class IV) 
gumulongoono [gumulogoono]: milk (Class IV) 
gunaadju [ gunäa ju ] : mullet (Class I) 
gunbiildja [ g u n b i i l j a ] : charcoal (Class IV) 
gundjoogoljo [gunjoogoiCo]: spear type (Class III) 
gungaari [ gugaa^ i ] : smoke (Class IV) 
gungaammu [gugaaiynu]: penis 
gunganaawoordo [guganaawoocLo]: fishnet type (Class IV) 
guniliniili [ g u n i l i n i i l i ] : nail (Class IV) 
gunirriniirri [ g u n i r i n i l f l ] : Various finch sps 
gunoorru [gunooru]: rotten, smelly 
gurneembu [gur\£embu]: goose (Class I) 
gurrbulaambirr [ g u r b u l ä a m b i f ]: ant sp (Class II) 
guubuy [guubwoi]: canoe (Class I) 
-guwaalawa [-guwaalewa]: mother's country (Class IV) 

I 

ibärdbi [ ibacjbi] : negative particle 
ideebumbu [ideebumbu]: lizard sp (Class I) 
ideengarda [idfeQ9c},a]: jawbone (Class IV) 
iidi [ i i d i ] : forehead (Class IV) 
iinjbumbu [ i i j ibumbu]: wedge-tailed eagle (Class I) 
iinjdju [ i i j i j u ] : maybe, must be 
irribindjoori [ i f iben,}004,i]: saltwater crocodile (Class I) 
iiwo [ i iwo]: all right, oops 

L 

-labirri: Younger sibling (address) (Declension 2) 
3M na-labirri [ n a l a b i r i ] , 3F nji-labirri [ j i i l a b i r i ] 

liindji [ l i i n j i ] : yam sp (Class III) 
liirdjili [ l i i ^ j i l i ] : urine 
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liirlirl [ H i l l ] , ] : itch (Class IV) 
liyinggiirnmi [ l i i g g i i i p i ] : Darwin woollybutt (Class III) 

Μ 

maaba [mäaba]: woman's child, man's sister's child 
maada [mäada]: yesterday 
maadada [maadeda]: night (Class IV) 
maadawa [maadawa]: afternoon (Class IV) 
maada=yu-walaalu [maads j uwelaa lu ] : the day before yesterday 
maadjunu [mäajunu]: mussel (Class I) 
maagarr [maagar]: lower leg (Class III) 
maagodju [maagoj-u]: firewood (Class IV) 
maalbarr [mäalbar]: a lot 
maalmurr [maalmur ]: jungle, monsoon forest (Class III) 
maalu [maalu]: phragmites (Class III) 
maamoway [mäamowai]: corpse (Class I) 
maanbiri [maanbi4,i]: sea turtle (Class I) 
maangga [maagga]: FaMo, wSoCh 
maankul [mäangul]: palm sp (Class III) 
maarda [maacja]: cheek (Class IV) 
maardarn [maacLarJ: a few, a little, a little bit 
maardba [maac[ba]: moon (Class I) 
maardiyu [maac[iu]: point (Class IV) 
maarlarl [maa^aU: leaf (Class III) 
maarrgi= : clever (Declension 3) 

1 maarrgi=nga [maargiga], 3M maarrgi=nu [mäarginu], 
3F maarrgi-yu [mäargiu] 

maarrgi=nu : the clever fellow 
maarri=maarri [maar imaar i ] : knife (Class I) 
maaya-maaya [mäaiamäaia]: great-grandparent 
mabaari [mabaa4,i]: hip (Class III) 
mabaarnmarr [mabäarpar]: nosehole, nosepeg (Class IV) 
mabaarra-mabaarra [mabäaramabäara]: magpie (Class I) 
mabalaabala [mabs laabe la ] : corroboree (Class III) 
mabanggaarlu [mabaogaa^u]: anthill (Class III) 
mabardaabarda [mabac|aab9c}a]: native cat (Class I) 
mabeenga [mabeeoa]: wDaCh, mSiDaCh 
mabiimbi [mabiimbi]: paperbark raft (Class III) 
mabinaagara [mabinaage^a]: skinny 
maboobu [maboobu]: club 
maboodji [maboo j i ] : goanna hole (Class III) 
mabooliyo [maboolio]: outside, plain (Class IV) 
maboorlo [maboolo]: belly (Class ΙΠ) 
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mabooyirr [mabooi i r ] : lightening (Class I) 
maboroodja [mabo^ooij-a]: sedge sp (Class III) 
madjamareerri [majama^cer i ] : pandanus nut (Class III) 
madjgiilirr [ m a i j - g i i l i r ~ mai j g i i l d i r ] : old man goose (Class I) 
madjiirli [majil"Li]: sand, sugar (Class III) 
madjilbarraada [ m a j i l b a r a a d a ] : turtle guts (Class III) 
madjingiirla [ m a j i g i i l a ] : challenge stick (Class III) 
madjoridjooro [ m a j o r i j6o^.o]: mangrove (Class III) 
madjubaarra [maj-ubaara]: tree sp (Class I) 
magaalba [magäalba]: crocodile nest (Class III) 
magaalmurdu [magaalmuc[u]: avoidance relative, Mo-in-law language 
magaardawu [magaac},awu]: water lily sp (Class III) 
magaarna [magaaria]: grass sp (Class III) 
magaarnamu [magaar\amu]: front of neck (Class III) 
magaarrgurr [magaargur]: pelican (Class II) 
magaawala [magaawala]: fast, lifeforce 
magaayobu [magäaiobu]: shade (Class III) 
maganaboobu [maganaboobu]: banyon tree (Class III) 
magoombo [magoombo]: light rain from the west with no thunder that signals the end 

of the wet (Class III) 
malaboobu [malaboobu]: cyclone (Class III) 
malanjdjunaarra [ m a l a i j i j u n a a r a]: various skink sps (Class I) 
mamboorro [mambooro]: knee (Class IV) 
mamoomo [mamoomo]: swamp, wet ground (Class IV) 
manambarrbaala [manamba r b ä a l a]: stingray (Class I) 
manbaarnba [manbäariba]: throwing stick (Class III) 
ma-n-da-galaarr=mana=balaadi [mandaga läa rmanaba läad i ] : snake sp 
mandjalabordjuboordju [manj-alabo^j-uboo^j-u]: tree sp (Class III) 
maneengul [manfegul] : blood (Class III) 
maneengul=maneengul= : red (Declension 3) 

1 maneengul=maneengul=nga [man£ cgulmans equina] , 
3F maneengul=maneengul=yu [maneegulmaneegul ju] 

maneerra [meine era] : you and me 
mangarndeebumbu [maQarideebumbu]: bustard (Class I) 
manggadjaarra [maggaj-aeaer a]: Macassan (Class I) 
manjoogu [majioogu]: bandicoot (Class I) 
manmangiirlu [manmaQiilu]: necklace (Class III) 
manmoolbu [manmoolbu]: rat sp (Class I) 
maraamirr [ma^aamir]: name (Class IV) 
maraarra [ma^aara]: mopoke (Class I) 
mardaagardaga [macj,aagaci,aga]: lizard sp (Class I) 
mardaala [macj,aala]: spit (Class III) 
mardaala=mardaala— : slippery (Declension 3) 

3F mardaala=mardaala=yu [mac^äalamac^äalaj u] 
mardaarrga [mac^aaga]: flat 
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mardaarrga [msc^äaga]: prickle heat stick (Class III) 
mardaawurru [macLäawufu]: various eucalypt sp with dark olwer and white upper 

bark (Class III) 
mardaayin [ma^äaiin]: ceremony 
mardabarraaga [makaberäaga]: together 
mardbiibi [mac^biibi]: Leichhardt tree (Class III) 
mardoordu [πΐθφ5οφι]: joey (Class I) 
marlaamu [ma^äamu]: cicatrices (Class III) 
marndabuungi [maric^abiJUfli]: cormorant sp (Class I) 
marndingoonjngonj [maric^igoojiQOji]: dugong (Class I) 
marooru [ma^oo^i!]: deaf 
-marraagadi: big (of body parts only) (Declension 1) 

3III ma-marraagadi [mamaraagadi], 31V gu-marraagadi [gumaraagadi] 
-marrabuumbada : second born (Declension 1) 

2 njin-marrabuumbada [jiinmar ebuumbada], 31 0-marrabuumbada 
[marabuumbada] 

marrambiirna [mar ambiirta]: porpoise (Class I) 
-marrawaarra : big (Declension 1) 

2 njin-marrawaarra [pinmar awaara], 310-marrawaarra [marawaara], 
311 nji-marrawaarra [jiimar awaar a], 3III ma-marrawaarra [mamar awaara], 
3IV gu-marrawaarra [gumarawaara] 

marrbaangga [marbaagga]: white ant (Class I) 
marrbiili [marb ix l i ] : white apple sp (Class III) 
marreegidji [mareegij- i] : mBr-in-law 
marrgaardba [mar gaac|,ba]: bee sp (Class II) 
marrgooyu [margooiu]: cold (Class IV) 
marriwodjoonggo [manwoi j-ooggo]: crake, swamp hen (Class I) 
marrmaarrgada [marmaargada]: happy 
mawaaga [mawäaga]: crow (Class I) 
mawaayu [mawäaiu]: bony bream (Class I) 
mayoonay [maioonai]: mourning charcoal (Class III) 
mboodaru [mb6oc4.il ~ mbooda^u]: already, just then, now, soon, today 
miiri [mi i^ i ] : a well (Class IV) 
miirla [mil"La]: dillybag type (Class I) 
miiru [mli^u]: curlew (Class II) 
miiyingu [miiiQU]: bushfire (Class III) 
mirliirri [mi^x i r i ] : rib (Class IV) 
miirndjil [ m i i r u i l ] : tree sp (Class III) 
mirriidjbu [mir i i j b u ] : seagull (Class I) 
mirrodoonggordo [mirodooggocjp]: white apple (Class I) 
modongoloorro [modogolooro]: pregnant 
mogoongo [mogooQo]: sister (older) 
moobiyu [moobiu]: animal (Class I) 
moobiyu=moobiyu [moobiumoobiu]: bird 
moodurr [moodur]: cramp (Class IV) 
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moogan [moogan]: wing (Class I) 
moolil [mool i l ] : funeral ceremony 
moomo [moomo]: native honey (Class I) 
moomo [moomo]: spirit 
moonda [moonda]: bad, no good 
moonda walaalu : wrongly 
moonda-yu-marr [moonda jumar]: sad 
moonja [moojia]: mosquito (Class I) 
moordu [m6oc|u]: also, as well, too 
moordumay [moocjumai]: enemy, sulky 
moornam [mooriari]: yam sp (Class IV) 
moornbil [m0oi\bil]: Torres Strait pigeon (Class II) 
moorrbul [moorbul]: tree sp (Class III) 
moorrgan [moor gan]: round fighting stick (Class III) 
moorro [mooro]: bum (Class I) 
mooyu [mooiu]: scab, sore (Class III) 
mowaarda [mowaac[a]: What a good thing! 
mowiyaanga [mowiyaaga]: eddy (Class IV) 
muurnu [mmirju]: possum (Class I) 

Ν 

na-ardambarnkeengi [naacj,amberig0ei)i]: black wallaroo 
naawu [näauu]: he, him, it 
nabaarlu [nabaa^u]: goanna sp 
nabadaadjbi [nabadaa i j -b i ] : Saratoga 
nabadaawu [nabadaauu]: western brown snake (Class I) 
namaalga [namäalga]: basket type (Class I) 
namaleenbi [namaleenbi] : saltwater shell sp (Class I) 
namardeedjurr [namac},ee j u r ]: rainbow (Class I) 
na-marlaadja [nama^aai j-a]: orphan 
nambarraagardi [nambara.agac[i]: yam sp (Class III) 
nangalowaarra [nagalowaara] : dilly bag (Class I) 
nangeelawa [nageelawa]: whirlwind (Class I) 
nanggalaaba [nagga laaba] : a few days ago 
nanggamoloobo [naggamoloobo]: a long time 
nanggomardaamala [naggomactaamala]: yam sp (Class III) 
nanjdjardamoloongo [naiji jac[emol0ogo]: fig tree (Class III) 
nardeenjmarr [nacj,eejimaf ]: water python (Class I) 
narrbiiru [ n a r b i i r u ] : a cold (Class IV) 
na-womagaali [nomagäa l i ~ nawomagaali] : husband 
na-womalaagardi [nomalaagacU ~ nawomalaaga^i] : young man 
na-woombardi [nawoombacti]: mSo, wBrSo 
na-woordomalay [nawooc^omalai]: widower 
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na-wudbugaarra [nawudbugäara] : Brother of deceased 
nayaarru [ n a i a a r u ] : featherbelt (Class I) 
nayiirrirri [ n a i i i n r i ] : ant sp (Class I) 
niimba [ni imba]: small of the back (Class I) 
niinjdja [ n i i j i j a ] : just, still 
noonjbu [nooij ibu]: grass (Class III) 
nowoogoda [nowoogeda]: one Masculine 

NG 

ngaadjay [gaaj -a i ] : hand (Class IV) 
ngaalarr [ g a a l a r ]: pubic tassle 
ngaalnga [ gaa lga ] : the end of the wet/start of the dry, year as a measure of time 

(Class IV) 
ngaambay [gaambai]: shell sp (Class I) 
ngaardi [gaacj,i]: head (Class III) 
ngaardul [gaactul]: hole (Class IV) 
-ngaarndada : good (Declension 1) 

1 arr-ngaarndada [argaaricj.8da], 2 njin-ngaarndada [jiingaar|cJ,eda], 
31 0-njaarndada [jiäar|c|ada], 311 nji-ngaarndada [ j i igaarvisda] , 
3III ma-ngaarndada [magäaricleda], 3IV gu-ngaarndada [gugaaricleda] 

-ngaamdiya=ngaarndiya : veiy good (Declension 1) 
1+2 marra-ngaarndiya=ngaarndiya [mar agäa^c[iai)äarLc|,ia] 

ngaarndjil [ g a a r u i l ] : fish (Class I) 
ngaarndjil [gaary- i l ] : tongue (Class IV) 
ngaarnmu [gaarpu] : back of neck (Class IV) 
-ngaarnnga : for good, keep on (Declension 1) 

1 arr-ngaarnnga [argaaiVQa], 310-njaarnnga [ j iaaiuja], 
311 nji-ngaarnnga [ j i igäariga] , 3III ma-ngaarnnga [magäarifla], 
3IV gu-ngaarnnga [ g u g a a r ^ a ] 

ngaayi [ g a a i i ] : I, me, my 
ngaayu [gäa iu ] : her, she, it 
ngadaambirr [gadaambir ] : chest (Class IV) 
ngalaambirr [ g a l a a m b l f ] : a cough (Class IV) 
ngalaararr [ g a l a a ^ a r ] : liver (Class IV) 
ngalarrangalaarra [galeragelaeaef a]: echidna (Class II) 
ngalbidjiidji [ f l a l b l j i i j - i ] : whistleduck sp (Class II) 
ngalmoomo [galmoomo]: hornet (Class II) 
ngameena [gameena]: what 
ngameneega [gameneega]: why 
ngiinja [ g i i j i a ] : you 
ngiirla [g i l l , a ] : aunt, FaSi 
-ngolwaayuwa : body (Declension 1) 

1 arr-ngolwaayuwa [ a rgo lwäa iuwa] , 31 0-njilwaayuwa [ p i lwäa iuwa] , 
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311 nji-ngolwaayuwa [jiigolwaaiuwa] 
ngoodji [gooj-i]: fly sp (Class I) 
ngoolhgirr [Q0ol?gif ]: hot sand for cooking (Class IV) 
ngoondji [goonj-i]: different, other 
ngoondji=goordo [Qoonjigooc^o]: another, someone 
ngoondji goornmalada : the day after tomorrow 
ngoondji=nu [goonjinu]: any, some 
ngoondji walaalu : another 
ngoorrmorl [goormol]: fly (Class I) 
ngorroonggadi [gorooggedi]: back (Class III) 
ngorroongirr [goroogir] : night (as a measure of time only), sleep (Class IV) 
ngoyoogoda [goioogeda]: one Feminine 
ngoyoonjdjida [go ioo i j i j lda ] : already 

NJ 

njanoomala [jienoomala]: boil (Class I) 
njeeda [jieeda]: daylight 
njimalawadeewadi [jiimalawadeewadi]: rainbow lorikeet (Class II) 
njimardaagardi [jiimec|aag8c[i]: red lily (Class III) 
njimbadaabumbu [jiimbedaabumbu]: grasshopper (Class II) 
njimbarrabaarra [jiimbar abaar a]: pandanus mat, sail (Class IV) 
njimbarroolbumbu [jiimbar oolbumbu]: water rat (Class II) 
njimburroomburr [jiimbur oombur]: earth mother (Class II) 
njimeebili [ j i imeebi l i ] : star (Class II) 
njin-daa-ma-ngi-da [jiindaamaijada]: mFa-in-law 
njinggaankirr [ j i iggaangif ]: freshwater crocodile (Class II) 
njinggaarrga [ j i iggaar ga]: black duck (Class II) 
njingganbardaawadji [jiigganbactaawaji]: death adder (Class II) 
njing-geerradama [jiiggEcradama]: oldest in a group of sisters 
njinggooduwa [jiaggoodua]: woman 
njinggooduwa=nu=ngaadjay: married man 
njing-golorroobumbu [jiiogoloroobumbu]: female creation figure 
njing-gomagaali [jiaggomegaali]: wife 
njing-gomalaagardi [jiiggomelaagecli]: young woman 
njing-goombardi [jieggoombacU]: mDa, wBrDa 
njinggoonu [jiIQgoonu]: firestick (Class II) 
njinggordodjimaala [jiaggocjpi j-imaala]: upper arm (Class IV) 
njing-goordomalay [jiigg0ocj,omalai]: widow 
njing-gudbugaarra [ j i iggudbugaar a]: sister of deceased 
-nji-waala [-jiiwäala]: younger sister (reference) 
njoogi [jioogi]: white ochre (Class I) 
njoomburr [jioombur]: elbow (Class I) 
njoonbu [jioonbu]: feather, body hair (Class I) 
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R 

raada [^äada]: bullant (Class II) 

raadi [^.aadi]: louse (Class I) 

raanggin [^aaogin]: paperbark (Class IV) 

rabaalarr [ ^ a b ä a l a r ~ ^ a b a a l d a r ] : big river (Class IV) 

ralboodji [^albooj- i] : cave, hole (Class IV) 

rangarrbaarda [^aqarbäa^a]: Burdekin duck (Class I) 

rarreegadji [ ^ a r e e g e j i ] : shoulder (Class I) 

riirri [ ^ i i r i ] : tooth (Class I) 

roolo [4,6 ο lo]: stringybark (Class I) 

roolorr [ p o o l e r ~ ^ o o l d o r ] : a spring (Class IV) 

roonggon [^ooggon]: hot coals (Class I) 

U 

ulubuulu [ulubuulu]: great grandparent 

uluunggulu [ u l u u g g u l u ~ u l d u u g g u l d u ] : old woman 

urromoolbuy [uromoolbwoi]: dream (Class IV) 

uubarr [uubar]: ceremony 

W 

waaboy [wäaboi]: yamstick (Class IV) 

waadji [waaj-i]: egg (Class I) 

waadju [waai ju]: alone 

waagidj [waagij·]: fishing line 

waamba [wäamba]: shark (Class I) 

waanjan [wäaijian]: left hand (Class IV) 

waarlgarr [waa"Lgar]: frill neck lizard (Class I) 

waarlgarr ~ waarlgarra [waa"[gar ~ waaj,gara]: tree grave (Class III) 

waarnboy [waai\boi]: singing stick (Class IV) 

waarr [waar]: tendons (Class IV) 

waarra [waara]: who 

waayu [wäaiu]: shadow (Class IV) 

waayu=i-waayu [ w ä a i u i w ä a i u ] : ghost (Class I) 

wadjbaala [ w a j b ä a l a ] : white man 

walaalu [walaalu]: camp, country, habitat, times (Class IV) 

walaaladama [walaaledama]: always 

walaangandji [walaaganj- i] : breath, lungs, mucus (Class IV) 

-walaawala ]: small (Declension 1) 

1 arr-walaawala [ a r w a l a a w e l a ] , 2 njin-malaawala [ j i i n m e l a a w s l a ] , 
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31 i-laawala [ i l aawa la ] - [ i l e e w i l i ] , 311 nji-walaawala [jiowelaawela], 
3III ma-walaawala [mowelaawela], 
31\ gu-walaawala [gowalaawala] 

walgiirdi [W9lgiicj,i]: greedy 
wanbiirndil [wanbiir i^i l] : tick (Class I) 
wanjbanjbaaba [waijibaijibäaba]: palm sp (Class III) 
wanjgoorrgu [waijigoorgu]: armpit (Class IV) 
wanmiirri [wenmiif i]: grey hair (Class IV) 
warlaanggarr [wa^aaggar ]: ceremonial leader, man who has been through the law 
warnmaalay [werynaalai]: mud (Class III) 
warnyoowu [wei\y0ou]: tree sp (Class III) 
warrgeedja [wargeeja]: halfcaste, white-eye 
weerrgada [weergeda]: quickly 
winjbeegi [wijibeegi]: armlets (Class I) 
woogi [woogi]: ankle (Class IV) 
woorlo [wool,o]: navel (Class I) 
worrogudbaarra [worogudbäara]: bird sp 
wuudja [wuuj-a]: heart (Class IV) 
wudjarroonggo [wuj-erooggo]: very 
wuuljimi [wuuiCimi]: axe (Class I) 
wurridjoonggo [wuri jooggo]: lily sp (Class IV) 

Y 

yaadjbi [ j ä a i j b i ] : fibula (Class I) 
yaagada ngaadjay : five 
yaagada =yaagada [ j äagada j aagada]: the other side 
yama-da-geegirr [ jamadegeegir] : how many 
yaana: where 

Iyaana [jäeaena], IIyaananja [jaeeenejia], lllyaanama [jaeaenema], 
TV yaanangga [jaaaenagga] 

yaayila [ j ä a i i l a ] : corroborree stick 
-yileeyili: soft (Declension 1) 

31 0-yileeyili [ j i l e e i l i ] , 3III ma-yileeyili [ m a i i l e e i l i ] , 
3IVgu-yileeyili [ g u j i l e e i l i ] 

yirriidjbal [ j i f i i j -ba l ] : grub sp (Class I) 
-yi-waala [ - j iwäala] : younger brother (reference) 
yunggaalja [ juqgäaiÄa]: spirit (Class I) 
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Verbs : Gaagudju - English 

The phonetic transcription represents the most common realisation of 
the verb form in monitored speech. As discussed in Chapter 2, most 
verb forms have a range of possible realisations. 

baborda 'to bandage, to tie, to wrap' 
PP 3K1 0-arra-baboorda [afababooc|a], 3I<2 0-na-baboorda [nabab6oc|a], 
3I<3M 0-an-baaborda [anbäabocLa], 1<3 arr-ga-baboorda [ar gabab6oc(,a], 
3I<3F 0-idj-baaborda [ij-baaboc[a] 
PI IV<1 0-arra-baboorda-ri [ar ababoocia^i] 
PIRR 3K1 0-m-baboorda-ri [mbabooc|,a.j.i], 3I<3M 0-nja-n-baboorda-ri 
[jianbeboocie^i] 
PR3I<1 0-arra-baboorda-y [arababooctai], 3I<3M 0-n-da-baboorda-y 
[ndababooc^ai], IV<3F 0-aya-baboorda-y [aiababooc},ai] 
FU3I<1 0-m-baboorda [mbabooc},a], III<1 ma-m-baboorda [mambaboocta], 
3I<2 0-na-n-baboorda [nanbaboocta], III<2 ma-0-n-baboorda [manbaboocta], 
3I<l+2 0-marra-baboorda [mar ababooc^a], III<3M ma-nga-n-baboorda 
[maganbaboocla], 3I<3F 0-aya-n-baboorda [aianbaboocia], 
III<3F ma-ya-n-baboorda [maianbab0oc|,a] 
EV 2<3M nji-n-baboorda-ya [jiinbaboocLaia] 

babordaborda-y 'to tie up (detr), to be twisted up' 
PP IV m-babordabordaa-y [mbabacLabaclaai] 
PR IV nj-dj a-bordabordaa-y [jijabacJabacLaai] 
FUIV gu-n-babordabordaa-y [gunbabac},abac|,aai] 
EV IV m-babordabordaa-ya [mbabacl,abacl.aaia] 
[Present Tense is irregular. It should be nj-dja-babordabordaa-y] 

baborda-y 'to tie (detr), to be tied up' 
PP 310-babordaa-y [babac^aai] 
PI 310-babordaa-yi-ni [babacjaai in i ] 
PIRR 31 i-n-babordaa-yi-ni [ inbabactaai in i ] , IV gu-n-babordaa-yi-ni 
[gunbaba^aa i in i ] 
PR 31 0-babordaa-y [babac^aai] 
EV 2 njim-babordaa-ya [jiimbabac^aaia] 
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badabala-wa 'to sing someone' 
PP 3I<3M 0-an-badabalee-wa [anbadabaleewa], II<3M nji-n-badabalee-wa 
[ j i inbadaba 1 β e wa] 
PI 3I<3M 0-an-badabalaa-wa-ri [anbadabalaawa^i] 
PIRR II<3M nji-nga-n-badabalaa-wa-ri [ji i ioanbadabalaawa^i] 
FU 3I<3M 0-nja-n-badabalaa-wa [jianbadabalaawa], 
II<3M nji-nga-n-badabalaa-wa [j i iganbadabalaawa] 
EV 2<3M nji-n-badabalee-wi [ j i inbadabaleewi] 

badabarri 'to build a grass house, to make a shade' 
PP IIK3M ma-n-badaabarri [manbadaabari] 
PIRR IIK3M ma-nga-n-badabarree-ngi [maganbadabareegi] 
PR IIK3M ma-n-da-badabarree-ngi [mandabadabareeoi] 
FU III<2 ma-n-badabarraa-ya [manbadabaraaia], 
III<l+2 ma-marra-badabarraa-ya [mamarabadabaraaia], 
III<3M ma-nga-n-badabarraa-ya [maoanbadabaraaia] 
EV III<2 ma-na-badabarraa-ya [manabadabaraaia] 

bada-ga-ba 'to push, to throw, to toss' 
PP 1<2 nga-na-badaa-ga-ba [ganabadaagaba], III<2 ma-na-badaa-ga-ba 
[manabadäaba], IV<2 gu-na-badaa-ga-ba [gunabadaaba], 
1<3 arr-ga-badaa-ga-ba [argabadaagaba], 3I<3M 0-an-badaa-ga-ba 
[anbadaaba], 1V<3M 0-an-badaa-ga-ba [anbadaaba], IV<3F nj-dji-badaa-ga-ba 
[jij-ibadaagaba] 
PI 1 V<3M 0-an-bada-ga-bee-ngga-ri [anbadaabee^ga^i] , 
IV<3F nj-dji-bada-ga-bee-ngga-ri [ j i j ibadaabc cqga^i] 
PIRR IIKl ma-m-bada-ga-bee-ngga-ri [mambadaabc egga^i], 
IV<1 gu-m-bada-ga-bee-ngga-ri [gumbadaabe egga^i] 
PR III<2 ma-na-bada-ga-bee-ngga-y [manabadaabceggai], 
IV<2 gu-na-bada-ga-bee-ngga-y [gunabadaabf sggai] , 
1 V<3M 0-n-da-bada-ga-bee-ngga-y [ndabadaabceggai] , 
3I<3F 0-aya-bada-ga-bee-ngga-y [a iabadaabeeggai ] , 
IV<3F 0-aya-bada-ga-bee-ngga-y [a iabadaabe Eijgai] 
FU 3I<1 0-m-badaa-ga-ba [mbadaagaba], III<1 ma-m-badaa-ga-ba 
[mambadäaba], IV<1 gu-m-badaa-ga-ba [gumbadaaba], 
III<2 ma-0-n-badaa-ga-ba [manbadäagaba], IV<2 gu-0-n-badaa-ga-ba 
[gunbadäaba], IIK3M ma-nga-n-badaa-ga-ba [maganbadaaba], 
IIK3F m-aya-n-badaa-ga-ba [maianbadaaba] 
EV 3I<3F 0-idj-badee-ga-bi [ i j badeegab i ] , IV<3F nj-dji-badee-ga-bi 
[ j i j i badeegab i ] 

badal-garra 'to stick (together)' 
PP III<1 ma-rra-badaal-garra [marabadaalgara] , 1<3 arr-ga-badaal-garra 
[ a rgabadaa lga r a] 
FU III<1 ma-rra-badaal-garra [marabadaalgara] 
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badamada 'to stop (tr)' 
PP 3I<1 0-arra-badaamada [arebedäamada] 
PIRR 3I<1 0-m-badamadaa-ri [mbedamadaa^i], II<1 nji-m-badamadaa-ri 
[jiimbadamsdäa^i], II<2 nji-0-n-badamadaa-ri [ji inbadamadäa^i] 
PR 2<1 ba-rr-dja-badaamada-y [barj-emadäamadai], 1<2 nga-na-badaamada-y 
[ganemadäamadai] 
EV 3>l+2 ga-marra-badamadaa-ya [gamarabadamadaaia] 

badiyarra-bu 'to be tired' 
PP 1 arr-badiyarraa-bu-mu [arbadiaraäbumu] 
PR 1 0-dja-badiyarraa-bu-njdji [ j - i b a d i a r ä a b a j i j i ] 

badji 'to crawl' 
PP 310-baadji-gi [bäaj-igi] , II njim-baadji-gi [jiimbäaj-igi] 
PI 310-baadji-ngi [bäaj-iQi] 
PIRR 31 i-n-badjii-ngi [ inba j - i ig i ] , II nji-n-badjii-ngi [jiinbaj-xiQi] 
PR 1 dja-badjii-ngi [ jaba j - i igi ] , 2 nj-dja-badjii-ngi [ j i j i j aba j i iQ i ] , 
310-baadji-ngi [bäa j iQi] , II nj-dja-badjii-ngi [ jMijabsj- i igi] 
FU 31 i-n-baadji [inbäaj-i] , II nji-n-baadji [ji inbäaj-i] 
EV 310-baadji-gi [ b a a j i g i ] , II njim-baadji-gi [ j i imbäa j ig i ] 

bagarna-wa 'to chase' 
PP 3I<2 0-na-bageema-wa [nabageeriewa], II<2 nji-na-bageema-wa 
[jiinabegeeriewa], 3I<3M 0-an-bageema-wa [anbageeriawa], 
II<3M nji-n-bageerna-wa [jiinbegeer\9wa], 3I<3F 0-idj-bageema-wa 
[ij·bΘgeeη^wa] 
PI 3I<2 0-na-bagarnaa-wa-ri [nabagariaawa^i], 3I<3M 0-an-bagarnaa-wa-ri 
[anbagariaawa^i], II<3M nji-n-bagamaa-wa-ri [jiinbagariaawa^i], 
3I<3F idj-bagarnaa-wa-ri [ i j-bagariaawa^i] 
PR 3I<3M 0-n-da-bagarnaa-wa-y [ndabagar\äawai], 3I<3F 0-aya-bagarnaa-wa-y 
[aiabagaiiäawai] 
FU 3I<3M 0-nja-n-bagaarna-wa [jianb8gäar\8wa] 
EV 2<3M nji-n-bagarnaa-wa-ya [jiinbagariaawaia] 
IMP bagaarna-wa [bagäartawa] 

bagarna-wa-y 'to chase (detr)' 
PP 310-bagarnaa-wa-y [bagariaawai] 
PI 1 arr-bagarnaa-wa-ri [arbagariaawa^i] 
PIRR 31 i-n-bagarnaa-wa-ri [ inbegenaawe^i] 
FU 31 i-n-bagarnaa-wa-y [inbagariaawai] 

ba-garra 'to catch in the throat' 
PP III<3M ma-n-bee-gaiTa [manbeegar a], IIK3F m-idj-bee-garra [mij-beegera] 
PIRR III<3M ma-nga-n-ba-garraa-ri [ma^anbagaraa^i] 
PR IIK3M ma-n-da-ba-gaarra-y [mandabagäarai] 
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FUIIK3M ma-nga-n-ba-gaarra [maganbegaara] 
EVIIK3F m-idj-bee-garra [mi j b e e g a r a ] 

ba-garra-garra 'to be caught up' 
PPIIK3M ma-n-ba-garree-garra [manbagereeger a] 
PR III<3M ma-n-da-ba-garraa-garra-y [mandabaga raa r a i ] 
FU IIK3M ma-nga-n-ba-garree-garra [maqanbagar e e g a r a ] 

balababandji 'to run around' 
PP 31 0-balababaandji-gi [ b e l a b a b ä a n j i g i ] , II njim-balababaandji-gi 
[ j i i m b e l e b e b a a n j i g i ] 
PI 2 njim-balababaandji-ngi [ j i imba lababäan j iQ i ] , II njim-balababaandji-ngi 
[ j i imbe lababaan j - io i ] 
PIRR 1 m-balababaandji-ngi [ m b a l a b a b a a n j i g i ] 
PR 310-balababaandji-ri [ b a l a b a b a a n j i ^ i ] , II nj-dja-balababaandji-ri 
[ j i j a b e l a b a b a a n j - i ^ i ] 
FU 31 i-n-balababaandji [ i n b a l a b a b a a n j - i ] 
EV 31 0-balababaandji-gi [ b a l a b a b a a n j i g i ] 

balabandji 'to run' 
PP 2 njim-balaabandji [ j i imbalaabenj- i ] , 310-balaabandji [ b e l a a b e n j i ] , 
II njim-balaabandji [ j i i m b e l ä a b a n j i ] , III ma-balaabandji [mabelaabanj - i ] 
PI 1 arr-balabandjii-ngi [ a r b a l a b a n j i i g i ] , 310-balabandjii-ngi 
[ b s l a b e n j i ι η ϊ ] , II njim-balabandjii-ngi [ j i i m b e l a b a n j i i g i ] 
PIRR II nji-n-balabandjii-ngi [ j i i n b a l a b a n j i i f l i ] 
PR 1 0-dja-balabandjoo-ri [ j - aba l aban joo^ i ] , 2 nj-dja-balabandjoo-ri 
[ j i j a b a l a b s n ^ o o ^ i ] , 310-balabandjoo-ri [ b a l a b a n j o o ^ i ] , 
II nj-dja-balabandjoo-ri [ j i j - aba laban joo^ i ] , III ma-ya-balabandjoo-ri 
[ma iaba laben j -oo^ i ] 
FU 1 m-baleebi [mbeleebi] , 2 nji-n-beelabi [ j ixnb£elabi ] , 1+2 marra-baleebi 
[maraba leeb i ] , 31 i-n-beelabi [ i n b e e l a b i ] , II nji-n-beelabi [ j i i n b £ e l 9 b i ] 
EV 310-balabandjee-gi [ba labanj -eeg i ] , II njim-balabandjee-gi 
[ j i i m b a l a b a n j e e g i ] , III ma-balabandjee-gi [mabelabanj -eegi ] 
IMP baleebi [ b e l e e b i ] 

bala-bara 'to cover (tr)' 
PP 3I<1 0-arra-balaa-bara [ a r a b a l a a b s ^ a ] , 3I<2 0-na-balaa-bara 
[naba läaba^a ] , 3I<3M 0-an-balaa-bara [anba laaba^a] , II<3M nji-n-balaa-bara 
[ j i i nba laaba^a ] , 3I<3F 0-idj-balaa-bara [ i j b a l a a b a ^ a ] , 
II<3F nj-dji-balaa-bara [ j i j - iba laaba^a] 
PIRR II<3M nji-nga-n-bala-baraa-ni [ j i i g a n b a l a b a ^ a a n i ] 
PR 3ME> 31 0-n-da-balaa-bara-y [ n d a b a l a a b a ^ a i ] 
FU 3K1 0-m-balaa-bara [mbalaaba^a], 3I<2 0-na-n-balaa-bara 
[nanba1aaba^a] 
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EV 2<1 ba-rr-balaa-biri [ b a r b a l ä a b i ^ i ] 
IMP balaa-bara [ba läaba^a] 

balabarra-gi 'to jump' 
PP 310-baleeburrbu [baleeburbu], II njim-baleeburrbu [j i imbaleeburbu] 
PI 310-balabarra-gee-ni [ba labarageen i ] , II njim-balabarra-gee-ni 
[ j i imbalabarageeni ] 
PIRR 1 m-balabarra-gee-ni [mbalabarageeni] , 31 i-n-balabarra-gee-ni 
[ i n b a l a b a r e g e e n i ] , II nji-n-balabarra-gee-ni [ j i i nba l aba rageen i ] 
PR 2 nj-dja-balabarree-gi [ j i j aba laba reeg i ] , 310-balabarree-gi 
[ba laba reeg i ] , II nj-dja-balabarree-gi [ j i j a b a l a b a r e e g i ] 
FU 1 m-baleeburrbu [mbaleeburbu], 2 nji-n-baleeburrbu [ j i inbaleeburbu] , 
31 i-n-baleeburrbu [mba l eebu rbu ] 
EV 310-balabarra-gee-ya [ba labarageea] , II njim-balabarra-gee-ya 
[ j i imbalabarageea] 

balabarrbarra-gi 'to jump along/out' 
PP 1+2 marra-balabarrbeerra-gi [maraba labarbeerag i ] , 31 0-balabarrbeerra-gi 
[ b a l a b a r b e e r a g i ] 
PI 2 njim-balabarrbarra-gee-ni [ j i imbalabarbarageeni] , 
II njim-balabarrbarra-gee-ni [ j i imbalabarbarageeni ] 
PR 2 nj-dja-balabarrbeerra-gi [ j i j a b a l a b a r b e e r a g i ] , 310-balabarrbeerra-gi 
[ b a l a b a r b e e r a g i ] 
FU 1+2 marra-balabarrbeerra-gi [maraba laba rbee rag i ] 
EV 310-balabarrbarra-gee-ya [ba l aba rba rageea ] 

bala-biri 'to cover (intr)' 
PP 1 arr-balaa-biri [arbalaeaebi^i], 2 njim-balaa-biri [jiimbaläeaebi^i], 
310-balaa-biri [baläeaebi^i], II njim-balaa-biri [jiimbalaeaebi^i] 
PIRR 1 m-balaa-biri-ni [mbalaeaebi^ini], 31 i-n-balaa-biri-ni [inbalaeaebi^ini], 
II nji-n-balaa-biri-ni [jiinbaläeaebi^xni], 
PR 1 0-dja-balaa-biri [j-abalaeaebi^i] 
FU 1 m-balaa-biri [mbaläeeebi^i], 2 nji-n-balaa-biri [jixnbaläßaebi^i], 
31 i-n-balaa-biri [inbaläeaebi4,i], II nji-n-balaa-biri [jiinbalaeaebi^i] 

bala-bu 'to talk' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-balaa-bu-mu [arabaläabumu], IV<2 gu-na-balaa-bu-mu 
[gunabaläabumu], IV<l+2 gu-marra-balaa-bu-mu [gumarabaläabumu] 
PI IV<1 0-arra-balaa-bu-ni [ a r a b a l ä a b a n i ] 
PRIV<1 0-arra-balaa-bu-njdji [ a r a b a l ä a b a j i j i ] , IV<2 gu-na-balaa-bu-njdji 
[gunaba läaba j i j i ] , IV<l+2 gu-marra-balaa-bu-njdji [gumarabaläabaj i j i ] , 
1V<3M 0-n-da-balaa-bu-njdji [ndabaläabaji j - i ] 
EV IV<1 0-arra-balaa-bu-ya [ a r aba l äaba j a ] , IV<3F nj-dji-balaa-bu-ya 
[ iXj iba laaba ja ] 
IMP balaa-bu [baläabu] 
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bala-garra 'to be/get burnt' 

PP 3I<3F 0-idj-balaa-garra [ i j b a l a a g a r a ] , IV<3F nj-dji-balaa-garra 

[ j i j i b a l a a g e r a ] 

P I R R IV<3F go-ya-n-bala-garraa-ri [ g o i a n b a l a a r a a ^ i ] 

balangalodji 'to talk about' 

P P IV<1 0-arTa-balangaloodji-gi [ a r a b a l a g a l o o i j i g i ] 

PI 1V<3M 0-an-balangaloodji-ngi [ a n b a l e q a l o o i j - iQi ] , 

IV<3F nj-dji-balangaloodji-ngi [ j i j - i b e l a g a l o o i j i g i ] 

PR IV<2 gu-na-balangaloodji-ngi [ g u n a b a l a g a l o o i j - i i a i ] , 

1V<3M 0-n-da-balangaloodji-ngi [ n d a b a l a o a l o o i j i g i ] , 

IV<3F 0-aya-balangaloodji-ngi [ a i a b a l a g e l o o i j - i g i ] 

FU 1V<3M gu-nga-n-balangaloodji [ g u g a n b a l a q a l o o i j i ] 

E V 1V<3M 0-an-balangaloodji-gi [ a n b a l a q a l o o i j - i g i ] 

balbarra 'to tear' 

P P IV<2 gu-na-balbeerra [ g u n a b a l b c e r a ] 

PI IV<1 0-arra-balbeerra-ri [ a r a b e l b e e r e ^ i ] , III<2 ma-na-balbeerra-ri 

[ m a n a b a l b c c r a - t i ] , IV<2 gu-na-balbeerra-ri [ g u n a b a l b e c r s ^ i ] , 

1V<3M 0-an-balbeerra-ri [ a n b a l b e e r θ^,ϊ], IV<3F nj-dji-balbeerra-ri 

[ j i j i b a l b e e r a ^ i ] 

PIRR IV<1 gu-m-balbaarra-ri [ g u m b a l b a a r 9 4 , 1 ] , 1V<3M gu-nga-n-balbaarra-

[ g u ^ a n b e l b a a r a v i i ] 

P R IV<2 gu-na-balbaarra-y [ g u n a b a l b ä a r a i ] , 1 V<3M 0-n-da-balbaarra-y 

[ n d a b a l b a a r a i ] , IV<3F 0-aya-balbaarra-y [ a i a b a l b a a r a i ] 

F U I V < 1 gu-m-balbeerra-ri [ g u m b a l b c e r a ^ i ] , IV<2 gu-0-n-balbeerra-ri 

[ g u n b a l b e e r a ^ i ] 

E V IV<1 0-arra-balbeerra-ri [ a r a b a l b s e r a ^ i ] , III<2 ma-na-balbeerra-ri 

[ m a n a b a l b f e r a ^ i ] , IV<2 gu-na-balbeerra-ri [ g u n e b e l b s e r a ^ i ] , 

III<3M ma-n-balbeerra-ri [ m a n b a l b e e r a ^ i ] , III<3F m-idj-balbeerra-ri 

[ m i j - b a l b s e r e ^ i ] , IV<3F nj-dji-balbeerra-ri [ p j - i b e l b e e r a ^ i ] 

balbarrabarra 'to tear up' 

PI 3I<2 0-na-balbarrabarree-ri [ n a b a l b a r a b a r e e ^ i ] , 

3I<3M 0-an-balbarrabarTee-ri [ a n b a l b a r a b a r e e ^ i ] 

P I R R 3 I < 1 0-m-balbarrabarraa-y [ m b a l b a r a b a r a a i ] 

P R 3I<3M 0-n-da-balbarrabarree-ri [ n a b a l b a r a b a r e e ^ i ] 

FU 3I<3M 0-nja-n-balbarrabarree-ri [ j i a n b a l b a r a b a r e e ^ i ] 

E V 3I<3M 0-an-balbarrabarree-ri-gi [ a n b a l b a r a b a r e e ^ i g i ] 

balbarra-bu-y 'to be burst, to be torn' 

P I R R III ma-n-balbarra-buu-yi-ni [ m a n b a l b a r a b w o o i i n i ] 

E V IV m-balbarra-buu-ya [ m b e l b a r a b w o o i a ] 
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balbarra-gi 'to swell (up)' 
PP III ma-balbarree-gi [mabelbar eeg i ] , IV m-balbarree-gi [ m b e l b e r e e g i ] 
PIRRIV gu-n-balbarra-gee-ni [ g u n b e l b e r e g e e n i ] 
PR 2 nj-dja-balbarree-gi [ j i j a b a l b a r eeg i ] , IV nj-dja-balbarree-gi 
[ j i j - abe lba reeg i ] 
FU III ma-n-balbarree-gi [ m a n b a l b a r e e g i ] 
EV 2 njim-balbarra-gee-ya [ j i imbs lba rageea ] 

balbarra-gi 'to tear (detr)' 
PP III ma-balbarraa-gi [mabalberäage] , IV m-balbarraa-gi [mbelbar aaga ] 
PIRR III ma-n-balbarra-gee-ni [manba lba rageen i ] , IV gu-n-balbarra-gee-ni 
[ g u n b e l b a r a g e e n i ] 

balolburrbu 'to be full' 
PP 1 arr-baloolburrbu [ a r b a l o o l b u r b u ] , 2 njim-baloolburrbu 
[ j i imbaloolburbu] , 310-baloolburrbu [ba loolburbu] , I I njim-baloolburrbu 
[ j i imba loo lburbu] 
PIRR 31 i-n-balbarragee-ni [ i n b a l b a r a g e e n i ] , II nji-n-balbarragee-ni 
[ j i i n b a l b a r a g e e n i ] 
PR 310-balbarreegi [ b a l b a r e e g i ] , II nj-dja-balbarreegi [ j i j - a b a l b a r e e g i ] 
FU 1 m-baloolburrbu [mbaloo lbur bu], 2 nji-n-baloolburrbu 
[ j i i n b a l o o l b u r b u ] , II nji-n-baloolburrbu [ p i n b a l o o l b u r b u ] 
EV 1 arr-balbarragee-ya [ a r b a l b a r ageea] , 2 njim-balbarragee-ya 
[jiimba l b a r ageea] 

balwa-dji 'to break arm (intr)' 
PP IV m-baalwa-dji [mbäa lwaj i ] ~ m-beelwa-dji [mbee lwa j i ] 
PI IV m-balwa-dji-gee-ni [mbalwa j i g e e n i ] 
PIRR IV gu-n-balwa-dji-gee-ni [gunbalwa j i g e e n i ] 
PR IV nj-dja-balwa-djee-gi [ j i j - aba lwa jeeg i ] 
FU IV gu-n-balwa-djee-gi [gunbalwa j e e g i ] 
PI IV m-balwa-dji-gee-ya [mbalwa j- igeea] 

balwa-ma 'to break arm (tr)' 
PP 1V<3M 0-an-beelwa-ma [anbcelwama] 
PIRR 1V<3M gu-nga-n-balwa-mee-ngi [guoanba lwan^eg i ] 
PRIV<2 gu-na-balwa-mee-ngi [gunabalwameegi], 
1V<3M 0-n-da-balwa-mee-ngi [ndabalwamseoi] 
EV 1V<3M 0-an-balwa-mee-gi [anbalwameegi] 

bara 'to chip, to punch, to spear, to strike' 
PP 3K1 0-arraa-bara [a räaba^a] , IIKl ma-rraa-bara [maraaba^a], 
3I<2 0-nee-bara [neeba^a], 3I<3M 0-an-baara [anbaa-ja], III<3M ma-n-baara 
[manbaa^a], 3I<3F 0-iidj-bara [ i i j-ba^a], III<3F m-iidj-bara [ m i i j b e ^ a ] 
PI 3I<3M 0-an-baara-ni [ anbaa^an i ] 
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PIRR3I<1 i-rre-m-baraa-ni [ i rembe^aani] ~ 0-m-baraa-ni [mba^aani], 
3I<3M 0-nja-n-baraa-ni [jianba^aani], II<3M nji-nga-n-baraa-ni 
[ j i iganba^aani] , 3I<3F 0-aya-n-baraa-ni [aiaenba^aani] 
PR 3I<1 0-arraa-bara-y [a räabs^a i ] , II<2 nji-naa-bara-y [ji inaaba-jai], 
3I<3M 0-n-daa-bara-y [ndaaba^ai] 
FU 3I<1 i-rree-m-bara [ir6emba.j,a], IV<1 go-iroo-m-bara [goroomba^a], 
3K1+2 0-marree-bara [mareebe^a], 2<3M nji-ngaa-n-bara [jiiQaanba^a], 
3I<3M 0-njaa-n-bara [jiaanba^a] 
IMP baara [baa^a] 

bara-y 'to chip, to punch, to spear, to strike (detr)' 
PP 2 njim-baraa-y [jiimba^aai], 310-baraa-y [ba^aai ] 
PIRR 1 arra-m-baraa-ni [aremba^äani] ~ m-baraa-yi-ni [mba^aai ini] , 
31 i-n-baraa-yi-ni [ i n b a ^ a a i i n i ] 
PR 2 nj-dja-baraa-y [jij-aba^aai] 
EV 2 njim-baree-ya [jiimbe^eea], 31 0-baree-ya [ba^eea], II njim-baree-ya 
[jiimba^eea] 

bardabardawinjminj-ma 'to coil, to curl (tr)' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-bardabardawiinjminj-ma [arabac[abactawiijiinijima], 
IV<2 gu-na-bardabardawiinjminj-ma [gunabac^abac^awiijimijima] 
PIRR IV<1 gu-m-bardabardawiinjminj-ma [gumbaciabaclawiijiinijimagi] 

bardabardawinjminj-ma-gi 'to be coiled up, to curl up (detr)' 
PP 2 njim-bardabardawiinjminj-ma-gi [jiimbaciaba^awiijimijimagi], 
310-bardabardawiinjminj-ma-gi [bactabaclawiijimijunagi] 

bardagama 'to blink, to close eyes, to wink' 
PP IIKl ma-rra-bardeegama [maraba<4eewama], III<3M ma-n-bardeegama 
[manbac^eewama], III<3F m-idj-bardeegama [mi j-bac^eegama] 
PI III<1 ma-rra-bardagamaa-ri [marabaciawamaa^i], III<3M ma-n-bardagamaa 
[maQbacj.awamaa^i] 
PIRR III<3M ma-nga-n-bardagamaa-ri [maganbac^awamaa^i] 
PR III<1 ma-rra-bardaagama-y [marabaciaawamai], III<2 ma-na-bardaagama-y 
[manabac^äawamai], IIK3M ma-n-da-bardaagama-y [mandabacj,aawemai], 
IIK3F ma-ya-bardaagama-y [maiabac[aawamai] 
FU IIKl ma-m-bardeegama [mambacleewama] 
EV IIK2 ma-na-bardagamaa-ri [manabac^awamaaia] 

barda-garra 'to spit on' 
PP 1<2 nga-na-bardee-garra [Qanabac^aegara], 1<3 arr-ga-bardee-garra 
[argabacj,eegara] 
PI 3I<3M 0-an-bardagairaa-ri [anbac^agaraa^i] 
PR 1<2 nga-na-bardaa-garra-y [oanabac^aagarai] 
FU 2<3M nji-nga-n-bardee-garra [jiiganbacteegaf a] 
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EV 1<2 nga-na-bardee-garri [ganebecLeegar i ] , II<2 nji-na-bardee-garri 
[ j i i n e b e c t e e g e r i ] 

bardamada 'to make footprints' 
PP IV<2 gu-na-bardeemada [gunebec^eemeda] 
PIRR IV<1 gu-m-bardamadaa-ri [gumbec^amadäa^i] 

bardawinjminj-ma 'to blink' 
PI III<3M ma-n-bardawiinjminj-ma-ngi [manbec^awi i j imi j imaoi] 
PIRR III<3M ma-nga-n-bardawiinjminj-ma-ngi [maganbsciawiiji inij ' imsgi] 
PR IIK3M ma-n-da-bardawiinjminj-ma-ngi [mandabeclawi i j imi jimeg i ] 

bardawinjminj-ma-gi 'to blink' 

PP 1 arr-bardawinjmeenj-ma-gi [arbec|.awijimeejimagi] 

bard-banggi 'to hang up (intr)' 
PI 2 njim-bard-banggee-ni [jiimbecLbaggeeni], 310-bard-banggee-ni 
[bec tbaggeeni ] , II njim-bard-banggee-ni [ j i imbectbaggeeni ] 
PR 310-bard-baanggi [bec^baaggi], II nj-dja-bard-baanggi [ j i j a b a c t b a a ^ g i ] 
FU 1 0-m-bard-baanggi [mbec^bäa^gi] 
EV 2 njim-bard-banggee-ya [ j i imbe^bai jgeea] 
bardogordo 'to vomit' 
PP 1 arr-bardeegordo [arbacteegocto], 31 0-bardeegordo [bacLeegocjp], 
II njim-bardeegordo [jiimb9c[eegoclp] 
PI 310-bardogordoo-yini [bec^ogocjpoi ini ] 
PIRR 31 i-n-bardogordoo-yini [ i n b a c t o g o c j p o i i n i ] 
PR 31 bardoogordo-y [bec|0ogoc|.oi] 
FU 1 m-bardeegordo [mb9c|eegoci,o], 2 nji-n-bardeegordo [ji inbecleegocjp], 
31 i-n-bardeegordo [inbacteegocto], II nji-n-bardeegordo []nnbacLeegoc[o] 
EV 1 arr-bardogordoo-ya [arbac^ogoctooia], 2 njim-bardogordoo-ya 
[jiimbeclogocjpo i a] 

barla-bu 'to sing' 
PI IIK3M ma-n-barlaa-bu-ni [ m a n b e l ä a b a n i ] 
PR IIK3M ma-n-da-barlaa-bu-njdji [mandebaXaaba j i j i ] , 
IIK3F ma-nga-barlaa-bu-njdji [magebe " [ aabe j i j i ] 

barna-badji 'to climb' 
PP 1 arr-barna-badjee-gi [ a r b a i j a b a j - e e g i ] , 2 njim-bama-badjee-gi 
[j i imbariaba j-eegi] , 31 0-bama-badjee-gi [bar^absj-eegi] , 
II njim-barna-badjee-gi [ji imbariaba j -eegi] 
PI 31 0-barna-badjii-ngi [ b a r t a b a j i l Q i ] , II njim-bama-badjii-ngi 
[j i imberiabe j-ί ί ο i ] 
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PIRR 1 m-bama-badjii-ngi [mb^ηab^J•ίxξ)i], 31 i-n-bama-badjii-ngi 
[ i n b a r i a b a j i i g i ] , II nji-n-barna-badjii-ngi [ j i i nba r t aba j i i g i ] 
PR 1 0-dja-bama-badjii-ngi [ j a b a i i a b a j l i g i ] , 31 0-bama-badjii-ngi 
[ba i \ aba j i i o i ] , II nj-dja-bama-badjii-ngi [ j i j a b a n a b a j i i g i ] , 
III ma-ya-bama-badjii-ngi [maiabar iabaj i iQi] 
FU 1 m-bamaa-badji [mbanaabaj-i], 2 nji-n-bamaa-badji [ j i inbar iaabaj i ] , 
1+2 marra-bamaa-badji [mar abar^aabaj-i], 31 i-n-barnaa-badji [ inbar iaaba j i ] , 
II nji-n-barnaa-badji [ j i inbai iäabej i ] 

barna-garra 'to hide' 
PP IIKl ma-rra-barnaa-garra [mareber^aagara], III<2 ma-na-barnaa-garra 
[manabariaagar a], IIK3M ma-n-barnaa-garra [manbaiiaagar a], 
IIK3F m-idj-barnaa-garra [mij-bariaagar a] 
PIRR IIKl ma-m-barna-garraa-ri [mambariagaraa^i] 
PR IIKl ma-rra-bamaa-garra-y [mar absnaags r ai] , 
IIK3M ma-n-da-barnaa-garra-y [mandabanaagarai], 
IIK3F ma-nga-bamaa-garra-y [magabariaagarai] 

barnarre-ga 'to slide, to slip' 
PP IIKl ma-rra-bamarree-ga-ngga [marabariar esgga] 
PI IIK3M ma-n-bamarree-ga-njdji [manbar\areegejij-i] 
PR IIK3M ma-n-da-barnarree-ga-njdji [mandabariareegajij-i] 

barrabard-ba 'to hang up (tr)' 
PP 3K1 0-arra-barraabard-ba [ar abar aabac[ba], 3I<2 0-na-barraabard-ba 
[nabar äabac[ba], 3I<3M 0-an-barraabard-ba [anbaraabac^ba], 
3I<3F 0-idj-barraabard-ba [ij-bar aabacj.ba] 
PIRR 0-m-barrabard-bee-ngga-ri [mbarabaclbeeQga^i] 
PR 3K1 0-arra-barrabard-bee-ngga-y [arabarabactbeeggai] 
FU2<1 ba-m-barraabard-ba [bambaraabac^ba], 3K1 0-m-barraabard-ba 
[mbaraabac^ba], 1<2 nga-0-n-barraabard-ba [ganbaraabac^ba], 
3I<2 0-na-n-barraabard-ba [nanbaraabac^ba] 
EV 2<1 ba-rr-barreebard-bi [barbar eebacj,bi] 
IMP barraabard-ba [baraabac^ba] 

barrabard-ba-nggi 'to hang up (detr)' 
PI 310-barrabard-ba-nggee-ni [barabaclbaogeeni] 
PR 31 0-barrabard-bee-nggi [barabac^be eggi], II nj-dja-barrabard-bee-nggi 
[ji j-aba rabactbe ε ggi ] 

EV 2 njim-barrabard-ba-nggee-ya [jiimbarabac^baiogeea] 

barrabarra ~ djarrabarra 'to crack (tr)' 
PP IIKl ma-rra-barrabarree-gi [maraber abareeg i ] , IIK2 ma-na-yarrabarree-gi 
[mana j a r abareeg i ] , IIK3M ma-n-dairabaTree-gi [mandarabareegi] , 
IIK3F m-idj-barrabarree-gi [mi j b a r a b a r e e g i ] 
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PI 1V<3M 0-an-barrabarree-ri [anbarabaree^i], IIK3F m-idj-barrabarree-ri 
[mijberaberee^i] ~ m-i-yarrabarree-ri [mijarabaree*ii] 
PIRR IIKl ma-nj-djarrabarree-ri [maipjarabaree^i], 
III<3M ma-nga-n-darrabarree-ri [magandarabaree-ti], 
IIK3F ma-ya-n-darrabarree-ri [maiandarabaree4.i] 
PR III<3M ma-n-da-barraabarra-y [mandabaraabarai] 
EV III<2 ma-na-yarrabarree-ri [mana jarabaree^i]. III<3M m-an-barrabarree-ri 
[manbarabaree^i] 

barra-wa 'to paint' 
PP 1<3 arr-ga-barree-wa [argabareewa], 2<3M nji-n-beerra-wa [jiinbeerawa], 
3I<3M 0-an-beerra-wa [anbeerawa], IIK3M ma-n-beerra-wa [manbeerawa] 
PI 3I<3M 0-an-barraa-wa-ri [anbaräawa^i] 
PR 3I<3M 0-n-da-barraa-wa-y [ndabaräawai] 
FU 2<1 ba-m-barraa-wa [bambaräawa], 2<3M nji-nga-n-barraa-wa 
[jiiganbaräawa] 
EV 2<1 ba-rr-barraa-wa-ya [barbaräawaia], 2<3M nji-n-barraa-wa-ya 
[jiinbaraawaia] 
IMP barraa-wa [baräawa] 

barra-wa-y 'to paint (detr)' 
PP 2 njim-barraa-wa-y [jiimbar äawai], 310-barraa-wa-y [baräawai] 
PIRR 1 m-barraa-wa-yi-ni [ mbaräawaiini] 
PR 310-barraa-wa-y [baräawai] 
FU 1 m-barraa-wa-y [mbaräawai], 31 i-n-barraa-wa-y [inbaräawai] 
EV 2 njim-barraa-wa-ya [jiimbaräawaia] 

barraworn-ma 'to be stuck' 
PP 3I<3F 0-idj-barrawoorn-ma [ij-baraoorpa], III<3F m-idj-barrawoorn-ma 
[mij-baraoorpa], IV<3F nj-dji-barrawoom-ma [jijibaraoorima] 
PIRR III<3F ma-ya-n-barrawom-mee-ngi [irtaianbaraorimecgi] 
PR III<3F ma-nga-barraworn-mee-ngi [magabaraoumfcoi] 
FU 3I<3F 0-aya-n-barrawoorn-ma [aianbaraoorpa] 
EV IIK3F m-idj-barraworn-mee-gi [mijbaraoipeegi] 

ba-waga-da 'to move there (intr)' 
FU 2 njim-ba-n-yeega-da [jiimban j eegada], 1+2 marra-ba-n-yeega-da 
[mar abanj eegada] 
HÖR III ma-bee-waga-da [mabeewagada] 

ba-ya 'to go there' 
PP 1 air-bee-bu [arbeebu], 2 njim-bee-bu [jiimbeebu], 3IV yaa-m-bu [ j äambu] 
PI 1 arr-bee-ngi [arbeê i], 31 0-bee-ngi [becQi], III ma-bee-ngi [mabsĉ i], 
IVm-bee-ngi [mbecgi] 
PIRR 1 arr-baa-n-yi-ngi [arbäanjigi], IV gu-n-bee-ngi [gunbfegi] 
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PR 1 arr-ba-yaa-yi-ngi [ a r b a j a a i i Q i ] , 1+2 marra-ba-yaa-yi-ngi 
[maraba j ä a i i Q i ] , II njim-ba-yaa-yi-ngi [ j i imba jaa i ig i ] , IV m-ba-yaa-yi-ngi 
[mbs jaa i iQi ] 
FU 1 arr-baa-n-ya [a rbäanja ] , 1+2 marree-ba-n-ya [mareebanja] 
EVII njim-bee-ya-gi [jiimbeeagi] 

ba-yarra-gi 'to go down to there' 
EV 1 arr-ba-yarra-gee-ya [arba j a r a g e e a ] 
IMP bara-yairee-gi [ b a ^ a j a r e e g i ] 

ba-yorrnggoma 'to go in there' 
FU 1 arr-ba-n-dorrnggooma [arbandar ggooma] 

bi 'to bite' 
PP IV<1 0-arree-bi [areebi] , IV<l+2 gu-nee-bi [guneebi], 1<3 arr-gee-bi 
[argeebi] , 3>l+2 ga-meerra-bi [gam£erabi], 2<3M njee-n-bi [jieenbi], 
3I<3M 0-een-bi [έεηΜ], II<3M njee-n-bi [jieenbi], IIK3M mee-n-bi [mecnbi], 
1 V<3M 0-een-bi [eenbi], 3I<3F 0-iidj-bi [ i i j b i ] , II<3F nj-djee-bi [jij-eebi] 
PI 1<3 arr-gee-bi-ri [ a rgeeb i^ i ] , 3ME>l+2 ga-marree-bi-ri [gamareebi^i] , 
2<3M nji-n-bii-ri [ j i inb i i^ i ] , 3I<3M 0-an-bii-ri [anbi i ^ i ] ~ 0-an-bee-ri 
[anbee^i], II<3M nji-n-bii-ri [jixnbf 
PR 1<3 arr-gee-bi [argeebi] , 2<3M nji-n-dee-bi [ji indeebi], 3I<3M 0-n-dee-bi 
[ndeebi], II<3M nji-n-dee-bi [ j i indeebi] 
FU 2<3M nji-ngee-n-bi [j i igscnbi], II<3M nji-ngee-n-bi [ j i igecnbi] 
EV IV<1 0-arre-bi-ya [areebia] , 1<3 arr-gee-bi-ya [argeebia] , 
3>l+2 ga-marree-bi-ya [gamareebia], 2<3M nji-n-bee-ya [jiinbeea], 
3I<3M 0-an-bee-ya [anbeea], 2<3F nj-djee-bi-ya [ j i j eeb ia ] 
IMP 3I<2 bii [b i i ] 

bimi 'to cease, to stop (intr)' 
PP IV m-biimi [mbixmi] 
PIRRIV gu-n-bimee-ni [gunbimeeni] 
PR IV nj-dja-biimi [jij-abiimi] 
FU 31 i-n-biimi [ inbi imi] , IV gu-n-biimi [gunbiimi] 

birdinj-ma 'to light a grass fire' 
PP III<2 ma-na-birdeenj-ma [manabic[eejima], IIK3M ma-n-biirdinj-ma 
[manbiicUjima] 

PIRR IIKl ma-m-birdeenj-ma-ngi [mambic|eejimaoi] 

birna-wa 'to be/get lost' 
PP III<1 ma-rra-birnee-wa [marabar\eewa], III<2 III<1 ma-na-birnee-wa 
[manabai^eewa], IIK1+2 IIKl ma-marra-birnee-wa [mamarabar^eewa], 
III<3M ma-n-biima-wa [manbiiriawa], III<3F m-idj-biima-wa [mijbiir iawa] 
PI III<3M m-an-birnaa-wa-ri [manbar\aawa.j,i] 
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PIRR III<1 ma-m-bimaa-wa-ri [mamberi.äaw9^i], IIK3F m-aya-n-birnaa-wa-ri 
[maienb9i\äaw9^i] 
PR III<2 ma-na-bimaa-wa-y [manebariaawai], III<3M ma-n-da-bimaa-wa-y 
[mandabariaawai], III<3F ma-nga-birnaa-wa-y [magebariaawai] 
FU III<1 ma-m-birnee-wa [mamb8r\eewa], III<2 ma-0-n-birnee-wa [manbar\eewa] 
~ ma-0-n-birnaa-wa [manberiaawa] 
EV III<1 ma-rra-birnaa-wa-ya [mar ebenaawaia], III<2 ma-rra-birnee-wa-ya 
[marebeiieewaia], III<l+2 ma-marra-birnaa-wa-ya [mamer aberjaawaia] 

bi-y 'to bite (detr)' 
PP 1 arr-bi-y [ a r b i i ] , 2 njim-bi-y [jiimbii], 310-bi-y [ b i i ] 
PI 2 njim-bee-yi-ni [ j i imbeeini] 
PIRR 1 arra-m-bee-yi-ni [arembeeini] 
PR 310-bi-y [b i i ] 

FU 1 arree-m-bi-y [areembii] , 2 njee-n-bi-y [j iecnbii] , 31 ee-n-bi-y [ cenb i i ] 

bo-godo-biri 'to cut down' 
PP IIK3M ma-n-bo-godoo-biri [manbogodoobi-ji] 
FU IIKl ma-m-bo-godoo-biri [mambogodoobi^i], III<2 ma-0-n-bo-godoo-biri 
[manbogodoobi^i] 
bolo-bara 'to hit head' 
PP 3I<3F 0-idj-boloo-bara [i j-beloobs^a], IV<3F nj-dji-boloo-bara 
[ji j-ibel0obi4,i] 
PIRR 3I<3F 0-aya-n-bolo-baraa-ni [ a i enbe loba^aan i ] 
EV 3I<2 0-na-boloo-bara [nabsloobe^a] 

bolo-boyo-ma 'to lie to, to trick' 
PP IV<2 gu-na-bolo-boyoo-ma [gunebolobiooma], 1V<3M 0-an-bolo-boyoo-ma 
[abbolobiooma], IV<3F nj-dji-bolo-boyoo-ma [ j i j ibolobiooma] 
PIRRIV<1 gu-m-bolo-boyoo-ma-ngi [gumbolobioomegi] 
PR IV<2 gu-na-bolo-boyoo-ma-ngi [gunebolobioomaci], 
1V<3M 0-n-da-bolo-boyoo-ma-ngi [ndabolobioomagi] 
EV IV<2 gu-na-bolo-boyoo-ma-gi [gunabolobioomagi] 

bolo-odo-biri 'to hit head' 
PP 3I<3M 0-an-bolo-odoo-biri [anbeloodoobx^i], 3I<3F 0-idj-bolo-odoo-biri 
[ i j b e 1 ο odo ob 14,1] 

FU 0-na-n-bolo-odoo-biri [nanbaloodoobi^ i ] 

bolo-odo-biri-gi 'to hit one's head' 
PP 1 arr-bolo-odo-biree-gi [ a rba loodobl^eeg i ] , 2 njim-bolo-odo-biree-gi 
[j i imbaloodobi^ee], 310-bolo-odo-biree-gi [beloodobi4,ee], 
II njim-bolo-odo-biree-gi [jiimbeloodobi.jee] 
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FU 31 i-n-bolo-odo-biree-gi [ inbe loodobi^eeg i ] , II nji-n-bolo-odo-biree-gi 
[ j i inbe loodobi^eeg i ] 

EV 2 njim-bolo-odo-biree-ya [j i imbaloodobi^eea] 

boyo-ma 'to pick up' 
PP 3K1 0-arra-boyoo-ma [arabiooma], 3I<3M 0-an-booyo-ma [anbooioma], 
3I<3F 0-idj-booyo-ma [ i jbooioma] 
PIRR 3I<3M 0-nja-n-boyoo-ma-ngi [jianbioomagi] 
PR ΙΠ<1 ma-rTa-boyoo-ma-ngi [marabioomagi] 
IMP boyoo-ma [biooma] 
boyominj-ma 'to pick up' 

PR IIKl ma-rra-boyominj-mee-ngi [mar abiomijimeeoi] 

bu 'to hit, to affect' 
PP2<1 barr-boo-mu [barboomu], 3I<1 0-arraa-bu-mu [araabumu], 
IKl nji-rree-bu-mu [jiireebumu], IIKl ma-rree-bu-mu [mareebumu], 
3K1+2 0-marree-bu-mu [mareebumu], 1<2 nga-naa-bu-mu [qanaabumu], 
3I<2 0-nee-bu-mu [neebumu], II<2 nji-nee-bu-mu [jimeebumu], 
1<3 arr-gee-bu-mu [argeebumu], 3>l+2 ga-marree-bu-mu [gamareebumu], 
2<3M nji-n-boo-mu [jiinboomu], 3I<3M 0-an-boo-mu [anboomu], 
II<3M nji-n-boo-mu [jiinboomu], IIK3M ma-n-boo-mu [manboomu], 
1<3 arr-gee-bu-mu [argeebumu], 3I<3F 0-iidj-bu-mu [i i jbumu], 
II<3F nj-djee-bu-mu [jijeebumu], IIK3F m-iidj-bu-mu [miijbumu], 
IV<3F nj-djee-bu-mu [jijeebumu] 
PI II<2 nji-naa-n-bu-ni [ji inaanbuni], 1 V<3M 0-an-boo-ni [anbooni], 
IV<3F nj-djii-bu-ni [ j i j i i b u n i ] 
PIRR3K1 i-rree-m-bu-ni [ i f έεη±>υηϊ], IKl nji-rree-m-bu-ni [jiircembuni], 
3I<3M 0-njaa-n-bu-ni [jiaanbuni], II<3M nji-ngaa-n-bu-ni [ j i igäanbuni], 
1V<3M gu-ngaa-n-bu-ni [gugäanbuni], 1<3 arr-gaa-n-bu-ni [argäanbuni] 
PR 3K1 0-arraa-bu-njdji [aräabajij-i], IV<1 0-arraa-bu-njdji [ a raaba j i j i ] , 
IV<l+2 gu-marraa-bu-njdji [aabajij-i], 1<2 nga-naa-bu-njdji [ganaabaj i j i ] , 
3I<2 0-naa-bu-njdji [naabaj i j i ] , II<2 nji-naa-bu-njdji [jiinaabajij-i], 
3I<3M 0-n-daa-bu-njdji [ndaabaji j i ] , II<3M nji-n-daa-bu-njdji [jiindaabajij-i], 
1<3 arr-gaa-bu-njdji [a rgaaba j i j i ] , 3I<3F 0-ayaa-bu-njdji [ a i aaba j i j i ] , 
IV<3F nji-ngaa-bu-njdji [ j i iqaaba j i j i ] 
FU 2<1 ba-rree-m-bu [bareembu], 3I<1 i-rree-m-bu [ircembu], IKl nji-rree-m-bu 
[jiircembu], IV<1 go-rroo-m-bu [goroombu], 3K1+2 0-meerra-bu [meerabu], 
1<2 nga-naa-n-bu [ganäanbu], 3I<2 0-naa-n-bu [näanbu], II<2 nji-naa-n-bu 
[jiinäanbu], 1<3 arr-gaa-n-bu [argäanbu], 3>l+2 ga-meerra-bu [gameerabu], 
3K3M 0-njaa-n-bu [jiäanbu], II<3M nji-ngaa-n-bu [jiigaanbu], 
1V<3M gu-ngaa-n-bu [gugaanbu], 3I<3F 0-ayaa-n-bu [aiäeaenbu], 
II<3F nji-yaa-n-bu [jiiaeaenbu] 
EV 2<1 ba-rr-buu-ya [barbwooia], 1<2 nga-naa-bu-ya [ganaabaja] , 
3I<2 0-nee-bu-ya [neebaja] , 1<3 arr-gee-bu-ya [a rgeeba ja ] , 
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3>l+2 ga-marree-bu-ya [gamareebaja], 2<3M nji-n-buu-ya [jiinbwooia], 
3I<3M 0-an-buu-ya [anbwooia] 
IMP buu [bwoo] 

budji 'to blow' 
PP IV<1 0-arraa-budji [a räabuj i ] , IV<l+2 gu-naa-budji [gunäabuj-i], 
1 V<3M 0-an-boodji [anbooji], IV<3F nj-djee-budji [jijeebuj-i] 
PI IV<2 gu-na-budjii-ngi [gunabaj i ig i ] , 1V<3M 0-an-boodji-ngi [anbooj ig i ] 
PIRRIV<1 gu-m-budjii-ngi [gumbaji igi] 
FU IV<1 go-rroo-m-budji [goroombuji], IV<2 gu-naa-n-budji [gunaanbuji] 
EV IV<3F nj-dji-boodji-ya [j i j iboo j i a ] 
IMP boodji [boo j-i] 

bularra-bu 'to shake (intr)' 
PI 1 arr-bularraa-bu-ni [arbularäabeni] , 2 
[jiimbularäabani] 
PR 310-bularraa-bu-njdji [bularäabajij-i], 
^ j - abu l a r aaba j i j i ] 
EV 1 arr-bularraa-bu-ya [ a rbu l a r aaba j a] 

bunj-ma 'to smell' 
PP 3I<1 0-arraa-bunj-ma [araabujima], 3I<3M 0-an-boonj-ma [anbooijima] 
PI 3I<3M 0-an-boonj-ma-ngi [anbooijimagi] 
PR3I<1 0-arra-bunj-mee-ngi [arabujuneegi], 3I<2 0-na-bunj-mee-ngi 
[nabujimee^i], 3I<3M 0-n-da-bunj-mee-ngi [ndabujimee^x] 
EV 2<3Mnji-n-boonj-ma-gi [jiinbooijimagi] 

bunj-ma-gi 'to smell (detr)' 
PIRR 31 i-n-bunj-ma-gee-ni [inbujimageeni] 
PR 310-bunj-mee-gi [bujimeegi], III ma-ya-bunj-mee-gi [maiebujimeegi], 
IV nj-dja-bunj-mee-gi [jij-abujimeegi] 

burri 'to make string, to mend, to spear fish' 
PP 3I<1 0-arra-burri [areburi] , IV<1 0-arra-burri [araburi] , IV<2 gu-na-burri 
[gunaburi], 3I<3M 0-an-burri [anburi], 1V<3M 0-an-burri [anburi], 
IV<3F nj-dji-bürri [jij-iburi] 
PI IV<1 0-arra-burree-ngi [araburccqi], 3I<2 0-na-burree-ngi [naburee^i], 
IV<2 gu-na-burree-ngi [gunaburecQi], 1V<3M 0-an-burree-ngi [anburccQi], 
3I<3F 0-idj-burree-ngi [ i j b u r eegi], IV<3F nj-dji-burree-ngi [ p j i b u r e e ^ i ] 
PIRR IV<1 gu-m-burree-ngi [gumbureeiji], 3I<3M 0-nja-n-burree-ngi 
[jianbur έεηί] 
PR 3I<3M 0-n-da-burree-ngi [ndabur έεηί], 1V<3M 0-n-da-burree-ngi 
[ndaburesQi], 3I<3F 0-aya-burree-ngi [a ieburέε^ϊ] , IV<3F 0-aya-burree-ngi 
[aiabur68Qi] 
FU 3I<1 0-m-burroo-ya [mburooia], IV<1 gu-m-burroo-ya [gumburooia], 

nj im-bularraa-bu-ni 

II nj-dja-bularraa-bu-njdji 
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IV<2 gu-0-n-burroo-ya [gunburooia], IV<3F go-ya-n-burroo-ya 
[go ienburooia ] 
EV IV<1 0-aTra-burroo-ya [arabur 6oia] 
IMP burroo-ya [burooia] 

bu-y 'to hit (detr)' 
PP 1 arr-buu-y [arbwooi], 2 njim-buu-y [jiimbwooi], 31 0-buu-y [bwooi] 
PIRR 31 i-n-buu-yi-ni [ inbwooi in i ] 
PR 310-buu-y [bwooi], II nj-dja-buu-y [jij-abwooi] 

dja 'to consume, to drink, to eat' 
PP 3I<1 0-arree-ba [areeba], II<1 nji-rree-ba [j i ireeba], III<1 ma-rree-ba 
[mareeba], IV<1 0-arree-ba [areeba], 3I<l+2 0-meerra-ba [meereba], 
III<l+2 ma-meerra-ba [mameereba], IV<l+2 gu-meerra-ba [gumeereba], 
3I<2 0-nee-ba [neeba], IV<2 gu-nee-ba [guneeba], 3I<3M 0-een-ba [ecnba], 
III<3M mee-n-ba [meenba], 1V<3M 0-een-ba [eenba], 3I<3F 0-iidj-ba [ i i j b a ] , 
IIK3F m-iidj-ba [mii jba] , IV<3F nj-djee-ba [j i jeeba] 
PI 3K1 0-arree-dja-ri [ a r e e j e ^ i ] , 1V<3M 0-n-daa-ri [ndaa^i], 3I<3F 0-ii-dja-ri 
[ i i j -s - i i ] 
PIRR 3K1 i-rree-nj-dja-ri [ i reej i j -a^i] , III<1 ma-rree-nj-dja-ri [mareejij-a^i], 
IV<1 gu-rree-nj-dja-ri [guree j i je^ i ] , 3I<2 0-nee-n-da-ri [ncenda^i], 
III<2 ma-nee-n-da-ri [mancende^i], 3I<3M 0-njee-n-da-ri [jicende^i], 
III<3M ma-ngee-n-da-ri [mageende^i], 3I<3F 0-ayee-n-da-ri [a iEcnds^i] , 
III<3F ma-yee-n-da-ri [maieende^i] 
PR 3K1 0-arraa-y [aräa i ] , III<1 ma-rraa-y [maräai], IV<1 0-arraa-y [a räa i ] , 
III<l+2 ma-marraa-y [mameräai], IV<l+2 gu-marraa-y [gumeraai], 3I<2 0-naa-y 
[näai], 2E >111 ma-naa-y [manäai], IV<2 gu-naa-y [gunäai], 3I<3M 0-n-daa-y 
[ndäai], III<3M ma-n-daa-y [mandäai], 1 V<3M 0-n-daa-y [ndäai], 
3I<3F 0-ayaa-y [a iäa i ] , IIK3F ma-ngaa-y [manäai], IV<3F 0-ayaa-y [ a i ä a i ] 
FU 3I<1 i-rree-nj-dja [ireejij-a], II<1 nji-rree-nj-dja [ j i i reej i ja] , 
IIKl ma-rree-nj-dja [mareejij-a], IV<1 gu-rree-nj-dja [gureeji ja] , 
3K1+2 mee-dja [meeja], IIK1+2 ma-mee-dja [mameeja], IV<l+2 gu-mee-dja 
[gumeeja], 3I<2 0-nee-n-da [nέεnda], III<2 ma-nee-n-da [mancenda], 
IV<2 gu-nee-n-da [guneenda], 3I<3M 0-njee-n-da [ji0enda], 
IIK3M ma-ngee-n-da [magecnda], 1V<3M gu-ngee-n-da [gugecnda], 
3I<3F 0-ayee-n-da [aiecnda], IIK3F ma-yee-n-da [maieenda], 
IV<3F go-yee-n-da [goieenda] 
EV 3I<1 0-arree-dja-gi [areej-egi], III<1 ma-rree-dja-gi [mareejegi] , 
3K1+2 0-marree-dja-gi [mareejagi] , III<2 ma-nee-dja-gi [maneejegi], 
3I<3M 0-n-dee-gi [ndeegi], IIK3M ma-n-dee-gi [mandeegi] 
IMP djaawu [j-aau] 
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djaarra-bi 'to pass' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-yarree-bi [ a r e j e r e e b i ] , IV<2 gu-na-yarree-bi [gune je r eebi] , 
1V<3M 0-n-deerra-bi [ndeerebi] , 3I<3F 0-i-yeerra-bi [ i e e r e b i ] 
PIRR IV<1 gu-nj-djarree-bi-ri [ gu j l j a r eeb i^ i ] , 3I<3M 0-nja-n-darree-bi-ri 
[jiandereebi.j . i] 
PRIV<1 0-arra-yairee-bi [ar a j a r e e b i ] , IV<2 gu-na-yarree-bi [gune je reeb i ] , 
IV<3F 0-aya-yarree-bi [ a i e j e r e e b i ] 
FU2<1 ba-rra-yarree-bi [bara j a r e e b i ] , 3I<1 0-nj-djarree-bi [ j i j e reeb i ] , 
1<2 nga-0-n-darree-bi [gandereebi] , IV<l+2 gu-marra-yarree-bi 
[gumere j e r e e b i ] 
EV IV<l+2 gu-marra-yarree-bi-ya [gumara jareebia] , 3I<3F 0-i-yarree-bi-ya 
[ i e r e e b i a ] 

djaba 'to send' 
PP 3K1 0-arree-yaba [areeaba], II<1 nji-rree-yaba [ j i i reeaba], 
IIKl ma-rree-yaba [mareeaba], IV<1 0-arree-yaba [areeeba], 
IV<l+2 0-marree-yaba [mareeeba], 3I<2 0-nee-yaba [neeeba], 
III<2 ma-nee-yaba [maneeeba], IV<2 gu-nee-yaba [guneeeba], 3I<3M 0-n-deeba 
[ndeeba], IIK3M ma-n-deeba [mandeeba], 3I<3F 0-ee-yaba [eeeba], 
III<3F m-ee-yaba [meeeba] 
PIRR 3I<1 0-nj-djabaa-ri [ j i j abaa^ i ] ~ i-rra-nj-djabaa-ri [ i r a i j i j e b a a ^ i ] , 
III<1 ma-rra-nj-djabaa-ri [maraijij-ebaa^i], IV<1 gu-nj-djabaa-ri [guj i jebaa^i] , 
3I<l+2 0-marra-yabaa-ri [maraiebaa^i] , 3I<3M 0-nja-n-dabaa-ri 
[ j iandabaa^i] 
PR3I<1 0-arra-yabaa-y [ a r a i ebäa i ] , 3K1+2 0-marra-yabaa-y [maraiebaai] , 
III<l+2 ma-marra-yabaa-y [mameraiebaai], 3I<3M 0-n-da-yabaa-y 
[ndaiebaai ] , IV<3F 0-aya-yabaa-y [ a i a i e b a a i ] 
FU 3I<1 i-rree-nj-djaba [ i ree j i j aba] , IIKl ma-rree-nj-djaba [mareejijaba], 
3I<l+2 0-marree-yaba [mareejeba], 3I<2 0-naa-n-daba [naandeba], 
III<2 ma-naa-n-daba [manaandeba], 3I<3M 0-njaa-n-daba [jiaandaba], 
III<3M ma-ngaa-n-daba [manaandeba], 1 V<3M gu-ngaa-n-daba [gugaandeba], 
3I<3F 0-ayaa-n-daba [aiaesendeba] 
EV 2<1 ba-rr-yabaa-ya [ b e r j e b a a i a ] 
IMP djeeba [ j e eba ] 

dja-banggi 'to go out' 
PP 1 arr-djaa-banggi [ar j-aabaggi], 2 nj-djaa-banggi [ j i jaabaggi] , 
310-yaa-banggi [ jaabaggi ] , II nj-djaa-banggi [ j i jaaba^gi] , IV nj-djaa-banggi 
[jij-aabaggi] 
PIRR 1 0-nj-dja-banggee-ni [ j i jabaggeeni] , 31 i-n-da-banggee-ni 
[ indebaggeeni] , II nji-n-da-banggee-ni [ j i indebaggeeni] , 
III ma-n-da-banggee-ni [mandabaggeeni], IV gu-n-da-banggee-ni 
[gundebaggeeni] 
PR 2 nj-dja-ya-beenggi [jij-aiebeeggi], 31 0-yaa-banggi [ jäabaggi ] , 
II nj-dja-ya-beenggi [jij-aieb6e]3gi], IV nj-dja-ya-beenggi [ j i j a i abecgg i ] 
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FU 1 0-nj-dja-beenggi [jij-abeeggi], 2 nji-n-daa-banggi [ j i indaabaggi] , 
31 i-n-daa-banggi [ i ndäabagg i ] 
EV 310-ya-banggee-ya [ jabaqgeea] , III ma-ya-banggee-ya [maiabaggeea] 
IMP dja-beenggi [ j -abseogi] 

djabarda 'to go out (of a fire)' 
PPIV nj-djaabarda [jijaabacla] 
PI IV nj-djabardee-yini [ j i jabaciee in i ] 
PIRRIV gu-n-dabardee-(yi)ni [gundabacje e( i n i ] 
PR IV nj-dja-yabaarda-y [ j i ja iabaac[a i ] 
FU IV gu-n-deebarda [gundeebacja] 
EV IV nj-djabardee-ya [jijabac},eea] 

dja-ga-ba 'to bury' 
PP 3I<1 0-arra-ya-gee-ba [a ra jageeba] , 3I<2 na-ya-gee-ba [na iageeba] , 
1<3 arr-ga-ya-gee-ba [arga jageeba] , 3I<3M 0-n-dee-ga-ba^ [ndeegaba] ~ 
0-n-da-gee-ba [ndageeba], II<3M nji-n-da-gee-ba [ j i indageeba], 
3I<3F nj-dji-yee-ga-ba [ j i j i eegaba ] 
PI 3I<3M 0-n-da-ga-bee-ngga-ri [ndagabeegga^i ] 
PIRR3I<3M 0-nja-n-da-ga-bee-ngga-ri [ j i andagabe tgga^ i ] 
PR 3I<3M 0-n-da-ga-bee-ngga-y [ndagabeeggai ] 
FU3I<1 0-nj-dja-gee-ba [jij-ageeba], 3I<l+2 0-marra-ya-gee-ba 
[marajageeba] , 3I<2 0-na-n-da-gee-ba [nandageeba], 
2<3M nji-nga-n-da-gaa-ba [jiiQandagaaba] 
EV 2<1 ba-rr-ya-gee-ba [bar jageeba] , 2<3F nj-dji-ya-gee-ba [ j i j i a g e e b a ] 
IMP dja-gee-ba [j-ageeba] 

djala 'to roast' 
PP 3I<1 0-arree-yala [ a r eea l a ] , 3I<l+2 0-marree-yala [mareeala] , 
III<l+2 ma-marree-yala [mamareeala], 3I<2 0-nee-yala [neeala] , 
3I<3M 0-n-daala [ndäala], IIK3M ma-n-daala [mandäala], 3I<3F 0-ii-yala 
[ i i a l a ] , IIK3F m-ii-yala [mi i a l a ] 
PIRR3I<1 0-nj-djalee-ngi [ρ^θ ΐέεη ϊ ] , 3I<3M 0-nja-n-dalee-ngi [ j i anda leeg i ] 
PR 3I<3M 0-n-da-yalee-ngi [ n d a i a l e e g i ] , 3I<3F 0-aya-yalee-ngi 
[ a i a i a l e e g i ] 
FU 3I<1 0-nj-djalaa-ya [ j i j a l a a i a ] , 3I<2 0-na-n-dalaa-ya [ n a n d a l a a i a ] 
EV 3I<2 0-na-yalaa-ya [ n a i a l ä a i a ] , 3I<3M 0-n-daala-ya [ n d ä a l a j a ] , 
3I<3F 0-i-yaala-ya [ i ä a l a j a] 
IMP djalaa-ya [ j a l a a i a ] 

djalaba 'to urinate' 
PP 310-yaleeba [ j a l e e b a ] 
PI 310-yalabaa-yini [ j a l a b ä a i i n i ] 

1 0-n-dee-gaba was given as the correct form when checked. 
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PIRR 31 i-n-dalabaa-yini [ i n d a l a b ä a i i n i ] 
PR 310-yalabaa-y [ j a l a b ä a i ] 
FU 31 i-n-deelaba [ indee laba] 
EV 2 nj-djaleeba-ya [ j i j a l e e b a j a ] 

djal-ga-ba 'to drop off 
PP 2<1 ba-rr-yool-ga-ba [bar j oo lgaba ] ~ ba-rr-yal-gaa-ba [bar j a lgäaba ] , 
3I<1 0-arra-yal-gaa-ba [ar a j a lgäaba] , 1<2 nga-na-yal-gaa-ba [q ana j a lgäaba ] , 
3I<2 0-na-yal-gaa-ba [naia lgäaba] , 3I<3M 0-n-dool-ga-ba [ndoolgaba], 
3I<3F 0-i-yool-ga-ba [ ioo lgaba] 
PIRR 3I<1 0-nj-djal-ga-bee-ngga-ri [ j i j-algabcegga^i] 
PR3I<1 0-arra-yal-ga-bee-ngga-y [a ra ja lgab£e] ]ga i ] , 
3I<2 0-na-yal-ga-bee-ngga-y [na i a lgabe cggai], 1<3 arr-ga-yal-ga-bee-ngga-y 
[arge j a l gabe eggai] 
FU 2<1 ba-nj-djal-gaa-ba [ba i j i j a lgäaba ] ~ ba-rr-yal-gaa-ba [bar j a lgäaba ] , 
1<2 nga-na-n-dal-gaa-ba [flanandalgäaba] 
EV 2<1 ba-rr-yal-gaa-ba [bar j a lgäaba] , 2<3M nji-n-dool-ga-ba [ j i indoolgaba] 
~ nji-n-deel-ga-ba [ j i indeelgaba] 

djama 'to get up' 
PP 1 arr-djeema [arjeema], 1+2 marree-djama [mareejama], 2 nj-djeema 
[jijeema], 310-djeema [jeema], II nj-djeema [jij-eema] 
PIRR 1 0-nj-djamaa-yini [ j i jamäai ini ] , 31 i-n-damaa-yini [ indamäai in i ] , 
II nji-n-damaa-yini [ j ixndamäaiini] 
PR 1 arr-djee-djama-y [ar jeej-amai], 1+2 marree-djama-y [mareejamai], 
310-djaama-y [j-äamai], II nj-djee-djama-y [ j i jee jamai ] 
FU 1 arree-nj-djama [areejijama], 1+2 marree-djama [mareej-ama], 2 nji-n-deema 
[jiindeema], 31 i-n-deema [indeema] 
EV 1 arr-djamaa-ya [ar j-amäaia], 310-djamaa-ya [ jamäaia] 
IMP djeema [.jeema] 

djana 'to not know' 
PI 3I<1 0-arra-djanaa-ri [araj-anäa-ii], 1V<3M 0-n-daana-ri [ndäana^i] 
PR 3K1 0-arra-djanaa-y [ a r a j a n ä a i ] , 3I<l+2 0-marra-djanaa-y [maraj-anäai] 
3I<3M 0-n-da-djanaa-y [nda janäa i ] , 1 V<3M 0-n-da-djanaa-y [ndaj-anäai], 
IV<3F 0-aya-djanaa-y [ a i a j a n ä a i ] 

djardagardaga 'to play' 
PI 1 arr-djardagardeega-ni [ar j-ic^aga^eegani], 2 nj-djardagardeega-ni 
[jijictagacleegani], 1+2 marra-yardagardeega-ni [mara j ic^agacLeegani], 
II nj-djardagardeega-ni [jij-icLagacieegani] 
PIRR 1 nj-djardagardeega-ni [jij-ic^agacteegani], 31 i-n-dardagardeega-ni 
[ indagacteegani] 
PR 2 nj-djardagardeega [ji,jic|,agac}eega], 310-djardagardeega [j-icj.agacl.eega], 
II nj-djardagardeega []ij-i<iagacieega] 
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FU 1 nj-djardagardeega [jiji^agec^eega], 2 nji-n-dardagardeega 
[jiindecl.agacj.eega], 1+2 marra-yardagardeega [mare j ictagecteega], 
31 i-n-dardagardeega [indscLagacteega] 
EV 1 arr-djardagardeega-ya [ar .j-ictagacteegaia] 
IMP djardagardeega [jx^agacteega] 

djarde-wo-y 'to swap' 
PP 1 arr-djardee-wo-y [arjacieewoi], 2 nj-djardee-wo-y [jijs<ieewoi], 
310-yardee-wo-y [jec|.eewoi], II nj-djardee-wo-y [jijac^eewoi] 
PI 1 arr-djardee-wu-ni [arj-acteeweni] 
PIRR 1 nj-djardee-wu-ni [jij-ecieeweni], 2 nji-n-dardee-wu-ni [jiinde^eeweni], 
31 i-n-dardee-wu-ni [indecteeweni], II nji-n-dardee-wu-ni [jiindecteeweni] 
FU 1 nj-djardee-wo-y [jijecj,eewoi], 2 nji-n-dardee-wo-y [pindacteewoi], 
1+2 marra-yardee-wo-y [mar θ j ac^eewoi] 
IMP djardee-wo-y [jacleewoi] 

djarn-bu 'to finish' 
PP 3K1 0-arra-djarn-boo-mu [arejaiiboomu], IV<1 0-arra-djarn-boo-mu 
[ar9j9r\b0omu], 3I<2 0-na-djarn-boo-mu [najsriboomu], 
III<2 ma-na-djarn-boo-mu [manaj-arjboomu], IV<2 gu-na-djarn-boo-mu 
[gunaj-eriboomu], 3I<3M n-daam-bu-mu [ndäaribumu], 
III<3M ma-n-daam-bu-mu [mandaar\bumu], 3I<3F 0-i-djaarn-bu-mu 
[ijäanbumu], IIK3F m-i-djaam-bu-mu [mij-aaiibumu], 
IV<3F nj-dji-djaam-bu-mu [jij-ijaai\bumu] 
PI 3I<3M 0-n-daam-bu-ni [ndaar^beni] 
PIRRIII<1 ma-rra-nj-djam-boo-ni [mar ai j i jer ibooni] , 
IV<1 gu-rra-nj-djam-boo-ni [gurai j i je i \b0oni] , 3I<3M 0-nja-n-darn-boo-ni 
[jiander\b5oni], III<3M ma-nga-n-darn-boo-ni [maj^anderibooni], 
3I<3F 0-aya-n-darn-boo-ni [aiaendei\b5oni] 
FU 3I<1 i-rree-nj-djara-bu [ireeji jaribu], IIKl ma-rraa-nj-djam-bu 
[maraai j i jaqbu]- ma-rree-nj-djarn-bu [mar eeji janbu], 3I<2 0-naa-n-dam-bu 
[naandeixbu], III<2 ma-naa-n-dam-bu [manaandeiibu] 
EV IV<2 gu-na-djarn-boo-ya [gune jei^booia], III<3M ma-n-daam-bu-ya 
[mandar^ba j a] 
IMP djaam-bu [^aai\bu] 

djarn-bu- 'to finish (detr)' 
PP 31 0-djaarn-bu-y [j-äar\bwoi], III ma-djaam-bu-y [majäaribwoi], 
IV nj-djaarn-bu-y [jijaar\bwoi] 
PIRR 31 i-n-darn-buu-yi-ni [indsr^bwooiini], IV gu-n-dam-buu-yi-ni 
[gundaribwo ο i i n i ] 
FU 31 i-n-daarn-bu-y [indaai^bwoi] 
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djarra ~ djarra-gi 'to go down' 
PP 1 arr-djaarra [arj-araer a] ~ arr-djarree-gi [ar j a r e e g i ] , 1+2 marra-yarree-gi 
[marajareegi ] , 2 nj-djaarra [jij-aaera], 310-djaarra [jäeeera] 
PIRR 1 nj-djarra-gee-ni [jij-arageeni], 1+2 marra-yarra-gee-ni 
[marejaregeeni ] , 31 i-n-darra-gee-ni [ i n d a r a g e e n i ] 
PR 310-yarree-gi [j a r e e g i ] , II nj-dja-djarree-gi [jij-aj-areegi], 
IV nj-dja-djarree-gi [jij-ajar e e g i ] 
FU 1 0-nj-djarree-gi [ j i jareeg i ] , 1+2 marra-yarree-gi [marajareegi ] , 
2 nji-n-deerra-gi [j i indeer e g i ] 
EV 1+2 marra-djarra-gee-ya [mar θ } θ rage e a] 
IMP djarree-gi [ j a r e e g i ] 

djarra-bagama-wa 'to ask' 
PP 3I<1 0-arra-yarra-bageerna-wa [arajarabageeriawa], 
3I<2 0-na-yarra-bageerna-wa [naiarebageeriawa], II<2 nji-na-yarra-bageerna-wa 
[ji inaiarabageei\awa], 1<3 arr-ga-yarra-bageema-wa [argaiarabageei \awa], 
3I<3M 0-n-darra-bageerna-wa [ndar abageeiiawa], 3I<3F 0-i-yarra-bageerna-wa 
[iarabageeriawa] 
PI 1<3 arr-ga-yarra-bagarnaawa-ri [argaiarabagai\äawa4,i] 
PIRR 3I<1 0-nj-djarra-bagarnaa-wa-ri [jijar abagaiiaawa^i] 
PR2<1 ba-rr-djarra-bagarnaa-wa-y [bar j-ar abagar\äawai], 
1<2 nga-na-yarra-bagarnaa-wa-y [ganajarabagariäawai] 
FU 3I<1 0-nj-djarra-bagaarna-wa [jij-arabagäariawa], 
3I<2 0-na-n-darra-bagaarna-wa [nandarabagäariawa], 
3I<3M 0-nja-n-darra-bagaarna-wa [jiandarabagäariawa] 
EV 2<3M nji-n-darra-bagamaa-wa-ya [jiindarabagariaawaia] 
IMP djarra-bagaama-wa [ jar abagäanawa] 

djarrabinjminj-ma 'to straighten, to stretch' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-yarrabinjmeenj-ma [ara jarabijimeejima], 
IV<2 gu-na-yarrabinjmeenj-ma [guna j ar abijimeejima], 
IV<l+2 gu-marra-yarrabinjmeenj-ma [gumaraj arabijimeejima], 
1V<3M 0-n-darrabinjmeenj-ma [ndarabipmeejima] 
PR3I<1 0-arra-yarrabinjmeenj-nia-ngi [ara j arabijimeejimaQi], 
IIK3M ma-n-da-yarrabinjmeenj-ma-ngi [manda j arabijimeejimaQi], 
1V<3M 0-n-da-yarrabinjmeenj-ma-ngi [ndaiarabijimeejimaQi], 
IV<3F 0-aya-yarrabinjmeenj-ma-ngi [aiajarabij imeejimagi] 
IMP djarrabinjmeenj-ma [j-arabijimeejima] 

djarrabinjminj-ma-gi 'to straighten, to stretch (detr)' 
PP 1 arr-djarrabinjmiinj-ma-gi [ar j-arabijimiijunagi], 31 0-yarrabinjmiinj-ma-gi 
[ j arabijuni ij imegi] 
PIRR 1 nj-djarrabinjminj-ma-gee-ni [jijarabijimijimageeni] 
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djarra-bu 'to dance' 
PI 310-yarraa-bu-ni [ j a r ä a b a n i ] , II nj-djarraa-bu-ni [jy-ar ä a b a n i ] 
PIRR 31 i-n-darraa-bu-ni [ i n d a r a a b a n i ] 
PR 310-yarraa-bu-njdji [ j a r aaba j i j - i ] 
FU 1 nj-djarraa-bu [jij-eräabu], 2 nji-n-daarra-bu [ j i indaarabu] , 31 i-n-daarra-bu 
[ i n d ä a r a b u ] 
IMP djarraa-bu [ j a r ä a b u ] 

djarrangga-ba 'to build, to erect, to lift, to put in/on/up' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-yarraangga-ba [ a r a j a r a a g g a b a ] , IV<2 gu-na-yarraangga-ba 
[ g u n a j a r a a g g a b a ] , 1V<3M 0-n-darraangga-ba [ndaraaggaba] 
PI IV<2 gu-na-yarrangga-bee-ngga-ri [ g u n a j a r a g g a b f e g g a ^ i ] 
PIRR IV<1 gu-nj-djarrangga-bee-ngga-ri [gujij-araQgab0ei3ga^i]> 
1 V<3M gu-nga-n-darrangga-bee-ngga-ri [gugandar aggabeegga.j , i ] 
PR 1V<3M 0-n-darrangga-bee-ngga-y [ndaraQgabe e ^ g a i ] 
FUIV<1 gu-nj-djarraangga-ba [gu j i j a raaggaba] , 1V<3M gu-nga-n-darraangga-ba 
[gu J] anda r aagga ba] 
IMP djarraangga-ba [ j a r aaggaba] 

djarrawiwi 'to walk about' 
PI 1 arr-djarrawiwee-ni [ar j-arawaweeni] , 2 nj-djarrawiwee-ni 
[ j i jarawaweeni] , 310-yarrawiwee-ni [ ja rawaweeni ] , II nj-djarrawiwee-ni 
[ j i j a rawaweeni ] 
PIRR II nji-n-darrawiwee-ni [ j i indarawaweeni] 
PR 1 0-djarrawiiwi [ j a r a w i i w i ] , 310-yarrawiiwi [ j a r a w i i w i ] , II nj-djarrawiiwi 
[ j i j a r a w i i w i ] 
FU 1 nj-djarrawiiwi [ j i j a r awiiwi] , 2 nji-n-darrawiiwi [ j i i nda rawi iwi ] , 
31 i-n-darrawiiwi [xndarawi iwi] , II nji-n-darrawiiwi [pxnda rawi iwi ] 
EV 310-yarrawiwee-ya [ j arawaweea] 

djarrayawo-bu 'to extinguish, to put out (a fire), to turn off (a light)' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-yarrayawoo-bu-mu [ a r a j a r a j a o o b u m u ] , 
IV<2 gu-na-yarrayawoo-bu-mu [guna ja ra jaoobumu] , 
1V<3M 0-n-darrayawoo-bu-mu [ndara jaoobumu] 
PIRR 1V<3M gu-nga-n-darrayawoo-bu-ni [ g u g a n d a r a j a o o b u n i ] 
IMP djarrayawoo-bu-mu [ j a r a j a o o b u ] 

djarre-ni-ngi 'to be in pain' 
PP 1 arr-djarree-ni-gi [ a r j - i r e e n i g i ] , 2 nj-djarree-ni-gi [jij-if e e n i g i ] 
PI 1 arr-djarree-ni-ngi [ar j - i r e e n i g i ] , 2 nj-djarree-ni-ngi [ j i j - i r een iQi ] 
PIRR 1 nj-djarree-ni-ngi [ j i j i r e e n i g i ] 
PR 31 0-yarree-ni-ngi [ j i r e e m g i ] 
FU 31 i-n-darree-ni-ya [ i n d a r e e n i a ] 
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djarrobarro-ma 'to smoke' 
PPYV<\ 0-arra-yarroobarro-ma [a ra ja roobaroma] 
PI IV<2 gu-na-yarroobarro-ma-ngi [gunajaroobaromagi] 
PIRRIV<1 gu-nj-djarroobarro-ma-ngi [guji jaroobaromagi] , 
1V<3M gu-nga-n-darroobarro-ma-ngi [gugandaroobaromagi], 
IV<3F go-ya-n-darroobarro-ma-ngi [goiandaroobaromagi] 
PRIV<1 0-arra-yanOobarro-ma-ngi [a raa ja roobaromagi ] , 
1V<3M 0-n-da-yarroobarro-ma-ngi [ndajaroobaromaQi], 
IV<3F 0-aya-yarroobarro-ma-ngi [ a i a i a roobaromagi ] 
IMP djarroobarro-ma [ jaroobaroma] 

djarronggo-ba 'to close, to lock up' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-yarroonggo-ba [ara jarooggoba], IV<2 gu-na-yarroonggo-ba 
[gunajarooggoba], 1V<3M 0-n-darroonggo-ba [ndarooggoba], 
IV<3F nj-dji-yarroonggo-ba [ j i j ia rooggoba] 
PIRR IV<1 gu-nj-djarronggo-bee-ngga-ri [guji jarojagobee^ga^i] , 
IV<2 gu-n-djarronggo-bee-ngga-ri [gundaroggobeegga^i], 
IV<l+2 gu-marra-yarronggo-bee-ngga-ri [gumarajaroogobee^ga^i] , 
1V<3M gu-nga-n-darronggo-bee-ngga-ri [gu^andaro^gobee^ga^i] , 
IV<3F go-ya-n-darronggo-bee-ngga-ri [go iandaroogobseoga^i ] 
PR 1V<3M 0-n-darronggo-bee-ngga-y [ndaroggobecggai] 
EV 1<3 arr-ga-yarroonggo-ba [a rga ja roo^goba] 
IMP djarroonggo-ba [ ja rooggoba] 

dja-wa 'to dislike' 
PI 3I<1 0-arra-dja-waa-ri [a ra jawaa^i ] , III<3M ma-n-daa-wa-ri [mandaawa^i] 
PR2<1 ba-rr-djee-dja-wa-y [barjeej-awai] , 3I<1 0-arree-dja-wa-y 
[a rea jawai ] , II<1 nji-rree-dja-wa-y [ j i i ree jawai ] , IIKl ma-rree-dja-wa-y 
[mareejawai] 

EV III<2 ma-na-dja-waa-ya [mana j-awaaia] 

dji 'to stand' 
PAST 1 arr-djii-ngi [ a r j i i g i ] , 1+2 marree-dji-ngi [mareej iQi] , 2 nj-djii-ngi 
[ji jf iQi], 31 0-djii-ngi [ j - i igi] , II nj-djii-ngi [j i j-i igi] , III ma-djii-ngi 
[ma j i ig i ] , IV nj-djii-ngi [ j i j i i g i ] 
PIRR 1 arree-nj-dji-ngi [areejij-XQi], 31 i-n-dii-ngi [ ind i ig i ] , III ma-n-dii-ngi 
[mandiigi] 
PR 1 arr-djaa-dji [ a r j a a j i ] , 1+2 marree-dji-ri [maree j i^ i ] , 2 nj-djaa-dji 
[j i jaaj-i] , 310-djii-ri [ j - i i^ i ] , II nj-djaa-dji [ji jäaj-i], III ma-yaa-dji [maiäa j i ] , 
IV nj-djaa-dji [jij-aaj-i] 
FU 1 arree-nj-dji [areejij-i], 1+2 marree-dji [mareej-i], 2 njee-n-di [jiecndi], 
31 ee-n-di [έεηάΐ], II njee-n-di [Jlέεndi], III maa-n-di [mäandi], IV goo-n-di 
[goondi] 
EV 1 arr-djii-ngi [ar j i i g i ] , 1+2 maree-dji-ngi [mareej-igi], 2 nj-djii-ngi 
[ j i j i i ü i ] , II nj-djii-ngi [j i j-i igi] , III ma-djii-ngi [maj-iigi] 
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HÖR III maa-dji [mäaj-i] 
IMP djii [ j i i ] 

dji 'to stand' - unstressed auxiliary found in the phrasal verb dji-nu-ngaardi 'to carry 
on the head' 
PP III ma-dji-ngi [maj-ifli], IV nj-dji-ngi [ j i j- igi] 
PIRRIV gu-n-di-ngi [gund ig i ] 
PR IV nj-dja-dji [ j i j a j l ] 
FU 31 i-n-di [ ind i ] , III ma-n-di [mandi], IV gu-n-di [gundx] 
(The final vowel is lax because this auxiliary is not an independent phonological word. 
The whole phrasal verb constitutes a single phonological word.) 

djilgirdi-ga 'to shake out' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-djilgirdee-ga-ngga [ a r a j i l g i c t e e g g a ] , 
IV<2 gu-na-djilgirdee-ga-ngga [ g u n a j i l g i c j e e g g a ] , 
1V<3M 0-an-djilgirdee-ga-ngga [ a n j i l g i c ^ e g a g g a ] , 
IV<3F nj -dji -dj i lgirdee-ga-ngga [ j i j - i j i l g i c ^ e g g a ] 
PIRR IV<1 gu-nj-djilgirdee-ga-njdji [ g u j i j i l g i c t e e g a j i i i ] , 
I V<3M gu-nga-n-djilgirdee-ga-njdji [guQanji lgxc^eegaji j- i] , 
IV<3F go-ya-n-djilgirdee-ga-njdji [ g o i a n j i l g i c j ^ e e g a j i j i ] 
PR IV<3F 0-aya-djilgirdee-ga-njdji [ a i a j i l g i c i e e j i j - i ] 
FU IV<1 gu-nj-djilgiirdi-ga [guj i ,} i lg i ic [ ig i ] , IV<2 gu-0-n-djilgiirdi-ga 
[ g u n j i l g i i c t i g i ] , 1V<3M gu-nga-n-djilgiirdi-ga [ g u j i j i l g i i c J i g i ] , 
IV<3F go-ya-n-djilgiirdi-ga [ g o i a j - i l g i i t i i g i ] 
IMP djilgiirdi-ga [ j i l g i i c j , i g i ] 

djirdamanj-ma-gi 'to go around' 
PP II nj-djirdamanj-mee-gi [jij-ictemajimeegi], III ma-yirdamanj-mee-gi 
[maiictsmajimeegi] 
PI 2 nj-djirdamanj-ma-gee-ni [jijic^eniajimegeeni], 31 0-yirdamanj-ma-gee-ni 
[ j ictamajimageeni], III ma-yirdamanj-ma-gee-ni [maiic[am8jimageeni] 
PIRR 1 nj-djirdamanj-ma-gee-ni [jijic^amajunageeni], 
III ma-n-dirdamanj-ma-gee-ni [mandicLamajimegeeni] 
PR 2 nj-djirdamanj-mee-gi [jij-icLemajimeegi], II nj-djirdamanj-mee-gi 
[jijictamajimeegi], III ma-yirdamanj-mee-gi [mai ic^amajimeegi] 

djirrba-gi 'to warm up (intr)' 
PI 1 arr-djirrba-gee-ni [ a r j i r b a g e e n i ] , II nj-djirrba-gee-ni [ j i j i r b a g e e n i ] 
PR 1 0-djirrbee-gi [ j i r b e e g i ] , 2 nj-djirrbee-gi [ j i j i r b e e g i ] , 310-yirrbee-gi 
[ j i r b e e g i ] , II nj-djirrbee-gi [ j i j - i rbeeg i ] 
FU 1 nj-djiirrbee-gi [ j i j i r b e e g i ] , 2 nji-n-diirrba-gi [ j i i n d i i r b e g i ] , 
II nji-n-diinba-gi [ j i i n d i i r b a g i ] 
EV 2 nj-djirrba-gee-ya [ j i j i r b a g e e a ] 
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djirrbolo-wa 'to track' 
PP 3I<1 0-arra-yirrboolo-wa [ a r e j i r b o o l o w a ] 
PI 3I<1 0-arra-yirrboloo-wa-ri [are j i rboloowe^i ] , 3I<2 0-na-yirrboloo-wa-ri 
[na i i rbo loowe^ i ] , 3I<3M 0-n-dirrboloo-wa-ri [nd i rboloowa^i ] 
PIRR3K1 0-nj-djirrboloo-wa-ri [jij-xrboloowe^i] 
PR 3K1 0-arra-yirrboloo-wa-y [are j i rbo loowai ] , 3I<2 0-na-yirrboloo-wa-y 
[na i i rbo loowai ] , 3I<3M 0-n-da-yirrboloo-wa-y [nda i i r bo loowa i ] 
FU 3I<1 0-nj-djirrboolo-wa [jij-irboolowa], 3I<2 0-na-n-dirrboolo-wa 
[nandirboolowa] 
EV 1<3 arr-ga-yirrboloo-wa-ya [arge j i rbo loowaia ] , 
2<3M nji-n-dirrboloo-wa-ya [ j i indirboloowaia] , 3I<3M 0-n-dirrboloo-wa-ya 
[ndi r bo 1 oowai a] 
IMP djirrboolo-wa [ j i rboo lowa] 

djirrbori 'to warm up (tr)' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-yirrboori-gi [are j i r b o o ^ i g i ] , IV<2 gu-na-yirrboori-gi 
[gunejirboOwLigi], 1V<3M 0-n-dirrboori-gi [ndirb0o.j . igi] 
PIRR IV<1 gu-nj-djirrboori-ngi [gujij- irboo^iQi] 
FU IV<1 gu-nj-djirrboori-ya [gu j i j i rboo^ia] , IV<2 gu-na-n-dirrboori-ya 
[gunendi rboo^ia] 

djirrinj-ma 'to dream of 
PP 3I<1 0-arra-yirreenj-ma [arejereej imi] , 3I<2 0-na-yirreenj-ma 
[nai i reej imi] , 3I<3M 0-n-deerrinj-ma [ndeerijimi], 3I<3F 0-i-yirreenj-ma 
[ iereej imi] 
PIRR3I<1 0-nj-djirriinj-ma-ngi [ j i j - i r i i j imigi] , 3I<3M 0-njan-dirriinj-ma-ngi 
[ j i and i r i i j un ig i ] 

EV 3I<2 0-na-yirreenj-ma-gi [nai i ree j imegi] 

djongaladji 'to make, to cure' 
PP3I<1 0-arra-yongaladjee-gi [ a r e j ege le j - eeg i ] , IV<1 0-arra-yongaladjee-gi 
[ a r e j e g e l e j e e g i ] , 3I<2 0-na-yongaladjee-gi [ n a i e g e l e j e e g i ] , 
III<2 ma-na-yongaladjee-gi [mane je^e le j eeg i ] , IV<2 gu-na-yongaladjee-gi 
[guna j e g e l e j-eegi], 
3I<l+2 0-marra-yongaladjee-gi [ m a r e j e g e l e j e e g i ] , 3I<3M 0-n-dongaladjee-gi 
[ndoge le j eeg i ] , IIK3M ma-n-dongaladjee-gi [mandoQelejeegi], 
3I<3F 0-i-yongaladjee-gi [ l e g a l e j e e g i ] 
PI 3I<2 0-na-yongaladjii-ngi [na ieoe le j -x i^ i ] , III<2 ma-na-yongaladjii-ngi 
[mane jege le j - i ig i ] , III<3M ma-n-dongaladjii-ngi [mandof le le j i iQi] 
PIRR 3I<1 0-nj-djongaladjii-ngi [jij-OQelej-iigi], 3I<3M 0-nja-n-dongaladjii-ngi 
[ j iandogele j i i g i ] , III<3M ma-nga-n-dongaladjii-ngi [maQendoQelejxigi] 
PR3I<1 0-arra-yongaladjii-ngi [ a r e j e g e l e j - i i g i ] , 
3I<3M 0-n-da-yongaladjii-ngi [ n d a i e ^ e l e j i i Q i ] , 
III<3M ma-n-da-yongaladjii-ngi [mande j e ^ e l e j - i i ^ i ] , 
IV<3F 0-aya-yongaladjii-ngi [a ie j e g e l e j i i Q i ] 
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FU 3I<1 0-nj-djongaladjaa-ya [ j i jogelej-äaia] , III<1 ma-nj-djongaladjaa-ya 
[maijij-οηθΐθ j-äaia], 3I<2 0-na-n-dongaladjaa-ya [nandoga le j äa i a ] , 
III<2 ma-0-n-dongaladjaa-ya [mandate l e j ä a i a ] , 3I<3M 0-nja-n-dongaladjaa-ya 
[jiandogelej-aaia], 3I<3F 0-aya-n-dongaladjaa-ya [a isndoQele j -äa ia] 
EV IV<1 0-arra-yongaladjee-gi [ a r e j ege l s j - eeg i ] , 2<3M nji-n-dongaladjee-gi 
[ j i indoQele jeeg i ] 
IMP djongaladjaa-ya [ j o g e l e j ä a i a ] 

djorrnggoma 'to go in' 
PP 1+2 marra-yormggooma [mar θ j or ogooma], 2 nj-djoorrnggoma 
[jijoorggoma], 310-yoomggoma [joorggoma], II nj-djoorrnggoma 
[jijoorogoma], III ma-yoorrnggoma [maioor ggoma], IV nj-djoorrnggoma 
[jij-oorggoma] 
PIRR 1 0-nj-djormggomaa-yini [ j i jorggomäai in i ] , 31 i-n-dorrnggomaa-yini 
[ indorggomaai in i ] , II nji-n-dormggomaa-yini [ j i indorqgomäai in i ] 
PR 1 0-dja-yormggooma-y [j-aiorQgoomai], 310-yoormggoma-y 
[joorggomai], II nj-dja-yorrnggooma-y [jij-aior^goomai], 
III ma-ya-yormggooma-y [maiaiorggoomai] 
FU 1 0-nj-djorrnggooma [jij-orggooma], 1+2 marra-yormggooma 
[marejorggooma], 2 nji-n-doormggoma [jiindoorggoma], 31 i-n-doormggoma 
[mdoorggoma] 
EV 1 arr-djorrnggomaa-ya [ar jorggomaaia] , IV nj-djorrnggomaa-ya 
[j i jorogomäaia] 
IMP djormggooma [ j o r ogooma] 

djurrinj-dji(-gi) 'to be blocked (of nose), to close' 
PP IV nj-djurriinj-dji [ j i j u r i i j i j-i] ~ nj-djurreenj-dji [jij-ur e e j i j i ] 
PI IV nj-djurrinj-dji-gee-ni [ j i jur i j i j - igeeni ] 
PIRR IV gu-n-dumnj-dji-gee-ni [ g u n d u r i j i j i g e e n i ] 
PR IV nj-djurriinj-dji-gi [ j i jur i i j i j - i g i ] 
FU IV gu-n-durreenj-dji [gunduree j i j i ] 
EV IV nj-djurrinj-dji-gee-ya [jij-urijij-igeea] ~ [ j i jur i j i j e e a ] ~ nj-djurreenj-dji 
[ j i j u r e e j i j i ] 

djurr-wa 'to grind' 
PP\\<\ 0-arraa-djurr-wa [araaij-urwa], IV<l+2 gu-marree-djurr-wa 
[gumareejurwa], 1 V<3M 0-n-doorr-wa [ndoorwa], IV<3F nj-djee-djurr-wa 
[ j i jee jurwa] 
PIRR IV<1 gu-rra-nj-djurr-waa-ri [guraipj-erwaa^i] 
PR 1 V<3M 0-n-da-djurr-waa-y [ndajsrwaai ] , IV<3F 0-aya-djurr-waa-y 
[ a i a^s rwaa i ] 
FU IV<1 go-rroo-nj-djurr-wa [gorooijij-urwa], IV<l+2 gu-marree-dj urr-wa 
[gumaree^urwa], IV<2 gu-noo-n-durr-wa [gunoondurwa], 
IV<3F go-yaa-n-durr-wa [goiäeaendurwa] 
IMP djoorr-wa [j-oorwa] 
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ga 'to take' 
PP 2<1 ba-rr-gaa-ngga [bargäagga], 3I<1 0-arraa-ga-ngga [aräagagga], 
IKl nji-rree-ga-ngga [jiif eegGQga], IV<1 0-arraa-ga-ngga [ar äagagga], 
3K1+2 0-marree-ga-ngga [mareegeqga], II<l+2 nji-marree-ga-ngga, 
[jiimareegeoga] 1<2 nga-naa-ga-ngga [ganäagagga], 3I<2 0-nee-ga-ngga 
[neegegga], II<2 nji-nee-ga-ngga [jiineega^ga], 1<3 arr-gee-ga-ngga 
[argeegegga], 2<3M nji-n-gaa-ngga [jiiggaaqga], 3I<3M 0-an-gaa-ngga 
[angäagga], II<3M nji-n-gaa-ngga [jiingaaqga], 3>l+2 ga-marree-ga-ngga 
[gamereegagga], 2<3F nj-djee-ga-ngga [jijeegegga], 3I<3F 0-iidj-ga-ngga 
[ i i jgagga] ~ 0-eedj-ga-ngga [eejgagga], II<3F nj-djee-ga-ngga [jij-eegagga], 
III<3F m-iidj-ga-ngga [miij-gegga], IV<3F nj-djee-ga-ngga [jij-eegegga] 
PI IV<3F nj-djee-ga-njdji [ j l j eege j i j i ] 
PIRR3I<1 i-rree-ng-ga-njdji [xreGQgajiji], II<1 nji-rree-ng-ga-njdji 
[ j i i r eegga j i j i ] , IIK1 ma-rraa-ng-ga-njdji [mar äaggej i j i ] , 
IV<1 go-rroo-ng-ga-njdji [gor ooggaj i j i ] , III<2 ma-naa-n-ga-njdji 
[manäangajiji], IV<2 gu-naa-n-ga-njdji [gunaangapj i ] , 
1 V<3M gu-ngaa-n-ga-njdji [guoäangeji j i ] , 3I<3F 0-ayaa-n-ga-njdji 
[aiäeaengajiji], III<3F ma-yaa-n-ga-njdji [maiaeaengajij-i], 
IV<3F go-yaa-n-ga-njdji [goiäeaengajij-i] 
PR3I<1 0-arraa-ga-njdji [ a raaga j i j i ] , IV<1 0-arraa-ga-njdji [ a räage j i j i ] , 
1<2 nga-naa-ga-njdji [ganaagsjij-i], 3I<2 0-naa-ga-njdji [näagej i j i ] , 
II<2 nji-naa-ga-njdji [jiinäagajij-i], 1<3 arr-gaa-ga-njdji [ a rgäaga j i j i ] , 
3I<3M 0-n-daa-ga-njdji [ndäageji j i ] , II<3M nji-n-daa-ga-njdji [ j imdäagej i j i ] , 
3I<3F 0-ayaa-ga-njdji [ a i äaga j i j i ] , II<3F nji-ngaa-ga-njdji [ j i igäage j i j i ] 
FU 2<1 ba-rree-ng-ga [barec^ga], 3I<1 i-rree-ng-ga [ i reegga] , 
IKl nji-nee-ng-ga [ji irecgga], III<1 ma-rraa-ng-ga [mar äagga], 
1+2E>2 0-meerra-ga [πιέετ aga], IK1+2 nji-meerra-ga [jiimesraga], 
1<2 nga-naa-n-ga [qanäanga], 3I<2 0-naa-n-ga [näanga], II<2 nji-naa-n-ga 
[jiinäanga], 1<3 arr-gaa-n-ga [argäanga], 3>l+2 ga-meerra-ga [gameerega], 
2<3M nji-ngaa-n-ga [jiinäanga], 3I<3M 0-njaa-n-ga [jiaanga], 
II<3M nji-ngaa-n-ga [jiigäanga], 1<3 arr-gaa-n-ga [argäanga], 
3>l+2 ga-meerra-ga [gameeraga], 3I<3F 0-ayaa-n-ga [aiäeaenga], 
II<3F nji-yaa-n-ga [jiiaeaenga] 
EV 3I<1 0-arraa-ga-ya [a räagaia] , IIKl ma-rraa-ga-ya [maräagaia], 
II<2 nji-naa-ga-ya [ j i inäagaia] , 1<3 arr-gee-ga-ya [argeegaia] , 
3>l+2 ga-marree-ga-ya [gamereegaia], 2<3M nji-n-gaa-ya [jixngäaia], 
III<3M ma-n-gaa-ya [mangäaia] 
IMP gaa [gäa] HERE baraa-ga [bs4,äaga] 

ga-ba 'to be ready to go, to want to go' 
PP 1V<3M 0-an-gee-ba [angeeba] 
PI lV<3M0-an-ga-bee-ngga-ri [angabt ε ζ^θ^ ί ] 
PR IV<1 0-arra-a-bee-ngga-y [araabecggai] , FV<2 gu-na-a-bee-ngga-y 
[gunaabeeggai] , IV<3F 0-aya-a-bee-ngga-y [ a i a a b f e g g a i ] 
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ga-badji 'to crawl here' 
PP 310-a-badjee-gi [aba jeegi ] , II njing-ga-badjee-gi [ j i i ggaba jeeg i ] 
PR II njing-ga-badjii-ngi [ j i iQgabej- i igi] 
FUII njing-gaa-n-badji [jiiQgaanba j-i] 

gabalarr-bu 'to shine' 
PP 1V<3M 0-an-gabalaarr-bu-mu [angebelaarbumu], 
IV<3F nj-dja-abalaarr-bu-mu [ji^aabalaarbumu] 
PR 1V<3M 0-n-da-abalaarr-bu-njdji [ndaabelaarbej i j - i ] , 
IV<3F 0-aya-abalaarr-bu-njdji [ a i a a b e l a a r b e j i j i ] 

gabanj-ma 'to go first/in front' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-abaanj-ma [araabaaijima], 1V<3M 0-an-gaabanj-ma 
[angäabaijima], IV<3F nj-dji-yaabanj-ma [jij-iaabaijima] 
PR IV<1 0-arra-abaanj-ma-ngi [araabaaipmagi] , IV<3F 0-aya-abaanj-ma-ngi 
[a iaabaai j imagi] 
FU IV<1 gu-ng-gabaanj-ma [guggabaaijima], IV<l+2 gu-marra-abaanj-ma 
[gumer aabaaijuna], 1V<3M gu-nga-n-gabaanj-ma [gugangsbaaijima] 
IMP gabaanj-ma [gabaaijima] 

gabarnka 'to spill' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-abaarnka [araabäar\ga], IV<2 gu-na-abaarnka [gunaabaariga], 
1V<3M 0-an-gabaamka [angabaariga] 
PI 1V<3M 0-an-gabarnkee-ngi [angabarigce^i] 
PIRR 1V<3M gu-nga-n-gabarnkee-ngi [gugangabarigtegi] 
PRIV<2 gu-na-abarnkee-ngi [ g u n a a b a i ^ e g i ] 
FU IV<2 gu-0-n-gabaarnka-ya [gungebaai\gaia], 1 V<3M gu-nga-n-gabaamka-ya 
[guoangsbaaiigaia], IV<3F go-ya-n-gabaarnka-ya [goiangebaar^gaia] 
EV IV<1 0-arra-abamkee-yagi [araabarigeeagi] , IV<2 gu-na-abamkee-yagi 
[gunaabar^geeagi], lV<3M0-an-gabarnkee-yagi [angebar^geeagi], 
IV<3F nj-dji-yabamkee-yagi [ j i j iebar^geeegi] 
IMP gabaamka-ya [gabaar^gaia] 

gabarnka-dji-gi 'to spill (detr)' 
PP IV ng-gabamka-djee-gi [ggebai tgejeegi] 
PIRR IV gu-n-gabarnka-dji-gee-ni [gungebar \gaj igeeni] 
PR IV nj-dja-abarnka-djee-gi [jij-aabartgajeegi] 
FU IV gu-n-gabamka-djee-gi [gungsbai\ge j e e g i ] 
EV IV ng-gabarnka-dji-gee-ya [ggebartga j i g e e a ] 

gabarraga 'to dry up' 
PP 310-abarraaga [aberaaga], III ma-abarraaga [maaberaaga] 
PIRR IV gu-n-gabarragee-ni [gungabarsgeeni] 
PR IV nj-dja-abarraaga [ j i jaabaraaga] 
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FUIV gu-n-gabarraaga [gungaber äaga] 
EVIV ng-gabarragaa-ya [ggabaragaa ia] 

gabarra-gi 'to come up, to rise (of the sun and moon)' 
PP 310-abarree-gi [abareegi] , II njing-gabarree-gi [ j i iggabar eeg i ] 
PIRR 31 i-n-gabarra-gee-ni [xngabarageeni] , II nji-n-gabarra-gee-ni 
[ j i ingabarageeni ] 
FU 31 i-n-gabarree-gi [ ingabar eeg i ] 
EV 310-abarra-gee-ya [abarageea] 

gabarrangana-ba 'to block' 
PP 1V<3M 0-an-gabarranganaa-ba [angabar aganaaba], 
IV<3F nj-dja-abarranganaa-ba [jij-aabaraganäaba] ~ nj-dja-abarranganee-ba 
[ji j-aabarageneeba] 
PIRR IV<3F go-ya-n-gabarrangana-bee-ngga-ri [go iangabaraganabsegga^ i ] 
PR IV<3F nj-dja-abarranganaa-ba [p jaabaraoanaaba] 
FU IV<3F go-ya-n-gabarranganaa-ba [goiangabaraoanaaba] 
EV IV<3F nj-dja-abarranganee-bi [ j i j aabaraganeeb i ] 
IMP gabarranganaa-ba [gabareganaaba] 

gabarr-nggi 'to become/get light, to dawn' 
PP IV ng-gaabair-nggi [ggaabarggi] 
PIRR IV gu-n-gabarr-nggee-ni [gungabarggeeni] 
PR IV nj-dja-abarr-nggi [jij-aabarggi] 
FU IV gu-n-gaabarr-nggi [gungaabarggi] 

gadala-biri 'to cross' 
PP III<1 ma-rra-adalaa-biri [maraada laab i^ i ] , III<2 ma-na-adalaa-biri 
[manaadalaabi^i ] , III<3M ma-n-gadalaa-biri [mangadalaabi^i] , 
III<3F m-i-yadalaa-biri [miaada laab i^ i ] 
PIRRIIKl ma-ng-gadala-biree-ngi [maggadalabi r£egi ] 

gadarra-bu 'to hang (out)' 
PI IV ng-gadarraa-bu-ni [ggadaraabani] 
PR 310-adarraa-bu-njdji [ adaräaba j i j i ] , III ma-ya-adarraa-bu-njdji 
[maiaadaraaba j i j i ] , rVnj-dja-adarraa-bu-njdji [ j i j -aadaraabaj i j i ] 

gadawarra(rra)ma 'to forget' 
PP 1 arr-gadawarraarrama [argadawaraar ama], 2 njing-gadawarraarrama 
[ j i iggadawaraar ama], 310-gadawarraarrama [gadawar a a r ama], 
II njing-gadawarraarrama [jiiggadawar aarama] 
PI 310-gadawarramaa-ri [gadawaramäa^i], II njing-gadawarramaa-ri 
[jiilDgadewaremaa^i] 
PIRR 1 ng-gadawarramaa-yini [qgadawaramaaiini] , 31 i-n-gadawarramaa-yini 
[ ingadewaramäai in i ] , II nji-n-gadawarramaa-yini [jiingadawar a m a a i i n i ] 
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PR 2 nj-dja-gadawarramaa-y [jij-aadawar amaai], 31 0-gadawarramaa-y 
[gadawaramaai] 
FU 31 i-n-gadawarraarrama [ingadawaraarama] 
EV 2 njing-gadawarramaa-ya [jiiggadawar amaaia], 310-gadawarramaa-ya 
[gadawaramaaia] 

ga-djama 'to come from' 
PP 1 arr-gee-djama [argee jama], 1+2 marre-e-djama [mareejama], 
2 njing-gee-djama [j i iggee jama], 310-ee-djama [eejama], II njing-gee-djama 
[j i iggee jama], III ma-gee-djama [mageejama] 
PIRR 31 i-ya-n-damaa-yini [iaendamaaiini] 

gadjaraama 'to undo' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-adjaareema [araajaa^eema], IV<2 gu-na-adjaareema 
[gunaajaa^eema], 1V<3M 0-an-gadjaareema [angajaa^eema], 
IV<3F 0-idj-adjaareema [ i ja jaa^eema] 
PI 1V<3M 0-an-gadjaaraama-ri [angajaa^aama^i] 
PIRR 3I<1 0-ng-gadjaaraama-ri [gga jaa^aama^i], 
IV<3F go-ya-n-gadjaaraama-ri [goianga jaa^aama^i] 
PR IV<2 gu-na-adjaaraama-y [gunaajaa^aamai], 
1 V<3M 0-n-da-adjaaraama-y [ndaajaa^aamai] 
FU IV<1 gu-ng-gadjaareema [guggaj-aa^eema], IV<2 gu-0-n-gadjaareema 
[gungajaa^eema] 
EV IV<2 gu-na-adjaareemi [gunaaja.a4,eemi], 1 V<3M 0-an-gadjaareemi 
[angajaa^eemi], IV<3F 0-idj-adjaareemi [ i ja jaa- jeemi] 
IMP gadjaareema [gsjaa^eema] 

gadjarama-y 'to undo (detr), to come undone' 
PP IV ng-gadjaarama-y [gga jaa^amai] 
PI IV ng-gadjaarama-ri [ggajaa^ama^i] 
PIRR IV gu-n-gadjaarama-ri [gungaj-aa^ama^i] 
FU IV gu-n-gadjaarama-y [gunga jaa^amai] 
EV IV ng-gadjaarama-gi [gga jaa^amagi] 

gadjarre-ga 'to clean, to clear up' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-adjarree-ga-ngga [araa jar eegga] 
PI IV<3F 0-i-yadjarree-ga-njdji [ i a j a r e e j i j i ] 
PIRR IV<1 gu-ng-gadjarree-ga-njdji [guggajareej i j - i ] 
PRIV<1 0-arra-adjarree-ga-njdji [ a r a a j a r e e j i j i ] , IV<3F 0-aya-adjarree-ga-njdji 
[ a i a a j a r e e j i j i ] 
FU IV<1 gu-ng-gadjarree-ga [guggajareega] , IV<2 gu-n-gadjarree-ga 
[gungajareega] , IV<l+2 gu-marra-adjarree-ga [gumaraajareega], 
IV<3F go-ya-n-gadjarree-ga [ g o i a n g a j a r e e g a ] 
EV IV<3F nj-dja-adjarree-ga-ya [ j i j a a j a r e e g a i a ] 
IMP gadjeera-ga [gaj-έεΓ aga] 
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gadj-garra 'to drop, to lose' 
PP 3I<1 0-arra-adj-gaarra [araaij-gaara], 3I<2 0-na-adj-gaarra [naaij-gaara], 
III<2 ma-na-adj-gaarra [manaai j-gäara], 3I<3M 0-an-gaadj-garra 
[angaaij-gara], III<3M ma-n-gaadj-garra [mangäai jgara], 
3I<3F 0-i-yaadj-garra [ i ä a i j g a r a ] , III<3F m-i-yaadj-garra [miäa i jgara] 
PIIV<1 0-arra-adj-gaarra-ri [araa i jgaara^i ] , 1V<3M 0-an-gadj-garraa-ri 
[ a n g a i j g e r a a ^ i ] 
PIRR 3I<1 0-0-ng-gadj-garraa-ri [Qgai^garaa^i], IIKl ma-ng-gadj-garraa-ri 
[maggai j-geraa^i], 3I<2 0-na-n-gadj-garraa-ri [nangai jgaraa^i ] , 
3I<3M 0-nja-n-gadj-garraa-ri [ j iangaijgeraa^i] , III<3M ma-nga-n-gadj-garraa-ri 
[maQangaijgeraa^i], 3I<3F 0-aya-n-gadj-garraa-ri [ a i e n g a i j g e r a a ^ i ] 
PR IV<1 0-arra-adj-gaarra-y [araa i jgäara i ] , IV<2 gu-na-adj-gaan-a-y 
[gunaai j-gaarai], 1Y<3M 0-n-da-adj-gaarra-y [ndaai jgaara i ] , 
IV<3F 0-aya-adj-gaarra-y [ a i a a i j-gaarai] 
FU IIKl ma-ng-gadj-gaarra [ma^gai jgäara], III<2 ma-na-n-gadj-gaarra 
[manangaij-gäara], 3I<3M 0-nja-n-gadj-gaarra [jiangaij-gaar a], 
III<3M ma-nga-n-gadj-gaarra [magangai j-gaara], 3I<3F 0-aya-n-gadj-gaarra 
[aiaengaij-gaara] 
EV III<1 ma-Tra-adj-geerri [maraai jgeer i ] , 3I<2 0-na-adj-geem 
[naaij-geeri] , 3I<3M an-geedj-girri [ a n g e e j g i r i ] , III<3F m-i-yeedj-girri 
[mieej-gxri] 

gadjirrba-ba 'to poke around' 
PP 1V<3M 0-an-gadjeerrba-ba [anga jeerbaba], IV<3F nj-dja-adjeerrba-ba 
[jij-aaj^erbaba] 
PI IV<2 gu-na-adjirrba-bee-ngga-ri [gunaajirbabfcggawLi], 
1V<3M 0-an-gadjirrba-bee-ngga-ri [anga j-irbabe egga^i], 
IV<3F nj-dja-adjirrba-bee-ngga-ri [ji^aaj-irbebeeogevti] 
PR 1 V<3M 0-n-da-adjirrba-bee-ngga-y [ndaaj-irbabecqgai], 
IV<3F 0-aya-adjirrba-bee-ngga-y [ a i a a j i r b a b e e g g a i ] 
FU IV<3F go-ya-n-gadjeerrba-ba [goiannga j-ccrbaba] 

gadjirr-ba-nggi 'to rain' 
PP 310-adjirr-bee-nggi [ a j i r b e e g g i ] , III ma-adjirr-ba-nggee-ni 
[maaj-irbaggeeni] 
PI 310-adjirr-ba-nggee-ni [aj- irbaggeeni] 
PIRR 31 i-n-gadjirr-ba-nggee-ni [ i n g a j i r b a g g e e n i ] 
PR 310-adjirr-bee-nggi [ a j i r b e e g g i ] 
FU 31 i-n-gadjirr-bee-nggi [ i n g a j i r b £ s g g i ] 
EV 310-adjirr-ba-nggee-ya [aj-irbaogeea] 
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gadjirr-ma 'to dig' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-adjiirr-ma [ a r a a j i i r m a ] , IV<2 gu-na-adjiirr-ma 
[gunaajx i rma] , 1V<3M 0-an-gaadjirr-ma [angaa j i rma] , 
IV<3F nj-dja-adjiirr-ma [ j i j a a^ i i rma] 
PI IV<1 0-arra-adjiirT-ma-ngi [ar a a j i i rmagi] , 1V<3M 0-an-gadjiirr-ma-ngi 
[ a n g a j i i r m a g i ] , IV<3F nj-dja-adjiirr-ma-ngi [ j i j -aaj- i i rmagi] 
PIRR IV<1 gu-ng-gadjiirr-ma-ngi [guQgaj-iirmagi], 
1V<3M gu-nga-n-gadjiirr-ma-ngi [gugangaj- i i rmagi] , 
IV<3F go-ya-n-gadjiirr-ma-ngi [ g o i a n g a j - i i n n a o i ] 
PRIV<1 0-arra-adjiirr-ma-ngi [ a r a a j i i r m a g i ] , 1V<3M 0-n-da-adjiirr-ma-ngi 
[ndaa j - i i rmagi ] 
FU IV<1 gu-ng-gadjiirr-ma [guQgaj i i rma] , IV<2 gu-0-n-gadjiirT-ma 
[gungejx i rma] 
IMP gadjiirr-ma [ g a j i i r m a ] 

ga-ga 'to bring' (lit. 'to take here') 
PP 3K1 0-arra-ya-gaa-ngga [ar a iagäaqga] , IIKl ma-rra-ya-gaa-ngga 
[maraiagäagga], IV<1 0-arra-ya-gaa-ngga [a ra iagaagga] , 
3K1+2 0-marra-ya-gaa-ngga [maraiagaagga], IV<l+2 gu-marra-ya-gaa-ngga 
[gumaraiagaanga], 3I<2 0-na-ya-gaa-ngga [naiagaagga] , 
II<2 nji-na-ya-gaa-ngga [ j i ina iagaagga] , III<2 ma-na-ya-gaa-ngga 
[manaiagaagga], IV<2 gu-na-ya-gaa-ngga [gunaiagaagga] , 
1<3 arr-gee-ga-ngga [argeegagga] ~ arr-ga-ya-gaa-ngga [ a rga iagaagga] , 
2<3M nji-n-gee-ga-ngga [ji ingeegaoga], 3I<3M 0-an-gee-ga-ngga 
[angeega^ga], II<3M nji-n-gee-ga-ngga [j i ingeegaoga], 
III<3M ma-n-gee-ga-ngga [mangeegagga], 1V<3M 0-an-gee-ga-ngga 
[angeega^ga], 1<3 i-yee-ga-ngga [ ieega^ga] , IIK3F mi-yee-ga-ngga 
[mieegagga], IV<3F nj-dji-yee-ga-ngga [ j i j i eegagga] 
PI III<3F m-i-yee-ga-njdji [mieegajij-i], IV<3F nj-dji-yee-ga-njdji [ j i j i e e g a j i j i ] 
PIRR 3I<1 i-rra-a-n-gaa-njdji [ i r a a n g ä a i j i j i ] , II<1 nji-rra-a-n-gaa-njdji 
[ j i i r a a n g ä a i j i j i ] , III<1 ma-rra-a-n-gaa-njdji [maraangaa i j i j i ] , 
IV<1 gu-rra-a-n-gaa-njdji [ g u r a a n g ä a i j i j i ] , 3I<l+2 0-marra-a-n-gaa-njdji 
[maraangäa i j i j i ] , 3I<2 0-na-a-n-gaa-njdji [naangaaij i j - i ] , 
III<2 ma-na-a-n-gaa-njdji [manaangaaijij-i], IV<2 gu-na-a-n-gaa-njdji 
[gunaangaaij i j - i ] , 1<3 arr-gaa-n-ga-njdji [ a rgaanga j i j i ] , 
3I<3M i-n-gaa-n-ga-njdji [ i ngaanga j i j i ] , III<3M ma-n-gaa-n-ga-njdji 
[mangaangaji j i] , 1V<3M gu-n-gaa-n-ga-njdji [gungaangaj i j i ] , 
IIK3F ma-ya-a-n-gaa-njdji [maiaBsengaaijiji], IV<3F go-ya-a-n-gaa-njdji 
[goiaeaBngaaijiji] 
PR IV<l+2 gu-marra-a-ya-ga-njdji [gumar aa iagaj i j - i ] , 3I<2 0-naa-ya-ga-njdji 
[naaiagaj i j - i ] , 3I<3M 0-an-gaa-ya-ga-njdji [angaaiagaj i j - i ] , 
IIK3M ma-n-gaa-ya-ga-njdji [mangaaiagaj i j i ] , 1V<3M 0-an-gaa-ya-ga-njdji 
[ a n g a a i a g a j i j i ] , 3I<3F 0-aya-a-ya-ga-njdji [ a i a a i a g a j i j i ] , 
III<3F ma-nga-a-ya-ga-njdji [maoaaiagajij-i], IV<3F 0-aya-a-ya-ga-njdji 
[ a i aa i aga j i j - i ] 
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FU 2<1 barr-yaa-n-ga [ber jäanga], 3I<1 i-rre-e-n-ga [ i ^ e n g a ] , 
III<1 ma-rra-a-n-ga [maräanga], IV<1 gu-rra-a-n-ga [guräanga], 
3K1+2 0-marra-a-n-ga [maräanga], IIK1+2 ma-marra-a-n-ga [mameräanga], 
3I<2 0-na-a-n-ga [näanga], III<2 ma-na-a-n-ga [manäanga], 
IV<2 gu-na-a-n-ga [gunäanga], 1<3 arr-gaa-n-ga [argäanga], 
3I<3M i-n-gaa-n-ga [ingäanga], III<3M ma-n-gaa-n-ga [mangäanga], 
1V<3M gu-n-gaa-n-ga [gungäanga], 3I<3F aya-a-n-ga [aiäeaenga], 
IIK3F ma-ya-a-nga [maiäeaenga] 
IMP baraa-ga [be^äaga] 

galabarra-na 'to blaze (intr)' 
PPIV ng-galabarraa-na-y [gga l aba räana i ] 
PR IV nj-dja-alabarraa-na-y [jij-aalabor äana i ] 

galabarre-tii-gi 'to blaze (tr)' 
PP 1V<3M 0-an-galabarree-ni-gi [ ange labe reen ig i ] , 
IV<3F nj-dja-alabarree-ni-gi [ j i j a a l aba reenxg i ] 

galabarrwodji 'to lock up, to put in/on, to seclude' 
PP 3I<3M 0-an-galabarrwoodji-gi [angeleberwooi j-igi] 
PI 3I<3M 0-an-galabarrwoodji-ngi [angeleberwooi j - ig i ] 
PR 3I<3M 0-n-da-galabarrwoodji-ngi [ndageleberwooi j - ig i ] 
FU 2<3M nji-nga-n-galabarrwoodji [ j i i genge l ebe rwoo i j i ] 
EV 2<1 ba-rr-alabarrwoodji-gi [bere leberwooi j - ig i ] , 
2<3M nji-n-galabarrwoodji-gi [ j i ingeleberwooi J i g i ] 

gala-bi 'to call out, to cry out, to yell out' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-alee-bi [ a r aa l eeb i ] , IV<2 gu-na-alee-bi [gunaaleebi] , 
1V<3M 0-an-galee-bi [angeelebi ] , IV<3F nj-dji-yeela-bi [ j i j i e e l e b i ] 
PI 1 V<3M 0-an-galee-bi-ri [ ange leeb i^ i ] , IV<3F nj-dji-yalee-bi-ri 
[ j i j - ie leebx^i] 
PIRRIV<1 gu-ng-galee-bi-ri [guggeleebx^i] , 1V<3M gu-nga-n-galee-bi-ri 
[ guoengs l eeb i^ i ] 
PR IV<1 0-arra-alee-bi [ a r aa l eeb i ] , IV<2 gu-na-alee-bi [gunaaleebi ] , 
1V<3M 0-n-da-alee-bi [ndaaleebi] , IV<3F 0-aya-alee-bi [ a i a a l e e b i ] 
FUIV<1 gu-ng-galee-bi [guggeleebi] , IV<2 gu-n-galee-bi [gunge leeb i ] 
EV IV<3F nj-dji-yalee-bi-ya [ j i j i e l e e b i a ] 
IMP galee-bi [ge leeb i ] 

gala-garra 'to take out (of a container)' 
PP 3I<1 0-arra-alaa-garra [ a raa l aaga ra ] , 3I<2 0-na-alaa-garra [naa laagera] , 
3I<3M 0-an-galaa-garra [ange läagera] 
PIRR 3I<1 0-ng-gala-garraa-ri [gge lageräa^ i ] , 3I<3M 0-nja-n-gala-garraa-ri 
[jiange 1 age r ä a ^ i ] 
FU IV<2 gu-0-n-galaa-garra [gunge l a a g e r a] 
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galamarr-wa 'to be jealous, to be suspicious' 

P P IV<2 gu-na-galeemarr-wa [ g u n a g a l e e m a r w a ] , 1V<3M 0-an-galeemaiT-wa 

[ a n g a l e e m a r w a ] 

PI IV<1 0-arra-galamarr-waa-ri [ a r a g a l a m a r w a a ^ i ] , 

1V<3M 0-an-galamarr-waa-ri [ a n g a l a m a r w a a ^ i ] 

P I R R IV<1 gu-ng-galamarr-waa-ri [ g u g g a l a m a r w a a ^ i ] , 

1V<3M gu-nga-n-galamarr-waa-ri [ g u o e n g a l e m e r w a a ^ i ] 

P R IV<1 0-arra-galamarr-waa-y [ a r a g a l a m a r w a a i ] , IV<2 gu-na-galamarr-waa-y 

[ g u n a g a l a m a r w ä a i ] , 1 V < 3 M 0-n-da-galamarr-waa-y [ n d a g a l a m a r w a a i ] , 

IV<3F 0-aya-galaitiarr-waa-y [ a i a g a l a m a r w a a i ] 

F U 1V<3M gu-nga-n-galeemarr-wa [ g u g e n g a l e e m a r w a ] 

E V 1V<3M 0-an-galeemarr-wa [ a n g a l e e m a r w a ] 

gama 'to be, to become, to do, to say' 

PP 1 arr-geema [argeema], 1+2 marra-geema [mar ageema], 2 njing-geema 

[ j i iggeema], 310-eema [eema], II njing-geema [j i iggeema], III ma-geema 

[mageema], IV ng-geema [qgeema] 

PI 1 arr-geema-ri [a rgeeme^i] , 2 njing-geema-ri [ j i iQgeema^i] , 310-eema-ri 

[eema^i], II njing-geema-ri [ j i i g g e e m a ^ i ] 

P I R R 1 arr-geenma-ri [ a r g c e n m a ^ i ] , 31 i-yeenma-ri [ i eenma^i] , 

IV gu-geenma-ri [ g u g f e n m a ^ i ] 

P R 1 arT-gaama-y [ a r g ä a m a i ] , 1+2 marra-gaama-y [maragaamai] , 

2 njing-gaama-y [ j i i ggäamai ] , 310-aama-y [äamai], II njing-gaama-y 

[ j i i g g ä a m a i ] , III ma-gaama-y [magaamai], IV ng-gaama-y [ g g a a m a i ] 

F U 1 arr-geenma [argcenma], 1+2 marra-geenma [mar ageenma], 2 njing-geenma 

[ j i iggeenma], 31 i-yeenma [ ieenma], II njing-geenma [ j i iggeenma], 

III ma-geenma [mageenma], IV gu-geenma [gug£cnma] ~ gu-weenma 

[guweenma] 

E V 2 njing-geema-ya [ j i i g g e e m a j a ] , 310-eema-ya [eemaja] , IIIma-geema-ya 

[mageemaja], IV ng-geema-ya [qgeemaja] 

gambiri 'to laugh' 

PP 310-eembiri [eembi^i] , II njing-geembiri [ j i i o g e e m b i ^ i ] 

PI 2 njing-gambiree-ni [ j i i ggamba^een i ] , 310-ambiree-ni [amba^eeni] , 

II njing-gambiree-ni [ j n ^ g a m b a ^ e e n i ] 

P I R R 1 ng-gambiree-ni [ggamba^eeni] 

P R 2 nj-dja-ambiri [j i j-aambi^i], 310-aambiri [äambi^i] , II nj-dja-ambiri 

[ j i j a a m b i ^ i ] 

F U 1 ng-gambiiri [ g g a m b i i ^ i ] , 2 nji-n-geembiri [ j i i n g e e m b i ^ i ] , 31 i-n-geembiri 

[ i n g c e m b i ^ i ] , II nji-n-geembiri [ j i i n g e e m b i ^ i ] 

E V 310-ambiree-ya [ambi^eea], II njing-gambiree-ya [ j i i g g a m b i ^ e e a ] 

garaga-dji 'to be ashamed' 

PP 1 arr-gareega-dji [ a r g a ^ e e g a j i ] , 2 njing-gareega-dji [ j i i g g a ^ e e j i ] , 

310-areega-dji [ a ^ e e g a j i ] ~ 0-araga-djee-gi [ a ^ a i j - e e g i ] , 
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II njing-gareega-dji [ j i igge^eegaj-i] 
PIRR 1 ng-garaga-dji-gee-ni [ c g a ^ a a j i e a n i ] , 31 i-n-garaga-dji-gee-ni 
[ inga^aa j een i ] , II nji-n-garaga-dji-gee-ni [ j i i nga^aa j een i ] 
PR 1 0-dja-araga-djee-gi [ j a a ^ a a j e e g i ] ~ dja-areega-dji [ j a a ^ e e g a j i ] , 
310-araga-djee-gi [ a^aa jeeg i ] , II nj-dja-araga-djee-gi [ j i j a a ^ a a j e e g i ] 
FU 2 nji-n-gareega-dji [ j i inge^eege j i ] , 31 i-n-gareega-dji [ i n g a ^ e e j i ] , 
II nji-n-gareega-dji [ j i inga- jeegaj i ] 
EV 2 njing-garaga-djee-gi [j i igga^aaj-eegi], 310-araga-djee-gi [ a^aa j eeg i ] , 
II njing-garaga-djee-gi [ j i igge^aaj-eegi] 

gardaba 'to look for' 
PP IV<1 0-arTa-ardeeba [araac^eeba] 
PI IV<1 0-arra-ardabaa-ri [araac|abäa.ji], IV<2 gu-na-ardabaa-ri 
[gunaacLebaa-ti], 1V<3M 0-an-gardabaa-ri [ange^sbäa^i] , 
IV<3F nj-dja-ardabaa-ri [jij-aaciebäa^i] 
PR IV<1 0-arra-ardabaa-y [ar aac|abäai], IV<2 gu-na-ardabaa-y 
[gunaactebäai], 1 V<3M 0-n-da-ardabaa-y [ndaaciabäai], 
IV<3F 0-aya-ardabaa-y [aiaactebäai] 
FU IV<1 gu-ng-gardaaba [guflgacLäaba], IV<l+2 gu-marra-ardaaba 
[gumar aac^aaba], 1V<3M gu-nga-n-gardaaba [guQangac|aaba], 
IV<3F go-ya-n-gardaaba [goiangac[äaba] 
EV 1V<3M 0-an-gardabaa-ya [angac[abäaia] 
IMP gardaaba [gacj,äaba] 

garda-baborda 'to tie up' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-arda-baboorda [araa<j,abab0oc},a], IV<2 gu-na-arda-baboorda 
[gunaac}.abab0o<3.a] 
IMP garda-baboorda [gac[abab0oc[a] 

garda-balabandji 'to drip' 
PI IV ng-garda-balabandjii-ngi [ggactabelebanj- i igi] 
PR IV nj-dja-arda-balabandjoo-ri [ j i j aac taba labanjoo^i ] 

gardabala-wa 'to tell about' 
PP 1V<3M 0-an-gardabalee-wa [angac^abaleewa] 
PIRR IV<1 gu-ng-gardabalaa-wa-ri [gu^gac^abaläawa^i] 
PR IV<2 gu-na-ardabalaa-wa-y [gunaac^aba läawai] 
FU IV<1 gu-ng-gardabalaa-wa [guQgac|abaläawa], IV<2 gu-0-n-gardabalaa-wa 
[gungac}abaläawa] 

gardabal-bu-y 'to rub one's back' 
PI 310-ardabal-buu-yi-ni [acj^abalbwooiini] 
PR 31 0-ardabal-buu-y [actabalbwooi] 
FU 31 i-n-gardabal-buu-y [ingac^abalbwooi] 
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gardabinjminj-ma ~ gordobinjminj-ma 'to roll up' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-ardabinjmiinj-ma [araacjebi j imi i j ima] , 
IV<2 gu-na-ardabinjmiinj-ma [gunaactebij imii j ima], 
1V<3M 0-an-gardabinjmiinj-ma [angec^abijimiijima], 
IV<3F nj-dja-ardabinjmiinj-ma [ j i j -aa^sbi j imi i j ima] 
PI 3I<3F 0-i-yardabinjmiinj-ma-ngi [ i aac i eb i j imi i j imag i ] 
PR 1V<3M 0-n-da-ardabinjmiinj-ma-ngi [ndaac iab i j imi i j imsgi ] , 
IV<3F 0-aya-ardabinjmiinj-ma-ngi [ a i aac t eb i j im i i j imeg i ] 
IMP gardabinjmiinj-ma [gecJebijimiijima] 

garda-bu 'to be tired' 
PP 1 arr-gardaa-bu-mu [argacLaabumu], 2 njing-gardaa-bu-mu [ji iogacjaabumu], 
1+2 marra-ardaa-bu-mu [maraac[aabumu] 

PR 1 0-dja-ardaa-bu-njdji [ j a a ^ a a b a p j - i ] , 310-ardaa-bu-njdji [acjaabej i j - i ] 

gardada-badji 'to swim across' 
PP 1 arr-gardada-baadji [ a rgac^adebaa i j-i], 2 njing-gardada-baadji 
[ j ixggac iadebaa i j i ] , 31 0-gardada-baadji [ ac j ^dabaa i j - i ] 
PIRR 1 ng-gardada-baadji-ngi [ g g a c l e d a b a a i j i g i ] , 31 i-n-gardada-baadji-ngi 
[ i n g a c t e d a b a a i j - i g i ] 
PR 2 nj-dja-ardada-baadji-ngi [ j i j - a a c t e d a b a a i j i g i ] , 31 0-ardada-baadji-ngi 
[ a c i e d a b ä a i j i Q i ] , II nj-dja-ardada-baadji-ngi [ j i j - a a c t a d a b a a i j i g i ] 
FU 1 ng-gardada-baadji [ f l g a c | a d e b a a i j i ] 
EV 1 arr-gardada-baadji-gi [ a r g e ^ a d a b a a i j i g i ] , 1+2 marra-ardada-baadji-gi 
[maraac i adebaa i j i g i ] , 310-ardada-baadji-gi [ a c t a d a b a a i j i g i ] 
gardada-ga 'to wash' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-ardadee-ga-ngga [ a r aacjade ei^ga], IV<2 gu-na-ardadee-ga-ngga 
[gunaacladeegga] , 
3I<3M 0-an-gardadee-ga-ngga [angacJ,adeeoga], IV<3F 0-i-yardadee-ga-ngga 
[ iacj ,adeegga] 
PI IV<1 0-arra-ardadee-ga-njdji [ a r aac^adee j i j i ] , IV<3F nj-dja-ardadee-ga-njdji 
[j i j-aactadeejij-i] 
PIRR IV<1 gu-ng-gardadee-ga-njdji [guggacLadeej i j i ] 
PR IV<3F 0-aya-ardadee-ga-njdji [ a i a a c t a d e e j i j i ] 
FU 3K1 0-ng-gardadee-ga [i^gacLadeega], IV<1 gu-ng-gardadee-ga 
[guggaciadeega] , 3I<2 0-na-n-gardadee-ga [nangacj,adeega], 
3I<3M 0-nja-n-gardadee-ga [ j ianga<jedeega] 
EV IV<1 0-arra-ardadee-ga-ya [ a r a a c | , a d e e g a j a ] 
IMP gardadee-ga [gacjadeega] 

gardada-ma 'to shake (tr)' 
PP 3I<2 0-na-ardadaa-ma [naac^adaama], 1<3 arr-ga-ardadaa-ma 
[ a r gaacj.adäama], 3I<3M 0-an-gardadaa-ma [angac[adaama] 
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PIRR 3I<1 0-ng-gardadaa-ma-ngi [flgac^adaamagi] 
PR 1<2 nga-na-ardadaa-ma-ngi [oanaacledäamagi] 

gardadja-ga 'to dry' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-ardadjee-ga-ngga [ar aacj,© jeegegga] , 
IV<2 gu-na-ardadjee-ga-ngga [gunaacLej-esgga] 
PIRR IV<1 gu-ng-gardadjee-ga-njdji [guggeci©jeeji j i] 
PR IV<1 0-arra-ardadjee-ga-njdji [ar aac te j ee j i j i ] , 
IV<3F 0-aya-ardadjee-ga-njdji [aiaacj,a j-eegajij-i] 
FU IV<1 gu-ng-gardadjaa-ya [guggec[ajäaia] , IV<2 gu-0-n-gardadjaa-ya 
[gungac[ajaaia] , 1V<3M gu-nga-n-gardadjaa-ya [guaangacLajäaia] 
IMP gardadjaa-ya [ga<ta j-äaia] 

garda-ga 'to carry a swag' 
PP 1V<3M 0-an-gardaa-ga-ngga [angactäagagga], IV<3F nj-dja-ardaa-ga-ngga 
[j i jaactaagagga] 
PR IV<1 0-arra-ardaa-ga-njdji [a raac täage j i j i ] 
FU IV<1 gu-ng-gardaa-ga [guggac^äaga], IV<2 gu-n-gardaa-ga [gungacLäaga], 
IV<3F go-ya-n-gardaa-ga [goiangac^äaga] 

garda-ga 'to dig/sink a well' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-ardaa-ga-ngga [araadaa^ga] , IV<2 gu-na-ardaa-ga-ngga 
[gunaadäagga], 1 V<3M 0-an-gardaa-ga-ngga [angadaagga] 
PIRR IV<1 gu-ng-gardaa-ga-njdji [guggedaaga j i j i ] 

gardagama 'to break (tr)' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-gardeegama [aragacieewama], IV<2 gu-na-gardeegama 
[gunagacLeewama] 
PIRR IV<1 gu-ng-gardaga-maa-ri [guQgaciawamaa^i] 
PR 1V<3M 0-n-da-gardagama-y [ndagac^aawama i], IV<3F 0-aya-gardaagama-y 
[aiegac^aawamai] 
FU IV<1 gu-ng-gardeegama [guggac^eewama], IV<2 gu-n-gardeegama 
[gungacjeewama], 1V<3M gu-nga-n-gardeegama [gugangacleewama], 
IV<3F go-ya-n-gardeegama [goiangacleewama] 
EV IV<2 gu-na-gardeegama [gunaac(.eewema], 1V<3M 0-an-gardeegama 
[angacteewama], IV<3F nj-dji-gardeegama [jijigecLeegema] 

gardagarda-garra 'to bake' 
PP IIK3M ma-n-gardagardee-garra [mangacj,aacl,eegara], 
III<3F m-i-yardagardee-garra [miaciaac^eegara] 
PIRR IIKl ma-ng-gardagarda-garraa-ri [maggacLaacLagar aa . j i ] 
PR III<1 ma-rra-ardagardaa-garra-y [maraac^aac^aagarai], 
III<3M ma-n-da-ardagardaa-garra-y [mandaa^agac^aagarai], 
III<3F ma-nga-ardagardaa-garra-y [maQaac^aac^aagarai] ~ 
[maj] aa(^aga<taagar a i ] 
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FU III<3F ma-ya-n-gardagardee-garra [maiaengactaacLeegara] 
gardagarra 'to argue' 
PP 1 arr-gardaagarra [argac[äagaf a], 2 njing-gardaagarra [ j i iggactaagara] , 
1+2 marra-ardaagarra [mar aac^äagar a], 310-ardaagarra [ac[aagara], 
II njing-gardaagarra [j i iqgac^äagara] 
PI 0-ardagarree-ni [ac| ,agareeni] 
PIRR ng-gardagarree-ni [ggac^agar e e n i ] 
PR 1 0-dja-ardaagarra-y [j-aac^äagarai], 2 nj-dja-ardaagarra-y 
[ j i j aac täagara i ] , 310-ardaagarra-y [actäagarai] , II nj-dja-ardaagarra 
[jij-aacLäagarai] 
FU i-n-gardaagarra [ ingac^äagara] 
EV njing-gardagarree-ya [jiiQgac^agareea] 

garda-garra 'to swear at' 
PP 2<1 ba-rra-ardaa-garra [baraac^äagara], 3I<1 0-arra-ardaa-garra 
[araa<täagar a], 1<2 nga-na-ardaa-garra [^anaac^äagara], 3I<2 0-na-ardaa-garra 
[naac^äagara], 3>I+2 ga-marra-ardaa-garra [gama raacjaaga r a] 
PIRR 3K1 0-ng-garda-garraa-ri [ggac^agaraa^i] 

garda-mala 'to rub' 
PP IY<1 0-arra-gardaa-mala [araacj.äamala], IV<2 gu-na-gardaa-mala 
[gunagacj.äamala], IV<3F nj-dji-gardaa-mala [jij-igac^aamala] 
PIRRIV<1 gu-ng-garda-malaa-ri [guggacjamaläa^i] 
PR IV<1 0-arra-garda-malaa-y [ a r aga^ama läa i ] , IV<2 gu-na-garda-malaa-y 
[gunagactamaläai] 
FU IV<1 gu-ng-gardaa-mala [guggactäamala] 
EV IV<2 gu-na-garda-malaa-ya [gunegacjamalaaia] ~ gu-na-gardee-mili 
[gunaacleemil i] , 1V<3M 0-an-garda-malaa-ya [angac^amalaaia] ~ 
0-an-gardee-mili [angac[eemili] , IV<3F nj-dji-garda-malaa-ya 
[ j i j i gac lamaläa ia ] 

gardambarra 'to burst' 
PP 3I<1 0-arra-ardambarree-gi [araac^ambareegi], 3I<2 0-na-ardambarree-gi 
[naacjambareegi] , 3I<3M 0-an-gardambarree-gi [angac^ambareegi] 
PIRR 3I<1 0-ng-gardambarree-ngi [ogacj,ambareegi], 
3I<3M 0-nja-n-gardambarree-ngi [jiangac|,ambareegi] 
PR 3I<3M 0-n-da-ardaambarra-y [ndaac[äambarai] 
FU 3I<1 0-ng-gardambarree-ri [ggac|,ambaf e e ^ i ] , 3I<2 0-na-n-gardambarree-ri 
[nangacJ.ambaree.Li] 
EV 3I<1 0-arra-ardambarree-rigi [araac^ambaree^agi] , 
3I<2 0-na-ardambarree-rigi [naac^ambaree^agi] 

gardanganjngara 'to swim, to bathe' 
PI 1 arr-gardanganjngaara-ngi [argac^aQaijmäa^aoi] , 
2 njing-gardanganjngaara-ngi [ j i iQga^aoaijuoäa^aQi], 
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II njing-gardanganjngaara-ngi [ji iflgectaQaijioäa^aQi] 
PIRR 1 ng-gardanganjngaara-ngi [ggectaQaijigaa^QiQi] 
PR 1 0-dja-ardanganjngaara-ngi [jaac^agaijiQaa^eQi], 
2 nj-dja-ardanganjngaara-ngi [pj-aat^aijai j i^äa^agi] , 310-ardanganjngaara-ngi 
[acta^aijii^aa^eQi], II nj-dja-ardanganjngaara-ngi [ j i j a a ^ a g a i j i g a a j ^ g i ] , 
III ma-ya-ardanganjngaara-ngi [maiaa^a^aijTQaa^Qiii] 
FU 1 ng-gardanganjngaara [Qga^aQaijiQaa^a], 2 nji-n-gardanganjngaara 
[ji ingacLagaijioaa^a] 

gardangari 'to dive, to drown, to go down (of the sun and moon), to sink, to wash 
self 
PP 1 arr-gardangaree-gi [argecj.ao94,eegi], 2 njing-gardangaree-gi 
[jiiOgectaoejLeegi], 310-ardangaree-gi [acLage^eegi], II njing-gardangaree-gi 
[ j i iogai taQe^eegi] 
PIRR 1 ng-gardangaree-ngi [Qgac^aga^eeQi], 31 i-n-gardangaree-ngi 
[ inget iaiae^eci j i ] 
PR 2 nj-dja-ardangaree-ngi [jijaac^age^e eg i], 310-ardangaree-ngi 
[actaga^eegi] , II nj-dja-ardangaree-ngi [ j i j aac taoe^cegi ] 
FU 1 ng-gardeengari [ggec^ega^ i ] , 2 nji-n-gardeengari [ j i ingecj^ege^i] , 
31 i-n-gardeengari [ ΐΓφθ^έεηθ^ ϊ ] , II nji-n-gardeengari [ j i ingecUeQa^i] 
EV 1 arr-gardangaree-gi [ a rga^a i j e^eeg i ] , 2 njing-gardangaree-gi 
[jii0g©ci,ag94,eegi], 1+2 marra-ardangaree-gi [maraacLaga^eegi], 
310-ardangaree-gi [actaga^eegi] 
IMP gardeengari [gecUefle^i] 

gardanj-bimi 'to fall' 
PP 1 arr-gardeenj-bimi [argat^eejibimi], 2 njing-gardeenj-bimi 
[jiiggecJeejibimi], 1+2 marra-ardeenj-bimi [maraac^eejibimi], 
310-ardeenj-bimi [a^eejibimi], II njing-gardeenj-bimi [jiiggecleejibimi], 
III ma-ardeenj-bimi [maacteejibimi], IV ng-gardeenj-bimi [ggacleejibimi] 
PI 2 njing-gardanj-bimee-ni [ j i i^gectai j ibimeeni] , 31 0-ardanj-bimee-ni 
[acLaijibimeeni] 
PIRR 1 ng-gardanj-bimee-ni [ggecLaijibimeeni], 31 i-n-gardanj-bimee-ni 
[ ingsc ta i j ib imeeni ] , III ma-n-gardanj-bimee-ni [manga^ai j ib imeeni] 
PR 2 nj-dja-ardeenj-bimi [jijaac^eejibimi], 310-ardeenj-bimi [ac^eejlbxmi], 
II nj-dja-ardeenj-bimi [jijaac^eejibimi], III ma-ya-ardeenj-bimi 
[maiaacteejibimi] 
FU 31 i-n-gardeenj-bimi [ inga^eej ib imi] , II nji-n-gardeenj-bimi 
[jiingec[eejibimi], III ma-n-gardeenj-bimi [mangele θ jib xmi ], 
IV gu-n-gardeenj-bimi [gungec^eejibimi] 
EV 1 arr-gardanj-bimee-ya [argec[aij ibimeea], 2 njing-gardanj-bimee-ya 
[jiUjgactaijibimeea], 1+2 marra-ardanj-bimee-ni [maraaciaij ibimeea] 
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gardarda-ga-ba 'to drown someone, to pour' 
PP 3I<2 0-na-ardardee-ga-ba [naacj,acl.eeba], 3I<3M 0-an-gardardee-ga-ba 
[angac[ac}eeba] 
PIRR3I<1 0-ng-gardarda-ga-bee-ngga-ri [ggaclaclaabseQga^i], 
3I<3M 0-nja-n-gardarda-ga-bee-ngga-ri [Jiangac^ac^aabc e ^ g a ^ i ] 
PR 3I<3M 0-n-da-ardarda-ga-bee-ngga-ri [ndaacja<taab έ ε η ga i ] 
FU 3I<1 0-ng-gardardee-ga-ba [ogac^acieegaba], 3I<2 0-na-n-gardardee-ga-ba 
[nangac|ac|,eeba] 

gardawa 'to dip, to pour, to water' 
PP III<1 ma-rra-ardeewa-ma [mar aac^eewama], III<2 ma-na-ardeewa-ma 
[manaac|.eewama], IIK3M ma-n-gardeewa-ma [mangac|,eewama], 
III<3F m-i-yardeewa-ma [miac^eewama] 
PI III<3M ma-n-gardeewa-njdji [marigac|eewajiji] 
PIRR III<1 ma-ng-gardeewa-njdji [ma^gacieewajij-i], 
III<3F ma-ya-n-gardeewa-njdji [maiangac^eewajiji] 
PRIII<1 ma-rra-ardeewa-njdji [maraac^eewajij-i], III<3M ma-n-da-ardeewa-njdji 
[mandaac|,eewajij-i] 
FU III<1 ma-ng-gardeewa [maggacjeewa] 
IMP gardeewa [gac(0ewa] 

gardawi-dji 'to break (intr), to be broken' 
PP IV ng-gardaawi-dji [ggaclaawi j i ] 
PI IV ng-gardawi-dji-gee-ni [ joga^awxj igeeni ] 
PIRR IV gu-n-gardawi-dji-gee-ni [gungac jawi j igeen i ] 
PR IV nj-dja-gardawi-djee-gi [ji jagac^awij-eegi] 
FU IV gu-n-gardawi-djee-gi [gungacLawijeegi] 
EV IV ng-gardawi-dji-gee-ya [ggactawi j- igeea] 

gardawinjminj-ma 'to break up' 
PP 1V<3M 0-an-gardawiinjminj-ma [angac^awiijunijima] 
PI IV<2 gu-na-gardawiinjminj-ma-ngi [gunaacJ,awiijimi]iinagi], 
1V<3M 0-an-gardawiinjminj-ma-ngi [angactawiijimijimegi], 
IV<3F nj-dji-gardawiinjminj-ma-ngi [ j i j igactawii j imij imagi] 
PIRR IV<1 gu-ng-gardawiinjminj-ma-ngi [guQga^awiijimijimaQi], 
IV<3M gu-nga-n-gardawiinjminj-ma-ngi [gugangaciawiijimijiinagi] 
PR 1V<3M n-da-gardawiinjminj-ma-ngi [ndaga^awii j imij imagi] 
FU IV<2 gu-n-gardawiinjminj-ma-ngi [gungacj,awii jimijima] 
IMP gardawiinjminj-ma [gac[awiijimijiina] 

gardebondji 'to lick, to kiss' 
PP 1<3 arr-ga-ardeebondji [ a rgaac jeebon j i ] , 2<3M nji-n-gardeebondji 
[ j i ingacj.eebonji] , 3I<3M 0-an-gardeebondji [angecteebonj-i] 
PIRR 1<3 arr-ga-n-gardeebondji-ngi [argangacteebonj- igi ] , 
3I<3M 0-nja-n-gardeebondji-ngi [ j i angac teebonj ig i ] 
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PR 3I<3M 0-n-da-ardeebondji [ndaac^eebonji] 
FU 2<3M nji-nga-n-gardeebondji [ j i igengacteebonj i ] 
EV 2<3M nji-n-gardeebondji-gi [ j i ingac jeebon j ig i ] 
garde-ga 'to know, to think about' 
PP 3I<3M 0-an-gardee-ga-ngga [angacjeegagga] 
PI 3I<1 0-arra-ardee-ga-njdji [araac^eepj-i] 
PIRR 2<1 ba-ng-gardee-ga-njdji [baggac|,eegajiji], 3I<1 0-ng-gardee-ga-njdji 
[ogac |eegaj i j i ] , 1<3 arr-ga-n-gardee-ga-njdji [argangac^eegaji j i ] , 
IIK3F 0-aya-n-gardee-ga-njdji [aiengec^eegaj i j i ] , 
IIK3F ma-ya-n-gardee-ga-njdji [maiangacLeegajij-i] 
PR 3I<1 0-arra-ardee-ga-njdji [ar a adeega j i j i ] , IV<1 0-arra-ardee-ga-njdji 
[araac^eejij-i], 3I<2 0-na-ardee-ga-njdji [naac|.eejiji], 
3I<3M 0-n-da-ardee-ga-njdji [ndaacLeejij-i], 3I<3F 0-aya-ardee-ga-njdji 
[ a i aac iee j i j i ] 
FU IV<1 gu-rra-ardee-ga [gur aac[eega] 
EV 3I<1 0-arra-ardee-ga-ya [ar aac jeegaja] 

garla-ba 'to put in, to dress (someone)' 
PP 3I<1 0-arra-arlaa-ba [araa^aaba] , 3I<2 0-na-arlaa-ba [naa^aaba], 
II<2 nji-na-arlaa-ba [ j i inaa läaba] , III<2 ma-na-arlaa-ba [manaa|,aaba], 
3I<3M 0-an-gaarla-ba [angaa^aba], 3I<3F 0-i-yaarla-ba [ iaa^aba] , 
III<3F m-i-yaarla-ba [miaalaba] 
PIRR 3I<1 0-ng-garla-ba-nggaa-ri [qga laba^gaa^ i ] , 
II<1 nji-ng-garla-ba-nggaa-ri [ jHQgataba^gaa^i] , III<1 ma-ng-garla-ba-nggaa-ri 
[maiagatabaogaa^i], 3I<3M 0-nja-n-garla-ba-nggaa-ri [ j i anga tabaggaa^ i ] 
PRIK1 nji-rra-arla-baa-ngga-y [ j i i r a a t a b a a g g a i ] , 3I<2 0-na-arla-baa-ngga-y 
[naa l abäagga i ] , 3I<3M 0-n-da-arla-baa-ngga-y [ndaa^abaaQgai] 
FU 3I<1 0-ng-garlaa-ba [ogalaaba] , II<1 nji-ng-garlaa-ba [jiigge'l.aaba], 
3I<2 0-na-n-garlaa-ba [nangeläaba] , II<2 nji-0-n-garlaa-ba [ j i i nga laaba ] 
EV 2<1 ba-rra-arlaa-ba-ya [bar a a ^ a a b a j a ] 
IMP garlaa-ba [ga laaba] 

garla-ba-nggi 'to put on, to wear' 
PP 1 arr-garlaa-ba-nggi [ a r g a t a a b a g g i ] , 2 njing-garlaa-ba-nggi 
[ j i i gge laabagg i ] , 310-arlaa-ba-nggi [ a l aabagg i ] , II njing-garlaa-ba-nggi 
[ j i i g g a l a a b a g g i ] 
PIRR 1 ng-garla-ba-nggee-ni [Qga^abaQgeeni], 31 i-n-garla-ba-nggee-ni 
[ i n g a l a b a g g e e n i ] 
PR 1 0-dja-arlaa-ba-nggi [ j -aa laabaggi] , 310-arlaa-ba-nggi [ a l ä abagg i ] , 
II nj-dja-arlaa-ba-nggi [ j i j -aa^aaba^gi] 
FU 1 ng-garlaa-ba-nggi [gga laaba^g i ] , 2 nji-n-garlaa-ba-nggi 
[ j i i n g s l a a b a g g i ] 
EV 1 arr-garla-ba-nggee-ya [ a rga laba^geea ] , 2 njing-garla-ba-nggee-ya 
[ j i igge labaggeea ] 
IMP garlaa-ba-nggi [ g a l a a b a g g i ] 
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garla-ga 'to lift' 
PP 3I<1 0-arra-arlaa-ga-ngga [araa],äagga], IIKl ma-rra-arlaa-ga-ngga 
[maraa läagga] 
EV 2<3M nji-n-garlaa-ga-ya [ j i i n g a l a a g a j a ] 
IMP garlaa-ga [ga^aaga] 

garra 'to grab, to grasp, to have, to keep' 
PP 3I<1 0-arraa-garra [a raagara ] , III<1 ma-rraa-garra [maraagara], 
3I<2 0-nee-garra [neegara] , 3I<3M 0-an-gaarra [angaar a], 1V<3M 0-an-gaarra 
[angäara] , II<3F nj-djee-garra [ j i jeegara] , 
III<3F m-iidj-garra [mii j ga r a ] , IV<3F nj-djee-garra [jij-eegara] 
PI II<1 nji-rra-garraa-ri [ j i i r a g a r ä a ^ i ] , IIKl ma-rra-garraa-ri [maragaraa^ i ] , 
3I<2 0-na-garraa-ri [nagaraa^ i ] , III<2 ma-na-garraa-ri [managaraa^i] , 
3I<3M 0-an-gaarra-ri [ angaara^ i ] , IIK3M ma-n-gaarra-ri [mangaara^i] , 
1V<3M 0-an-gaarra-ri [ angaara^ i ] , 3I<3F 0-i-yaarra-ri [ i a a r a ^ i ] , 
II<3F nj-dji-gaarra-ri [ j i j - igaara^i] , IIK3F mi-yaara-ri [miaa ra^ i ] 
PIRR3K1 0-ng-gaarra-ri [ qgäa ra^ i ] ~ i-rre-ng-garraa-ri [ i r a g g a r a a ^ i ] , 
III<1 ma-ng-garraa-ri [maggaräa^i] ~ ma-rra-ng-garraa-ri [maraggaraa.j.i], 
IV<1 gu-ng-garraa-ri [guggaraa^i ] , 1V<3M gu-nga-n-garraa-ri 
[gu^angaraa^ i ] , IV<3F go-ya-n-garraa-ri [goiaengaraa^i] 
PR 3K1 0-arraa-garra-y [ a r a a g a r a i ] , II<1 nji-rraa-garra-y [ j i i r a a g a r a i ] , 
IIKl ma-rraa-garra-y [maraagarai ] , IV<1 0-arraa-garra-y [ a r a a g a r a i ] , 
3K1+2 0-marraa-garra-y [maraagarai ] , 3I<2 0-naa-garra-y [naaga ra i ] , 
3I<3M 0-n-daa-garra-y [ndäagara i ] , IIK3M ma-n-daa-garra-y [mandaagarai] , 
1V<3M 0-n-daa-garra-y [ndäagara i ] , 
3K3F 0-a-yaa-garra-y [ a i a a g a r a i ] , IIK3F ma-ngaa-garra-y [maraaga ra i ] 
FU 3I<1 i-Tree-ng-garra [ i r e c g g a r a], IV<1 go-rroo-ng-garra [gorooggara] , 
IV<2 gu-naa-n-garra [gunäangara], 3K3M 0-njaa-n-gaua [j iaangara], 
IIK3M ma-ngaa-n-garra [magaangara], IV<3F gu-ngaa-n-garra [gunäangara] 
EV 2<3M nji-n-geerri [ j i ingeer i ] , 1 V<3M 0-an-geerri [ angeer i ] , 
IIK3F m-iidj-garri [mil j g a r i ] 
IMP gaarra [gäara] 

garrabarra 'to be greedy (for food)' 
PP 2<3F nj-dj-arraabarra-y [ j i j -aräabarai ] , 3I<3F 0-i-yarraabarra-y 
[ i a r ä a b a r a i ] , II<3F nj-dj-arraabarra-y [ j i j a r ä a b a r a i ] 
PI 3I<3F 0-i-yarrabarraa-ri [ i a rabaräa4 . i ] , II<3F nj-dji-yarrabarraa-ri 
[ j i j i a r a b a r ä a ^ i ] 
PIRR 1<3 arr-ga-n-garrabarraa-ri [ a r g a n g a r a b a r a a ^ i ] , 
II<3F nji-ya-n-garrabarraa-ri [ j i i a n g a r a b a r a a ^ i ] 
PR 2<3F nji-nga-arraabarra-y [ j i i g a a r ä a b a r a i ] , 3I<3F 0-aya-arraabarra-y 
[ a i a a r ä a b a r a i ] , II<3F nji-nga-arraabarra-y [ j i i g a a r ä a b a r a i ] 
FU 3I<3F 0-aya-n-garrabarraa-ya [ a i a n g a r a b a r a a i a ] , 
II<3F nji-ya-n-garrabarraa-ya [ j i i a n g a r a b a r a a i a ] 
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EV 3I<3F 0-i-yarrabarraa-ya [ i e r a b a r ä a i a ] , II<3F nj-dji-yarrabarraa-ya 
[ j i j i e r a b a r ä a i a ] 

ga-waga 'to come back' 
PP 1 arr-ga-wagaa-y [argawagaai], 1+2 marra-a-wagaa-y [mar aawagäai], 
2 njing-ga-wagaa-y [jiiggawagäai], 310-a-wagaa-y [awagäai], 
II njing-ga-wagaa-y [jiiggewegäai], III ma-ga-wagaa-y [magewegäai] 
PI 310-a-wagaa-ri [awegäa^i], II njing-ga-wagaa-ri [ j i iggewegäa^i] 
PIRR 1 arr-ga-n-yagaa-ri [ a rgan j egäa^i] , 1+2 marra-a-n-yagaa-ri 
[maraanj egäa^i] , 31 i-ya-n-yagaa-ri [iaenj agäa^i] , II njing-ga-n-yagaa-ri 
[ j i i g g a n j e g ä a ^ i j 
FU 1 arr-gaa-n-yagi [ a rgäan jeg i ] , 1+2 marra-a-n-yagi [maräanjagi] , 
2 njing-gaa-n-yagi [ j i iggaanjegi ] , 31 i-yaa-n-yagi [iäeaen j egi] , 
III ma-gaa-n-yagi [magäanj eg i ] 

EV 310-ee-wagi [eewagi], II njing-gee-wagi [jiiggeewegi] 

ga-warra 'to bring back' (lit. 'to take back here') 
PP II<1 nji-rra-ga-waarra [jixragewaara], IV<1 0-arra-a-waarra [araawaara], 
II<2 nji-na-a-waarra [jiinaawaar a], 1<3 arr-gee-warra [argeewara], 
2<3M nji-n-gee-warra [jiingeewara], 3I<3M 0-an-gee-warra [angeewera], 
II<3M nji-n-gee-warra [jiingeewsr a] 
PIRR IIKl ma-rra-a-n-marree-gi [maraanmsreegi] 
PR 3I<3M 0-an-ga-warree-gi [angewareegi], III<3M ma-n-ga-warree-gi 
[mangewereegi] 
FU3I<1 i-rra-n-marree-gi [ i ranmareegi] , 1<3 arr-ga-n-marree-gi 
[arganmereegi] , 2<3M nji-nga-n-marree-gi IjiiQenmareegi], 
3>l+2 ga-marra-warree-gi [gamar awareegi] , 3I<3M i-n-ga-n-marree-gi 
[ inganmereegi] , IIK3M ma-n-ga-n-marree-gi [manganmareegi], 
IV<3F go-ya-a-n-marree-gi [goiaeasnmareegi] 
EV 1<3 arr-ga-warree-gi [argewereegi] 
IMP HERE bara-warree-gi [be^ewareegi] 
ga-ya 'to come' 
PP 1 arr-gee-bu [argeebu], 1+2 marre-e-bu [mareebu], 2 njing-gee-bu 
[jiiogeebu], 310-ee-bu [eebu], II njing-gee-bu [jiiggeebu], III ma-gee-bu 
[mageebu], IV ng-gee-bu [ggeebu] 
PIRR 1 arr-gaa-n-yi-ngi [ a r g a a n j i ^ i ] , 1+2 marra-a-n-yi-ngi [maräan j ig i ] , 
2 njing-gaa-n-yi-ngi [ j i iQgaanj ig i ] , 31 i-yaa-n-yi-ngi [iäeaenjigi], 
II njing-gaa-n-yi-ngi [ j i iggaanj iQi] , IV gu-waa-n-yi-ngi [guwäanj ig i ] 
PR 1 arr-gaa-yi-ngi [ a r g a a i i g i ] , 310-aa-yi-ngi [ a a i i g i ] , II njing-gaa-yi-ngi 
[ j i i ggaa i ig i ] , III ma-gaa-yi-ngi [magäaiigi] , IV ng-gaa-yi-ngi [ g g ä a i i g i ] 
FU 1 arr-gaa-n-ya [a rgäanja] , 2 njing-gaa-n-ya [ j i iggaanja] , 31 i-yaa-n-ya 
[iäeaenja], II njing-gaa-n-ya [jiiggaan j a], III ma-gaa-n-ya [magäanj a], 
IV gu-waa-n-ya [guwäan j a] ~ gu-gaa-n-ya [gugaan j a] 
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EV 310-ee-ya-gi [eeagi] , IV ng-gee-ya-gi [ggeeagi ] 
IMP baree-ya [ba^eea] 

ga-yaba 'to send here' 
PP 3K1 0-arra-a-yeeba [ a raa i eeba ] , 3I<2 0-na-a-yeeba [naa ieeba] , 
3I<3M 0-an-gee-yaba [angeeaba], 3I<3F 0-i-yee-yaba [ i eeaba ] 
PI 3I<3M 0-an-ga-yabaa-ri [ a n g a i a b a a ^ i ] 
PIRR3I<1 i-rra-a-n-dabaa-ri [ i r a a n d e b a a ^ i ] , IV<1 gu-rra-a-n-dabaa-ri 
[guraandebaa^ i ] , 3I<2 0-na-a-n-dabaa-ri [naandebaa^i ] , 
IV<2 gu-na-a-n-dabaa-ri [gunaandebäa^i] , 3I<3M i-n-ga-n-dabaa-ri 
[ i n g a n d a b a a ^ i ] 
PR 1+2E III ma-marre-e-yabaa-y [mamareeebäai], 3I<3M 0-n-da-a-yabaa-y 
[ndaa i abäa i ] , 3I<3F 0-aya-a-yabaa-y [ a i a a i a b a a i ] , III<3F ma-nga-a-yabaa-y 
[magaa iabaa i ] 
FU 3I<1 i-rra-a-n-deeba [ i raandeeba] , III<1 ma-rra-a-n-deeba [maraandeeba], 
3I<2 0-na-a-n-deeba [naandeeba], III<2 ma-na-a-n-deeba [manaandeeba], 
3I<3M i-n-gaa-n-daba [ ingäandaba] , 1 V<3M gu-n-gaa-n-daba [gungaandaba], 
3I<3F 0-aya-a-n-deeba [aiaeaendeeba], IIK3F ma-ya-a-n-deeba [maiasaendeeba] 
EV 3ME> 310-an-gaa-yaba [angaa iaba] 

ga-ya-banggi 'to come out' 
PP 310-a-ya-beenggi [ a iabeegg i ] , II njing-ga-ya-beenggi [ j i i g g a i a b e e g g i ] 
PIRR 1 arr-ga-n-da-banggee-ni [a rgandabaggeeni ] , 2 njing-ga-n-da-banggee-ni 
[ j i iggandabaggeeni] , 31 i-ya-n-da-banggee-ni [iaendabaggeeni] 
PR 310-a-ya-beenggi [ a i a b s e g g i ] 

ga-yarra-gi 'to come down to here' 
PP 1 arr-ga-yarree-gi [ a r g a i e r e e g i ] , 2 njing-gee-djarra [ j i iQgeejara] , 
310-a-yarree-gi [ a i a r e e g i ] ~ 0-ee-djarra [ e e j a r a ] , II njing-ga-yarree-gi 
[ j i i g g a i e r e e g i ] ~ njing-gee-djarra [ j i i g g e e j a r a ] 
PIRR 1 arr-ga-n-darra-gee-ni [ a rgandarageen i ] , 2 njing-ga-n-darTa-gee-ni 
[ j i iogandarageen i ] , 31 i-ya-n-darra-gee-ni [ iaendarageeni] , 
II njing-ga-n-darra-gee-ni [ j i i ggandarageen i ] 
PR 1 arr-ga-yarree-gi [ a r g a i a r e e g i ] , III ma-ya-yarree-gi [ m a i a i a r e e g i ] 
FU 1 arr-ga-n-darree-gi [ a rganda reeg i ] , 2 njing-ga-n-darree-gi 
[ j i iggandareeg i ] , 31 i-ya-n-darree-gi [ iaendareegi] 
IMP bara-yarree-gi [ba^a j a r e e g i ] 

ga-yormggoma 'to come in' 
PIRR 2 nji-n-ga-n-dorrnggomaa-yini [ j i iggandorggomaa i in i ] 
FU 31 i-n-ga-n-dormggooma [mgandarggooma] 
IMP bara-yorrnggooma [ba^ajarogooma] 
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godo-bidj-biri 'to cut up' 
PP IIKl ma-rro-odo-bidj-biiri [ m a r o o d o b i j b i i ^ i ] , III<2 ma-no-odo-bidj-biiri 
[ m a n o o d o b i j b i i ^ i ] 
PI 3I<3M 0-an-godo-bidj-biiri-ngi [ a n g o d o b i j b i i ^ i Q i ] , 
3I<3F 0-i-yodo-bidj-biiri-ngi [ i o d o b i j - b i x ^ i g i ] 
PR3I<1 0-arro-odo-bidj-biiri-ngi [ a r o o d o b i j b i x ^ i Q i ] , 
3I<2 0-no-odo-bidj-biiri-ngi [noodobi j b i i 4 , i g i ] , 
3K1+2 0-marro-odo-bidj-biiri-ngi [mar o o d o b i j b i 14,191], 
3I<3M 0-n-do-odo-bidj-biiri-ngi [ndoodobi j -b i 14.1131], 
III<3M ma-n-do-odo-bidj-biiri-ngi [mandoodobi jbf 14,113i], 
3I<3F 0-ayo-odo-bidj-biiri-ngi [ a i o o d o b i j - b i 14.1131], 
3I<3F ma-ngo-odo-bidj-biiri-ngi [maijoodobij-bi 14,1131] 
FU 3I<1 0-ng-godo-bidj-biiri-ya [ggodobi j -b i iJLia], 
3I<2 0-na-ngodo-bidj-biiri-ya [ n a n g o d o b i j b i 14.1a] 
EV 2<3M nji-n-godo-bidj-biiri-ya [ j i i n g o d o b i j b i i 4 , i a ] 
IMP godo-bidj-biiri-ya [godobi j -b i i4 , ia ] 

godobinj-ma 'to pull' 
PP IV<1 0-arro-odoobinj-ma [aroodoobijima], IV<2 gu-no-odoobinj-ma 
[gunoodoobijima], IV<3F nj-djo-odoobinj-ma [ji joodoobijima] 
PRIV<1 0-arro-odobinj-mee-ngi [ar oodobij imeeqi] , 
1V<3M 0-n-do-odobinj-mee-ngi [ndoodobijimceQi] 
IMP godoobinj-ma [godoobijuna] 

godobinj-ma-gi 'to pull (detr)' 
PP rVng-godobinj-mee-gi [ggodobipmeegi] 

godo-biri 'to be open' 
PI IV ng-godo-biree-ngi [ g g o d o b i r έ ε η ϊ ] 
PIRRIV gu-n-godo-biree-ngi [ g u n g o d o b i r έ ε η ί ] 
PR IV nj-djo-odo-biree-ngi [ j i joodob i f έ ε η ί ] 
FU IV gu-n-godoo-biri [gungodoobi4.i] 

godo-biri 'to cut' 
PP 3I<1 0-arro-odoo-biri [aroodoobi4. i ] , IIKl ma-rro-odoo-biri 
[marood0obi4,i], IV<1 0-arro-odoo-biri [arood0obi4. i ] , 3I<2 0-no-odoo-biri 
[noodoobi^ i ] , III<2 IV<2 ma-no-odoo-biri [manoodoobi^i] , 
1<3 arr-go-odoo-biri [argood0obi4. i] , 3I<3M 0-an-godoo-biri [ angodoobi^ i ] , 
IIK3M ma-n-godoo-biri [mangod0obi4;i], 3I<3F 0-i-yodoo-biri [ i o d o o b i ^ i ] , 
IV<3F nj-djo-odoo-biri [ji,jood0obi4,i] 
PIRR3K1 0-ng-godo-biree-ngi [ogodobi4,e8oi], IV<1 gu-ng-godo-biree-ngi 
[ g u g g o d o b n e c g i ] 
PR3I<1 0-arro-odo-biree-ngi [ a r o o d o b i ^ e e g i ] , 3I<2 0-no-odo-biree-ngi 
[noodob i^esg i ] , 3I<3M 0-n-do-odo-biree-ngi [ndoodobi4,ccgi] 
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FU 3I<1 0-ng-godoo-biri [ogodoobi^i] , 3I<2 0-na-n-godoo-biri 
[nangodoobi^i] , III<3M ma-nga-n-godoo-biri [maijangodoobi^i], 
1V<3M gu-nga-n-godoo-biri [gugsngodoobi-^i] 
EV 3I<1 0-arro-odo-biree-gi [aroodobi^eegi] , 1<2 nga-no-odo-biree-gi 
[Qanoodobi^eegi], III<2 ma-no-odo-biree-gi [manoodobi^eegi], 
IV<2 gu-no-odo-biree-gi [gunoodobi^eegi] 

godo-biri-gi 'to cut (detr)' 
PP 2 njing-godo-biree-gi [piQgodobi^eegi] , 310-godo-biree-gi 
[godobi^eegi] , II njing-godo-biree-gi [ j i i g g o d o b n e e g i ] 
PIRR 1 ng-godo-biri-gee-ni [ogodobi-j igeeni], 31 i-n-godo-biri-gee-ni 
[ ingodob i^ igeen i ] , II nji-n-godo-biri-gee-ni [ j ixngodobi^igeeni] 
PR 310-godo-biree-gi [godobi^eegi] 
FU 2 njin-godo-biree-gi [jixngodobx^eegi], II njin-godo-biree-gi 
[jiingodobiJLeegi] 
EV 2 njing-godo-biri-gee-ya [ j i i i jgodobi^igeea], 310-godo-biri-gee-ni 
[godobiwtigeea] 

godorro-ma 'to call, to name' 
PP II<3M nji-n-godorroo-ma [jiingodorooma] 
PI 1V<3M 0-an-godorroo-ma-ngi [angodor oomagi] 

goli 'to defecate, to lay an egg' 
PP 31 0-wooli [wooli], II njing-gooli [ j i iggool i ] 
PI 310-wolee-ngi [wolesgi] 
PIRR II nji-n-golee-ngi [ j i ingol£egi] 
PR II nj-dja-wolee-ngi [jij-awoleegi] 
FU II nji-n-gooli-ya [j ixngoolia] 
EV II njing-golee-yagi [ j i iggoleeegi ] 

golo-odo-biri 'to cut hair' 
PP 1<3 arr-golo-odoo-biri [ a rgo loodoob i^ i ] 
IMP golo-odoo-biri [goloodoobi^ i ] 

gorde-ni-ngi 'to light a fire' 
PP IV<1 0-arro-ordee-ni-gi [arooc^eenigi], IV<2 gu-no-ordee-ni-gi 
[gunoocteemgi], IV<l+2 gu-marro-ordee-ni-gi [gumer oocteenigi], 
IV<3F nj-djo-ordee-ni-gi [j i joocteenigi] 
PIRR IV<1 gu-ng-gordee-ni-ngi [guggecjeenigi] 
PR 1V<3M 0-n-do-ordee-ni-ngi [ndooc^eenigi], IV<3F 0-ayo-ordee-ni-ngi 
[aiooc[eenigi] 
FU IV<1 gu-ng-gordee-ni-ya [guggacjeenia], IV<2 gu-0-n-gordee-ni-ya 
[gung9<teenia], IV<l+2 gu-marro-ordee-ni-ya [gumerooc^eenia], 
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1V<3M gu-nga-n-gordee-ni-ya [gugengacjeenia] , IV<3F go-ya-n-gordee-ni-ya 
[goiengac^eenia] 
IMP gordee-ni-ya [goc^eenia] 

gordo-bada-ga-ba 'to open' 
PP IV<1 0-arro-ordo-badaa-ga-ba [arooc^obedaaba], 
IV<2 gu-no-ordo-badaa-ga-ba [gunooctobedäaba] 
PIRRIV<1 gu-ng-gordo-bada-ga-bee-ngga-ri [guogocIpbedaabceggajLi] 
PR IV<2 gu-no-ordo-bada-ga-bee-ngga-y [gunooctobedaabeeQgai] 
EV IV<3F nj-djo-ordo-badee-ga-bi [jij-ooclpbadeegabi] 
IMP gordo-badaa-ga-ba [goc|pbadägeba] 

gordo-bada-ga-ba-nggi 'to open (detr)' 
PP IV ng-gordo-bada-ga-bee-nggi [ogoc|obadaabe egg i ] 

gordobarraga 'to clear off 
PP 1 arr-gordobarraaga [argoc^obaraaga], 310-gordobarraaga [goc^obaräaga] 
PIRR 31 i-n-gordobarragaa-ni [ ingoc ioberegäan i ] 
PR 310-gordobarraaga [gocjpber äaga] 
FU 31 i-n-gordobarraaga [ingocjobar aaga] 

gordode-ga 'to hurt eye' 
PIRR III<3F ma-ya-n-gordodee-ga-njdji [maiengocjpdeegejij-i] 
This verb is only imperfectly attested. Apart from this PIRR form, which is 
morphologically regular, it was primarily attested in a form, with an Indirect Object 
enclitic, where the auxiliary was not realised: m-i-yordodee=IO [miocjpdee]. The 
prefixing in this form is III<3F prefixing for the PP or PI tenses. 

gordo-garra 'to take (something/somebody) off someone' 
PP 1<3 arr-go-ordoo-garra [argooc^oogera], 3I<3M 0-an-gordoo-garra 
[angocjpogera] 
IMP gordoo-garra [gocLoogera] 

gordoma-dji-gi 'to tell off 
PP 1 arr-gordoma-djee-gi [argoc^omaj-eegi], 2 njing-gordoma-djee-gi 
[jiiggocloma j e e g i ] , 310-gordoma-djee-gi [goc^oms j-eegi], 
II njing-gordoma-djee-gi [jiiggocLomejeegi] 
PI 2 njing-gordoma-dji-gee-ni [jiiggoctoma j - igeen i ] 
PIRR 1 ng-gordoma-dji-gee-ni [Qgoc|pm9j-igeeni] 
PR 2 nj-djo-ordoma-djee-gi [jijooclpmaj-eegi], II nj-djo-ordoma-djee-gi 
[jijoociomej-eegi] 
FU 1 ng-gordoma-djee-gi [ggoc^ome j e e g i ] , 2 nji-n-gordoma-djee-gi 
[jiiggociomaj-eegi] 
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EV 1 arr-gordoma-djee-gi [argocJ.oma.jeegi], 310-gordoma-djee-gi 
[gocjpma j e e g i ] ~ 0-gordoma-dji-gee-ya [gocjomaj-igeea], 
II njing-gordoma-dji-gee-ya [jiiQgoctoma j i g e e a ] 

gordongolodji 'to talk to oneself 
PR 1V<3M 0-n-do-ordongoloodji-ngi [ndoocjpQolooijiQi] 
gordongolo-wa-y 'to move, to sway' 
PP III mo-ordongoleewa-y [mooclpgoleewai] 
PI 1 arr-gordongolo-waa-yi-ni [argoc[oQolowäaiini], 
III mo-ordongolo-waa-yi-ni [moocioQolowaaiini] 
PIRR III ma-n-gordongolo-waa-yi-ni [mangocLogolowaaiini] 
PR 2 nj-djo-ordongoloo-wa-y [jijoocJpgoloowai], III ma-yo-ordongoloo-wa-y 
[maioocipQoloowai], IV nj-djo-ordongoloo-wa-y [jij-ooc^oooloowai] 
FU III ma-n-gordongoloo-wa-y [mangoctogoloowai] 
EV 2 njing-gordongolo-waa-ya [piogocIpQolowäaia] 

gorlodja 'to carry in a pouch, to fill, to put in, to pick someone up' 
PP 3I<1 0-arro-orloodja [ a roo loo i j-a], III<1 ma-rro-orloodja [maroo"L6oija], 
3I<2 0-no-orloodja [noolooij-a], III<2 ma-no-orloodja [manoolooij-a], 
IV<2 gu-no-orloodja [gunoo\0oij-a], 3I<3M 0-an-goorlodja [ angoo lp i j a ] , 
3I<3F 0-i-yoorlodja [ i o o l o i j a ] , IIK3F m-i-yoorlodja [miooloij-a] 
PIRR3I<1 0-ng-gorloodji-ngi [QgotooijXQi], III<1 ma-ng-gorloodji-ngi 
[maggolooi j i g i ] , 3I<3F 0-aya-n-gorloodji-ngi [ a i a n g o l o o i j i g i ] , 
III<3F ma-ya-n-gorloodji-ngi [maiangolpoij- iQi] 
PR 3I<3M 0-n-do-orloodji-ngi [ndoo loo i J ig i ] , IIK3F ma-ngo-orloodji-ngi 
[magoolooi j iQi] 
FU 2<1 ba-ng-gorloodja [baggo"L0oij-a], IIKl ma-ng-gorloodja [maogolooija] , 
1<2 nga-0-n-gorloodja [gangolooi ja ] , 3I<2 0-na-n-gorloodja [nangoloo i ja ] , 
2<3M nji-nga-n-gorloodja [ j i iQangotooi ja] 
EV 2<1 ba-rro-orloodja [barootooi j -a] 
IMP gorloodja [go looi j-a], HERE bo-orlodja [bootooij-a] 

gornya(-wa) 'to look around' 
PP 1 arr-goornya [argoorija], 2 njing-goomya-gi [j i iggoorijagi], 31 0-goomya 
[g6or\j a], II njing-goomya [ j i iggoonj a] 
PI 2 njing-gomya-waa-yini [ jHQgoryawäaiini] , 310-gomya-waa-yini 
[goi \ jawäai in i ] , II njing-gomya-waa-yini [jiiggoiy a w ä a i i n i ] 
PIRR 1 0-ng-gomya-waa-yini [i)goruawäaiini] , 31 i-n-gornya-waa-yini 
[ ingory awäa i in i ] , II nji-n-gornya-waa-yini [ j i ingor \ jawäai in i ] 
PR 1 arr-dja-woomya-wa-y [arjawooru awai], 1+2 marra-woomya-wa-y 
[marawooiij awai], 2 nj-dja-woomya-wa-y [jijaw6oi\j awai], 31 0-woomya-wa-y 
[w6or\j awai], II nj-dja-woomya-wa-y [jijaw0or\j awai] 
FU 1 0-ng-gomyee-gi [Qgor\.jeegi], 1+2 nji-n-goomya [jiingoor\j a], 
2 nji-n-goornya-gi [jiing6or\j agi]3I i-n-goomya-gi [ingoory agi], 
II nji-n-goomya-gi [ j i ingoorijagi] 
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EV 1 arr-gornya-waa-ya [argor \ j awaaia], 310-gornya-waa-ya [goi\j awaaia] , 
II njing-gornya-waa-ya [ji ingorij awaaia] 
IMP gomyeegi [goi iJeegi] 

[The PP and FU frequently lose the -gi suffix, particularly in the phrasal verb 

gornya(-wa)=miirdi 'to look back'] 

gorodja 'to show' 
PP 2<1 ba-rro-oroodja [beroo^ooij-a], 1<2 nga-no-oroodja [oanoo4,ooija], 
1<3 arr-go-oroodja [ a rgoo^oo i j a ] , 2<3M nji-n-goorodja [jixngoo^oij-a], 
3I<3M 0-an-goorodja [ang5o4.oi.ja] 
PIRR 1<2 nga-0-n-goroodji-ngi [Qango^ooi j - ιηί] 
PR3I<1 0-arro-oroodji-ngi [ a r o o ^ o o i j i g i ] 
FU 2<1 ba-ng-goroodja [baqgo^ooij-a], 1<2 nga-0-n-goroodja [gango^poi j-a], 
3I<3M arr-ga-n-goroodja [ a r g a n g o ^ o o i j a ] 
IMP goroodja [go^ooi j a ] 
goro-garra 'to look, to see' 
PP 2<1 ba-rro-oree-garra [baroo^eegara] , 3I<1 0-arro-oree-garra 
[ a roo^eegs ra ] , II<1 nji-rro-oree-garra [ j i i r oo^eega r a], III<1 ma-rro-oree-garra 
[maroo^eegara] , 1<2 nga-no-oree-garra [ganoo^eegar a], 3I<2 0-no-oree-garra 
[noo^eegara] , 
II<2 nji-no-oree-garra [ j i inoo^eegar a], III<2 ma-no-oree-garra 
[manocqeegaf a], 3K1+2 0-marro-oree-garra [maroo^eegara], 
IK1+2 nji-marro-oree-garra [ j i imaroo^eegara] , 1<3 arr-go-oree-garra 
[ a rgoo^eega r a], 2<3M nji-n-goree-garra [ j i ingo^eegara] , 
3>l+2 ga-marro-oree-garra [gamaroo^eegar a], 3I<3M 0-an-goree-garra 
[ango-jeegara], II<3M nji-n-goree-garra [ j i ingo^eegara] , 1<3 arr-go-oree-garra 
[a rgoo^eegera ] , 3>l+2 ga-marro-oree-garra [gamar oo^eega r a], 
3I<3F 0-i-yoree-garra [ io^eegara ] , II<3F nj-djo-oree-garra [ j i joo^eegara] , 
III<3F m-i-yoree-garra [mio^eegara] 
PI 3I<1 0-arro-oro-garraa-ri [ a r o o ^ p g a r a a ^ i ] 
PIRR 2<1 ba-ng-goro-garraa-ri [baggo^ogaraa^i ] , 3I<1 0-ng-goro-garraa-ri 
[Qgo^ogeraa^i] , IKl nji-ng-goro-garraa-ri [ j i iggo^ogar aa.j,i], 
IIKl ma-ng-goro-garraa-ri [maJ3go.j,ogaraa4,i], 3I<2 0-na-n-goro-garraa-ri 
[nango^ogaraa^ i ] , 3I<3M 0-nja-n-goro-garraa-ri [ j iango^ogaraa^i] , 
IIK3M ma-nga-n-goro-garraa-ri [maoengo^ogaraa^i] 
PR2<1 ba-rr-djo-oroo-garra-y [bar j-oo^oogarai] , 3I<1 0-arro-oroo-garra-y 
[ a roo^ooga ra i ] , II<1 nji-rro-oroo-garra-y [ j i i roo^oogera i ] , 
IV<1 0-arro-oroo-garra-y [ a roo^oogara i ] , 1<2 nga-no-oroo-gaiTa-y 
[^anoo^oogara i ] , 3I<2 0-no-oroo-garra-y [noo^oogarai ] , 
II<2 nji-no-oroo-garra-y [ j i inoo^oogara i ] , III<2 ma-no-oroo-garra-y 
[manoo^oogarai] , IV<2 gu-no-oroo-garra-y [gunooj[,0ogarai], 
3I<l+2 0-marro-oroo-garra-y [maroo^oogarai] , II<l+2 nji-marro-oroo-garra-y 
[ j i imaroo^oogara i ] , 1<3 arr-go-oroo-garra-y [ a rgoo^oogara i ] , 
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2<3M nji-n-goroo-garra-y [ j i ingo^oogarai] , 3>l+2 ga-marro-oroo-garra-y 
[gamaroo^oogarai] , 
3I<3M 0-an-goroo-garra-y [ango^oogarai] , II<3M nji-n-goroo-garra-y 
[ jungo^oogara i ] , 2<3F nji-ngo-oroo-garra-y [jiigoo-ioogar ai] , 
3>l+2 ga-marro-oroo-garra-y [gamsroo^oogarai] , 3I<3F 0-ayo-oroo-garra-y 
[a ioo^oogara i ] , II<3F nji-ngo-oroo-garra-y [jiJQOo^oogerai], 
IV<3F 0-ayo-oroo-garTa-y [ a ioo^oogara i ] 
FU 2<1 ba-ng-goree-garra [baggo-jeegara], 3I<1 0-ng-goree-garra 
[ggo^eegara], IKl nji-ng-goree-garra [j i iogo^eegera], 
1<2 nga-0-n-goree-garra [gango^eegara], 3I<2 0-na-n-goree-garra 
[nango^eegara], II<2 nji-0-n-goree-garra [j i ingo^eegara], 
3I<l+2 0-marro-oree-garra [maroo4,eegara], II<l+2 nji-marro-oree-garra 
[j i imaroo^eegar a], 1<3 arr-ga-n-goree-garra [argango^eegara] , 
2<3M nji-nga-n-goree-garra [jiigangOwteegara], 3>l+2 ga-marro-oree-garra 
[gamaroo^eegara], 3I<3M 0-nja-n-goree-garra [jiango^eegara], 
II<3M nji-nga-n-goree-garra [j i i^ango^eegara], III<3M ma-nga-n-goree-garra 
[maoango^eegara], 1<3 arr-ga-n-goree-garra [argango^eegara] , 
2<3F nji-ya-n-goree-garra [j i iango^eegara], 3>l+2 ga-marro-oree-garra 
[gamar oo^eegara], 3I<3F 0-aya-n-goree-garra [a iango^eegara] , 
II<3F nji-ya-n-goree-garra [ j i iango^eegara] 
EV 2<3M nji-n-goree-garra [ji ingo^eegara], 3>l+2 ga-marro-oree-gaTra 
[gamaroo^eegera] 

IMP goree-garra [go^eegara], HERE/1CC bo-oree-garra [boo^eegara] 

goro-garra-y 'to see (detr)' 
PP 1 arr-goro-garraa-y [ar go^ogaräai ] , 310-oro-garraa-y [o^ogaräa i ] 
PI 2 njing-goro-garree-ni [ j i i^go^ogareeni] , 31 0-oro-garree-ni [o^ogareeni ] 
PIRR 1 ng-goro-garree-ni [ggcxjogar een i ] 
PR 31 0-oro-garraa-y [o^ogaräai ] 
FU 1 ng-goro-garraa-y [^go^ogaräai] , 2 nji-n-goro-garraa-y [ j i ingo^ogaräa i ] 
goro-orra-garra 'to look after' 
PP 3I<3M 0-an-goro-orree-garTa [ango^oor eegar a] 
PI 3I<1 0-anO-oro-orra-garraa-ri [ a roo^oo raa r äa^ i ] 
PR IV<1 0-aiTo-oro-orraa-garra-y [aroo4.ooräagarai] , 
IV<2 gu-no-oro-orraa-garra-y [gunoo^ooraagarai] , 
3I<3M 0-n-do-oro-orraa-garra-y [ndoo^oor äaga ra i ] , 
3I<3F 0-ayo-oro-orraa-garra-y [ a ioo^oo räaga ra i ] 
FU 3I<3F 0-aya-n-goro-orree-garra [a iango^ooreegara ] 

gorrobarra-garra 'to nurse' 
W3I<1 0-arro-orrobarree-garra [a roorobareegara ] , 
3I<3M 0-an-gorrobarree-garra [angorobareegara] 
PIRR 3I<3M 0-nja-n-gorrobarra-garraa-ri [ j i angorobaragaräa^ i ] 
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PR 3I<3M 0-n-do-orrobarraa-garra-y [ n d o o r o b e r ä a g a r a i ] , 
3I<3F 0-ayo-orrobarraa-garra-y [ a i o o r o b a r ä a g a r a i ] 

gorronj-ma 'to get water' 
PP IV<1 0-arro-orroonj-ma [a rooroo i j ima] , IV<2 gu-no-orroonj-ma 
[gunoor ooijima], 1+2>IV gu-marro-orroonj-ma [gumaroorooi j ima] , 
1 V<3M 0-an-gooiTonj-ma [angooroi j ima] , IV<3F nj-dji-yoorronj-ma 
[ j i j i o o r o i j i m a ] 
PIRRIV<1 gu-ng-gorroonj-ma-ngi [guggorooi j imaQi] , 
IY<3F go-ya-n-gorroonj-ma-ngi [ g o i e n g o r o o i j i m e g i ] 
PR 1V<3M 0-n-do-orroonj-ma-ngi [ndooroo i j imeg i ] , 
IV<3F 0-ayo-orroonj-ma-ngi [ a i o o r o o i j i m e Q i ] 
FU IV<1 gu-ng-gorroonj-ma [guiQgof ooijima], IV<2 gu-0-n-gorroonj-ma 
[gungor ooijima], IV<l+2 gu-marro-orroonj-ma [gumaroor ooijima], 
1V<3M gu-nga-n-gorroonj-ma [guQangorooij ima], IV<3F go-ya-n-gorroonj-ma 
[ g o i e n g o r o o i j i m a ] 
IMP gorroonj-ma [gorooi j ima] 

ma 'to get, to grab' 
PP 2<1 barr-mee-gi [ba rmeeg i ] , 3I<1 0-arraa-ma [araama], IIKl ma-rraa-ma 
[maraama], IV<1 0-arraa-ma [araama], 3I<l+2 0-meerra-ma [mserama], 
IIK1+2 ma-meerra-ma [mamferama], IV<l+2 gu-meerra-ma [gumcerama], 
1<2 nga-naa-ma [ganäama], 3I<2 0-nee-ma [neema], II<2 nji-nee-ma [j i ineema], 
III<2 ma-naa-ma [manäama], IV<2 gu-noo-ma [gunooma], 3I<3M 0-an-mee-gi 
[anmeegi] , II<3M nji-n-mee-gi [ j i inmeegi] , 
III<3M ma-n-mee-gi [manmeegi], 1V<3M 0-an-mee-gi [anmeegi] , 
3I<3F 0-iinj-ma [i i j ima], II<3F nj-djee-ma [jij-eema], IIK3F m-iinj-ma [miijima], 
IV<3F nj-djee-ma [jij-eema] 
PI 3I<3M 0-an-mee-ngi [ anmfeg i ] , IIK3M ma-n-mee-ngi [manmeegi], 
3I<3F 0-iinj-ma-ngi [ i i j imag i ] , III<3M m-iinj-ma-ngi [mi i j imagi] 
PIRR3I<1 i-rree-ma-ngi [ i r e e m a o i ] , III<1 ma-rraa-ma-ngi [maraame^i] , 
IV<1 go-rroo-ma-ngi [goroomagi] , IV<l+2 gu-marree-ma-ngi [gumareemagi] , 
IV<2 gu-naa-n-ma-ngi [gunaanmaQi], 3I<3M 0-njaa-n-ma-ngi [ j iaanmagi] , 
1V<3M gu-ngaa-n-ma-ngi [gugaanmagi] , 3I<3F 0-ayaa-n-ma-ngi [aiaeaenmaQi] 
PR3I<2 0-naa-ma-ngi [naamagi] , III<2 ma-naa-ma-ngi [manaamagi], 
IV<2 gu-naa-ma-ngi [gunaamagi] , 1<3 arr-gaa-ma-ngi [ a r g a a m a g i ] , 
3I<3M 0-n-daa-ma-ngi [ndaamagi] , IIK3M ma-n-daa-ma-ngi [mandaamagi], 
3I<3F 0-ayaa-ma-ngi [ a i aamag i ] , III<3F ma-ngaa-ma-ngi [magaamaoi] 
FU 2<1 barree-ma [bareema], 3I<1 i-rree-ma [ i reema] , III<1 ma-rraa-ma 
[maraama], IV<1 go-rroo-ma [gorooma], 3I<l+2 0-meerra-ma [meerama], 
IIK1+2 ma-meerra-ma [mamesrama], 1<2 nga-naa-n-ma [ganaanma], 
3I<2 0-naa-n-ma [naanma], III<2 ma-naa-n-ma [manaanma], IV<2 gu-naa-n-ma 
[gunäanma], 2<3M nji-ngaa-n-ma [j i igäanma], 3I<3M 0-njaa-n-ma [jiäanma], 
IIK3M ma-ngaa-n-ma [manaanma], 1V<3M gu-ngaa-n-ma [gunäanma], 
3I<3F 0-ayaa-n-ma [aiaeaenma], IIK3F ma-yaa-n-ma [maiaeaenma], 
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IV<3F go-yaa-n-ma [goiaeaenma] 
EV 3I<1 0-arree-ma-gi [areemagi], III<2 ma-nee-ma-gi [maneemagi], 
1<3 air-gee-ma-gi [argeemagi], 3>l+2 ga-marree-ma-gi [gamereemagi], 
2<3M nji-n-mee-gi [jiinmeegi] 
IMP maa [mäa], HERE baraa-ma [be^äama] 

mada-wa 'to rub firesticks' 
PP II<1 nji-rra-madaa-wa [jiiramadaawa], II<2 nji-na-madaa-wa 
[jiinamadäawa], II<3M nji-n-maada-wa [jiinmäadawa] 
PI IK3M nji-n-madaa-wa-ri [jiinmadäawa.ji], II<3F nj-dji-madaa-wa-ri 
[ j i j imadaawa^i] 
PIRR II<1 nji-rra-madaa-wa-ri [jiiramadäawa.j,i] 
PR II<3M nji-n-da-madaa-wa-y [jiindamadaawai], II<3F nji-nga-madaa-wa-y 
[jiigamadaawai] 
FU II<1 nji-rra-madaa-wa [jiiramadaawa], II<2 nji-na-n-madaa-wa 
[ jiinanma da awa] 

EV IK1+2 nji-marra-madaa-wa-ya [jiimaramadäawaia] 

mala 'to kick, to step on, to tread on' 
PP 3K1 0-arra-mala [araamala] , II<2 nji-nee-mala [j i ineemala], 
3I<3M 0-an-maala [anmäala], II<3M nji-n-maala [j i inmaala] 
PIRR II<1 nji-rra-malaa-ri [ j u r a m a l a a ^ i ] 
PR III<l+2 ma-marra-malaa-y [mamaramalaai], 
3I<2 0-na-malaa-y [namalaai] , II<2 nji-na-malaa-y [ j imamalaa i ] , 
IV<2 gu-na-malaa-y [gunamalaai] , 3>l+2 ga-marra-malaa-y [gamaramalaai] , 
3I<3M 0-n-da-malaa-y [ndaraalaai] 
EV 3I<1 0-arree-mili [ a r eemi l i ] , 3I<2 0-nee-mili [neemil i ] , III<2 ma-nee-mili 
[maneemili] , 1<3 arr-gee-mala [ar geemala], 3>l+2 ga-marree-mili 
[gamareemil i ] , 2<3M nji-n-meeli [ j i inmeeli] , 3I<3M 0-an-miili [ a n m i i l i ] 
malarra-bu 'to flash (of lightning)' 
PP 310-malarraa-bu-mu [malaraabumu] 
PR 310-malarraa-bu-njdji [ma l a r aaba j i j i ] 
EV 310-malarraa-bu-ya [ m a l a r a a b a j a ] 

malarramanj-ma 'to tum' 
PP 3I<1 0-arra-malarreemanj-ma [aramalareemajima], 
III<1 ma-rra-malarreemanj-ma [maramalareemajima], 
3I<2 0-na-malarreemanj-ma [namalareemajima] 
PIRR3I<1 i-rra-malarramanj-mee-ngi [ iramalaramajim£ej]i] 

malarramanj-ma-gi 'to turn (detr)' 
PP 310-malarramanj-mee-gi [malar amajimeegi], II nji-malarramanj-mee-gi 
[jiimalaramajimeegi], III ma-malarramanj-mee-gi [mamalaramajimeegi] 
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P I 1 a r r - m a l a r r a m a n j - m a - g e e - n i [ a r m a l a r a m a j u n a g e e n i ] 
I M P m a l a r r a m a n j - m e e - g i [ m a l e r e m a j i m e e g i ] 

mala-y ' t o k i c k ( d e t r ) ' 
P I 2 n j i - m a l a a - y i - n i [ j i i m a l ä a i i n i ] 
P I R R 1 a r r a - m a l a a - y i - n i [ a r m e l ä a i i n i ] 
P R 3 1 0 - m a l a a - y [ m e l ä a i ] 
E V 3 1 0 - m a l a a - y [ m a l ä a i ] 

marda-bara ' t o c a r r y ' 
P P 3 I < 3 M 0 - a n - m a r d a a - b a r a [ a n m a c t ä a b e ^ a ] 
P I 1 < 3 a r r - g a - m a r d a - b a r a a - n i [ a r g a m a c i a b a ^ ä a n i ] 
P I R R 3 I < 3 M 0 - n j a - n - m a r d a - b a r a a - n i [ j i a n m a c L a b a ^ ä a n i ] 
P R 3 I < 1 0 - a r r a - m a r d a a - b a r a - y [ a r a m a c ( a a b a ^ a i ] , 3 I < 3 M 0 - n - d a - m a r d a a - b a r a - y 
[ n d a m a c L a a b a ^ a i ] , 3 I < 3 F 0 - a y a - m a r d a a - b a r a [ a i e m e ^ ä a b e ^ a i ] 

F U 2 < 3 M n j i - n g a - n - m a r d a a - b a r a [ j i i Q a n m a c | , a a b a . j a ] 
E V 1 < 3 a r r - g a - m a r d a a - b i r i [ a r g a m e ^ ä a b i ^ i ] 2 < 3 M n j i - n - m a r d a a - b i r i 

[ j i i n m a c t a a b i ^ i ] 

marda-ga ' t o w a k e u p ' 

P I R R 3 I < 1 i - r r a - m a r d e e - g a - n j d j i [ i r a m a c l e e j i j i ] 
P R 1 < 2 n g a - n a - m a r d e e - g a - n j d j i [ g a n a m a c t e e g a j i j i ] , 3 I < 2 0 - n a - m a r d e e - g a - n j d j i 
[ n a m a c L e e g a j i j i ] 

E V 2 < 3 M n j i - n - m a r d e e - g a - y a [ j i i n m a c | , e e g a j a ] 

marda-ga-ba ' t o h i d e ( t r ) ' 

P P 3 I < 1 0 - a r r a - m a r d e e - g a - b a [ a r a m a c | e e g a b a ] , 3 I < 2 0 - n a - m a r d e e - g a - b a 
[ n a m a c [ e e g a b a ] , 3 I < 3 M 0 - a n - m a r d e e - g a - b a [ a n m a ^ e e g a b a ] , 
I I I < 3 M m a - n - m a r d e e - g a - b a [ m a n m a c ^ e e g s b a ] , 3 I < 3 F 0 - i n j - m a r d e e - g a - b a 
[ i j i m a c ^ e e g a b a ] 
P I R R 3 I < 1 i - T r a - m a r d a - g a - b e e - n g g a - r i [ i r e m a c i a g a b e e o g a ^ i ] , 
3 I < 3 M 0 - n j a - n - m a r d a - g a - b e e - n g g a - r i [ j i a n m a c i a g e b e e o g a ^ i ] 
P R 3 I < 1 0 - a r r a - m a r d a - g a - b e e - n g g a - y [ a r a m a c L a g e b e e g g a i ] , 
3 I < 3 M 0 - n - d a - m a r d a - g a - b e e - n g g a - y [ n d a m a c J a g a b s E g g a i ] , 
3 I < 3 F 0 - a y a - m a r d a - g a - b e e - n g g a - y [ a i e m a c ^ a g a b e e Q g a i ] 
F U 3 I < 1 i - r r a - m a r d e e - g a - b a [ i r a m a c [ e e g a b a ] , I I K l m a - r r a - m a r d e e - g a - b a 
[ m a r a m a c i e e g a b a ] , 3 I < 2 0 - n a - n - m a r d e e - g a - b a [ n a n m a c L e e g a b a ] , 
3 I < 3 M 0 - n j a - n - m a r d e e - g a - b a [ j i a n m a c j e e g a b a ] , 3 I < 3 F 0 - a y a - n - m a r d e e - g a - b a 
[ a i e n m a c L e e g a b a ] 
E V 3 I < 3 M 0 - a n - m a r d e e - g a - b a [ a n m a c j e e g a b a ] , I I I < 3 M m a - n - m a r d e e - g a - b a 
[ m a n m a c ^ e e g d b a ] 

mardborda ' t o g e t w o o d ' 
P P I V < 1 0 - a r r a - m a r d b o o r d a [ a r a m a c i b o o c ^ a ] , I V < 2 g u - n a - m a r d b o o r d a 
[ g u n a m a c L b o o c t a ] , I V < 3 F n j - d j i - m a a r d b o r d a [ j i j i m ä a c | , b o c L a ] 
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PI IV<l+2 gu-marra-mardboorda-ri [gumaramac|,b0oc|a4i], 
IV<3F nj-dji-mardboorda-ri [ j i j ima^boo^e^ i ] 
PIRR IV<3F go-ya-n-mardboorda-ri [goianm8c|.b0ocJ.9.j,i] 
PR IV<3F 0-aya-mardboorda-y [aiamacl.b0oc[ai] 

marde-dji 'to hide (intr)' 
PP 1 arr-mardee-dji-gi [armacLeejigi], 2 nji-mardee-dji-gi [jiimacjeej-igi], 
310-mardee-dji-gi [mac|ee,}igi], II nji-mardee-dji-gi [jiimat^eej-igi] 
PI 1 arr-mardee-dji-ri [armec^eej i^i] , 2 nji-mardee-dji-ri [jiimacieej-i^i], 
II nji-mardee-dji-ri [jiimac|,eej-i-ti] 
PIRR 1 arra-mardee-dji-ri [aremactee,j-i.j,i] 
PR 1 0-dja-mardee-dji-ri [j-amacteej-i^i], 2 nj-dja-mardee-dji-ri 
[jijemscteej-i4.i], 31 0-mardee-dji-ri [macteej i^i] , II nj-dja-mardee-dji-ri 
[jij-amecteej-i^i] 
FU 1 arra-mardee-dji [aramacteej i ] , 2 nji-n-mardee-dji [ j i inmecieej i] 
EV 310-mardee-dji-gi [macjeej ig i ] 

marlan-ma-gi 'to become/get dark' 
PP III ma-marlan-mee-gi [mamalanmeegi] 
PIRR III ma-n-marlan-ma-gee-ni [manma"[,aninageeni] 
PR III ma-ya-marlan-mee-gi [maiamalanmeegi] 
FU III ma-n-matlan-mee-gi [manmatanmeegi] 
EV III ma-marlan-ma-gee-ya [mama "Lanmageea] 

marrada-wa 'to laugh at, to tease' 
PP 3I<1 0-arra-marradee-wa [aramaradeewa], 3I<3F 0-inj-marradee-wa 
[ij imaradeewa] 
PI 3I<2 0-na-marradaa-wa-ri [namaradaawa^i] 
PR 3I<1 0-arra-marradaa-wa-y [aramaradaawai] , 3I<2 0-na-marradaa-wa-y 
[namaradaawai], 1<3 0-arr-ga-marradaa-wa-y [a rgamaradaawai ] 
FU 2<3M nji-nga-n-marradaa-wa [piQanmaradaawa], 
3I<3M 0-nja-n-marradaa-wa [jianmaradaawa] 

marradje-bu 'to be/feel sorry for' 
PR 3I<1 0-arra-marradjee-bu-njdji [ a r a m a r a j e e b a j i j i ] , 
IKl nji-rra-marradjee-bu-njdji [ j i i ramaraj-eebaj i j - i ] , 
3I<3M 0-n-da-marradjee-bu-njdji [ndamaraj-eebajij-i] 

marrama 'to be afraid of, to fear' 
PP 3I<1 0-arra-marreema [aramareema], 3I<2 0-na-marreema [namareema], 
II<2 nji-na-marreema [jiinamareema], 1<3 arr-ga-marreema [argamareema], 
2<3M nji-n-meerrama [jiinmcerama], 3I<3M 0-an-meerrama [anmeerama], 
1<3 arr-ga-marreema [argamareema], 2<3F nj-dji-meerrama [jij-xmecrama], 
3I<3F 0-inj-meerrama [ijimcerama] II<3F nj-dji-meerrama [jij-imeerama] 
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PI 3I<1 0-arra-marraama-ri [aramaräama.ji], 2<3M nji-n-marraama-ri 
[jiinmeraame^i], 3I<3M 0-an-marraama-ri [anmaräama^i], 
3I<3F 0-inj-marraama-ri [ijimaräaraa^i] 
PIRR II<1 nji-rra-marraama-ri [ j i i r smaräama^i] 
PR2<1 ba-rr-dja-marraama-y [bar jamaräamai] , 3I<1 0-arra-marraama-y 
[aramaraamai], II<1 nji-rra-marraama-y [ j i i ramaräamai] , 
3I<2 0-na-marraama-y [namaräamai], II<2 nji-na-marraama-y [ji inamaraamai], 
1<3 arr-ga-marraama-y [argamaräamai], 2<3M nji-n-da-marraama-y 
[jiindamaräamai], 3I<3M 0-n-da-marraama-y [ndamaräamai], 
3I<3F arr-ga-marraama-y [argamaräamai], 2<3F nji-nga-marraama-y 
[jiigamaräamai], 3I<3F 0-aya-marraama-y [a iamaräamai] 
FU 1<2 nga-0-n-marreema [ganmareema], 3I<2 0-na-n-marreema [nanmareema] 

marra-wa 'to wait for' 
PP 3K1 0-arra-marree-wa [aramareewa], 3I<2 0-na-marree-wa [namareewa], 
3I<l+2 0-marra-marree-wa [maramareawa], 3I<3M 0-an-marree-wa 
[anmareewa] 
PI 2<1 ba-rr-marree-wa-ri [barmareewa^i] , 3I<1 0-arra-marTee-wa-ri 
[aramareewa^i] 
PIRR 3I<1 i-rra-marree-wa-ri [ i ramareewa^i] , 3I<3M 0-nja-n-marree-wa-ri 
[jianmareewa^i] 
PR 3K1 0-arra-marree-wa-y [aramareewai] , 3I<3M 0-n-da-marree-wa-y 
[ndamareewai] 
EV 3I<2 0-na-marree-wa-ya [namareewaia] 
IMP ICC ba-marree-wa [bamareewa] 

mogirdidj-bi 'to leave' 
PP2<1 ba-rr-mogeerdidj-bi [bermogsect i jbi] , 3I<1 0-arra-mogeerdidj-bi 
[aramogeeclij-bi], IV<1 0-arra-mogeerdidj-bi [aramogetcUj-bi], 
3I<2 0-na-mogeerdidj-bi [namog£ec[ijbi], III<2 ma-na-mogeerdidj-bi 
[manamogee^ijbi] , IV<2 gu-na-mogeerdidj-bi [gunamogsecUjbi], 
1<3 arr-ga-mogeerdidj-bi [argamogeec^ij-bi], 3I<3M 0-an-mogeerdidj-bi 
[anmogeecU j b i ] , 3I<3F 0-inj-mogeerdidj-bi [ijimogeecU j-bi] 
PI 1<3 arr-ga-mogirdeedj-bi-ri [argamogicteej-bi^i] 
PIRR3K1 i-rra-mogirdeedj-bi-ri [ i ramogicLeejbi^i ] , 
III<1 ma-rra-mogirdeedj-bi-ri [maramogiciee^bi^i] 
PR 3I<2 0-na-mogirdeedj-bi [namogicj,eejbi], III<2 3I<2 ma-na-mogirdeedj-bi 
[manamogic^eej-bi], IV<2 3I<2 gu-na-mogirdeedj-bi [gunamogic^eejbi] 
FU2<1 ba-rra-mogeerdidj-bi [baramogeec^ijbi] , 3I<1 i-rra-mogeerdidj-bi 
[ i ramogcec t i jb i ] , III<1 ma-rra-mogeerdidj-bi [maramogeectij-bi], 
3I<2 0-na-n-mogeerdidj-bi [nanmog£s<iijbi] 
EV 2<1 ba-rr-mogirdeedj-bi-ya [barmogic},ee j-bia] 
IMP mogeerdidj-bi [mogecc^ijbi], 1 ba-mogeerdidj-bi [bamog6e<^i,jbi] 
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mol-garra 'to catch in the throat' 
PP 3 ME ma-n-mool-garra [manmoolgar a], 3 FE m-idj-mool-garra 
[mij-moolgara] 

moniyil-bu 'to cany on the shoulder' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-moniyil-boo-mu [ar amoniilboomu], 3I<2 0-na-moniyil-boo-mu 
[namoniilboomu], III<2 ma-na-moniyil-boo-mu [manamoniilboomu], 
IV<3F nj-dji-moniyil-boo-mu [jijimonixlboomu], 
PIRR3I<1 i-rra-moniyil-boo-ni [ i f a m o n i i l b o o n i ]III<1 ma-rra-moniyil-boo-ni 
[maramoni i lbooni ] e r 3I<1 0-an-a-moniyil-boo-njdji [ a ramoni i lboo j i j i ] , 
3I<2 0-na-moniyil-boo-njdji [namoni i lbooj i j i ] 
FU IIKl ma-rra-moneeyil-bu [mar amoneeilbu], IV<1 gu-rra-moneeyil-bu 
[guramoneeilbu], III<2 ma-n-moneeyil-bu [manmoneeilbu], 
IV<2 gu-na-n-moneeyil-bu [gunanmoneeilbu] 

mono-ma 'to pinch, to scratch' 
PP II<2 nji-na-monoo-ma [jiinamonooma], II<3M nji-n-moono-ma [jiinmoonoma] 
PI 1V<3M 0-an-monoo-ma-ngi [anmonoomagi] 
PIRR IKl nji-rra-monoo-ma-ngi [jiiramonoomagi] 

mono-ma-gi 'to scratch (detr)' 
PI 1 arr-mono-ma-gee-ni [armonomageeni], 2 nji-mono-ma-gee-ni 
[jiimonomageeni] 
PIRR 1 arra-mono-ma-gee-ni [aramonomageeni] 
PR 1 0-dja-monoo-ma-gi [jamonoomagi], 2 nj-dja-monoo-ma-gi 
[jij-amonoomagi], 310-monoo-ma-gi [monoomagi] 
EV 2 nji-mono-ma-gee-ya [jiimonomageea] 

morlo-ma 'to grow up, to raise' 
PP 3I<1 0-arra-morloo-ma [aramotooma], 3I<3M 0-an-moorlo-ma [anm6o"Loma], 
1<3 arr-ga-morloo-ma [argamotooma], 3I<3F 0-inj-moorlo-ma [ijimooloma], 
II<3F nj-dji-moorlo-ma [jijimooloma] 
PIRR 3I<3F 0-aya-n-morloo-ma-ngi [aianmoloomagi] 

morlo-ma-gi 'to grow up (detr)' 
PP 1 arr-morloo-ma-gi [armo"L0omagi], 2 nji-morloo-ma-gi [jiimo],0omagi], 
1+2 marra-morloo-ma-gi [maramoloomagi], 310-morloo-ma-gi [monoomagi], 
II nji-morloo-ma-gi [jiimoloomagi] 
PIRR 1 arra-morlo-ma-gee-ni [aramo"Lomageeni], 311 i-n-morlo-ma-gee-ni 
[inmotomageeni], II 1 nji-n-morlo-ma-gee-ni [jiinmo ^omageeni] 
FU 31 i-n-morloo-ma-gi [inmoloomagi] 
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na 'to burn' 
PP 1 arraa-na(-y) [aräanai ] , 1+2 marree-na-y [mar eenai] , 2 nji-naana 
[jiinäana], 310-naana [näana], II nji-naana [jiinäana], III ma-naana 
[manaana], IV 0-naana [naana] 
PI IV 0-naa-ri [naa^,i] 
PIRR 1 arraa-na-ri [aräana^i] , 31 i-n-ngaana-ri [ingäana.j.i], II nji-n-ngaana-ri 
[ j i ingaana^i] , IV gu-n-ngaana-ri [gun^äana^i] 
PR 1 arraa-na-y [aräanai ] , 31 0-naa-y [näai], II nj-djaa^a-y [jij-äanai], 
III ma-yaa-na-y [maiäanai], IV nj-djaa-na-y [ j i j äana i ] 
FU 2 nji-n-ngaana [jiingäana], II nji-n-ngaana [jiingäana], III ma-n-ngaana 
[mangäana], IV gu-n-ngaana [gungäana] 
EV 1 arraa-ya [a raa ia ] , 1+2 marree-na-ya [mar eenaia] , 2 nji-naa-ya 
[ j i inaaia] , 310-naa-ya [näaia], III ma-naa-ya [manäaia], IV 0-naa-ya 
[näaia] 

nawa 'to put' 
PP 3K1 0-arree-nawa [areenawa], IIKl ma-ree-nawa [mareenewa], 
3I<2 0-nee-nawa [neenawa], III<2 ma-nee-nawa [maneenawa], 
3I<3M 0-an-oowa [anooa], III<3M ma-n-oowa [manooa], 1 V<3M 0-an-oowa 
[anooa], 3I<3F 0-ee-nawa [eenawa], IIK3F m-ee-nawa [meenawa], 
IV<3F nj-djee-nawa [jij-eenawa] 
PI 3K1 0-arra-nawee-gi [aranaweegi], 3I<3M 0-an-awee-gi [anaweegi] 
PIRR 3I<1 i-rra-nawee-gi [ i ranaweegi] , IIKl ma-rra-nawee-gi [mar anaweegi], 
3I<3M 0-nja-n-awee-gi [panaweegi], IIK3M ma-nga-n-awee-gi [ma^anaweegi] 
PR 3I<3M 0-n-da-nawee-gi [ndanaweegi], 3I<3F 0-aya-nawee-gi 
[aianaweegi], II<3F nji-nga-nawee-gi [jiiganaweegi], IIK3F ma-nga-nawee-gi 
[maganaweegi] 
FU 2<1 ba-rra-nawee-gi [bar anaweegi], 3I<1 i-rra-nawee-gi [ i ranaweegi] , 
III<1 ma-rra-nawee-gi [maranaweegi], IV<1 gu-rra-nawee-gi [guranaweegi], 
1<2 nga-na-n-awee-gi [gananaweegi], 3I<2 0-na-n-awee-gi [nanaweegi], 
III<2 ma-na-n-awee-gi [mananaweegi], 3I<3M 0-nja-n-awee-gi [jianaweegi], 
3I<3F 0-aya-n-awee-gi [aianaweegi], III<3F ma-ya-n-awee-gi [maianaweegi], 
IV<3F go-ya-n-awee-gi [goianaweegi] 
EV 2<3M nji-n-aawa [jiinäawa] IIK3F m-ii-nawa [miinawa] 
IMPnawee-gi [naweegi] 

ni 'to sit' 
PAST 1 arr-ee-ngi [areefli] , 1+2 marree-ni-ngi [mareenifli], 2 nji-nii-ngi 
[ j i i n i i g i ] , 310-nii-ngi [n i ig i ] , II nji-nii-ngi [ j i i n i i g i ] 
PIRR 1 arree-ni-ngi [ a reen iq i ] , 1+2 marree-ni-ngi [mareenigi] , 
31 i-n-ngaani-ngi [ i n g ä a n i g i ] 
PR 1 arr-djaa-ni [ar j-aani], 1+2 marree-ni-ri [mareem^i] , 2 nj-djaa-ni 
[ j i jäani] , 310-nii-ri [nii4.i], II nj-djaa-ni [ j i jaani] , III ma-yaa-ni [maiäani] 
FU 1 arree-ni [areeni] , l+2marree-ni [mareeni], 2 nji-n-ngaani [ j i ingaani] , 
31 i-n-ngaani [ ingäani] , II nji-n-ngaani [j i inijaani] 
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EV 1 arr-ee-ngi [ar έεοί] , 1+2 marree-ni-ngi [mareenigi] 
HOR 31 ii-ni [ i in i ] , II njii-ni [ j i i i n i ] 
IMP nee [nee] 

ni-ngi 'to bum, to cook' 
PP2<1 barr-ee-gi [bereegi] , 3I<1 0-arree-ni-gi [ a reen ig i ] , III<1 m-arree-ni-gi 
[mareenigi] , 3I<2 0-nee-ni-gi [neenigi] , 1<3 arr-gee-ni-gi [ a rgeen ig i ] , 
3I<3M 0-an-ee-gi [aneegi], III<3M ma-n-ee-gi [maneegi], 3I<3F 0-ee-ni-gi 
[eenigi ] , IV<3F nj-djee-ni-gi [ j i j een ig i ] 
PI 3I<1 0-arree-ni-ngi [ a reen ig i ] , III<1 ma-rree-ni-ngi [mareenigi] , 
3I<2 0-naa-ni-ngi [näanigi] , 3I<3M 0-an-ee-ngi [aneegi], III<3M ma-n-ee-ngi 
[maneegi] 
PIRR3K1 i-rree-ni-ngi [ i r e e n i g i ] , 2A>III ma-naa-ni-ngi [manaanagi], 
IIK3M ma-n-ee-ngi [maneegi] 
PR3I<1 0-arraa-ni-ngi [ a räan ig i ] , III<1 ma-rraa-ni-ngi [maraamgi] , 
3I<2 0-naa-ni-ngi [näanigi] , 3I<3M 0-n-daa-ni-ngi [ndaamgi] , 
3I<3F 0-ayaa-ni-ngi [ a i äan ig i ] , III<3F ma-ngaa-ni-ngi [magaanigi] 
FU 3I<1 i-rree-ni-ya [ i r een i a ] , III<1 ma-rtee-ni-ya [mareenia], 
3I<l+2 0-marree-ni-ya [mareenia], 3I<2 0-naa-n-i-ya [näania], 
3I<3M 0-njaa-n-i-ya [jiaania], III<3M ma-ngaa-n-i-ya [magaania], 
3I<3F 0-ayaa-n-i-ya [a iäania] , IIK3F ma-yaa-n-i-ya [maiaania] 
EV 2<1 barr-ee-gi [bareegi] , III<2 ma-nee-ni-gi [maneemgi] 
IMP nee-ya [nee a] 

nganabarri 'to whip' 
PP 3I<1 0-arra-nganaabarri [a raganaabar i ] , 3I<2 0-na-nganaabarri 
[naganaabar i ] , 3I<3M 0-an-nganaabarri [anganaabar i ] 
PIRR3I<1 i-rra-nganabarree-ngi [ i r aganaba reeg i ] , 
3I<3M 0-nja-n-nganabarree-ngi [ j i anganaba^eg i ] 
PR3I<1 0-arra-nganabarree-ngi [a raganabareeg i ] , 3I<2 0-na-nganabarree-ngi 
[naganabareegi] , 
3I<3M 0-n-da-nganabaiTee-ngi [ndaganabareegi] 
FU 3I<1 i-rra-nganabarraa-ya [ i r aganaba raa i a ] , 3I<2 0-na-n-nganabarraa-ya 
[nang anaba r äa i a] 

nganambarree-ni-gi 'to boil' 
PP 1E>3IVE 0-arra-nganambarTee-ni-gi [araganambareenigi ] , 
3I<2 0-na-nganambarree-ni-gi [naganambareenigi] , 
IV<2 gu-na-nganambarree-ni-gi [gunaganambareenigi] , 
1V<3M 0-an-nganambarree-ni-gi [anganambareenigi] , 
3I<3F 0-inj-nganambarree-ni-gi [ i j iganambareenigi] , 
IV<3F nj-dji-nganambarree-ni-gi [ j i j iganambareen ig i ] 
PIRR 3I<1 i-rra-nganambarree-ni-ngi [ i raganambareenig i ] , 
IV<1 gu-rra-nganambarree-ni-ngi [guraganambareenigi ] 
PR3I<1 0-arra-nganambarree-ni-ngi [araganambareenigi] , 
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IIKl ma-rra-nganambarree-ni-ngi [maraganambareenig i ] 
FU IV<1 gu-rra-nganambarree-ni-ya [guraganambar een ia ] , 
IV<2 gu-na-n-nganambarree-ni-ya [gunanganambar een ia ] , 
3I<3M 0-nja-n-nganambarree-ni-ya [jianganambar ean ia ] , 
III<3F ma-ya-n-nganambarree-ni-ya [maianganambareenia] 
EV IV<2 gu-na-nganambarree-ni-gi [gunaQanambar e e m g i ] 
IMP nganambarree-ni-ya [ganarabareenia] 

nga-wa 'to hear, to listen' 
PP 2<1 barr-ngee-wa [bargeewa] ~ barr-ngaa-wa [bargaawa], 
3I<1 0-arree-nga-wa [af eegawa] ~ 0-arraa-nga-wa [araa^awa], 
IKl nji-rree-nga-wa [jiif eegawa], 3I<2 0-nee-nga-wa [nee^awa], 
1<3 arr-gee-nga-wa [argeegawa], 3I<3M 0-an-ngaa-wa [an^aawa], 
1<3 arr-gee-nga-wa [argee^awa], 2<3F nj-djii-nga-wa [ j i j i i gawa] 
PI IV<1 0-arra-nga-waa-ri [aragawaa^i] , 1V<3M 0-an-ngaa-wa-ri 
[angaawa^i], II<3F nj-dji-nga-waa-ri [ j i j i gawaa^ i ] 
PIRR2<1 ba-rra-nga-waa-ri [bara^awaa^i] , 3I<1 i-rra-nga-waa-ri 
[ i r a^awaa^ i ] , IV<1 gu-rra-nga-waa-ri [guragawaa^i] , 1<2 nga-na-n-nga-waa-ri 
[ganangawaa^i] , 1<3 arr-ga-n-nga-waa-ri [argariQawaa^i], 
1<3 arr-ga-n-nga-waa-ri [ar gangawaa^i] 
PR2<1 barr-djaa-nga-wa-y [bar j-aagawai], 3I<1 0-arraa-nga-wa-y 
[araagawai] , IV<1 0-arra-nga-wa-y [araa^awai] , 3I<l+2 0-marraa-nga-wa-y 
[maräagawai], 1<2 nga-naa-nga-wa-y [Qanaa^awai], 3I<2 0-naa-nga-wa-y 
[naagawai], TV<2 gu-naa-nga-wa-y [gunaa^awai], II<3F nji-ngaa-nga-wa-y 
[ j i igaagawai] 
FU 2<1 ba-rree-nga-wa [baree^awa], 3I<1 i-rree-nga-wa [ ireegawa], 
2<3F nji-yaa-n-nga-wa [jiiaeaenoawa] 

EV 2<3M nji-n-ngee-wi [jiingeewi], 3>l+2 ga-marree-nga-wi [gamar ee^awi] 

ngorra-ga-ba 'to rock, to sway' 
PP 3K1 0-arra-ngorree-ga-ba [ar agor eegaba], 3I<2 0-na-ngorree-ga-ba 
[nagoreegaba] 
PIRR3K1 i-rra-ngorra-ga-bee-ngga-ri [ i f agoraabceflga.j . i] 
PR 3I<3F 0-aya-ngorra-ga-bee-ngga-y [ a i a g o r a a b s e g g a i ] 
raga 'to shoot, to stab, to stick in(to)' 
PP 3K1 0-arree-ragi [ a ree^ag i ] , IV<1 0-arree-ragi [ a r ee^ag i ] , 
3I<l+2 0-marree-ragi [maree^agi] , 3I<2 0-nee-ragi [nae^agi] , IV<2 gu-nee-ragi 
[gunee^agi] , 1<3 arr-gee-ragi [a rgee^ag i ] , 3I<3M 0-an-eegi [aneegi] , 
II<3M nji-n-eegi [ j i ineegi] , 1 V<3M 0-an-eegi [aneegi] , 3I<3F 0-ii-ragi 
[ i i ^ a g i ] , II<3F nj-djii-ragi [ j i j i i ^ a g i ] , IV<3F nj-djii-ragi [ j i j i i ^ a g i ] 
PI 3K1 0-arra-ragaa-ri [ a r a^agaa^ i ] , IV<1 0-arra-ragaa-ri [ a r a^agaa^ i ] , 
3I<3M 0-an-aaga-ri [anaaga^i] , 1V<3M 0-an-aaga-ri [ anaaga^ i ] 
PIRR3K1 i-rra-ragaa-ri [ i r a ^ a g a a ^ i ] , IV<1 gu-rra-ragaa-ri [gu ra^agaa^ i ] , 
3K1+2 0-marra-ragaa-ri [mara^agaa^i] , 3I<2 0-na-n-agaa-ri [nanagaa^i ] , 
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3K3M 0-nja-n-agaa-ri [ j ianagäa^i] , II<3M nji-nga-n-agaa-ri [ j i i joanagäa^i], 
1V<3M gu-nga-n-agaa-ri [guganagaa^i] , 3I<3F 0-aya-n-agaa-ri [aiaenagäa^i], 
II<3F nji-ya-n-agaa-ri [jiiaensgaa^i], IV<3F go-ya-n-agaa-ri [goiaenagaa^i] 
PR 3K1 0-arra-ragaa-y [ a ra^agaa i ] , 3I<2 0-na-ragaa-y [na^egaa i ] 
IV<2 gu-na-ragaa-y [gune^egaai] , 3I<3M 0-n-da-ragaa-y [nda-jagäai], 
1V<3M 0-n-da-ragaa-y [nda^agäai] , IV<3F 0-aya-ragaa-y [ a i a ^ a g ä a i ] 
FU 2<1 ba-rree-ragi [ba ree^ag i ] , 3I<1 i-rree-ragi [ i f ee^ag i ] , IV<1 gu-rree-ragi 
[guree*tagi], 3I<l+2 0-marree-ragi [maree^egi] , IV<l+2 gu-marree-ragi 
[gumaree^agi] , 3I<2 0-naa-n-agi [naanagi] , IV<2 gu-naa-n-agi [gunäanagi] , 
3I<3M 0-njaa-n-agi [jiäanagi], 3I<3F 0-ayaa-n-agi [aiäeaenagi], 
IV<3F go-yaa-n-agi [goiäeaenagi] 
EV 2<1 ba-rr-eegi [bareeg i ] , 1<2 nga-nee-ragi [ganee.jagi] , 3I<2 0-nee-ragi 
[nee4.egi], IV<2 gu-nee-ragi [gunee^egi] , 2<3M nji-n-eegi [ j i ineegi] , 
I V<3M 0-an-eegi [aneegi] , 1<3 arr-gii-ragi [ a r g i i ^ a g i ] , 2<3F nj-djii-ragi 
[ j i j i U a g i ] 
IMP reegi [^.eegi] 

raga-marr 'to like, to want' 
PPIIK3M ma-n-eegi-marr [maneegamar] 
PI 3I<1 0-arra-ragaa-ri-marr [afa4aga.asj.1maf], III<2 ma-na-ragaa-ri-marr 
[mana^agaa^imar] 
PR2<1 ba-rT-dja-ragaa-nj-marr [bar ja^aaj imar] , 3I<1 0-arra-ragaa-nj-marr 
[ara^äajimar], III<1 ma-rra-ragaa-nj-marr [mara^aajimar], 
3I<2 0-na-ragaa-nj-marr [na^aajimar], IV<2 gu-na-Tagaa-nj-marr 
[gune^aajimar], 3I<3M 0-n-da-ragaa-nj-marr [nda^aajimar], 
III<3M ma-n-da-ragaa-nj-marr [mande^aajimar] 
EV2<1 ba-rr-eegi-marr [baf eegamaf ] 

raga-y 'to shoot (detr)' 
PP 1 arr-eega-y [a reega i ] , 2 nji-reega-y [ j i i^eegai ] , 310-reega-y [ . jeegai] 
PIRR 1 arra-ragee-ni [af a^ageen i ] , 31 i-n-agee-ni [ i n a g e e n i ] 
PR 310-reega-y [ j e e g a i ] 
FU 31 i-n-eega-y [ m e e g a i ] 
EV 2 nji-reega-y [ j i i r e e g a i ] ~ nji-ragee-ya [ j i i^ageea], 31 0-reega-y [^eegai] , 
II nji-reega-y [ j i i r e e g a i ] ~ nji-ragee-ya [ j i i^ageea] 

rarra-ga 'to spread' 
PP IV<1 0-arra-rarraa-ga-ngga [af a^araagga] , IV<2 gu-na-rarraa-ga-ngga 
[guna^af äagga], IV<l+2 gu-marra-rarraa-ga-ngga [gumafa^afäagagga] , 
IV<3F nj-dji-rarraa-ga-ngga [ji j-i^ar äagga] 
FU IV<1 gu-rra-rarraa-ga [gu ra^a raaga ] 
IMP rarraa-ga [^,araaga] 
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wadji 'to cry' 
PP 1 arr-waadji-gi [ a rwaa j ig i ] , 2 nji-waadji-gi [jiiwäaj-igi], 310-waadji-gi 
[wäaj ig i ] , II nji-waadji-gi [ j i iwaa j ig i ] 
PI 1 arr-waadji-ri [ a rwaa j ig i ] , 2 nji-waadji-ri [waa j i^ i ] , 310-waadji-ri 
[ w a a j n i ] , II nji-waadji-ri [j i iwaaj-i^i] 
PIRR 1 ana-wadjaa-ri [arawaj-aa^i], 31 i-n-maadji-ri [inmaaj-x^i], 
II nji-n-maadji-ri [ j i inmaa j i^ i ] 
PR 1 (arr-)djaa-wadja-y [(ar)jaawe,jai], 1+2 marraa-wadja-y [mar aawaja i ] , 
2 nj-djaa-wadja-y.[jij-aaw8jai], 310-waadja-y [wäaj-ai], II nj-djaa-wadja-y 
[ j i j aaweja i ] 
FU 2 nji-n-meedji [jiinmee j-i], 31 i-n-meedji [ inmeej i ] , II nji-n-meedji 
[ j i inmeej i] 
EV 2 nji-weedji-gi [ j i iweej ig i ] , 310-waadji-gi [wäa j ig i ] ~ 0-weedji-gi 
[wee j-igi], II nji-weedji-gi [jiiwee j i g i ] 

waga 'to go back' 
PP 1 arr-wagaa-y [arwagaai], 2 nji-wagaa-y [jiiwegaai], 310-wagaa-y 
[wagaai], II nji-wagaa-y [jiiwegaai], III ma-wagaa-y [mawegäai], IV 0-wagaa-y 
[wagaai] 
PI II 0-wagaa-ri [wagaa^i] 
PIRR 1 arra-wagaa-ri [ar awagaa^i], 31 i-n-maaga-ri [inmaage^i], 
III ma-n-maaga-ri [manmaaga^i], IV gu-n-maaga-ri [gunmaaga^i] 
PR 310-wagaa-y [wagaai], IV nj-djaa-waga-y [j i jaawagai] 
FU 1 arree-wagi [areewagi], 1+2 marree-wagi [mar eewagi], 2 nji-n-meegi 
[jiinmeegi], 31 i-n-meegi [inmeegi], II nji-n-meegi [jiinmeegi], III ma-n-meegi 
[manmeegi] 
EV 1+2 marree-wagi [mareewagi], 31 0-weegi [weegi], Ilnji-weegi [piweegi] 
IMP weegi [weegi] 

waga-da 'to move (intr)' 
PP 1 arr-waaga-da [arwaageda], 2 nji-waaga-da [jiiwaagada] 
PIRR 1 arra-wagaa-ri-da [arawagaa^ida] 
PR 1+2 marra-wagaa-da [mar awagaada] 
FU 1 arree-waga-da [areewagada], 2 nji-n-meega-da [jixnmeegada], 
31 i-n-meega-da [inmeegada], II nji-n-meega-da [jiinmeegada] 
HOR 31 i-weega-da [iweegada], IV gu-weega-da [guweegada] 
IMP weega-da [weegada] 

warra 'to die, to suffer' 
PP 1 arr-waarri-dji [ a rwaar i j-i], 2 nji-waarri-dji [ j i iwäarij- i] , 310-waarri-dji 
[wäari j i ] , II nji-waarri-dji [ j i iwaa r i j i ] , III ma-waarri-dji [mawäari j i ] , 
IV 0-waarri-dji [wäarij- i] 
PI 1 arr-warr-gee-ni [arwargeeni] , 1+2 marra-warr-gee-ni [marawargeeni], 
310-warr-gee-ni [wargeeni] 
PIRR 1 arra-warr-gee-ni [arawergeeni] , 2 nji-n-marr-gee-ni [jiinmer geeni] , 
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31 i-n-marr-gee-ni [ inmargeeni] , II nji-n-marr-gee-ni [ j i inmargeeni] , 
III ma-n-marr-gee-ni [manmargeeni] 
PR 1 0-djaa-warr-gi [j-aawergi], 1+2 marra-warr-gi [marawargi], 310-warr-gi 
[wargi], II nj-djaa-warr-gi [ j i jaawargi] , III ma-yaa-warr-gi [maiaawargi] 
FU I arra-warree-gi [a rawareegi ] , 1+2 marra-warree-gi [marawareegi] , 
2 nji-n-maarra-gi [ j i inmaaragi] , 31 i-n-maarra-gi [ inmäaragi ] , II nji-n-maarra-gi 
[ j i inmaaragi] , III ma-n-maarra-gi [manmäaragi], IV gu-n-maarra-gi 
[gunmaaragi] 
EV 1 arr-warr-gee-ya [arwargeea], 2 nji-warr-gee-ya [j i iwargeea], 
II nji-warr-gee-ya [jixwergeea] 

warra 'to take back' 
PP 3I<1 0-arra-a-waarra [araawäara] , IKl nji-rra-a-waarra [ j i i raawäara] , 
IV<1 0-arra-a-waarra [araawäara] , 1<3 arr-gee-warra [a rgeewara] ~ 
arT-gaa-warra [argäawara], 2<3M nji-n-gee-warra [ j i ingeewara] ~ 
nji-n-gaa-warra [jiingaawara], 3I<3M 0-an-gee-warra [angeewara], 
II<3M nji-n-gee-warra [ j i ingeewara] 
PI III<2 ma-na-warree-gi [manawareegi] 
PR 1<3 arr-ga-warree-gi [ a rgawareeg i ] 
FU III<2 ma-na-n-marree-gi [mananmareegi], 1<3 arr-ga-n-marree-gi 
[ a rganmareeg i ] 

IMP warree-gi [wareegi], HERE bara-warree-gi [ba^awareegi ] 

warraga-da 'to move (tr)' 
PP 3I<1 0-arra-warreega-da [arawareegada] , III<1 ma-rra-warreega-da 
[marawareegi] , III<2 ma-na-warreega-da [manawareegada] 
PR ma-nga-warreega-da [manawareegada] 
FU3I<1 i-rra-warreega-da [ i rawareegada] , III<1 ma-rra-warreega-da 
[marawareegada], III<2 0-na-n-marreega-da [nanmareegada], 
III<2 ma-na-n-marreega-da [mananmareegada] 
EV III<2 ma-na-warreega-da [manawareegada] 
IMP warreega-da [wareegada] 
warramiri 'to miss' 
PP 2<1 ba-rr-warramiiri [barwaramiivti] , 3I<3M 0-an-marTamiiri 
[anmarami i^ i ] 
PIRR3K3M 0-nja-n-marramiiri-ngi [jianmar ami 14.1131] 
PR3I<2 0-na-warramiiri-ngi [ j iawaramii^iQi] 
FU 3I<3M 0-nja-n-marramiiri [jianmarami ι^, ϊ] 
EV 3I<2 0-na-warramiree-gi [nawarami^eegi] 

ww 'to give' 
PP 2<1 biirr-wu [bfirwu], 3I<1 0-arraa-wu [araawu], II<1 nji-rraa-wu 
[jiiräawu], II<l+2 nji-meerra-wu [jiimetrawu], 1<2 nga-naa-wu [Qanaawu], 
3I<2 0-nee-wu [neewu], II<2 nji-nee-wu [jiineewu], 1<3 arr-gee-wu [argeewu], 
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3>l+2 ga-meerra-wu [gamesrewu], 2<3M njee-n-u [jasenu], 3I<3M y-aan-u 
[jäeeenu], II<3M njee-n-u [jitsnu], 1<3 arr-gee-wu [argeevm], 2<3F nj-djee-wu 
[jij-eewu], 3I<3F ii-wu [iiwu], II<3F nj-djee-wu [jijeewu] 
PI 3I<1 0-arraa-wu-ni [aräaweni], 3I<3M 0-an-oo-ni [anooni], 
3>l+2 ga-marree-wu-ni [gamereewani], 3I<3F ii-wu-ni [ i iweni ] ~ ee-wu-ni 
[eeweni], II<3F nj-djee-wu-ni [jij-eeweni] 
PIRR3I<1 i-rree-wu-ni [ i reeweni] , IKl nji-rree-wu-ni [jixreeweni], 
1<2 nga-naa-n-u-ni [qanäaneni], 3I<2 0-naa-n-u-ni [näanani], 
1<3 arr-gaa-n-u-ni [ar gäaneni] , II<3M nji-ngaa-n-u-ni [jiiQaaneni], 
3I<3F 0-ayaa-n-u-ni [aiaeaenani] 
PR 3K1 0-arra-wo-y [aräawoi], 3I<2 0-naa-wo-y [näawoi], II<2 nji-naa-wo-y 
[jiinäawoi], 1<3 arr-gaa-wo-y [argäawoi], 3I<3F 0-ayaa-wo-y [aiäawoi], 
II<3F nji-ngaa-wo-y [jixgäawoi] 
FU 2<1 ba-rree-wu [bareewu], 3I<1 i-rree-wu [ireewu], IKl nji-rree-wu 
[jiireewu], 3I<l+2 0-meerra-wu [meerewu], II<l+2 nji-meerra-wu 
[jiimcerawu], 1<2 nga-naa-n-u [ganaanu], 3I<2 0-naa-n-u [näanu], 
II<2 nji-naa-n-u [jiinäanu], 1<3 arr-gaa-n-u [argäanu], 3>l+2 ga-meerra-wu 
[gameerewu], 2<3M nji-ngaa-n-u [jiigäanu], 3I<3M 0-njaa-n-u [jiaeeenu], 
II<3M nji-ngaa-n-u [jiigäanu], 1<3 arr-gaa-n-u [argäanu], 2<3F nji-yaa-n-u 
[jiiabaenu], 3I<3F 0-ayaa-n-u [aiäeaenu], II<3F nji-yaa-n-u [jiiäeaenu] 
EV 2<1 barr-woo-ya [berwooia], 3I<l+2 0-marree-wo-ya [mareewoia], 
II<l+2 nji-marree-wo-ya [jiimareewoia], 2<3M nji-n-oo-ya [j i inooia], 
3I<3M 0-an-oo-ya [anooia], 1<3 arr-gee-wo-ya [argeewoia], 2 nj-djee-wo-ya 
[jij-eewoia] 

IMP woo [woo], HERE baraa-wu [be^äawu] 

ya 'to go' 
PP 1 yaarr-bu [ jaarbu] , 1+2 marree-bu [mareebu], 2 njeem-bu [jieembu], 
31 yaa-bu [jäabu], II njeem-bu [ji£embu], III maa-bu [mäabu], IV yaam-bu 
[jäambu] 
PI 1 arr-djii-ngi [ a r j - ί ιη ϊ ] , 31 0-yii-ngi [ j i i g i ] 
PIRR 1 arr-djii-ngi [ar j - ί ιηί] , 31 i-n-yii-ngi [ i n j i i g i ] 
PR 1 arr-djaa-yi-ngi [ a r j - aa i ig i ] , 2 nj-djaa-yi-ngi [ j i j -aai igi] , 310-yii-ngi 
[ j i i Q i ] , II nj-djaa-yi-ngi [ j i j -äai igi] , III ma-yaa-yi-ngi [maiaa i ig i ] , 
IV nj-djaa-yi-ngi [ j i j ä a i i g i ] 
FU 1 arree-ya [areea], 1+2 marree-ya [mareea], 2 njee-n-ya [jieenja], 31 ee-n-ya 
[έ εη j a], II njee-n-ya [με εη j a], III maa-n-ya [mäan j a], IV goo-n-ya [goon j a] 
EV 1 arr-djee-gi [ar j e eg i ] , 1+2 marree-ya-gi [mareeegi], 2 nji-yee-gi [ j i ieegi] , 
310-yee-gi [ j eeg i ] , II nji-yee-gi [ j i ieegi] 
HOR 31 ee-ya [eea] 
IMP ngoorro [gooro] 
yu 'to lie' 
PP 1 arr-djoogori [arj-oogo^i], 1+2 marra-yogoori [marsjogoo^i] , 2 nj-djoogori 
[jijoogovii], 310-yoogori [ joogo^i] , II nj-djoogori [jijoogowti] 
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PI 1 arr-djoree-ni [ar j -o^eeni] , 310-yoree-ni [ j o^een i ] , II nj-djoree-ni 
[ j i jo^eeni ] , III ma-yoree-ni [maio^eeni], IV nj-djoree-ni [ j i j o^een i ] 
PIRR 1 0-nj-djoree-ni [jij-o^eeni], II nji-n-doree-ni [ j i indo^eeni] , 
III ma-n-doree-ni [mando^eeni], IV gu-n-doree-ni [gundo^eeni] 
PR 1 arr-djaa-yu [ar j -aaiu] , 1+2 marree-yo-ri [mareeo^i], 2 nj-djaa-yu 
[ j i jäa iu] , 310-yoo-ri [ j 004.1], II nj-djaa-yu [jij-äaiu], III ma-yaa-yu [maiäaiu], 
IV nj-djaa-yu [ j i j äa iu ] 
FU 1 arree-yu [areeu], 1+2 marree-yu [mareeu], 2 njee-n-yu [j ieenju], 31 ee-n-yu 
[esnju] , II njee-n-yu [jieenju], III maa-n-yu [mäanju], IV goo-n-yu [goonju] 
EV 1 arr-djoree-ya [arj-o^eea], 2 nj-djoree-ya [ j i jo^eea], 310-yoree-ya 
[jojLeea] 
HÖR II njii-yu [ j i i iu] 
[The hortative is most commonly attested in phrasal verbs involving baarri 'behind', 
where it is unstressed] 
31 i-yu [iu], III ma-yu [maiu] 
IMP djoogoro [j-oogo^o] 
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English - Gaagudju finderlist for nominals and 
particles 

afternoon : maadawa 
again : deernmi 
alive : -biirida 
alive: gaadju-gaadju 
all: geegirr 
all morning : goornmu moordu 
all right: iiwo 
alone: -gaaduwa 
alone: waadju 
already: gaarrmadja=da-walaalu 
already: ngoyoonjdjida 
also : moordu 
always: walaaladama 
Amurdak: amoordiyu 
animal: moobiyu 
ankle : woogi 
annoying : gardaawu =gardaawu= 
another: ngoondji walaalu 
ant sp : gurrbulaambirr 
ant sp : nayiirrirri 
anthill : mabanggaarlu 
any: ngoondji=nu 
arm (lower) : goordo-miirndjil 
arm (upper): njinggordodjimaala 
arm : goordo 
armlet: baarndi 
armlet: winjbeegi 
armpit: wanjgoorrgu 
as a result: bardäba 
ashes : gamalaarday 
aunt: ngiirla 
axe (stone): giili 
axe: wuulyimi 
back (small of) : tiiimba 
back: ngorroonggadi 
bad : moonda 
bamboo : goolo 
bandicoot: manjoogu 

bank of a river : ganaangga 
banyon tree : maganaboobu 
bark belt: gubaalbi 
barramundi (large) 

ganbarragaardi 
barramundi (small) : barraardal 
basket: goyaabi 
basket type: namaalga 
Be quiet: gardaaman 
beard: djaara 
bee (long-nosed): djiilburr 
bee sp : marrgaardba 
beeswax : baarda 
behind : baarri 
belly: maboorlo 
big (of body parts only): 

-marraagadi 
big: -marrawaarra 
billabong: bardaambarda 
billycan : djabilaana 
bird: moobiyu=moobiyu 
bird sp : gabalabaala 
bird sp : worrogudbaarra 
black: -gardambarnkeengi 
black cockatoo : garrabaarlu 
black wallaroo : 

na-ardambarnkeengi 
black whip snake : djumiili 
blind: gamoomo 
blood: maneengul 
blue tongue lizard : gudjaabu 
blunt: djibiiri 
boat (large): gaabala 
body: -ngolwaayuwa 
boil: njanoomala 
bone : binaagara 
bony: mabinaagara 
bony bream : mawaayu 
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boomerang: barrgeeli 
brain : goodjgu 
branch: goordo=yu 
breast: goonggo 
breath : walaangandji 
brolga: djamarrabarday 
brother (of deceased): 

na-wudbugaarra 
brother (older) : bardaanga 
brother (oldest in a group of 

brothers): ganjdjilaarrama 
brother (younger - address) : 

-labirri 
brother (younger - reference) : 

-yi-waala 
brother-in-law: marreegidji 
brown honey-eater: djidjidjiidji 
buffalo : anabaarru 
bullant: raada 
bum: moorro 
bush: gaagurr 
bushfire: miiyingu 
bustard: mangarndeebumbu 
but: gada 
butterfly: gabardeeba =gabardeeba 
camp : walaalu 
canoe: guubuy 
carpet snake: gandjilbaarda 
catfish (eel-tailed): gaarnbaldja 
catfish : galee-gali 
cattle : buliigi 
cave : ralboodji 
centipede: bunggoo-bunggo 
ceremonial leader: warlaanggarr 
ceremony name: mardaayin 
ceremony name: uubarr 
challenge stick: madjingiirla 
charcoal (mourning): mayoonay 
charcoal: gunbiildja 
cheek: maarda 
cheekiness : gardaawu 
cheeky: djiirri=djiirri= 
chest: ngadaambirr 
chicken : gululuwaara 
chickenhawk: godowaarra 

child: bayaalala 
children : -bayalaala 
cicatrices : marlaamu 
clapstick: waarnboy 
clean (of water) 

-gardabilamareerri 
clever: maarrgi= 
clever fellow: maarrgi=nu 
close: djarroonggoda 
cloud: balmoongo 
club : gadimaankurl 
club : maboobu 
coals (hot) : roonggon 
cold : -goodji 
cold: marrgooyu 
cold, flu : narrbiiru 
contrary to expectations : baarra 
cooked: -boordi 
cormorant (little pied): 

gardaa-garda 
cormorant sp : marndabuungi 
corpse: maamoway 
corroboree : mabalaabala 
corroboree style: bardeebumbu 
corroborree stick: yaayila 
cough: ngalaambirr 
country (mother's) : -guwaalawa 
country: walaalu 
cousin : gubeengga 
crab : gorraardal 
crake: marriwodjoonggo 
cramp : moodurr 
creek: goordo=nu 
crest on a goose : garndeeyi 
cripple: gardaawu 
crocodile (freshwater): 

njinggaankirr 
crocodile (saltwater): irribindjoori 
crocodile nest: magaalba 
crooked: -badorroodjbu 
crow: mawaaga 
curlew: miiru 
cyclone : malaboobu 
dangerous: djiirri=djiirri= 
dark: goornmu=da-walaalu 
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daughter (mDa): njing-goombardi 
daughter (wCh): maaba 
daylight: njeeda 
deaf: marooru 
death adder: njingganbardaawadji 
dew: gardenjdjilmaarra 
didgeridoo (long) : djiboolu 
didgeridoo (short): gaambu 
different: ngoondji 
dilly bag: nangalowaarra 
dilly bag type : miirla 
dingo: goordonu 
dirty (of water): boornay 
doctor (native): maarrgi=nu 
dog: gaadju 
door: djaabul=yu=walaalu 
down : ardaadji 
downhill: geena ardaadji 
dream : urromoolbuy 
dreaming: djirdeebinggi 
dripping: -djiildja 
drop of water : gudjbiirra 
dry:-boordbi 
dry season: gudjudjoorrgu 
duck (black) : njinggaarrga 
duck (Burdekin): rangarrbaarda 
duck (pink-eared): djoordju 
duck (whistleduck sp): ngalbidjiidji 
dugong: marndingoonjngonj 
dust: balboornay 
eagle (wedge-tailed) : iinjbumbu 
ear: gaadi 
earth mother: njimburroomburr 
echidna: ngalarrangalaarra 
eddy: mowiyaanga 
egg: waadji 
elbow: njoomburr 
emu : gabardeeba 
end of the wet/start of the dry 

ngaalnga 
enemy: moordumay 
eye: boordo 
face : giitii 
faeces : goonu 
far: barreegurl 

fast: bardawaadawa 
fast: magaawala 
fat (very): bularraadjgu 
fat: buloomarr 
father: baaba 
father-in-law: njin-daa-ma-ngi-da 
fear: gumiirri 
feather: njoonbu 
featherbelt: nayaarru 
female creation figure 

njing-golorroobumbu 
few: maardarn 
few days ago : nanggalaaba 
fibula: yaadjbi 
fig tree: nanjdjardamoloongo 
fighting stick (flat) : birribiirriyu 
fighting stick (round): moorrgan 
file snake: djuraadjunu 
finch sps : gunirriniirri 
fire: gudjaali 
firestick: njinggoonu 
firewood: maagodju 
fish: ngaarndjil 
fish sp: djirlaaga 
fishing line: waagidj 
fishnet: djibooyu 
fishnet type: gunganaawoordo 
five: yaagada ngaadjay 
flat: mardaarrga 
flour: gandidjaawa 
flower: birriwoonggo 
fly: ngoorrmorl 
fly sp : ngoodji 
flying fox : galarrgeengi 
flying fox : gudjboolombida 
fog: djoorlurl 
food: djaamu 
foot: gubaardi 
for good: -ngaarnnga 
forbidden : gumaali ~ gumaali-da 
forbidden place 

gumaali=da=nu=waala 
forehead : iidi 
fork of a tree : baangga 
frill neck lizard : waarlgarr 
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frog sp (large) : baalngarr 
frog sp (small): birnimirniimi 
frog sp : gardaangarr 
front: gudiiru 
full of water: djabalodjarroonggo 
funeral ceremony: moolil 
ghost: waayu=i-waayu 
girl (who has had her first period) : 

gubaardi madjaawarr 
girl (young): djirdeewan 
goanna (saltwater) : birneerrinj 
goanna (water): bandamaarrnga 
goanna: budjoodu 
goanna hole : maboodji 
goanna sp: nabaarlu 
good (very) : 

-ngaarndiya =ngaarndiya 
good: -ngaarndada 
goodbye: gankaayi 
goose (old man) : madjgiilirr 
goose (young) : biirdirdidj 
goose: gurneembu 
granddaughter (mDaCh): mabeenga 
granddaughter (mSoCh) 

bornobornoongo 
granddaughter (wDaCh) 

gumaambalnga 
granddaughter (wSoCh): maangga 
grandfather (FaFa): gaaga 
grandfather (MoFa): biibi 
grandmother (FaMo) : maangga 
grandmother (MoMo) : gaaga 
grandson (mDaCh): mabeenga 
grandson (mSoCh) 

bornobornoongo 
grandson (wDaCh): gumaambalnga 
grandson (wSoCh): maangga 
grass : noonjbu 
grass sp : ambal=ambal 
grass sp: garraani 
grass sp: magaarna 
grasshopper: njimbadaabumbu 
grave (tree): waarlgarr ~ 

waarlgarra 
grave: gardaamu 

grease : djuurri 
great-aunt (FaFaSi): gaaga 
great-aunt (MoFaSi): biibi 
great-grandparent: maaya=maaya 
great-grandparent: ulubuulu 
great-nephew (mSiDaCh) 

gumaambalnga 
great-nephew (mSiSoCh): gumiigi 
great-nephew (wBrDaCh): 

mabeenga 
great-nephew (wBrSoCh): 

bornobornoongo 
great-niece (mSiDaCh): 

gumaambalnga 
great-niece (mSiSoCh): gumiigi 
great-niece (wBrDaCh): mabeenga 
great-niece (wBrSoCh): 

bornobornoongo 
great-uncle (FaMoBr) : gumiigi 
great-uncle (MoMoBr) : 

garnaagarli 
greedy: walgiirdi 
green ant: djaarli 
green plum: gandjeemarra 
grevillea: barrdjeedji 
ground oven : gugaarli 
grub sp : yirriidjbal 
gun : arnbiiwu 
hair (body): njoonbu 
hair (grey) : wanmiirri 
hair: gardaabirr 
hairbelt: gulaawurr 
halfcaste: warrgeedja 
hand (left) : waanjan 
hand (right): djimaardbunu 
hand: ngaadjay 
happy: marrmaarrgada 
hard: biirda 
hawk: dadjgunoorru 
he: naawu 
head : ngaardi 
headband: gaarlamba 
heart: wuudja 
heavy: -gardaabumu 
high: gaanggi 
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high country: ganaangga 
high country: gankee-ganki 
hill: gorlogaanggi 
hip : mabaari 
hole : ngaardul 
honey (ground) : badaawadji 
honey: moomo 
hornet: ngalmoomo 
horse: djaarra 
hot: buulurr 
house: gaboondji 
how many: yama-da-geegirr 
hungry: goyaalu 
husband: na-womagaali 
I: ngaayi 
ironwood: gaabay 
island: gu-djaawurdu=da 
i t : naawu 
i t : ngaayu 
itch: liirlirl 
jabiru : bardbänawarr 
jawbone: ideengar da 
joey: mardoordu 
jungle : maalmurr 
jungle fowl: gululuwaara 
just : niinjdja 
kangaroo (doe) : djorloorlobarray 
kangaroo (old man) : djiloobarr 
kangaroo: baagu 
keep on : -ngaarnnga 
killer: gordoolo=gordoolo 
king brown : djidabarraabarra 
knee: mamboorro 
knife: maarri=maarri 
kookaburra: galwoorr-galworr 
language (Mo-in-law) 

magaalmurdu 
language : djagaardu 
later: baleeru 
later: garrmaarna 
leaf: maarlarl 
leech : biirdja 
leg (lower): maagarr 
leg: baada 
Leichhardt tree: mardbiibi 

lightening: mabooyirr 
lightweight: garlarlboobo 
like: gooro 
lily (red) : njimardaagardi 
lily root: gordoobarrdja 
lily sp : wurridjoonggo 
lily stem: gandjaarrbu 
lily tuber: bardedjiliidji 
liver: ngalaararr 
lizard sp: budjoodu=budjoodu 
lizard sp: ideebumbu 
lizard sp : mardaagardaga 
long (very) : -bardabareengani 
long: -bardeeba 
long ago : barraanggirr 
long time : nanggamoloobo 
Long Tom: djimardaaba 
lot: maalbarr 
lots: -baalgi 
loud: bardawaadawa 
louse : raadi 
lungs : walaartgandji 
Macassan : manggadjaarra 
maggot: djaagandji 
magpie : mabaarra-mabaarra 
man (young) : na-womalaagardi 
man : djirriingi 
mangrove: madjoridjooro 
march fly: banbiirirr 
married man 

njinggooduwa=nu=ngaadjay 
mast: djumbaala 
mature: -gadeenggadi 
maybe : iinjdju 
meat: djaarli 
middle: baangarda 
milk: gumulongoono 
milkwood: djaanjdja 
money: biirndi 
moon: maardba 
mopoke: maraarra 
morning: goornmu 
mosquito : moonja 
mother: gooyu 
mouth: djaabul 
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mouth organ : birdibaabi 
mucus : walaangandji 
mud (on mangrove roots) 

gardawaarrwa 
mud : wammaalay 
mullet: gunaadju 
mussel: maadjunu 
nail: guniliniili 
naked: goordo-walaalu 
name : maraamirr 
nankeen night heron : gadaawu 
native cat: mabardaabarda 
navel: woorlo 
nearly: buu 
neck (back): ngaarnmu 
neck (front): magaarnamu 
necklace: manmangiirlu 
negative imperative : gooyida 
negative nominal: -goroobiri 
negative particle: ibärdbi 
negator: gaayu 
nephew (mSiCh): maaba 
nephew (wBrSo): na-woombardi 
new : -giirri 
next time: baarrawa=baarrawa 
niece (mSiCh) : maaba 
niece (wBrDa) : njing-goombardi 
night: maadada 
night (as a measure of time 

only) : ngorroongirr 
nose : giini 
nosehole: mabaarnmarr 
now: mboodaru 
ochre (red) : gardiirri 
ochre (white): njoogi 
okay: gaala 
old: barraanggornyu 
old man : anmarrabaalbu 
old woman : boordo 
old woman : uluunggulu 
old women : bardangeeya 
on foot: gubaardi-da 
one Feminine: ngoyoogoda 
one Masculine : nowoogoda 
oops : iiwo 

ooze: gardawaarrwa 
orphan : na-marlaadja 
other: ngoondji 
other side : yaagada=yaagada 
outside : mabooliyo 
owl: gubooyu =gubooyu 
painful: garreeningi 
palm sp: barnaardbi 
palm sp: gamarraymbagaardu 
palm sp: maankul 
palm sp : wanjbanjbaaba 
pandanus : goonggirr 
pandanus mat: njimbarrabaarra 
pandanus nut: madjamareerri 
paper: djuurra 
paperbark: raanggin 
paperbark raft : mabiimbi 
pelican : magaarrgurr 
penis : baarla 
penis : gungaarnmu 
phragmites : maalu 
phratry: djimburruwoodjbu 
phratry: -garraadjawa 
phratry: -garrabarnaadjinggi 
phratry: -garrangaalbu 
phratry: -garrmangiiru 
pigeon (Torres Strait) : moornbil 
pigeon : guloododo 
plain : mabooliyo 
plant sp: binaagaradj=binaagara 
plover: garree-garri 
point: maardiyu 
poison : gumaali djubaarra 
poisonous: djiirri=djiirri= 
policeman : gumaali-da 
porpoise : marrambiirna 
possum: gaanggunu 
possum : muurnu 
post: djirrbaarnba 
pregnant: modongoloorro 
pretty: djirdalaala 
prickle heat stick : mardaarrga 
pubic tassle : ngaalarr 
quickly: gudirraabu 
quickly: weerrgada 
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rain (light rain signalling end of 
wet): magoombo 

rain : gardagaaya 
rainbow: namardeedjurr 
rainbow lorikeet 

njimalawadeewadi 
rat: boonjman 
rat sp : manmoolbu 
raw : -gooli 
reason : -djiinba 
red : maneengul=maneengul= 
reed sp : barraaga 
rib: mirliirri 
ripe : -boordi 
river: buu 
river: rabaalarr 
road: gabaloowadi 
rock (little): biirndi 
rock: giimbi 
rotten,: gunoorru 
sad: moonda-yu-marr 
sail: njimbarrabaarra 
salt: djiila 
saltwater: gadjiirra 
saltwater shell sp : namaleenbi 
sand (hot for cooking) : ngoolhgirr 
sand : madjiirli 
sandfly: dii 
Saratoga: gumaali=da-ngaarndjil 
Saratoga: nabadaadjbi 
savage: djiirri=djiirri= 
scab: mooyu 
sea: djideemarr 
seagull: mirriidjbu 
second born : -marrabuumbada 
sedge sp : maboroodja 
seed: boordonju 
self: -yirri 
shade:magaayobu 
shadow: waayu 
shallow: gordooginggi 
shark: waamba 
sharp : garaaba 
she: ngaayu 
shell sp : ngaambay 

shirt: goordo=goordo 
short: -djaawurdu 
shoulder: rarreegadji 
shoulderblade: biirlbirl 
Shut up! : gardaama-da-wa 
sick: gudjiirri 
sister (of deceased) 

njing-gudbugaarra 
sister (older) : mogoongo 
sister (oldest in a group of 

sisters): njing-geerradama 
sister (younger - address) : -labirri 
sister (younger - reference) 

-nji-waala 
skin : gaankirr 
skink sps: malanjdjunaarra 
skinny: mabinaagara 
sky: galaali 
sleep : ngorroongirr 
slippery: mardaala=mardaala= 
slow : djibiiyiba 
small: -walaawala 
smoke : gungaari 
snake sp 

a-n-da-galaarr=mana=balaadi 
soft: -yileeyili 
son (mSo) : na-woombardi 
son (wCh) : maaba 
soon : buu 
sorceror: gordoolo=gordoolo 
spangled grunter: djaamurru 
spear (hook): djiboorru 
spear: bilaarra 
spear type: gaadjirr 
spear type: gundjoogolyo 
spider: gaboolbirr 
spirit: moomo 
spirit: yunggaalya 
spit: mardaala 
spring: roolorr 
star: njimeebili 
still: boorgyi 
stingray: manambarrbaala 
straight: djoorrmoda 
string: buurri 
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stringybark: roolo 
strong: goordo=goordo= 
sulky: gadaambu 
sulky: moordumay 
sun : gaboolbirr 
swag: aardi 
swamp : gabaarnka 
swamp: mamoomo 
sweat: gaboolbirr 
swim : gabu-gaabu 
taboo : gumaali ~ gumaali-da 
tail: djaarli 
tall (very): -bardabareengani 
tall: -bardeeba 
tears: godorruurru 
tendons: waarr 
testicles: djirriinjmi 
thigh : baada 
thin : mabinaagara 
this way: giindji 
this way: giindji-boordo 
three fem: gendjongoyoogoda 
three masc : garrmanoogoda 
throat: magaarnamu 
throwing stick: manbaarnba 
tick: wanbiirndil 
tight: bardawaadawa 
today: mboodaru 
together: mardabarraaga 
tomorrow (the day 

after): ngoondji goornmalada 
tomorrow: goornmalada 
tongue: ngaarndjil 
tooth : riirri 
totem: djirdeebinggi 
tough: biirda 
trachea: djiboolu=nj-djiboolu 
tree: djubaarra 
tree sp : bardabuungi 
tree sp : djibaardal 
tree sp : gaararr 
tree sp : gaardarr 
tree sp : gamadjuulu 
tree sp : giirlirl 
tree sp : gubiirda 

tree sp : madjubaarra 
tree sp : mandjalabordjuboordju 
tree sp : mardaawurru 
tree sp : miirndjil 
tree sp : moorrbul 
tree sp : warnyoowu 
trouble: djiirri 
trousers : baada=baada 
true: geedjawa 
truly: baarra 
turtle (long-necked): gadjaalnga 
turtle (sea): maanbiri 
turtle (short-necked): baarndjal 
turtle guts : madjilbarraada 
two fem: geendjada 
two fem: geeninjdjada 
two masc : geerrmada 
two masc : geerrmanda 
uncle: djaadja 
urine : liirdjili 
vagina: gumaarda 
very: wudjarroonggo 
wait! : duurdu 
water: gaardu 
water lily sp : magaardawu 
water python : nardeenjmarr 
water rat : njimbarroolbumbu 
water weed: gardagaleeyi 
well: miiri 
western brown snake : nabadaawu 
wet: -giirdi 
wet season : djumbiirri 
what: ngameena 
What a good thing! : mowaarda 
where: yaa-
whirlwind: nangeelawa 
white: gabalabaala 
white ant: marrbaangga 
white apple: mirrodoonggordo 
white apple sp : marrbiili 
white cockatoo : galeeyirr 
white corella: djimburruwoodjbu 
white man : wadjbaala 
white-necked heron : gulabaagu ~ 

gulabaangu 
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who : waarra 
why: ngameneega 
wide: -gabarraabarra 
widow: njing-goordomalay 
widower: na-woordomalay 
wife: njing-gomagaali 
wild passionfruit: baarlbarl 
willy wagtail 

djideegardi=djideegardi 
wind: djoorrgu 
wing: moogan 
woman (who has had 

children): garrangarreeli 
woman (young) 

njing-gomalaagardi 
woman : njinggooduwa 
woollybutt: liyinggiirnmi 
woomera (curved): balaadi 
woomera: djanaanjgu 
wrongly: adarraanggada 
wrongly: moonda walaalu 
yam sp : djugu-djoogu 
yam sp : djunaarra 
yam sp : galadjeerrbu 
yam sp: guloorday 
yam sp: moornarn 
yam sp: nambarraagardi 
yam sp: nanggomardaamala 
yam sp,: liindji 
yamstick: waaboy 
year (as a measure of time) 

ngaalnga 
yesterday (the day before): 

maada =yu-walaalu 
yesterday: maada 
you: ngiinja 
you and me : maneerra 
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to affect: bu 
to argue: garda-garra 
to ask: djarra-bagarna-wa 
to bake: gardagada-garra 
to bark : garra waläalu 
to bash one's head : bolo-bara 
to bash one's head : bolo-odo-biri 
to bathe: gardanganjngara 
to be: gama 
to be afraid of : marrama 
to be ashamed : garaga-dji 
to be blocked : djurriinj-dji 
to be bom : dja-ba-nggi 
to be broken : gardawi-dji 
to be burst: balbarra-bu-y 
to be desirous of/greedy for 

food: garrabarra 
to be first: gabanj-ma 
to be full: balolburrbu 
to be husband and wife 

djarrangga-ba mabäari 
to be in pain : djarra-ni-ngi 
to be jealous : galamarr-wa 
to be married wrong side : ma 

moonda waläalu 
to be open : godo-biri 
to be ready to go : ga-ba 
to be sorry for : marradje-bu 
to be stuck : barraworn-ma 
to be the father of: ma=gäali 
to be the mother of: ma=nu=wala 
to be tired : badiyarra-bu 
to be tired : garda-bu 
to be/become/get burnt: bala-garra 
to be/get married : ma-gi 
to bear a child : ma=wäala 
to become: gama 
to become caught up 

ba-garra-garra 
to become dark : marlan-ma-gi 
to become daylight: gabarr-nggi 
to believe : gade-ga 
to bite: bi 
to blaze : galabarra-na 
to blaze: galabarra-ni-ngi 
to blink: bardagama 
to blink: barda-winjminj-ma 
to block: gabarrangana-ba 
to blow: budji 
to boil: buurrngburrng 
to boil something: 

nganambarre-ni-ngi 
to bother: gordoma-dji 
to break: gardagama 
to break one's arm : balwa-dji 
to break someone's arm : balwa-ma 
to break up : garda-winjminj-ma 
to bring: ga-ga 
to bring back : ga-warra 
to build : djarrangga-ba 
to bum : na 
to burn : ni-ngi 
to burst: balbarra 
to burst: balbarraga 
to burst: gardambarra 
to bury: dja-ga-ba 
to call: godorro-ma 
to call out: gala-bi 
to carry: ga 
to carry: marda-bara 
to carry a swag : garda-ga 
to carry in a pouch : gorlodja 
to carry on the head : dji-nu-ngäardi 
to carry on the shoulder : moniyil-bu 
to catch in the throat: ba-garra 
to catch in the throat: mol-garra 
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to catch up : baborda 
to chase: bagarna-wa 
to chip : bara 
to clean : gadjarra-ga 
to clear off: gordobarraga 
to climb: barna-badji 
to close: djarronggo-ba 
to close eye : bardagama 
to close eye : barda-winjminj-ma 
to coil something 

up: bardabardawinjminj-ma 
to coil up : bardabardawinjminj-ma-

gi 
to come: ga-ya 
to come back : ga-waga 
to come down : ga-yarra-gi 
to come from : ga-djama 
to come in : ga-yorrnggoma 
to come out: ga-ya-banggi 
to come undone : gadjarama-y 
to come up : gabarra-gi 
to consume: dja 
to cover: bala-bara 
to cover: bala-biri 
to crack: djarra-barraga 
to crack: djarra-barra-gi 
to crawl: badji 
to crawl here : ga-badji 
to cross : djarra-gi 
to cross : gadala-biri 
to cry: wadja 
to cure: djongaladji 
to cut: godo-biri 
to cut down : bo-godo-biri 
to cut hair : golo-odo-biri 
to cut up : godo-bidj-biri 
to dance: djarra-bu 
to defecate,: goli 
to die: warra 
to dig: gadjirr-ma 
to dip: gardewa 
to dislike: dja-wa 
to dive: gardangari 
to do: gama 
to drag: ga=w0orro 

to dream of: djirriinj-ma 
to dress : garla-ba 
to drip : garda-balabandji 
to drop : gadj-garra 
to drop : godo-biri 
to drop someone off: djal-ga-ba 
to drown : gardangari 
to drown someone/thing 

gardagada-ga-ba 
to dry: gardadja-ga 
to dry up : gabarraga 
to enclose: galabarrwodji 
to extinguish : djarrayawo-bu 
to fall: gardanj-bimi 
to feel sleepy: bu ngorroongirr 
to fetch wood : mardborda 
to fight: garda-garra 
to fill: garla-ba 
to fill : gorlodja 
to find: bara-da 
to finish: djarn-bu 
to flash (of lightning) : malarra-bu 
to float: gardanganjngara 
to follow: ya=nu-barri 
to forget: gadawarrama 
to get: ma 
to get lost: birna-wa 
to get off out: ma-ganäangga 
to get up : djama 
to get water : gorronj-ma 
to give: wu 
to go: ya 
to go around : djardaminj-ma-gi 
to go back : waga 
to go down : djarra 
to go down : djarra-gi 
to go down there : ba-yarra-gi 
to go in : djorrnggoma 
to go in there : ba-yorrnggoma 
to go out: djabarda 
to go there : ba-ya 
to grab: garra 
to grab: ma 
to grasp : garra 
to grind: djurr-wa 
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to grow up : morlo-ma-gi 
to hang out: gadarra-bu 
to hang something up 

barrabard-ba 
to hang up : bard-ba-nggi 
to have: garra 
to hear: nga-wa 
to heat up : djirrbori 
to help to carry : garra gaardbi 
to hide: barna-garra 
to hide: marde-dji 
to hide something : marda-ga-ba 
to hit: bu 
to jump : balabarra-gi 
to jump about: balabarrbarra-gi 
to keep : garra 
to kick: mala 
to kiss : gardebondji 
to know: gade-ga 
to laugh: gambiri 
to laugh a t : marrada-wa 
to leave: mogirdidj-bi 
to lick: gardebondji 
to lie: yu 
to lie to : bolo-boyo-ma 
to lift: garla-ga 
to light a fire : gorde-ni-ngi 
to light a grass fire : birdinj-ma 
to like: raga-marr 
to listen : nga-wa 
to lock up : djarronggo-ba 
to lock up : galabarrwodji 
to look: goro-garra 
to look after : goro-orra-garra 
to look around : gornya(-wa) 
to look back : gornya(-wa) =murdi 
to look for : gardaba 
to look out: goro-garra=wa 
to lose: gadj-garra 
to make: djongaladji 
to make a blaze : galabarre-ni-ngi 
to make a shade : badabarri 
to make footprints : bardamada 
to mend: burri 
to miss : warramiri 

to move: waga-da 
to move about: gordongolo-wa-y 
to move something over 

warraga-da 
to move there : ba-waga-da 
to name: godorro-ma 
to not know : djana 
to nurse: gorrobarra-garra 
to open : gordo-bada-gaba 
to paint: barra-wa 
to pass: djarra-bi 
to pick someone up : ma=gäanggi 
to pick something up : boyo-ma 
to pick something up 

boyo-minj-ma 
to pinch: mono-ma 
to play: djardagardeega 
to pluck (out) : gordobinjminj-ma 
to poke around : gadjirrba-ba 
to pour: gardarda-gaba 
to pour: gardewa 
to pull: gordobinj-ma 
to punch : bara 
to push: bada-ga-ba 
to put: nawa 
to put in : garla-ba 
to put in : gorlodja 
to put in/on/up : djarrangga-ba 
to put on : garla-ba-nggi 
to put out: djarrayawo-bu 
to rain : gadjirr-ba-nggi 
to raise someone : morlo-ma 
to remember: gade-ga 
to roast in a ground oven : djala 
to roast in hot 

sand : raga -nu =ngoolhgirr 
to rock: ngorra-ga-ba 
to roll up : gardabinjminj-ma 
to rub back : gardabal-bu-y 
to rub firesticks : mada-wa 
to rub one's self: garda-mala 
to rub string : burri 
to run : balabandji 
to run around : balababandji 
to say: gama 
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to Scratch: mono-ma 
to scratch : mono-ma-gi 
to seclude: galabarrwodji 
to see: goro-garra 
to send: djaba 
to send here : ga-yaba 
to shake: bularra-bu 
to shake out: djilgirdi-ga 
to shake someone : gardada-ma 
to shine: gabalarr-bu 
to shoot: raga 
to show: gorodja 
to sing: barla-bu 
to sing someone : badabala-wa 
to sink a well: garda-ga 
to sit: ni 
to slide : barnarre-ga 
to smell: bunj-ma 
to smoke: djarrobarro-ma 
to spear: bara 
to spear fish : burri 
to spill: gabarnka 
to spill: gabarnka-dji-gi 
to spit on : bada-garra 
to spread: rarra-ga 
to stab: raga 
to stand: dji 
to step on : mala 
to stick: badal-garra 
to stick in(to): raga 
to stick into : gadjirr-ba 
to stop: badamada 
to stop: bimi 
to straighten : djarrabinjminj-ma 
to stretch: djarrabinjminj-ma 
to strike: bara 
to suck blood : garra maarrgi 
to suffer: warra 
to swap : djarde-wo-y 
to sway: gordongolo-wa-y 
to swear a t : garda-garra 
to swell up : balbarra-gi 
to swim: gardanganjngara 
to swim across : gardada-badji 
to take: ga 

to take back : warra 
to take out of a container 

gala-garra 
to take something off 

somebody: gordo-garra 
to talk: bala-bu 
to talk about: bolongolodji 
to talk to self: gordongolodji 
to tear: balbarra-gi 
to tear up : balbarrabarra 
to tell about: gardabala-wa 
to tell off : gordoma-dji 
to think about: gade-ga 
to throw : bada-ga-ba 
to tie : baborda 
to tie up : garda-baborda 
to track : djirrbolo-wa 
to tread on : mala 
to trick: bolo-boyo-ma 
to turn: malarramanj-ma 
to tum around/into: 

malarramanj-ma-gi 
to tum off : djarrayawo-bu 
to tum something around : 

malarraminj-ma 
to undo : gadjaraama 
to urinate: djalaba 
to vomit: bardogordo 
to wait for : marre-wa 
to wake someone up : marde-ga 
to walk around : djarrawiwi 
to want: raga-marr 
to warm up : djirrba-gi 
to warm something up : djirrbori 
to wash something : gadarre-ga 
to wash self: gardanganjngara 
to water: gardewa 
to wave : djimaardbu dji 
to wear: garla-ba-nggi 
to weave: raga 
to whip : nganabarri 
to whistle: ma=woreenjgu 
to wink: bardagama 
to wink: barda-winjminj-ma 
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Mandanenj gerramaana, the crying orphan story 

Stories featuring a crying orphan theme are found throughout western 
Arnhemland. This version follows the typical pattern of these stories. 
The orphan is crying for a particular sweet type of food (in this case, a 
lily) that he has had before. People try to distract him by offering him 
all sorts of other types of food, but none of these satisfy him, and he 
keeps on crying. A devil spirit (probably a shooting star) hears his 
crying. The devil spirit then comes and shuts all the people, who were in 
the camp, into a cave. The devil spirit then roasts them all to death. 

This particular crying orphan story takes place at Mandanenj 
Gerramaana. Mandanenj Gerramaana has not been precisely located, 
but it lies in territory traditionally associated with the Ngaduk language, 
between the South Alligator and Wildman rivers. 

1. barraanggirr 0-an-ee-gi=mba, yunggaalja, 
long ago 3I<3M-cook-PP=AUG devil 
Long ago, the devil cooked them. 

2. 0-waadji-ri=goodo na-marlaadja magaarra, barraanggirr 
3I-ciy-PI=DUR I-orphan that: I long ago 
That orphan kept on crying out, long ago. 

[M.H. what for?] 

3. djaamu ngameena iinjdju magaarrba, something, 
tucker what S.A. that:III something 
For tucker, whatsit? maybe, that one, something, 

4. gordoobarrdja iinjdju goro gordoobarrdja ma-gaama-y 
lily sp S.A. like lily sp III-be-PR 
maybe gordoobarrdja lily. It is like the gordoobarrdja lily, 

5. but ngoondji sweet, 
but other sweet 
but another sweet (lily species). 
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6. mee-n-ba, ngoyoogoda, gaala 
III<3M-ate F:one okay 
(The orphan) had eaten (that sweet) one (before). 

7. 0-waadji-ri=goodo manamaarr, 0-an-gardabaa-ri=yu, 
3I-cry-PI=DUR that:III IV<3M-search-PI=3FIO 
He kept on crying for that one. They searched for it. 

8. bardedjiliidji y-aan-u=mba, 
lily sp 31<3 M-gi ve.PP=AUG 
They gave him bardedjiliidji lily. 

9. gaayu, ngameena gurneembu, nardeenjmarr, 
Neg what goose water python 
No. whatsit goose, water python, 

10. 0-an-oo-ni-mba magaarra bayaalala, 
3I<3M-give-PI=AUG that:I child 
they used to give them to that child. 

11. gaayu ma-n-daawa-ri, 
Neg III<3M-dislike-PI 
No, He disliked them. 

12. buloomarr, nardeenjmarr ngameena, budjoodu, 
fat water python what goanna 
Fat ones, water snake, whatsit, goanna, 

13. 0-an-oo-ni=mba, 
3 I<3M-give-PI=AUG 
they used to give him. 

14. gaayu, gaayu ma-ngee-n-da-ri, 
Neg Neg III<3M-IRR-eat-P 
No, he would not eat them. 

15. djunaarra, galadjeerrbu y-aan-u=mba, 
yam sp yam sp 3I<3M-give.PP=AUG 
Djunaarra yams, galadjeerbu yams, they gave him. 

16. gaayu, manamaarr ma-n-eegi-marr=ma, 
Neg that:III III<3M-Aux.PP-want=SUB 
No, it was only that (sweet lily) that he wanted. 
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17. ma-ngee-n-da-ri ngoondji, 
III<3M-IRR-eat-P other 
He wanted to eat (that) other one (the sweet lily). 

18. iinjdju ngoyoogoda ma-n-mee-gi=mba, wrong one, 
S.A. F.one III<3M-get-PP=AUG wrong one 
Maybe (that) one that they had got him, it was the wrong one. 

19. ngoondji y-aan-u=mba 
other 3I<3M-give.PP=AUG 
Other things, they gave him. 

20. manamaarr ngoyoogoda 
that: III F.one 
It was that one (sweet lily that he wanted), 

21. mananggaar 0-waadji-ri 
that:IV 3I-cry-PI 
and so he was crying. 

22. manamaarr ma-n-eegi- marr 
that: III III<3M-Aux.PP-want 
That one (sweet lily), he wanted it. 

23. ma-ngee-n-da-ri ngoondji deernmi 
III<3M-IRR-eat-P another at all 
He would (not) eat anything else at all. 

24. ma-naabirri ma-baalgi 
PRM-I:there Ill-lots 
There was a lot (of tucker) there. 

25. just one iinjdju ngoyoogoda, 
just one S.A. F.one 
(It was) just (that) one thing, maybe (that) one (thing that he would eat). 

26. mananggaarr gu-djiinba, yunggaalja 
that: IV IV-reason devil 
That is why the devil (cooked them). 

[M.H. The whole lot?] 

27. 0-an-ee-gi=mba, except, 
3 I<3M-cook-PP=AUG except 
He cooked them (all). Except, 
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28. gaala 0-waarridji=mba geegirr 
okay 3I-died=AUG all 
Okay they all died, 

29. mananggaarr giimbi nj-djaa-dji, 
that:IV hill IV-PR-stand 
at that hill standing there. 

30. Sharp Hill 0-aama-y=mba 
Sharp Hill 3I-say-PR=AUG 
(Europeans) say "Sharp Hill". 

[M.H. The rainbow ate them?] 

31. gooyida, 
Neg:IMP 
Not that one! 

32. namardeedjurr nanggaabirri baarri=yu=nanggaamba, 
rainbow IV:there behind=3FIO=IV:emph 
The rainbow is there, behind that place. 

33. nanggaamba, 
IV:emph 
There (at Sharp Hill), 

34. magaarra 0-an-ee-gi=mba yunggaalja 
that:I 3I<3M-cook-PP=AUG devil 
That devil cooked them. 

[M.H. The devil killed them all] 

35. naamba gooro 0-aama-y warrayangal, 
I:emph like 3I-be-PR spirit name 
That one, he is like the warrayangal spirit. 

36. 0-n-darroonggo-ba=mba deernmi nowoo-mba 
3I<3M-close-Aux.PP=AUG too 3-AUG 
He closed them up, too, them. 

[M.H. in a cave?] 

37. ralboodji=nggaana, 0-n-darroonggo-ba=nu=mba, 
cave=LOC IV<3M-close-Aux.PP=3MIO=AUG 
In a cave. He closed it up on them. 
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38. 0-waarridji=mba 
3I-died=AUG 
'They all died inside.' 

geegirr 
all 

[M.H. Why did he close them in?] 

ardaadji 
inside 

39. manaarr gaala bayaalala 
that:I okay child 
Okay, that kid, he heard him. 

0-an-ngaa-wa, 
31<3 M-hear-Aux.PP 

40. 0-waadji-ri=goodo, 
3I-cry-PI=DUR 
He was crying. 

41. that same one, manamaarr ma-djiinba mee-n-ba, 
that same one that:III Ill-reason III<3M-ate 
That same one, because of that (tucker) that he had eaten, 

42. gooro gordoobarrdja ma-gaama-y, 
like lily sp III-be-PR 
like gordoobarrdja lily it is, 

43. but sweet one manamaa-njdju 
but sweet one that:III-SPEC 
but a sweet one, that specific one. 
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